
This book is an introduction to syntactic theory and analysis which can be

used for both introductory and advanced courses in theoretical syntax.

Offering an alternative to the standard generative view of the subject, it

deals with the major issues in syntax with which all theories are concerned.

It presents syntactic phenomena from a wide range of languages and intro-

duces students to the major typological issues that syntactic theories must

address. A generous number of exercises is included, which provide practice

with the concepts introduced in the text and in addition expose the student

to in-depth analysis of data from many languages. Each chapter contains

suggestions for further reading which encompass work from many theoretical

perspectives.
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NOTES FOR INSTRUCTORS

The purpose of this book is to provide an introduction to syntactic theory and

analysis which can be used with both beginning and advanced students. The the-

oretical orientation of the presentation is laid out in chapter 1 and placed in the

context of contemporary linguistic theories. There is more material in the book

than could be easily covered in a single semester; accordingly, it has been organized

in such a way as to facilitate breaking it up for introductory and more advanced

courses.

If used as an introductory text, the book presupposes a standard introduction to

the basic notions in syntax and morphology. The recommended sections for an in-

troduction to syntactic theory course are:

chapter 1: all (optional)

chapter 2: all (section 2.4 optional)

chapter 3: all

chapter 4: sections 4.0-4.5

chapter 5: sections 5.0-5.4

chapter 6: all

chapter 7: sections 7.0-7.3 (section 7.3.2 optional)

chapter 8: sections 8.0-8.4

chapter 9: sections 9.0-9.2

Epilog: all (optional)

There are a number of options available when using the book for more advanced

courses. First, if the introductory course were based on this book as well, then the

sections listed above could be reviewed and then the more advanced material in the

remaining sections could be worked through. Second, if the introductory course

were based on GB or another generative theory, then presumably the material

listed above could be covered more quickly, due to the students' familiarity with the

major issues in syntactic theory. Many of the topics that are of particular concern to

GB and related theories, e.g. binding, subjacency and quantifier scope, are dealt

with in sections from chapters 5,7 and 9 not listed above. Chapter 1 and the Epilog

should definitely be included in such a course, since chapter 1 contrasts the orientation

xxi
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Notes for instructors

of this book with that of GB and the Epilog deals with the important issue of lan-

guage acquisition.

The exercises at the end of each chapter are keyed to specific sections in the chap-

ter. This is indicated by a section number in square brackets at the end of the text

part of the problem, e.g. '[section 3.2.1]'. This means that the student should be able

to do the exercise after having mastered the material in that section. This will allow

the instructor to assign exercises that are appropriate for the material covered.

Inquiries, comments and suggestions regarding the exercises are welcome; please

direct them to VANVALIN@ACSU.BUFFALO.EDU. An instructor's guide, including

solutions to all of the exercises, is available from the first author.

There are suggested readings at the end of each chapter, and they are not limited

to work sharing the same theoretical orientation as the book; rather, they are

intended to direct the student toward important work on a particular topic from a

variety of theoretical perspectives. We have not included a glossary of terms used

in syntactic theory and analysis; we recommend R. L. Trask's A dictionary of gram-

matical terms in linguistics (London: Routledge, 1993) as a companion to this vol-

ume, as it contains a comprehensive list of terms with definitions, exemplifications

and references.

xxn
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ABBREVIATIONS

A, A C T Actor, actor of transitive verb

A A J Argument adj unct

ABS Absolutive

ACC Accusative

ACS Accessible

A C V Active, activated

Adj(P) Adjective (phrase)

ADV Adverb

A F D Actual focus domain

AJT Adjunct

ALL Allative

AN(IM) Animate

ANT Anterior

ANTI Antipassive

AOR Aorist

A PL Applicative

ARG Argument

AR/J Argument or argument adjunct

ART Article

ASC Associative

ASP Aspect

ATV Active voice

A U G Stem augment

AUX Auxiliary

BEN Benef active

CatG Categorial Grammar

CAUS Causative

C D Complement of degree

CL Classifier

CL-A Clausal actor

C L - U Clausal undergoer
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List of abbreviations

C L M Clause linkage marker

CMPL Complementizer

CMPV Completive

CNTR Contrastive

CogG Cognitive Grammar

COM Comitative

ConG Construction Grammar

C O N J Conj unction

CO NT Continuative

COP Copula

DAT Dative

D C A Direct core argument

DCT Direct

DEC Declarative

D E F Definite(ness)

DEIC Deictic

DEM Demonstrative pronoun

DEP Dependent

DEPR Deprecating

D E S Desiderative

DET Determiner

DfP Different pivot

DIM Diminutive

DIR Directional

dl Dual

d.n.a. does not apply

D O Direct object

D P Detached phrase

DS Different subject

d-S Derived intransitive subject

DT Different topic

DUR Durative

ECS Extra-core slot

ERG Ergative

EVID Evidential

EX Exclusive

EXCL Exclamation

EXH Exhortative

EXT Extent of action

F, F E M Feminine

FG Functional Grammar
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List of abbreviations

FIN Finite

FOC Focus

FUT Future

G B Government and Binding Theory

GEN Genitive

G P S G Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar

HAB Habitual

H P S G Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar

H S Hearsay

IC Immediate constituent

IF Elocutionary force

11F Indirect information flow

IM M Immediate past

IMP Imperative

IMPER Impersonal

IMPF Imperfective

IN A Inactive

IN AN Inanimate

INC Inclusive

IND(IC) Indicative

INF Infinitive

INGR Ingressive

INES Inessive

IN S T Instrument, instrumental voice

INT Interrogative

INTR Intransitive

I NTS Intensive

INV Inverse

IO Indirect object

IRR Irrealis

ISC Invariable syntactic controller

LAD Language acquisition device

LDP Left-detached position

L F G Lexical-Functional Grammar

LNK Linker

LOC Locative

LS Logical structure

L S C Layered structure of the clause

L S N P Layered structure of the noun phrase

M,MASC Masculine

MID Middle voice
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List of abbreviations

MOD Modality

MOM Momentaneous

N A S P Nominal aspect

N C B R Non-clause-bounded reflexive

NEC Necessity

NEG Negative

N,NEUT Neuter

NFIN Non-finite

NM Noun marker

NMZ Nominalizer

N O M Nominative

N(P) Noun (phrase)

N PIP N P-initial position

NPST Non-past

nsg Non-singular

NUC Nucleus

NUM Number

OBJ Object

OBL Oblique

OBLIG Obligation

OBV Obviative

OCA Oblique core argument

OP Operator

p Person

P Patient (object) of transitive verb

P&P Principles and Parameters Theory

PART Participle

PASS Passive

P(A)ST Past

PER Periphery

PERF Perfect

P F D Potential focus domain

pi Plural

PNCT Punctual

P N M Proper noun marker

PO Primary object

PoCS Postcoreslot

POSS Possessive

P (P) Pre-/postposition (phrase)

P P P Past participle passive

PrCS Precoreslot
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List of abbreviations

P R D M Predicate marker

PRED Predicate

PRES Present

PRFV Perfective

PRO Pronoun

PROG Progressive

PROP Proper noun

PROX Proximate

PrP Pragmatic pivot

P RP R Proprietive case

PRT Particle

PRTV Partitive

P R V Preradical vowel

PSA Privileged syntactic argument(s)

PSBL Possibility

PSTP Past participle

PURP Purposive

PVB Preverb

Q Question

QNT Quantifier

Q U O T Quotation, quotative

R D P Right-detached position

REAL Realis

REC Recent past

REF Referential NP

REFL Reflexive

R E L Relative clause marker

RelG Relational Grammar

RE PET Repetitive

R R G Role and Reference Grammar

S Subject of intransitive verb

SBJ Subjunctive

S E Q Sequential conjunction

S F G Systemic Functional Grammar

sg Singular

SIM Simultaneous action

SmC Semantic controller

S M L F Semelfactive aspect

S O Secondary object

S P Same pivot

SPEC (Ref erential-)specific
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List of abbreviations

S / R Switch-reference marker

S S Same subject

STA Status

SUB Subordinator

SUBJ Subject

S U F F Suffix

T E L Telic

TM Terminal marker

TNP Transitive, non-past

TNS Tense

T O P Topic

T P A S T Past tense - earlier today

T R A N S Transitive

U G Universal grammar

U , U N D Undergoer

V(P) Verb (phrase)

V S P Variable syntactic pivot

WG Word Grammar

X(P) Head or phrase of any category

Y P A S T Past tense - yesterday

Arabic numbers refer to Bantu noun class agreement markers or person
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1
The goals of linguistic theory

1.0 Introduction

This book is about some of the devices users of human languages employ to

put meaningful elements together to form words, words together to form phrases,

phrases together to form clauses, clauses together to form sentences, and sent-

ences together to form texts. The emphasis here will be on the construction of units

larger than words, in particular clauses and sentences. This has often been viewed

primarily as the domain of syntax. 'The term "syntax" is from the Ancient Greek

syntaxis, a verbal noun which literally means "arrangement" or "setting out

together". Traditionally, it refers to the branch of grammar dealing with the ways

in which words, with or without appropriate inflections, are arranged to show con-

nections of meaning within the sentence.' (Matthews 1982:1). The expressions of a

language involve a relationship between a sequence of sounds and a meaning, and

this relationship is mediated by grammar, a core component of which is syntax. In

English and many other languages, the arrangement of words is a vital factor in

determining the meaning of an utterance, as illustrated in (1.1).

(1.1) a. The man saw the woman,

b. The woman saw the man.

In Dyirbal (Australia; Dixon 1972) and many other languages, however, the order

of words is irrelevant to the determination of the meaning of a sentence; it is,

rather, the inflectional form of a phrase which is the crucial factor determining the

interpretation of the sentence, as shown in (1.2). (The base forms of each noun are

italicized.)

(1.2) a. Balan^wgwrabZ/bangulyartf-rjgubutan.

DET woman DET man see

b. Bangui yapa-ngu balan d,ugumbil b

DET man DET woman see

'The man saw the woman.'

c. Bayi yaia barjgun 4ugumbi-iw bur,an.

DET man DET woman see
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The goals of linguistic theory

d. Bangun 4ugumbi-zii bayi yaj;a bur,an.

DET woman DETmansee

'The woman saw the man.'

Notice that the form of the noun phrases for 'the man' and 'the woman' differ in the

second pair of sentences from the first, i.e. 'the woman' balan d^ugumbil in (a, b) —>

barjgun 4ugumbi-ju in (c, d), and 'the man' barjgulyaj;a-r)gu in (a, b) -> bayiyaia in

(c, d), and it is this change in form, not the variation in position in the sentence, that

signals the difference in meaning. Hence morphology can be used to express 'who is

doing what to whom' in some languages, while word order does this in others, and

accordingly the cross-linguistic study of syntax cannot be carried out without paying

serious attention to morphology. In recognition of the functional overlap between

syntax and morphology, the term 'morphosyntax' is used to capture the interrelated-

ness of these two central areas of grammar.

In this chapter we will lay out the theoretical background against which current

work in syntax, both theoretical and descriptive, is carried out. In section 1.1, we

will sketch the general goals of linguistic theory which most linguists would agree

with, while in section 1.2 we will discuss the notion of 'explanation' in linguistics. In

section 1.3 we will outline the two major perspectives on these goals that are most

widely held in the field today.

1.1 Goals of linguistic theory

While it is probably impossible to draw up a list of goals for linguistic theory which

every linguist would agree with, it is nevertheless possible to characterize a set of

general goals which the majority of linguists would give assent to. They are: descrip-

tion of linguistic phenomena, explanation of linguistic phenomena, and under-

standing the cognitive basis of language. Each of these will be discussed in turn

below.

1.1.1 Describing linguistic phenomena

Much of the work done in linguistics during the first half of the twentieth century

was devoted to discovering and refining the basic tools of linguistic description. In

phonology this meant Sapir, Swadesh, Trubetzkoy, Jakobson, Bloomfield and Bloch

defining and redefining the phoneme, in order to ensure its methodological preci-

sion and validity. In morphology this meant Bloomfield and Harris, among others,

working out the concepts of morph, morpheme and allomorph, and in addition

there was the crucial problem of the interface between phonology and morphology,

morphophonemics, and its implications for the analysis of the two levels. The fun-

damental constructs in syntactic analysis (constituent and immediate constituent,

construction, and transformation, among others) were the result of Bloomfield's,

Hockett's and Harris' efforts to extend the methods of structural analysis employed
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1.1 Goals of linguistic theo ry

on the phonemic and morphemic levels to syntax, and of Jespersen's theorizing

derived from his detailed study of English. Finally, important contributions to the

study of syntax, especially in terms of the perspective to be adopted here, have

come from the work of linguists in the Prague School, beginning with Mathesius

in the third decade of this century.

Describing linguistic phenomena is one of the central goals in linguistics, and

for many linguists it is their primary goal. This may include describing individual

languages, describing what is common to all languages (language universals), or

describing how languages differ from each other (language typology). And each

of these endeavors can be carried out with respect to specific linguistic levels, e.g.

phonology, syntax, narrative discourse structure. Linguistics in the United States

grew out of anthropology, in particular out of the enterprise of describing the native

cultures and languages of North America (see Boas 1911) and this descriptive tra-

dition is still alive and well today. Linguistic description is vitally important, for

two reasons. First, language is a major part of our common human heritage, and

languages are vanishing as their last speakers die or they are supplanted by a socio-

culturally dominant language, just as plant and animal species are becoming extinct.

Documenting the diversity of human languages is a necessary and crucial aspect of

linguistics. This directly relates to the second reason: all of the other goals presup-

pose this one. Developing serious explanatory theories of language is impossible in

the absence of descriptions of the object of explanation. Understanding the cognit-

ive basis of language is impossible in the absence of an adequate cross-linguistic

characterization of linguistic behavior. We cannot explain or posit cognitive mechan-

isms for something unless it has first been described.

1.1.2 Explaining linguistic phenomena

The main impetus to the postulation of explanatory theories of linguistic phe-

nomena came from Chomsky's early work in generative grammar. Chomsky (1957)

argued that the proper role of linguistic theory is to provide criteria for selecting

the most explanatory grammar from among a group of competing grammars. We

will discuss what these criteria are in section 1.2; we will see in section 1.3 that

different approaches have quite divergent views of what the appropriate criteria

should be.

At a more basic level, what is there to be explained? That is, what is it that a lin-

guistic theory should explain? There is in fact a wide range of candidates, and what

a theory seeks to explain has profound consequences for the content and organ-

ization of the theory. A short, partial list of candidate topics is given in (1.3).

(1.3) Candidates for what a linguistic theory should explain

a. how speakers use language in different social situations;

b. why human languages have the structure that they do;

c. what is common to all human languages;
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The goals of linguistic theory

d. why human languages vary structurally the way they do;

e. how human languages change over time;

f. how speakers produce and understand language in real time;

g. the nature of native speakers' knowledge of their language;

h. how children learn language.

There are many more questions one could come up with, but this list is sufficient for

this discussion. Virtually all theories are interested in questions (b)-(d), and the

issue is usually phrased, 'how are human languages different and how are they

alike?' An important component of the answer a theory gives to the question of

what is to be explained derives from the conception the theory has of what language

is in the first place. If, for example, one holds that a language is simply a set of

abstract formal objects representing the sentences of the language, then many

of these questions will be excluded right away. In section 1.3 we will look at the

definitions of language assumed by different theories and at what those theories

seek to explain.

1.1.3 Understanding the cognitive basis of language

The last three topics listed in (1.3) refer to explicitly psychological questions about

language, and many linguists, following Chomsky, maintain that cognitive issues are

in fact the most important issues to be explained; they do not necessarily agree,

however, on which questions are the most important and how they should be

approached. The three questions in (1.4) highlight three major facets of the psy-

chology of language:

(1.4) Processing: What cognitive processes are involved when human beings pro-

duce and understand language on line in real time? How specialized to lan-

guage are these processes?

Knowledge: What constitutes knowledge of language? How is it organized?

How is it represented? How is it employed in language processing? How

does knowledge of language relate to knowledge in other cognitive domains?

Acquisition: How do human beings come to have knowledge of language?

What is the nature of the acquisition process? Is coming to know language

similar to or different from acquiring knowledge in other cognitive do-

mains? Does it involve knowledge from other cognitive domains?

These questions have become fundamental ones in the cognitive sciences and are

the driving force behind much of the research and theorizing in linguistics today.

1.2 Explanation in linguistics

Since explanation is an important goal in linguistic theory, it is necessary to clarify

exactly what the explanatory criteria used by linguists are and what standards

linguists set for their theories to meet.
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1.2 Explanation in linguistics

1.2.1 Types of explanatory criteria

Philosophers of science typically divide theories into two basic types, inductive and

deductive. Inductive theories derive generalizations from the observation of many

exemplars of the phenomena under investigation; the hypotheses so generated are

descriptive in nature. If one, for example, examined a large number of birds of vari-

ous species and concluded 'all birds have wings', this would be an inductive general-

ization describing a property of birds. The generalizations of structural linguistics

are inductive in nature, as are the language universals proposed in the work of

Greenberg (e.g. Greenberg 1966). The relationship between data and theory with

respect to inductive theories is data —» hypothesis.

In deductive theories, on the other hand, hypotheses are formulated and then

tested against data in order to ascertain their validity. Theories in the so-called

'hard' sciences, e.g. physics, are primarily of this kind. Typically, the hypotheses grow

out of observations of phenomena but not directly as in inductive theories. For

example, a physicist might examine the results of a series of experiments involving

particle interactions and conclude that in order to account for them it is necessary to

posit a type of particle which had not been previously observed. She would then form-

ulate hypotheses which are intended to explain the observed facts and predict the

results of additional experiments with respect to the postulated particle. The valid-

ity of the hypothesis would be determined relative to the accuracy of the predictions

it made regarding the experimental results. Deductive theories are explanatory the-

ories, and the relationship between data and theory is hypothesis —> data.
1

It is often the case that more than one set of hypotheses is proposed to account

for a given observation or set of observations. How does one choose the best one

among them? There are two types of criteria, empirical and theory-internal. The

empirical criterion is the one mentioned above: is the theory in accord with the

known facts or experimental results? If not, then it should be eliminated from con-

sideration. But what happens when there is more than one theory that is empirically

accurate? The answer is that there is a set of theory-internal criteria, which are

given in (1.5).

(1.5) Theory-internal explanatory criteria

a. Economy (Occam's Razor): Is it the simplest theory?

b. Motivation: Are the crucial explanatory constructs independently moti-

vated or are they ad hocl

c. Predictiveness: Do the hypotheses predict phenomena beyond those for

which they were formulated?

While it is not always easy to come up with explicit criteria for simplicity in a par-

ticular theoretical domain, the intuition behind (1.5a) is straightforward: all other

things being equal, the simplest theory is to be preferred. The second criterion,

motivation, refers to the extent to which the hypotheses follow in a natural way
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from the preexisting theory and the extent to which the constructs invoked in the

explanation are also required elsewhere in the theory. An account in which the

explanatory constructs have no other function beyond dealing with the problem at

hand is less highly valued than one in which they play a role in the explanation of

other phenomena; in this case the constructs are said to be independently motivated,

because they are required by the theory for phenomena other than the problem at

hand. An example from linguistics would be the contrast between two hypothetical

accounts of the contrasting pairs of sentences in (1.6).

(1.6) a. Who did Mary see?

a'. Mary saw who?

b. Sandy Robin doesn't like,

b'. Robin doesn't like Sandy.

In English a question word normally appears at the beginning of the sentence, as in

(1.6a) and is interpreted as if it were in its 'usual' position, as in (a'). It is also pos-

sible for a noun phrase which is not a question word to occur initially before the

subject, as in (b), and it too is interpreted as if it were in its usual position, as in (b').

Let us suppose further that there are two competing accounts of the relationship

between the two (b) sentences, one which invokes the same rule which relates

the two (a) sentences (call it 'displacement') and another one which applies just to

the two (b) sentences (call it 'topicalization'). Assuming everything else to be equal

(including that they are equally empirically accurate), the first solution is to be pre-

ferred, for two reasons: first, it is simpler (one rule vs. two rules); and second, the

rule invoked to account for the (b) sentences in the first account is independently

needed in the grammar to account for the (a) sentences, whereas in the second

account the 'topicalization' rule applies only to sentences like those in (b) and

nowhere else in the grammar. Hence the second account is not independently

motivated, whereas the first one is.

With respect to the third criterion, hypotheses which make empirically testable

predictions about other observed phenomena or phenomena not yet observed are

more highly valued than those which do not. Continuing the example of the con-

trasting analyses of (1.6), let us say that the first account, the one which posits a sin-

gle rule to handle both constructions, makes the following prediction: since both

constructions are the result of a single rule of grammar, they are likely to cooccur

across different languages. In particular, it may be the case that there is an implica-

tional relationship between them, to the effect that if a language has the construc-

tions in (1.6b-b'), it will also have the constructions in (1.6a-a').2 This predicts, then,

that there will be no languages in which constructions of type (b) occur without there

being constructions of type (a) in the language, but not vice versa. Whether this is

correct or not can be determined by empirical investigation. The second account

makes no such prediction; since each construction is the result of independent rules
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Table 1.1 Types of explanatory criteria

Domain to

be explained

SYNTAX

Theory-internal

criteria

Economy

Motivation

Predictiveness

External criteria

Language -internal

Phonology

Semantics
Pragmatics
Processing

Language-external

Reasoning
Categorization
Perception

in the grammar, there is no reason to predict that they should or should not cooccur.

Here again the first account, from which an empirically testable prediction follows,

is more highly valued than the second.

As this example has shown, the theory-internal criteria in (1.5) play a central role

in theoretical argumentation in linguistics. By referring to these criteria as 'theory-

internal', we do not mean to imply that they are internal to any specific theory;

rather, they are assumed by all linguistic theories. It is also possible to appeal to

external phenomena in explanation, and this is a point of controversy among lin-

guistic theories. An example of an external explanation would be an account of

some syntactic pattern which makes crucial reference to semantics (i.e. the meaning

of the pattern) and/or pragmatics (i.e. the context in which it occurs or the com-

municative function which it serves). A semantic explanation for a syntactic pat-

tern would be an external explanation, on the standard (but not universally held)

assumption that syntax and semantics are distinct from each other. In this instance

we are dealing with external but language-internal explanations. It is also logically

possible to appeal to language-external facts or principles in an explanation. For

example, one could argue that some syntactic pattern holds in human languages

because of the nature of human cognition or perception; such an appeal to non-

linguistic aspects of cognition or perception would be an external explanation as

well. These different explanatory criteria may be summarized as in table 1.1.

1.2.2 Levels of adequacy in linguistic theory

One of the most important arguments Chomsky made in Syntactic structures (1957),

the monograph which introduced generative grammar to the field, was that lin-

guistics should be considered a deductive, rather than an inductive, enterprise.

Bloomfield had stated explicitly in his 1933 book, Language, that 'the only valid lin-

guistic generalizations are inductive generalizations' (21), and one of Chomsky's

main goals was to make linguistic theory explanatory and not simply descriptive. As

part of this project, he proposed levels of adequacy that a grammar must meet in his

1965 book, Aspects of the theory of syntax. They are: (1) observational adequacy,

i.e. the grammar correctly predicts which sentences in a language are well formed
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(grammatical) and which are not; (2) descriptive adequacy, i.e. the grammar is

observationally adequate and it assigns structural descriptions to the sentences in

the language that capture native speaker intuitions about the structure and meaning

of the sentences; and (3) explanatory adequacy, i.e. the grammar is descriptively

adequate and is part of a theory which provides an account of 'how these facts arise

in the mind of the speaker-hearer' (Chomsky 1994: 386). For Chomsky, 'the funda-

mental empirical problem of linguistics is to explain how a person can acquire

knowledge of language' (1977: 81). The last two levels of adequacy are explicitly

cognitive in nature, as they refer to native speaker intuitions and to language acqui-

sition. In terms of the criteria introduced in the previous section, observational

adequacy is the criterion of empirical accuracy applied to the sentences of a lan-

guage, whereas descriptive adequacy is also based on empirical accuracy, in this

case applied to native speaker intuitions about sentences. It is at the level of

explanatory adequacy that the theory-internal criteria in (1.5) come into play, and

it is a point of disagreement among theories as to whether external criteria are

relevant here or not. We will return to this issue in section 1.3.

Additional types of adequacy have been proposed. Dik (1978,1991) proposes a

broad notion of psychological adequacy, which states that a theory should be 'com-

patible with the results of psycholinguistic research on the acquisition, processing,

production, interpretation and memorization of linguistic expressions' (1991: 248).

This subsumes the criterion put forth in Kaplan and Bresnan (1982) that theories of

linguistic structure should be directly relatable to testable theories of language pro-

duction and comprehension. Dik also proposes two additional types of adequacy:

pragmatic adequacy, i.e. 'the theory and the language descriptions based on it should

be interpretable within a wider pragmatic theory of verbal communication' (1991:

247), and typological adequacy, i.e. the theory should 'formulate such rules and

principles as can be applied to any type of language without "forcing", i.e. without

adapting the language described to the theory already developed' (248). One of

the issues to be explored in the next section is the types of adequacy that different

theories assume.

1.3 Contrasting perspectives on the goals of linguistic theory

While the list of goals in section 1.1 is shared in some form by most linguists, there

are sharply different points of view regarding their exact formulation and relative

importance to each other. In this section we will sketch out two very general per-

spectives on these goals, each of which subsumes a variety of syntactic theories

and approaches.

1.3.1 The syntactocentric perspective

In the syntactocentric view of language, laid out explicitly in Chomsky (1965),

syntax is the central aspect of language. The phonological and semantic aspects of
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language are derivative of and secondary to syntactic structure. From Chomsky's

point of view, language is an abstract object whose structure is to be studied inde-

pendently of psycholinguistic, communicative, sociocultural and other considera-

tions. Access to the object of study is primarily through the linguistic intuitions of

native speakers of languages. Chomsky's own theories, Principles and Parameters

Theory (P&P; 'the minimalist program' of Chomsky 1992, 1995), and its well-

known predecessor, Government and Binding Theory (GB) (e.g. Chomsky 1986a),

have dominated linguistic theory for many years.

Chomsky has explicitly denied that communication is a necessary or even import-

ant function of language (e.g. 1975: 56-7,1980: 229-30). For him 'human language

is a system for free expression of thought, essentially independent of stimulus con-

trol, need-satisfaction or instrumental purpose' (1980: 239) and 'a set of structural

descriptions of sentences, where a full structural description determines (in par-

ticular) the sound and meaning of a linguistic expression' (Chomsky 1977: 81). In

any case, it is not the use of language that generative theories are to investigate.

Chomsky (1965) proposed a fundamental distinction between linguistic compet-

ence and linguistic performance: competence is a native speaker's knowledge of

language, whereas performance is the actual use of language on particular occa-

sions. For Chomsky the proper object of study for linguistics is competence only,

and linguistic theory will have something to say about performance only insofar

as a plausible theory of performance would of necessity incorporate a theory of

competence. In his more recent work, e.g. (1986a), he has further distinguished

between 'E[xternal]-language' and 'I[nternal]-language', where E-language corre-

sponds roughly to the pretheoretical idea of what a language is and I-language is a

speaker's internal grammar.

The study of generative grammar in the modern sense . . . was marked

by a significant shift in focus in the study of language. To put it briefly,

the focus of attention was shifted from 'language' to 'grammar'... The

shift of focus from language (an obscure and I believe ultimately unim-

portant notion) to grammar is essential if we are to proceed towards

assimilating the study of language to the natural sciences. (Chomsky

1981a: 4,7)

E-language consists of the overt phenomena of linguistic interaction in the socio-

cultural realm; on the other hand, I-language (the grammar) is an abstract object

accessible only through native speaker intuitions, and in this view only I-language

falls within the scope of linguistic inquiry. Thus linguistics, in this conception, is the

science of grammar, not of language. Universals for Chomsky are generalizations

about I-languages (properties of grammars e.g. 'all grammars make use of the syn-

tactic categories NOUN and VERB'); he refers to them as 'linguistic universals'; they

are not about E-languages (properties of languages, e.g. 'virtually all verb-initial

languages have prepositions rather than postpositions').
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Given Chomsky's postulation of explanatory adequacy (section 1.3.2), it might be

assumed that he is very concerned with the psychological aspects of language and

therefore his theories do not really consider language to be such an abstract object.

However, the fundamentally 'abstract object' outlook of the theory is confirmed

when the criteria relevant to explanatory adequacy are examined: they are only the

theory-internal criteria in (1.5); no external and, in particular, no language-external

criteria (see table 1.1) are invoked. Competing descriptively adequate grammars

are to be evaluated solely with respect to economy, motivation and predictiveness.

Dik's principle of psychological adequacy is not acceptable to Chomsky. This is

reflected in Chomsky's overall theory of mind: language is a fully self-contained

mental module, the inner workings of which are independent of and not accessible

to other mental modules, e.g. reasoning, perception, vision, common sense, etc.

It might be suggested that interest in language acquisition must involve psy-

cholinguistic research and therefore reflects a more psychological perspective. This

does not follow, however. For Chomsky, language acquisition is a logical problem,

not a psycholinguistic one, and therefore it requires no psycholinguistic research or

even study of child language.3 The logical problem may be formulated as follows:

given an account of adult grammatical competence (what Chomsky calls the 'final

state' of the organism), we may deduce the initial state of the language acquirer by

factoring out what is supplied by experience. This may be represented graphically

as in (1.7).

(1.7) Final knowledge state (= adult grammatical competence)

- Input from experience

= Initial knowledge state (= language acquisition device [LAD])

If there is some element of the final knowledge state which is not attributable to

experience, then it must be part of the initial knowledge state or language acquisi-

tion device (LAD); this is known as 'the argument from the poverty of the stimulus'.

It is assumed that the input to the child from experience is variable and degener-

ate and that it contains little or no information regarding the relevant grammatical

principles. Hence it is claimed that the initial state, the LAD, is very rich and

contains virtually all of the formal content of the final knowledge state. This claim

has often been presented as a claim that 'language is innate', but this is in fact a mis-

leading formulation. Chomsky's position is much stronger than the common-sense

view that because humans alone possess true language, we must be genetically pre-

determined in some way to acquire it; language is innate in this sense, which is

uncontroversial. Chomsky maintains that human beings are born with a generative

grammar hard-wired into an autonomous language module in the mind; what

enables humans to acquire language, the LAD, is specific to language and inde-

pendent of all other cognitive capacities. Hence the real issue for Chomsky is the

autonomy of the LAD, not whether it is innate.
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Since a child can learn any human language, the LAD is in effect a theory of

universal grammar (UG). UG contains universals of I-language, not E-language.

What the child does in language acquisition is adapt the principles of the L A D/ U G

to fit the language to which she is exposed. In Chomsky's most recent work (e.g.

1995), he has claimed that the syntactic system in all languages is the same and

that all differences among languages are attributable to differences in the pro-

perties of lexical items in different languages.

What, then, are the goals of linguistic theory from a Chomskyan perspective?

Explanation is the highest goal. There are many theories which have adopted

this general view of the goals of linguistic theory, including Generalized Phrase

Structure Grammar (GPSG; Gazdar etal. 1985), Relational Grammar (RelG; e.g.

Perlmutter 1980) and Categorial Grammar (CatG; e.g. Moortgaat 1991). With re-

spect to the topics in (1.3), they are concerned with (c), (g) and (h), with the proviso

that 'language' is understood as 'I-language' (grammar). They differ as to whether

they are concerned with the cognitive issues in (1.4); Chomsky's own theory is

concerned with the issues of knowledge and acquisition (but not processing), in

the non-psychological way discussed above, while the other theories are basically

agnostic on these issues. The explanatory criteria are either theory-internal only,

as in P&P/GB, or both theory-internal and -external but still language-internal

(usually semantics), as in some of the other theories.

1.3.2 The communication-and-cognition perspective

The second perspective we will call 'the communication-and-cognition perspective',

and from this point of view, human language's role as a means of communication,

its role in broader cognitive processes such as reasoning and conceptualization, and

its relations with other cognitive systems such as perception and knowledge are all

relevant to and indeed crucial to the study of language structure. Language is

viewed as an abstract system, one which is nonetheless firmly grounded in human

communication and cognition. Syntax is not the central aspect of language, in this

view. Indeed, the status of syntax vis-a-vis semantics and pragmatics is an issue with

respect to which theories within this perspective differ; some of the more radical

practitioners argue that syntax does not exist or is reducible to discourse patterns

(e.g. Hopper 1987), whereas the majority of linguists are interested in how syntax

interacts with semantics and pragmatics. Access to the object of study is through

a variety of means: native speaker intuitions, analysis of conversation, discourse

and narrative, and the results of psycholinguistic experimentation, among others.

Theories which reject the syntactocentric view and adopt this general perspective

include Functional Grammar (FG; Dik 1978,1991), Role and Reference Grammar

(R R G; Van Valin 1993b), Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG; Halliday 1985,1994,

Matthiessen 1995), Tagmemics (Pike 1982), Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG;

Bresnan 1982a), Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG; Pollard and Sag
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1994), Construction Grammar (ConG; Fillmore 1988, Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor

1988), Autolexical Syntax (Sadock 1991), Word Grammar (WG; Hudson 1984),

the St. Petersburg school of functional grammar (Bondarko 1991), Meaning-text

theory (Mel'chuk 1979, 1987, Mel'chuk and Pertsov 1986), Cognitive Grammar

(CogG; Langacker 1987,1990; Lakoff 1987), Prague School Dependency Grammar

(Sgall, Hajicova and Panevova 1986), and French functionalism (Martinet 1962,

1975). In addition, there are a number of individuals whose work has been very

important in the development of this perspective but who are not associated

with any of the above theories, in particular Michael Silverstein, Ray Jackendoff,

Ellen Prince, T. Givon, Susumu Kuno, Leonard Talmy, Sandra Thompson and

Anna Wierzbicka.

These approaches represent a great range of theoretical opinion, and by listing

them together no claim is made that they are in agreement on all major issues.

Rather, what they have in common is first, a rejection of the syntactocentric view of

Chomsky, and second, an acknowledgment of the importance of communicative

factors, cognitive factors or both in grammatical theory and analysis. Moreover,

there is no individual analogous to Chomsky who defines the perspective. The theo-

ries can be placed along a continuum, according to whether they emphasize the

communicative or cognitive aspects of language. SFG takes perhaps the most radi-

cal discourse-pragmatic view, a 'top-down' analytic model which starts with dis-

course and works 'down' to lower levels of grammatical structure. Halliday (1985)

argues that the ultimate explanations for linguistic phenomena lie in language use.

Language has evolved to satisfy human needs; and the way it is organ-

ized is functional with respect to these needs - it is not arbitrary. A

functional grammar is essentially a 'natural' grammar, in the sense that

everything in it can be explained, ultimately, by reference to how lan-

guage is used. (1985: xiii)... The orientation is to language as a social

rather than an individual phenomenon, and the origin and develop-

ment of the theory have aligned it with the sociological rather than

psychological modes of explanation. At the same time it has been used

within a general cognitive framework. (1985: xxx)

At the other (cognitive) end of the spectrum, Langacker's CogG

assumes that language is neither self-contained nor describable without

essential reference to cognitive processing (regardless of whether one

posits a special faculte de langage). Grammatical structures do not con-

stitute an autonomous formal system or level of representation: they

are claimed instead to be inherently symbolic, providing for the struc-

turing and conventional symbolization of conceptual content. Lexicon,

morphology, and syntax form a continuum of symbolic units, divided

only arbitrarily into separate components; it is ultimately as pointless
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to analyze grammatical units without reference to their semantic value

as to write a dictionary which omits the meanings of its lexical items.

(Langacker 1990:1)

CogG recognizes 'only three broad facets of linguistic structure - semantic, phono-

logical and symbolic - represented in the grammar by the corresponding units'

(Langacker 1990: 105), and Langacker specifically argues that the distinction

between semantics and pragmatics is artificial and arbitrary.

Into the middle fall the remaining theories. Van Valin (1993b) characterizes the

RRG view as follows:

RRG takes language to be a system of communicative social action,

and accordingly, analyzing the communicative functions of grammatical

structures plays a vital role in grammatical description and theory from

this perspective . . . Language is a system, and grammar is a system in

the traditional structuralist sense; what distinguishes the RRG con-

ception . . . is the conviction that grammatical structure can only be

understood with reference to its semantic and communicative functions.

Syntax is not autonomous. In terms of the abstract paradigmatic and

syntagmatic relations that define a structural system, RRG is concerned

not only with relations of cooccurrence and combination in strictly

formal terms but also with semantic and pragmatic cooccurrence and

combinatory relations. (1993b: 2)

Dik puts forth a similar view in FG.

[A] language is considered in the first place as an instrument for com-

municative verbal interaction, and the basic assumption is that the var-

ious properties of natural languages should, wherever this is possible,

be understood and explained in terms of the conditions imposed by

their usage. The language system, therefore, is not considered as an

autonomous set of rules and principles, the uses of which can only be

considered in a secondary phase; rather it is assumed that the rules

and principles composing the language system can only be adequately

understood when they are analyzed in terms of conditions of use. In

this sense the study of language use (pragmatics) precedes the study of

the formal and semantic properties of linguistic expressions. (1991:

247)

Both theories are also concerned with the cognitive status of the grammars they

propose and accept Dik's criterion of psychological adequacy. LFG but neither

HPS G nor ConG would accept Dik's condition of psychological adequacy.

One of the striking things that these various approaches have in common is the

acceptance of external criteria in explanation (see table 1.1), and this distinguishes
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them from the Chomskyan view. As is clear from the statements above, all acknow-

ledge the central role of language-internal non-syntactic criteria in explanation;

indeed, it seems clear that semantics and pragmatics are not truly external at all

from this perspective, and accordingly Dik's notion of pragmatic adequacy could

be applied to all of them. Language-external criteria are also accepted by most of

these theories; in particular, all would recognize Dik's principle of psychological

adequacy as a valid standard by which to evaluate competing theories.

Chomsky's level of explanatory adequacy is primarily concerned with explaining

language acquisition, and there has been important research done in this area by

psychologists and psycholinguists adopting this view of language, especially Bates,

MacWhinney, Slobin, Bowerman, Braine, Tomasello and others. From a commun-

ication and cognition perspective, the object of study is not the acquisition of gram-

matical competence, but rather communicative competence (Hymes 1974, Halliday

1975, Ochs and Schieffelin 1979). Van Valin (1991a) argues that from this point of

view what a child does in learning language is to construct a grammar, based on its

inborn cognitive endowment (which is not assumed to be specific to language) and

information from experience. Slobin's notion of a Basic Child Grammar (1985) is a

concrete proposal regarding the kind of learning principles that could be involved,

and Braine (1992) shows how a conception of clause structure very much like that to

be introduced in chapter 2 could be constructed developmentally by the child.

Tomasello (1992) employs CogG to illuminate children's early verb use, and Rispoli

(1991a, b, 1994) shows how the lexical representations to be introduced in chapter 3

and the conception of grammatical relations to be presented in chapter 6 can be

learned. Bowerman (1990) provides evidence in favor of the view that rules linking

syntactic and semantic representations of the type to be introduced in chapter 7 are

learned, and Van Valin (1994) puts forward an account of how some of the con-

straints on linking between syntactic and semantic representations in complex sent-

ences of the type to be developed in chapter 9 could be learned. We return to these

issues in the Epilog at the end of the book.

Dik also proposed the criterion of typological adequacy, and while all of these

approaches would likely give assent to it in principle, they vary dramatically in

terms of how typologically oriented they are. FG and RRG are the most explicitly

typologically oriented theories; according to Van Valin (1995a), RRG grew out of

an attempt to answer the question 'what would linguistic theory look like if it were

based on the analysis of Lakhota, Tagalog and Dyirbal, rather than on the analysis

of English?' (1995a: 461). Indeed, many of these approaches grew out of typological

concerns and research on languages very different from English.

Typological questions invariably lead to the issue of universal grammar; what

is UG from this point of view? While some linguists mentioned above adopt a

Chomskyan perspective on UG (e.g. Jackendoff, Prince, Kuno), the majority of
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these linguists would take a theory of U G to be a theory of the notion of 'possible

human linguistic communicative system', in which the features of particular lan-

guages are to be grounded but not rigidly or mechanically derived. To the extent

that they would agree with the characterization of language acquisition sketched

above, this theory of U G would not be a psychological model of the LAD.

The issues of typological adequacy and U G raise one of the major theoretical and

methodological conflicts that linguists have faced in this century: namely, the bal-

ance between these two divergent perspectives. Until the early 1960s, most (but not

all) American structuralist linguists eschewed formulating cross-linguistic general-

izations in deference to the goal of producing a description of a language in terms

that were appropriate for it. In contrast, Chomskyan generative grammar gave

absolute priority to developing an explanatory theory of UG, and consequently

within generative linguistics there has been little or no concern for language-

particular issues except insofar as they impact on the theory of U G. For a theory

to accept the criterion of typological adequacy as formulated by Dik means that

it is concerned with being flexible enough to capture what Sapir (1921) called the

'structural genius' of the language, and yet to be part of a serious theory of U G it

must make strong cross-linguistic claims. This is a very difficult task, but the rewards

would be very great if it could be achieved.

What, then, are the goals of linguistic theory from the communication-and-

cognition perspective? All of the theories mentioned above would agree on expla-

nation as the highest goal, with description as a secondary but important goal. With

respect to the topics in (1.3), as a group they are concerned with most of them, but

the various theories differ with respect to which would be emphasized, e.g. only SFG

and FG would take (a) as a major goal, while RRG is directly concerned with all

but (a) and (e). They are all concerned to varying degrees with the cognitive issues

in (1.4). The explanatory criteria adopted usually include external criteria.

1.4 Concluding remarks

In this chapter we have explored the goals of linguistic theory from two rather

different perspectives. In the remainder of this book we will develop a framework

for the analysis of syntax from the communication-and-cognition perspective. Our

goal is two-fold: first, to present an explanatory theory of syntax which can address

the major issues in contemporary syntactic theory; and second, to present a descript-

ive framework which can be used by field linguists for writing grammars. Most

approaches concentrate on one of the goals to the exclusion of the other, and our

intention is to present a theory which can satisfy the demands of both of these

enterprises. The general skeleton of the framework will derive largely from RRG,

but the content of the proposals will be drawn from the various theories and indi-

viduals' work that fall within this perspective; given the diversity of views that fall
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under this point of view, however, not all will be represented equally. There are

numerous textbooks available which present the syntactocentric perspective; they

include Radford (1988), Haegeman (1994), Cowper (1992) and Napoli (1993).

We will return to some of these general theoretical issues in the final chapter,

after we have completed our investigation of syntactic phenomena and presented a

theory in which to analyze and explain them.

Further reading

The term 'syntactocentric' comes from Jackendoff (1997). For background on the

Prague School, see Toman (1995) and Luelsdorf (1994). For the original papers

of the early Prague School, see Vachek (1964,1983). See also Sgall, Hajicova and

Panevova (1986) and Firbas (1992) for more recent work from the Prague School.

See Hymes and Fought (1981), Dinneen and Koerner (1990) and Matthews (1993)

on American structuralism, and Koerner and Asher (1995) for brief articles on

different aspects of the history of linguistics. See Newmeyer (1980,1986,1988a, b),

Crystal (1982) and Harris (1993) on some of the controversies in the later history

of linguistics. For some representative works of the communication-and-cognition

perspective not associated with the theories presented in this chapter, see Bates

and MacWhinney (1982), Givon (1979a, 1984b, 1989, 1990), Prince (1981a, b),

Silverstein (1976, 1977, 1987, 1993), Thompson (1987, 1988, 1989, to appear),

Hopper and Thompson (1980,1984,1993), Matthiessen and Thompson (1988) and

Wierzbicka (1980a, b, 1988,1992). For a historical overview of the communication-

and-cognition approach to language, see de Beaugrande (1985) and other papers

from Dijk (1985).
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2
Syntactic structure, I: simple
clauses and noun phrases

2.0 Introduction

In this chapter we investigate the structure of phrases and clauses in simple sen-

tences. There are two fundamental aspects of structure which every theory must

deal with: relational and non-relational structure. As the names imply, relational

structure deals with the relations that exist between one syntactic element and

another, be they syntactic, semantic or pragmatic in nature, whereas non-relational

structure expresses the hierarchical organization of phrases, clauses and sentences,

however it may be conceptualized. Semantic relations are the focus of chapters 3

and 4, and pragmatic relations are the main subject of chapter 5. Syntactic relational

structure is the main topic of chapter 6, which focuses on grammatical relations. We

will concentrate on the non-relational structure in simple phrases and sentences in

this chapter. The structure of complex noun phrases and sentences is discussed in

chapter 8.

Before we begin, however, there are two general theoretical issues that need to

be addressed: how many levels of syntactic representation are there in a grammar,

and what aspects of clause structure are universal? These issues will be considered

in the next section.

2.1 General theoretical issues

2.1.1 Levels of syntactic representation

One of the most important theoretical claims Chomsky made in his early work was

that no theory of grammar could approach descriptive or explanatory adequacy if it

recognized only a single level of syntactic representation, namely the overt or sur-

face form. He argued that an additional, abstract level of syntactic representation is

required. There are a number of phenomena which have been presented as justify-

ing the postulation of multiple levels of syntactic representation. Among the most

basic and important of these is what we may call 'non-local dependencies' involving

case assignment and agreement. Simple examples of local and non-local assignment

of case are given in (2.1).
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Simple clauses and noun phrases

(2.1) a. Pat sent them to us. Local

b. Whom did Pat send to us? Non-local

c. Whom did Pat send them to? Non-local

In English a direct object normally immediately follows the verb, and likewise the

object of a preposition immediately follows its preposition. While English lacks the

rich case morphology of languages like German and Dyirbal, for example, it can

be said that the verb or preposition determines the case of its object when it is a

pronoun, as in (2.1). The dependence between verb and object and preposition and

object in (2.1a) is local, because the head and its dependent are adjacent to each

other in the canonical pattern for English. In (b) and (c), on the other hand, the

dependencies are not local, as the WH-word object of the verb in (b) or the object

of the preposition in (c) is not in its canonical position but rather occurs clause-

initially. There are two ways to handle case assignment in these three sentences.

One is to postulate a rule which attempts to account for the local case assignment

in (2.1a) and the non-local assignments in (2.1b, c). It must state not only that

a governing head, such as a verb or preposition, assigns a particular case to the

immediately following NP, but also that it can assign it to an NP in clause-initial

position. The second part of this rule is complex and difficult to state in purely

syntactic constituent structure terms, but let us assume that it is in fact formulable.

The second approach is to write the relatively simple rule for the local dependence

in (2.1a) and then to specify that it applies only in the canonical clause pattern. This

canonical pattern is hypothesized as the abstract representation underlying the

sentences with non-canonical patterns (2.1b, c), and these patterns are derived

by applying a syntactic rule of WH-word fronting to this abstract structural repre-

sentation, yielding the actual forms in these sentences. In this analysis case assign-

ment is greatly simplified, since all instances of case assignment are reduced to

the canonical local one, and the fronting rule can be independently motivated in

the grammar of English. This may be represented as in figure 2.1 ('—>' indicates the

assignment of case).1 Both of these accounts are observationally adequate, and the

choice between these two alternative analyses revolves around the theory-internal

criteria of simplicity and motivation. Chomsky has argued since his earliest work in

generative grammar that the second solution is to be preferred. Accordingly, one of

the strongest challenges for non-transformational theories is to account for non-

local dependencies of this type. In Chomsky's terms, then, the actually occurring

form of a sentence, the surface structure, constitutes the overt level of representa-

tion, and there is in addition a covert, abstract underlying level of representation,

originally called the 'deep structure', which represents the elements in the clause

in their canonical arrangement. There must, in addition, be rules to map the more

abstract underlying representations into the less abstract representation closer to

the actual form of the sentence; these were called 'transformational rules' in earlier
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Surface structure

S'

PRO

Pat send whom to us

PRO

Whom did Pat send to us?

Figure 2.1 Transformational analysis of non-local case assignment

versions of the theory, while in current theory they are subsumed under the single

rule of Move a.2

There are other phenomena with reference to which specific theoretical assump-

tions dictate a particular approach. In GB theory, certain rules like case assignment

treat subjects and objects differently, and this is reflected in their distinct positions

in the phrase structure tree: the subject NP (e.g. Pat in the left tree structure in

figure 2.1) is the NP immediately dominated by the S(entence) node and is a sister

to the verb phrase (VP) node, while the object NP (e.g. whom in the same example)

is immediately dominated by the VP node and is a sister to the verb.3 If the subject

were a pronoun, it would have nominative case, while the object pronoun is in the

accusative form; this follows from their different positions in the phrase structure

tree, according to this analysis. Chomsky maintains that all languages have case

assignment rules like this, and one of the consequences of this claim is that every

language must have a VP in its clause structure in order for case assignment to work

properly. Consider the following data from Dyirbal (Dixon 1972), an Aboriginal

language of Australia.

(2.2) a. Ba-la-n d,ugumbil-0 ba-rjgu-1 yar,a-rjgu bur.a-n.

DEIC-ABS-II woman-ABs DEIC-ERG-I man-ERGsee-TNS4

b. Bangui ya^angu bur,an balan cjugumbil.

c. Bur,an balan cjugumbil bangul ya^angu.

d. Bangui ya^arjgu balan cjugumbil bu^an.

e. Bur̂ an bangul yar.arjgu balan cjugumbil.

f. Balan (Jugumbil bur,an bangul yar̂ angu.

'The man saw the woman.'

(2.3) Ba-yi yar,a-0 ba-ngu-n d,ugumbi-r.u bu^a-n.

DEIC-ABS.iman-ABSDEIC-ERG-IIWOman-ERG See-TNS

'The woman saw the man.'
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Simple clauses and noun phrases

(2.4) a. Ba-la-n 4ugumbil-0 wayjid,i-n.

D E i c - A B s -11 woman-A B S go.uphill- T N S

b. Wayji4in balan d.ugumbil.

'The woman went uphill.'

The major constituents in a Dyirbal clause can appear in any order, and if one

wishes to change the meaning of the sentence to The woman saw the man', then

the case marking of the NPs must be changed, as in (2.3). Of particular interest here

are (2.2a, e) in which the 'object' NP balan q]ugumbil 'the woman' is separated from

the verb buj;an 'see' by the 'subject' NP barjgulyaj;arjgu 'the man'.5 These examples

raise doubts that there is a VP in Dyirbal clause structure, because there is no evi-

dence that the 'object' NP and the verb form any kind of unit. Since ergative case

must be assigned to the 'subject' NP and absolutive to the 'object' in (2.2) and this

assignment depends on one of them being immediately dominated by S and the

other by VP, there is no easy formulation of case assignment (in Chomsky's terms)

if we restrict ourselves to the forms in (2.2). There is a straightforward solution to

this problem if we adopt an analysis like that in figure 2.1. In the underlying repre-

sentation of Dyirbal clauses there is fixed word order and a VP, e.g. S[VPVO], fol-

lowing Kayne's (1994) claim that all languages have S VO order in their underlying

syntactic forms, and the case assignment rules apply to this abstract representation.

Then there is an optional rule which scrambles the phrases in order to specify all of

the possibilities given in (2.2) and (2.4). The important point about this situation is

that the assumption of a structurally based account of case assignment, together

with lack of overt evidence for a VP, forces the multilevel analysis. Even though the

facts in (2.2)-(2.4) from Dyirbal are quite different from those in (2.1) from English,

the analysis is the same: the canonical clause pattern is posited as the underlying form

of the sentence, and a non-local dependence, i.e. the 'object' NP and the verb in

(2.2a, e), is reduced to a local dependence. If, on the other hand, the theory assumed

a non-structurally based account of case assignment, one based on grammatical

relations or semantic relations, then the need for the abstract representation would

be obviated. This highlights the fact that the justification for the abstract syntactic

representation is entirely theory-internal.

There is no empirical fact in any human language that absolutely requires that

a theory of syntax posit multiple levels of syntactic representation. Rather, the

motivation for positing an abstract underlying syntactic level is theory-internal, in

particular the argument that the potential complications of multiple syntactic levels

are outweighed by the advantages of being able to treat all dependencies in terms of

canonical local dependencies. Since the motivation for multiple levels of syntactic

representation is entirely theory-internal, there is likewise no empirical fact in any

human language that can disprove their existence. Arguments against them would

generally have to be one of two kinds: (1) a demonstration that a certain phenom-

enon which has been asserted to require recourse to multiple levels, e.g. (2.1), can
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SYNTACTIC REPRESENTATION

Linking

algorithm

SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION

Figure 2.2 Organization of the theory of grammar to be presented

be handled equally well or better by a different analysis which posits only a single

level of syntactic representation; or (2) a demonstration that multilevel syntactic

analyses are unnecessarily complex and inelegant or entail a loss of significant

generalizations.

At the present time, the idea of abstract underlying syntactic representations is

highly controversial. Most contemporary theories do not posit any underlying level

of syntactic representation; none of the theories discussed in section 1.3.2 does, and

only two of the theories in section 1.3.1 (GB/P&P, RelG) do. All theories have a

level of semantic representation, which is by definition abstract and distinct from

the overt syntactic representation. The position assumed here is that multiple levels

of syntactic representation are not necessary. Thus, the general structure of the

RRG-based theory of grammar we will be presenting is as in figure 2.2. This picture

will be elaborated as we proceed, but it makes clear that we are positing only a sin-

gle level of syntactic representation for a sentence, which is mapped directly into the

semantic representation of the sentence (and vice versa, hence the double-headed

arrow). It is important to emphasize that the semantic representation, which will

be developed in chapters 3 and 4, is not equivalent to the abstract syntactic repre-

sentation of GB/P&P or earlier versions of transformational grammar. Theories

like these have a semantic representation in addition to the abstract syntactic repre-

sentations. There are no abstract syntactic representations mediating between the

overt syntactic representation of a sentence and its semantic representation, be they

derivationally related to the overt form, as in GB/P&P and earlier transformational

theories, or non-derivationally related, as in the f(unctional)-structures of LFG.

We are positing the minimal number of representations possible in order to capture

the relationship between form and meaning in natural language.

No specific arguments against analyses assuming them will be made; rather the

emphasis will be on showing how a single-level syntactic theory can account in a

direct and elegant way for many of the phenomena which have been adduced as

evidence in favor of multilevel syntactic analyses. In addition, the single morpho-

syntactic representation given to a sentence in a language should be concrete,

not abstract, in the sense that it should represent the actual form of the sentence,

including the linear sequence of its constituent elements and their morphological

properties.6
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2.1.2 Universal aspects of structure

We are presenting a single-level theory of syntactic structure that is part of a theory

of universal grammar, and therefore it is imperative that we base it on notions that

are universal. It makes no sense to postulate a conception of clause structure that

is based on relations or categories that are demonstrably not universal. This would

violate the principle of typological adequacy discussed in section 1.2.2.

What does it mean for something to be 'universal'? Let us take as a working

hypothesis the idea that, in the strongest sense, this means that the concept, cate-

gory or relation in question can be motivated in every human language; that is,

evidence can be adduced in support of the existence of the construct in each lan-

guage.7 This is a very strong requirement, but it is consistent with the principle of

typological adequacy. Moreover, let us impose an additional strong requirement

on a universal theory of clause structure: comparable structures in different lan-

guages should be given comparable treatments by the theory. For example, the

structural relationship between 'boy' and 'eat' in a sentence meaning 'The boy ate

the apple' should be represented the same way in all languages, despite the obvi-

ous formal differences found in the wide variety of human languages. These two

requirements are summarized in (2.5)

(2.5) General considerations for a theory of clause structure

a. A theory of clause structure should capture all of the universal features

without imposing features on languages in which there is no evidence for

them.

b. A theory should represent comparable structures in different languages in

comparable ways.

These are very strong conditions, particularly in light of the requirement stated

at the end of the previous section that the morphosyntactic representation of a

sentence must be concrete and reflect the actual form of the sentence (ignoring

morphophonology; see n. 6).

There is an important problem which we must raise here, even though there is

no simple or easy solution to it. This is the problem of identifying correspondences,

in particular corresponding structures, across languages. This is a problem which

all theories concerned with cross-linguistic comparison face. Questions about the

comparability of lexical and syntactic categories go back to the beginning of modern

linguistics; Boas (1911) argued, for example, that specific definitions for terms like

'noun' and 'verb' should be restricted to closely related languages within a single

family and that it was illegitimate to assume that what counts as, for example, a

verb in Algonquian languages is the same as what counts as a verb in, say, Siouan

languages, let alone in Indo-European languages. Most syntactic theories assume

that noun, verb, adposition (i.e. preposition or postposition) and adjective are uni-

versally valid categories, but it is far from clear that adposition and adjective are
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universal categories (see section 2.2.1 below). The situation becomes much more

complicated when one investigates phrasal categories, e.g. NP, VP, and syntactic

constructions. The problem, in a nutshell, is this: similar forms in different languages

can have very different meanings and/or functions within the overall grammatical

system, and conversely, the same meaning or function within a grammatical system

can be realized by formally quite different constructs in different languages. Hence

in looking for comparable entities in different grammatical systems, neither form

nor function is necessarily a reliable indicator of comparability. Having noted these

difficulties, however, we will see that they are not insurmountable in practice. In

chapter 6, for example, we will be specifically concerned with identifying gram-

matical relations like subject in different grammatical systems, and we will see that

there are tests which permit this to be done.

The leading candidate for expressing hierarchical non-relational structure is

immediate-constituent (I C) representations. These are traditional phrase structure

representations of the type exemplified in figure 2.1. While the universality of VP is

open to serious question, as we have seen, it is not a necessary component of an IC

analysis per se, and therefore the problems that were raised with respect to VP as

universal do not relate to the validity of IC structure as a universal means of repre-

senting non-relational structure. This means, however, that the structures assigned

to a Dyirbal clause would be quite different from those assigned to an English

clause, and this contrast is even more pronounced when it is recognized that in

this Australian Aboriginal language there is no requirement that the modifiers of

a noun occur adjacent to it. Thus not only are all of the sentences in (2.2) gram-

matical, but so are all of those in (2.6).

(2.6) a. Ba-rjgu-1 ba-la-n yata-ngu bur.an d,ugumbil-0.

DEIC-ERG-I DEIC-ABS-II man-ERGsaw woman-ABS

b. (Jugumbil barjgul bur,an balan yatangu.

c. Yar,arjgu cjugumbil balan bangul bin;an.

(all possible orders are grammatical)

'The man saw the woman.'

The structures that would be assigned to (2.6b) and its English translation are given

in figure 2.3. It is not clear that the IC representations are capturing any similar fea-

tures between the two languages, except for categorial information.

Another challenge for IC analysis is clause structure in what Nichols (1986) calls

'head-marking' languages. Dyirbal and English are 'dependent-marking' languages;

that is, the syntactic relation between a head and its dependent(s) is coded mor-

phologically on the dependent; in Dyirbal, this is exemplified by the case marking

of the NP arguments of a verb. In a head-marking language, on the other hand, the

relation between a head and its dependent(s) is coded morphologically on the head

rather than on the dependents. This is illustrated in (2.7), from Lakhota, a Siouan

language of North America.
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NP?

I
N

NP?

I
DET

V NP?

DET

(Jugumbil barjgul bur.an balan yatarjgu The man saw the woman

woman.ABS DET.ERG see DET.ABS man.ERG

Figure 2.3 IC representation of Dyirbal and English clause structures

(2.7) a. Matho ki hena wicha-wa-kte.

bear the those them-I-kill

'I killed those bears.'

b. Wicha-wa-kte.

them-I-kill

'I killed them.'

There is no case marking on NPs at all in this language; rather, the arguments are

marked on the verb itself. This has the important consequence that the verb alone

can constitute an entire sentence, as (2.7b) shows. While it would be possible to

draw an IC representation of (2.7a), such a diagram of (2.7b) would be very unre-

vealing, and since the whole clause is a single phonological word, the S node would

simply dominate V and nothing else. It is not possible in a syntactic IC structure for

the representation to branch down into the internal structure of words. This is con-

trasted with the representation of the English translation in figure 2.4. Again, as

in Dyirbal, an IC representation of this sentence is possible, but it fails to capture

what is common to clause structure in English and Lakhota. It should be noted that

there are ways for theories which assume IC structure to deal with these problems.

In the case of Dyirbal, it was mentioned that positing multiple levels of syntactic

VP? VP? NP VP

I I / \
V PRO V NP

Matho ki hena wicha-wa-kte

bear the those 3ploBJ-lsgsuBj-kill

wiclia-wa-kte

3ploBJ-lsgsuBj-kill

PRO

I killed them

Figure 2.4 IC representation of Lakhota and English clause structures
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2.2 Structure of the clause

representation with transformational-type rules can handle it. For Lakhota-type

head-marking structures, it is possible to treat Lakhota as if it were a dependent-

marking language, by claiming that the markers on the verb are simply agreement

with phonological null pronouns in the argument positions in an English-like tree.

This runs into some serious problems, however, as argued in Van Valin (1987a).

Neither of these options is available in the framework we are developing here, since

the first involves multiple levels of representation and the second violates the prin-

ciple of typological adequacy. Therefore some other system of representing clause

structure must be found. Thus, it would appear that there are serious problems with

assuming an IC analysis as the basis for a universally valid representation of non-

relational syntactic structure.

2.2 The layered structure of the clause in simple sentences

2.2.1 Universal distinctions in clause structure

The optimal representation of clause structure is one which reflects universal dis-

tinctions that every language makes. What might these distinctions be? Two which

play a role in the syntax of every language are the contrasts between predicating

elements and non-predicating elements, on the one hand, and between those NPs

and adpositional phrases (prepositional or postpositional phrases) which are argu-

ments of the predicate and those which are not. These contrasts are represented

graphically in figure 2.5. The predicating element is normally a verb, but it need not

be. English non-verbal predicates require the copula be or some kind of copular

verb to be used. In other languages, however, a sentence like John is a doctor would

have doctor as the predicate without any sort of copula, as in Russian Ivan vrac

(John doctor-NOM). In Lakhota the word for 'boy' is hoksila and the bound pro-

noun form for 'you' is ni-, and in order to say 'you are a boy', the pronoun is sim-

ply attached to the noun, yielding nihoksila. There are also nominal predicates

which can take arguments and occur without a copula-type element, e.g. Mparntwe

Arrernte kaltye 'know, be knowledgeable about', as in (2.8), from Wilkins (1989).

(2.8) Re kaltye Arrernte-ke.

3sgs u B J know Arrernte- D AT

'She knows Arrernte.'

Predicate + Arguments Non-arguments

Figure 2.5 Universal oppositions underlying clause structure
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CLAUSE

CORE

NUCLEUS PERIPHERY

CLAUSE

John

CORE

ate the sandwich

PERIPHERY

in the library

NUCLEUS

Figure 2.6 Components of the layered structure of the clause

A predicate, therefore, refers only to the predicating element, which is a verb, an

adjective or a nominal of some sort. The predicate defines a syntactic unit in the

structure of the clause, the nucleus.

In a clause containing a number of NPs (and PPs), some of them are semantic

arguments of the predicate and some are not. It is, therefore, fundamentally import-

ant to distinguish those elements which are arguments of the predicate from those

which are not. We may express this by positing a distinction between the core of

the clause (the predicate + its arguments) and the periphery (those elements which

are not arguments of the predicate). These distinctions, together with the notion of

the nucleus, constitute what we will call the layered structure of the clause (LSC).

In the English simple sentence John ate the sandwich in the library, John ate the

sandwich is the core (with ate the nucleus and John and the sandwich the core argu-

ments), and in the library is in the periphery, as in figure 2.6. If instead we had

John ate the sandwich yesterday in the library, John ate the sandwich is still the core,

but now yesterday in the library is in the periphery. The whole structure of John ate

the sandwich yesterday in the library is the clause. Thus the core is defined as the

nucleus plus the arguments of the predicate. So the first division in the clause is

between a core and a periphery, and within the core a distinction is made between

the nucleus (containing the predicating element, normally a verb) and its core argu-

ments (NPs and PPs which are arguments of the predicate in the nucleus). Core

arguments are those arguments which are part of the semantic representation of the

verb. Hence a full account of which elements are core arguments and which are not

cannot be given until we have presented the system of semantic representation for

verbs and other predicating elements to be developed in chapter 3. However, an

argument in the semantic representation of the verb may occur outside the core;

as we will see in section 2.2.2.2 below, WH-words like what and who are normally

arguments of the verb, and yet in a WH-question (e.g. What did Pat buy?) they
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2.2 Structure of the clause

Table 2.1 Semantic units underlying the syntactic units of the layered

structure of the clause

Semantic element{s)

Predicate

Argument in semantic representation

of predicate

Non-arguments

Predicate + arguments

Predicate + arguments + non-arguments

Syntactic unit

Nucleus

Core argument
Periphery
Core
Clause (= core + periphery)

occur in a special position outside of the core called the 'precore slot'. Another

way of looking at the periphery is that it contains the elements of the clause which

are left out of the core. Non-arguments are often referred to as adjuncts. Time

adverbials, such as in five minutes and for five minutes are part of the periphery, as

are yesterday and tomorrow. Generally in English, elements which go into the peri-

phery are either bare NP adverbials {yesterday and tomorrow), or they are locative

and temporal PPs which are adverbial in nature (e.g. after the party). The dis-

tinctions between nucleus and core and between core and periphery are universal,

as there is much cross-linguistic evidence for them from both clause-internal and

complex sentence syntax. The relationships between the semantic and syntactic

units are summarized in table 2.1.

This scheme is universal because every language makes a distinction between

predicates and arguments, and every language distinguishes between NPs/PPs

which are arguments of the predicate and those which are adjuncts. This has

nothing to do with whether there is fixed or free word order, or whether or not there

is a rigid hierarchical structure. This is completely independent of all those con-

siderations. The distinctions among nucleus, core and periphery are fundamental

to the clause structure of all human languages. It is important to keep in mind that

the predicate-argument distinction is independent of the lexical distinctions that a

language may make; that is, the claim is not that all languages distinguish nouns

from verbs lexically, but rather that in structuring clauses at least some of the clauses

in every language manifest predicate-argument structure, regardless of the lexical

classes of the elements filling the predicate and argument slots. The existence of

clause patterns in languages which fail to show predicate-argument structure, e.g.

Lakhota magdzu 'it is raining', is not evidence against this claim, since there are

clause patterns in the language (in fact, the vast majority) which do show a clear

predicate-argument bifurcation.

There is a systematic ambiguity in the way the term 'argument' is used in English;

as can be seen in table 2.1, it can refer to an element in the semantic representation
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and also to a syntactic entity. This can be confusing at times, and consequently we

will disambiguate them whenever necessary. In an expression like 'argument in the

semantic representation', 'argument' clearly refers to semantic arguments, whereas

the term 'core argument' is strictly syntactic in meaning. There are many instances

where this distinction is crucial, and semantic arguments and syntactic arguments

should not be confused.8

We have twice mentioned the issue of the universality of lexico-syntactic cate-

gories like noun and verb. Generative theories have taken these two categories to

be basic and universal, and from them they have derived the other major categories:

assuming two features [±V] and [±N], the four major syntactic categories are

defined as [+V, -N] for verb, [-V, + N] for noun, [+V, +N] for adjective and [-V, -N]

for adposition. As mentioned earlier, it is not at all clear that adjective and adposi-

tion are universally valid categories. Dyirbal, for example, lacks adpositions alto-

gether; all nominals are case-marked (Dixon 1972). Lakhota, on the other hand,

shows no evidence of having a syntactic category of adjective. There are, to be sure,

words meaning 'tall', 'fat', 'red', etc., but syntactically they either function as pre-

dicates, as in ix?e ki thqke (rock the big) 'the rock is big', or they are compounded

with the noun they modify, as in ix?e-thqka ki (rock-big the) 'the big rock'. Since

verbs and nouns may be compounded in Lakhota, there is no reason to treat words

of this class as belonging to a distinct syntactic category; they are, rather, a subclass

of verb, in particular, a subclass of stative verbs. It has been suggested that there

are languages which do not have noun and verb as distinct categories, e.g. Nootkan

languages (Wakashan, North America), but Jacobsen (1979) has shown that even

in these languages there are grounds for positing a categorial contrast between

nouns and verbs. We will, therefore, assume that noun and verb are universally

valid categories. This seems to be an intuitively reasonable assumption, but why

should this be so? The answer given by a number of researchers working from a

communication-and-cognition perspective (e.g. Hopper and Thompson 1984, Croft

1991, Langacker 1991) is that the universality of these two categories reflects the

fact that each realizes one of the two fundamental functions of language, reference

(nouns) and predication (verbs).

It is important to recognize that the nucleus, core, periphery and clause are syn-

tactic units which are motivated by these semantic contrasts. The nucleus is the syn-

tactic unit housing the predicate, but it is not identical with the predicate; this will be

seen most clearly when we look at noun incorporation, in which there is both a verb

and noun stem in the nucleus (see section 2.3.2). Similarly, the core is the unit con-

taining the nucleus and the arguments in the semantic representation of the pre-

dicate in the nucleus (which will be developed in the next chapter), but there are

instances in which the core contains a syntactic argument which is not a semantic

argument of the predicate in its nucleus. This is the case, for example, in a 'raising'

construction like John seems to have eaten the sandwich, in which John occurs in
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2.2 Structure of the clause

the core John seems but is not a semantic argument of seem; rather, it is a semantic

argument of eat, the verb in the nucleus in the dependent core. This construction

will be discussed in chapter 9. Hence, the notion of 'core' is motivated semantically,

but it is not possible to determine it purely semantically. The periphery is a syntactic

unit encompassing NPs/PPs which are either secondary participants or modifiers

of the core. Finally, the clause is a syntactic unit composed of the core and peri-

phery. The sentence is an even larger syntactic unit, which may contain multiple

clauses in complex sentences, as we will see in chapter 8.

Languages typically code core arguments differently from adjuncts. The coding

contrast between the two classes can only be understood in terms of the case-

marking system of the language in question. In English and Icelandic, for example,

NPs not marked by a preposition are normally core arguments,9 but the converse

does not hold. Examples of core arguments which are prepositionally marked

include the fo-phrase with give and the /rom-phrase with take. The NPs in these

PPs are represented in the semantic representation of give and take, respectively.

In Icelandic, the verb skila 'return, give back' takes three arguments which can be

realized as either (2.9a) or (2.9b).

(2.9) a. Eg skila-6-i henni pening-un-um.

lsgNOM return-PAST-lsg3FsgD AT money-DEF-D AT

'I returned her the money.'

b. Eg skila-d-i pening-un-um tilhennar.

1 sgN o M return- pA S T- 1 sg money- D E F - D AT to 3FsgG E N

'I returned the money to her.'

Even though the non-subject NPs in these two sentences have different mor-

phosyntactic codings, the semantic representation for skila 'give back' is the same

in both sentences, just as the semantic representation for give is the same in both of

its active-voice forms (i.e. give x to y and give y x). Consequently all of the NPs in

these sentences are core arguments. Thus in English and Icelandic, if an argument

is not marked by a preposition, it is a core argument, unless it is one of the bare NP

adverbials mentioned in n. 9. Yet, just because an NP is marked by a preposition

does not necessarily mean it is peripheral. It is necessary, therefore, to distinguish

between direct core arguments, i.e. core arguments which are either unmarked, as

in English, or marked by case alone, as in Icelandic, and oblique core arguments,

i.e. core arguments which are adpositionally marked.10 All of the NPs in (2.9a) are

direct core arguments, as they are all case-marked only, whereas in (2.9b) til hennar

is an oblique core argument because of the preposition til 'to'. Oblique core argu-

ments differ from peripheral PPs in an important way syntactically. With verbs

like present (e.g. John presented the award to Mary), award and supply, the argu-

ment which is in the PP can also occur in a form without a preposition (e.g. John

presented Mary with the award). Only core arguments, however, can do this in
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English; peripheral PPs cannot become core arguments in English. Both Mary and

award are core arguments, not only because they both would be represented in the

semantic representation of present, but also because these prepositionally marked

NPs have the possibility of appearing as direct core arguments. This is not an option

that is available to peripheral PPs in English.11 Other languages do have ways of

making peripheral PPs core arguments, but it involves the addition of derivational

markers to the verb; it is never a simple alternation like that with present in English

or skila in Icelandic.12

In head-marking languages like Lakhota, verbs do not assign case to NPs; rather,

they are cross-referenced by pronominal affixes on the verb. Peripheral elements

are never cross-referenced and may be marked by adpositions. This is illustrated in

the following example from Lakhota.13

(2.10) a. Wakpalaki aglagla lakhota ki thath^kaota wa-wfcha-0-yaka-pi.

creek the near Sioux the buffalo manystem-3ploBj-3suBj-see-pl

'The Indians (Siouxs) saw many buffalo near the creek.'

b. Wakpalaki aglagla lakhota ki ix?e ota wa-0-0-y£ka-pi

creek the near Sioux the rock many stem-1 N A N-3S U B j-see-pl

/*wa-wicha-0-yaka-pi.

/*stem-3plo B J-3S U B j-see-pl

'The Indians (Siouxs) saw many rocks near the creek.'

The core arguments, lakhota ki 'the Indian(s)/Sioux(s)' and thathqka ota 'many

buffalo' are cross-referenced by bound affixes on the verb, while the peripheral ele-

ment wakpdla ki 'the creek' is marked by the postposition aglagla 'along, near'.

Lakhota is not entirely consistent in its treatment of core arguments; inanimate

arguments are not cross-referenced on the verb in the same way as animate argu-

ments, as illustrated in (2.10b). However, ix?e ota 'many rocks' is not marked by a

postposition, and this sets it off from peripheral elements like wakpdla ki aglagla.

With intransitive verbs that can take inanimate arguments, e.g. hqska 'tall', a plural

subject is not signaled by the suffix -pi, as in (2.10), but rather by reduplication, e.g.

Chq ki hend hqska-skal*hqska-pi (tree the those tall) 'Those trees are tall'. Plural

inanimate objects are not cross-referenced by -wicha-, only by -0-, as (2.10b) shows.

Here again there is distinctive morphosyntactic treatment of core arguments which

distinguishes them from peripheral elements.

A very important feature of the layered structure of the clause is that the distinc-

tions among the layers are not dependent in any way on the linear order of elements

in a clause. This can be seen in the following examples from Dyirbal, as illustrated in

(2.11).

(2.11) a. Ba-yi barganco/?£ ba-ngu-1 yata-nguco/?£cjurga-jnw

DEic-ABs.iwallaby-ABs DEic-ERG-iman-ERG spear-TNs

mountains-LOC
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2.2 Structure of the clause

b. Barjgul yatarjguCOR£gambita^ bayi barganco/?£ 4urgajiuN(/c.

man mountains wallaby speared

c. cjurgajiiw gambrcaP£fi bayi barganco,£ bangul yatanguCOR£.

speared mountains wallaby man

d. BayibarganCOR£gambitER 4urgajiuNl/cbangul yatanguco,f,

wallaby mountains speared man

'The man speared the wallaby in the mountains.'

The elements of the core, nucleus and periphery can in principle appear in any

order in a clause, and because the definitions of each unit are independent of linear

order or adjacency considerations, this variation is unproblematic.

2.2.2 Formal representation of the layered structure of the clause

Having introduced the fundamental units of clause structure, we need to have an

explicit representation of them. After introducing it, we will present the non-

universal features of the layered structure of the clause.

2.2.2.1 Representing the universal aspects of the

layered structure of the clause

To represent the nucleus, core, periphery and clause, we will use a type of tree dia-

gram which differs substantially from the constituent-structure trees discussed ear-

lier. The abstract schema of the layered structure of the clause can be represented

as in figure 2.7. The clause consists of the core with its arguments, and then the

nucleus, which subsumes the predicate. At the very bottom are the actual syntactic

categories which realize these units. Notice that there is no VP in the tree, for it

is not a concept that plays a direct role in this conception of clause structure.14 The

periphery is represented on the margin, and the arrow there indicates that it is an

adjunct; that is, it is an optional modifier of the core. Elements in the periphery are

usually PPs or adverbials, but in languages like Dyirbal which lack PPs, case-

marked NPs may be in it. The main structural line of the clause, which runs from

-PERIPHERY

(ARG) (ARG) NUCLEUS

PRED

I
XP XP X(P) XP/ADV

Figure 2.7 Formal representation of the layered structure of the clause
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clause to core to nucleus, excludes the periphery. As noted in the previous section,

the linear order of the core arguments and the predicate is irrelevant to the deter-

mination of whether an element is in the nucleus, core or periphery. This represen-

tational scheme will work for any linear order because none of these relationships

depends upon linear order. Although these relations may happen to be coded by

linear order in particular languages, there is nothing concerning the distinction

between the nucleus and core arguments, or that between the core arguments and

the peripheral elements, which is in any way directly related to linear order. An

example of an English clause is given in figure 2.8 and an example from Japanese

in figure 2.9. Both direct and oblique core arguments are labeled ' A R C in these

ARG

NP

PERIPHERY

ADV

Scully did not show the photo to Mulder at the office yesterday

Figure 2.8 English LSC

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

PERIPHERY^>CORE

A R G \ ARG NUC

NP PP

Taroo ga Kazue no uti de hon o yonda ka?
NOM GEN house in book Accread Q

'Did Taroo read a/the book at Kazue's house?'

Figure 2.9 Japanese LSC
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2.2 Structure of the clause

diagrams, e.g. the NPs Scully and the photo are direct core arguments and the NP

Mulder in the PP to Mulder is an oblique core argument in figure 2.8.

It was argued at the end of section 2.1.2 that constituent structure representa-

tions of sentences in free-word-order and head-marking languages are unrevealing,

because they fail to capture what is common to clauses in the different language

types (see figures 2.3 and 2.4). The layered approach to clause structure does not

suffer from the same shortcomings. For a language like Dyirbal, for example, the

sentences in (2.11) would be represented as in figure 2.10. The lines linking the head

nouns with their determiners will be discussed in the section on NP structure (sec-

tion 2.3.2) below. The striking thing about these two structures is that they express

the same structural relations among the elements in the clause, despite the obvious

differences between the two languages. With respect to head-marking languages,

Van Valin (1977,1985,1987a) argues that in languages like Lakhota the pronominal

SENTENCE

ARG ARG

NP LOC

cjugumbil gambir.a barjgul bur,an balan yar,angu
I I |

woman.ABS mountains.LOC D E T . E R G see DET.ABS man.ERG

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE< PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

I
PRED

NP V NP PP

The man saw the woman in the mountains

Figure 2.10 LS C of English and Dyirbal clauses
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Simple clauses and noun phrases

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

NP CORE

ARG ARG NUC ARG ARG NUC ARG NUC ARG

PRED

PRO PRO

Matho ki hena wiclia- wa- kte

PRED

PRO PRO V

I I I
wicha- wa- kte

3ploBj-lsgsuBj- kill

PRED

NP V N P

I killed them

bear the those 3ploBj-lsgsuBj-kill

Figure 2.11 LSC of Lakhota and English clauses

affixes on the verb are the core arguments, not the independent NPs as in dependent-

marking languages.15 Thus in both (2.7a) and (2.7b) wicha- '3pl animate object' and

-wa- 'lsg subject' are the core arguments, with the independent NPs in (2.7a) being

within the clause but not the core. Crucial evidence in support of this analysis comes

from the fact that the syntactic rules of the language are sensitive to the arguments

that are coded on the verb and apply in a clause regardless of whether the inde-

pendent NPs are present or not. This may be represented as in figure 2.11. It is

significant that 'I killed them' is assigned very similar representations in English and

Lakhota, even though the pronouns are independent elements in English and

bound morphemes in Lakhota. Contrast these with the representations in figure 2.4.

Thus this approach to clause structure is not biased in favor of dependent-marking

languages and is able to express the central similarities and differences in clause

structure in the two types of languages. This also reemphasizes the point made at

the beginning of chapter 1 that it is necessary to look at morphosyntax, not just syn-

tax or just morphology, if we are to capture important cross-linguistic regularities.

The opposition between dependent-marking and head-marking languages is not

absolute; there are dependent-marking languages with some head-marking features,

and there are head-marking languages with some dependent-marking features.

Italian, Spanish, Polish and Croatian, for example, are basically dependent-marking

languages, but because they have verb agreement which expresses the person and

number of the subject, no independent pronoun is necessary, unlike English. This is

illustrated in the following examples from Croatian.

(2.12) a. Marij-a je kupi-l-a knjig-u.

Maria-FsgNOM be.3sg buy-PAST-Fsgbook-FsgAcc

'Maria bought the book.'
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2.2 Structure of the clause

a'. Ona je kupi-l-a knjig-u.

3sgFEM be.3sg buy-PAST-Fsgbook-FsgACC

'She bought the book.'

a". Kupila je knjigu.

'She bought the book.'

b. Ja sam kupi-l-a knjig-u.

lsgNOM be.lsg buy-PAST-Fsgbook-FsgACC

'I bought the book.' (female speaker)

b'. Kupila sam knjigu.

'I bought the book.'

Choctaw, a Muskogean language of North America (Heath 1977), exemplifies what

Nichols (1986) calls a 'double-marking language', i.e. a head-marking language

which also has NP case marking. This is illustrated in (2.13).

(2.13) a. Hattakat 0-iya-h.

man DCT 3suBj-go-PRES

'The man goes.'

a'. 0-iya-h.

'He/she goes.'

b. Hattakat oho:yoh(a:) 0-0-pi:sa-h.

man DCT woman (oBL)3suBj-3oBj-see-PREs

'The man sees the woman.'

b'. 0-0-pi:sa-h.

'He/she sees him/her.'

Choctaw, like Lakhota, cross-references subject and object on the verb, but, unlike

Lakhota, it has case marking for independent NPs. There are only two cases, which

Heath (1977) labels 'direct' and 'oblique'; the subject receives the direct case, while

non-subject core arguments receive the oblique case. Since Choctaw is basically

head-marking, it would be assigned the same clause structures as Lakhota, with the

independent NPs outside the core but inside the clause. In Croatian, on the other

hand, sentences like (2.12a) would be analyzed as a purely dependent-marking

structure with subject agreement, just like English and Icelandic, but in the struc-

tural representation of (a") the subject would be the bound marker on the verb,

while the object would be the independent case-marked NP. This yields a mixed

representation, with the subject coded morphologically and the object syntactically.

This is not surprising, however, given that Croatian is a dependent-marking lan-

guage with a bit of head-marking in its grammar.

2.2.2.2 Non-universal aspects of the layered structure of the clause

There are additional elements in a sentence beyond the ones represented in fig-

ures 2.7-2.9, and, unlike the components of the layered structure of the clause,

they are not universal. They are not universal, and linear order is relevant to the
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determination of these positions. Question words in languages like English appear

in a clause-initial position which is distinct from the core-initial position that the

subject occupies in English. It is also possible for a non-WH NP or PP to occur in

this same position in sentences like That book you put on the table, This magazine

you put on the shelf, or To Dana Pat gave a new watch. Neither this NP or PP nor

a WH-word is separated from the rest of the sentence by a pause or intonation

break. The position which these elements occupy is called the precore slot, and it

is inside of the clause but outside of the core. In addition to a WH-word or NP/PP

in the precore slot, it is also possible to have an initial phrase set off from the rest

of the sentence by a pause or intonation break. Examples of this construction are

given in (2.14).

(2.14) a. At the park, I talked to Leslie.

b. Yesterday, I walked on the beach with Kim.

c. As for Sam, I haven't seen him in two weeks.

d. As for Felipe, what did Maria get him for his birthday?

These initial phrases differ from the precore slot NPs in two important ways. First, as

noted, they are normally set off from the following clause by a pause or intonation

break, and second, if the NP in it functions as a semantic argument in the following

clause, there must be a pronoun in the clause which refers to it. In That book you

put on the table, there cannot be a pronoun referring to the precore slot NP, as

the ungrammaticality of *That book you put it on the table shows. Example (2.14d)

shows that this initial phrase cannot be in the precore slot, because there is a WH-

word in the precore slot in the sentence; hence the position of the initial phrase is

distinct from the precore slot. This position, which will be termed the left-detached

position, is outside of the clause but within the sentence. An example from English

with all of these elements is given in figure 2.12.

LDP

SENTENCE

—I
CLAUSE

-"I

PrCS CORE< PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

NP PRED PPADV NP V PP

Yesterday, what did Robin show to Pat in the library?

Figure 2.12 English sentence with precore slot and left-detached position
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2.2 Structure of the clause

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

PoCS

NP

Hanako ga tosyokan de hon o ageta yo Ken ni

NOM library in book Accgave PRT DAT

'Hanako gave a book in the library, to Ken.'

Figure 2.13 Postcore slot in Japanese

There are languages which have a postcore slot as well, such as Japanese. The

following examples are from Shimojo (1995), who demonstrates the existence of a

postcore slot in Japanese.

(2.15) a. Hanako ga tosyokan de Ken ni hon o age-ta yo.

NOM library in DAT book ACC give-PAST PRT

'Hanako gave a book to Ken in the library.'

b. Hanako ga tosyokan de Ken ni age-ta yo hon o.

NOM library in DAT give-PAST PRT book ACC

c. Hanako ga tosyokan de hon o age-ta yo Ken ni.

NOM library in book ACC give-PAST PRT DAT

d. Hanako ga Kenni hon o age-ta yo tosyokan de.

NOM DAT book ACC give-PAST PRT library in

The postcore slot NP, like the precore slot NP in a language like English, is not set

off by a pause and is under the same intonation pattern as the main part of the

sentence. The structure of (2.15c) is given in figure 2.13.

Detached phrases may in fact appear either before or after the clause, e.g. / have

not seen them in two weeks, the Smiths, and therefore it is necessary to distinguish

the two types of detached phrases, a left-detached position and a right-detached

position. Hence position is relevant to the special position of WH-words, certain

postposed elements and detached phrases, but it is not relevant to the more basic

issue of determining core vs. peripheral elements. The abstract representation of

the clause containing the pre- and postcore slots and the detached positions is given

in figure 2.14; the periphery is omitted for simplicity of representation.

Both semantic arguments and non-arguments may occur in the precore slot;

in figure 2.12, the precore slot NP is a semantic argument, whereas in a sentence
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SENTENCE

_ —

(LDP) CLAUSE (RDP)

CORE (PoCS)

(ARG) (ARG) NUCLEUS

PRED

XP XP XP XP X(P) XP XP

Figure 2.14 Abstract LSC including extra-core slots and detached positions

like When did John show Mary the book?, it is a non-argument. It was stated earlier

that core arguments correspond to arguments in the semantic representation of

the verb, and this needs to be modified slightly. Recall that 'core argument' is a

syntactic, not a semantic, notion. In order for an element to appear in the core of

the clause, it must be an argument in the semantic representation of the verb, but

the converse does not hold: an argument in the semantic representation of the verb

need not appear as a syntactic core argument but may appear in the pre- or postcore

slot. Hence, 'semantic argument of the verb' and 'syntactic core argument' are not

necessarily in a one-to-one relationship in languages in which NPs and PPs can

appear both in the core and in the pre- or postcore slot. What in figure 2.12 is an

argument, not an adjunct, but it is strictly speaking not a core argument; what, John

and Mary are all syntactic (and semantic) arguments, but only John and Mary are

core arguments. The direct vs. oblique syntactic argument contrast introduced in

the previous section is relevant to precore slot elements; what in figure 2.12 is a

direct argument, in terms of morphosyntactic coding, whereas in To whom did John

show the book?, to whom is an oblique argument.

Evidence showing that the precore slot is clause-internal while the left-detached

position is not can be found in Icelandic, a language in which the finite verb (or aux-

iliary) must be in second position in the clause in almost all main and subordinate

clauses. This is illustrated in (2.16)-(2.18) from Maling and Zaenen (1981); in these

examples the finite verb or auxiliary is in boldface, and the subject is italicized.

(2.16) a. Henni hef-ur alltaf J)6tt 6laf-ur leidinleg-ur.

3FsgDAT have-3sgPRES always think.PSTP Olaf-MsgNOM boring-MsgNOM

'She has always considered Olaf boring.'

b. Olafur hefur henni alltaf \>6tt leidinlegur.

'Olaf she has always considered boring.'

c. *6lafur henni hefur alltaf J?6tt leidinlegur.
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(2.17) a. Hun haf-d-i unn-id ad bruarsmidi i sumar.

3FsgNOM have-PAST-3sg work-PSTP at bridge.building in summer

'She worked at bridge-building in the summer.'

b. I sumar hafdi hun unnid ad bruarsmidi.

'In the summer she worked at bridge-building.'

c. *I sumar hun hafdi unnid ad bruarsmidi.

d. Hvenaer haf-d-i hun unn-id ad bruarsmidi?

when have-PAST-3sg3FsgNOM work-PSTP at bridge.building

'When did she work at bridge-building?'

e. * Hvenaer hun hafdi unnid ad bruarsmidi?

When a non-subject phrase appears in initial position in the clause, as in (2.16b, c)

and (2.17b, c, d, e), the finite verb must immediately follow it, and the subject can

no longer appear in its default position, as the ungrammaticality of (2.16c) and

(2.17c, e) shows; it therefore appears immediately after the finite verb. The ele-

ment in the precore slot is an NP in (2.16b, c), a PP in (2.17b, c) and a WH-word

in (2.17d, e). These initial phrases are not set off from the rest of the sentence by

a pause or intonation break, and there is no pronoun in the clause referring to

the initial NP in any of the sentences of (2.16). The placement of the subject and

finite verb in these constructions contrasts sharply with that in a sentence con-

taining a left-detached phrase, as in (2.18).

(2.18) a. Smal-in-n, eg held ad troll

shepherd-DEF-MsgNOM lsgNOM think.lsgPRES CMPL troll.NplNOM

muni taka hann a morgun.

will take. i N F 3MsgA c c tomorrow

'The shepherd, I think that trolls will take him tomorrow.'

b. *Smalinn, held eg ad troll muni taka hann a morgun.

Smalinn 'the shepherd' is a left-detached phrase separated from the rest of the sen-

tence by an intonation break, and there is a pronoun in the sentence {hann) which

refers to it. The important point about these examples is that the subject appears

before the finite verb in (2.18a) in the main clause, showing that the finite verb is in

second position in the clause, even though it is not in second position in the sen-

tence. The ungrammaticality of (2.18b) shows that the initial NP is not in fact inside

the clause. Thus these Icelandic facts demonstrate that there is a clear structural

contrast between the precore slot and the left-detached position in a sentence.

There is an interesting difference between the universal and non-universal

aspects of clause structure. The universal aspects (the nucleus, core, periphery and

clause) are all semantically motivated, as shown in table 2.1. The non-universal

aspects (the detached phrases, the extra-core slots) are not semantically motivated;

rather, they seem to be pragmatically motivated (or at least are associated with
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constructions that have strong pragmatic conditions on their occurrence). We will

find that this is a recurring pattern as we go through many grammatical phenomena:

the more semantically motivated a phenomenon is, the less cross-linguistic varia-

tion we find, whereas the more pragmatically motivated a phenomenon is, the more

cross-linguistic variation is evident.

2.2.3 Operators and their representation

In figures 2.8-2.10, elements like did and not in English and ka 'question marker' in

Japanese are not attached to anything, and yet they are an important part of each

sentence. These elements are in a whole domain of their own because they repre-

sent grammatical categories which are qualitatively different from predicates and

their arguments. These categories are called operators, and they modify the clause

and its parts. They include some familiar categories, like tense and aspect, and some

perhaps unfamiliar, like evidential. Often in English and other Indo-European lan-

guages operators are coded on or as auxiliary verbs. In other languages, they may

be coded by a string of verbal affixes or clitics, without an independent auxiliary

element to bear them. Nevertheless, they are quite different from predicates and

their arguments. There are at least eight of these categories, and they are given a

distinct representation from predicates and their arguments.

What are the categories? The first one is tense. Tense is a category which ex-

presses a temporal relationship between the time of the described event and some

reference time, which, in the unmarked case, is the speech time. In the simplest

case, tense indicates the temporal relationship between the time of the event and

the time of the utterance describing the event. In John sang, 'John' did his singing

before the sentence was said. If we say John is singing, then 'John' is singing at the

same time that we are speaking. And, of course, if we say John will sing, that means

his singing is to be at some future time. Therefore, tense expresses a relationship

between the time of the described event and some reference time. This reference

time is normally the speech time, though it is not necessarily so.

Aspect, another category related to temporality, does not express this temporal

relationship between event time and speech time. Instead, it tells us about the inter-

nal temporal structure of the event itself. In other words, is the event completed or

not? Is it ongoing or recurring? Does it happen all in one moment, or is it extended

in time? The main categories which we find in languages are notions like com-

pleted/non-completed (usually known by the terms 'perfective' and 'imperfective'),

progressive (which is ongoing) and perfect (which is related to perfective but

involves the additional notion of 'current relevance'). In English, the two major

aspectual categories are perfect and progressive, but other Indo-European lan-

guages have different ones. In English there is past/present/future perfect and

past/present/future progressive, in which two major aspectual categories interact

with the three major tense categories.
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2.2 Structure of the clause

Another category which should be relatively familiar is negation. It is instanti-

ated in English by words like not and never, among others. The next one is modality,

which is used in many different senses in the literature on verbal semantics. We

will use it to refer to what is called the root, or deontic, sense of modal verbs. This

category includes such things as strong obligation (must or have to), ability (can

or be able to), permission (may) and weak obligation (ought or should). In other

words, modality concerns the relationship between the referent of the subject NP

and the action. Does the referent have the ability? Is the referent permitted to do

the action? Does the referent have an obligation? The status of will is somewhat

unclear. One of the interesting questions about the analysis of English is whether

there are two tenses, past and non-past, and then a modal for intent (i.e. will), which

also indicates future, or is it the case that there are three tenses, in which will is not

really a modal, but rather an auxiliary verb? For our purposes, we will analyze it as

expressing future tense.

Another operator, status, includes epistemic modality, external negation and cat-

egories like realis and irrealis. In English, deontic and epistemic modality share the

same modal forms, but with a slightly different meaning. For instance, instead of

obligation, must refers to necessity. Instead of ability or permission, can, may and

should mean possibility. So the basic difference between epistemic and deontic

modality is necessity and possibility versus obligation and ability. In the case of

obligation, we can paraphrase root modals by substituting is obliged to for must, as

in John must/is obliged to win the race. The paraphrase on the epistemic reading,

however, would be It is necessary for John to win the the race, which does not neces-

sarily place John under any obligation. It simply states that a certain state of affairs

is necessary. Another alternation would be It is possible for John to win the race ver-

sus John is able to win the race. Therefore, the basic status opposition is between

necessity and possibility. The term 'realis' is concerned with whether the event

described is real or hypothetical. There is a semantic relation between realis and

necessity, and irrealis and possibility. Indeed, one can think of status as covering a

semantic continuum ranging from necessity (and realis) at one end to possibility

(and irrealis) at the other. Many languages besides English use exactly the same

forms for the two types of modality, but they exhibit different grammatical behavior.

IUocutionary force is an extremely important and universal operator; it refers

to whether an utterance is an assertion, a question, a command or an expression

of a wish. These are different types of illocutionary force, which means that we can

talk about interrogative illocutionary force, imperative illocutionary force, optative

illocutionary force and declarative illocutionary force. Every language must have

illocutionary force as an operator, because it must be possible to make statements,

ask questions and give commands in all languages. This follows from the very

nature of language as a medium of verbal social interaction. With the exception of

negation, which is central to human reasoning, none of the other operators need
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be universal. For any operator concept, except illocutionary force and negation, it is

possible to find one or more languages which lack it as a formal operator category.

Languages use a variety of means for signaling illocutionary force. Many

languages have particles or clitics which directly signal it, e.g. the sentence-final

particles he 'interrogative', yelo 'declarative [male speaker]', and ye 'imperative

[female speaker]' in Lakhota. English uses syntactic means: the position of tense

in the (matrix) clause signals illocutionary force, with core-medial tense indicating

declarative, core-initial tense signaling interrogative, and lack of tense signaling

imperative. Prosody is also used to indicate illocutionary force in many languages,

including English. It is important to distinguish speech act type from sentence type;

that is, in many languages there are special sentence forms to express the differ-

ent speech act types (English is a good example of this), but this is not a necessary

feature of a language. It is entirely possible for a language to have a single basic

sentence type and for speech act distinctions to be signaled either by prosody alone

or by the addition of sentence-final particles, as in Lakhota.

Modality, status and illocutionary force are all conflated in traditional grammar

under the term 'mood'. We will not use 'mood' as a theoretical term, however, be-

cause it is important to keep these concepts distinct. For instance, subjunctive mood

is a combination of irrealis and particular illocutionary force notions, while indicat-

ive mood is declarative realis. Therefore, the indicative and subjunctive moods are

combinations of these more basic categories, which need to be distinguished.

The categories which are probably less familiar are directionals and evidentials.

Directionals, as the name implies, are markers which indicate direction. They can

either indicate the direction of the action itself, as in He shouted up (where the

direction of the shouting is up), or they can indicate the direction of motion of one

of the core arguments. In German, for example, there are particles, hin and her,

which can be put on verbs to indicate whether the motion is away from {hin) or

toward (her) the speaker. The Tibeto-Burman language Qiang has a rich system of

directionals, as illustrated in (2.19).

(2.19) Qiang directional operators (mie 'throw')

tdKu 'throw straight up'

Rami 'throw straight down'

S9KU 'throw down-river'

ndifu 'throw up-river'

Z9KU 'throw toward the speaker'

dam 'throw away from the speaker'

dKu 'throw inside'

haFru 'throw outside'

Many languages, however, express these directional notions as distinct morphemes

rather than lexicalizing them into verbs. In English verbs like push and pull involve

induced movement in a specific direction, which is either toward the subject (pull),
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or away from the subject (push). In languages which keep these notions separate,

e.g. Jakaltek,16 a Mayan language (Craig 1979), there is a verb which means to in-

duce something to move, upon which a prefix indicating direction is added, which

then gives us push and pull. In English, though, many of these things are lexicalized

into the verb so that speakers may not even be aware that there is a separate mean-

ing component of directionality.

Evidentials refer to the sources of information which form the basis of what we

are saying. Do we know what we are saying because we have witnessed it with our

own eyes, or because we have heard it from someone? Did we deduce our informa-

tion from some sort of evidence, or is it just generally true? Some languages make

all of these distinctions, which means that nothing can be said without indicating

how the information was obtained. In other words, we would have to use an eviden-

tial marker to say something like Yes, I know that this is true because I saw it myself

or / did not see it, but I think it is true because I deduced it from something. The

German first subjunctive, for example, is commonly used in broadcasting and peri-

odicals in order to indicate that the speech is reported. Many languages mark these

grammatical categories obligatorily, e.g. Quechua (Wolck 1987), whereas in English

it is merely optional to mention how we know what we are saying.

We will now look at the expression of operators in a number of different languages.

The first group of examples is from Kewa, a Papuan language (Franklin 1971).

(2.20) a. Ira-paa-ru. 'I finished cooking it.'

COOk-PRFV-lSgPAST (V-ASPECT-TENSE)

b. Ira-waa-ru. 'I cooked part of it.' (= wasn't finished)

COOk-IMPF-lsgPAST (V-ASPECT-TENSE)

c. Ira-a-na. 'He cooked it (seen).'

cook-3sgp AST-seen (V-TENSE-EVID)

d. Ira-a-ya. 'He cooked it (hearsay, I didn't see it).'

cook-3sgp A s T -unseen ( V-T ENSE-EVID)

e. Ira-pa-niaa-ru. 'I burned it downward (as a hill).'

cook-PRFv-down-lsgPAST (V-ASPECT-DIR-TENSE)

f. Ira-pa-saa-ru. 'I burned it upward (as a hill).'

cook-PRFv-up-lsgPAST (V-ASPECT-DIR-TENSE)

In (2.20a) irapaaru 'I finished cooking it', there is the verb stem for 'cook' and the

perfective aspect marker, followed by a first singular past tense form. In all of these

Kewa examples, tense and person are conflated together in one marker. Example

(b) has the imperfective form of the same verb, while (c) iraana 'he cooked it', con-

tains an evidential which indicates that the event was witnessed by the speaker. This

can be compared with (d), in which the speaker did not actually see the event.

Sentences (e) and (f) show directionals, which indicate the direction of the action as

upward or downward. Further examples of evidentials come from Hixkaryana, a

Carib language spoken in Brazil (Derbyshire 1985).
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(2.21) a. Ton ha-ti Waraka.

3sg.gO HEARSAY

'They say Waraka has gone', or 'It is reported that Waraka has gone.'

a'. Ton Waraka.

'Waraka has gone (I know from seeing it myself).'

b. Yaworo mikan ha-mi.

truly 2sg.say.3sg DEDUCTION

'It is evident that you are telling the truth', or 'I'm sure you are telling the

truth.'

c. Kana yanimno ha-na.

fish 3sg.lift.3sg UNCERTAIN

'I don't know if he caught any fish', or 'I doubt he caught any fish', or

'Maybe he caught some fish.'

d. Awanaworo nomokyaha ha-mpini.

tomorrow 3sg.come CERTAINTY

'It is certain he will come tomorrow', or 'I'm sure he will come tomorrow.'

All of the evidential markers are suffixed to an intensifier particle ha-. According

to Derbyshire (1985), these particles 'function primarily to express the attitude or

relationship of the speaker to what he is saying, including the degree of certainty

and the authority for making the assertion' (127). He describes the meaning of -ti

'hearsay' as 'specifically signaling that the speaker was not an eyewitness of events

he describes' (255), in contrast to zero marking, as in (2.21a'), which 'specifically

marks "eyewitness" in contrast to "hearsay"' {ibid.). The marker in (b), -mi, indi-

cates that 'the speaker has made a deduction from facts which he may or may

not spell out' {ibid.). The other two markers, -na and -mpini, signal the degree of

certainty the speaker has about what is being asserted.

The following examples of operators come from Turkish (Watters 1993).

(2.22) a. Gel-mi§-0. T gather that he has come.'

come-iNFER-3sg (V-EVID)

b. Gel-mi§-ti-0. 'He had come.'

COme-PERF-PAST-3sg (V-ASPECT-TENSE)

c. Gel-iyor-du-m. T was coming.'

COme-PROG-PAST-lsg (V-ASPECT-TENSE)

d. Gel-emi-yebil-ir-im. 'I may be unable to come.'

COme-ABLE.NEG-PSBL-AORIST-lsg (V-MOD-NEG-STATUS-TENSE)

e. Ev-e gel-ince, yat-ma-ya git-ti mi?

home-DAT come-CMPL sleep-NMz-DAT go-PAST Q

'Having come home, did he go to sleep?' (V-TENSE-IF)

Sentence (2.22a) has a past evidential marker which means 'I gather that he has

come.' In (b), on the other hand, the same marker means 'perfect aspect'. In (c)

there is a progressive aspect marker. Sentence (d) contains the morpheme which
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marks negation + ability and is followed by the marker of possibility, which is then

followed by a marker of tense. In (e) the illocutionary force (IF) marker is the final

operator. Finally, there are some examples from English in (2.23).

(2.23) a. He may be leaving soon. (IF/TENSE-STATUS-ASPECT-V)

b. She was able to see him. (IF/TENSE-MODALITY-V)

c. Will they have to be leaving? (IF/TENSE-MODALITY-ASPECT-V)

In all of these English examples, we are making the assumption that tense is the left-

most element; that is, because it is a suffix morphologically, it does not appear pho-

netically as the left-most element, but the syntax treats it as if it were left-most.

Thus, even though it attaches itself to the left-most auxiliary element as a suffix,

grammatically it is the left-most operator; as noted earlier, it is the position of tense

which signals illocutionary force in English. So in (2.23a), tense is followed by the

status auxiliary may (which in this case indicates possibility), then aspect and then

the verb. In (b) there is tense, modality (which is that she was able to see them) and

then the verb. In (c), there is a question marker, tense, modal and aspect (will have

to be + -ing) neatly strung together.

A crucial fact about operators is that different operators modify different layers

of the clause: some only modify the nucleus, some only modify the core, and some

modify the whole clause. Aspect is a nuclear modifier because it tells us about

the internal temporal structure of the event itself, without reference to anything

else (Jakobson 1957 [1971]). Some directionals are nuclear modifiers because they

indicate the direction of the action without reference to the participants. Examples

of this include burn uphill, as in (2.20f). On the other hand, some directionals are

core in the sense that they indicate the direction of motion of one of the core argu-

ments. So in German, we can add hin and her to verbs, yielding hinkommen and

herkommen, and hingehen and hergehen, which shows that they express directional

parameters independent of the basic meanings of come and go. Since these direc-

tionals orient the direction of motion of one of the core arguments, they are then

expressing something about that core argument. Therefore, they are a kind of

core operator. There are core operators which express relationships between the

core arguments and the nucleus. We can paraphrase John must leave as John is

obliged to leave, which shows the relationship of obligation between John and leave.

Here, root modality codes a relationship between a core argument, the subject and

the action.

Negation can be a nuclear operator, which is realized as a derivational negative

like un- in unhappy in English. More common is core negation, which is also known

as narrow scope or internal negation. In John did not read a book, he read a maga-

zine, neither John nor read is being negated. Rather, only the direct object is being

negated, because the scope of negation is only on part of the core, not over the

entire proposition. Propositional negation, on the other hand, can be paraphrased
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by 'it is not the case that', which is then followed by a proposition. This is external

or clausal negation because it negates the entire proposition; it is a type of status

operator. A sentence like John did not buy books is ambiguous out of context, for

in English only stress distinguishes the meanings. Depending on stress, the mean-

ing could be either that someone else besides John bought the books, or that John

bought a magazine instead, or that none of it happened. One way to make a sen-

tence less ambiguous, when dealing with narrow-scope negation, is to use a nominal

negative like He bought no books, in which just the object is being negated, or a

determiner such as any, which occurs with not to indicate the scope of negation, as

in John did not buy any books. In German, on the other hand, these last two pos-

sibilities fall together in Er hat keine Bucher gekauft (he has no books bought) 'He

did not buy any books', in which kein functions as the indicator of negation.

The basic principle of scope assignment governing operators is clausal z> core z>

nuclear, where '=>' means 'has scope over'. Among clausal operators, the scope

relations are illocutionary force z> evidentials z> tense/status. There is no universal

unique scope order between tense and status, as they are roughly equivalent in

scope terms; some languages treat tense as the more outer operator, while others

treat status as having scope over tense. Among core operators, the scope relations

are modality/directionals z> negation (see e.g. (2.22d)), while among nuclear opera-

tors, they are directionals/negation z> aspect. In Qiang, for example, aspect is clearly

the innermost operator, as in (2.24).

(2.24)

down-not-ASP-go.lsg

'I haven't gone yet.'

The position of negation at the core level and directionals at the nuclear level is a

function of the fact that they can also be the innermost operator at the next higher

level; hence they in a sense overlap the layer boundaries (see table 2.2).

Both RRG and FG employ layered conceptions of clause structure; the FG

notion (Hengeveld 1989) is primarily semantic in nature, whereas the RRG version

has both syntactic and semantic aspects. Both theories posit operators modifying

different clause layers, and the two approaches are summarized in table 2.2. One of

the differences between the two systems is that FG takes the operators to be part of

the layer, while RRG does not. Hence the FG utterance layer is the proposition

plus the propositional operators. We will follow the RRG system, because it pro-

vides an explicit syntactic representation of clause layers and their operators.17

How are operators to be represented? Since they are qualitatively different from

predicates and their arguments, they are represented in a distinct projection of the

clause from predicates and arguments. The element common to both projections is

the verb.18 Operators are arranged in terms of ever wider scope with respect to the

verb. This may be represented as in figure 2.15. This explicitly represents the fact
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Table 2.2 LSC with operators inRRG and FG

Semantic unit RRG layer RRG operator FG layer FG operator

Predicate

Predicate +

argument(s)

Nucleus

Core

Predicate + Clause

argument(s) +

(Non-arg(s))

= proposition

Proposition + D P Sentence

elements

Aspect

Negation

Directionals

Directionals

Modality (root)

Negation

Status, negation

Tense

Evidentials

Illocut. force

None

Predicate Perf/imp aspect

Phasal aspect

Negation

Predication Quantif. aspect

Modality, neg.

Tense

Proposition Epistemic

modality

Evidentials

Utterance IF, mode

SENTENCE

Figure 2.15 Operator projection in LSC
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that aspect is nuclear, negation is any of the above (but mostly core or clausal) and

directionals are nuclear or core. Tense, status, evidential and illocutionary force

are all clausal, which means that they modify the clause (proposition) as a whole, al-

though they do so in different ways. Looking back at the epistemic readings of must,

can, may and should, we can see explicitly in the syntax that the necessity meaning

has the whole proposition in its scope. In a sentence like It is possible that it will rain

tomorrow, it is clear that the scope of possibility is that it will rain tomorrow. We,

however, cannot say *John is possible/necessary to leave tomorrow, but rather John

is permitted/obliged/able to leave tomorrow. Therefore, the syntax of English clearly

indicates this difference, which then shows that status operators are clausal in scope.

Tense, by definition, is also clausal in scope. Recall that the definition of tense is

the relationship of the time of the utterance to the time of the event, which is a rela-

tionship between the entire proposition and some point in time. There is thus a

significant difference between aspect and tense, for aspect is a nuclear operator

while tense is a clausal operator. Evidentials are also clausal because they indicate

how speakers know what they are saying, which is something that modifies the

whole proposition. And again, with illocutionary force, the way in which a speaker

expresses a proposition, whether it is a question, an assertion or whatever, concerns

the whole clause. All of these operators at the bottom of the diagram are clausal,

most of the directionals and modality are core, and some of the directionals and

aspect are nuclear. The verb is the anchoring point of these operators, and it is no

accident that these are recognized as verbal categories.

The operator projection in figure 2.15 may be combined with what we will call

the 'constituent projection' in figure 2.7 to yield a more complete picture of the

clause, as in figure 2.16; the periphery is omitted, since it can occur in a number

of different positions. What we have here is two projections of the clause, one of

which contains the predicate and its arguments (the constituent projection19), while

the other contains the operators (the operator projection). They are both linked

through the predicate, which may be a verb, NP, AdjP or PP, because it is the one

crucial element common to both. The operator projection mirrors the constituent

projection in terms of layering; hence 'nucleus' in the operator projection corre-

sponds to 'nucleus' in the constituent projection, and so on. The multiple nucleus,

core and clause nodes represent each of the individual operators at that level; the

number of multiple nodes corresponds to the number of operators at that level

present in the sentence. If there are no operators at a given level, a bare node will

be given. As the 'bare skeleton' of the layered structure of the clause on the right

makes clear, the two projections are indeed mirror images of each other, and this

will become particularly important in representing the structure of complex sen-

tences, as we will see in chapter 8. The English and Japanese examples from figures

2.8, 2.9 and 2.13 are given in figures 2.17-2.19 with the operator projection added;

the second tree in figure 2.19 represents a copular construction. In the English
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SENTENCE

(LDP) CLAUSE (RDP)

(PrCS) CORE (PoCS)

(ARG) (ARG) NUCLEUS

PRED

XP XP XP XP X(P) XP XP
I

NUCLEUS <i Aspect

NUCLEUS < Negation

NUCLEUS/CORE-^ Directionals
I

— Modality

SENTENCE
I

CLAUSE
I

CORE
I

NUCLEUS
I

PRED
I

X(P)
I

NUCLEUS ->
Aspect

Negation

Directionals

CORE

CORE < -
I

CORE <-
I

CLAUSES
I

CLAUSES
I

C L A U S E ^
I

CLAUSES
I

SENTENCE

- Negation (internal)

- Status

- Tense

Directionals

Modality

Negation

CLAUSE <
I

SENTENCE

- Evidential

- Illocutionary force

Status

Tense

Evidential

Illocutionary

force

Figure 2.16 LSC with constituent and operator projections

representations, the tensed auxiliary (did or is) is labeled both TNS ' and 'IF',

because, as we mentioned earlier, the position of tense in the core signals illocu-

tionary force in English. Hence it is labeled 'TNS' because of its inherent value as

a tense operator, and it is also labeled 'IF' because its position is the indicator of

that operator.20

One of the major motivations for this scheme is that operators virtually always

occur in the same linear sequence with respect to the predicating element. When an

ordering relationship can be established among operators, they are always ordered

in the same way cross-linguistically, such that their linear order reflects their scope.

This is a very significant point. Operators are ordered with respect to each other

in terms of the scope principle discussed earlier, with the verb or other predicating

element in the nucleus as the anchorpoint, and thus the ordering restrictions on the

morphemes expressing the operators are universal.21 Hence nuclear operators are

closest to the nucleus, while clausal operators are farthest away from the nucleus.

By looking at the linear order of operators in the English examples, and then

comparing it with the comparable order of operators in the verb-final languages
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SENTENCE

PERIPHERY

ADV
I

Mulder did not show the book to Skinner yesterday

V
I

NUC
I

CORE
I

i STA-^CLAUSE
I

ITNS >CLAUSE

! I
IF >CLAUSE

I
SENTENCE

Figure 2.17 English LSC

SENTENCE
I

CLAUSE
I

PERIPHERY ->CORE
^ ^

ARG \ ARG

Taroo ga Kazue no uti de hon o

'Did Taroo read a/the book at

Kazue's house?'

CORE . \

I \ \
CLAUSES-TNS\

I \
CLAUSE-

I
SENTENCE

Figure 2.18 Japanese LSC
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2.2 Structure of the clause

SENTENCE

L D P

PrCS

CLAUSE CLAUSE

CORE< PERIPHERY CORE

ARG NUC ARG

I
PRED

A R G

A D V NP NP PP PP NP

Yesterday, what did John show to Mary in the library? Sally is

V

NUCLEUS

CORE

TNS-^CLAUSE

:LAUSE

NUC

PRED

ADJ

tall

ADJ

NUCLEUS

CORE

ITNS^CLAUSE

:LAUSE

SENTENCE SENTENCE

Figure 2.19 LSC of English sentences with verbal and adjectival predicates

(Kewa, Japanese, Turkish), we can see that they are just mirror images of each

other. In other words, verb-final languages tend to order their operators as aspect,

modality, tense and illocutionary force, whereas non-verb-final languages have

these elements in the opposite order. There is some variation in ordering within a

given layer; aspect and nuclear directionals occur in either order in different lan-

guages but always closer to the verb than the core and clausal operators. Similarly,

tense and status vary in their position relative to each other in different languages,

but they are always farther away from the verb than the nuclear and core operators

but closer than evidentials and IF. There is no variation in the ordering between

tense/status, on the one hand, and evidentials/illocutionary force, on the other,

because the former are propositional modifiers, i.e. they modify the proposition

expressed by the utterance, while evidentials and illocutionary force are utterance

modifiers, i.e. evidentials express how the speaker came to have the information

contained in the utterance, while the illocutionary force operator signals the speech

act type of the utterance. What is not found is variation in ordering across layers.

It is possible, however, for there to be no definable ordering among at least some

operators in some cases. For instance, if tense were a prefix and aspect were a suffix
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Simple clauses and noun phrases

in a language, then there is no definable ordering between them. If we look at

Papuan languages like Kewa, which have all these operators strung out in a line, we

can see that its sequence, and that of the English auxiliary, are exactly mirror images

of each other, expressing identical scope relations. So the reason that English auxil-

iary elements line up the way they do is because that is the way operators always

line up in every language that has them on the same side of the verb. And again, this

simply follows from their definitions and their scopes. When representing the struc-

ture of sentences, we put the operators below the sentence, so that their relative

scopes are expressed explicitly.

This approach expresses operators the same way, regardless of whether they are

realized by bound morphemes, as in Kewa and Turkish, or by combinations of

bound and free morphemes, as in English. By giving the operators their own pro-

jection, we can represent the fact that their ordering follows universal principles.

In contrast, the ordering of the elements in the constituent projection varies con-

siderably from language to language.

2.3 The layered structure of adpositional and noun phrases

Beginning at least with Harris' seminal paper 'From morpheme to utterance' (1946),

many linguists have argued that there are strong structural parallels between clauses

and noun phrases, e.g. Chomsky (1970) and Jackendoff (1977) in versions of trans-

formational grammar, Langacker (1991) in CogG, Rijkhoff (1992) in FG and Nunes

(1993) in RRG. In this section we explore the structural parallels among clauses,

adpositional phrases and noun phrases, looking especially to see whether these

types of phrase have a layered structure analogous to that of clauses.

2.3.1 Adpositional phrases

Adpositional phrases include prepositional phrases, e.g. in the house, and post-

positional phrases, e.g. German dem Haus gegenilber (the.N.DAT house PostP)

'over across from the house'. Both types may be further classified in terms of

whether they license the occurrence of an NP in the clause or not. The preposition

to in a sentence like Kim gave the book to Sandy does not license the NP Sandy in

the clause; the NP is a function of the meaning of the verb give and in fact can

occur without to, as in Kim gave Sandy the book. The preposition in in Robin read in

the library does make possible the occurrence of the NP the library; this NP is not

related to the meaning of the verb read and is licensed by in. Prepositions like to

with give which do not license their object will be referred to as non-predicative

adpositions, whereas those like in in the above example which do function as

predicates and license their object will be referred to as predicative adpositions,

following the terminology in Bresnan (1982b). Adpositions in the periphery of the

clause are always predicative, while non-predicative adpositions normally mark

oblique core arguments.22 A given adposition may function either predicatively or
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PP

CORE

NUC

PRED

ARG

NP

NP

in the library
(a) Predicative

to Mary
(b) Non-predicative

Figure 2.20 Prepositional phrases

non-predicatively, depending upon which verb it appears with; for example, from

is non-predicative when it occurs with a verb like take, which licenses a source

argument, as in Sally took the book from the boy, whereas it is predicative with a

verb like die, as in She died from malaria?3

Predicative and non-predicative PPs have different structural representations.

Predicative adpositions function as predicates and therefore have a layered struc-

ture in which there is an adpositional predicate in the nucleus, and its semantic

argument is treated as a core argument structurally. This is presented in figure 2.20a.

Non-predicative PPs, on the other hand, are not predicates and therefore lack this

structure; the adposition is essentially a case marker and nothing more. The struc-

ture of non-predicative PPs is given in figure 2.20b.

The examples in figure 2.20 are from a dependent-marking language, English.

Not surprisingly, the structure of PPs in head-marking languages is not exactly the

same as that as in dependent-marking languages, although the basic layered struc-

ture of predicative adpositions is the same. In Jakaltek (Craig 1977), the adposition

bears a morpheme expressing its argument, e.g. y-ul te? yah (3ERG-in CL house)

'in the house' (lit. 'in-it; the house;'). As with other head-marking structures, the NP

object is optional, and when it is missing, the result is a grammatical PP, y-ul, with

the meaning 'in it'. This is represented in figure 2.21.

2.3.2 Noun phrase structure

Noun phrases refer, while clauses predicate, and yet there are striking parallels

between the structure of the two which have long been noted. For example, both

can be said to have arguments; while this is obvious in the case of verbs in clauses, it

is also clear that relational nouns like father, friend and sister can take what could be

analyzed as arguments, e.g. father of Sam/Sam's father, a friend of Bill/Bill's friend

and the other sister of Mary I Mary's other sister. Clauses sometimes have clauses

within them as arguments, as in Fred believed that pollution isn't a problem, and
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PP

CORE (NP)

ARG NUC

PRED

PRO

NP

PRO

(NP)

y- ul (te? rjah) y- ul (te? rjah)

Figure 2.21 Head-marking predicative and non-predicative PP in Jakaltek

NP NP

COREN COREN

NUCN NUCN ARG

REF

N

father

REF PP

N NP

father of C O R E ,

NUCK

REF

N

I
children

Figure 2.22 LSNP in English

the same is true of NPs, e.g. Fred's belief that pollution isn't a problem. Given these

parallels, it would be appropriate to say that at least some nouns take arguments

analogous to verbs taking arguments, and therefore it is also appropriate to posit

a layered structure for NPs (LSNP) similar but not identical to that for clauses.

One significant difference, relating to the fundamental functional difference between

verbs and nouns, is that NUCN dominates a REF (for 'reference') node, indicating

that the unit in question refers, in contrast to the PRED (for 'predicate') node

which appears in the nucleus of a clause. Of is non-predicative in this construc-

tion, because it does not license the argument; moreover, it is semantically empty,

as it can occur with argument NPs having many different semantic functions.
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Consider the range of semantic functions which the o/-NPs have in the following

examples.

(2.25) a. the attack of the killer bees Agent24

b. the gift of a new car Theme

c. the destruction of the city Patient

d. the leg of the table Possessor

e. the resupplying of the troops (with ammunition) Recipient

Nunes (1993) shows that NPs have only a single direct core argument, and it is

marked by of. This is consistent with the point made above that of does not mark

any particular semantic relation, in much the same way that the direct grammatical

functions, subject and direct object, are not restricted to particular semantic func-

tions. Accordingly, the ^/-marked NP counts as the single direct syntactic argument

of the nominal nucleus in the core of the NP. Predicative adpositions, by contrast,

have well-defined semantic content, like other predicates.

The structure of NPs headed by deverbal nominals is represented in figure 2.23.

The coreN-peripheryN distinction in the layered structure of the noun phrase is illus-

trated here; the argument structure of deverbal nominals is directly related to the

argument structure of the source verb (Nunes 1993; see section 4.7.2), and therefore

Bill and FBI agents are coreN arguments marked by non-predicative prepositions,

while in is a predicative setting PP, just as in the corresponding clause FBI agents

arrested Bill in New York. There is in addition, in some languages, a position before

NP

-PERIPHERY,

NUCN ARG ARG PP

REF PP PP CORE

N P NP P NP NUC ARG

I I I I I I I
arrest of NPROP by COREN PRED NP

Bill NUCN

REF

I
N

NP

in New York

FBI agents

Figure 2.23 LSNP of English NP headed by deverbal nominal
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the head in which possessors occur, e.g. Pat's car; this position is called simply the

'NP-initial position' (NPIP) and will be discussed in more detail below.

NPs headed by pronouns and proper nouns do not have a layered structure like

those headed by common nouns. Neither takes any kind of argument or peripheral

modifier. Hence there are no grounds for positing a structure like that given in

figure 2.22. Consequently Bill and New York, both proper nouns in figure 2.23, lack

'CORE,,' and 'NUCN' nodes as well as a 'REF' node; the latter is redundant, given

that proper nouns are always referential. Pronouns can be classified into a number

of subtypes: personal pronouns, including possessive pronouns (PRO), e.g. / liked

her book; relative pronouns (PROREL), e.g. the book which I bought; demonstrative

pronouns (PRODEM), e.g. That pleased Mary; WH-pronouns (PROWH), e.g. who did

Fred see?; and expletive pronouns (PROEXP), e.g. it rained.

An important feature of the layered structure of the clause was the differential

treatment given to operators like tense, aspect and illocutionary force, and the same

contrast is a vital part of the layered structure of the noun phrase. NP operators

include determiners (articles, demonstratives, deictics), quantifiers, negation and

adjectival and nominal modifiers. Rijkhoff (1992) presents a typological study of

NP structure from an FG perspective, and he proposes an FG-style layered struc-

ture for the noun phrase together with a theory of NP operators. Langacker (1991)

explores what he calls the 'functional organization' of the NP and arrives at similar

proposals. Table 2.3 summarizes Rijkhoff's theory and relates it to the theory of the

NP structure being developed here. The overall structure of the layered structure

of the NP with its operators is given in figure 2.24. As with the layered structure of

the clause, the linear order of the elements in the constituent projection can vary,

while the operators may precede or follow the head noun.

The quality operators signal, as the name implies, distinctive qualities of the refer-

ring expression. Nominal aspect refers to individuation, in particular to the funda-

mental mass/count distinction and further distinctions such as whether the referring

Table 2.3 Operators in the LSNP

Semantic unit

Referring
Expression
[REF]

REF
(+Argument(s)
+Non-arg(s))

REF(+Arg(s),
Non-arg(s),NPIP)

Syntactic layer

NucleusN

CoreN

(+PeripheryN)

NP

FG layer

Quality

Quantity

Locality

FG operator

Adj/Nom modifiers

Nominal aspect

Number

Quantification

Negation

Deictics

Definiteness
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(NPIP)

NP/ADV

NP

CORENK- -PERIPHERYN)

NUCN (ARG) (ARG)

REF PP PP PP/ADV

N

NUCK

NUCK

CORE,

CORE,

COREK

NP

DEIC >NP

Figure 2.24 The general schema of the LSNP

expression denotes individuals or a collection of individuals. Rijkhoff notes the ana-

logs between perfective (temporally bounded) and imperfective aspect (temporally

unbounded) in verbs and the count/mass distinction in nouns. Jackendoff (1990)

also discusses the parallels between the count/mass distinction in nouns and the

bounded/unbounded distinction in verbs.

It has often been observed that the bounded/unbounded (event/process,

telic/atelic) distinction is strongly parallel to the count/mass distinction

in NPs. An important criterion for the count/mass distinction has to do

with the description of parts of an entity. For instance, a part of an apple

(count) cannot itself be described as an apple; but any part of a body

of water (mass) can itself be described as water . . . This same criterion

applies to the event/process distinction: any part of John ate the sandwich

(event) cannot itself be described as John ate the sandwich. By contrast,

any part of John ran toward the house (process) can itself be described

as John ran toward the house (unless the part gets smaller than a single

stride)... It has also been observed that plurals behave in many respects

like mass nouns and that repeated events behave like processes. (Talmy

[1978] suggests the term medium to encompass them both.) (1990: 29)
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ENTITY

singular Thing MEDIUM
singular Event ^^^^^^ " - ^ ^ ^

Substance plural Things

Process plural Events

Figure 2.25 Parallels between events and things

Jackendoff summarizes these parallels in the diagram in figure 2.25.

The most common formal expression of nominal aspect is through noun

classifiers, which are found in a wide range of languages. English has analogs of

these in the constructions in which mass nouns are quantified, e.g. one sheet of paper

(individual) vs. one ream of paper (collective), two glasses of beer, three head of cat-

tle. A well-known example of a classifier language is Mandarin Chinese, in which

nouns normally cooccur with a classifier when quantified or modified, e.g. sdn ge ren

(three CL person) 'three people', nei ben shu (that CL book) 'that book', yl beipijiu

(one CL beer) 'one glass of beer'.

Adjectival and nominal modifiers, e.g. tall tree and brick house, are also nuclearN

operators, in that they express distinctive qualities of the referring expressions.

Individuation operates over the modifier + N group, e.g. one sheet of [blue paper],

two glasses of [dark beer], nei ben [da shu] 'that big book'.

The quantity operators modify the coreN of the NP, and these are concerned with

quantification and negation. Quantification is expressed through the grammatical

category of number and lexical expressions like numerals and quantifiers, e.g. three

books, many dogs, few particles, every woman. Negation may be expressed through

a special negative form for NPs, e.g. English no, German kein (e.g. keine Biicher 'no

books'), special determiners which interact with sentential negation, e.g. English

any as in Mary didn't buy any books, and nouns and pronouns with an inherently

negative meaning, e.g. German nichts, Russian nicego, French Hen 'nothing'. Nega-

tion and quantification interact in intricate and complex ways, and this interaction

is one of the major issues in formal semantics.

The locality operators modify the NP as a whole, and they are primarily con-

cerned with expressing the location of the referent with respect to a reference point,

usually the interlocutors (deictics), and with indicating the speaker's assumption

about the identifiability of the referent by the hearer (definiteness).25 The usual

formal expressions of these operators are determiners, in particular, articles and

demonstratives. They are the NP analogs of the illocutionary force indicators in

clauses; they both have to do with the discourse-pragmatic properties of the NP or

clause, and they are both the outermost operators. Examples from English and

Mandarin with all three types of operator are given in figure 2.26; the Mandarin NP

means 'those three big books'.
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the three big books
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N

na san ben da shu

N

QNT- -CORE,

ADJ->NUC,

NASP-

DEF

QNT-

DEIC

Figure 2.26 LSNP with operators in English and Mandarin Chinese

Like clausal operators, the ordering of NP operators generally adheres to the same

scope principle discussed in section 2.2.3 with respect to operators in the clause,

as the examples in this section have illustrated. Rijkhoff (1990, 1992) investigates

this issue in detail and shows that the operator patterns within the NP reported

in Greenberg (1966) and Hawkins (1983) conform to the layering of operators

presented in table 2.3 and that apparent exceptions are shown to involve elements

that are not an integral part of the NP.

It was stated earlier that NPs headed by pronouns and proper nouns lack a lay-

ered structure, but there are some instances in which they appear to take modifiers,

which could be taken as evidence of a layered structure. When a name occurs

with a modifier, e.g. I didn't see the tall Fred Jones, I saw the short Fred Jones, it

lacks a unique reference and is being used as a common noun, and therefore it has

a layered structure. Names functioning as proper nouns in English can only take

non-restrictive modifiers, e.g. good old Barney, A tired Clinton arrived back at

the White House. There is some cross-linguistic variation with respect to proper

nouns and pronouns taking modifiers. In Modern Greek, proper nouns cooccur

with an article which, along with the noun, carries case, e.g. o Yiorghos 'the George

[NOM]' VS. ton Yiorgho 'the George [ACC]'. Case-bearing articles may also accom-

pany proper nouns in German, e.g. Ich habe den Fritz gesehen (I have the.ACC Fritz

seen) 'I saw Fritz'. Mandarin Chinese allows modifiers with pronouns, e.g. zuotidn
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de women (yesterday GEN lpl) 'the us of yesterday'. It appears, then, that in some

languages proper nouns and pronouns may have a layered structure, at least with

respect to modifiers.

English is quite unusual among languages in permitting the expression of two

possessive NPs in an NP headed by a deverbal noun (one marked by genitive case

and the other by the possessive preposition of), e.g. the enemy's destruction of the

city, and the apparent similarities to the corresponding clause The enemy destroyed

the city have been taken as support for the view that NPs and clauses have the same

basic structure (Chomsky 1970, Jackendoff 1977), with the prenominal genitive NP

being the 'subject' of the NP and the [o/NP] being the 'object'. This has been put

forward as a universal claim about NP structure, and yet, as Comrie (1976a) and

Comrie and Thompson (1985) show, this construction is found in only a tiny fraction

of the world's languages (with English being the primary example); what is com-

monly found across languages is constructions like the destruction of the city by the

enemy, with only a single genitive NP. There is also some reason to doubt the ana-

logy itself; as Nunes (1993) points out, it is possible to have adjuncts in the possessive

phrase which would be impossible as subject in a sentence, e.g. yesterday's shelling

of Paris by unknown forces. In the comparable sentence (i.e. Yesterday unknown

forces shelled Paris), yesterday is an adjunct in the left-detached position, and this

suggests that the NP-initial position is more analogous to the left-detached position

in the clause than to a core argument position like subject, since either semantic

arguments or non-arguments can appear in the left-detached position, but non-

arguments (adjuncts) cannot appear in the core-internal subject position. It also

bears some resemblance to the precore slot, as WH-words can appear in it, as in

which book, but unlike the precore slot, it freely takes non-arguments like adjuncts

and possessors. However, like a subject-type position and unlike a detached posi-

tion, there are semantic restrictions on what elements can occur there. For example,

while it is possible to say Sally's knowledge of Shakespeare, *Shakespeare's know-

ledge by Sally is quite impossible, and the restriction holds across a large class of

deverbal nominals. The conditions determining whether an element in an NP can

or cannot occur in this position are quite complex, and involve both discourse-

pragmatic (e.g. topicality) and semantic (e.g. affectedness) considerations, as Nunes

(1993) shows in some detail. Since this position does not correspond exactly to

the left-detached position, precore slot or core-internal subject position in a clause,

we will label it simply the 'NP-initial position'. It is clearly coreN-external, since the

nominal nucleus is initial in the coreN, but it corresponds structurally neither to the

precore slot nor to the left-detached position, because there is no contrast within

the NP corresponding to that between clause (which dominates the precore slot)

and sentence (which dominates the left-detached position). The NP-initial position

is dominated by the NP node.
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NP

(NP)

NPGEN NUCN

N

Fred's book

N

PRED REF

PRO V N

NP

Fred 0- tha-wowapi ki

N

NUCN

CORE,

CORE,

DEF—>NP

Figure 2.27 Possessive NP constructions in English and Lakhota

In English, the genitive NP in the NP-initial position cannot cooccur with a

determiner; both *the [Fred's book] and *the [the enemy's destruction of the city] are

ungrammatical. This restriction is not found in many languages; in Lakhota, for

example, Fred's book would be Fred 0-tha-wowapi ki (3sg-poss-book the). English

NPs containing a genitive NP in the NP-initial position are interpreted as definite,

and therefore the possessor phrase does double duty; it is part of the constitu-

ent projection signaling possession and part of the operator projection signaling

definiteness. If a possessed NP is indefinite, the possessor phrase occurs after the

possessed noun, as in e.g. a book of Fred's. The structures of the English and

Lakhota NP examples are given in figure 2.27. There are a number of interesting

features of the Lakhota construction, which illustrates a head-marking possessive

construction. First, tha-, glossed 'POSS', is in fact a reduced form of the possession

verb thawd, and accordingly this form involves verb incorporation into a nominal

head. The resulting form has a single core argument, the possessor, which is prefixed

to tha- (cf. mi-thd-wowapi ki 'my book'). Second, because this is a head-marked

construction, the NP Fred is only loosely associated with the NP tha-wowapi ki,

which on its own means 'his book'; Fred is an optional element in this construction.

This is in sharp contrast to the English expression Fred's book, in which Fred's is

obligatory; without it, there would be no possessive construction. The contrasting
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NP SENTENCE

NPIP COREN

NP

PRODEM REF ARG NUC ARG

N NP PRED NP

that book PRO V PROE

N She likes that

DEIC >NP

Figure 2.28 Representation of demonstrative pronouns

statuses of the NP Fred in the two constructions reflect the fundamental difference

between head-marking and dependent-marking constructions.

It was mentioned earlier that English demonstratives like this and that are a sub-

type of pronoun, and when they occur as NP modifiers, they occur in the NP-initial

position, just like possessive pronouns like my and his. Hence an NP like that book

would have the same structure as the English NP in figure 2.27, with that replacing

Fred's. Since demonstratives are pronominal in nature, unlike articles, they can

occur as referring expressions on their own, as in That irritates me. In such a struc-

ture, that would function as the referring expression in the nominal nucleus. These

two possibilities are presented in figure 2.28; the operator projection in the NP

example is simplified, since there are no nuclear and core operators in the NP. One

consequence of this analysis is that this book has a different structure from the book

in English (cf. figure 2.26), due to the fact that the is an article, a 'pure' operator,

while that is a pronominal demonstrative. In contrast, the demonstrative nei 'that,

those' in Mandarin in figure 2.26 is non-pronominal, because it cannot head an NP

on its own (it requires a classifier), unlike true pronouns like ta '3sg'. Accordingly it

occurs in the operator projection only. While distinguishing articles from demon-

stratives might seem odd from an English perspective, there is good cross-linguistic

evidence for it. Even though in many languages demonstratives and articles cannot

cooccur, in a few they can. The expression 'this dog' in Lakhota is syka ki le (dog

the this), while in Mparntwe Arrernte it is kngwelye nhenhe re (dog this 3sgDEF).

The order of the article and the demonstrative is different in the two languages,

but in both languages they are the outermost operators within the NP. Hence we
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DET

the three big books

Figure 2.29 IC representation of English NP

see in the NP operator projection the same kind of cross-linguistic variation in the

position of the operators within a single level that we saw with respect to e.g. tense

and status in the operator projection in the clause. In Lakhota, demonstratives and

articles are also subject to different ordering constraints, as demonstratives, but not

articles, may either precede or follow the head noun, as the alternative form le syka ki

(this dog the) 'this dog' shows. Dryer (1992a) argues for them being members of distinct

categories on the basis of their differential ordering behavior cross-linguistically.

Hence treating articles and demonstratives as members of different categories and

representing them differently in the layered structure of the NP has strong empirical

support once we look beyond English.

These representations, especially the ones in figure 2.26, are virtually 'upside

down' from the point of view of immediate-constituent (I C) representations, such

as the one in figure 2.29. Are there any empirical grounds for preferring one style

of representation over the other? While in most instances the two styles would be

empirically equivalent, there are at least two instances where the layered structure

of the noun phrase representation is to be preferred to the IC representation. The

first concerns the Dyirbal examples in (2.6) and figures 2.3 and 2.10. It was argued

above that an IC analysis is unrevealing and fails to capture what is similar between

comparable English and Dyirbal clauses. Figure 2.30 is a more complete version

of figure 2.10, showing the fully expanded NP structure with the operator projec-

tion. The translation of the Dyirbal sentence is 'The man saw the woman in the

mountains.' In a language like English, demonstrative pronouns are located in the

NP-initial position, analogous to the relationship between left-detached position

elements and the following clause. In Dyirbal, on the other hand, noun markers are

not structurally linked to the head noun of the NP structure. The Dyirbal NP has

the same discontinuous, unordered structure as Dyirbal sentences. The pronominal

nature of the noun markers is shown by the fact that they can be used independ-

ently as referring expressions, e.g. gambij;a barjgul buian balan (mountains-Loc

NM-ERG saw NM-ABS) 'He saw her in the mountains.' Dyirbal is unusual in

not requiring adjacency of the NP operators to the head and not imposing strict

ordering requirements on them, either; English and most other languages have these
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COREN CORE N NPERG

4ugumbil gambi^a barjgul bu^a-n balan

woman.ABS mtns.LOC DET.ERG see \ DET.ABS

N

NUC

N

NUCX

COREN COREN

NP

V \ \

NUC \ \

CORE \ \

CLAUSE^TNS

SENTENCE

yararjgu
man.ERG

N

NUCN

COREM

DEIC

-DEIC
>NP

Figure 2.30 Dyirbal clause including LSNP with operators

requirements. With respect to languages with discontinuous NPs, such as Dyirbal,

the double projection representation yields a simpler analysis which requires no

special rules or abstract levels of representation.

The second case involves noun incorporation in Greenlandic Eskimo, which

allows 'stranded modifiers' of the incorporated noun. This is shown in (2.26), from

Sadock (1991).

(2.26) a. Ammassannik marlunnik nerivunga.

ammassak-nik marluk-nik neri-vunga

sardine-iNSTpl two-iNSTpl eat-lsgiNDic

'I ate two sardines.'
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2.3 Adpositional and noun phrases

b. Marlunnik ammassattorpunga.

marluk-nik ammassak-tor-punga

two-iNSTpl sardine-eat-lsgiNDic

'I ate two sardines.'

The object noun ammassak- 'sardine' is incorporated into the verb in (2.26b),

leaving the stranded modifier marlunnik 'two'. Examples such as these have been

presented as evidence for positing multiple levels of syntactic representation and

transformational rules (in GB, e.g. Baker 1988). They can be accommodated in a

natural way in the framework we are developing. The structures of the two sen-

tences in (2.26) are given in figure 2.31. The incorporated NP is part of the nucleus,

Ammassannik marlunnik nerivunga

ammassak-nik marluk-nik neri-vunga

Marlunnik ammassattorpunga

marluk-nik ammassak-tor-punga

sardine-iNSTpl two-iNSTpl eat-lsgiNDic two-iNSTpl sardine-eat-lsgiNDic

N

NUCN

COREN

CORE,,

NP

V

I
NUC

I
CORE

N

NUCN NUC

QNT-^CORENCORE \

NP C L A U S E ^ I F

^-NUM

< QNT CLAUSE^-IF

SENTENCE SENTENCE

Figure 2.31 Greenlandic Eskimo clauses (±incorporation)
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NUC NUC

/ \ I
N PRED PRED

I / \
V N V

pha kaksa pha-kaksa
(2.27b) (2.27c)

Figure 2.32 Lakhota noun incorporation structures

and the crucial thing is that it is a full NP: it is fully referential and retains its modi-

fying lexical operators. Because it is now part of the same phonological word as the

verb, it no longer bears its inflections (case and number), which, however, are real-

ized on the independent quantifier marluk- 'two'. It would be impossible to express

this directly if NP structure were represented as in figure 2.29; given the assumption

that this type of hierarchical representation is correct, it has been necessary to re-

sort to multiple syntactic representations (e.g. Baker 1988).26 Given the layered

structure of the noun phrase and the analysis of (2.26b) as NP incorporation, the

facts follow. Constructions like this one contrast sharply with incorporation of a

bare noun and with lexical compounding of a noun and verb; these two possibilities

are illustrated from Lakhota (DeReuse 1994) in (2.27) and figure 2.32, in which only

the nuclei are given.

(2.27) a. pha ki he ka-ksa

head the that by.striking-sever

'cut off that head'

b. pha kaksa 'behead'

c. phakaksa 'behead'

In Lakhota, stress falls normally on the second syllable of a polysyllabic word, and

stress is one of the crucial indicators of incorporation vs. compounding in the lan-

guage. In the non-incorporated structure in (2.27a), both words receive full primary

stress. In the incorporated N structure in (2.27b), the incorporated noun pha 'head'

receives primary stress, while the verb has secondary stress on its second syllable.

In the lexical noun-verb compound in (2.27c), there is a single primary stress on

the second syllable of the compound, a syllable which does not receive stress in

the other constructions.

The Lakhota constructions in (2.27b, c) do not allow stranded modifiers, e.g. *he

pha kaksa or *he phakdksa (where he 'that' is construed as a modifier of pha 'head'),

and this follows from the fact that (2.27b) involves an incorporated noun, not a full

NP as in Greenlandic Eskimo, and (2.27c) involves a lexical noun-verb compound.

The fact that the NP in (2.26b) is fully referential while those in (2.27b, c) are not
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2.4 Heads and headedness

again follows, since only NPs (which may be a single word, as with a proper noun),

not bare nouns, constitute referring expressions. Thus the layered structure of the

noun phrase model of NP structure is able to capture both discontinuous NPs, as in

Dyirbal, and the incorporation of an NP or noun, as in Greenlandic Eskimo and

Lakhota, in a straightforward way without resorting to abstract representations

of any kind.

2.4 Heads and headedness

Throughout this discussion we have often made reference to the notion of 'head',

as in 'the noun is the head of the NP', and this traditional notion has been the focus

of considerable interest in linguistic theory for the past decade or so. It is central

to X-bar theory, in which all phrases are projections of their head, e.g. N —> NP, P —»

PP, Adj -» AdjP, etc. It is also crucial for the typological contrast between head-

marking and dependent-marking languages discussed in this chapter. There has

been considerable controversy regarding (1) the criteria for determining the head

of a phrase, and (2) just exactly what the head of certain important constructions is.

Zwicky (1985), Hudson (1987) and the papers in Corbett, Fraser and McGlashan

(1993) are concerned with both of these issues. The two constructions with the most

disagreement with respect to the choice of head are the clause and the NP. While it

might be supposed that the verb is taken to be the head of the clause, this is not uni-

versally the case. In G P S G the verb is taken to be the head of the clause, and there-

fore the clause is a projection of V. In earlier versions of GB, on the other hand, the

verb is not the head of the clause. Rather, the INFLection node, which contains the

tense marker for the verb in finite clauses, is taken to be the head of the clause. On

this view, a functional category, an operator in our terms, serves as head of the

clause. One might wonder what the controversy about the head of an NP could be,

but Abney (1987) argued that in a phrase like the dog, the primary head is the deter-

miner the, which heads a determiner phrase (DetP). The NP, headed by dog, is a

complement to the head of the DetP, the determiner, in Abney's analysis, as illus-

trated in figure 2.33. Here again a functional category, an NP operator in this case, is

taken to be the head of the unit.

The principal reason why this kind of controversy can arise is that Chomskyan

theory treats lexical and functional categories alike in terms of phrase structure

XP DETP VP

/ \ / \ / \
SPEC X' SPEC D' SPEC V

X YP D E T NP V D E T P

Figure 2.33 Syntactic projections headed by functional and lexical categories

inGB/P&P
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Simple clauses and noun phrases

(X-bar theory). That is, both types of categories head full X-bar structures, as illus-

trated in figure 2.33 and in the figure in note 20. ( 'SPEC stands for 'specifier';

'YP' is another phrase which is a complement to the head.) There is no structural

difference between the two types of projection, and therefore both types are candi-

dates for heading a structure in which they occur.

The approach to syntactic representation we have employed treats lexical and

functional (i.e. operator) categories quite differently, and consequently there is no

possibility of an operator being taken to be the head of a lexical phrase like a PP,

NP or clause. Each of these units is headed by a nucleus containing an adposition, a

noun or a predicating element such as a verb, respectively.27 As we will see in the

next two chapters, these heads are the primary elements in the semantic representa-

tion of the PP, NP or clause. The elements functioning as nuclei of PPs and clauses

are predicates in the semantic representation, while nominal nuclei are designated

within the semantic representation of the NP. Thus the head of a phrase is a func-

tion of its semantics: an NP is headed by a nominal nucleus, a PP by an adpositional

nucleus, and a clause by a predicating nucleus.

There is one interesting apparent exception to this that we have discussed, namely,

non-predicative adpositions (see figure 2.20b). There is no adpositional nucleus, as

with predicative adpositions. The reason for this is that these prepositions have no

independent semantic representation within the semantic representation of the

clause; that is, because they mark arguments of the verb, their occurrence is a func-

tion of the semantic representation of the verb and how its arguments are linked

into the syntactic representation. We will discuss this briefly in section 4.4.1.1 and

in detail in section 7.3.2. Thus the true head of a non-predicative PP is the nominal

nucleus within the NP; as we mentioned in section 2.3.1, the adposition functions

like a case marker. One may well wonder at this point why the phrase to Skinner

in figure 2.17, for example, is labeled 'PP' rather than 'NP'. Indeed, these phrases

have been considered to be NPs by some linguists, e.g. Ross (1967 [1986]). The

reason for labeling them 'PP' is to distinguish between direct and oblique core

arguments: NPs are direct core arguments, while PPs are oblique core arguments

in languages like English and Icelandic. An equivalent notation would be to label

NPs and non-predicative PPs as 'NPs' and then subscript them as 'direct' or

'oblique'. We will continue the traditional practice of labeling all adpositional

phrases, predicative or non-predicative, as 'PPs'.

What about operators? Can they head phrases, too? Superficially it appears that

they can, given expressions like very big (AdjP?) and very few (QP?). But are these

full-fledged phrases of the type headed by adpositions, nouns, verbs and other pre-

dicates? There is no evidence that they are; rather, they are first and foremost

modifiers that are themselves modified by an adverb. This can be seen most clearly

when we contrast predicative vs. attributive adjectives. Predicative adjectives can

have arguments, e.g. Robin is (very) proud of Pat, and therefore they have a full
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layered structure; attributive adjectives do not have a full layered structure and

cannot take arguments, as the ungrammaticality of *the (very) proud of Pat teacher

shows. Hence elements functioning as operators in the operator projection of

clauses or NPs do not head phrases with a layered structure; rather, they may be

modified by one or more adverbs, forming what we may call an 'operator group',

that is, an operator consisting of more than one item. We will reserve the term

'phrase' for units with a full layered structure.

2.5 Conclusion: the nature of morphosyntactic structure

In this chapter we have developed a notion of morphosyntactic structure that is very

much semantically based. If we look back at table 2.1, we see that each of the basic

units of the layered structure of the clause is motivated by a well-defined semantic

concept. Indeed, the universal aspects of clause structure follow from two very basic

principles which are grounded in lexical semantics: the contrast between predicat-

ing and non-predicating elements, and, among non-predicating elements, the con-

trast between those which are arguments of the predicating element and those

which are not. Thus we may conclude that morphosyntactic structure is not radi-

cally arbitrary but rather is relatively motivated semantically, in Saussure's sense.

That is, while syntactic structure is not identical with or completely reducible to

semantic concepts, it is nevertheless derived and generalized from them.28

We have not addressed the question of how the structures proposed in this chap-

ter are specified within a grammar. There are three general approaches to this: the

first is to postulate a set of rewriting rules which will specify (generate) the struc-

tures; the second is to posit an inventory of constructional templates; and the third

is to postulate a set of very general principles and attempt to derive construction-

specific properties from their interaction. This third approach is associated with GB

Theory, and we will have little to say about it, since a critical explication of it would

require an extensive presentation of GB.29 In the first view, a grammar contains a set

of rules to generate structures and a lexicon in which words and morphemes, as well

as larger fixed idiomatic chunks, are stored. This has been the approach assumed

in many versions of transformational grammar and some varieties of phrase struc-

ture grammar. Following GPSG, we may divide these rules into two types: those

that express dominance relations among elements in a structure (called 'immediate

dominance' rules), and those that specify linear ordering relations among elements

(called 'linear precedence' rules). The layered structure of the clause constituent

projection for simple sentences in figures 2.7 and 2.13 can be generated by the

following set of immediate-dominance rules.30

(2.28) a. SENTENCE -> {(DP)},CLAUSE

b. DP -> XP/ADV

c. CLAUSE -> {(ECS)}, CORE, (PERIPHERY), {NP*}

d. ECS -> XP/ADV
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e. PERIPHERY -> XP/ADV

f. CORE -> ARG*,NUC

g. NUC -> PRED

h. PRED -> V/XP

i. ARG -> PRO/NP/PP

These immediate-dominance rules are universal; they describe the basic layered

structure of the clause which is a feature of the grammar of every language. The

only non-universal features are the detached positions and extra-core slots; their

non-universal status is indicated by'{}' in the rules. There is a Kleene star on ARG

within the core rule because there are languages in which argumentless verbs may

be a nucleus, e.g. Lakhota mag&zu 'it is raining'. Languages vary in two primary

ways: first, with respect to whether the arguments are free phrases, as in dependent-

marking languages, or bound morphemes, as in head-marking languages; and sec-

ond, with respect to linear precedence rules. In head-marking languages only the

core arguments are realized by bound pronominals, while full NPs are daughters

of the CLAUSE node (see section 2.2.2); therefore that part of rule (2.28c) is not

universal and is in curly brackets.

These immediate-dominance rules specify many possible structures in addition to

the ones we have looked at in this chapter; they are relatively unconstrained. The

primary constraint on them comes from semantics, in particular from the principles

governing the linking of syntactic and semantic representations. In other words, the

set of rules specifying possible syntactic structures is only one part of the story.

These structures serve to express propositional content, the topic of the next two

chapters, and only a small subset of the possible structures can be linked to the

semantic representations of propositions. Hence the full picture will emerge only

when we have developed a system of semantic representation (chapters 3 and 4)

and principles for linking syntactic and semantic representations (chapters 7 and 9).

With respect to linear precedence rules, there are languages which lack them

altogether, e.g. Dyirbal, and among languages which have them there is consider-

able variation. This variation has been the subject of intense investigation since

it was presented in Greenberg (1966), and what has intrigued researchers is the

fact that there are some very clear patterns in the variation, e.g. the order of verb

+ object seems to correlate with the order of adposition + object, such that VO

languages tend strongly to be prepositional and OV languages postpositional. A

number of proposals have been put forth to explain these correlations, e.g. Dik

(1989), Hawkins (1983, 1994), Tomlin (1986). Dryer (1992a) argues convincingly

that these correlations follow from the very strong tendency for languages to be

consistently left-branching or right-branching. Branching directionality involves

the placement of phrasal categories in relation to the non-phrasal or lexical cate-

gories they cooccur with, e.g. verb (non-phrasal) plus object (phrasal), adposition
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(non-phrasal) plus object (phrasal). English is a right-branching language, as can

be seen clearly in figures 2.17, 2.22 and 2.23, while Japanese is a left-branching

language, as shown in figure 2.18.31 Dryer notes that elements that are not phrasal

do not enter into these correlations, and prime examples of these non-phrasal ele-

ments are the operators that occur within the clause and the NP. We have already

seen that the linear ordering of operators is subject to a basic scope principle (their

ordering reflects their scope within the layered structure), and operators tend

strongly to occur on the opposite side of the nucleus from the branching direction.

Thus, it appears that elements in the constituent and operator projections are sub-

ject to different ordering principles: the constituent projection, which contains

phrasal and non-phrasal categories, is subject to Dryer's branching directionality

principle, whereas the operator projection is subject to the scope principle. This

generalization is made possible in part by our treating operators and predicate-

argument constituents separately in our representations, and as such it provides

support for this treatment.

There are universal linear precedence rules with respect to detached phrases and

the pre- and postcore slots which are valid in the languages which have these con-

stituents. Examples of linear precedence rules for simple sentences are given in

(2.29); in head-marking languages, they apply within the clause only, since the core

is a single phonological word, whereas in dependent-marking languages they apply

within the core and clause. (V means 'linearly precedes'.)

(2.29) a. Universal linear precedence rules {for languages with DPs, EC S)

1LDP>CLAUSE

2 CLAUSE>RDP

3 PrCS>CORE

4 CORE>PoCS

b. Language-specific clause-internal linear precedence rules

1 Jakaltek (verb-initial)

(a) CORE>NP*

(b) NP*>PP*

2 Lakhota(verb-final):XP*>CORE

3 English (verb-medial):

(a) NP>NUC

(b) NUC>NP*>PP*

4 Dyirbal: None

The universal rules state simply that the left-detached position comes before the

CLAUSE, while the RDP follows it, and that the precore slot comes before

the CORE and the postcore slot follows it.32 The Jakaltek rules specify that inde-

pendent NPs follow the CORE and that if there are both NPs and PPs in a clause,

the NPs will occur closer to the core than the PPs. Jakaltek has a precore slot in
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Simple clauses and noun phrases

questions and topicalizations, and it follows universal rule (2.29a3). Lakhota has

a simple system: the CORE must be the last element in the constituent projection

of the clause, and NPs and PPs, if there are any, can occur in any order before

it. English is a bit more complicated, since arguments occur on both sides of the

nucleus. The rule in (2.29b3(a)) states that one NP precedes the NUCLEUS

(the subject), while the second states that if there are NPs and PPs after the

NUCLEUS, the NPs must occur between the NUCLEUS and the PPs (see

Sadock 1995). Dyirbal lacks grammatical constraints on word order, but word order

is pragmatically constrained. These are not the complete set of linear precedence

rules for each language, but they define the basic word-order patterns in each. We

return to the question of linearization in section 7.6.1.

The set of rules generating the operator projection is rather simpler than those

specifying the constituent projection. They are given in (2.30). Each of the opera-

tors is represented by '<-OP\ as in the operator projection; the * is the Kleene star

defined in n. 30 and indicates that there may be from zero to the maximum (four)

operators modifying each layer.

(2.30) a. SENTENCE -> CLAUSE<-IF

b. CLAUSE<-IF -> CLAUSE<-OP*

c. CLAUSE<-OP -> CORE(<-OP*)

d. CORE(<-OP) -> NUC(<-OP*)

e. NUC(^-OP) -> V/XP

The first rule is very important: it states that only a CLAUSE node immediately

dominated by the SENTENCE node can have an illocutionary force operator.

This excludes the possibility of independent illocutionary force marking in anything

except a simple matrix CLAUSE or CLAUSES in a coordinate construction. This

is universally valid. The next rule states that there may be (but need not be) multiple

CLAUSE nodes modified by different clausal operators in a sentence (see figure

2.16). The next rule states that a CLAUSE node modified by an operator (which

may be illocutionary force, in the minimal case) dominates a CORE node, which

may or may not have one or more core operator. The next rule, (d), provides for the

transition from CORE to NUCLEAR operators, and the last rule anchors the

operator projection in the predicating element, which may be a verb, adjective

(phrase), NP or PP. The linear precedence rules for operators are much simpler

than those for constituents: in the majority of languages they simply line up accord-

ing to their scope on one side of the nucleus or the other. This is expressed in (2.31).

(2.31) a. Universal operator linear precedence rule

C L A U S A L D CORE Z> NUCLEAR

b. Language-specific linear precedence rules

1 OPs>NUC

2 NUC>OPs
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Of course, there are languages in which operators occur on both sides of the

nucleus; for example, in Jakaltek, the past and non-past tense markers are prefixes,

while the future tense marker is a suffix. In such cases there will be more complex

language-specific linear precedence rules for operators.

This first approach postulates two major components to a grammar: a rule com-

ponent, containing the types of rules presented above, and a lexicon, containing the

words and morphemes that appear in the structures generated by the rules. There

is, however, another way to think about these structures. In ConG and RRG, it is

proposed that grammatical structures are stored as constructional templates, each

with a specific set of morphosyntactic, semantic and pragmatic properties, which

may be combined with other templates to form more complex structures.33 In ConG

it is assumed that there is one structural store containing constructions, lexical items

and morphemes. In the RRG approach to constructional templates, it is assumed

that there is a set of syntactic templates representing the possible syntactic struc-

tures in the language, which are stored in the 'syntactic inventory', and that there

is a separate lexicon containing lexical items, morphemes and other types of lexi-

cal entities. Since we have not talked about the lexicon yet (see chapter 4), we will

deal only with the syntactic inventory here. As a simple example of what is meant

here, consider figure 2.34. Each of the templates can be specified by the immediate-

dominance rules given in (2.28); they are formally equivalent. They represent a part

of the structure of a possible sentence in English. Advocates of ConG have argued

that grammatical constructions are not reducible to simple rewriting rules; they

have specific semantic and pragmatic properties that must be captured (Fillmore,

Kay and O'Connor 1988). Hence in a full description a constructional template may

carry quite specific semantic, pragmatic and other types of information. The syntac-

tic templates in figure 2.34 represent only the syntactic structure of constructions.

As we proceed and develop theories of semantic representation and information

structure, we will see how different types of information can be integrated into con-

structional templates; all of this information will be presented in an integrated for-

mat in section 7.6. While syntactic templates have a universal basis in the layered

structure of the clause, the templates in the syntactic inventory of any particular

language will reflect the properties of clauses in that language. English syntactic

templates, for example, reflect the fact that English has left- and right-detached

positions, as well as a precore slot, and the restrictions on the ordering of the con-

stituent projection summarized in (2.29a, b3). Dyirbal syntactic templates, by con-

trast, will lack representation of detached positions or extra-core slots, since they do

not exist in the language, and moreover, the templates will be inherently unordered,

reflecting (2.29b4).

In figure 2.34 we have five different core templates (arbitrarily labeled T through

'5'), along with a precore slot template and a left-detached position template. Since

we have not talked about semantics and pragmatics yet, the topics of the next three
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CLAUSE

PrCS CORE

XP

PrCS Template

C O R E ( ^ - PERIPHERY)

NP PP/ADV

Core-1 Template

CORE(<—PERIPHERY)

ARGNUC ARG

I
PRED

NP V NP PP/ADV

Core-3 Template

LDP Template

CORE(^-PERIPHERY)

ARG NUC ARG

PRED

NP X(P) PP PP/ADV

Core-2 Template

CORE(^PERIPHERY)

ARG NUC

PRED

NP X(P) PP/ADV
Core-4 Template

-PERIPHERY)

ARG NUC ARG ARG

PRED

NP V NP PP PP/ADV

Core-5 Template

Figure 2.34 Examples of templates from the syntactic inventory

chapters, we will restrict our discussion to morphosyntactic properties. All of these

core templates may be realized as simple sentences; Core-1 would be the structure

of an imperative like Close the window now! Combined with the precore slot tem-

plate, it would yield the structure of a WH-question like Who kissed Sam yesterday?

or What broke the window during the party? Core-5 is the structure for sentences

containing verbs like give ox put, e.g. Scully gave the files to Skinner or Max put the

book on the table, and combined with the left-detached position template it yields a

sentence like As for the book, Max put it on the table. Core-2 by itself could be the

structure of a sentence like The book is lying on the table, but when it is combined

with the precore slot template, the result is a WH-question like What did Robin give
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Further reading

Syntactic inventory

CORE(<e— PERIPHERY)

ARG NUC ARG

I
PRED

I
NP V PP PP/ADV

XP

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

PrCS CORE< PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

I
PRED

NP NP V PP ADV

(e.g. What did Robin give to Leslie yesterday?)

Figure 2.35 Combining templates

to Leslie yesterday? This is illustrated in figure 2.35. The core template fits into the

core slot in the precore slot template. Syntactically speaking, templates combine to

form more complex structures in a way that is formally equivalent to applying the

various immediate-dominance rule options to create structures.34 Template com-

bining is also subject to the same semantic constraints as immediate-dominance

rules, i.e. the resulting combinations must be able to be linked to a semantic repre-

sentation by means of a set of very constrained linking principles; this will be the

main topic of chapters 7 and 9. Once we have introduced semantic representations

and focus structure representations, we will see how those properties of templates

also combine in complex structures.

Further reading

On monostratal vs. multistratal representations of syntax, see Chomsky (1957,

1965,1982), Perlmutter (1982), Bresnan (1978,1982a), van Riemsdijk and Williams

(1981), Koster and May (1981), van Riemsdijk (1982), Davies (1984), Van Valin

(1990), Farrell, Marlett and Perlmutter (1991). For more on the structure of the
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Simple clauses and noun phrases

noun phrase and its relationship to clauses, see Harris (1946), Chomsky (1970),

JackendorT (1977), Langacker (1991), Rijkhoff (1992) and Nunes (1993). On uni-

versals, see Chomsky (1965), Greenberg (1966), Comrie (1989b), Hawkins (1988),

Croft (1990). For other approaches that involve a layered view of clause structure,

see Nuyts (1993), Nuyts, Bolkenstein and Vet (1990). For a comparison of RRG,

FG and SFG theories of clause structure, see Butler (1995). For discussion of

head- vs. dependent-marking morphology and the significance of this distinction to

grammatical theory, see Nichols (1986), Van Valin (1985, 1987a), Vincent (1993).

For discussion of parts-of-speech systems, see Schachter (1985). For typological

overviews of tense and aspect, see Comrie (1985a) and (1976b) respectively. On

mood and modality, see Palmer (1986). On negation, see Payne (1985a). On evi-

dentiality, see Chafe and Nichols (1986). For a philosophical discussion of speech

acts and illocutionary force, see Austin (1962), Searle (1969). On the morpho-

syntactic manifestations of illocutionary force, see Sadock and Zwicky (1985).

Exercises

1 Draw a tree diagram of the layered structure of each sentence below, giving only

the constituent projection. Don't worry about the internal structure of NPs or PPs.

Assume that the verbs in the sentences from languages other than English have the

same argument structure (intuitively determined, at this point) as their English

counterparts. In particular, assume that only 'setting' locative PPs are peripheral

and that other PPs are oblique core arguments, [section 2.2.2.2]

(1) a. Yesterday, Dana read two magazines at the library. (PP is not part of NP.)

b. Chris placed the notebook on the bench.

c. Who did Robin present with an award at the ceremony?

d. Robin presented an award to Pat at the ceremony.

e. After the party, Sandy went to a bar.

(2) Eg skila-6-i pening-un-um tilhennar. Icelandic

lsgNOMreturn-PAST-lsgmoney-DEF-DATto3sgGEN

'I returned the money to her.'

(3) Wakpalaki aglagla lakhota ki thathpaota

creek the near Sioux the buffalo many

wi5ha-0-kte-pi. Lakhota

3plo B J-3S u B J -kill-pl

'The Siouxs killed many buffalo near the creek.'

(4) Hanakoga tosyokan de Ken ni hon o age-ta. Japanese

N o M library in D AT book A c c give- PA S T

'Hanako gave a book to Ken in the library.'

(5) Mac x-0-aw-ila ewi? Jakaltek

who TNs-3ABS-2sgERG-see yesterday

'Who did you see yesterday?'
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(6) Chelsu-eykey-nun, nay-ka hakkyo-eyse chayk-ul

-DAT-TOP lsg-NOM SChool-LOC book-ACC

cwu-ess-ta. Korean

give-PAST-DEC

'As for Chelsu, I gave a book [to him] at school.'

(7) Mangalean buku guru i tuimana. TobaBatak

give book teacher DET to 3sg (Indonesia)

'The teacher is giving a book to him.'

2 Explain why only some of the sequences of operators in the Thai sentences in (2)

and (3) are possible. Does the syntactic theory proposed in the text predict these

facts? Examples of each operator are given in (1). (Data from Suda Rangkupan.)

[section 2.2.3]

(1) a. Khawca? kinkhaaw.

3sg FUT eat rice

'He will eat rice', or 'He intends to eat rice.'

b. Khaw toang kinkhaaw.

3sg OBLIG eat rice

'He has to eat rice.'

c. Khaw khong kin khaaw.

3sg PSBLI eat rice

'He might eat rice.' ('It is very possible that he eats rice.')

d. Khaw khuan kin khaaw.

3sg NECI eat rice

'He should eat rice.' ('It ought to be the case that he eats rice.')

e. Khawnaa kinkhSaw.

3sg NEC2 eat rice

'He should have eaten rice.' ('It ought to be the case that he ate rice, but he

didnV)

f. Khaw ?aat kin khaaw.

3sg psBL2eat rice

'He may eat rice.' ('It is possible but not likely that he eats rice.')

(2) a. Khawca? toang kinkhaaw.

3sg FUT OBLIG eat rice

'He will have to eat rice.'

a'. *Khaw toang ca? kin khaaw.

b. Khaw khong ca? kinkhaaw.

3sg PSBLI FUT eat rice

'He might eat rice.' ('It is very possible that he will eat rice.')

b'. *Kh3w ca? khong kin khaaw.

c. Khaw khuan ca? kin khaaw.

3sg NECI FUT eat rice

'He should eat rice.' ('It ought to be the case that he will eat rice.')
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c'. ?*Khaw ca? khuan kin khaaw.

d. Khawnaa ca? kin khaaw.

3sg NEC2FUT eat rice

'He should have eaten rice.' ('It should have been the case that he will eat

rice.')

d'. *KMw ca? naa kin khaaw.

e. Khaw?aat ca? kin khaaw.

3sg PSBL2FUT eat rice

'He may eat rice.' ('It is possible but not likely that he will eat rice.')

e'. *Khaw ca? ?aat kin khaaw.

(3) a. Khaw khong ca? toang kin khaaw.

3sg PSBLI FUTOBLIG eat rice

'It is very possible that he will have to eat rice.'

a'. *Khaw toang khong ca? kin khaaw.

a". *Khaw ca? khong toang kin khaaw.

b. Khaw khuan ca? toang kin khaaw.

3sg NECI FUTOBLIG eat rice

'It ought to be the case that he will have to eat rice.'

b'. *Khaw toang khuan ca? kin khaaw.

b". *Khaw ca? khuan toang kin khaaw.

c. Khawnaa ca? toang kin khaaw.

3sg NEC2FUT OBLIG eat rice

'It should have been the case that he would be obliged to eat rice (but the

truth is he did not have to).'

c'. *Khaw toang naa ca? kin khaaw.

c". *Khaw ca? naa toang kin khaaw.

d. Khaw?aat ca? toang kin khaaw.

3sg PSBL2FUT OBLIG eat rice

'It is possible but not likely that he will have to eat rice.'

d'. *Khaw toang ?aatca? kin khaaw.

d". *Khaw ca? ?aat toang kin khaaw.

3 Draw a tree diagram of the layered structure of each sentence below, giving

both the constituent and operator projections. As in exercise 1, don't worry about

the internal structure of NPs or PPs. Assume that the verbs in the sentences from

languages other than English have the same argument structure (intuitively deter-

mined, at this point) as their English counterparts. In particular, assume that only

'setting' locative PPs are peripheral and that other PPs are oblique core arguments.

Assume further that there is an illocutionary force operator in every example,

which may be realized either by 0 or by the position of the tense operator, as in

English, Icelandic and German. In (lc), assume the passive auxiliary be to be part of

the nucleus, [section 2.2.3]
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(1) a. What did Robin present to Pat at the ceremony?

b. Who is Larry threatening now?

c. Max might have been being interrogated during the

break.

d. Will they have to be leaving?

e. Sandy is in the house now.

(2) a. Hun haf-6-i unnid adbruarsmidi

3FsgNOM have-PAST-3sg worked at bridge.building

1 sumar. Icelandic

in summer

'She worked at bridge-building in the summer.'

b. I sumar haf-6-i hun unnid ad

in summer have-PAST-sg 3FsgNOM worked at

bruarsmidi.

bridge.building

'In the summer she worked at bridge-building.'

(3) DieJager werd-enviele Biiffel neben demBach

the hunters FUT-3pl many buffalo next.to the creek

sehen konnen. German

see can

'The hunters will be able to see many buffalo next to

the creek.'

(4) Gel-emi-yebil-ir-im. Turkish

COme-ABLE.NOT-PSBL-TNS-lsg

'I may be unable to come.'

(5) Ipa sai ha ipa silaka ha sa kali-palo-ti

my house LOC my arrow LOC lsg work-REPET-coNT

kule. Sanuma (Brazil)

PRES

'I am working on my arrow at my house.'

(6) Dare ga kompyuutaa o tukatte imas-u ka? Japanese

who SUBJ computer OBJuse PROG-TNSQ

'Who is using the computer?'

4 Draw the layered structure of the PPs given below. Do not give the internal

structure of the NPs. Represent each PP twice, once as predicative and once as

non-predicative. (Abkhaz data from Hewitt 1979.) [section 2.3.1]

(1) Adpositional phrases: dependent marking

zu dem Mann

to the.DATman

'to the man'

German
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Simple clauses and noun phrases

(2) Adpositional phrases: head marking

a-jsyas a-q'ns Abkhaz

the-river 3sg-at

'at the river' (lit: 'the riverj at-itj')

5 Draw the layered structure of the NPs given below. Give the full layered struc-

ture of each NP, even NP-internal ones; include both constituent and operator pro-

jections. Also, represent the PPs as predicative or non-predicative, as appropriate.

Treat the demonstratives in Tibetan and Mparntwe Arrernte as simple deictics and

not as being pronominal like English demonstratives, [section 2.3.2]

(1) a. the capture of the fugitive by the police yesterday

b. the sister of Mary's tall neighbor

c. that new tall building

(2) das alte graue Gebaude in dem ehemaligen Ost-Berlin German

the old grey building in the former East-Berlin

(3) mar gsolpa rgyama rgu degyad Tibetan

butter fresh catty nine DEM

'those nine catties of fresh butter.'

(4) kere aherre kngerre urrpetye nhenheitne Mparntwe Arrernte

c Limeat kangaroo big few/three DEM D E F

'these few/three big kangaroos (from the point of view

of them being hunted as game for their meat)'

6 Give the complete layered structure of the clause, including the layered structure

of the NPs, for one of the Warlpiri sentences in (1) (Hale 1973). Assume Warlpiri to

be double-marking like Choctaw. [section 2.3.2]

(1) a. Wiri-ngki kapi-0-ji yarlki-mi maliki-rlu.

big-E R G F u T-3sgs u B J-1 sgo B J bite- N p s T dog- ERG

b. Maliki-rlu kapi-0-ji wiri-ngki yarlki-mi.

c. Wiri-ngki kapi-0-ji maliki-rlu yarlki-mi.

d. Maliki-rlu kapi-0-ji yarlki-mi wiri-ngki.

'The big dog will bite me.'

7 In Yagua, a language of the Amazon basin in Peru (Payne and Payne 1989),

the elements which approximate definite articles in languages like English occur

as enclitics on the preceding word. This is illustrated in the sentences below.

[section 2.3.2]

(1) a. Siimyiy Alchico-nii quiiva.

eat -DETfish

'Alchico is eating the fish.'

b. Siimyiy Alchico sinu-mu-nii quiiva.

eat land-LOc-DETfish

'Alchico is eating the fish on land.'
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(2) a. Sasaay Alchico-ra p§a-nii sadeetu.

give -DET bread-DEThis.daughter

'Alchico gives the bread to his daughter.'

a'. Sasaay Alchico p^a-nii sadeetu.

give bread-DEThis.daughter

'Alchico gives bread to his daughter.'

b. Sasaay Alchico-nii sadeetu-ra p§a.

give -DEThis.daughter-DET bread

'Alchico gives his daughter the bread.'

How does the theory of clause and NP structure developed in this chapter handle

this phenomenon? Give the layered structure of the clause, including the layered

structure of the NPs, of either (2a) or (2b). For the clause, give only the constituent

projection, and for the NPs, give both constituent and operator projections.
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3
Semantic representation, I: verbs
and arguments

3.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter we presented a theory of morphosyntactic structure which

elucidated the structure of simple sentences and noun phrases. At many points in

the discussion we made crucial reference to predicates and their arguments and to

the semantic representation of sentences. Our task in this chapter and the next is to

present a theory of just these things. We begin by presenting a classification of the

kinds of events, actions and situations that sentences express and of the roles that

the participants in these states of affairs may play. We then turn to the problem of

representing the relevant semantic properties of verbs and other predicates that

code these states of affairs; these representations will in turn form the basis of the

semantic representations of clauses and sentences. From these we will derive the

representation of the arguments of the verbs and other predicates, arguments which

denote the participants in the states of affairs. In the next chapter we will present

the notion of 'semantic macrorole' and investigate the semantic representation of

adjuncts, operators and noun phrases.

3.1 A typology of states of affairs and their participants

In chapter 1 we pointed out that the general perspective from which this book is

written maintains that the communicative functions of language are central to the

analysis of its structure, and one (but not the only) function of language is reference

and predication, that is, representing things that happen in the world (or a possible,

fictional world) and the participants involved in those situations. Hence languages

must have the means to depict or denote these participants and states of affairs, and

it is usually the case that verbs and other predicating elements describe the situa-

tions, while noun phrases and other referring expressions denote the participants in

them. In order to help us understand the semantic content of predicating elements

and the syntagmatic relationships which hold between a predicate and its argu-

ments, we will begin by setting up a typology of states of affairs and a list of the roles

which participants may play in them.
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3.1 States of affairs

We will use the term 'state of affairs' to refer to phenomena in the world, and, fol-

lowing a tradition dating back to Aristotle, we propose that there are four basic

types of states of affairs:

(3.1) a. Situations: static, non-dynamic states of affairs which may involve the loca-

tion of a participant (a book being on the table), the state or condition of a

participant (Maria being tired), or an internal experience of a participant

(Fred liking Alice).

b. Events: states of affairs which seem to happen instantly, e.g. balloons pop-

ping, a glass shattering, a building blowing up.

c. Processes: states of affairs which involve change and take place over time,

e.g. a change in location (a book falling to the floor), in state or condition

(ice melting, water freezing, clothes drying), or in the internal experience

of a participant (Tanisha learning Swahili).

d. Actions: dynamic states of affairs in which a participant does something,

e.g. Chris singing, the ball rolling, the sun shining, a fire crackling, Yolanda

swimming, the ground shaking, Tyrone drinking beer.

These states of affairs can vary along a number of dimensions; among them are: (1)

how many participants there are; (2) whether there is a terminal point; and (3)

whether the state of affairs happens spontaneously or is induced. In all of the exam-

ples above there are states of affairs with one or more participants, and it is possible

to have a large number of participants in complex states of affairs, e.g. Kim buying a

book from Pat for Sandy with a ten-dollar bill. The question of a terminal point is

whether a state of affairs inherently comes to a conclusion, for example, the state of

affairs of drying necessarily involves a conclusion in which the entity in question is

no longer wet and has become dry, whereas the state of affairs of rotating does not

necessarily involve a conclusion in which the entity ceases to rotate (as, for exam-

ple, the earth's rotating on its axis). Drying has an inherent terminal point, while

rotating does not. Events, for example, have an inherent terminal point. However, it

is often the case that a given event can happen over and over again, i.e. iteratively,

and consequently the 'macroevent' will appear to lack a terminal point, e.g. balloons

popping, firecrackers exploding. Situations, on the other hand, lack an inherent

terminal point; there is nothing in the nature of, say, being on a table or knowing

that 2 + 2 = 4 that implies that these situations should or could terminate. They can,

of course, but they need not; this is the crucial point. Actions, too, are inherently

unbounded; there is nothing in the nature of singing, crackling or swimming that

implies that it must terminate in some way, unlike exploding or shattering. Like

situations, actions may cease, but they need not, as in actions like the earth spinning

on its axis or orbiting the sun. Processes, by contrast, do have inherent terminal

points. After a certain amount of time, ice will have completed melting and turned

into water, or clothes will have finished drying and be dry. Note that the result of the

process may be a situation of some kind, e.g. clothes being dry.
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Verbs and arguments

All of these states of affairs may occur spontaneously or be induced or brought

about in some way. Pairs of spontaneous and induced states of affairs are given in

(3.2).

(3.2)
a.

b.

c.

d.

Situation

Event

Process

Action

Spontaneous
a boy being afraid

a balloon popping

snow melting

a ball rolling

Induced
dogs frightening a boy

a boy popping a balloon

the sun melting snow

a boy rolling a ball

Induced states of affairs are always complex, in that there is an initial state of affairs

which induces or brings about the final state of affairs. With induced situations, for

example, any state-of-affairs type can be the initial state of affairs, as (3.3) shows.

(3.3) a. Situation —> situation Felipe's being morose frightening/annoying Juana

b. Event —»situation a balloon's popping startling/frightening Dana

c. Process —> situation the ice cream's melting pleasing/annoying Chris

d. Action —> situation dogs' barking frightening/annoying Pat

Induced events, processes and actions typically have actions as the initial state of

affairs, as in (a)-(c), but other combinations are possible, as illustrated in (d)-(i).

(3.4) a. Action-> event a boy's pricking a balloon causing it to pop

b. Action —> process the sun's radiating heat causing clothes to dry

c. Action —> action Abdul's pushing on a boulder causing it to roll

d. Event —»process lightning setting a tree on fire

e. Event —»action an explosion causing a hillside to slide

f. Event —> event sodium coming into contact with water causing an

explosion

g. Process —> event floodwaters flowing against a bridge support caus-

ing it to snap

h. Process —> action melting snow causing a river to overflow

i. Situation —> action Fred's beliefs leading him to join the clergy

Most states of affairs are complex ones composed of combinations of the four basic

types.

There are participants in these states of affairs, as we have seen, and these partic-

ipants have roles in the states of affairs, much the same way actors and props have

roles in a play. We will refer to these roles as participant roles in states of affairs.

These participant roles are a function of the state of affairs and do not exist inde-

pendently of them. Consider the state of affairs of Juan cutting a rope with a knife and

what roles the participants play in it. Juan is clearly the doer of the action, and this is

often referred to as the agent of the action. The knife is being manipulated by Juan

and does the actual cutting of the rope; it is often called an instrument. The rope is

the participant most affected by the actions of Juan and the knife; it undergoes a
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3.1 States of affairs

change of condition (uncut —» cut), and affected participants which undergo such

a change of state or condition are often called patients. We may break down this

complex state of affairs into its component states of affairs as in (3.5).

(3.5) a. Initial situation: rope (patient) being whole, uncut

b. Action: Juan (agent) cutting the rope (patient) using a knife (instrument)1

c. Final situation: rope (patient) being in two or more pieces

The participant role an entity has depends crucially on the state of affairs that

the entity is involved in. In an action in which Felix sharpens a knife, the knife is

undergoing a change of state or condition (dull —> sharp) and hence is a patient in

this state of affairs. Felix would be an agent in this state of affairs, akin to Juan in

(3.5b), but if the state of affairs involved Felix seeing the knife only, then he could

not be called an agent, since he is not doing anything. Rather, he would be experi-

encing something, in this case a perceptual experience, and therefore he would be

an experiencer rather than an agent. A list of common participant roles is given

below, where the participant with the role in question is in italics in the example

state of affairs.

Commonly used participant roles in states of affairs

agent: a willful, purposeful instigator of an action or event, such as in

Leslie breaking the glass on purpose.

effector: the doer of an action, which may or may not be willful or pur-

poseful, as in Max breaking the clock accidentally, a puppy chewing

up Maria's new shoes.

experiencer: sentient beings that experience internal states, such as

perceivers, cognizers and emoters as in Felipe thinking about/remem-

bering/disliking the question.

instrument: normally inanimate entities manipulated by an agent in the

carrying out of an action, as in Juan breaking a window with a rock.

force: somewhat like instruments, but they cannot be manipulated.

They can include things like tornados, storms and acts of God, as in

a flood washing away a village.

patient: things that are in a state or condition, or undergo a change

of state or condition, e.g. Sue being tall, sick or dying, or a window

breaking.

theme: things which are located or are undergoing a change of location

(motion), as in a book being on the table or Carl putting a book on

the table.

benefactive: the participant for whose benefit some action is per-

formed, e.g. Ned baking a cake for Yvonne, or picking up some dry

cleaning for Tanisha.
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Verbs and arguments

recipient: someone who gets something (recipients are always animate

or some kind of quasi-animate entity, e.g. an organization), as in

Vidhu sending a card to Hari.

goal: destination, which is similar to recipient, except that it is often

inanimate, as in Larry sending a package to Baltimore.

source: the point of origin of a state of affairs. It is used in a variety of

cases, which can conflate the ambiguity between recipient and goal:

transfer recipient

source x > y > z

motion goal

x = initial position, y = object, and z = final position

If there is a transfer of y then z is a recipient. If y is in motion, then z

is a goal. In either case, x is the source, and y is the theme. In the case

of David giving a book to Kristen, David is both an agent and a

source. Agent and recipient can also be the same participant, as in

Yolanda buying the dog from Bill.

location: a place or a spatial locus of a state of affairs, as in the book

being on the table or Bob eating a sandwich in the kitchen.

path: a route, as in Quentin jogging along the creek to the park.

This is not an exhaustive list, but it introduces the notions most relevant to our

discussion. Again, it must be emphasized that the role an entity plays is crucially a

function of the type of state of affairs in which it is involved. Put simply, it is possible

to derive participant roles by analyzing states of affairs, but the converse is not pos-

sible, since participant roles cannot be defined without reference to states of affairs.

In communication, speakers construct sentences which depict the state(s) of

affairs which they wish to make known to their interlocutor(s). As mentioned at

the beginning of this section, verbs and other predicating elements typically code the

type of state of affairs, and noun phrases and other referring expressions denote the

participants therein. It is not the case, however, that language is a perfect mirror of

reality, be it the real world or a fictional one. It is very important to distinguish what

is in the state of affairs from what lexical items encode. Lexical items differ in the

meanings they express, sometimes very subtly, and speakers always have a number

of options with regard to which lexical items they choose to express a state of affairs.

Consider the two states of affairs represented pictorially in figure 3.1. In both pic-

tures there is a person (let's call him 'Fred'), an object (let's say it's a rock) and a

window. In the first picture, Fred is holding the rock and hitting the window with

it, thereby breaking it, whereas in the second, he has thrown the rock through the

window, thereby causing it to break. There are a number of ways that the state of

affairs in figure 3.1a could be expressed in English; a partial list is given in (3.6).
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3.1 States of affairs

Figure 3.1 Two states of affairs

(b)

(3.6) a. Fred/Someone/A boy broke the window (with a rock).

b. Fred shattered the window (with a rock).

c. Fred smashed the window (with a rock).

d. Fred hit the window with a rock, breaking/shattering it.

e. A rock broke the window.

f. A rock shattered the window.

g. The window broke.

h. The window shattered.

All of the sentences in (3.6) are literally true, in that they all accurately characterize

some aspect of the state of affairs depicted in figure 3.1a.2 However, they all have

different meanings, both in terms of the meanings of the lexical items chosen (break

vs. smash vs. shatter) and in terms of which participants are mentioned. The first

four sentences explicitly refer to all three participants, while the fifth and sixth refer

only to the instrument and the patient; the last two refer only to a single participant,

the patient (the window). Example (3.6d) explicitly mentions the manner in which

the breaking was done. There are similar options with respect to figure 3.1b.

(3.7) a. Fred/Someone/A boy broke the window (with a rock).

b. Fred shattered the window (with a rock).

c. Fred smashed the window (with a rock).

d. Fred threw a rock through the window, breaking/shattering it.

e. A rock broke the window.

f. A rock shattered the window.

g. The window broke.

h. The window shattered.

The primary difference between the sentences in (3.7) and those in (3.6) is the

specification of the manner of the action, in this case throwing instead of hitting.

English allows speakers a variety of options for expressing a particular state of

affairs, and no two mean exactly the same thing. Moreover, the language allows

speakers to be as specific as they wish about the details; in particular, it allows them

to leave out major participants and to gloss over differences in the nature of the

action.
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When we look at how other languages code states of affairs, we see even more

clearly how important it is to distinguish between what is in the state of affairs and

what lexical items encode. If a speaker of Lakhota were asked to describe figures

3.1a, b, a partial list of possible responses would include the sentences in (3.8) for

figure 3.1a and those in (3.9) for 3.1b.

(3.8) a. Fred/Tuwa7Hok§ila wa (ix?e wa y) oz^zaglepi ki

/someone/boy a rock a with window the

ka-bleche/*wo-ble5he.

by.striking-break/action.from.distance-break

'Fred/Someone/A boy broke the window (with a rock).'

b. *Ix?e wa oz^zaglepi ki ka-ble5he.

rock a window the by.striking-break

'A rock broke the window.'

c. (Ix?e wa y) ozpaglepi ki ka-blecha-pi.

rock a with window the by.striking-break-3pl

'They [unspecified] broke the window (with a rock).'

(3.9) a. Fred/Tuwa/Hoksila wa (ix?e wa y) oz^zaglepi ki

/someone/boy a rock a with window the

wo-ble5he/*ka-ble5he.

action.from.distance-break/by.striking-break

'Fred/Someone/A boy broke the window (with a rock).'

b. *Ix?e wa oz^zaglepi ki wo-bleche.

rock a window the action.from.distance-break

'A rock broke the window.'

c. (Ix?e wa y) ozpaglepi ki wo-bleclia-pi.

rock a with window the action.from.distance-break-3pl

'They [unspecified] broke the window (with a rock).'

The first thing to notice about these sets of sentences is that the verb is not the same

in each set and that they cannot be substituted for each other. Lakhota does not

have a single verb corresponding to English break; rather, it has dozens of verbs for

expressing states of affairs involving breaking. There are two primary considera-

tions determining which verb will be chosen, because each verb consists of a verb

stem plus an instrumental prefix. The first is the nature of the affected object, or

patient. If it is a flat, brittle object, then the verb stem -blecha would be chosen. If,

on the other hand, it were a long, thin object, like a pencil, then either -ksa or -wega

would be chosen, depending upon the nature of the damage: if the pencil is broken

completely in two, then -ksa would be chosen, whereas if it were cracked but not

broken into two distinct pieces, then -wega would be used. Since we are dealing with

a window in the two states of affairs in figure 3.1, -blecha would be selected. The

contrast between ka- and wo- in the two verbs involves what are called instrumental
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3.1 States of affairs

prefixes; they specify the nature or manner of the action. Ka- signals that the action

was done by striking, whereas wo- indicates action from a distance, as in shooting

or throwing. Thus in Lakhota it is obligatory to express two aspects of the state of

affairs that are only optionally and indirectly expressed in English: properties of

the affected object, and the manner of the action.

The two languages also differ in terms of which participants must be expressed

and how they can be expressed. In both languages it is not necessary to overtly code

the instrument, a rock. However, in English it is possible to present the instrument

participant as the subject of the sentence, as in (3.6e, f) and (3.7e, f), whereas this is

impossible in Lakhota, as (3.8b) and (3.9b) show.3 Moreover, it is not possible in

Lakhota to express just the window's breaking without referring to any external

cause in the states of affairs in figure 3.1. The expression ozqzqglepi ki nableche 'the

window broke' (with instrumental prefix na- 'by internal force') can only be used

when there is no external force acting on the window when it breaks, and this is not

the case in these states of affairs. Accordingly, the closest that one can come to this

is the (c) sentences, in which the verb is put in the third person plural form, which

can be interpreted as meaning an unspecified breaker; but it clearly codes a force

acting on the window in a specific way, causing it to break. Thus Lakhota offers its

speakers a different set of options for expressing the states of affairs in figure 3.1

than English offers its speakers. Crucially, however, in both languages there is more

than one option for each state of affairs, even if the set of possible options varies

across the two languages.

In this section we have presented a classification of states of affairs (situations,

events, processes and actions) and a (non-exhaustive) list of the roles which partici-

pants may have in them. The linguistic means for describing states of affairs typic-

ally consists of verbs and other predicating elements, which express the situation,

event, process or action, and noun phrases and other referring expressions, which

denote the participants. Hence what verbs mean must be in some way related to

the state of affairs they express. Even though a speaker has considerable freedom

with respect to the linguistic possibilities available for coding a state of affairs, these

choices are nevertheless constrained by properties of the state of affairs. We have

seen that languages lexicalize different aspects of a state of affairs and vary in what

they require a speaker to code about it, e.g. Lakhota requires that the manner of

the action of breaking be specified, while English does not.4 The role that an entity

plays in a state of affairs is always a function of the nature of the state of affairs, and

it is nonsensical to separate participant roles from the states of affairs in which they

occur. Thus it is states of affairs which are fundamental (i.e. basic), not participant

roles (which are derived). In the next section we will present a theory of lexical

representation for verbs and their arguments which will allow us to capture how

linguistic expressions can code states of affairs.
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3.2 The lexical representation of verbs and their arguments

Since verbs and other predicating elements express (aspects of) states of affairs, an

adequate theory of lexical representation ought to represent explicitly the crucial

distinctions which differentiate the different types of states of affairs, e.g. taking

place over time, being dynamic or having a terminal point. Moreover, since the role

of a participant is a function of the state of affairs it is involved in, the semantic func-

tion of an argument referring to a participant should follow from the representation

of the verb or any other predicate coding the state of affairs. Hence our goal in this

section is to develop a system of lexical representation for predicates and their

arguments which will satisfy these conditions. Throughout this section we will use

the term 'argument' to refer to the semantic arguments of predicates, unless other-

wise noted.

The approach to the depiction of the lexical meaning of verbs which we will adopt

is lexical decomposition, which involves paraphrasing verbs in terms of primitive

elements in a well-defined semantic metalanguage.5 As a simple example of the

mechanism of lexical decomposition, kill can be paraphrased into something like

'cause to die', and then die can be broken down into 'become dead'. Thus the lexical

representation of kill would be something like lx causes [v become dead]'. In

Lakhota, for example, verbs of killing can be formed from the verb fa 'die, be

dead' by adding instrumental prefixes; the result is verbs like ka-fa 'cause to die by

striking' (ka- 'by striking'), yu-t'a 'strangle' (yu- 'with the hands'), ya-t'a 'bite to

death' (ya- 'with the teeth') and wo-t'a 'shoot to death' (wo- 'by action from a dis-

tance'). The addition of the instrumental prefix causativizes the verb and codes a

type of causing action; all of these verbs of killing are derived from a base verb

meaning 'die' or 'be dead' via causativization. Another piece of evidence for this

kind of analysis comes from intriguing morphological suppletion patterns found in

some languages. In Georgian (Harris 1982), certain transitive verb stems supplete

for the number of their objects. This means that if there is a singular object of the

verb kill, for example, the verb stem has one form, e.g. movk'ali 'I killed it', and

when the object is plural, the verb stem has a different form, e.g. davxoce 'I killed

them' (-v- 'lsg'). Interestingly, the same thing happens with some intransitive verbs,

as they supplete for the number of their subject, e.g. mok'vda 'he died' vs. daixoca

'they died'. Thus 'die' suppletes for the number of its subject, and 'kill' for the

number of its object. This seems like an odd relationship, until it is recognized that

the subject of 'die' is semantically the same argument as the object of 'kill'. This can

be seen explicitly in the decompositions of the two verbs: in both Georgian and

English, die is 'y becomes dead', and kill is 'x causes [y become dead]'. The two

verbs in Georgian supplete for the number of the y argument. This supports the

semantic analysis of kill as something like 'cause to die'; the exact representation

will be given below, and this provisional characterization should not be confused

with the English expression cause to die.6
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A system of lexical representation should include a way of expressing the fact

that the subject of die and the object of kill are the same argument semantically.

There are many verbs like this pair, and in many cases the relationship between

them is overt. Examples include sink, as in The boat sank and The torpedo sank the

boat, where boat is the subject of intransitive sink and the object of transitive sink.

Another example is the predicate cool, which can take three forms, one adjectival

and two verbal: The soup is cool, The soup is cooling and The wind cooled the soup.

Thus, there seems to be a pattern of intransitive verbs whose subjects are identical

to the objects of their transitive counterparts. There are cases, however, when the

intransitive-transitive alternants do not have the same lexical form, as in die and

kill, or receive and give.7 An adequate theory of lexical representation should be

able to capture these relationships, and lexical decomposition provides a promising

method for doing it. There are many theories of lexical decomposition, which differ

in terms of how fine-grained they are. It is necessary to find the right level of detail,

one which allows the expression of certain important generalizations but which also

has representations whose differences have morphosyntactic consequences. Thus,

arriving at a decompositional system is a compromise between the demands of

semantics (make all necessary distinctions relevant to meaning) and those of syntax

(make syntactically relevant distinctions that permit the expression of significant

generalizations). There is something akin to the law of diminishing returns at work

here; at a certain point, the semantic distinctions being made cease to have signi-

ficant syntactic consequences, and so from the point of view of syntactic theory the

most desirable system of decomposition is one which is just fine-grained enough

(and no more) to make the distinctions necessary for capturing linguistically signi-

ficant generalizations about syntax, semantics and their interaction.

The semantic representation of the predicate in the nucleus is the heart of the

semantic representation of the clause as a whole, and as such the two representa-

tions are obviously related. However, it is always necessary to distinguish the lexical

meaning of the verb (which would be found in its lexical entry in the lexicon) from

the meaning it has in a particular clause in which it occurs. In the next section, we

will talk about both aspects of the meaning of verbs. We will first look at the

classification of verbs themselves and then look at the issue of how they are inter-

preted in the context of a particular clause. The first determines how a verb will be

represented in the lexicon, and the second determines the semantic representation

of the core of a clause.

3.2.1 Verb classes

The system of lexical decomposition to be employed is based on the distinctions

in Aktionsart (German for 'form of action') proposed originally in Vendler (1957

[1967]). He argued that verbs and other predicating elements could be classified in

terms of their inherent temporal properties, and proposed four basic classes: states,
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achievements, accomplishments and activities. Aktionsart, then, is the term we use

for the inherent temporal properties of verbs. States are non-dynamic and tempor-

ally unbounded. Activities are dynamic and temporally unbounded. Achievements

code instantaneous changes, usually changes of state but also changes in activities

as well; they have an inherent terminal point. Accomplishments are temporally

extended (not instantaneous) changes of state leading to a terminal point. These

classes are exemplified in (3.10).

(3.10) a. States', be sick, be tall, be dead, love, know, believe, have

b. Achievements', pop, explode, collapse, shatter (all intransitive)

c. Accomplishments', melt, freeze, dry (the intransitive versions); recover

from illness, learn

d. Activities', march, walk, roll (the intransitive versions); swim, think, rain,

read, eat

Each of these Aktionsart types corresponds to one of our basic state-of-affairs types.

(3.11) State-of-affairs type Aktionsart type

Situation State

Event Achievement

Process Accomplishment

Action Activity

This correspondence reveals the reason for the importance of the typology of states

of affairs developed in the previous section: the distinctions among states of affairs

are reflected to a striking degree in distinctions among Aktionsart types. That is, sit-

uations are expressed by state verbs or predicates, events by achievement verbs or

predicates, processes by accomplishment verbs or predicates, and actions by activ-

ity verbs or predicates. It is important to distinguish properties of states of affairs

from properties of verbs and other predicates; Aktionsart refers only to properties

of linguistic predicates, not to properties of states of affairs.

In the previous section we pointed out that it is always necessary to distinguish

the lexical meaning of the verb (which would be found in its entry in the lexicon)

from the meaning it has in the particular clause in which it occurs. In Aktionsart

terms, this means that verbs have a basic Aktionsart type, which is how they are

represented in the lexicon. However, the addition of PPs or adverbials often results

in a different Aktionsart interpretation for the verb in the context of the entire

clause. Hence it is often the case that a given verb can be used with more than one

Aktionsart interpretation. In this chapter we will first discuss verbs in terms of their

basic Aktionsart classification, and then later in this chapter and in the next we will

investigate how new interpretations arise in the context of whole sentences.

These four classes can be defined in terms of three features, [±static], [±punctual]

and [+telic], which refers to whether the verb has an inherent terminal point or not.

This is summarized in (3.12).
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3.2 Lexical representation

(3.12) a. State [+static], [-telic], [-punctual]

b. Activity [-static], [-telic], [-punctual]

c. Accomplishment [-static], [+telic], [-punctual]

d. Achievement [-static], [+telic], [+punctual]

Most fundamental is the distinction between static and non-static verbs, which

distinguishes verbs which code a 'happening' from those which code a 'non-

happening'. In other words, with reference to some state of affairs, one could ask

'what happened?' or 'what is happening?' If, for example, a sentence like A deer ran

through the room could be the answer to this question, then the verb run is [-static].

On the other hand, a sentence like John believes the world is round could not be the

answer to this question, because nothing is taking place. Hence believe is a [+static]

verb. By this criterion activities, achievements and accomplishments are [-static].

States, however, are [+static]. The non-static nature of achievements can be seen in

the fact that a sentence like The window broke could felicitously be the answer to

the question 'what happened?'

The feature 'telic' has to do with whether a verb depicts a state of affairs with an

inherent terminal point or not. States and activities lack inherent terminal points.

For example, a sentence like John is tall makes no reference to a temporal bound-

ary, and is therefore non-telic (atelic). In John is running in the park, for example,

there is a reference to an activity, but running, like rotating, need not terminate.

This is not a function of the progressive aspect; in The clothes are drying on the

line, the verb dry entails that there is a terminal point at which the clothes will be

dry. Therefore, run is [-telic], while the intransitive verb dry is [+telic]. Achieve-

ments also have terminal points; if a bomb explodes or a window shatters, the

terminal point is the moment of the explosion or the shattering. Hence these verbs

are [+telic] as well. Therefore, states and activities are unbounded (atelic), while

achievements and accomplishments are bounded (telic). Tests to unambiguously

determine whether a verb is [±telic] will be given below.

The final feature, [±punctual], distinguishes telic events with internal duration

from those which lack it. The verbs melt and pop can both involve changes of state,

as in The ice melted and The balloon popped, but they differ in that the former takes

place over a time span, while the latter is instantaneous, for all practical purposes.

Since states and activities are atelic, they must by definition involve temporal dura-

tion, and therefore they are always [-punctual].

How do we know which Aktionsart type a verb or other predicate is? The tests in

table 3.1 will allow us to decide which class a verb belongs to.8 The point of the tests

is to uncover cooccurrence patterns which will reveal the Aktionsart class of a verb.

Each of them is intended to isolate one or more semantic features of the class(es).

The asterisks will be explained below. The tests are intended to have cross-linguistic

validity, with some qualifications. It is possible to find valid tests which work only in

the language being investigated. For example, one of the best tests for identifying a
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Table 3.1 Tests for determining Aktionsart type

Criterion

1 Occurs with progressive

2 Occurs with adverbs like

vigorously, actively, etc.

3 Occurs with adverbs like

quickly, slowly, etc.

4 Occurs with Xfor an hour,

spend an hour Xing

5 Occurs with X in an hour

States

No

No

No

Yes*

No

Achievements

No

No

No*

No

No*

Accomplishments

Yes

No

Yes

Irrelevant

Yes

Activities

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

state verb in English is the simple present test (Dowty 1979): if a verb can be used in

the simple present form and has a present tense interpretation, then it is a state

verb. For example, Chris knows the answer (right now) has a present tense inter-

pretation, whereas Dana sings the song (*right now) does not; it has only a habitual

interpretation, hence the ungrammaticality of right now with it. This test would not

work in other languages in which the morphological present tense has a present

tense interpretation with all verbs.

Test 1 is useful only in languages like English, Spanish and Icelandic which have a

progressive aspect; it may be interpreted as an indicator of [-static, -punctual],

since it can occur with activity (3.13d) and accomplishment verbs (3.13b), but not

with states (3.13a) or achievements (3.13c).9

(3.13) a. *Miriam is being tall/fat/a linguist.

a'. * Aisha is knowing the answer/believing that today is Wednesday.

b. The snow is melting.

c. *The balloon is popping.

d. Stan is dancing/singing/running/talking/crying/sleeping.

Verbs have their own inherent meaning, upon which are then added further tem-

poral meanings through inflection. If one says The balloon popped, then one is

merely stating the fact that it happened, but if one says The balloons are popping,

there is a sequence of different balloons popping, i.e. there is an iterative inter-

pretation. This is the result of adding the progressive to a [+punctual] verb. One

could take an inherently bounded verb and add the progressive to it, which tends

to mean that an action was working toward completion, but was as yet incomplete,

as in (b); this can only be done with a [-punctual] verb. On the other hand, if

one added the progressive to an inherently unbounded verb, it would refer to the

middle of this unbounded action or process, as in (3.13d).10
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Test 2 involves the ability to cooccur with adverbs that code dynamic action, e.g.

vigorously, actively, dynamically, etc.

(3.14) a. *Max is vigorously tall/fat/a linguist.

a'. *Max vigorously knows the answer/believes that today is Wednesday.

b. The snow is melting/melted vigorously,

b'. The window shattered vigorously.

c. Mary is dancing/singing/running/talking/crying vigorously/actively.

Despite being [-static], achievement and accomplishment verbs are odd with

these adverbs, since adverbs like vigorously and dynamically modify actions. This

suggests that a further distinction is required among [-static] verbs, namely

[idynamic]. This test shows that activities are [+dynamic], while achievements and

accomplishments are [-dynamic]. This feature does not apply to states, since they are

[+static]. There is an important caution relevant to this test. It is crucial to avoid

adverbs which require a controlling subject, e.g. deliberately, carefully. While they

are incompatible with states and achievements, they are also incompatible with act-

ivity verbs which have subjects which refer to non-agent participants in the action,

e.g. shiver as in The dog shivered violently/*deliberately in the cold, or shake as in

The house shook violently/*carefully during the earthquake. Hence in selecting

adverbs for this test, it is necessary to test their compatibility with involuntary verbs

like shiver and with verbs like shake which can have an inanimate subject.

Test 3 applies only to [-static] verbs and distinguishes [-punctual] from ^punc-

tual] verbs. Adverbs like quickly, rapidly and slowly, which we will call 'pace'

adverbs, can occur with events involving temporal duration, regardless of whether

they involve dynamic action, e.g. The snow is melting slowly/ ??vigorously, John

slowly I* vigorously realized his mistake. The * on the 'No' in the achievement col-

umn of table 3.1 indicates that pace adverbs indicating very short temporal inter-

vals are marginally acceptable with these verbs, e.g. The bomb exploded instantly.

Hence with these verbs it is necessary to use pace adverbs which indicate a rela-

tively slow process, e.g. The bomb exploded * slowly I gradually.

Tests 4 and 5 distinguish telic from non-telic verbs. When applied to other lan-

guages, they require one to determine which adposition indicates duration (the for

test) and which indicates completion (the in test). Test 4 isolates the property of

having duration in time; it shows that states, accomplishments and activities all have

temporal duration, but achievements do not, and this supports the claim in (3.12)

that achievements are [+punctual], the others all being [-punctual]. Test 5 focuses

on terminal points. If something is done in ten minutes, then explicit reference is

being made to the termination point of the event. In other words, the event started

at a certain time and ended ten minutes later. But if something is done for ten

minutes, the same event could still be going on at a later time. All the /br-phrase
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indicates is that an event went on for a certain amount of time, without any informa-

tion about when it began or when it ended. So in He read the book in an hour, the

event began and ended in the space of one hour, with the subject having finished

reading the book, whereas in He read the book for an hour, there is no indication of

when the action began or ended, and the same event could still be going on at a later

time. In general, states and activities readily take/br-phrases, while achievements and

accomplishments take w-phrases. Because achievements are punctual, they are only

compatible with m-phrases referring to an exceedingly short period of time, e.g. in

the blink of an eye, in an instant, in a fraction of a second. They are incompatible

with m-phrases referring to temporal periods longer than this, e.g. in ten seconds, in

a minute and in an hour, and accordingly they are marked 'No*' in table 3.1. Hence

this test should also be used with temporal expressions of substantial duration.

(3.15) a. Max was tired/ill/happy for/*in an hour,

a'. Max liked Susan for/*in an hour.

b. The snow melted in/for an hour.

c. The window shattered in/*for a fraction of a second. (The window shat-

tered in an hour.)

d. Mary danced/sang/cried/talked/slept for/*in ten minutes.

State predicates which code inherent properties do not normally take /or-phrases,

e.g. * Sandy was tall I thin/short/fat for an hour. Hence there is an asterisk on the

'Yes' indicating that this test is problematic for some state predicates. Some accom-

plishments can take /or-phrases, e.g. The clothes dried for ten minutes or The ice

melted for five minutes, which follows from their being non-punctual, which is the

main point of test 3. Hence the occurrence of/or-phrases with accomplishments is

really redundant and tells us nothing new about accomplishments. So it is marked

as 'irrelevant' in table 3.1. Finally, there is an additional cooccurrence which must

be noted. Achievements and activities do cooccur with zn-phrases, e.g. The bomb

will explode in one hour, Mary will sing in ten minutes; these phrases refer to the

time until the onset of the action or event, not to the temporal duration of the event

itself and are therefore irrelevant to these tests. Thus, it is not sufficient simply

to ascertain the type of temporal phrase that a verb can occur with; it is, rather,

necessary to pay attention to the meaning of the sentence as well.

These tests are not perfect, but taken together they enable the analyst to distin-

guish the classes. As noted above, it is necessary to adapt the tests to the language

being investigated, and not all of them are equally useful. If a language lacks a

progressive aspect, for example, then test 1 is irrelevant. Finally, it is necessary to be

sensitive to what we may call 'local cooccurrence effects' in interpreting the tests.

For example, suppose we apply test 3 to the English verb rush, as in She rushed

across the room, in order to determine whether this verb has temporal duration or

not, yielding She rushed quickly I swiftly I* slowly across the room. Some but not all
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pace adverbs are possible here; what are we to conclude? The correct conclusion

is that rush has temporal duration and therefore is either an accomplishment or an

activity verb. But what about the incompatibility with slowly? This is an example

of a local cooccurrence effect; because part of the inherent meaning of rush is to

do something with some degree of rapidity, slowly conflicts with this aspect of the

meaning of rush. This is not due to the verb not having temporal duration, as its

cooccurrence with quickly and swiftly show. Rather, the incompatibility of rush and

slowly is due to an aspect of the meaning of rush which is unrelated to what test 3 is

testing for. In the same vein, it is possible that only one of the class of adverbs of

the type mentioned in test 2 is compatible with a particular verb; that would be

sufficient to show that the verb rates a 'Yes' for the test. Other factors irrelevant

to the point of the test may cause the other adverbs to be ruled out. Thus one must

be sensitive to these local cooccurrence effects in interpreting the results of the

tests.

In the previous section we discussed how states of affairs may be either sponta-

neous or induced and how for each spontaneous type there is a corresponding

induced type (see (3.2)-(3.4)). Thus far we have only talked about the Aktionsart

classes corresponding to spontaneous states of affairs, and we now turn to the prop-

erties of verbs referring to induced states of affairs. For each of the basic Aktionsart

classes there is a corresponding causative class, which corresponds to the induced

state of affairs. This is exemplified in (3.16).

(3.16) a. State The boy is afraid.

a'. Causative state The dog frightens/scares the boy.

b. Achievement The balloon popped.

b'. Causative achievement The cat popped the balloon.

c. Accomplishment The ice melted.

c'. Causative accomplishment The hot water melted the ice.

d. Activity The ball bounced around the room,

d'. Causative activity The girl bounced the ball around the

The causative classes all respond to the tests in table 3.1 in the same way as the

non-causative ones, and the causative classes can be distinguished from the non-

causative ones by the existence of a causative paraphrase, as in (3.17).

(3.17) a. The dog caused the boy to fear/be afraid.

b. The cat caused the balloon to pop.

c. The hot water caused the ice to melt.

d. The girl caused the ball to bounce around the room.

It is important to make sure that the paraphrases have the same number of NPs as

the original sentence being paraphrased; that is, 'Robin causes Kim to come to have
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the book' is an appropriate paraphrase of Robin gives the book to Kim, but 'Sandy

causes Sandy/herself to run' is not a possible paraphrase of Sandy runs. This rules

out using passive versions of the verbs in the paraphrases, since they do not have the

same number of core arguments as the active verbs being tested. On the other hand,

'Mary caused the dog to run (around the block)' is a possible paraphrase of Mary

ran the dog (around the block). This means that this test cannot apply to single argu-

ment verbs, i.e. verbs that have one argument in their basic form, because it would

be impossible to make a causative paraphrase with a single participant.

Some languages mark these verb classes overtly with some type of morphological

marker, as exemplified in the following examples from Tepehua, a Totonacan lan-

guage of Mexico (Watters 1988).

(3.18) a. ?aknu\-y 'A is underground' —> ta:knu:-y 'A goes underground' —»

ma:knu:-y 'B buries A'

b. lakcahu-y 'A is closed' —»talakcahu-y 'A closes' —> ma\lakcahu-y 'B closes

A

c. pasa-y 'A is changed, different' —> tapasa-y 'A changes' —> ma:pasa-y

'B changes A

d. laqiti?a:-y 'A is open' —»talaqiti?a\-y 'A opens' —»ma:laqiti?a:-y

'B opens A

In Tepehua, many achievement and accomplishment verbs carry the inchoative

prefix ta-, while many causative achievement and accomplishment verbs carry the

causative prefix ma:-; states are unmarked. In Qiang, a Tibeto-Burman language,

the relationship is even clearer: ba 'big' (state), td-ba 'become big' (accomplish-

ment), and td-ba-% 'cause to become big' (causative accomplishment). It is not

always the case that state verbs are unmarked and the other classes are morpho-

logically marked. In Russian, French and Yagua (Peru), for example, there are rel-

ated forms in which the causative accomplishment verb is unmarked and the others

are marked, e.g. French briser 'break' (causative accomplishment), se briser 'break'

(accomplishment), [etre] brise 'broken' (state); Russian razbit' 'break' (causative

accomplishment), razbit'sja 'break' (accomplishment), razbityj 'broken' (state);

Yagua -muta- 'open' (causative accomplishment), -muta-y- 'open' (accomplishment)

(Payne and Payne 1989). The accomplishments in French and Russian are indicated

by the same morpheme which is used in reflexive constructions, se in French and

-sja in Russian, while the states are an adjectival past participle (French) or a dever-

bal adjective (Russian); in Yagua the states are indicated by adding the perfect clitic

-maa to the accomplishment form. In English, on the other hand, there is no consis-

tent morphology marking these classes; in some cases they are all the same form,

e.g. cool, cool and cool, and in others there is some indicator, albeit an inconsistent

one, e.g. [be] black (state) vs. blacken (causative accomplishment), [be] red (state)
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vs. redden (accomplishment), [be] sick (state) vs. sicken (accomplishment) vs. sicken

(causative accomplishment). In Tepehua, causative activities may also be derived

with ma:-, e.g. pu:pu-y 'x boils' vs. ma:pu:pu-y 'y boils x', soqo-y 'x hurries' vs.

ma:soqo:-y 'y hurries x'. In Lakhota, causative activities may be derived either with

the instrumental prefix yu-, which is treated as a general causative prefix with act-

ivity verbs, or by the causative verb -ya, e.g. cheya 'cry' vs. yu-cheya 'make cry'

vs. cheyd-ya 'make cry'. Causative states corresponding to (3.16a') also involve the

causative verb -ya, e.g. inihq 'be scared, frightened, amazed, awed' vs. inihq-ya

'scare, frighten, amaze, awe'. In Japanese, the same type of contrast holds between

achievement and causative psych-verbs, with the latter marked by the causative

morpheme -{s)ase-, e.g. kowagaru 'become terrified' vs. kowagar-ase-ru 'terrify',

okoru 'become angry' vs. okor-ase-ru 'anger'. Barai, a language of Papua New Guinea

(Olson 1981), makes a systematic contrast between state verbs of psychological and

physical state, e.g. doduae 'be thirsty', gare 'be cool', mae 'be happy' and visi 'be

sick', and causative verbs of induced psychological and physical state, e.g. dodua-d-

'make thirsty', gara-d- 'make cool', ma-d- 'please' and visi-nam- 'sicken'. No matter

how these distinctions are indicated morphologically in a particular language, they

are fundamental distinctions made in the verbal systems in all languages.

It was mentioned at the beginning of this section that verbs may have a different

Aktionsart interpretation in the context of a particular sentence from what we may

determine to be its basic or lexical Aktionsart interpretation. A very important

alternation between classes is that between activities and accomplishments. He

walked in the park for ten minutes is an activity, whereas He walked to the park in ten

minutes is an accomplishment. If motion verbs have a definite goal, which provides

a terminal point, then they behave like accomplishments; if they do not have a

definite goal, then they behave like activities. This is a phenomenon which we find

reflected in the grammar of different languages.11 This contrast is significant cross-

linguistically, as we will see.

Another important variation is that verbs which are normally thought of as

accomplishments behave like activities if they have an object which is a mass noun

or bare plural. So a sentence like He ate a plate of spaghetti in ten minutes is an

accomplishment, but He ate spaghetti for ten minutes is an activity. Similarly, He

drank beer for an hour is an activity, but He drank a beer in an hour is an accom-

plishment because there is a specified amount, which provides a delimitation of

the event; that is, the terminal point is reached when all of the beer has been

consumed. Therefore some verbs, basically those of consumption or creation (e.g.

write, paint, carve), behave like activities if they have a non-specific, indefinite,

generic or mass noun object, but they behave like accomplishments if they have a

specific, quantified object which serves to delineate the action. The terminal point is

reached when the entity is created or consumed. Cognate objects may also serve
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this function, e.g. She sang a song, He drank a drink. It must be emphasized that this

alternation is not simply a function of whether the direct object has an article or

not, as it appears from looking at English data only. In other languages, this contrast

is coded on the verb itself, with no change in the coding of the direct object. For

example, in Russian the activity and accomplishment forms of the verb eat are dis-

tinct: estf (kasu) 'eat (kasha)' vs. s"estr kasu 'eat the/some kasha'. The verb estf does

not require a direct object, whereas s"estf does require one. There is no change in

the form of the direct object, although its interpretation changes from unspecified

mass noun to a specific quantity with the change in the form of the verb. Similarly

in Georgian, e'er 'write' is the activity form which contrasts with dader 'write', the

accomplishment form. Here again the contrast is coded on the verb itself. A final

example comes from Piraha, a language spoken in the Amazon basin in Brazil,

which has suffixes which Everett (1986) glosses as 'telic' and 'atelic', and with verbs

like 'eat' they have the same effect seen in English, Georgian and Russian, e.g.

xdpiso xaho-ai- (bark eat-ATELic) 'eat bark' vs. xdpiso xoho-do- (bark eat-TELic)

'eat (the) bark'. Like Georgian and Russian, Piraha lacks articles, and the contrast

is coded on the verb and affects the interpretation of the NP. This alternation is

found across languages, and it has interesting syntactic consequences, which will be

discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.6. We will refer to the accomplishment uses of act-

ivity verbs as active accomplishments. There are causative active accomplishments,

like transitive march, as in The sergeant marched the troops to the barracks.

We started out talking about four Aktionsart classes, and we have ended up with

ten classes overall: the basic four classes (states, activities, achievements, accom-

plishments), active accomplishments, and a causative version of each of them. The

tests in table 3.1 were meant to distinguish only the four basic classes, and accord-

ingly we must repeat the table with all ten classes; this is given in table 3.2. The tests

in table 3.1 are referred to by number; the causative paraphrase test is 'test 6'. The *

for achievement and causative achievements with respect to tests 3 and 5 is the

same as discussed above, as is the * for test 4 with state predicates. Causative states

present some interesting complexities with respect to tests 1 and 2. Specifically, the

more active the causing state of affairs is, the better the progressive and dynamic

adverbs are with causative state predicates. Consider the following contrasts.

(3.19) a. Your attitude upsets/?is upsetting me.

a'. Your boorish behavior upsets/is upsetting me.

b. Your clothes nauseate/?are nauseating me.

b'. The smell of your clothes nauseates/is nauseating me.

c. The clown's funny hair amuses/?is amusing the children,

c'. The clown's zany antics amuse/are amusing the children.

The first sentence in each pair presents a rather static situation as the cause of the

state of affairs, while the second presents a more dynamic causing state of affairs.
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Table 32 Tests for determining predicate classes

Class

State

Activity

Achievement

Accomplishment

Active accomplishment

Causative state

Causative activity

Causative achievement

Causative accomplishment

Causative active

accomplishment

Testl

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes*

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Test 2

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes*

Yes

Yes*

Yes*

Yes

Test 3

No

Yes

No*

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No*

Yes

Yes

Test 4

Yes*

Yes

No

Irrelev.

Irrelev.

Yes

Yes

No

Irrelev.

Irrelev.

Test 5

No

No

No*

Yes

Yes

No

No

No*

Yes

Yes

Test 6

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

While none of the combinations is impossible, the progressive is better with the

more dynamic causing state of affairs and worse with the more static one. Dynamic

adverbs also force a dynamic reading for the causing state of affairs. For example,

the sentence The clown actively amused the children could only be a report about

the state of affairs described by (3.19c'), not (3.19c).

The basic Aktionsart classes are non-causative, and their causative counterparts

are obviously causative. What about active accomplishments? In Foley and Van

Valin (1984), for example, it was argued that active accomplishments are causative,

with a sentence like Carl ran to the store being analyzed as 'Carl's running caused

him to arrive at the store.' This is problematic, for two reasons. First, it is not a valid

causative paraphrase, because there are more NPs (three) in the paraphrase than in

the sentence being paraphrased (two). A valid paraphrase would be 'Carl ran and

arrived at the store'. Second, if these verbs were causative, one would reasonably

expect that at least some languages would use causative morphology to signal the

active accomplishment use of activity verbs, but to our knowledge, none do. Indeed,

if one adds causative morphology to an activity verb, the inevitable result is a caus-

ative activity, not an active accomplishment. Hence it must be concluded that active

accomplishments are not causative. As noted earlier, there are causative versions of

active accomplishment verbs, e.g. intransitive march, as in The soldiers marched to

the barracks (plain active accomplishment), vs. transitive march, as in The sergeant

marched the soldiers to the barracks (causative active accomplishment).

The 'Yes' for test 2 for causative achievements and accomplishments reflects the

fact than this type of adverb is not always acceptable with these verbs. It modifies

the causing activity in the logical structure. Because they are sometimes accept-

able, causative accomplishments differ little from causative active accomplishments

in terms of these tests. But there are important differences. First, there should
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always be at least some dynamic adverbs which they are compatible with, and be-

cause there are two activity predicates in the logical structure, there may be ambi-

guity as to which one is being modified, something which is not the case with

causative accomplishments. Second, causative accomplishments are derived from

a state predicate, whereas causative active accomplishments are derived from an

activity predicate. Hence, if the pattern of morphological derivation relates a telic,

non-punctual causative verb to a state, then it must be a causative accomplishment,

whereas if the pattern relates it to an activity, then it must be a causative active

accomplishment. It should also be noted that causative accomplishments are much

more common than causative active accomplishments, and therefore in unclear

cases it is more likely that the verb would be a causative accomplishment rather

than a causative active accomplishment.

3.2.2 Lexical representations for verbs

These distinctions among the four basic Aktionsart types may be represented form-

ally as in table 3.3. These representations are called logical structures.
12 Following

the conventions of formal semantics, constants (which are normally predicates)

are presented in boldface followed by a prime, whereas variable elements are pre-

sented in normal typeface. The elements in boldface + prime are part of the vocabu-

lary of the semantic metalanguage used in the decomposition; they are not words

from any particular human language. Hence the same representations are used for

all languages (where appropriate), e.g. the logical structure for Lakhota t'd and

English die (intr.) would be BECOME dead' (x). The elements in all capitals,

INGR and BECOME, are modifiers of the predicate in the logical structure;

their function will be explained below. The variables are filled by lexical items

from the language being analyzed; for example, the English sentence The dog died

would have the logical structure BECOME dead' (dog), while the correspond-

ing Lakhota sentence $%ka ki t'e 'The dog died' would have the logical structure

BECOME dead'(syka).

States are represented as simple predicates, e.g. broken' (x), be-at' (x, y), and

see' (x, y). There is no special formal indicator that a predicate is stative. The logical

structure, be' (x, [pred']) is for identificational constructions, e.g. Sam is a policeman,

Table 3.3 Lexical representations for the basic Aktionsart classes

Verb class Logical structure

State predicate' (x) or (x, y)

Activity do' (x, [predicate
7 (x) or (x, y)])

Achievement INGR predicate' (x) or (x, y)

Accomplishment BECOME predicate' (x) or (x, y)
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and attributive constructions, e.g. Mary is tali Schwartz (1993) has shown that these

constructions behave differently from result state constructions, e.g. The watch is

broken, in a variety of languages, and therefore these predicates require a different

logical structure. In this logical structure the second argument is the attribute or

identificational NP, e.g. be' (Mary, [tall']), be' (Sam, [policeman']). The primary

criteria for distinguishing between attributive constructions and result state con-

structions is whether the attribute is inherent, e.g. Coal is black (be' (coal, [black'])),

or whether it is the result of some kind of process, e.g. The fire blackened the wood

( . . . BECOME black' (wood)). While English uses the same copular construction

for both meanings, some languages systematically distinguish them. In Tagalog

(Foley and Van Valin 1984), for example, the contrast is indicated by the prefixa-

tion of the state verb, e.g. Ma-puti ang bulaklak (ma-white DET flower) 'The flower

is white (it faded)' vs. Puti ang bulaklak 'The flower is (naturally) white.' The bare

stem is used for the attributive construction, and ma- is prefixed to it when the pro-

perty is the result of some kind of process. Accordingly the logical structure for

the first example would be white' (bulaklak) and for the second it would be be'

(bulaklak, [white']). Hence if the state predicate is not conceived of as being the

result of a process, then the be' (x, [pred']) logical structure should be used. Be'

should not be confused with English be or copular verbs in other languages. It is

used for logical structures with specific meanings, and its occurrence in a logical

structure does not entail that the sentence realizing the logical structure should

have a copula or the like. (See the Lakhota and Russian examples at the beginning

of section 2.2.1.) The pred' element in the second argument position will constitute

the nucleus in the clause (see section 2.2.1). The logical structure feel' (x, [pred'])

is used for internal sensations and transient emotional states, e.g. I feel sad (feel'

(I, [sad'])), She feels sick (feel' (she, [sick'])). This is different from e.g. she has

gotten sick (BECOME sick' (she)), which describes a physical state or condition,

and not the internal sensations of the subject. It is, of course, possible to feel sick but

not be sick, and vice versa. Some other languages also make this distinction explic-

itly. In Bonggi, a Western Austronesian language spoken in Malaysia (Boutin 1994),

stative stems are affixed differently depending upon whether they are condition

statives or experiential statives, e.g. the stem ramig 'cold' can appear as me-ramig if

it is a condition stative with a meaning like 'cold to the touch' (e.g. Sia me-ramig

[3sgNOM cold] 'it is cold') or as rimig-adn if it is an experiential stative with the

meaning 'feel cold' (e.g. Ou rimig-adn [lsgNOM cold] 'I am/feel cold'). In the syn-

tactic realization of such sentences in English, the nucleus will contain both feel and

the pred' element, e.g. [NUC feel sad], [NUC feel sick].

All activity logical structures contain the generalized activity predicate do', which

serves as the marker of membership in this class, e.g. sing do' (x, [sing' (x)]), run do'

(x, [run' (x)]), eat do' (x, [eat' (x, y)]). It should be noted that sing', run' and eat' are

not state predicates; they are activity predicates which always cooccur with do',
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which is a two-argument predicate, i.e. do' (x, y), filling the second argument posi-

tion. If the second argument position is left unspecified, i.e. do' (x, 0), then this is the

logical structure for an unspecified activity, as in English Sally does/did. It might

seem odd to posit such a complex structure for simple verbs like run and sing, but in

fact there are numerous languages which construct activity predications in just this

way. Basque is a particularly good example of this. Almost all verbal expressions

corresponding to intransitive activity verbs in languages like English are created by

combining a noun with the verb egin 'do, make', as illustrated in (3.20) from Levin

(1989).

(3.20) a. Ni-k lan-0 egind-u-t.
lsg-ERG WOrk-ABS do 3sgABS-AUX-lsgERG

'I worked.' (lit. 'I did work')

b. Other combinations:

amets egin 'to dream'

barre egin 'to laugh'

hitz egin 'to speak'

igeri egin 'to swim'

lo egin 'to sleep'

negar egin 'to cry'

amets

barre

hitz

igeri

lo

negar

'dream'

'laugh'

'word'

'swim'

'sleep'

'tear'

Nouns like Ian 'work' and hitz 'word' fill the second argument position in the logical

structure of egin, which would be do' (x, y), to create activity predicates. Even

English provides some evidence for this second argument position: first, it can be

filled by a pronoun referring to a known state of affairs in the context, e.g. Dana

might do it; and second, it can be filled by an interrogative WH-word in questions

about actions, e.g. What did they dol States and activities are the most basic classes,

semantically; they are the building blocks for all other classes.

Achievement and accomplishment verbs are composed of a state or activity pre-

dicate plus a symbol for change. 'INGR' is derived from 'ingressive' and encodes

instantaneous changes; these may be changes of state or activity. Accomplishments

are coded by BECOME, which codes change over some temporal span, plus a

state predicate, e.g. melt (intr.) BECOME melted' (x), sink (intr.) BECOME

sunk' (x). Examples of punctual changes of state include explode (intr.) INGR

exploded' (x) and shatter (intr.) INGR shattered' (x). We have to look to other lan-

guages for good examples of inchoative or inceptive activities. Georgian (Holisky

1981a, b) has verbs of this type, e.g. afirdeba 'he will begin to cry' (INGR do'

(x, [cry' (x)])) vs. firis 'he is crying' (do' (x, [cry' (x)])), ak'ank'aldeba'he will begin

to tremble' (INGR do' (x, [tremble' (x)])) vs. k'ank'alebs 'he is trembling' (do' (x,

[tremble' (x)])). Russian also has verbs of this kind: govorif 'speak' (do' (x, [speak'

(x)])) vs. zagovorit' 'start to speak' (BECOME do' (x, [speak' (x)])), 'plakaf 'cry'

vs. zaplakaf 'burst out crying' (INGR do' (x, [cry' (x)])). In Georgian and Russian
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an important clue as to whether the derived inceptives are punctual or not comes

from their range of inflectional forms. According to Holisky, most derived incept-

ives in Georgian do not have imperfective forms, but a few do (all are derived from

states rather than activities), e.g. civ a 'it is cold' vs. acivdeba 'it will become cold'.13

In Russian, zagovorit' 'start to talk' has an imperfective form, zagovoryvaf 'be

starting to talk', whereas zaplakat' 'burst out crying' and zasmejat'sja 'burst out

laughing' do not; hence zaplakat' and zasmejat'sja are punctual (achievements),

while zagovoryvaf is non-punctual (accomplishment).14 Hausa (Abdoulaye 1992)

also has inceptive activity verbs, e.g. ruugda 'start running'. Japanese has a suffix

-dasu which derives inceptive activity verbs, e.g. tabe-dasu 'start to eat' (< taberu

'eat'), hanasi-dasu 'start to talk' (< hanasu 'talk') and hasiri-dasu 'start to run' (<

hasiru 'run'). Piraha (Everett 1986), has distinct inceptive markers for states and

activities: -hoi for initiation of an action and -hoag for the beginning of a state, e.g.

xaitd-hoi (sleep-/zo/) 'go to sleep, fall asleep', biioabd-hodg (tirtd-hoag) 'get tired'.

Examples of some English verbs with their logical structures are given in (3.21).

(3.21) a. States

Leon is a fool.

The window is shattered.

Fred is at the house.

John saw the picture.

b. Activities

The children cried.

The wheel squeaks.

John ate fish.

c. Achievements

The window shattered.

The balloon popped.

John glimpsed the picture.

d. Accomplishments

The snow melted.

The sky reddened.

Mary learned French.

be' (Leon, [fool'])

shattered7 (window)

be-at' (house, Fred)

see' (John, picture)

do' (children, [cry' (children)])

do' (wheel, [squeak' (wheel)])

do' (John, [eat' (John, fish)])

IN GR shattered' (window)

IN G R popped' (balloon)

IN G R see' (John, picture)

BECOME melted' (snow)

BECOME red'(sky)

BECOME know' (Mary, French)

An important issue arises with respect to achievement and accomplishment

verbs. Some verbs are necessarily punctual, e.g. pop or shatter, while others are nec-

essarily temporally durative, e.g. dry or grow. In between these two groups there

are many verbs which code states of affairs which may be virtually instantaneous

but need not be, e.g. break (intr.). In the same way there are verbs coding states

of affairs which are normally not instantaneous but could be under certain circum-

stances, e.g. freezing normally takes place over a period of time, but if one dipped

something into a vat of liquid nitrogen, the freezing would be virtually instanta-

neous. Should, therefore, verbs like freeze be represented as both INGR frozen'
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(x) and BECOME frozen' (x)? The answer is 'no', for the following reason. With

respect to the feature [±punctual], achievements are the marked member of the

opposition, i.e. they are [+punctual], while accomplishments are unmarked, i.e.

they are [-punctual]. It is well established that the unmarked member of a privative

opposition covers a much greater range than the marked member, which has a

very specific property. Hence, a [+punctual] verb must code states of affairs which

are always instantaneous (or very close to it), whereas a [-punctual] verb may code

a state of affairs with a temporal duration ranging from very short (nearly instanta-

neous) to very long. Since the states of affairs expressed by freeze can cover this

range of temporal possibilities, it should be considered an accomplishment with

the logical structure BECOME frozen' (x). Among the non-punctual verbs, it is

necessary to recognize that the default interpretation of a verb can fall in differ-

ent places along the temporal range. For example, arrive is normally construed

punctually, but it can, in the appropriate context, be construed non-punctually.

Freeze, on the other hand, has a default interpretation at the other end of the

range, as we noted above. Break seems to be neutral, and its interpretation is a

function of the properties of the object broken; if it is brittle or hard, e.g. a window,

then it is likely to have a punctual interpretation, whereas if it is non-brittle and

somewhat soft, e.g. a green stick or tree branch, it is likely to have a more durative

interpretation.

A change of state verb may be punctual in one language and non-punctual in an-

other. A good example of this cross-linguistic variation is English die vs. Mandarin

si. Both have the result that the subject is dead, but they differ in that the Mandarin

verb is punctual, while the English verb need not be. Accordingly, it is possible to

say in English He died quickly I slowly and He died suddenly, while in Mandarin *Ta

si de kudi 'He died quickly' is impossible. Hence the logical structure for English

die would be BECOME dead' (x), an accomplishment, while the logical structure

for Mandarin si would be INGR dead' (x), an achievement. Another example of

this is the contrast between the Japanese verbs ik- 'go' and k- 'come' and their

English counterparts. Applying tests like those in table 3.1, Hasegawa (1992,1996)

shows that the Japanese verbs are punctual and therefore achievements. English go

and come, on the other hand, are not punctual, are telic and cooccur with adverbs

like quickly or slowly but not with ones like vigorously or actively; hence they are

accomplishments. The same contrast holds between the verb likma in Belhare, a

Tibeto-Burman language, and its English counterpart enter: the Belhare verb is

punctual, while the English one is not (Bickel 1995). Here again it is clear that

determining the Aktionsart of a verb is not a matter of looking at the state of affairs

it depicts; rather, it is a linguistic property which can be determined only by means

of linguistic tests like those in table 3.1.

It was mentioned in the previous section that each of these Aktionsart types has a

corresponding causative type; the examples from (3.16) are repeated below.
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(3.16) a. State The boy is afraid.

a'. Causative state The dog frightens/scares the boy.

b. Achievement The balloon popped.

b'. Causative achievement The cat popped the balloon.

c. Accomplishment The ice melted.

c'. Causative accomplishment The hot water melted the ice.

d. Activity The ball bounced around the room.

d'. Causative activity The girl bounced the ball around the room.

In order to represent the causative verbs, we will assume that their logical structure

contains CAUSE, the second argument of which is the logical structure of the basic

verb or predicate.15 This is illustrated in (3.22).

(3.22) a. [...] CAUSE [feel' (boy, [afraid'])] = (3.16a')

b. [... ] CAUSE [INGRpopped' (balloon)] = (3.16b')

c. [...] CAUSE [BECOME melted' (ice)] = (3.16c')

d. [... ] CAUSE [do' (ball, [bounce' (ball)])] = (3.16d')

What is * [ . . . ] ' , the first argument of C A U S E ? Is it an individual or some kind of

state of affairs? This is a point about which there is much disagreement among

semanticists, both in philosophy and linguistics. If we look back briefly at the com-

plex induced states of affairs in (3.3) and (3.4), we see that there are many instances

in which one state of affairs brings about another, and therefore we will assume that

what fills ' [ . . . ] ' in the causative logical structures may be the logical structure of

a state, activity, achievement or accomplishment verb. This is illustrated in (3.23).

(3.23) a. Bill's owning a gun frightened Martha.

a', [have' (Bill, gun)] CAUSE [feel' (Martha, [afraid'])]

b. The balloon's popping startled the baby.

b'. [INGRpopped' (balloon)] CAUSE [INGR startled' (baby)]

c. The warming of the earth's atmosphere melted the arctic snowpack.

c'. [BECOME warm' (earth's atmosphere)] CAUSE [BECOME melted'

(arctic snowpack)]

d. The dog's barking scared the boy.

d'. [do' (dog, [bark' (dog)])] CAUSE [feel' (boy, [afraid'])]

In all of these cases the nature of the cause is specified in the sentence, but in many

instances it is not, e.g. Max broke the window. This sentence tells us that Max did

the breaking and the window broke, but it does not specify exactly what Max did to

break the window, as discussed in section 3.1. Such an unspecified action is repre-

sented in logical structure as 'do' (x, 0)', and accordingly the logical structure for

Max broke the window would be as in (3.24).

(3.24) a. Max broke the window.

b. [do' (Max, 0)] CAUSE [BECOMEbroken' (window)].
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Further examples of causative constructions from English, French, Italian

(Centineo 1995) and Mandarin (Hansell 1993) are given in (3.25). We will discuss

the syntax of these examples in detail in chapter 8.

(3.25) a. Hakeem pushed open the door.

a', [do' (Hakeem, [push' (Hakeem, door)])] CAUSE [BECOME open'

(door)]

b. Pierre fer-a cour-ir Marie.

make-3sgFUT run-iNF

'Pierre will make Marie run.'

b'. [do' (Pierre, 0)] CAUSE [do' (Marie, [run' (Marie)])]

c. Tonino fece affonda-re la barca.

make.PAST.3sg sink-iNF the.Fsg boat

'Tonino made the boat sink.'

c'. [do' (Tonino, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME sunk' (barca)]

d. Ta qiao po le yl ge fanwan.

3sghit break PRFV one CL bowl

'She broke (by hitting) a ricebowl.'

d'. [do' (3sg, [hit' (3sg, fanwan)])] CAUSE [BECOME broken'

(fanwan)]16

These constructions are illuminating, in that they show that what in some instances

is coded by a single lexical verb, e.g. sink, break (trans.), can be expressed by a com-

plex expression involving more than one verb. The Mandarin example is particu-

larly interesting, since it involves a causing activity and an accomplishment (pd

'break' is always intransitive). It recalls the Lakhota forms discussed at the begin-

ning of the chapter; they too were composed of a prefix signaling the nature of

the causing activity and then a state predicate indicating the result state. These

constructions, both morphological (Lakhota) and syntactic (Mandarin), show how

the logical structure of causatives may be reflected more directly in the overt form

of the sentence than in a language like English.

We may now restate the basic set of lexical representations, including causatives

and active accomplishments (see table 3.4). Active accomplishments are included

here, because some verbs have this as their basic Aktionsart type, e.g. Italian andare

'go', which always involves motion to a goal (Centineo 1986). There are two addi-

tional logical structure elements that must be introduced. The first is NOT, which

occurs in the logical structure of verbs like remove, drain and take (as in x took y

from z). This is illustrated in (3.26).

(3.26) a. Sally removed the book from the table.

a', [do'(Sally,©)] CAUSE [BECOME NOT be-on'(table, book)]17

b. Tom took the knife from the prisoner.

b'. [do'(Tom,0)]CAUSE[BECOMENOThave'(prisoner,knife)]
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Table 3.4 Lexical representations for Aktionsart classes (revised)

Verb class Logical structure

State predicate' (x) or (x, y)

Activity do' (x, [predicate
7 (x) or (x, y)])

Achievement IN G R predicate' (x) or (x, y), or

INGR do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)])

Accomplishment BECOME predicate' (x) or (x, y), or

BECOME do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)])

Active accomplishment do' (x, [predicate!' (x, (y))]) & B E CO ME

predicate/ (z, x) or (y)

Causative a C A U S E (3, where a, p are LSs of any type

The second element is '&', meaning 'and then'. The logical structure in (3.26b')

does not tell the whole story of the state of affairs depicted by the sentence, since it

entails that Tom ended up having the knife in his possession. In order to represent

this, we need '&', as in (3.27).

(3.27) [do' (Tom, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME NOThave' (prisoner, knife) &

BECOME have' (Tom, knife)]

This should be read as meaning that Tom does something that causes (i) the

prisoner to lose possession of the knife and (ii) Tom to come into possession of it.

In general, '&' may be used to express the successive states of affairs involved in

motion and transfers of possession, i.e. initial situation (location, possession) —>

subsequent situation (location, possession), 'A' may be used in the logical structure

of verbs of transformation like carve in which there are simultaneous changes of

state, as illustrated in (3.28).18

(3.28) a. The man carved the log into a canoe.

b. The man carved the canoe out of a log.

c. [do'(man, [carve'(man, log)])] CAUSE [BECOME NOT exist'(log) A

BECOME exist' (canoe)]

In this complex process, a log is acted upon by a man and, as it ceases to be a log, it

becomes a canoe. Hence there are two simultaneous changes taking place, and this

is expressed in the logical structure b y ' B E C O M E N O T exist' (log) A B E C O M E

exist' (canoe).

This theory of lexical representation is extremely powerful yet highly con-

strained, and it is well supported by much cross-linguistic study. We have already

seen examples from Lakhota, Qiang, Georgian, French, Russian, Tepehua and

other languages of how languages may derive at least some of the verbs in one class
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from those in another class. The patterns found in these languages are summarized

in (3.29).

(3.29) a. State —> accomplishment Qiang, Tepehua,

Piraha

b. Activity —> accomplishment (i.e. 'start to V ) Georgian, Japanese,

Russian, Piraha

c. Activity —> active accomplishment Georgian, Russian,

Piraha

d. Accomplishment —> causative accomplishment Qiang, Lakhota

e. State —> causative accomplishment Tepehua, Lakhota

f. Causative accomplishment -> accomplishment French, Russian,

Yagua

g. Causative accomplishment —> state French, Russian

h. Activity —» causative activity Tepehua, Lakhota

i. State -> causative state Japanese, Lakhota,

Barai

From a lexical semantic point of view, one of the advantages of this system of

lexical decomposition is that it makes the task of representation more manageable,

because detailed definitions need be formulated only for the primitive predicates. If

there is an adequate semantic representation, for example, of cool as a state, one

need not say anything more about the interpretation of cool as an accomplishment

verb. It is necessary only to take the representation of the state predicate and add

BECOME, which has a well-defined meaning attached to it, in order to derive

the accomplishment form of the verb. In addition, its argument structure does not

change in the transition from state to accomplishment. Hence nothing needs to be

stated about the argument structure of the derived form. In other words, if there is

an adequate definition of be cool, the meanings of both cool intransitive and cool

transitive fall out from this because they are additions of a well-defined semantic

modifier (BECOME) and a well-defined predicate-connective (CAUSE) to the

basic lexical predicate. In a similar way, the lexical semantic theory does not need

to have a representation for kill; it only needs a representation for dead, and then

kill will fall out from this scheme because there are well-defined meanings for

CAUSE and BECOME. It will be necessary to have an interpretation of do'

(x, 0), since there is no specification of the nature of the causing activity, but that is

relatively straightforward. Because of this, there is no need to worry about the

meaning of kill or the meaning of die. An investigation of possible decompositional

schemes for the representation of the basic state and activity predicates in logical

structures will not be undertaken here; the discussion will proceed with the repre-

sentations in table 3.3, (3.21) and (3.23). Van Valin and Wilkins (1993) present a

sketch of what a decompositional system for the state predicates would look like.
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3.2 Lexical representation

How should the accomplishment uses of activity verbs be represented in logical

structure? To begin with, we note that these accomplishments are like plain accom-

plishments (e.g. melt, freeze) in that they are telic and take place over time; they

differ from them in that they are more active and can cooccur with the dynamic

adverbs like actively, intensely, etc. As we saw earlier, they are not causative. They

fall generally into two types: verbs of motion and verbs of creation/consumption.

For motion verbs, we need to represent the motion plus the change of location over

time. This can be done as in (3.30).

(3.30) a. do'(x, [run'(x)]) Activity

b. do' (x, [run' (x)]) & B E CO ME be-at' (y, x) Active accomplishment

c. Paul ran to the store.

c'. do' (Paul, [run' (Paul)]) & BECOME be-at'

(store, Paul)

This logical structure represents both the activity and accomplishment facets of the

sentence. For verbs of creation, e.g. write, paint, build, etc., the result of the activity

is the coming into being of some specific entity, e.g. write a poem I letter /novel, paint

a picture/portrait, build a house/model, etc. This may be represented by adding an

accomplishment logical structure expressing the coming into being of the entity.

(3.31) a. John wrote poetry. Activity

a', do' (John, [write' (John, poetry)])

b. John wrote a poem. Active accomplishment

b'. do' (John, [write' (John, poem)])

& B E C O M E exist' (poem)

For verbs of consumption, e.g. eat, drink, read, the situation is similar, except that

the result is that a preexisting entity has been consumed rather than created.

(3.32) a. Carl drank beer. Activity

a', do' (Carl, [drink' (Carl, beer)])

b. Carl drank a beer. Active accomplishment

b'. do' (Carl, [drink' (Carl, beer)]) & BECOME

consumed' (beer)

In these logical structures two related predicates appear, an activity predicate, e.g.

write', and a state predicate, e.g. exist'. This is because active accomplishments in-

volve both an activity and a result state, and since the result state is a function of the

activity, it seems reasonable to represent them in this way. These alternations may

be summarized as in (3.33).

(3.33) a. Motion verbs

do' (x, [pred' (x)]) <-> do' (x, [pred' (x)]) & BECOME be-LOc' (y, x)

b. Creation /consumption verbs

do' (x, [pred' (x, y)]) <-> do' (x, [pred' (x, y)]) & BECOME pred' (y)
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One of the questions that comes up here is whether an alternating verb like eat is

really an activity or an active accomplishment; in other words, should it be repre-

sented in its lexical entry as an activity or an active accomplishment? Or should it be

represented twice, once as an activity and once as an active accomplishment? With

verbs like run, eat and write, the activity verb gives its name to the main semantic

substance in the logical structure, and the accomplishment part is very general; in

the case of consumption and creation verbs, the interpretation of the logical struc-

ture is dependent upon the semantic content of the activity part, as in the logical

structures of write in (3.31b) and drink in (3.32b). In other words, the semantically

general part in the active accomplishment structure which is not specific to particu-

lar verbs is in the accomplishment part, while the primary verb-specific lexical con-

tent is in the activity part. This suggests that these verbs are basically activities

which may be used as accomplishments. Additional evidence for this analysis comes

from their interpretation when used with bare plural or mass noun objects. When

causative accomplishment verbs like kill or break are used with bare plural or mass

noun objects, they pattern like activity verbs with respect to the Aktionsart tests,

but they always have an iterative interpretation, e.g. kill bears or break windows

always refers to multiple instances of killing or breaking, due to the fact that these

verbs are necessarily telic. When verbs like eat and drink are used the same way,

e.g. eat peanuts, they do not have to have an iterative interpretation; that is, it is

possible to interpret eat peanuts as one single act of eating (non-iterative) or as a

series of single acts of eating (iterative). This option is available because eat is not

inherently telic, unlike kill and break', hence it must be analyzed as an activity verb,

with an active accomplishment use. If we look at the Russian and Georgian verbs

mentioned above, we see that the underived, base form of each verb is the activity

form, not the active accomplishment form, and therefore we may conclude that

Russian 'eat' (esf) and Georgian 'write' (e'er) are basically activity verbs, with

derived active accomplishment forms. Given how general the relationship between

the two types of verbs is, as captured in (3.33), simply listing two forms of each verb

in the lexicon would entail the loss of a linguistically significant generalization.

The crucial point to be emphasized again is that it is necessary to distinguish the

basic lexical meaning of a verb, e.g. eat as an activity verb, from its meaning in a par-

ticular context, e.g. eat a slice of pizza as an active accomplishment predication. The

former would be its representation in its lexical entry in the lexicon, whereas the

latter would be the representation of the core of the clause in which eat appears.

Moreover, a given logical structure is intended to represent a particular meaning or

interpretation of a lexical item; it is not necessarily the case that there is a single log-

ical structure underlying all of the uses of a particular verbal lexical item. For a poly-

semous verb each meaning would be associated with a different logical structure;

for example, take in the sense of 'obtain' or 'get' (as in (3.27)) would have a different

logical structure from take in the sense of 'carry'. There are other cases in which a
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verb is ambiguous between two related meanings, as with Lakhota fa, which can

mean either 'be dead' (state) or 'die' (accomplishment). This is a systematic ambi-

guity throughout the verbal system of Lakhota: many non-activity intransitive verbs

can have either state or change-of-state readings. The simplest solution would be

to posit '(BECOME) dead' (x)' as the logical structure for fa, the parentheses

indicating that BECOME is optional. This is different from the situation with

run, eat or write, because a sentence like Igmu ki fe (cat the fa) is simply ambiguous

between 'The cat is/was dead' and 'The cat dies/died.' Logical structures are asso-

ciated fundamentally with the meanings which verbs express, not with the verbs

themselves. We will discuss this issue further in section 4.6. We will discuss the com-

position of the semantic representation of whole clauses in section 4.8.

Having presented the system of lexical representation for verbs and other pre-

dicating elements, we now turn to the semantic interpretation of the arguments in

the logical structures.

3.2.3 The semantics of predicate-argument relations

It was stated at the end of section 3.1 that the role that an entity plays in a state of

affairs is a function of the nature of the state of affairs, and accordingly, it is also the

case that the semantic interpretation of an argument is a function of the logical

structure in which it is found. This is a fundamental point of great importance,

and it cannot be emphasized strongly enough. The interpretation of an argument

depends, first and foremost, on the verb or predicating element it occurs with. What

is this interpretation? It is the semantic counterpart to the participant roles dis-

cussed in section 3.1. If Jack is the agent in an action, then the NP referring to him

should be interpreted as the controlling and instigating argument of the verb. The

semantic relations between a predicate and its arguments which express the partici-

pant roles in the state of affairs denoted by the verb are called thematic relations.
19

The labels usually used for thematic relations are basically the same as those used

for participant roles on pages 85-6, and in order to avoid confusing the two types of

roles, we will give participant roles in normal typeface and thematic relations in

small capitals. Thus, 'patient' will refer to a participant role, while 'PATIENT' will

refer to a thematic relation; the first refers to the role a participant plays in a state

of affairs, whereas the second refers to the semantic interpretation of an argument

in a logical structure and in a sentence. Thematic relations are linguistic entities,

i.e. they are part of natural-language semantics, while participant roles are not; they

are properties of states of affairs in the world. As we saw at the end of section 3.1,

it is crucial to make this distinction and to motivate linguistic entities on linguistic

grounds. It is not legitimate to argue that a verb needs to have a particular kind of

argument solely because the state of affairs it denotes may have a specific kind of

participant; as the discussion of (3.6)-(3.9) showed, verbs in different languages

which may be used to refer to the same state of affairs may have quite different
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properties. The thematic relations associated with a verb must be justified on lin-

guistic grounds first and foremost.

Following the proposal in Jackendoff (1976), thematic relations will be defined in

terms of argument positions in logical structures. In the system we are developing

here, only two types of predicate define thematic relations, states and activities; all

of the other types are composed of these two basic types (see table 3.4). There are

many subtypes of state and activity verbs, and only a small list of each will be dis-

cussed here. Levin (1993) presents a rich taxonomy of verb classes in English. Since

all thematic relations are defined in terms of argument positions in state and activity

predicates, it is necessary to look at the subclasses of these two types. There are

at least ten subclasses of state predicates. 'State or condition' includes predicates

like being sick, being shattered and being broken. State or condition verbs take one

argument, as do predicates of existence, whereas all the others take two arguments

(see section 3.2.3.4 below). There are no tests like those in table 3.2 to distinguish

the various subtypes of state predicates, and accordingly it must be ascertained

from the meaning alone whether a verb is a perception verb, as opposed to a cogni-

tion or possession verb. If the verb denotes a perceptual event of some kind, then

we assume it is a perception verb; if it denotes a cognitive event, then it is a cogni-

tion verb, and so on. There are at least as many subtypes of activity predicates as

there are of state predicates, and representing the distinctions among the state and

activity predicates requires a more detailed decomposition than this schema pro-

vides. Based on these subtypes of activity and state predicates, a (non-exhaustive)

list of possible thematic relations is given in table 3.5.

Each of the argument positions in the logical structures defines a thematic rela-

tion, and it is necessary to refer to the arguments as 'first argument' or 'second

argument' when there is more than one. In table 3.5, 'first argument' refers to the

x arguments in the logical structures, and 'second argument' refers to the y argu-

ments. Role labels like 'EFFECTOR', 'COGNIZER', 'THEME' and 'PERFORMER' are

merely mnemonics for argument positions in logical structure. Because there is as

yet no adequate decompositional representation for the primitive state and activity

predicates which are the building blocks of the system and carry the substantive

semantic load, these labels are useful in that they designate the subclass of the pre-

dicate; hence 'EXPERIENCER' means 'first argument of a two-place state predicate

of internal experience', 'POSSESSED' means 'second argument of a two-place state

predicate of possession' and 'OBSERVER' means 'first argument of an activity pre-

dicate of directed perception', for example. Thus, the interpretation of an argument

is a function of (1) the class or subclass of the predicate and (2) its position in the

logical structure. For instance, if a verb is an accomplishment, it takes the appropri-

ate state logical structure, and there is no change in the argument structure. In both

x is dry and x dried, x is a PATIENT, and the logical structures are, respectively, dry'

(x) and BECOME dry' (x). The thematic relation of x is not affected by the addition of
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3.2 Lexical representation

Table 3.5 Definitions of thematic relations in terms ofLS argument positions

I State verbs

A Single argument

1 State or condition

2 Existence

B Two arguments

1 Pure location

2 Perception

3 Cognition

4 Desire

5 Propositional attitude

6 Possession

7 Internal experience

8 Emotion

9 Attrib./identificational

II Activity verbs

A Single argument

1 Unspecified action

2 Motion

3 Static motion

4 Light emission

5 Sound emission

B One or two arguments

1 Performance

2 Consumption

3 Creation

4 Repetitive action

5 Directed perception

6 Use

broken' (x)

exist' (x)

be-Loc'(x, y)
hear' (x, y)

know' (x, y)

want' (x, y)

consider' (x, y)

have' (x, y)

feel'(x,y)

love' (x, y)
be'(x,y)

do'(x,0)

do' (x, [walk' (x)])
do' (x, [spin' (x)])
do' (x, [shine' (x)])
do' (x, [gurgle' (x)])

do'(x,[sing'(x,(y))])

do'(x,[eat'(x,(y))])

do'(x, [write'(x,(y))])

do'(x,[tap'(x,(y))])
do'(x,[see'(x,(y))])

do' (x, [use' (x, y)])

X = PATIENT

X = ENTITY

X = LOCATION, y = THEME

X = PERCEIVER,

y = STIMULUS

X = COGNIZE R,y = CONTENT

X = WANTER,y = DESIRE

X = JUDGER,y = JUDGMENT

X = POSSESSOR,

y = POSSESSED

X = EXPERIENCER,

y = SENSATION

X = EMOTER,y = TARGET

X = ATTRIBUTANT,

y = ATTRIBUTE

X = EFFECTOR

X = MOVER

X = ST-MOVER

X = L-EMITTER

X = S-EMITTER

X = PERFORMER,

y=PERFORMANCE

X = CONSUMER,

y=CONSUMED

X = CREATOR, y = CREATION

X = EFFECTOR, y = LOCUS

X = OBSERVER,

y = STIMULUS

X = USER, y = IMPLEMENT

B E C O ME. In the case of causative verbs, the argument structure is the sum of the

arguments of the composite predicates.

The implications of this scheme for deriving thematic relations from logical

structures are very important. If it is the case that the thematic relations which a

verb takes are a function of the argument positions in its logical structure, and there
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is a system of lexical representation in which there are independent criteria for

assigning logical structures to verbs, then there are independent criteria for assign-

ing thematic relations to verbs. This is the case because the thematic relations are a

function of the logical structure of a verb, and there are independent criteria for

attributing a logical structure to a verb. Thematic relations cannot be assigned on

an arbitrary basis, because logical structures cannot be assigned arbitrarily; rather,

logical structures are determined on the basis of the tests in table 3.2. Thus the great

advantage of this system of lexical representation is that there are tests which pro-

vide independent criteria for assigning a particular logical structure and hence a

particular argument structure to a given verb.

This scheme also has important implications for how one actually goes about

analyzing a language. In order to determine the argument structure of a verb, it is

first necessary to ascertain its Aktionsart in the construction in which it occurs, using

the tests in table 3.2. Having established that, its logical structure can be created,

following table 3.4, and its argument structure follows from table 3.5. What is not

appropriate in this system is to decide arbitrarily what thematic relations a verb

should have and then to construct a logical structure which would yield those roles.

It is important to remember that in the system being developed, thematic rela-

tions play no direct role in lexical representation; the relevant semantic properties

of the verbs are expressed by the decompositional logical structure representations,

not by the thematic relations. We will continue to use these labels as mnemonics for

argument positions in logical structure for the sake of convenience,20 but it should

be kept clearly in mind that these do not refer to independently meaningful the-

matic relations but rather to argument positions in the logical structure of predi-

cates of a certain type.

In the next five sections, we will examine how certain groups of participant roles

are expressed semantically through different logical structure combinations.

3.2.3.1 Verbs of saying and their arguments

Verbs of saying constitute an important subclass of activity verbs, but their com-

plexity precludes a simple listing in table 3.5; Wierzbicka (1987), for example, lists

thirty-eight subclasses of verbs of saying in English. We will be concerned here with

speak, say, talk, discuss and tell, and it will be necessary to posit a more complex

decomposition than we have done to this point, in order to capture important simil-

arities among them; we will follow the general approach of Van Valin and Wilkins

(1993). The problem verbs of saying raise for the decomposition we have been using

is this: the second argument varies rather dramatically in its interpretation. With

talk, for example, it is the addressee, whereas with discuss it is the topic of the

conversation. Some verbs of saying take a metalinguistic noun, e.g. word, syllable,

as in say a few words, while others take what we will call an 'utterance noun', e.g.

story, joke, rumor, statement, as in tell a story/joke about Frank. Some can take
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3.2 Lexical representation

indirect discourse complements (that-clauses), as in say that it will rain, tell Sandy

that it will rain.

We propose to unite all of these different verbs of saying in a single, general

logical structure, and the differences among them will fall out from the way the

variables in the representation are interpreted. The general logical structure is

given in (3.34).

(3.34) do' (x, [express(a).to.(p).in.language.(y)' (x, y)])

The interpretation of the x argument is unproblematic; it defines the SPEAKER the-

matic relation for all verbs of saying. The new elements in the decomposition are

the internal variables a, p and y. They refer to the content of the utterance (a),

which may be a metalinguistic noun, an utterance noun, a noun referring to a topic

of the conversation, or an indirect discourse complement, the addressee (/3), and

the language used (y). They are called internal variables because they are within the

semantic representation of the verb, and they are variables because they represent a

range of possibilities for that facet of the semantic content of the verb, e.g. the three

possibilities for a mentioned above. One dimension along which speech act verbs

may vary is which of these must or may be expressed and how they are expressed.

The most minimal possible expression involves expression of x alone and none of

the internal variables: Sandy spoke. Speak allows each of the three internal vari-

ables to be expressed as the y argument along with the SPEAKER, as in (3.35).

(3.35) a. Sandy spoke but a few words. y = a

b. Sandy spoke to Kim. y~P

c. Sandy spoke Telugu. y = y

We may summarize the selectional properties of these five verbs of saying as in

(3.36).

(3.36) a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

speak

say

talk

discuss

tell

y = a
y = P

y = r

y = a

y=P

y = r

y = a

y = a

y=P

a = metalinguistic noun

a = metalinguistic noun,

indirect discourse

complement

a = topic noun

a = utterance noun

e.g. (3.35a)
e.g. (3.35b)

e.g. (3.35c)

see above

see above

e.g. talk to Kim

e.g. talk Cajun

e.g. discuss the situation

e.g. tell a joke

e.g. tell Kim

With some verbs it is also possible to realize the internal variables as oblique core

arguments (PPs), as illustrated in (3.37).
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(3.37) a. speak a few words to Sandy toFP = P

b. speak to Sandy about Kim foPP = p,aboutPP = a

c. say to Robin that... foPP = /3

d. talk to Pat about Sandy aboutY? = a

e. tell a joke to Pat foPP = j3

The verb te// differs from the other four by virtue of its telicity; it is the only

verb that can take an in PP (test 5) with the relevant meaning. The others are all

activity verbs. It seems to be inherently causative, as the following paraphrase

reveals: Sandy told Kim that Robin would arrive soon = 'Sandy's speaking made

Kim become aware that Robin would arrive soon'. Accordingly, the logical struc-

ture for tell is that given in (3.38).

(3.38) [do' (x, [express.(a).to.((3).in.language.(Y)' (x, y)])] CAUSE [BECOME
aware.of' (y, z)], where y = p,z = cc

Thus, the advantage of positing internal variables is that it allows us to see how

the different verbs of saying realize different aspects of the basic representation in

(3.34); otherwise, we would be forced to posit numerous homophonous verbs of

saying, three just for speak, as (3.35) shows.

3.2.3.2 Agents, effectors, instruments and forces

Activity verbs raise a number of interesting issues. While the first argument of activ-

ity verbs receives a different thematic relation label with each subclass, the first

arguments are all alike in that they are all doing something. As we saw in the

Aktionsart tests in table 3.2, these verbs cooccur with adverbs like vigorously and

actively, and these adverbs modify the action that the first argument is doing. There

is a generalized activity verb in many languages, e.g. English do, Korean ha, Basque

egin and Thai thaam, and the first argument of this verb is an EFFECTOR. This labels

the participant that brings something about, but there is no implication of its being

volitional or the original instigator. It is simply the effecting participant. It need

not be animate. It would be appropriate to say that all of the other x arguments in

part II of table 3.5 are subtypes of EFFECTOR. Thus, MOVERS are also EFFECTORS,

but they occur with verbs of motion. Similarly, PERFORMERS are EFFECTORS that

occur with performance verbs, just as SPEAKERS are EFFECTORS that occur with

verbs of saying, and so on. The 'erfectorhood' of these arguments is represented

in the logical structures by the fact that all activity verb logical structures contain

'do' (x,. . . ' and the formal definition of EFFECTOR is the x argument in this logical

structure configuration.

What about AGENTS? AGENTS are always a type of EFFECTOR semantically,

and this means that AGENT is in effect an overlay over other, more basic thematic

relations. AGENT is always associated with an activity logical structure, and there-

fore only verbs which have an activity predicate in their logical structure can have
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3.2 Lexical representation

an AGENT argument. But how is AGENT to be represented in logical structure? It is

not listed in table 3.5. For verbs which lexicalize agency, such as murder, we will

represent them as 'DO (x, [do' (x, [...', following Ross (1972) and Dowty (1979),

and the formal definition of AGENT is the x argument in this logical structure. Thus

the minimal logical structure for murder would be DO (x, [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE

[BECOME dead' (y)]). This explicitly represents AGENT as an overlay over the

more basic EFFECTOR, MOVER, CONSUMER, etc. roles.

What about the verb killl Many analyses claim that it too takes an AGENT argu-

ment, but this is in fact questionable. For instance, it is perfectly correct to say

both John accidentally killed his neighbor's dog and John intentionally killed his

neighbor's dog. Moreover, kill, unlike murder, can take an inanimate subject, as in

Malaria killed/*murdered Fred, and inanimate entities cannot intend anything. In

Tsova-Tush (Bats; Holisky 1987), a language spoken in the Caucasus, some intransi-

tive verbs take ergative (AGENT) marking while others take absolutive (PATIENT)

marking, but most intransitive verbs can take either one depending upon the way it

is used.21 For instance, if one takes the verb meaning 'to lose one's footing and fall'

and uses the ergative suffix, it means 'slide'. If, however, one uses the absolutive

suffix, it means 'slip'. Sliding is controlled slipping; in other words, sliding is a con-

trolled event, whereas slipping is not. Most intransitive verbs can use either suffix.

The following example illustrates this for the verb for 'fall'.

(3.39) a. (As) vuiz-n-as

(lsgERG) fall-TNS-lsgERG

'I fell down (on purpose).'

b. (So) voz-en-sO22

(lsgABS) fall-TNS-lsgABS

'I fell down (accidentally).'

Examples like this, along with the variable interpretation of verbs like kill, show that

most of the time agency is an implication of the way a particular verb is used in a

sentence, and not an inherent lexical property of the verb. Consequently, putting

D O (x, [do'... in every logical structure which can have an agentive interpretation is

highly problematic, for it would mean that one would have to posit two verbs kill in

English, one with it and one without, and the same analysis for 'fall' in Tsova-Tush.

Instead, it is preferable to have a theory in which an activity verb only takes

D O (x, [do'... when its argument must be interpreted as an agent and has no such

logical structure component when the agentive reading is merely possible. Thus,

for verbs like murder, there is a D O (x, [do'... in logical structure, as we have seen,

whereas with a verb like kill there is only [do' . . . Holisky argues that speakers

tend to interpret a human EFFECTOR as an AGENT, unless there is information to

the contrary in the sentence, e.g. the occurrence of an adverb like unintentionally

or inadvertently. Hence DO (x, [do' . . . is part of the logical structure only if the
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argument must be interpreted as an AGENT; otherwise, the argument is simply an

EFFECTOR ([do' . . . ) which can under certain circumstances be construed as an

AGENT. What are the criteria for determining whether agency is lexicalized with a

verb or not? A simple test involves putting an adverb like unintentionally or inad-

vertently in the sentence and seeing if it yields a contradiction. If it is contradictory,

then the verb lexicalizes agency, and if it is not a contradiction, the verb does not.

John unintentionally killed his neighbor's dog is not a contradiction, while John un-

intentionally murdered his neighbor is; hence kill does not lexicalize agency,

whereas murder does. Hence D O (x, [do ' . . . appears only in the logical structures

of those verbs which lexicalize agency.

Languages seem to vary strikingly with respect to how extensively agency is

lexicalized in verbs. English and Tsova-Tush appear to have few verbs which have

obligatory agentive arguments, whereas many Japanese verbs whose English counter-

parts are unmarked for agency do indeed require an AGENT argument, according

to Kuno (1973) and Hasegawa (1992, 1995, 1996). The following examples from

Hasegawa are all semantically anomalous.

(3.40) a. *Sensooga ookunoheesi o korosi-ta.

war s u B J many soldiers o B J kill-p A S T

'The war killed many soldiers.'

b. *Zyoon ga guuzen ni tegami o sute-ta.

s u B J accidentally letter o B J throw.away-pA S T

'Joan accidentally threw the letter away.'

c. *Zyoonwa ukkari-to meganeo wat-ta.

s u B J unintentionally glasses o B J break-pA S T

'Joan unintentionally broke the eye-glasses.'

Example (3.40a) is odd because of the inanimate abstract subject 'war', which is

incapable of acting volitionally. In the (b) and (c) sentences the agency-canceling

adverbs are incompatible with the requirements of these verbs for an agentive sub-

ject. Note that none of the English translations are semantically anomalous. In order

to use these verbs with a non-agentive EFFECTOR, a special construction involving a

nuclear juncture with the verb simaw- 'put' must be used. It is illustrated in (3.41),

also from Hasegawa.

(3.41) a. Zyoonga guuzen ni inu o korosi-te simat-ta.

s u B J accidentally dog o B J kill-L N K put-pA S T

'Joan accidentally killed the dog.'

b. Zyoon ga guuzen ni tegami o sute-te simat-ta.

s u B J accidentally letter o B J throw. away-L NKput-PAST

'Joan accidentally threw the letter away.'

c. Zyoonwa ukkari-to meganeo wat-te simat-ta.

s u B J unintentionally glasses o B J break-L N K put-p A S T

'Joan unintentionally broke the eye-glasses.'
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Thus, languages differ with respect to whether verbs like 'kill' and 'break' require

an agentive EFFECTOR argument or not.

FORCE and INSTRUMENT thematic relations are not listed in table 3.5, because

they can best be viewed as derivative of the more basic role of EFFECTOR, as argued

in Van Valin and Wilkins (1996). FORCES are inanimate EFFECTORS that have two

essential features in common with human and animate EFFECTORS: they can act

and move independently, and they are not under the control of another EFFECTOR,

animate or inanimate; in other words, they can serve as the instigators of an action,

event or process. INSTRUMENTS, in contrast, are not capable of independent

motion and action and are under the control of another EFFECTOR (see p. 85);

they are not instigators. They are closely related semantically to the IMPLEMENT

arguments of two-argument activity verbs like use. In the prototypical case of an

INSTRUMENT, e.g. Tom is cutting the bread with a knife, an EFFECTOR, typically

human, manipulates a knife and brings it into contact with the bread, whereupon

the interaction of the knife with the bread brings about the result that the bread

becomes cut. This may be represented as in (3.42). (The main CAUSE in the

logical structure is italicized.)

(3.42) [do' (Tom, [use' (Tom, knife)])] CA USE [[do' (knife, [cut' (knife, bread)])]

C A U S E [B E C O ME cut'(bread)]]

The causing event in (3.42) is complex, and the INSTRUMENT argument appears

three times in the logical structure: as the IMPLEMENT of use' and as the EFFECTOR

of do' (x, [cut' (x, y)]). It is possible, if the first argument of the highest do' were

left unspecified, to say The knife cut the bread, with the INSTRUMENT knife as actor.

This contrasts with the occurrence of IMPLEMENTS with activity verbs like eat and

look at; the corresponding examples with the human EFFECTOR unspecified are

quite ungrammatical.

(3.43) a. Abdul ate the cereal with a spoon,

a'. The spoon ate the cereal.

b. Tanisha looked at the comet with a telescope,

b'. The telescope looked at the comet.

How is the difference between them to be captured? The crucial difference lies

in the fact that the knife in the cut example is part of a causal chain, whereas in the

examples with eat and look at there is no causal chain. The logical structures for

(3.43a, b) are given in (3.44).

(3.44) a. do' (Abdul, [eat' (Abdul, cereal) A use' (Abdul, spoon)])

b. do' (Tanisha, [see' (Tanisha, comet) A use' (Tanisha, telescope)])

These logical structures reflect the fact that (3.43a, b) can be paraphrased as Abdul

ate the cereal, using a spoon and Tanisha looked at the comet, using a telescope,
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respectively. The reason why knife can potentially function as actor whereas spoon

and telescope cannot is now clear: knife is part of a causal chain and is the effector of

cut in it, while spoon and telescope are not part of a causal chain and are not even

directly arguments of eat or look at. Hence INSTRUMENTS are IMPLEMENTS in a

causal chain which are also EFFECTORS. It should be noted that it is possible to

leave most of the logical structure in (3.42) unspecified, yielding [do' (Tom, 0)]

CAUSE [BECOME cut' (bread)] and Tom cut the bread.

The formal definitions of FORCE and INSTRUMENT are given in (3.45).

(3.45) a. FORCE: Inanimate 'x' argument in LS configuration

b. INSTRUMENT: IMPLEMENT'y' argument in LS configuration

[do' (x, [.... ])] CAUSE [[... do' (y, [...])] CAUSE

[BECOME/INGRpred' (...)]]

If x were animate, it would be a candidate for the AGENT implicature. By saying that

the v argument is an IMPLEMENT, we are in effect requiring that one of the higher

activity predicates be use'.

3.2.3.3 The second argument of activity predicates

The second argument of some of the multiple argument activity predicates in II B in

table 3.5 has unique properties among all of the argument types given there. These

verbs behave in two ways, depending upon whether the second argument is referen-

tial or not. In the discussion of the alternation between activity and active accom-

plishment Aktionsart with verbs like eat in the previous section, it was pointed out

that when eat has an activity interpretation, its second argument is necessarily non-

referential, that is, it cannot be interpreted as having any specific reference. This can

be seen most clearly when eat is used in the simple present with a generic or habitual

interpretation: Mario eats pizza vs. 1 Mario eats apiece of pizza. This suggests that

the second argument of this type of activity verb is qualitatively different from all of

the other arguments in table 3.5, which are normally referential, unless they occur

within the scope of a reference-cancelling operator like negation. In Mario ate pizza

for an hour, no specific pizza is referred to, as opposed to Mario ate a slice of pizza in

thirty seconds, where reference to a specific piece of pizza is made. Given that the

second argument of these verbs is non-referential, it is not surprising that it need

not appear overtly, as in sentences like Mary is eatingldrinking, and moreover the

unrealized argument cannot be interpreted as having a discourse referent. That

is, if someone asks, 'Where is my sandwich?', 'Bill is eating' is not an appropriate

response if one means that Bill is eating the questioner's sandwich (see Fillmore

1986). In a sentence like Mary is eating, it is understood that Mary is eating what

one conventionally eats, namely food; it cannot be construed to mean she is eating

poison, dirt, paper or the like. Many verbs in Mandarin Chinese normally take a

non-referential argument when used as an activity, e.g. chlfdn 'eat rice', chdng ge
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'sing song' (Li and Thompson 1981). Thus the second argument with an activity

verb like ear will be called an INHERENT ARGUMENT, an argument which expresses

an intrinsic facet of the meaning of the verb and does not refer specifically to any

participants in an event denoted by the verb; it serves to characterize the nature of

the action rather than to refer to any of the participants. It is not fixed, in that it

can be used to characterize a number of different types of actions expressible by a

particular verb, e.g. drinking beer, drinking coffee, drinking tea, drinking milk, etc.

Inherent arguments are treated quite differently from normal, referential argu-

ments. First, they can be freely omitted in English and many other languages, as

noted above. Second, they are often incorporated into the verb. English is not

usually thought of as a language with noun incorporation, but it is possible to have

expressions like beer drinking as in She's gone beer drinking, where beer is the

non-referential inherent argument. Other languages have more productive incor-

poration, and in many the inherent argument may or even must be realized as an

incorporated noun. Examples from Lakhota and Tongan (Chung 1978) are given

below.

(3.46) a. WicMSaki ch£ ki kaksa-he. Lakhota

man the wood the chop-coNT

'The man is chopping the wood.'

b. Wichasaki cha-kaksa-he.

man the wood-chop-c ONT

'The man is chopping wood', or 'The man is wood-chopping.'

(3.47) a. Na'e haka 'e he siana 'a e ika. Tongan

PAST COOk ERG DEF man ABSDEFfish

'The man cooked a/the fish.'

b. Na'e haka-ika 'a e siana.

PAST cook-fish A B s D E F man

'The man cooked fish.'

The structure of Lakhota noun incorporation was discussed in chapter 2; see figure

2.32. Evidence that chq 'wood' is incorporated in Lakhota comes from the fact that

it lacks stress and that the stress has shifted to the first syllable in kaksd 'chop'; most

multisyllabic words in Lakhota have second syllable stress, as can be seen in kaksd

and wichdsa 'man' in (3.46). Hence in languages like Lakhota the inherent argu-

ment appears as part of the verb and not as an independent constituent at all. The

evidence for incorporation is even clearer in Tongan: ika 'fish' occurs compounded

with the verb, and the subject appears in the absolutive case, the case of intransitive

subjects, rather than in the ergative case, as in the canonical transitive construction

in (3.47a). Thus, the non-referential second argument with two-argument activity

verbs, the inherent argument, is qualitatively different from the other argument

types listed in table 3.5.
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Not all two-argument activity verbs treat their second argument in this way. If it

is a fully referential NP, as with the verbs below, then it is realized as an oblique

core argument, as in (3.48)-(3.51).

(3.48) a. The farmer plowed the field,

a'. The farmer plowed in the field,

b. The seamstress sewed the dress.

b'. The seamstress sewed on/at the dress.

(3.49) Kabardian (Catford 1975)

a. he-m qwipshe-r je-dzaqe.

dog-E R G bone-A B S T N s-bite

'The dog bites the bone (through to the

marrow).'

b. he-r qwipshe-m je-w-dzaqe.

dog-ABs bone-ERG TNS-ANTi-bite

'The dog is gnawing on the bone.'

(3.50) West Circassian (Comrie 1978)

a. Pisasa-m chay-ar yado.

girl-ERG cherkesska-ABS 3sg.sew.3sg.TRANS

'The girl is sewing the cherkesska.'

b. Pisasa-r chsy-sm yada.

girl-ABS cherkesska-LOc 3sg.sew.iNTR

'The girl is sewing away at the cherkesska.'

(3.51) Tongan (Clark 1973)

a. Na'ekai-'i 'a e ika 'e he tangata.

PAST eat-TR ANS ABS DEF fish ERG DEF man

'The man ate the fish.'

b. Na'e kai 'a e tangata 'i he ika.

PAST eat ABS DEF man LOCDEFfish

'The man ate (some of/on) the fish.'

Active accomplishment

Activity

Active accomplishment

Activity

Active accomplishment

Activity

Active accomplishment

Activity

Active accomplishment

Activity

In all of these pairs, there is a transitive form with an active accomplishment reading

and the second argument treated as a 'direct object' and an intransitive form with

an activity reading in which the second argument is treated as an oblique core argu-

ment. The shift from transitive to intransitive is particularly striking in the three

ergative languages, as the case marking on the subject shifts from ergative to abso-

lutive. What is striking about activity verbs is that their second argument is not

treated like the second argument of predicates of the other Aktionsart classes or the

derived classes. We will discuss this further in section 4.2.

The second argument of two-argument activity verbs like listen to (directed per-

ception) and use (use) behave like the second arguments of other classes. This is not

surprising in the case of look at, since it is the activity version of a perception verb;
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this is clearly reflected in its logical structure (do' (x, [see' (x, y)])). Like the other

activity verbs discussed, the second argument is optional, as in I'm listening/look-

ing/watching. Use seems to be somewhat unusual for this class, as it does not readily

occur without a second argument. It is also unusual in that it normally occurs in a

core juncture with purposive semantics, e.g. She used the knife to cut the rope, rather

than in simple sentences (see chapter 8). The sentence She used the knife seems

rather incomplete on its own out of context.

3.2.3.4 Two-place state predicates

Most of the state predicates in table 3.5 have two arguments, and they seem to

define many thematic relations. Examples of verbs from these classes are given in

(3.52).

(3.52) a. Location

The book is on the table. be-on' (table, book), table = LOCATION, book

=THEME

b. Perception

Mabel saw the accident. see' (Mabel, accident), Mabel = PERCEIVER,

accident = STIMULUS

c. Cognition

Dana knows the answer. know' (Dana, answer), Dana = COGNIZER,

answer = CONTENT

d. Desire

Sam wants a new car.

e. Propositional attitude

Max believes the rumor.

f. Possession

Tammy has a new car.

g. Internal experience

Diana feels sick.

h. Emotion

Charles hates his wife.

want' (Sam, car), Sam = WANTER, car =

DESIRE

believe' (Max, rumor), Max = JUDGER,

rumor = JUDGMENT

have' (Tammy, car), Tammy = POSSESSOR,

OZA* = POSSESSED

feel' (Diana, [sick']),

SWk = SENSATION

hate' (Charles, wife), Charles = EMOTER,

wife- TARGET

i. Attributive!identificational

The building is tall. be' (building, [tall']), building = ATTRIBUT-

ANTta// = ATTRIBUTE

The logical structures in (g) and (i) are somewhat unusual, in that the second argu-

ment position is filled by a predicate, rather than a referring expression, which is

normally realized as the predicate or as part of the predicate in the nucleus. In
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traditional grammar, they are termed 'predicate adjectives'. The second position in

an identificational logical structure can be filled by a nominal as in (3.21a) Leon is a

fool; this is the traditional notion of a 'predicate nominal'.

It appears that there is a plethora of different thematic relations represented

here, but upon closer inspection it turns out that there are fewer than meet the eye.

There are two groups of thematic relations here, the first arguments and the second

arguments of the state predicates, and a crucial fact about these two groups is that

the members of each group do not contrast with each other. That is, no single pre-

dicate takes more than one argument from the group {LOCATIVE, PERCEIVER,

COGNIZER, JUDGER, POSSESSOR, EXPERIENCER, EMOTER, ATTRIBUTANT}, more

than one from the group {EFFECTOR, MOVER, ST-MOVER, L-EMITTER, S-EMITTER,

PERFORMER, CONSUMER, CREATOR, SPEAKER, OB SERVER, USER}, or more than one

from the group {THEME, ENTITY, STIMULUS, CONTENT, DESIRE, JUDGMENT,

POSSESSED, SENSATION, TARGET, ATTRIBUTE, PERFORMANCE, CONSUMED,

CREATION, LOCUS, IMPLEMENT}. Consequently, PERCEIVER never cooccurs with

COGNIZER Or EXPERIENCER, nor does THEME With CONTENT, STIMULUS Or

TARGET. Since these thematic relations never contrast with each other, only with

roles from the other group, there are really only two basic thematic relations in

(3.52), and what these role labels distinguish is the subclass of the state or activity

predicate that the argument occurs with. This can be seen clearly if we set up a the-

matic relations continuum in terms of argument positions in logical structure. This

yields the thematic relations continuum in figure 3.2. The continuum has AGENT

and PATIENT as its anchor points, and the remaining groups of roles are ranked in

terms of how AGENT-like and PATIENT-like they are. Since human EFFECTORS can

be interpreted as AGENTS, 'first argument of do'...' would be the closest argument-

type to AGENT. With respect to the two arguments of state 'predicate' (x, y)', the

first arguments of some of the classes clearly have things in common with the

arguments in the first two columns. This is most obvious with OBSERVER and PER-

CEIVER, and there is a similar parallel between the coGNiZERof stative cognition

predicates like know and activity cognition predicates like think (about/over).

Similarly, a component of D O is wanting something to happen, and this is related

to WANTER with desire verbs. Likewise, there seem to be connections between the

second argument of these verbs and PATIENT. They denote entities which for the

most part are not active and which are affected by the action of the verb in various

ways. Hence it seems reasonable to place them closer to PATIENT than to EFFEC-

TOR. There are really only three points, hence three distinct, contrasting thematic

relations between AGENT and PATIENT.

3.2.3.5 Recipients, goals and sources

These participant roles were discussed on page 86, but they do not appear as

thematic relations in the logical structures in table 3.5. The distinction between
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Arg. of
DO

AGENT

1st arg. of
do' (x, . . .

EFFECTOR

MOVER

ST-MOVER

L-EMITTER

S-EMITTER

PERFORMER

CONSUMER

CREATOR

SPEAKER

OBSERVER

USER

1st arg. of
pred' (x, y)

LOCATION

PERCEIVER

COGNIZER

WANTER

JUDGER

POSSESSOR

EXPERIENCER

EMOTER

ATTRIBUTANT

2nd arg. of
pred' (x, y)

THEME

STIMULUS

CONTENT

DESIRE

JUDGMENT

POSSESSED

SENSATION

TARGET

ATTRIBUTE

PERFORMANCE

CONSUMED

CREATION

LOCUS

IMPLEMENT

Arg. of state
pred'(x)

PATIENT

ENTITY

Figure 3.2 Thematic relations continuum in terms of LS argument positions

GOAL and RECIPIENT is important because RECIPIENT arguments behave differ-

ently from GOAL arguments. For instance, one can say Send Mary the present and

Send the present to Mary, which shows that THEME and RECIPIENT can both be the

direct object with send. On the other hand, it is possible to say Send the package to

Philadelphia but not *Send Philadelphia the package. This alternation is not pos-

sible between THEMES and GOALS. This is one of the reasons why it is desirable to

have a GO AL role for motion separate from a RECIPIENT role for change of posses-

sion. The contrast between GOAL and RECIPIENT can be seen clearly in the logical

structures for put, which takes a goal, and give, which takes a recipient; they are

given in (3.53).

(3.53) a. put: [do'(x,0)] CAUSE [BECOMEbe-LOc'(y,z)]

b. give: [do' (x, 0)] C A U S E [B E C O M E have' (y, z)]

In (3.53a) x is an EFFECTOR, y is a LOCATION and z is a THEME, while in (b) x is

an EFFECTOR, y is a POSSESSOR and z is a POSSESSED. In a sentence like The book

is lying on the table (lie' (y, z)), y is the LOCATION and z is the THEME. What, then,

is the difference between LOCATION and GOAL? Similarly, in Mary has a new car

(have' (y, z)), y is a POSSESSOR and z a POSSESSED. Here again, what is the differ-

ence between POSSESSOR and RECIPIENT? These contrasts are represented by the

logical structure as a whole. The logical structures for lie and have are plain statives,

while put uses BECOME be-LOc' and give BECOME have'. Therefore, it is

BECOME which distinguishes pure POSSESSOR and LOCATION from RECIPIENT
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and GOAL. Simply because there is a semantic distinction, in this instance between

POSSESSOR and RECIPIENT or between LOCATION and GOAL, it does not follow

that it is necessary to create a new thematic relation in order to signal it. Hence it is

the overall structure of the logical structure that gives the meaning of the argument.

Thus the definitions of RECIPIENT and GOAL are as shown in (3.54).

(3.54) a. RECIPIENT: first argument in LS configuration '. . . BECOME/INGR

have' (y, z)'

b. GOAL: first argument in LS configuration '. . . BECOME/INGR

be-Loc'(y,z)'

SOURCE seems to have the same range of basic meanings as RECIPIENT and

GOAL; that is, it is used in transfers of possession, i.e. Mary took the book from Sam,

Louise bought the watch from the jeweler, and in changes of location, i.e. Kim ran

from the house to the barn. The contrast with GOAL and RECIPIENT can be repre-

sented by adding NOT to the semantic representation, as suggested by Gruber

(1965). Hence SOURCE can be defined as in (3.55).

(3.55) SOURCE: first argument in LS configuration '. . . BECOME/INGR NOT

haveTbe-LOc' (y, z)'

It is not really a distinct thematic relation from POSSESSOR or LOCATION; it is,

rather, a POSSESSOR or LOCATION embedded under'BECOME/INGR NOT'in

logical structure.

In terms of the thematic relations continuum in figure 3.2, RECIPIENT, GOAL and

SOURCE would fall in the third column under 'first argument of pred' (x, y)', along

with LOCATION, POSSESSOR, etc.

3.3 Summary

It is important to emphasize again that in the system presented here, thematic rela-

tions play no direct role in lexical representation; the relevant semantic properties

of the verbs are expressed by the decompositional logical structure representations,

not by thematic relations. Thus even though we have used a large number of role

labels like AGENT, COGNIZER, THEME and PATIENT, they are merely mnemonics for

argument positions in logical structure. They have no independent status. Since

there is as yet no adequate decompositional representation for the primitive state

and activity predicates which are the argument-bearing components of the system

and which carry the substantive semantic load, these labels are useful in that they

indicate the subclass of the predicate; hence COGNIZER means 'first argument of a

two-place state predicate of cognition', JUDGMENT means 'second argument of a

two-place state predicate of propositional attitude' and THEME means 'second argu-

ment of a two-place state predicate of location', for example. We will continue to

use these labels in this way (see n. 20), and it must be kept clearly in mind that these
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3.3 Further reading

labels do not refer to independently meaningful relations but rather to argument

positions in the logical structure of predicates of a certain type.

It is also worthwhile reiterating the consequences that follow from this approach

for linguistic theory and practice. The theoretical implications of this system for

deriving thematic relations from logical structures are very important. If it is the case

that the thematic relations which a verb takes are a function of the argument posi-

tions in its logical structure, and there is a system of lexical representation in which

there are independent criteria for assigning logical structures to verbs, then there

are independent criteria for assigning thematic relations to verbs. This is the case

because the thematic relations are a function of the logical structure of a verb, and

there are independent criteria for attributing a logical structure to a verb. Thematic

relations cannot be assigned on an arbitrary basis, because logical structures cannot

be assigned arbitrarily; rather, logical structures are determined on the basis of the

tests in table 3.2. Thus the great advantage of this system of lexical representation is

that there are tests which provide independent criteria for assigning a particular

logical structure and hence a particular argument structure to a given verb.

This system also has important implications for how one actually goes about

analyzing a language. In order to determine the argument structure of a verb, it is

first necessary to ascertain its Aktionsart in the construction in which it occurs, using

the tests in table 3.2. Having established that, its logical structure can be created,

following table 3.4, and its argument structure follows from table 3.5. Thus, it is

necessary to ascertain the Aktionsart of the verb in the sentence, and from this its

argument structure follows. What is not appropriate in this system is to decide arbi-

trarily what thematic relations a verb should have and then to construct a logical

structure which would yield those roles.

Further reading

See Silverstein (1977) for an illuminating discussion of the place of reference and

predication among the various functions language may serve. For alternative analy-

ses of states of affairs and their linguistic encoding, see Dik (1989) and the papers

in Seiler and Premper (1991). For discussions oi Aktionsart, see Breu (1994), Dahl

(1981), Holisky (1981b), Mourelatos (1981), Sasse (1991a, b), Voorst (1988),

Verkuyl (1993). For other approaches to lexical decomposition, see Dowty (1979),

Wierzbicka (1972,1980a), Jackendoff (1976,1990) and Pinker (1989), who presents

a detailed analysis of a number of important English verb classes. Levin (1993)

presents a general taxonomy of English verb classes. Fillmore (1968) and Gruber

(1965) were the seminal works in the development of the concept of thematic

relations (case roles); see also Van Valin and Wilkins (1996) for a discussion of

a number of contemporary approaches. See Andrews (1985), Williams (1994) and

Palmer (1994) for alternative approaches to thematic relations. See Talmy (1985,

1991) for extensive discussion of lexicalization patterns across languages.
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Exercises

(Note: All exercises can be done after section 3.2.2.)

1 Determine the class of each of the following English verbs, using the tests in table

3.2. If a verb can be used in more than one way, classify each of its uses.

collapse

devour

dissolve

draw (in the sense of 'sketch', not 'pull')

doubt

irritate

perish

2 Determine the class of each of the following Mparntwe Arrernte verbs (Wilkins

1989). Use the tests in table 3.2; apply test 6 to the English translation, on the as-

sumption that it accurately reflects whether a verb is causative or not. Discuss the

evidence provided by each example sentence that led you to assign a given verb to a

particular class. Give the logical structure for each verb. Comment on any patterns

in the verbal morphology which correlate with the class of the verb. Note: the asterisk

means that the sentence is impossible with the meaning specified; some of the sen-

tences are fine with a different meaning, but that is irrelevant to this problem.

'I see a dog.'(1) a. The kngwelye areme.

b. *The kngwelye arerleneme.

c. *The kngwelye tyepetyepele

areme.

d. The kngwelye areke tine

minitele.

e. *The kngwelye areke tine

minitekekerte.

(2) a. Ayenge irrernte neme.

b. *Ayenge irrernte nerleneme.

c. * Ayenge irrernte tyepetyepele neme.

d. Ayenge irrernte neke arlte

therrele.

e. * Ayenge irrernte neke arlte

therrekekerte.

Tarn seeing a dog.'

'I see a dog energetically.'

'I saw a dog for ten minutes.'

'I saw a dog in ten minutes.'

'I am cold.'

'I am being cold.'

'I am cold energetically.'

'I was cold for three days.'

'I was cold in three days.'

(3)

(4)

a. Kwarte ateke.
b. *Kwarte aterleneke.

c. *Kwarte iparrpele ateke.

d. *Kwarte ateke minite

nyente-le/kekerte.

a. Ayenge alyelheme.

b. Ayenge alyelherleneme.

'An egg exploded.'
'An egg was exploding.'

'An egg exploded quickly.'

'An egg exploded for/in one

minute.'

'I sing.'

'I am singing.'
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c. Ayenge tyepetyepele

alyelherleneme.

d. Ayenge alyelheke tine minitele.

e. *Ayenge alyelheke tine

minitekekerte.

(5) a. The Kwementyaye unthelhileke.

b. The Kwementyaye unthe-

lhilerleneke.

c. The Kwementyaye tyepetyepele

unthelhileke.

d. The Kwementyaye unthelhileke

arlte therrele.

e. *The Kwementyaye unthelhileke

arlte therrekekerte.

(6) a. Arntape urrperle neme.

b. *Arntape urrperle nerleneme.

c. * Arntape urrperle arnterrele neme.

d. Arntape urrperle neke arlte

therrele.

e. *Arntape urrperle neke arlte

therrekekerte.

(7) a. Ayenge irrerntearleirreke.

(cf. Ayenge irrerntirreke.

b. Ayenge irrerntearleirrerleneke.

c. * Ayenge tyepetyepele

irrerntearleirreke.

d. Ayenge irrerntearleirreke tine

minitekekerte.

e. * Ayenge irrerntearleirreke tine

minitele.

(8) a. Ayenge untheke.

b. Ayenge untherleneme.

c. Ayenge tyepetyepele untheke.

d. Ayenge untheke arlte therrele.

e. * Ayenge untheke arlte

therrekekerte.

(9) a. Arntape urrperlearleirreke.

(cf. Arntape urrperlirreke.

'I am singing energetically.'

'I sang for ten minutes.'

'I sang in ten minutes.'

'I made Kwementyaye wander

around.'

'I was making K wander around.'

'I made K wander around

energetically', or 'I energetically

made K wander around.'

'I made K wander around for three

days.'

'I made K wander around in three

days.'

'Some (tree) bark is black.'

'Some bark is being black.'

'Some bark is black intensely.'

'Some bark was black for three

days.'

'Some bark was black in three

days.'

'I got cold.'

'I got cooler [but not to the point of

being cold].')

'I was getting cold.'

'I got cold energetically.'

'I got cold in ten minutes.'

'I got cold for ten minutes.'

'I wandered around.'

'I am wandering around.'

'I wandered around energetically.'

'I wandered around for three days.'

'I wandered around in three days.'

'Some bark became black.'

'Some bark became blacker,

darker.')
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b. Arntape urrperlearleirrerleneke.

c. * Arntape arnterrele

urrperlearleirreke.

d. Arntape urrperlearleirreke tine

minitekekerte.

e. *Arntape urrperlearleirreke tine

minitele.

(10) a. Kwatyele ayenge

irrerntearleirrelhileke.

(cf. Kwatyele ayenge

irrerntirrelhileke

b. Kwatyele ayenge

irrentearleirrelhilerleneke.

c. Kwatyele ayenge iparrpele

irrentearleirrelhileke.

d. Kwatyele ayenge

irrerntearleirrelhileke tine

minitekekerte.

e. *Kwatyele ayenge

irrerntearleirelhileke tine

minitele.

(11) a. Kngwelye arreweke.

b. Kngwelye arrewerleneke.

c. Kngwelye arnterrele

arrewerleneke.

d. Kngwelye arreweke tine minitele.

e. * Kngwelye arreweke tine

minitekekerte.

(12) a. Kwatyele ayenge

irrerntearlelhileke.

b. Kwatyele ayenge

irrerntearlelhilerleneke.

c. * Kwatyele ayenge iparrpele

irrerntearlelhileke.

d. * Kwatyele ayenge

irrerntearlelhileke tine

minitekekerte.

e. Kwatyele ayenge

irrerntearlelhileke tine minitele.

(13) a. The arntape

urrperlearleirrelhileke.

b. The arntape

urrperlearleirrelhilerleneke.

'Some bark was getting black.'

'Some bark became black

intensely.'

'Some bark became black in ten

minutes.'

'Some bark became black for ten

minutes.'

'The water cooled me down [to the

point that I was cold].'

'The water made me cooler [but not

to the point that I was cold].')

'The water was cooling me down.'

'The water quickly cooled me

down.'

'The water cooled me down in ten

minutes.'

'The water cooled me down for ten

minutes.'

'A dog shivered.'

'A dog was shivering.'

'A dog was shivering intensely.'

'A dog shivered for ten minutes.'

'A dog shivered in ten minutes.'

'The water made/kept me cold.'

'The water was making/keeping me

cold.'

'The water quickly made/kept me

cold.'

'The water made/kept me cold in

ten minutes.'

'The water made/kept me cold for

ten minutes.'

'I blackened some bark, made

some bark black.'

'I was blackening some bark.'
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c. The arntape tyepetyepele 'I blackened some bark

urrperlearleirrelhileke. energetically.'

d. The arntape 'I blackened some bark in ten

urrperlearleirrelhileke minutes.'

tine minitekekerte.

e. The arntape 'I blackened some bark for ten

urrperlearleirrelhileke minutes.'

tine minitele.

3 Determine the class of each of the following Icelandic verbs. Use the tests in table

3.2; apply test 6 to the English translation, on the assumption that it accurately

reflects whether a verb is causative or not. There are not examples for every test for

every verb. Discuss the evidence provided by each example sentence that led you to

assign a given verb to a particular class. Give the logical structure for each verb. Note:

the asterisk means that the sentence is impossible with the meaning specified; some

of the sentences are fine with a different meaning, but that is irrelevant to this problem.

(1) Strakurinn hljop l gardinumi tiu minutur/ hlaupa 'run'

the boy ran in the park for ten minutes/

*a tiu minutum.

*in ten minutes

(2) Eger ad hlaupa.

I am at run

'I am running.'

(3) Hun hljop haegt/kroftuglega.

she ran slowly/vigorously

(4) Hann sa J)a6 I tiu minutur/ *a tiu minutum. sjd 'see'

he saw it for ten minutes/ *in ten minutes

(5) *Eg er ad sja t>ad.

I am at see it

*'I am seeing it.'

(6) *Eg sa J?ad kroftuglega.

I saw it vigorously

*T saw it vigorously.'

(7) Skipstjorinn sokkti skipinu (a tiu minutum/ sokkva 'sink'

the captain sank the ship (in ten minutes/

??i tiu minutur).

for ten minutes)

(8) Eger ad sokkva skipinu.

I am at sink the ship

'I am sinking the ship.'

(9) Batnum hvolfdi (a tiu minutum). hvolfa 'capsize'

'The boat capsized (in ten minutes).'
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(10) Batnum hvolfdi fljott/*kroftuglega.

'The boat capsized quickly/*vigorously.'

(11) Eger adskila henni peningunum. skila 'return, give back'

I am at return her the money

'I am giving her the money back.'

(12) Eg skiladi henni peningunum a tiu minutum.

'I gave her back the money in ten minutes.'

(13) Hun dansa6i kroftuglega l tiu minutur/*a tiu

minutum. dansa 'dance'

'She danced vigorously for/*in ten minutes.'

(14) Eger ad dansa.

I am at dance

'I am dancing.'

(15) Snjorinn bradnadi a tiu minutum. brddna 'melt'

'The snow melted in ten minutes.'

(16) Snjorinn bradnadi fljott/*kroftuglega.

'The snow melted quickly/*vigorously'

(17) Mer J>otti hann leidinlegur i tiu minutur/ pykja 'think, consider'

'I considered him boring for ten minutes/

*a tiu minutum.

*in ten minutes.'

(18) *Mervar a5J>ykja Olafur leidinlegur.

I was at consider Olaf boring

*T was considering Olaf boring.'

(19) *MerJ)6tti hann leidinlegur kroftuglega.'

*I thought him boring vigorously

4 Italian has two different auxiliary verbs that appear in the perfect tenses with

intransitive verbs: avere 'have' and essere 'be'. Most verbs take one or the other, but

some can take either one. Based on the following data (from Centineo 1986), what

predicts which auxiliary a given intransitive verb will take?

(1) a. Angela ha parla-to per/*in un' ora.

have.3sgPREStalk-psTP for/in an hour

'Angela talked for/*in an hour.'

b. Angela ha pian-to per/*in un' ora.

cry-psTP

'Angela cried for/*in an hour.'

c. Angela ha balla-to per/*in un' ora.

dance-PSTP

'Angela danced for/*in an hour.'
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d. Angela ha cammina-to per/*in un' ora.

walk-PSTP

'Angela walked for/*in an hour.'

(2) a. Angela e arriva-t-a in/*per un' ora.

be.3sgpREsarrive-PSTP-3sgF in/for an hour

'Angela arrived in an hour.'

b. Angela e annega-t-a in/*per un' ora.

drown-p s T p-3sgF

'Angela drowned in an hour.'

c. Angela e mor-t-a in/*per un' ora.

die-PS TP-3sgF

'Angela died in/*for an hour.'

(3) a. Luisa ha cor-so nel parco per/*in un' ora.

have.3sgPRES run-PSTP in.the park

'Luisa ran in the park for/*in an hour.'

a'. Luisa e cor-s-a a casa per/in un' ora.

be.3sgPRES run-psTP-3sgF to house

'Luisa ran home for/in an hour.'

5 Intransitive verbs in Fijian (Dixon 1988) fall into two general classes, depending

upon how they form transitive verbs when a transitivizing suffix is added. Based on

the following sets of data, what appears to be the basic difference between the two

types of intransitive verbs?

(1) Typel

a. E la'o a marama.

3sggo ART woman

'The woman is going.'

a'. E la'o-va a suka a marama.

3sg gO-TRANS ART SUgar ART WOHiail

'The woman is going for sugar.'

b. E 'ana a marama.

3sgeat ART woman

'The woman is eating.'

b'. E 'ani-a a dalo a marama.

3sg eat-TRANS ART taro ART woman

'The woman is eating the taro.'

c. E dree a cauravou.

3sgpull ART youth

'The youth is pulling.'

c'. E dre-ta a waqaa cauravou.

3sg pull-T R A N s A RT boat A RT youth

'The youth is pulling a boat.'
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(2) Type 2

a. E lo'i a kaukamea yai.

3sg bend ART metal this

'This (piece of) metal is bent.'

a'. E lo'i-a a kaukamea yai a cauravou.

3sg bend-TRANSART metal this ART youth

'The youth is bending this (piece of) metal.'

b. E tawa a 'oro yai.

3sg inhabit ART village this

'This village is inhabited.'

b'. E tawa-na a 'oro yai a vuulagi.

3sg inhabit-TRANS ART village this ART stranger

'Strangers inhabit this village.'

c. E qaqi a dovu.

3sg crush ART sugar cane

'The sugar cane is crushed.'

c'. E qaqi-a a dovu a cauravou.

3sg crush-TRANs ART sugar cane ART youth

'The youth is crushing the sugar cane.'

6 What is the function of the morpheme -so and the function of the morpheme

-ma in the verbal system of Sanuma, the language of the Yanomami in Brazil and

Venezuela (Borgman 1989)? With respect to -so, explain its use in (2h). They are

both glossed '??'; there is another morpheme -ma, a completive aspect marker

glossed 'CMPV' which is not the focus of this problem. The examples in (1) do not

contain either morpheme, while those in (2) contain -so and those in (3) contain

-ma.

(1) a. Pilipomaa ku-a.

moon 3sgbe-DUR

'There is a moon.'

b. (Ohi ohi te-no) ulu te utiti.

hungry hungry 3sg-iNST child 3sg weak

'The child is weak (from hunger).'

c. Pole a pata.

dog 3sgbig

'The dog is big.'

d. Ola a pata ha sa kili.

j aguar 3sg big L O cl 1 sg afraid

'I am afraid of the jaguar.'

e. Kauniha sa hiso.

2sg Loc21sg angry

'I am angry at you.'
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f. Pusopoa tiki-a kolo-a.

wife 3sg sit.off .ground-D u R there-D u R

'His wife sits (in the tree) down there.'

g. Pole ose wai niha a inamo-ma.

dog youngDiMLoc23sgplay-cMPV

'He played with the little puppy.'

h. Sa ami nini-a halu-ki.

lsg hand hurt-DUR at.night-suFF

'My hand hurt during the night.'

i. Kanene sa te ta-pa kule.

killer 1 sg 3sg see-E x T P R E S

'I see the killer.'

j . Samatopose kite.

1 plE x 3pl hit/kill F u T

'We will hit them.'

k. Pata topo-no wale koko se-pa-16-ma.

old 3pl-ERG peccary 3dl kill-EXT-GOAL-CMPv

'The old people killed the peccary.'

(2) a. Hi ulu te niha polakapite inama ku-pa-so kite,

this child 3sg LOC2 two 3sg dry.season be-EXT-?? FUT

'This child will become two years old.'

b. Ohi ohi te-no a utiti-a apo-pa-so-ma.

hungry hungry 3sg-iNST 3sg weak-DUR INTS-EXT-??-CMPV

'He became very weak from hunger.'

c. Salaka-no pole a pata-so-ma.

fish-iNST dog 3sgbig-??-CMPv

'The dog grew big with fish (diet).'

d. Ka pi ha wa kili-so ke?

what CLLOCI 2sg afraid-?? IMM

'What did you become afraid of?'

e. Sa hiso opa halu-so kupi.

lsg angry INTS at.night-?? REC

'I got really angry at night.'

f. Moko te noma-so-ma.

young.woman 3sg dead-??-CMPV

'The young woman died.'

g. A nini-a apa-so kite.

3sg hurt-DUR INTS-?? FUT

'It will really start hurting.'

h. A se-pa-so-ma.

3sg hit/kill-EXT-??-CMPV

'He was hit,' or 'He got killed (accidentally by person with pole).'
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(3) a. Pusopoa tiki-ma kolo.

wife 3sg sit.off.ground-?? there

'He makes his wife sit (in the tree) down there.'

b. Pole ose wai niha a inamo-ma-ma.

dog young DIM LOc2 3sgplay-??-CMPV

'(She) made him play with the little puppy.'

c. Pumotomoa wani-no alawali koko-nomoko te

opossum 3sg DEPR-ERG magic.root 3dl-iNST young.woman 3sg

noma-ma-no-ma.

dead-??-GOAL-cMPv

'The opossum man killed the young woman with the magic root.'

d. Salaka niha pole wa pata-ma toti-ti-o-ma.

fish LOC2 dog 2sgbig-?? good-coNT-PNCT-CMPv

'You made the dog really big with fish (diet).'

e. Hi a wani-no wa hiso-ma-ni kite,

this 3sg DEPR-ERG 2sg angry-??-GOAL FUT

'He will make you angry.'

f. Pata topo-no pole niha wale koko se-ma-no ke.

old 3pl-ERG dog LOC2 peccary 3dl kill-??-GOAL IMM

'The old people killed the peccary with the dogs.'

g. Kamisa-no setenapi te niha manasi sa ta-ma-na-ni ke.

lsg-ERG non.Indian 3sg LOC2 guan.bird lsg see-??-EXT-GO AL IMM

'I showed the guan bird to the non-Indian.'
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4
Semantic representation,
II: macroroles, the lexicon and
noun phrases

4.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter we presented a system of lexical representation for verbs

and other predicating elements and their arguments; the logical structures form the

basis of the semantic representation for clauses and whole sentences. In this chapter

we will fill in the remaining pieces that are needed for semantic representations,

in particular the semantic representation of noun phrases and of clausal and NP

operators. We will also discuss the lexicon, focusing on what kind of information

needs to be represented in lexical entries and in lexical rules. We begin by continu-

ing the discussion of the kinds of semantic relations that an argument can bear to its

predicate.

4.1 Semantic macroroles

In this book we are presenting a framework for syntactic analysis which directly

links the syntactic representation of a sentence, as developed in chapter 2, to the

semantic representation, which was developed in chapter 3 (see figure 2.2). The

aspects of grammar where these two interact is known as the syntax-semantics

interface. The full linking system for simple and complex sentences will be the

primary focus of chapters 7 and 9, but we need to introduce an important com-

ponent of the linking system at this point, since it is tied in with important issues

of lexical representation, argument structure and the content of lexical entries

for verbs in the lexicon. This is the notion of semantic macroroles. Macroroles are

generalizations across the argument-types found with particular verbs which have

significant grammatical consequences; it is they, rather than specific arguments in

logical structure, that grammatical rules refer to primarily.

We can see this by looking at the range of argument-types that can function as

subject and object in English, as illustrated in (4.1) and (4.2).

(4.1) a. Fred broke the window. ([do' (x, ...)]•••)
b. The bomb destroyed the car. (.. .[do' (x,...)]...)
c. Mary received a parking ticket. (BECOME have' (x,...))
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d. The farm animals sensed the (sense' (x,...))

earthquake.

(4.2) a. Max gave the book to the teacher. (... [BECOME have'(... ,z)])

b. The tidal wave destroyed the harbor. (...[BECOME destroyed' (y)])

c. The rock hit the wall (... [INGR be-LOc' (y,...)])

d. The mugger robbed Tom of $45.00. (...[BECOME NOT have'

e. Will presented Sheila with a bouquet. (... [BECOME have' (y,...)])

In (4.1) four different argument-types are being treated as subject, while in (4.2)

five different argument-types are being treated as direct object. There is evidence,

however, that what we are dealing with is not subject and direct object but a

different type of relation. The evidence for this comes from passivization; if these

conflations of argument-types are related to grammatical relations, which are dif-

ferent in active and passive forms of a sentence, then they would not be expected to

hold in the passive form. However, in passive constructions these conflations are

preserved, as shown in (4.3).

(4.3) a The window was broken by Fred.

b. The car was destroyed by the bomb.

c. The coming storm was sensed by the farm animals.

d. The keys were tossed to the policeman by Max.

e. The village was destroyed by the tidal wave.

f. The door was hit by the rock.

In all of these cases, the group of argument-types remained the same even though

the syntactic relations have changed. Thus, this is not a question of grammatical

functions, since the groups of arguments are acting the same way regardless of

whether the sentence is active or passive; rather, these grouping of arguments con-

stitute another, higher-level type of semantic relation. Each captures a grouping of

semantic arguments which are treated alike in the grammar. There is a group of

arguments indicating doers of an action in some general sense. There is also another

group which seems to encompass the things affected by an action. For example,

THEMES (e.g [ INGR/BECOMEhave ' ( . . . ,y)]) and PATIENTS (e.g [BE-

COME destroyed' (y)]) function alike for certain purposes in the grammar. One

would, however, want to distinguish them because there are good reasons for doing

so on semantic grounds and a variety of other grounds. But nevertheless, the gram-

mar, for certain purposes, treats these roles as essentially the same, e.g. they can be

both the direct object in an active sentence and the subject in a passive sentence.

In fact, active and passive in English can be described in terms of these role lists.

AGENT, EXPERIENCER, INSTRUMENT, RECIPIENT, SOURCE or FORCE, among

others, can be subject of an active sentence; PATIENT, THEME, RECIPIENT, SOURCE or
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LOCATION can be direct object. In the English passive, PATIENT, THEME, RECIPIENT,

SOURCE or LOCATION can be subject, while AGENT, EXPERIENCER, INSTRUMENT,

RECIPIENT, SOURCE or FORCE can be object of the preposition by. It appears that a

significant generalization is being missed here, since there are long disjunctive lists

of thematic relations in these statements. But in fact, it is not an accident that they

seem to group together the way they do, and the obvious generalization can be cap-

tured in terms of generalized semantic roles: in an active construction, the generalized

AGENT-type role is subject and the generalized PATiENT-type role is object, while in

a passive construction the generalized PATIENT-type role is subject and the general-

ized AGENT-type role is object of the preposition by.

These generalized semantic roles are semantic macroroles. They are called

'macroroles' because each of them subsumes a number of specific argument-types

(thematic relations). The generalized AGENT-type role will be termed actor and the

generalized PAT IE NT-type role will be called undergoer. Accordingly, in an active

sentence in English, the actor is the subject, which, with a certain kind of verb,

would be an AGENT, and with another kind of verb would be an EXPERIENCER, and

with yet another kind of verb would be a POSSESSOR, and so on. Similarly, the un-

dergoer is the direct object in the English active, which would be a PATIENT with a

verb like kill, but a THEME withpwf, a RECIPIENT with present (as in present Mary

with the award) and so on. This may be represented as in figure 4.1. This shows that

the specific semantic interpretation of an argument is a function of the semantics of

each verb. In other words, the fact that the actor of see is a PERCEIVE R is a function

of the meaning of see, and the fact that kill takes a PATIENT for its undergoer is a

function of the meaning of kill because it involves a participant that undergoes a

change of state. On the other hand, put takes a THEME for its undergoer because it

induces a change of location. In every case we can say that these x's are the actors

with these verbs, which shows us then that actor does not necessarily mean AGENT,

but rather something much more general. Even a category such as 'doer of the

action' is too restrictive for actor, because EXPERIENCERS and PERCEIVERS, for

example, do not really do anything. The term actor is perfectly compatible with non-

volitional things, such as in The key opened the door, where key is technically the

actor, and certainly is inanimate and non-volitional. In The tidal wave destroyed the

kill [do' (x, 0)] C A U S E [B E C O M E dead' (y)]

see see' (x, y)

put [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME be-LOc' (y, z)]

present [do' (x, 0)] C A U S E [B E C O M E have' (y, z)]

Y Y

Actor Undergoer

Figure 4.1 Macroroles as generalizations over specific thematic

relations
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village, the tidal wave is inanimate, but it is the actor. Similarly, we have PATIENT and

THEME as the specific argument-types which are grouped together as undergoer. As

the name implies, they are things which undergo something in a general sense. Keep

in mind, however, that actor and undergoer are quite different from subject and

object, because either the actor or the undergoer may be subject in English. So in a

sentence like y was killed by JC, the undergoer is the subject; whereas in x killed y, the

actor is the subject. Therefore, these are distinct from grammatical relations. Actor

and undergoer are generalizations across classes of specific argument positions in

logical structure.

These generalizations are not unique to English; they are found in all languages,

with some minor variation to be discussed below. The following examples illustrate

these conflations of argument-types in Dyirbal (Dixon 1972); the arguments in

question are in italics.

(4.4)

(4.5)

a. Ba-yi d,aban-0 ba-ygu-l

DEIC-ABS.ieel-ABS DEIC-ERG-I

yaj;a-T}gu cjurga-jiu. ([do' (x , . . . ) ] . . . )

man- ERG spear- T N S

'The man speared the eel.'

b. Ba-yi d,aban-0 ba-rjgu-n

DEIC-ABS.ieel-ABS DEIC-ERG-II

4ugumbi-ju bur.a-n. (see' (x, . . . ))

woman-ERG see-TNS

'The woman saw the eel.'

a. Ba-la-0 yugu-0 ba-ngu-l

DEIC-ABS-IVtree-ABS DEIC-ERG-I

yar,a-rjgu nudi-n.

man-ERGCUt-TNS

'The man cut down the tree.'

b. Bala yugu-0 ba-ngu-l

DEIC-ABS-Ivlog-ABS DEIC-ERG-I

yar,a-ngu 4a n aym a~n-

man- ERG stand.on-T N S

'The man is standing on the log.'

c. Ba-la-m miraji-0 ba-ngu-l

DEic-ABS-mbeans-ABS DEIC-ERG-I

yar,a-ngu wuga-n ba-gu-n

man-ERG give-TNS DEIC-D AT-II

4ugumbil-gu.

woman-DAT

'The man gave beans to the woman.'

d. Ba-la-n a^ugumbil^ ba-ngu-l

DEIC-ABS-II WOman-ABS DEIC-ERG-I

(. . . [BE CO ME felled'(y)])

(... [be-on'(y,...)])

(. . . [ B E C O M E have' ( . . . ,z)])
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yata-rjgu wuga-n ba-ngu-m

man-ERGgive-TNs DEIC-INST-III

miraji-4u. (... [BECOME have' (y,...)])

beans-iNST

'The man gave the woman beans.'

In Dyirbal the undergoer is the syntactic subject in the active voice, and yet the

same types of argument conflations are found in (4.4)-(4.5). As in English, they

occur in the marked voice form as well; this is the antipassive in Dyirbal, as in (4.6).

(4.6) a. Ba-la-n 4ugumbil-0 ba-gu-1 4aban-gubu|;al-r)a-jiu. (cf. (4.4b))

D E I C - A B S - I I woman-ABS DEIC-DAT-I eel-DAT see-ANTi-TNS

'The woman saw the eel.'

b. Ba-yi yara-0 ba-gu-n 4ugumbil-guwugal-na-riu

DEIC-ABS.iman-ABS DET-DAT WOman-DAT give-ANTI-TNS

ba-ngu-m miraji-4u. (cf. (4.5d))

DEIC-INST-III beans-iNST

'The man gave beans to the woman.'

In (4.6a) the actor balan 4ugumbil 'woman' is subject, while the undergoer bagul

4abangu 'eel' is an oblique in the dative case, and the same pattern holds in (4.6b),

analogous to the contrast between active and passive in English. (See chapter 6 for

more detailed discussion of voice alternations.)

Languages vary narrowly with respect to the argument-types subsumed under

actor or undergoer. Actor and undergoer are generalized semantic roles whose

prototypes are the thematic relations AGENT and PATIENT, respectively. English

happens to allow many argument-types in both the actor category and the undergoer

category. Other languages, however, are much stricter. In Lakhota and Jakaltek

(Craig 1977), for example, an INSTRUMENT cannot be actor, and therefore, INSTRU-

MENTS are always marked obliquely (cf. (3.8) and (3.9)). Only animate or quasi-

animate entities, i.e. animate first arguments of do' or pred' (x, y) (see figure 3.2)

can be actor in Lakhota and Jakaltek, unlike English, in which INSTRUMENTS can

be actor. Thus, we are dealing with neutralizations of these argument-types which

may vary in a limited way across languages (see section 7.4.1 for more detailed

discussion).

One thing which is important to point out is that intransitive verbs can also take a

wide range of different arguments. In John is sick, the subject, John, is a PATIENT,

while in The book is on the table, the book is a THEME; in Mary danced, on the other

hand, the subject is an EFFECTOR. In macrorole terms, the subject of be sick and be

on is an undergoer, while the subject of dance is an actor. This shows that the single

argument of an intransitive can be either actor or undergoer. The big difference

between the notion of semantic macrorole and the notion of grammatical relation

or grammatical function is that there is no semantic equivalent of intransitive sub-

ject; syntactically, there can be intransitive subject, transitive subject and transitive
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object, but semantically, there are only actor and undergoer. For English and many

other languages, one can talk about a syntactic or a grammatical function of intran-

sitive subject, but on the semantic level it is either an actor or an under goer (see

chapter 6). *

A very interesting situation arises with multiple-argument verbs. With verbs which

take more than one argument, the choice of which argument will be actor and

which will be undergoer is not random, and it is necessary to establish the principles

which determine this. Recall that in English the actor is the subject of a clause with

a transitive verb and the undergoer is the direct object. If a verb, for example, has a

logical structure containing [do' (x, [ ])] CAUSE [[do' (y, [...])] CAUSE . . .

(cf. (3.45)), how is it determined which role is going to be the actor? Similarly, if one

looks at a range of verbs in English, it becomes clear that both THEMES and RECIPI-

ENTS can be undergoer. The . . . [BECOME have' ( . . . , z)] argument is the under-

goer in a sentence like John presented the plaque to Mary, but the . . . [BECOME

have' (y,...)] argument is undergoer in John presented Mary with the book', with

take (in the sense of 'obtain', not in the sense of 'carry') only the THEME can be

undergoer, as in John took the book from Mary (^ John took Mary the book).

With a verb which has more than one argument which could be undergoer, what

criteria determine which one will be undergoer? In more general terms, what

principles govern the interaction between arguments and macroroles?

A given verb may take more than one argument that is a potential actor or under-

goer, and yet the choice, in the case of actors, is never random. In other words, there

is only one possible actor with any given verb. The range of roles that can be actor

includes AGENT, INSTRUMENT, PERCEIVER and RECIPIENT, as (4.1) shows. A verb

like break, which is transitive, takes an EFFECTOR (the breaker; possibly an AGENT

by implicature), an optional INSTRUMENT (the thing used to do the breaking) and a

PATIENT (the thing broken, though right now we are not concerned about the pa-

tient). Either the INSTRUMENT or the AGENT-EFFECTOR can be the actor in

English, as in The rock broke the window or John broke the window. If they both

occur, there is no variation. Only John broke the window with the rock is possible,

never *The rock broke the window byI with John.

Therefore, when these two argument-types cooccur, there is an absolute priority

of AGENT(-EFFECTOR) over INSTRUMENT for actor. In terms of the logical structure

in (3.45), the x argument has absolute priority over the y argument for actorhood.

Remember that the issue is not subject here, because in passives the same is true:

The window was broken by John with a rock, not *The window was broken by a

rock with John. What about the first arguments of verbs of perception, cognition,

propositional attitude and emotion? They tend not to cooccur with AGENTS or

INSTRUMENTS, and therefore the kind of comparison that exists with AGENTS and

INSTRUMENTS is not meaningful with AGENT or INSTRUMENT and PERCEIVER,

COGNIZER, etc. There is no verb which allows variable actor choice in the sense of
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having two possible candidates, either of which could alternate as actor when both

are present in the clause. In other words, if a speaker using break does not code the

AGENT as actor but rather omits it, then the INSTRUMENT can be the actor. This lack

of variability in actor selection is entirely reasonable, since the actor is the entity to

which responsibility for the action or event is attributed, and normally there is only

one such responsible entity encoded in a given verb. Where more than one possible

responsible entity exists in a situation, then often there exists a pair of verbs, each of

which lexicalizes one of the possibilities, e.g. buy vs. sell.

With undergoers, however, the situation is rather more complicated. It is possi-

ble, given certain actions with two non-actor arguments, to look at either argument

as being the primary affected participant. For instance, if one says load the hay onto

the truck, one can look at the hay as being affected because it is being relocated. Or

one can say load the truck with the hay, in which case it is the truck which is getting

filled up. A speaker can choose which argument he/she wants to focus on as being

the one being primarily affected, and can therefore code it either way.

The undergoer, as the name implies, is the participant that the speaker is present-

ing as being most affected by the action. Therefore, if we have load y on z, the

THEME is treated as being the primarily affected entity, as opposed to load z with y,

where the LOCATION is the primarily affected entity. This, however, only applies

when there is a choice, and there is not always a choice. For instance, patients never

alternate with non-patients for undergoerhood. In a sentence like John broke the

cup against the glass, the cup breaks, whereas in John broke the glass with the cup,

the glass breaks. In both states of affairs, only the patient breaks, and there is no

true alternation there. Hence with a verb like break, the PATIENT must be the un-

dergoer. In causative achievement and accomplishment logical structures, the first

and second arguments of the two-place state predicate, e.g. LOCATION and THEME,

or POSSESSOR and POSSESSED, may alternate for undergoerhood, but PATIENTS

never alternate with any other argument-type. In alternations between THEME and

LOCATION for undergoerhood with hit, as in hit the cane against the table and hit the

table with the cane, while both clauses involve contact and present different perspec-

tives on it, the cane is the THEME (the entity moving) and the table the LOCATION

(the place of contact) regardless of perspective. On the other hand, break the cane

against the table and break the table with the cane do not mean the same thing (as in

the former the cane breaks whereas in the latter the table breaks) and hence repre-

sent more than just different perspectives on the same event, and in each case, it is

the PATIENT which is the undergoer.

As with actor, there is a ranking hierarchy for undergoerhood, with the prototype

PATIENT (i.e.. . . precT (x)) at the top, then the second argument of two-place state

predicates (i.e. . . . precT ( . . . , y)), and then the first argument of two-place state

predicates (i.e precT (x,. . .)) . The alternation between THEME- and LOCATIVE-

type arguments is frequent with verbs which have '. . . BECOME/I NGR
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ACTOR UNDERGOER

Arg. of 1st arg. of 1st arg. of 2nd arg. of Arg. of state

D O do' (x,... precT (x, y) precT (x, y) precT (x)

['—>' = increasing markedness of realization of argument as macrorole]

Figure 4.2 The Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy

have'/be-LOcVetc. (x, y)' in their logical structure, but is not nearly as common with

verbs which have ' . . . B E C O M E / I N G R N O T have7be-Loc7etc. (x, y)' in their

logical structure. For instance, it is possible to say John gave the book to Mary and

John gave Mary the book, but not John took the book from Fred and *John took

Fred of the book. In order for this type of alternation to occur with verbs which take

SOURCE arguments, two verbs are usually needed. For instance, with rob and steal,

one can say John robbed Fred of 50 dollars and John stole 50 dollars from Fred.

Therefore, those two verbs lexicalize this alternation, as there are very few verbs

in English that allow this alternation. Empty, however, is one, as in He emptied the

water from the tank and He emptied the tank of its water, another example is drain?

Thus, there are hierarchies of markedness for both actorhood and undergoerhood.

This is summarized in the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy in figure 4.2. When there is

more than one argument of do', as in the logical structure in (3.45), the argument of

the first do' in the sequence has priority over arguments of subsequent do' predic-

ates. Such a sequence represents what is often called a 'causal chain' (Langacker

1987, Croft 1991), i.e. a sequence of events in which the first causes the second, the

second causes the third, etc. (cf. (3.5)), and it is the first EFFECTOR in such a causal

chain which will be the actor.

What this hierarchy states is that 'argument of DO' (AGENT) is the unmarked

choice for actor and 'argument of pred' (x)' (PATIENT) is the unmarked choice for

undergoes The arrows indicate increasing markedness of the occurrence of a par-

ticular argument-type as actor or undergoer. 'Argument of DO' is the least marked

possibility for actor but the most marked possibility for undergoer. Conversely,

'argument of pred' (x)' is the least marked possibility for undergoer but the most

marked possibility for actor. In fact, with a simple lexical verb it would be impossi-

ble for an AGENT to be undergoer or a PATIENT to be actor. With respect to actor, a

marked choice is possible only if the higher-ranking arguments are not present

in the clause. With respect to undergoer, on the other hand, a marked choice is

possible if there is no PATIENT in the clause; with some verbs that have . . .

B ECO ME/I NGR (NOT) have'/be-LOc'/etc. (x, y) in their logical structure,

either argument can be undergoer, and the occurrence of the JC argument as under-

goer does not change the meaning of the sentence.3 Variable linking to undergoer

will be discussed in chapter 7.
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4.2 Valence and transitivity

One last point needs to be made about macroroles: when macroroles occur as

core arguments, they are always direct, never oblique. The only instance of an

oblique macrorole is the actor in a passive construction, which may appear as a

peripheral oblique element in some languages; in this case, however, it is not a core

argument.

4.2 Valence, transitivity and macrorole assignment

We have been discussing issues of how many arguments a verb takes, and the gen-

eral notion that covers this issue of how many arguments a verb takes is called

valence. This notion was introduced independently in Tesniere (1953, 1959) and

Hockett (1958). The syntactic valence of a verb is the number of overt morpho-

syntactically coded arguments it takes. One can talk about the semantic valence of

the verb as well, where valence here refers to the number of semantic arguments

that a particular verb can take. These two notions need not coincide. The two

notions of valence are contrasted in table 4.1. Rain has no arguments semantically,

but because all simple English clauses must have subjects, it has a syntactic valence

of 1. Eat can have one argument, as in Mary ate, or two as in Mary ate a sandwich.

Put can have three core arguments, as in Dana put the files on the table, or it can

have only two, as in Dana put the files away. Some grammatical processes can also

be described in terms of changing the valence of verbs. For example, passive is a

syntactic valence-changing rule because in sentences like John was killed and The

sandwich was eaten the syntactic valence of the verb is reduced from two to one. It is

not necessary, however, for the semantic valence to change, as one can also say John

was killed by the man and The sandwich was eaten by the boy. The fry-phrases are

peripheral adjuncts and therefore do not count as part of the syntactic valence of

the passive verb; but the actor NPs are semantic arguments of the verb. Syntactic

valence-changing processes are an important part of grammar and will be discussed

in chapter 6.

The discussion in the past several sections has been concerned with semantic

valence, namely the number of arguments that a verb takes in its semantic repres-

entation or logical structure. We now turn to the question of syntactic valence.

Table 4.1 Non-identity of semantic and syntactic valence

Semantic valence Syntactic valence

1

1

Ior2

3 or 2
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rain

die

eat

put

0
1

2

3
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Traditionally, syntactic valence has been equated with transitivity: verbs taking one

core argument in the syntax are considered intransitive, verbs taking two are transi-

tive, and verbs taking three (as in Mary gave John the book) are ditransitive. While

there is manifestly some relationship between semantic and syntactic valence, as a

glance at table 4.1 shows, the two are not identical, and it is necessary to determine

if a predictive relationship can be uncovered; that is, is it possible to predict the syn-

tactic valence of a verb from its semantic valence (logical structure)? Before at-

tempting to answer this question, however, it is necessary to examine the important

assumption mentioned above: is the syntactic valence of a verb the same as its

transitivity?

To resolve this issue, it is necessary to find a case in which a verb with a certain

number of arguments does not exhibit the syntactic behavior that would be pre-

dicted if its transitivity were assumed to be a direct function of its number of syntac-

tic arguments. Such a case can be found with the verb eat, which appears to have

variable transitivity: it can occur with only one argument, in which case it is intran-

sitive, or it can appear with two, in which case it is transitive. Moreover, it also

exhibits Aktionsart variation: its two-argument form can be either an activity or an

active accomplishment, as we have seen. If transitivity is simply a function of the

number of syntactic arguments that a verb takes, then it is to be expected that the

two-argument form of eat should manifest consistent syntactic behavior. We will

test this prediction by looking at the Italian verb mangiare 'eat', which is variably

transitive like its English counterpart.

(4.7) a. Anna ha mangia-to spaghetti per/*in cinque minuti.

have.3sgPREseat-PSTP for/in five minutes

'Anna ate spaghetti for five minutes.'

a'. Anna ha mangiato per cinque minuti.

'Anna ate for five minutes.'

b. do' (Anna, [eat' (Anna, spaghetti)])

(4.8) a. Anna ha mangia-to gli spaghetti *per/in cinque minuti.

have.3sgPREseat-PSTP the

'Anna ate the spaghetti in five minutes.'

b. do' (Anna, [eat' (Anna, spaghetti)]) & BECOME eaten' (spaghetti)

In (4.7) and (4.8) mangiare 'eat' has two arguments, Anna and (gli) spaghetti '(the)

spaghetti', and, as the temporal adverbials indicate, it is an activity in (4.7) and an

active accomplishment in (4.8). Hence there are two uses of an apparently transitive

verb with distinct Aktionsarts. Do the two versions of mangiare behave alike syntac-

tically? We will look at two constructions, passive and participial absolutes (Rosen

1984). Italian, like English, has a very productive passive construction, and it would

be expected that a transitive verb like mangiare would occur in it; this, however, is

true only in part, as (4.9) shows.
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4.2 Valence and transitivity

(4.9) a. Gli spaghetti sono stat-i mangia-t-i da Anna in

the be.3plpREs be.PSTP-Mpleat-PSTP-Mplby in

cinque minuti.

five minutes

'The spaghetti was eaten by Anna in five minutes.'

b. *Spaghetti sono stati mangiati da Anna per cinque minuti.

are been eaten for

'Spaghetti was eaten by Anna for five minutes.'

b'. *Sono stati mangiati spaghetti da Anna per cinque minuti.

Surprisingly, only the active accomplishment form of mangiare can occur in a pas-

sive; the activity form cannot, regardless of whether spaghetti occurs preverbally

or postverbally.4 This is completely unexpected, if one assumes that having two

arguments in the syntax is equivalent to being transitive. The second construction,

participial absolutes, is illustrated in (4.10).

(4.10) a. Mangiati gli spaghetti, uscir-ono.

eat- P s T p-Mpl the went. out-3pl

'Having eaten the spaghetti, they went out.'

b. *Mangiati spaghetti, uscirono.

'Having eaten spaghetti, they went out.'

Here again there is no reason to expect that the two-argument activity form of

mangiare should behave any differently from the active accomplishment form, and

yet (4.10b) is impossible. The behavior of the active accomplishment version of

mangiare in (4.9a) and (4.10a) is typical of canonical transitive verbs in Italian, and

consequently because of the failure of the two-argument activity version of man-

giare to manifest the same behavior, it must be concluded that the number of

syntactic arguments alone does not correlate with transitivity.

What is the crucial difference between the two versions of mangiare that could

explain their differential syntactic behavior? Active accomplishment mangiare has

two syntactic arguments, and it also takes two macroroles, an actor and an under-

goer. Likewise, activity mangiare has two syntactic arguments, but does it also have

two macroroles? Recall from section 3.2.3.3 that the second argument in an activity

logical structure is very different from all other arguments: if it is an inherent argu-

ment, as in (3.46)-(3.47), it is necessarily non-referential and serves to characterize

the action rather than pick out any of the participants; if it is a referential argument,

as in (3.48)-(3.51), then it is an oblique. In all of these examples the verb is intrans-

itive. Spaghetti in (4.7a), (4.9b, b') and (4.10b) is non-referential and therefore

functions as an inherent argument. If it does not refer to any specific participant in

a state of affairs, it cannot be an under goer, because under goer arguments refer

to the participants which are viewed as primarily affected in the state of affairs;

accordingly, undergoers must be referential. Consequently, the activity version of
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Table 4.2 Macrorole number and M-transitivity

rain

die

eat [ACT]

^ [ A C T A C C ]

kill

put

give

Semantic valence

0

1

lo r 2

2

2

3

3

Macrorole number

0

1

1

2

2

2

2

M-transitivity

Atransitive

Intransitive

Intransitive

Transitive

Transitive

Transitive

Transitive

mangiare, unlike its active accomplishment counterpart, has only one macrorole

argument, an actor. Having a single actor macrorole is a feature of canonical in-

transitive activity verbs like run, cry and fly. Thus, two-argument activity verbs like

mangiare and its English counterpart eat behave like intransitive, rather than trans-

itive, verbs, despite having a syntactic valence of 2. This is perhaps clearest in

ergative languages, in which the actor arguments of this type of multi-argument

activity verb appear in the absolutive rather than the ergative case, absolutive being

the case of intransitive subjects and ergative the case of transitive subjects; in the

corresponding active accomplishment forms, they appear in the ergative case (cf.

(3.49)-(3.51), section 6.4.3). With the vast majority of activity verbs, the second

argument is realized either as an inherent argument (and incorporated in those

languages with noun incorporation) or as an oblique core argument, as in (3.48)-

(3.51).

Transitivity, then, cannot be characterized in terms of the number of syntactic

arguments a verb takes (its syntactic valence) but must rather be defined in terms

of the number of macroroles that it takes. We will, therefore, distinguish between

S-transitivity, the number of syntactic arguments, and M-transitivity, the number

of macroroles, following the proposal in Narasimhan (1995). In discussing transitiv-

ity hereafter, the default use of the term will refer to M-transitivity; whenever

S-transitivity is intended, it will be specified explicitly. Given this definition, the

facts regarding mangiare discussed above are to be expected, since activity verbs are

normally intransitive, regardless of the number of syntactic arguments that appear

with them. There are three transitivity possibilities in terms of macroroles: 0,1 or 2.

Zero macrorole verbs are terms 'M-atransitive'. This is represented in table 4.2.

The numbers in the 'semantic valence' column refer to the number of argument

positions that a verb has in its logical structure. There is no notion of 'ditransitive'

in terms of macroroles, since there are only two of them. Examples involving

verbs of different transitivity are given in (4.11). ('0' = not a macrorole, 'AJT' =

adjunct.)
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4.2 Valence and transitivity

(4.11) a. It0 rained.5

b. The horseUND died.b. 1 ne norseu N D died.

c. The birdA cT o R flew around in the roomA, T.

d. The boyA c T o R drank milk0 for an hourA t T.

e. The boyACTOR drank the bottle of milkUND in twenty secondsAJT.

f. The wolvesACTOR killed the deerUND.

g. The deer bND was killed by the wolvesACTOR.AJT.

h. LarryA c T o R put the watery N D on the table0.

i. The nurseACTOR handed the scalpelUND to the doctor0.

j . The nurseA c T o R handed the doctor N D the scalpel0.

These examples reinforce the point made in section 4.1 that macroroles are distinct

from grammatical relations: actor is subject in (c)-(f) and (h)-(j) and an adjunct

in (g), undergoer is subject in (b) and (g) and object in (e)-(f) and (h)-(j), and

non-macrorole elements are subject in (a) and object in (d). They also highlight an

important fact about the morphosyntactic realization of macrorole arguments: they

are normally direct arguments of the verb, usually subject or object, and they are

oblique only in voice constructions, e.g. the actor may be an adjunct in a passive, as

Is there any systematic relationship between the number of arguments in logical

structure and the transitivity of a verb? The answer is 'yes', and the basic principle is

very simple: the number of macroroles that a verb has is less than or equal to the

number of arguments in its logical structure. That is, a verb can have fewer macro-

roles than it has arguments, e.g. give and put; it can have the same number, e.g. die;

but, not surprisingly, it cannot have more macroroles than it has arguments. For

verbs that take 0 or 2 macroroles, the identity of the macroroles is unambiguous,

but what about verbs that take 1? The macrorole can be either actor or undergoer.

Does the identity of the macrorole with intransitive verbs follow from any sort of

general principle? Again, the answer is 'yes', and the basic principle is very simple:

the single macrorole with an intransitive verb is actor if the verb has an activity

predicate in its logical structure; otherwise it is undergoer. We can see why this is

true if we look at single-argument activity, achievement, accomplishment and state

verbs. Verbs like run, fly, dance, rotate, bounce and cry all take EFFECTOR-type

arguments, which are high on the actor end of the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy in

figure 4.2. Hence they would be actor arguments. Predicates like be dead/broken/

dry (state) take PATIENT for their single argument, and their arguments are there-

fore under goers. Adding B E C O M E or I N G R to the logical structure to derive

accomplishment and achievement verbs does not affect the argument structure, and

therefore the arguments of these verbs would also be PATIENTS and undergoers. If,

on the other hand, the language had single lexical verbs meaning 'start to cry', 'start

to sing', 'start to run', etc., then by the same argument the addition of B E C O M E

or I N G R to the basic activity logical structure would not effect their argument
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structure, and therefore these arguments would be actors. It is on the basis of these

facts that the general principle above was formulated. Note, however, that the same

results could be captured if the principle were 'the single macrorole with an intran-

sitive verb is undergoer if the verb has a state predicate in its logical structure;

otherwise it is actor'. How can we choose between the two formulations? The

crucial test is active accomplishment predications like run to the store; its logical

structure from (3.30) is repeated below.

(4.12) a. do'(x, [run'(x)]) Activity

b. do' (x, [run' (x)]) & B E C O M E be-at' (y, x)6 Active accomplishment

c. Paul ran to the store.

c'. do' (Paul, [run' (Paul)]) & B E CO ME be-at'

(store, Paul)

Paul is both a subtype of EFFECTOR and also a THEME in the logical structure in

(4.12b, c'); is it an actor or an undergoer? Strong evidence that it is an actor comes

from the fact that it is subject to the agency inference discussed in section 3.2.3.2.

That is, run is a verb whose first argument may or may not be construed agentively,

as in Paul inadvertently/intentionally ran into the dining room, and this is possible

only with actors, not with undergoers. This can be seen clearly in the contrast in

(4.13).

(4.13) a. The soldiers marched to the mess hall (on purpose).

(AGENT interpretation possible)

b. The sergeant marched the soldiers to the mess hall (on purpose).

(AGENT interpretation impossible)

The NP the soldiers is an animate EFFECTOR-type argument in both (a) and (b), and

the crucial difference between them is that it is actor in (a) but undergoer in (b).

Since the AGENT interpretation is possible only in (a), this shows that this reading is

possible only with animate EFFECTORS which are also actors. This becomes clear

when on purpose is added; it may be construed as modifying the soldiers' actions

in (a), but in (b) it cannot; it can only be interpreted as modifying the sergeant's

actions. Hence the agent implicature is impossible when an animate EFFECTOR

argument is undergoer, as in (4.13b). Since Paul in (4.12c) is available for the agent

implicature, it must be an actor, not an undergoer. Since this logical structure con-

tains both an activity predicate and a state predicate, only the first principle ('the

single macrorole with an intransitive verb is actor if the verb has an activity predi-

cate in its logical structure; otherwise it is undergoer') makes the correct predic-

tion that Paul is an actor and therefore can be interpreted as an AGENT in (4.12c).

These principles are summarized in (4.14).

(4.14) Default macrorole assignment principles

a. Number: the number of macroroles a verb takes is less than or equal to

the number of arguments in its logical structure,
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4.2 Valence and transitivity

1 If a verb has two or more arguments in its LS, it will take two

macroroles.

2 If a verb has one argument in its LS, it will take one macrorole.

b. Nature: for verbs which take one macrorole,

1 If the verb has an activity predicate in its LS, the macrorole is actor.

2 If the verb has no activity predicate in its LS, the macrorole is

undergoer.

There are some systematic exceptions to (4.14al). First, the majority of activity

verbs, regardless of how many arguments they have, take no more than one macro-

role. Of the subclasses given in table 3.5, only activity verbs of directed perception

and of use regularly take two macroroles, e.g. watch and use.1 Since the directed

perception verbs are derived from the stative perception verbs, which are transitive,

they inherit the transitivity of the source verb. Aside from these two subclasses,

activity verbs normally behave like intransitive verbs, regardless of the number of

arguments. Which macrorole it is is correctly predicted by (4.14b): it is always

actor. Second, verbs of location and change of location are normally M-intransitive in

many languages, despite having two arguments (the moving entity and the location)

in their logical structure, whereas in many others they are M-transitive. Talmy

(1985, 1991) proposed a typological contrast between what he calls 'verb-framed'

languages and 'satellite-framed' languages; it is illustrated in (4.15).

(4.15) a. The girl ran into the room. Satellite-framed

b. The girl entered the room (running). Verb-framed

One of the properties of a satellite-framed language is that verbs of motion typically

encode motion + manner, and path or goal information is expressed by a satellite,

such as a PP or adverbial; in (a), the verb run expresses motion + manner, and the

goal is expressed by the PP into the room. In a verb-framed language, on the other

hand, the verb encodes motion + path/goal, and manner is typically expressed by an

adjunct of some kind; in (b) the verb enter expresses motion + goal, the goal being

realized by its direct object, and manner can be expressed via an optional participial

expression, running. Talmy argues that Romance and Slavic languages, as well as

Japanese and Korean, are prototypical verb-framed languages, while Germanic

languages, Mandarin Chinese and Lakhota are all examples of satellite-framed

languages. English, as (4.15) shows, has both types of verb; note that run is a verb of

Germanic origin, while enter is a borrowing from Romance. Thus in verb-framed

languages, verbs of motion will tend strongly to be M-transitive, treating the goal

as an undergoer, whereas in satellite-framed languages they will tend strongly to

be M-intransitive, with the goal realized as an oblique core argument. Accord-

ingly, verbs of motion in verb-framed languages would tend to follow (4.14a), while

their analogs in satellite-framed languages would tend to violate (4.14a). It would
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make little sense, then, to mark most or all verbs of motion as having exceptional

M-transitivity in a satellite-framed language; rather, in this type of language,

M-intransitive verbs of motion should be treated as the norm and M-transitive ones

as the exception. Hence in English, a Germanic language and therefore basically

satellite-framed, enter is the exceptional verb, whereas in a verb-framed language

run would be.

4.3 Lexical entries for verbs

We now turn to issues relating to the lexicon. Historically, the lexicon has been

viewed as a list of irregularities, a mere appendage to the grammar (Bloomfield

1933), but over the last twenty-five years it has come to play a very important role in

linguistic theory and analysis. The information contained in lexical entries is very

important, as it consists of the crucial semantic, morphosyntactic and other proper-

ties which determine how a lexical item will behave grammatically. Theories differ

with respect to the kind of information to be represented and on whether appar-

ently related forms are to be represented separately as distinct lexical entries or

derived one from the other by rules in the lexicon.

The logical structure of the verb is the heart of its lexical entry. There is no need

to specify the thematic relations that the verb takes; they follow without stipulation

from the logical structure, since they follow by definition from its structure. There is

likewise no need to specify transitivity if the verb follows the principles in (4.14).

The principles in (4.14) are general ones that operate across all entries for verbs in

the lexicon; the information contained in them does not need to be stated in each

lexical entry. But what about verbs that do not follow these principles? For verbs

with exceptional M-transitivity, their logical structure will be augmented by a

[MRoc] feature, where 'MR' stands for 'macrorole'. [MR2] signals that the verb is

M-transitive, i.e. takes two macroroles, [MR1] indicates that a verb is M-intransit-

ive, and [MRO] records that the verb is M-atransitive, i.e. has no macroroles. An ex-

ample of an [MRO] verb is seem; it is a propositional attitude verb, and its logical

structure is seem' (x, y), where the first argument is an individual and the second a

proposition. The curious property of seem is that neither of these arguments can

appear as a direct argument in a core headed by seem: the first argument, if realized,

must be in a prepositional phrase, and the second must occur as an extraposed

clause, e.g. It seems to me that Harry will win the race. Since macroroles must be

realized as direct arguments (subject or direct object) except in marked voice con-

structions (and there is no issue of voice here), neither of these arguments is a

macrorole.8 Hence seem is [MRO], and this would be indicated in its lexical entry.

Another interesting example is the contrast between own and belong to; both are

state possession predicates, but own is transitive and belong (to) intransitive. Hence

the lexical entry for belong (to) will carry the [MR1] feature. We will return to the

issue of determining the transitivity of verbs in chapter 7 as part of the discussion
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4.3 Lexical entries for verbs

of case marking and agreement; as we will see, the own-belong (to) type of

M-transitivity contrast is very common cross-linguistically. Examples of lexical

entries for a number of English verbs are given in (4.16).

(4.16) a. kill

b. receive

c. own

d. belong (to)

e. arrive

f. go

g. seem

h. see

i. watch

j . show

k. run

1. drink

m. melt

n. afraid

[do' (x, 0)] C A U S E [B E C O M E dead' (y)]
BECOME have'(x,y)

have' (x, y)

have'(x,y)[MRl]

BECOME be-at'(x,y)

do' (x, [move.away.from.ref.poinf (x)]) & BECOME

be-Loc' (y, x)

seem'(x,y)[MRO]

see' (x, y)

do' (x, [see' (x, y)])

[do' (w,0)] CAUSE [BECOME see' (x,y)]

do'(x,[run'(x)])

do' (x, [drink' (x, y)])

BECOME melted' (x)

feel' (x, [afraid' (y)l)

Given a lexical entry like (4.16d) for belong (to), how is the choice of which argu-

ment will function as the macrorole argument determined? To answer this ques-

tion, let's start by adding Kim and book to it, yielding have' (Kim, book) [MR1].

Since this verb is M-intransitive, as indicated by [MR1], it will have only a single

macrorole argument. Which one? Following the principles in (4.14b), it must be

undergoer, because this is a state predicate logical structure and lacks an activity

predicate component. The next question is, which argument functions as under-

goer? To answer this, we must look at the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy in figure 4.2.

Kim is the first argument of a two-place state predicate, and book is the second

argument of a two-place state predicate, and with respect to the undergoer end of

the hierarchy, book outranks Kim and therefore functions as undergoer. Since the

single macrorole argument of intransitive verbs functions as subject in English,

book will appear as subject, and Kim will appear as an oblique core argument,

yielding The book belongs to Kim. If, on the other hand, the logical structure had

been have' (Kim, book) for own, the result would have been very different. Own is

M-transitive and therefore has two macrorole arguments, an actor and an under-

goer. When we look at the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy again, we see that Kim is

the higher-ranking argument with respect to the actor end of the hierarchy and

book is the higher-ranking with respect to the undergoer end (and conversely, each

is the lower-ranking with respect to the other macrorole). Accordingly, Kim is the

actor and book the undergoer, yielding Kim owns the book (assuming the default

mapping of actor to subject and undergoer to direct object with transitive verbs in

English).
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Logical structures like feel' (Pat, [angry.at' (Kelly)]) for Pat is angry at Kelly and

be' (Leslie, [neurolinguist']) Leslie is a neurolinguist require brief comment in the

context of determining macrorole assignments. The second argument in this type of

logical structure is always a predicate, not a referring expression, and therefore it

cannot function as an argument in the sentence; rather, it always appears as the

predicate or part of the predicate in the nucleus (see section 3.2.2). Consequently,

despite having two argument positions, these verbs are necessarily M-intransitive,

and therefore need not be marked as such. Because they are states, their single

macrorole is undergoer, and the one available argument will function as undergoer.

Some of the internal sensation predicates can take an optional second argument, as

in be angry at above. Since Kelly is an argument of the embedded predicate, it will

always be outranked for undergoer by the matrix argument (Pat) in the logical

structure and will appear as an oblique core argument.

Thus, given the principles in (4.14), the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy in figure 4.2,

and mapping principles relating macroroles to syntactic functions (see section 4.5,

chapters 6 and 7), only minimal information needs to be specified in the lexical en-

tries for verbs in most cases. In particular, it is not necessary to include what is called

'syntactic subcategorization' information in other theories, i.e. information about

whether a verb takes a direct object, an indirect object, a PP, etc. This is a function of

the M-transitivity of a verb, and for most verbs it follows from the principles in

(4.14). It is also not necessary in most cases to specify which argument functions as

which macrorole, since this follows from the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy in figure

4.2 (but see below for some exceptions involving three-argument verbs). Finally, it

is not necessary to specify which argument will function as subject, which as direct

object, etc., since this follows from the macrorole assignments and the principles

mapping macroroles into the syntax, as we saw in the examples involving own and

belong to above.

There are three types of information that are not expressed directly in logical

structures which in some cases must be indicated. The first is specific requirements

that a verb imposes on one or more of its arguments; for example, the first argument

of see (and by extension, the first argument of look at and the second argument of

show) must be a sentient, animate entity, while the first argument of receive (and by

extension, the second argument in the logical structure of give - see (3.44b)) must

be either animate or some sort of institutional or organizational entity (see section

4.7). Many of these aspects of the meaning of a verb would be represented in a full

decomposition, but given that no such representation exists at present, they will

have to be stipulated for the time being. Given that this is not a feature of see alone

but rather of the first argument of all perception, cognition, propositional attitude,

emotion and internal experience verbs, one could formulate a very general lexical

principle: the first argument in the logical structure of predicates of perception, cog-

nition, propositional attitude, emotion and internal experience must be sentient. By
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4.3 Lexical entries for verbs

stating this in terms of logical structure predicates instead of verbs, it covers both

the state verbs and the related activities, achievements and accomplishments.

The second type of information is argument identity; that is, there are verbs in

whose logical structure the same referent appears in more than one argument posi-

tion. A simple example of this is found in activity verbs, where the first argument

of do' is also the first argument of the embedded predicate in the second argument

position of do'. This identity is signaled by using the same variable for both posi-

tions, as in (4.16i, 1). A more complex example involves verbs like take, buy, steal

and get, in which the effector is also the recipient; with all of these verbs, the effector

undertakes some action which brings it about that he/she comes into possession of

some entity. The general logical structure for this type of transfer is given in (4.17a),

which contrasts with the give-type logical structure in (b).

(4.17) a. [do'(x,0)] CAUSE [BECOME NOT have'(y, z) & BECOME have'

(x,z)]

a'. Billx took the bookz from Fredy.

b. [do' (x,0)] CAUSE [BECOMEhave' (y,z)]

b'. Billx gave the bookz to Fredy.

The logical structure in (4.17a) is significant for two reasons: first, it shows that a

single participant (in this case, Bill) can be represented in more than one argument

position, and the identity of the EFFECTOR and RECIPIENT is signaled by the use of

the identical variable; second, it illustrates the representation of a complex event,

one involving both loss of possession and coming into possession, which includes

both SOURCE and RECIPIENT arguments. It would be possible to expand the logical

structure in (b) to make explicit the SOURCE function of the x argument, i.e. [do' (x, 0)]

CAUSE [BECOME NOT have' (x, z) & BECOME have' (y, z)]. This makes

the logical structure for give more parallel to that of take, with the only differences

being the placement of the x and y arguments in the logical structures.

The third type of information refers to the possibility of variable undergoer

choice with a verb with three or more arguments. Given the logical structure in

(4.17b), it is possible for either y or z to be undergoer. But this is not the case with

the logical structure in (4.17a); (4.17a') is the only possible form, as *Bill took Fred

of the book is quite impossible. This lack of variable undergoer choice seems to be a

general property of this type of change of possession verb; it is also impossible with

get, buy and also steal, which has rob as the instantiation of the alternative linking

possibility {Bill stole $500 from the bank vs. Bill robbed the bank of $500)? Hence

for these verbs, unlike verbs like give, the linking to undergoer must be specified in

the logical structure. Thus to the logical structure in (4.17a) the specification *U = z'

must be added. If it were the case that this restriction applied to whole classes of

verbs, then it would be stated as a general constraint on the class, analogous to the
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way the requirement that the first argument of a number of verb classes be sentient

was formulated above.

There are also instances of fixed undergoer choice with two-argument state verbs

that must be indicated. As we saw in the discussion of belong to above, given a logi-

cal structure like predicate' (x, y) [MR1], the rules in (4.14) require that the single

macrorole be an undergoer, and in terms of the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy, the y

argument should be the undergoer.10 This is the norm, but there are verbs of this

type with which the x argument is the undergoer. An example from Latin is the

verb memini 'remember' as in memini vivorum (remember.lsgPRES living.GEN) 'I

remember the living' (Michaelis 1993); the logical structure would be remember'

(lsg, living).11 These are both M-intransitive verbs and therefore take an undergoer

as their single macrorole, but, contrary to the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy, the x

argument functions as undergoer. This is analogous to the lexicalized choice of un-

dergoer with three-argument verbs discussed above. As in those cases, a specifica-

tion like *U = x' would have to appear in the lexical entries for these verbs.

The non-macrorole arguments in (4.17a') and (b') are marked by prepositions,

and it is standardly assumed that these prepositions must be listed in the lexical

entries of the verbs they occur with. However, it is normally not necessary to list them,

because they can usually be predicted from the logical structure of a verb. This will

be developed in detail in chapter 7, but the basic approach can be sketched out

quickly here. In (4.17), to marks the first argument of BECOME have' when it is

not undergoer, and from marks the first argument of BECOMENOT have' when

it is not undergoer. This pattern is not restricted to arguments of the predicate have'

in logical structure. In (4.16j), the first argument of see' in the logical structure for

show is marked by to if it is not undergoer {John showed the picture to Bill), and

in a sentence like Sally removed the book from the shelf ([do' (Sally, 0)] CAUSE

[BECOMENOT be-on' (shelf, book)]), the first argument of B E C O M E N O T

be-on' is not undergoer and is marked by from. Thus there appears to be a general

pattern here, which is summarized in (4.18).

(4.18) a. Assign to to non-MR x argument in LS segment: ...BECOME/I NGR

pred (x,y)

b. Assign from to non-MR x argument in LS segment: . . . BECOME/

INGR NOT pred' (x,y)

Given general rules like these, it is not necessary to list to and from in the lexical

entry of every verb they occur with. In languages with extensive case systems, it is

likewise not necessary to specify in lexical entries for verbs which cases particular

core arguments take, except in instances of extreme idiosyncrasy. We will return to

the issue of case marking, including preposition assignment, in chapter 7.
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4.4 Adjuncts and operators

4.4 The representation of adjuncts and operators

In the previous sections we have developed a system of lexical representation which

yields a semantic representation for the core of the clause, i.e. for the predicate in

the nucleus and its core arguments. We have as yet said nothing about how adjuncts,

including peripheral constituents, and operators such as tense, aspect and modality

(see section 2.2.3) are to be represented semantically. We will explore this issue in

this section, beginning with adjuncts.

4.4.1 Adjuncts: adpositions and adverbs

There are two types of adjunct to be discussed: peripheral PPs and adverbs. We will

examine their representation in both the semantic representation and the layered

syntactic structure of the clause.

4.4.1.1 Adpositions

We start off with a typology of prepositions, following Jolly (1991,1993). She posits

three types of prepositions: (1) argument-marking prepositions', (2) adjunct preposi-

tions, which are predicates in their own right, introduce an NP into the clause and

head PPs which are peripheral (adjunct) modifiers of the core; and (3) argument-

adjunct prepositions, which are predicates in their own right, introduce an argu-

ment into the clause and share it with the logical structure of the core, rather than

taking the logical structure of the core as an argument.12

Argument-marking prepositions were discussed briefly at the end of section 4.3,

and the rules for assigning to and from were given in (4.18). This type of adposition

will be analyzed in more detail in section 7.3.2.1. The adpositions in peripheral PP

adjuncts are always predicative by definition, since they do not mark arguments

of the verb (see section 2.3.1). Since they modify the core as a whole, they take the

logical structure of the verb of the clause as one of their arguments, as illustrated

in (4.19).

(4.19) a. Sam baked a cake in the kitchen.

b. be-in' (kitchen, [[do' (Sam, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME baked' (cake)]])

The same representation is given to temporal adjunct PPs, as in (4.20).

(4.20) a. Sam baked a cake after work.

b. be-after' (work, [[do'(Sam, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME baked' (cake)]])

In both of these representations the logical structure of the event is treated as an

entity being located with respect to a spatial or temporal reference point.

Argument-adjunct prepositions are predicates, but they introduce an argument

rather than a modifier. We have already encountered one example of this type

of preposition in chapter 3 in the alternation between run (activity) and run to the
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store (active accomplishment). The logical structures from (3.30) are repeated in

(4.21).

(4.21) a. do'(x, [run'(x)]) Activity

b. do' (x, [run' (x)]) & B E C O M E be-at' (y, x) Active accomplishment

c. Paul ran to the store.

c'. do' (Paul, [run' (Paul)]) & B E C O M E be-at'

(store, Paul)

To functions like a predicate here, with its own logical structure, and it introduces

an argument, the store. It differs from argument-marking prepositions, in that the

meaning of its argument is not derived from the logical structure of the verb, and

from adjunct prepositions in that it does not take a logical structure as one of its

arguments; rather, it shares an argument with the logical structure of the verb, in this

example, Paul. It is this shared argument which is the defining feature of argument-

adjunct prepositions.

Verbs like put and place present a slightly more complicated situation. They each

can take a range of locative prepositions, as shown in (4.22a, b). The logical struc-

tures for these examples would include the components in (c)-(g).

(4.22) a. Robin placed the book on/under the shelf.

b. Robin put the book in/next to/behind the box.

c. ...BECOME be-on' (shelf, book)

d. ...BECOME be-under' (shelf, book)

e. ...BECOME be-in' (box, book)

f. ...BECOME be-nextto' (box, book)

g. ...BECOME be-behind' (box, book)

Given these possibilities, it would be best to represent the logical structure of put

andplace as [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME be-LOc' ((y), z)], and in the actual

semantic representation of a sentence be-LOc' would be replaced by the logical

structure of a preposition such as those in (4.22c-g), all of which can function pred-

icatively on their own. They must be considered argument-adjunct PPs in this use,

despite being part of the derived logical structure of the verb, because they intro-

duce an argument which is only indirectly an argument of put or place. In the logical

structure for put the argument structure is incomplete, and the full argument struc-

ture is a function of the logical structure for put plus the logical structure for the

preposition. This is important, because put does not always take three arguments; if

it combines with an intransitive preposition, e.g. down, the result is a two-argument

core, e.g. Yolanda put the book down ([do' (Yolanda, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME

be-down' (book)]), in which Yolanda and the book are the core arguments and

down is an intransitive preposition, not an argument oiput.

We now turn to the syntactic representation of PPs in clause structure. In section

2.3.1 we made a distinction between predicative prepositions, those that function as
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Robin gave the flowers to Pat

Figure 4.3 Syntactic representation of argument-marking

non-predicative preposition

predicates, and non-predicative prepositions, those that function basically like a

case marker. This distinction parallels the typology of PPs we have set up, since only

non-predicative PPs can function as argument markers, and both argument-adjunct

and adjunct PPs are always predicative.

The best example of an argument-marking preposition is to with give. The con-

stituent projection of Robin gave the flowers to Pat is given in figure 4.3. As in figure

2.20b, the preposition to is not represented as a predicate but rather as simply mark-

ing the third argument of give. The semantics of its argument is entirely a function

of the semantics of the verb in the nucleus.

Argument-adjunct prepositions present the interesting intermediate case be-

tween argument-marking and adjunct prepositions; they are always predicative.

Their logical structure introduces an argument into the core, and they either share

an argument with the logical structure of the main predicate or occur as a subpart of

the verb's logical structure, as with/?u£ Their argument is only indirectly at best an

argument of the verb in the nucleus. Because they do not take the whole logical

structure of the core as an argument and introduce a modifier, they do not occur in

the periphery. Hence they are part of the core of the clause, and we need to distin-

guish them from the arguments of the main predicate in the nucleus. In order to do

this, we introduce the label 'AAJ' for 'argument-adjunct'. The syntactic representa-

tions of Sam ran to the store (see (4.21)) and Yolanda put the book in the box are

given in figure 4.4.

There can be more than one argument-adjunct PP with some verbs; for example,

in Sam ran from his office to the store, both from his office and to the store are argu-

ment-adjunct PPs. This raises the question of how freely argument-adjunct PPs can

be added to clauses. There appear to be three basic situations in which the logical

structure of the verb may be so augmented as to allow the occurrence of these PPs.
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SENTENCE

Yolanda put the book NUC ARGSam

Figure 4.4 Syntactic representation of argument-adjunct
predicative prepositions

They are: (1) specifying the range of motion with a verb of motion (e.g. run, walk)

or induced motion (e.g. push,pull, move), which includes specification of a SOURCE,

a PATH and/or a GOAL; (2) specifying an IMPLEMENT with certain types of activity

verbs, e.g. eat, look at, sew, fight, write; and (3) specifying a beneficiary of some kind

with for. We will discuss prepositions further in section 7.2.3.

Adjunct PPs occur in the periphery and are always predicative. A representation

of Robin saw Pat after the concert is given in figure 4.5.

4.4.1.2 Adverbs

Adverbs are not restricted to the periphery and may modify any layer of the clause.

Semantically, we will treat them as one-place predicates which take a logical struc-

ture or subpart of a logical structure as their argument, following the approach

of Jackendoff (1972) and others. Peripheral bare NP adverbs like tomorrow and

yesterday take the logical structure of the core as their argument.

(4.23) a. Sam baked a cake yesterday.

b. yesterday' ([do' (Sam, 0)] CAUSE [BECOMEbaked' (cake)])

If there are multiple peripheral adjuncts, they are layered, with the last one repre-

sented as the highest predicate, as in (4.24).
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-PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG PP

NP PRED NP CORE

I
V

Robin saw Pat PRED

after the concert

Figure 4.5 Syntactic representation of adjunct predicative preposition

(4.24) a. Sam baked a cake in the kitchen yesterday.

b. yesterday' (be-in' (kitchen, [[do' (Sam, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME baked'

(cake)]]))

In addition to temporal adverbs, epistemic and evidential adverbs may also take a

core in their scope.

(4.25) a. Evidently, Sam baked a cake in the kitchen yesterday. Evidential

a', evident' (yesterday' (be-in' (kitchen, [[do' (Sam, 0)]

CAUSE [BECOMEbaked' (cake)]])))

b. Probably, Sam will bake a cake tomorrow. Epistemic

b'. probable' (tomorrow' ([do' (Sam, 0)] C A U S E [B E C O M E

baked' (cake)]))

An important consideration is that these same epistemic and evidential adverbs have

adjectival forms which can function as complement-taking predicates, as in (4.26).

(4.26) a. It is evident that Sam baked a cake in the kitchen yesterday,

b. It is probable that Sam will bake a cake tomorrow.

It is reasonable to propose that the same semantic representations underlie both

forms, i.e. (4.25a') for both (4.25a) and (4.26a), and (4.25b') for both (4.25b) and

(4.26b).13

Manner, pace and aspectual adverbs are also represented as one-place predicates

taking a subpart of a logical structure as its argument. Manner adverbs typically

modify activity logical structures, given their meaning (see section 3.2.1, test 2 for

Aktionsart class in table 3.1). Examples are given in (4.27).
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(4.27) a. The house shook vigorously during the earthquake.

a', be-during' (earthquake, [vigorous' (do' (house, [shake' (house)]))])

b. Hamid crushed the box violently/Hamid violently crushed the box.

b'. [violent' (do' (Hamid, 0))] CAUSE [BECOME crushed' (box)]

Pace adverbs, e.g. slowly, quickly, can modify any durative or dynamic logical

structure.

(4.28) a. The door closed slowly/The door slowly closed,

a', slow' (BECOME dosed' (door))

b. The rabbit ran into the garden quickly/The rabbit quickly ran into the

garden.

b'. do' (rabbit, [run' (rabbit)]) & quick' (BECOME be-in' (garden, rabbit))

b". quick' (do' (rabbit, [run' (rabbit)])) & B E C O ME be-in' (garden, rabbit)

c. The boy closed the door slowly/The boy slowly closed the door,

c'. [do' (boy, 0)] CAUSE [slow' (BECOME closed' (door))]

c". [slow' (do' (boy, 0))] CAUSE [BECOME closed' (door)]

Note that with an active accomplishment, as in (4.28b), and a causative accomplish-

ment, as in (4.28c), the position of the pace adverb can lead to different interpreta-

tions, as indicated in the logical structures; the sentence-final position in (b) and (c)

seems to be readily compatible with both interpretations, while preverbal place-

ment favors the (b") and (c") readings. Variable positioning of the adverb in a sen-

tence with a simple accomplishment logical structure, as in (a), has no such effect.

Finally, aspectual adverbs like completely or continuously are modifiers of the basic

state or activity predicates themselves.

(4.29) a. The ice melted completely/The ice completely melted,

a'. BECOME [complete' (melted' (ice))]

b. He talked continuously during the class.

b'. during' (class, [continuous' (do' (he, (talk' (he)])])

c. Hamid crushed the box completely/Hamid completely crushed the box.

c'. [do' (Hamid, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME [complete' (crushed' (box))]]

Unlike pace adverbs, variation in the position of aspectual adverbs does not affect

their interpretation in a causative accomplishment logical structure.

In chapter 2 we did not discuss the position of non-peripheral adverbs in the lay-

ered structure of the clause. Like peripheral adverbs, they are not operators but

they are modifiers which are sensitive to the layered structure of the clause, in par-

ticular to the operator projection. Aspectual adverbs modify the predicate in the

nucleus (analogous to aspect as a nuclear operator), while pace and manner adverbs

are core-internal modifiers (analogous to modality as a core operator). Hence they

will be represented in both constituent and operator projections; in the constituent

projection, they will be treated as constituents of the appropriate level, unless they

occupy one of the special syntactic positions, e.g. the left-detached position or precore

slot, and their scope of modification will be represented in the operator projection.
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4.4 Adjuncts and operators

Thus a manner adverb like skillfully would be represented as a constituent of the

core in the constituent projection and as a modifier of the core in the operator pro-

jection. Manner and pace adverbs interact in an important way with the tense oper-

ator; those which occur before the tense operator can be construed as clausal

modifiers, while those occurring after tense cannot be, as McConnell-Ginet (1982)

has pointed out. This is illustrated in (4.30).

(4.30) a. Ruth cleverly hid the cash.

b. Ruth hid the cash cleverly.

b'. [clever' (do' (Ruth, 0))] CAUSE [BECOME hidden' (cash)]

c. Cleverly, Ruth hid the cash.

c'. clever' ([do' (Ruth, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME hidden' (cash)])

The first sentence is ambiguous between two readings; the first is that the manner

in which she hid the cash was clever (= (4.30b, b')), and the second is that the fact

that she hid the cash was clever (= (4.30c, c')). The other two sentences are each

unambiguous. What all of these examples of adverb placement have shown is that

the position of an adverb in a sentence is only indirectly related to its possible inter-

pretation^); some positions are unambiguous, but others are not.

When there are multiple adverbs in a sentence, they are constrained by the layers

of the operator projection, in that adverbs related to more outer operators occur

outside of adverbs related to more inner operators. In the simplest case, 'outside of

means 'farther from the verb'. This is illustrated below; ordering constraints of this

kind were first noticed by Jackendoff (1972).

(4.31) a. Evidently, Leslie has slowly been completely immersing herself in the new

language.

a'. Leslie has evidently been slowly immersing herself in the new language

completely.

b. evidently [evidential: clausal] > slowly [pace: core] > completely [aspectual:

nuclear]

c. *Evidently, Leslie has completely been slowly immersing herself in the

new language.

d. *Slowly, Leslie has evidently been completely immersing herself in the

new language.

e. * Slowly, Leslie has completely been evidently immersing herself in the

new language.

f. * Completely, Leslie has evidently been slowly immersing herself in the

new language.

g. * Completely, Leslie has slowly been evidently immersing herself in the

new language.

(4.32) a. Leslie has been immersing herself completely in the new language slowly,

evidently.

a'. Leslie has been completely immersing herself slowly in the new language,

evidently.
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LDP

ADV ARG

Evidently, Leslie has slowly been completely immersing herself in the new language

V \

N U C ^ A S P

A S P — > N U C

EVID-

ASP-

PACE

TNS

- > N U C

- > C O R E

- ^ C L A U S E

- ^ C L A U S E

IF- - ^ C L A U S E

SENTENCE

Figure 4.6 Syntactic representations for (4.31a) and (4.32a)

b. completely [aspectual: nuclear] < slowly [pace: core] < evidently [eviden-

tial: clausal].

c. *Leslie has been immersing herself slowly in the new language completely,

evidently.

d. * Leslie has been immersing herself completely in the new language evi-

dently, slowly.

e. *Leslie has been immersing herself evidently in the new language com-

pletely, slowly.

f. * Leslie has been immersing herself slowly in the new language evidently,

completely.

g. *Leslie has been immersing herself evidently in the new language slowly,

completely.
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RDP

ARG NUC ARG ARG ADV ADV

NP

I
Leslie has been immersing herself completely in the new language slowly, evidently

V

ASP^NUC

I
NUC<e

ASP

CORE< PACE

-EVID

SENTENCE

(4.33) evident' ([slow' (do' (x, 0))] CAUSE [BECOME [complete' (immersed'

These examples show clearly that the occurrence of multiple adverbs is constrained

by the layered structure of the clause. What is particularly striking about the sen-

tences in (4.31) and (4.32), which are derived from the logical structure in (4.33), is

that the constraint is much subtler than the linearization constraint governing oper-

ators which we saw in section 2.2.3. That constraint is absolute; there is no variation

in the ordering of operators within a language. With respect to adverbs, however,

the situation is much more complex. First, as (4.31a, a') and (4.32a, a') clearly show,

the constraint permits variable linearization, as long as the basic layering in (4.31b)

and (4.32b), respectively, is respected. The syntactic representations for (4.31a) and
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(4.32a) are given in figure 4.6.14 The parallel layerings of operators and adverbs is

clearer in the second representation, since they are on opposite sides of the verb.

It was emphasized in chapter 2 that the universal distinctions in the layered struc-

ture of the clause are not strictly dependent upon linear order, and this is manifest in

the additional possibilities in (4.34).

(4.34) a. Leslie has evidently been completely immersing herself in the new lan-

guage slowly.

b. Leslie has slowly been immersing herself completely in the new language,

evidently.

These two sentences do not follow the ordering restrictions in (4.31b) and (4.32b),

but they do obey the layering, unlike the (c)-(g) examples. The aspectual adverb

completely occurs in a potential nucleus-internal position, the pace adverb slowly

occurs in the core and the evidential adverb occurs in a clause-level position.

Single adverbs are sensitive to operators as well, especially when they occur pre-

verbally among auxiliary elements. This is illustrated with nuclear, core and clausal

adverbs below.

(4.35) a. *Completely, Leslie has been immersing herself in the new language.

b. * Leslie completely has been immersing herself in the new language.

c. * Leslie has completely been immersing herself in the new language.

d. Leslie has been completely immersing herself in the new language.

e. Leslie has been immersing herself completely in the new language.

f. Leslie has been immersing herself in the new language completely.

g. * Leslie has been immersing herself in the new language, completely.

(4.36) a. ?Slowly, Leslie has been immersing herself in the new language.

b. * Leslie slowly has been immersing herself in the new language.

c. Leslie has slowly been immersing herself in the new language.

d. Leslie has been slowly immersing herself in the new language.

e. Leslie has been immersing herself slowly in the new language.

f. Leslie has been immersing herself in the new language slowly.

g. *Leslie has been immersing herself in the new language, slowly.

(4.37) a. Evidently, Leslie has been immersing herself in the new language.

b. Leslie evidently has been immersing herself in the new language.

c. Leslie has evidently been immersing herself in the new language.

d. * Leslie has been evidently immersing herself in the new language.

e. * Leslie has been immersing herself evidently in the new language.

f. * Leslie has been immersing herself in the new language evidently.

g. Leslie has been immersing herself in the new language, evidently.

Each of the types of adverb shows a different distribution with respect to the posi-

tions in a sentence in which it can occur. The aspectual adverb completely, a nuclear

modifier, has the most restricted distribution; it must occur within the core and, if
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preverbal, inside of the aspect operator. It cannot occur in the clause-external posi-

tions like the left- and right-detached positions (examples (4.35a) and (4.35g)), or in

the periphery, as in (4.38a).

(4.38) a. *Leslie immersed herself in the new language last year completely.

b. *Leslie immersed herself in the new language last year slowly.

c. *Leslie immersed herself in the new language last year evidently.

Last year is a peripheral temporal adverbial, and since completely cannot follow it,

it must be in the periphery. Slowly in (4.36) is a pace adverb, a core modifier, and it

can occur in a slightly wider range of environments than completely, it must, how-

ever, occur within the core, as (4.36a, g) and (4.38b) show. It cannot occur outside of

the core, as (4.36b) shows, in which it occurs after the peripheral adverb last year.

Finally, the evidential adverb evidently is a clausal modifier, and it has the widest

range of occurrence. If preverbal, it must occur outside of or adjacent to the tense

operator, and if postverbal, it is better if it occurs in the right-detached position

rather than in the periphery, as in (4.38c). No doubt different choices of operators

and adverbs would yield slightly different cooccurrence patterns, but nonetheless it

is clear that there is an important interaction between type of adverb and operators

in determining their distribution in sentences. Thus, adverbs are like operators, in

that they modify different layers of the clause and in some cases express semantic

notions closely related to those expressed by operators, but they differ from them in

having considerably greater freedom of occurrence.

This analysis has implications for the representation of adverbials in the periph-

ery. In the figures in chapter 2 they were represented in the constituent projection

only, but it is now clear that they must also be represented in the operator pro-

jection as well, in order to indicate their scope with respect to operators and other

adverbials. Hence the syntactic representation for a sentence like John did not show

the book to Mary yesterday would be as in figure 4.7, revised from figure 2.17.

The question might immediately be raised as to why the temporal adverb yester-

day is treated as a core modifier rather than a clausal modifier, especially since

tense, the related operator, is a clausal operator. There are two reasons for this, and

they serve again to highlight the differences between adverbs and operators. The

first is the structural parallel between the two projections: peripheral adverbials are

core modifiers in the syntax and hence should be represented as such in the opera-

tor projection. Second, crucial evidence that peripheral temporal adverbs are core

rather than clausal modifiers comes from the type of complex construction called a

core juncture; it will be discussed in detail in chapter 8, but we may provisionally

characterize it as a clause made up of two cores; in (4.39a) the two cores are,

roughly, Sam decided and Sam leave tomorrow. In such a construction, the linked

core may be modified by a temporal adverbial but may not have a tense operator.

(The Turkish example is from Watters 1993.)
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SENTENCE

I
CLAUSE

PERIPHERY

NUCLEUS

PRED ARG

V NP

Mulder did not show the book to Skinner yesterday

V

NUC

CORE<- -TEMP

(4.39)

STA^CLAUSE

T N S ^ C L A U S E

•CLAUSE

I
SENTENCE

Figure 4.7 English clause with peripheral adverbial

a. Sam decided to leave tomorrow.

b. Ak§am-lar-i televizyon seyret-mek ist-iyor-um.

evening-pl-DAT television watch-INF want-PROG-lsg

'I want to watch television in the evenings.'

In both of these sentences, the peripheral temporal adverb, tomorrow in English

and ak$amlan 'in the evenings' in Turkish, is part of the linked core and modifies

it alone; note the incompatibility between the initial core tense and the temporal

adverb in (4.39a). Hence it must be a core, not a clausal, modifier, because it clearly

does not modify the clause in these examples. Here again we have clear evidence

that adverbs are distinct from operators. If a temporal adverb occurs in the left-

detached position, then it is a clausal modifier, as in (4.40a) and this predicts the

ungrammaticality of (4.40b).

(4.40) a. Yesterday, John did not show the book to Mary,

b. Tomorrow, Sam decided to leave.
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4.4 Adjuncts and operators

Thus all adverbs, regardless of whether they appear in the periphery, left-detached

position, right-detached position or precore slot, will be represented in both con-

stituent and operator projections.

4.4.2 Operators

Operators like tense, aspect, modality and illocutionary force are very complex

semantically, and we will not attempt to present a substantive semantic repres-

entation for them. Rather, we will merely provide a place for them in the semantic

representations, so that we can show how they interact with other elements of

the representations. In order to distinguish them from the other elements in seman-

tic representations, they will be represented in italicized capitals inside of angled

brackets indicating their scope in logical structure. The general schema is sum-

marized in (4.41). There is a range of values for each operator, which depends on

the operator system in the language in question; for example, in a language with a

past/non-past tense system, there are two values for the tense operator, whereas in a

language with a past/present/future system, there are three values.

(4.41) {lFDEC(EVIDHS(TNSPAST{STAREAL{NEG0{MODOBLG{DlR0{ASP

PERFPROG(LS)))))))))

The full logical structure for Has Joshua been singing? would be as in (4.42).

(Operators with no specification will be omitted for ease of presentation.)

(4.42) (lFINT{T^sPRES(ASPPERF PROG (do' (Joshua, [sing' (Joshua, 0)])»»

Two sorts of complications arise in this representation. First, as we saw in the pre-

vious section, adverbs interact in important ways with operators, and this should be

reflected in the semantic representation. Hence operators and adverbs should be

ordered appropriately in terms of their scope. This is illustrated in (4.43).

(4.43) a. Joshua evidently has been singing slowly.

b. <IFDCL(evident'<TNSP#£S(slow'<ASPP£flF PROG (do' (Joshua,

[sing'(Joshua)])))))))

The second complication arises with complex logical structures like those for cau-

satives and for active accomplishments. Operators, especially nuclear operators like

aspect, may differentially affect parts of such complex logical structures. This can

be seen clearly in the following examples from Tepehua (Watters 1988). Tepehua

has four aspects (progressive, imperfective, perfective and perfect), and what is of

interest here is the interpretation of the perfect with activity verbs, on the one hand,

and with achievement and accomplishment verbs, on the other. With activity verbs,

the perfect has the standard interpretation of 'a past situation which has present

relevance' (Comrie 1976b: 12), whereas with achievement and accomplishment
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verbs, it indicates that the result state still holds. This is illustrated in (4.44), in

which the perfect and perfective are contrasted with the two types of verb.

(4.44) a. Activity verbs

(i) cihi-ta ni c'ai (laugh-PERF the boy) 'The boy has laughed.'

(ii) cihi-ini c'ai (laugh-PRFV the boy) 'The boy laughed.'

b. Achievement I accomplishment verbs

(i) skaka-ta ni c'ai (get.hot-PERF the boy) 'The boy is hot.'

(ii) skaka-ini c'ai (get.hot-PRFV the boy) 'The boy got hot.' (but may not

be hot now)

Causative accomplishment verbs contain an activity predicate and an accomplish-

ment predicate in their logical structure; when the perfect is added to a causative

accomplishment verb in Tepehua, does it mean that the action occurred and is still

relevant, as with an activity verb, or does it mean that the result state continues, as

with an accomplishment verb? The answer is given in (4.45).

(4.45) a. ma:-skaka 'heat up' [do' (x, 0)] C A U S E [B E C O M E hot' (y)]

b. ma:-skaka-ta (cAus-get.hot-PERF) 'x has heated yJ (i.e. sometime prior to

the moment of speaking, though y may no longer be hot)

The perfect with a causative accomplishment verb does not imply that the result

state continues, only that the action happened at some time prior to the moment of

speaking, and therefore it has the activity verb interpretation, not the accomplish-

ment verb interpretation. This suggests strongly that the scope of the aspectual

operator is only over the activity part of the logical structure, and accordingly a

more complete logical structure for (4.45b) would be as in (4.46).

(4.46) . . . <ASPP£/?F[do' (x,0)]> CAUSE [BECOME hot' (y)]...

These Tepehua facts also provide strong evidence for the decompositional ap-

proach to lexical representation. If these verbs were simply represented as some-

thing like 'heat-up' (x, y)', it is difficult to see how this contrast in interpretation

could be captured in a non-ad hoc way.

4.5 Linking syntactic and semantic representations (a brief introduction)

At the beginning of section 4.2, we raised the question of the relationship between

syntactic valence information and semantic information. In particular, is it neces-

sary to state for each verb what its syntactic arguments are (subject, direct object,

etc.) in addition to the information in the lexical entries in (4.16)? We argued in sec-

tion 4.3 that no such information is required in lexical entries in the approach we are

presenting, for all of the relevant information is derivable from the logical structure

of the verb plus information about its transitivity. This follows from the nature of

the system linking syntactic and semantic representations; while it is the primary
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focus of chapters 7 and 9, we will present a brief introduction to it here, in order to

show why no directly syntactic information need be listed in lexical entries.

There are two types of syntactic information that one might expect to be neces-

sary in lexical entries. The first concerns the syntactic valence or S-transitivity of a

verb: how many core argument positions are there in the core containing a particu-

lar verb or other predicating element? The second concerns grammatical relations

of the elements that cooccur with the verb, which we have already discussed in part.

We return to this issue below. With respect to the first issue, there is, fundamentally,

a straightforward one-to-one relationship between the number of argument posi-

tions in the logical structure of the verb and the number of syntactic arguments and

argument-adjuncts within the core. We may formulate this more precisely in (4.47).

(4.47) Syntactic template selection principle

The number of syntactic slots for arguments and argument-adjuncts within

the core is equal to the number of distinct specified argument positions in the

semantic representation of the core.

The phrase 'distinct specified argument positions' is important in two ways. First, it

is possible to leave semantic argument positions unspecified, e.g. the logical struc-

ture for Pedro is eating is do' (Pedro, [eat' (Pedro, 0)]), and unspecified semantic

arguments require no syntactic argument position. Hence the core in which this

logical structure would be realized must have only one syntactic argument position.

Second, as in this logical structure and in (4.17a), it is possible for the same referent

to occupy more than one argument position in the logical structure, i.e. Pedro

occurs twice in this logical structure and Bill and book each occur twice in (4.17a).

There are five argument variables in (4.17a), but only three distinct arguments: Bill,

Fred and book. Consequently the core in which this logical structure will be instan-

tiated should have three syntactic argument positions. It should be kept in mind

that 'syntactic slot' in (4.47) refers simply to the 'ARG' and 'AAJ' nodes in the core,

and these are not necessarily tied to linear order in any way. In head-marking

languages these slots would be places for morphological argument markers on the

verbal complex, rather than independent syntactic positions within the core.

The principle in (4.47) represents the universal default, and there are languages,

e.g. Lakhota, in which it completely predicts all of the correct core types that go

with the verbs in the language. English presents a much more complex situation,

because it deviates from (4.47) in three ways. First, as mentioned at the beginning of

section 4.2, all English verbs have a minimum syntactic valence of 1, so that even

semantic-argument-less verbs like rain nevertheless occur with a syntactic argument

slot, which is filled by the expletive pronoun it. Second, WH-questions lead to a

reduction of core elements, when the WH-word is a semantic argument, since it

occurs in the precore slot. Third, passives result in a reduction of core elements, since

the actor is either omitted or appears as an adjunct in the periphery. These three
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CORE(<^-PERIPHERY)

NUC

PRED

X(P)

AR/J

XP PP/ADV
Core-1 Template

CORE(^-PERIPHERY)

ARG NUC AR/J

I
PRED

NP X(P) PP PP/ADV

Core-2 Template

CORE(<—PERIPHERY)

ARG NUC ARG

PRED

NP V NP PP/ADV

Core-3 Template

CORE(^PERIPHERY)

ARG

X(P) PP/ADV

Core-4 Template

CORE(<

ARG NUC ARG AR/J

V NP PP PP/ADV

Core-5 Template

PERIPHERY) CORE(<^PERIPHERY)

NUC

PRED

X(P) PP/ADV
Core-6 Template

Figure 4.8 Examples of English core syntactic templates

qualifications are summarized in (4.48); they are language-specific in the sense that

they are not universal and specific languages may manifest one or more of them.

(4.48) Language-specific qualifications of the principle in (4.47)

a. All cores in the language have a minimum syntactic valence of 1.

b. Passive constructions reduce the number of core slots by 1.

c. The occurrence of a syntactic argument in the PrC S reduces the number of

core slots by 1 (may override (a)).

Let's take some English verbs and the core templates from figure 2.34, repeated

above with the addition of a sixth template, to see how these statements work. The

major change from chapter 2 is the possibility of some of the PPs being argument-

adjuncts rather than arguments. The English verbs and the sentences realizing them

are given in (4.49) and (4.50).

(4.49) a. Manuel gave the envelope to the clerk. Core-5

a', [do' (Manuel, 0)] CAUSE [BECOMEhave' (clerk, envelope)]

b. The envelope was given to the clerk (by Manuel). Core-2
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c. What did Manuel give to the clerk? Core-2

d. To whom did Manuel give the envelope? Core-3

(4.50) a. Chris broke the coffeepot. Core-3

a', [do' (Chris, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME broken' (coffeepot)]

b. The coffeepot was broken (by Chris). Core-4

c. Who broke the coffeepot? Core-1

d. What did Chris break? Core-4

e. What was broken (by Chris)? Core-6

The logical structure in (4.49a') has three distinct specified arguments, and since the

sentence in (a) is neither passive nor a WH-question, the default principle applies,

selecting Core-5 as the appropriate template. The sentence in (4.49b) is a passive,

and therefore the S-transitivity is reduced to two; accordingly, Core-2 is the appro-

priate template. The sentences in (c) and (d) are WH-questions, and accordingly if

the WH-word is the undergoer, as in (c), then Core-2 is the correct template,

whereas if the WH-phrase is the PP, then Core-3 is the appropriate template. The

same considerations hold in (4.50). The last sentence is particularly interesting.

There are two distinct specified arguments in the logical structure, but (e) is both a

passive and a WH-question. This results in a core with no slots in it, as in Core-6.

This template would combine with the precore slot template in figure 2.34 to yield

the complete structure of the clause. Thus, the selection of the appropriate core

template for a given logical structure is governed by the universal principle in (4.47)

and the language-specific qualifications in (4.48).

We now return to the issue of the specification of the grammatical relations of

the verb's arguments in its lexical entry. Chapter 6 is devoted to the presentation of

the theory of grammatical relations; for the purposes of this section we will assume

a traditional view of them. In every language with grammatical relations, there is a

subject selection principle for multiple-argument verbs. In order to formulate these

principles, we need to go back to the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy in figure 4.2.

With respect to subject selection, let us reinterpret it as a hierarchy with 'argument

of DO' as the highest ranked argument and 'argument of pred' (x)' as the lowest

ranked argument. This is given in (4.51).

(4.51) Subject selection hierarchy

arg. of D O > 1st arg. of do' > 1st arg. of pred' (x, y) > 2nd arg. of pred' (x, y) >

arg. of pred' (x)

In languages like English and German (which we will call 'syntactically accusative

languages'), the subject selection principle is 'the highest-ranking core macrorole is

the default choice for subject'. With a single macrorole argument verb, this means

that it will be subject, but with a two macrorole verb, i.e. an M-transitive verb, it

means that the actor is the default choice for subject; the other macrorole can only
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be subject in a passive construction. In languages like Dyirbal and Sama (Austrone-

sian, Philippines; Walton 1986) (which we will call 'syntactically ergative languages'),

on the other hand, the subject selection principle is 'the lowest-ranking core macro-

role is the default choice for subject'. With an M-intransitive verb, the single macro-

role will be subject regardless of its type, but with an M-transitive verb, this

means that the undergoer is the default choice for subject. The other macrorole,

in this case the actor, can only be subject in a voice construction like the antipas-

sive construction exemplified in (4.6). Thus, in a syntactically accusative language

the unmarked choice for syntactic subject of a transitive verb is the actor, with the

undergoer being a marked choice possible only in a passive construction. On the

other hand, in a syntactically ergative language, the unmarked choice for syntactic

subject of a transitive verb is the undergoer, with the actor being a marked choice

possible only in an antipassive construction. With an intransitive verb, the hierarchy

is irrelevant, as the single macrorole functions as subject regardless of whether it

is actor or undergoer. We will discuss this important typological contrast in detail

in chapter 6.

The overall linking system is summarized in figure 4.9. The term 'privileged syn-

tactic argument' (PSA) can be considered to be equivalent to 'syntactic subject' for

this section. The notion of privileged syntactic argument will be developed and

explicated in chapter 6. We have discussed logical structures, macroroles and the

hierarchy linking them earlier in this chapter. This part of the system is universal,

in that there is very little cross-linguistic variation. Where languages differ sub-

stantially is how macroroles and other arguments link into the syntax. The arrows

are double-headed, because the linking system works both from semantics to

syntax and from syntax to semantics.

Figure 4.10 illustrates the basics of the linking for a simple English sentence; the

operator projection is omitted. Let's go through the semantics —> syntax linking step

by step. Where choices are possible, we will restrict ourselves to the defaults. The

initial steps are to select the appropriate syntactic structure from the syntactic

inventory, following the principles in (4.47) and (4.48), and the logical structure for

the verb from the lexicon. The verb is give, and there is a temporal adverb yesterday;

therefore the logical structure is yesterday' ([do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME

have' (y, z)]). We add the NPs for the participants in the state of affairs coded, yield-

ing yesterday' ([do' (Sandy, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (Robin, what)]). We

must now determine the macrorole assignments. Sandy is the highest-ranking argu-

ment in terms of the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy and therefore is the actor. Give

allows variable linking to undergoer, and therefore either Robin or what may func-

tion as undergoer. The default linking is for what to be undergoer, since as the sec-

ond argument of a two-place state predicate it is closer to the undergoer end of the

hierarchy than Robin, the first argument of a two-place state predicate. At this point

we have completed the semantic phase of the linking. The next step is to map the
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SYNTACTIC FUNCTIONS: PSA Direct core arguments Oblique core arguments -,

Privileged syntactic argument [PSA] selection:

Highest-ranking MR = default (e.g. English)

Lowest-ranking MR = default (e.g. Dyirbal)

SEMANTIC MACROROLES: Actor Undergoer

ACTOR UNDERGOER

3
GO &

on

Arg. of 1st arg. of 1st arg. of 2nd arg. of Arg. of state

D O do' ( x , . . . pred' (x, y) precT (x, y) precT (x)

['—>•' = increasing markedness of realization of argument as macrorole]

Transitivity = No. of macroroles [M Roc]

Transitive = 2

Intransitive = 1

Atransitive = 0

Argument positions in LOGICAL STRUCTURE

t
Verb class 1 Logical structure

S TAT E predicate' (x) or (x, y)

ACTIVITY do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)])

ACHIEVEMENT INGR predicate' (x) or (x, y)

ACCOMPLISHMENT BECOME predicate' (x) or (x, y)

ACTIVE ACCOMPLISHMENT

do' (x, [predicate/ (x, (y))]) & BECOME predicate/ (z, x) or (y)

CAUSATIVE a CAUSE |3, where a, (3 are LSs of any type

Figure 4.9 System linking semantic and syntactic representations

arguments into the syntactic representation. The default mapping in English is

for actor to be subject, and therefore Sandy will appear in the core-initial subject

position. Because the undergoer is a WH-word and the default for WH-words

is that they occur in the precore slot, what will occur in the precore slot rather than

the immediately postnuclear, core-internal position where undergoers in English

normally occur. Robin is a non-macrorole core argument, and the conditions for the

preposition assignment rule for to in (4.18a) are met; accordingly, Robin will appear

as an oblique core argument marked by to. Finally, the adverb yesterday is linked

to the periphery. The linking from syntax to semantics is somewhat more complex,

and we will wait until section 7.2.3 to present it. The details of the linking algorithm

for simple sentences will be presented in chapter 7, and those of the algorithm for

complex sentences will be the main topic of chapter 9.

The subject selection principles obviate the need for listing any grammatical rela-

tions information in lexical entries. Given the transitivity of a verb, which is either
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Syntactic

inventory

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

PrCS CORE< PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

PRED ADV

NP NP V PP

What did Sandy give to Robin yesterday?

Undergoer

i \ t
| Lexicon ^-yesterday' ([do' (Sandy, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (Robin, what)])

Figure 4.10 Linking of syntax and semantics in a simple sentence in English

determined by the principles in (4.14) or by the [MR] feature in the lexical entry,

the possible realizations of the arguments in terms of grammatical relations follow

from the general subject selection principle in the language. There are of course

complications in some languages, and these will be discussed in chapter 7; but they

do not require stipulating which argument will be subject, etc. in lexical entries.

4.6 Lexical rules

As noted at the beginning of section 4.3, the lexicon has come to play an ever-

increasingly important role in linguistic theory in general and grammatical theory in

particular, and a significant reason for this is that the development of rules which

apply in the lexicon permits the capturing of important generalizations. Such rules

are called 'lexical redundancy rules', and they have been assumed in most generative

theories since they were initially proposed in Chomsky (1970) and further elaborated

in Jackendoff (1975). The basic idea goes back to Harris' (1957) original notion of

a transformation as a cooccurrence statement; in this case, however, the rules relate

lexical entries to each other rather than syntactic patterns to each other, as in Harris'

original formulation. In this section we will examine whether certain Aktionsart

alternations are best captured in terms of lexical rules or separate lexical entries for

the forms in question, and in section 4.7.2 we will briefly discuss deverbal nominals,

which are related to their verbal sources by lexical rules.

In section 3.2.1 we discussed Aktionsart alternations with certain verbs, e.g. break

as both an accomplishment and a causative accomplishment, or eat and write as an
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4.6 Lexical rules

activity and an active accomplishment. An important question not addressed there

is whether verbs like break and eat should be listed twice in the lexicon, once for

each Aktionsart type, or whether there should be only one entry for each with lexical

rules to derive the alternative form(s). There are three major considerations that

figure in the answer to this question. First, how general is the alternation? Is it the

case that there is a large number of verbs in the language which exhibit the alter-

nation, or is it limited to a small number of verbs? Second, how predictable is the

semantic information that would be added or subtracted by the putative lexical rule?

Third, is there any morphological evidence to support such a derivation? We will

examine each of these considerations separately.

The break-type causative alternation is very general in English and many other

languages. Among the verbs involved in it are shatter, crack, crumple, collapse, sink,

melt, dry, freeze and harden. The Georgian, French, Russian, Yagua, Lakhota and

Tepehua examples discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.2.1 also illustrate this alternation.

The causative alternation with activity verbs, e.g. roll, walk and bounce, is not as

general as the break-type alternation (Levin 1993), but it appears to be quite general

in Tepehua and Lakhota. The activity-active accomplishment alternation is also very

general in English; Dowty (1979) noted that virtually any activity verb in English

can be used as an active accomplishment with the addition of the right kind of NP

or PP and that virtually any causative or active accomplishment verb can be used

as an activity when it occurs with a bare plural or mass noun object. We have seen

additional evidence of this alternation in Italian, Georgian, Piraha and Russian

in the earlier sections. Hence it too is sufficiently general to be a candidate for a

lexical rule.

The second issue is the generality of the semantic information added or sub-

tracted by the possible lexical rule. In the case of the causative alternation with

achievements, accomplishments and activities, the information is very general, as

represented in (4.52).

(4.52) a. BECOME/INGR pred' (y) <-> [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME/

INGRpred'(y)]

b. do' (y, [pred' (y)]) <-> [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [do' (y, [pred' (y)])]

In both cases the relevant information is '[do' (x, 0)] CAUSE' which is an expres-

sion of causality with an unspecified causing activity; the specific semantic informa-

tion that distinguishes break, sink, shatter and melt, on the one hand, and roll, walk

and bounce, on the other, is represented in the 'BECOME/INGR pred' (y)' or 'do'

(y, [pred' (y)])' part of the logical structure. The situation is a bit more complicated

with the eat-type activity-active accomplishment alternation, because the semantic

information added to the activity logical structure is a function of the subclass of the

activity verb. In every instance, though, an atelic verb becomes telic. Consider the

possible lexical rules in (4.53).
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(4.53) a. Activity [motion] —> active accomplishment: given an activity LS do'

(x, [pred' (x)]), add '& BECOME be-Loc' (y, x)' to form an active

accomplishment LS.

b. Activity [consumption] —> active accomplishment: given an activity LS do'

(x, [pred' (x, y)]), add '& BECOME consumed' (y)' to form an active

accomplishment LS.

c. Activity [creation] -^ active accomplishment: given an activity LS do'

(x, [pred' (x, y)]), add '& BECOME exist' (y)' to form an active accom-

plishment LS.

If the activity verb is a motion verb, e.g. run, then the part added will be a definite

goal, e.g. B E C O M E be-Loc' (y, x). If the activity verb is one of consumption, e.g.

eat or drink, then the part added will be B E C O M E consumed
7 (y). Finally, if it is a

verb of creation (including verbs of performance), e.g. write, paint, carve or sing,

then the part added will be B E C O M E exist' (y). Examples of verbs of each type

are given in (4.54)-(4.57).

(4.54) a. Miriam ran.

a', do' (x, [run' (Miriam)])

b. Miriam ran to the park,

b'. do' (x, [run' (Miriam)]) & BECOME be-at' (park, Miriam)

(4.55) a. Mario ate pizza.

a', do' (x, [eat' (Mario, pizza)])

b. Mario ate the pizza.

b'. do' (x, [eat' (Mario, pizza)]) & B E C O ME eaten' (pizza)

(4.56) a. Ali sang.

a', do' (x, [sing' (Ali, 0)])

b. Ali sang the song.

b'. do' (x, [sing' (Ali, 0)]) & B E CO ME exist' (song)

(4.57) a. Cleophus wrote poetry.

a', do' (x, [write' (Cleophus, poetry)])

b. Cleophus wrote a poem.

b'. do' (x, [write' (Cleophus, poetry)]) & BECOME exist' (poem)

With verbs like sing, what comes into existence or is realized is the song as a per-

formance, not as a group of musical notes on paper. With respect to all of these

examples, it is clear that the semantic difference between the (a') and (b') logical

structures is more varied than that between the two logical structures in (4.52).

Nevertheless, since the differences are predictable from the type of activity verb, it

would be possible to formulate general lexical rules for these alternations. It should

be noted that the activity-active accomplishment alternation involving accomplish-

ment verbs like kill and crush does not involve a change in the logical structure of

the verb; as noted in section 3.2.1, these verbs remain telic even when used with a

bare plural or mass noun object, as shown by their necessarily iterative interpretation.
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4.6 Lexical rules

The final consideration is whether there is any morphological evidence for

the alternation. With respect to the causative achievement-accomplishment alter-

nation, we saw in (3.18) that Tepehua overtly marks this alternation, as do Lakhota

and Yagua; Tepehua and Lakhota also overtly mark the causative alternation with

activity verbs. Lakhota probably presents the most general case; the vast majority

of transitive causative accomplishment and achievement verbs in the language are

derived from state/achievement/accomplishment roots via causativization involv-

ing instrumental prefixes'(see section 3.2). It is clear that for Lakhota and Tepehua

it would be appropriate to posit derivational rules to derive accomplishment verbs

in the lexicon; such rules would resemble those in (4.58).

(4.58) a. Lakhota

state/achievement/accomplishment stem + instrumental prefix —>

causative achievement/accomplishment

(B ECO ME/IN GR) pred' (y) + ka-lya-lyu-... Ina- ->

[do' (x, [... ])] CAUSE [BECOME/INGRpred' (y)]

activity stem + instrumental prefix/causative suffix —> causative activity

[do' (y, [pred' (y)]) + yu- or -ya -> [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [do' (y, [pred'

(y)])]
b. Tepehua

state + ta- —> achievement/accomplishment, pred' (y) + ta- —»BECOME/

INGRpred'(y)

achievement/accomplishment + ma- -> causative achievement/

accomplishment

{ta- -> <d/ma:-_) BECOME/INGRpred' (y) + ma:- -> [do' (x, [... ])]

CAUSE [BECOME/INGRpred' (y)]

activity + ma:- —> causative activity

[do' (y, [pred' (y)]) + ma:- -> [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [do' (y, [pred' (y)])]

In the Lakhota rule, the activity part of the rule will vary, depending upon which

instrumental prefix is involved; with respect to Tepehua, ma- can causativize

underived achievement or accomplishment verbs as well, e.g. 'on 'get fat' vs.

ma.'onu: 'fatten'.

For languages like Yagua (Payne and Payne 1989; see section 3.2.1), on the other

hand, some achievement and accomplishment verbs are clearly derived from their

causative counterparts morphologically, and the lexical rule for this would be one

like that in (4.59).

(4.59) Yagua

causative achievement/accomplishment + -y —> achievement/ accomplishment

[do' (w, [... ])] CAUSE [BECOME/INGRpred' (x)] + -y ->BECOME/

INGRpred'(x)

With respect to the activity-active accomplishment alternation, both Georgian

and Russian code it morphologically with at least some verbs, e.g. Russian 'eat' esf
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(activity) vs. s"esf (active accomplishment), Georgian 'write' e'er (activity) vs.

dae'er (active accomplishment) (see section 3.2.1). Treating both Russian s- and

Georgian da- as preverbs, we can posit the lexical rule in (4.60).

(4.60) Georgian/Russian

activity + preverb -> active accomplishment

do' (x, [...]) + preverb -> do' (x, [pred' (x, y)]) & B E C O M E pred' (y)

There are a number of preverbs in each language, each of which cooccurs with

different verbs; hence this rule is very schematic, as there would need to be a rule for

each preverb, much like the rules for each instrumental prefix in Lakhota. More-

over, as noted above, the exact content of the added semantic component will be a

function of the subtype of activity verb.

It is, thus, plausible to propose lexical rules for the causative alternation with

achievement-accomplishment and activity verbs and the activity-active accom-

plishment alternations in those languages in which all three of these criteria are

met. It is less clear that it is plausible to propose such rules for languages like

English in which there is no overt morphological evidence for them. There are at

least two possible analyses here, and in evaluating them we will use the theory-

internal criteria introduced in section 1.2.1, namely, economy, motivation and pre-

dictiveness. Analysis 1 posits no derivational rules at all and has separate lexical

entries for each Aktionsart form of a verb, i.e. separate lexical entries for break

(accomplishment) and break (causative accomplishment), for roll (activity) and roll

(causative activity), and for eat (activity) and eat (active accomplishment). Analysis

2 postulates that there is only one lexical entry for break, roll and eat and that there

are rules akin to those in (4.58)-(4.60) to derive the alternative forms. Before we can

compare them, however, we need to clarify certain aspects of analysis 2.

The primary questions with respect to analysis 2 is the direction of derivation;

in other words, is the English rule for the causative alternation like the ones for

Lakhota and Tepehua or the one for Yagua? Similarly, is the rule relating activities

and active accomplishments like the one posited for Russian and Georgian in

(4.60), or does it derive activities from active accomplishments? With respect to the

activity-active accomplishment alternation, it was argued at the end of section 3.2.1

that verbs like eat are basically activities which have active accomplishment uses,

and this requires that the derivational rule for English be activity —> active accom-

plishment. Thus we may posit that English has a rule, like Russian and Georgian,

which treats a verb's activity use as basic and derives the active accomplishment use

from it by a derivational rule. As noted in section 3.2.1, causative accomplishment

verbs which behave like activities do not have a different logical structure (since

they are still telic and therefore have an iterative interpretation) and consequently

would not be subject to a derivational rule of this kind; rather, their activity inter-

pretation would be the result of a semantic interpretation rule. With respect to the
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causative alternation, there is no striking advantage to positing either rule; in both

instances, there are verbs which have the appropriate input logical structure but

which do not undergo the rule (see Pinker 1989). It appears (Levin 1993) that there

are fewer intransitive achievement and accomplishment verbs which do not undergo

causativization than there are causative verbs which do not undergo decausativiza-

tion, and therefore we will assume that the rule for English follows the Lakhota and

Tepehua pattern of deriving causatives from accomplishments, achievements and

activities.

We are now in a position to compare the two approaches. With respect to the cri-

terion of economy, analysis 1 leads to an enormous increase in the number of lexical

entries in the lexicon, with multiple lexical entries for many verbs. Analysis 2, on

the other hand, leads to a much leaner lexicon, and avoids multiple lexical entries

for verbs, except in cases of true polysemy, e.g. take 'obtain' vs. take 'carry'. It does,

however, involve the positing of two lexical rules, whereas analysis 1 avoids positing

such rules. It might be suggested the analysis 1 is massively redundant, with a great

deal of information about a verb repeated in its multiple entries. One possibility for

avoiding this redundancy is, when there are multiple entries for a single verb, to

state only that information which is distinctive for that form and have a rule which

refers back to what we will call the 'root' entry where the information common to

all of the entries is represented. This avoids the redundancy but at the cost of adding

a new rule type to the system. Thus with respect to economy, analysis 2 would seem

to be simpler, since it necessitates the positing of fewer verbal lexical entries, and

both analyses require lexical rules of some type.

With respect to the criterion of motivation, both analyses can claim to be inde-

pendently motivated in some way. Postulating multiple entries for a given verb is al-

ready required for cases of polysemy. Derivational rules are well motivated within

the theory, as they are required for languages like Tepehua, Lakhota and many

others. Within the grammar of English, derivational rules in the lexicon are also

independently motivated, as there are numerous well-known derivational rules,

e.g. ADJ + -ize -> verb, ADJ + -ness —> noun, N + -y —> adjective, ADJ + -ly —> adverb.

Hence with respect to motivation, both analyses seem to be equivalent.

Finally, with respect to predictiveness, the two differ substantially. Analysis 1

makes no predictions at all. Analysis 2, on the other hand, makes a very interesting

prediction. It is well established that as speakers learn a language they often over-

generalize the rules as they learn them; children, for example, often overregularize the

regular past tense and plural endings to irregular verbs and nouns. Analysis 2 posits

that part of learning English is learning the rule that derives causative accomplish-

ments from accomplishments, and therefore it predicts that it, like other rules, could

be over generalized during language learning, and this does in fact occur, as Bowerman

(1974) and others have reported. Thus it is attested that some children have taken an

accomplishment verb like disappear, which does not have an causative counterpart,
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and used it as a causative accomplishment in sentences like He disappeared it, i.e.

'He made it disappear'. Hence analysis 2 makes a correct prediction which does not

follow from analysis 1.

In reviewing the three criteria, we see that analysis 2 is more economical and has

greater predictiveness than analysis 1 and is therefore to be preferred. We may con-

clude, then, that it is reasonable to hypothesize that English does have a lexical rule

deriving causative break from accomplishment break and therefore that break (and

other verbs of its type) is represented only once in the lexicon with a logical struc-

ture of one of the basic four Aktionsart classes.

4.7 The semantic representation of nouns and noun phrases

Nouns may head nominal cores and take arguments, as we saw in section 2.3.2, and

accordingly they require an appropriate semantic representation in the lexicon. In

this section, we will discuss the semantic properties of non-derived nouns, deverbal

derived nominals, possessive phrases and NP adjuncts, and NP operators.

4.7.1 Semantic properties of nouns

A non-derived noun like dog or tree does not have a logical structure like a verb or

predicative preposition, but it does have semantic properties which contribute sig-

nificantly to the interpretation of a sentence. Consider the following example.

(4.61) John started in on a new novel.

This sentence can normally be interpreted to mean that John either began to read a

novel or to write a novel. Where does this interpretation come from? Why can't we

interpret this to mean that he began to eat a novel, the way we can construe Chris

started in on a hamburger! The answer obviously is that the interpretation derives

from the different under goers in the two sentences, novel, on the one hand, and

hamburger, on the other. In order to capture these facts, Pustejovsky (1991,1995)

proposes a theory of nominal qualia to characterize the semantics of nominals. It is

summarized in (4.62).

(4.62) Qualia theory (Pustejovsky 1991: 426-7)

a. Constitutive role: the relation between an object and its constituents, or

proper parts

1 material

2 weight

3 parts and component elements

b. Formal role: that which distinguishes the object within a larger domain

1 orientation

2 magnitude

3 shape

4 dimensionality
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5 color

6 position

c. Telic role\ purpose and function of the object

1 purpose that an agent has in performing an act

2 built-in function or aim that specifies certain activities

d. Agentive role: factors involved in the origin or 'bringing about' of an object

1 creator

2 artifact

3 natural kind

4 causal chain

Pustejovsky gives the following representation for novel15

(4.63) novel (x)

a. Constitutive: narrative' (x)

b. Form: book
7
 (x), disk' (x)

c. Telic: do' (y, [read' (y, x)])

d. Agentive: artifact' (x), do' (y, [write' (y, x)]) & BECOME exist' (x)

The source of the two interpretations for (4.61) is now clear: one reading is based on

the telic role of novel, while the other is derived from the agentive role. Consider

also the following sentences involving the noun door.

(4.64) a. Pat painted the door.

b. Pat walked through the door.

c. door(xvy)16

1 Constitutive: obstruction' (x), aperture' (y)

2 Form: physical-object' (x), frame' (y)

3 Telic: BECOME closed/open' (x), do' (z, [go.through' (z, y)])

4 Agentive: artifact' (x v y)

A door is an aperture that one can pass through or a physical object that can fill

the aperture. The sentence in (4.64a) refers to the physical object and (b) refers to

the aperture. This is captured by having two variables for door, one referring to the

opening and the other to the physical object which fills the opening.

Thus, the lexical entry for each noun will contain a set of qualia, [Qc, QF, QT, QA],

which represent its primary semantic properties, much like a logical structure repre-

sents the primary semantic properties of a verb. Combining the two yields a more

complete semantic representation for a clause, as in (4.65).

(4.65) a. The door opened.

b. BECOME open' ([door (x), {Qc, QF, QT, QA]\)

'door (x)' indicates that it is the x-variable in the lexical entry in (4.64c) which

is selected, and therefore the relevant qualia properties are those containing it, e.g.

obstruction' (x). In the case of (4.61), John began a novel, we would have the following

logical structure.17
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(4.66) BECOME do' ([John (x), {...}], [verb' ([John (x), {...}], [novel (y),

{. .. ,Gr[do' (x, [read' (x, y)])], Q^do' (x, [write' (x, y)])]}])])

Begin is treated semantically like a complement-taking predicate with an un-

specified complement verb (the 'verb" in the logical structure), and the semantic

content of the unspecified verb is supplied by the logical structure in the telic role in

the qualia for the 'John began to read a novel' interpretation and in the agentive

role in the qualia for the 'John began to write a novel' reading.18

4.7.2 Deverbal nominals

Many nouns are related to verbs, e.g. arrest, destruction, investigation, student, etc.,

and, as we saw in section 2.3.2, they may take arguments, as illustrated in (4.67).

(4.67) a. the arrest of Bill by F BI agents in New York City

b. the destruction of the city by the enemy

c. the investigation of the murders by Sherlock Holmes

d. the study of physics

Such constructions are found in many languages.

(4.68) a. Tepehua (Watters 1988)

'is-pus-ka kafe

3G E N -pick- N M z coffee

'the picking of coffee'

b. Hausa (Abdoulaye 1992)

kaama kiifin Abdu

catch fish-of

'the catching of a fish by Abdu'

c. Georgian (Harris 1981)

c'erilis dac'era cems mier

letter- GEN writing me. G EN by

'the writing of the letter by me'

d. Hebrew (Berman 1978)

bniyat ha-bayit al ydey ha-soxnut

building the-house by the-agency

'the building of the house by the agency'

We will assume, following Nunes (1993), that deverbal nominals have the same log-

ical structure in their lexical entry as the corresponding verb and that there are lexi-

cal redundancy rules which express the relationship between the verb and related

derived nominal, e.g. [do' (x, 0)] C A U S E [ B E C O M E destroyed' (y)] -> destruc-

tion (x, y). The prepositions marking the coreN arguments are predicted by the same

rules that predict prepositions in clauses (see sections 4.3, 7.3.2). In the case of all

of the examples in (4.67) and (4.68), the derived nominal corresponds to the verb,

e.g. destroy ~ destruction, and the arguments of the verb are realized as arguments

of the nominal nucleus. With respect to complement-taking nominals, e.g. belief,

claim, the same will be true, as illustrated in (4.69).
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(4.69) a. Max believes that the world is round.

b. Max's belief that the world is round

c. believe' (Max, [be' (world, [round'])])

The linking principles which govern the realization of these arguments are related

to the linking principles for verbal arguments in clauses, which will be developed in

chapter 7, but with some interesting variations which follow from the fundamental

differences between nominal and verbal expressions. While there are action nomi-

nals like running and stative verbs like know, nominals are basically static in nature

and verbs are basically non-static (see the features in (3.12)). Nunes (1993) argues

that English deverbal nominals are inherently M-intransitive; that is, they never

take more than one direct coreN argument, which is realized by the ^/-marked N P in

the examples in (4.67) and (2.25) and the genitive case NPs in (4.68).19 In section 4.2

we discussed the macrorole assignment principles for verbal predicates, and we com-

pared two possible formulations for determining which macrorole M-intransitive

verbal predicates would take, one which was sensitive to the presence of an activity

predicate in the logical structure and the other which was sensitive to the presence

of a state predicate in the logical structure. We concluded that for verbal predicates

the principle sensitive to activity predicates makes the correct prediction, but Nunes

(1993) shows that for nominals the opposite is true: a deverbal nominal takes an

undergoer as its single macrorole if the verb from which it is derived contains a state

predicate, otherwise an actor. This means that only deverbal nominals derived from

activity verbs will take an actor as their single direct, <9/-marked coreN argument.

This is illustrated in the following examples from Nunes (1993). (The subscripts

'CL-A' and 'CL-U' stand for 'clausal actor' and 'clausal undergoer', respectively.)

(4.70) Deverbal nominals from state, achievement and accomplishment verbs

(±causative)

a. Sara knows French. State20

a', some knowledge of FrenchCL.u/*of SaraCL.A

b. The balloon popped. Achievement

b'. the popping of the balloonc L. v

c. The cat popped the balloon. Causative achievement

c'. the popping of the balloonc L. v by the catc L _A

c". *the popping of the catc L _A [must be

interpreted as undergoer]

d. Chris died. Accomplishment

d'. the death of ChrisCLU

e. The enemy destroyed the city. Causative accomplishment

e'. the destruction of the cityc L. v by the

enemyCL.A

e". *the destruction of the enemyCL.A

[must be interpreted as undergoer]
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(4.71) Deverbal nominals from activity verbs

a.. The dog barked.

a', the barking of the dogCL.A

b. The wheel is rotating.

b'. the rotation of the wheelCL.A

With two-argument activity verbs, which can be both activities and active accom-

plishments, the actor argument can always be the direct coreN argument of the

derived nominal, and with some, the argument corresponding to the clausal under-

goer can be the direct coreN argument as well.

(4.72) Deverbal nominals from activity I active accomplishment verbs

a. The killer bees attacked the dog.

a', the attack of the killer beesc L _A on the dogc L. u

a", the attack on/*of the dogc L. u by the killer beesc L A

b. Sherlock Holmes investigated the murder.

b'. the investigation of Sherlock Holmesc L _A into the murderc L. v

b". the investigation of the murderc L. v by Sherlock Holmesc L _A

With attack, only the clausal actor can appear as a direct coreN argument in the

deverbal nominal, whereas with investigate both arguments can.

It is also the case that the result of nominalizing a verb may be a nominal referring

to one of the arguments of the verb, rather than the state of affairs denoted by the

verb. The simplest examples are agent nominalizations, e.g. singer, dancer and talker,

which realize the x argument in the logical structure of these activity verbs, e.g. do'

(x, [sing' (x, y)]). The general rule for agent nominalizations would look like (4.73).

(4.73) verb + -er —> [N verb + er] % which verbs' ( [ L S . . . (xb . . . ) . . . ] ) , where 'x' is

the actor argument in the logical structure

When transitive verbs are nominalized by this rule, there are two possible realiza-

tions of the undergoer argument. It may appear as a direct coreN argument marked

by of, as in a drinker of beer, a painter of houses, a hunter of ducks or a killer of cops,

or it may be incorporated into the derived nominal, creating beerdrinker, house-

painter, duckhunter or copkiller. Thus, expressions like drinker of beer and beer-

drinker realize both of the primary arguments of the logical structure, the actor in

the verb + -er derived nominal and the undergoer in the o/-NP or the incorporated

noun. There are some morphologically irregular outputs from the rule in (4.73);

for example, if the input verb is study, the output NP is student, not *studier. Hence

the logical structure do' (x, [study' (x, physics)]) yields student of physics or physics

student as the output of (4.73).

A somewhat extreme case of argument nominalization can be found with the

Tepehua verb ca'a:- 'wash', which has eight derived nominal forms (Watters 1988,

1996). In order to see how these are formed, it is necessary to look at the logical
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structures this verb can have. The first thing to mention is that it is an activity

verb which can also have an active accomplishment form. The second thing is that

Tepehua has extensive valence-increasing verb morphology, and many of the

derived forms are nominalizations of the added argument. There are three logical

structures in (4.74): the basic activity logical structure in (a), the minimal active

accomplishment logical structure in (b) and the expanded active accomplishment

logical structure in (c), which is a crude approximation of what a detailed decom-

position of wash' would be like.

(4.74) a. do'(x,[wash'(x,y)])

b. do' (x, [wash' (x, y)]) & [BECOME washed' (y)]

c. [do' (x, [take.(a).put.(oc A y).in.(p).rub.(y).on.(y)'] & B E C O M E washed'

(y)

The Greek variables represent potential arguments whose realization requires a

valence-increasing affix on the verb. The first derived nominal is the agent nominal-

ization formed by the addition of the suffix -na:, yielding ca'a.na: 'washer'. There is

a comitative verb prefix fa-, which, when added to ca'a.na:, results in a second agent

nominalization faca'a.na: 'fellow washer'. There is a directional verb prefix ti:- 'to,

toward', which is often used to give a sense of 'pointing toward' or a 'future orienta-

tion'. When it is added to ca'a:- and then the resulting verb is nominalized by -ti, the

result is tixa'a.ti 'that which is to be washed' or 'dirty laundry'. This is the realiza-

tion of the y argument in (4.74a) as a nominalization; since this is an activity logical

structure, the action cannot have been completed, and therefore the y argument

refers to what is to be washed. When the verb alone is nominalized, ca'amti, the re-

sult is ambiguous; it can refer either to the act of washing or to the result of washing,

i.e. clean laundry. In this case it refers to the y variable in the active accomplishment

logical structure in (b), since it refers to the result of the completed action. The pas-

sive nominal is 'is-ca'a:-ka (3GEN-wash-PASs.NMz) 'the washing of y' (see (4.68a)).

The final three nominalizations are related to the Greek variable arguments in the

logical structure in (c). When the prefix la:- is added, the result is ia:ca'a:n 'soap'

(the a variable); the prefix appears to be a reduced form of the verb la.'an 'take'.

The prefixes pu:- and pa:- both have locative senses: pu:ca'a:n 'washing trough' de-

notes the container in which the washing is done (the p variable), while paxa'a.n

'washboard' refers to the implement on which the clothes are rubbed as part of the

process (the y variable). Thus, it is possible for a range of arguments in the logical

structure of a verb to be realized as nominalizations.

4.7.3 Possessive phrases and N P adjuncts

Possessive phrases obviously involve the notion of possession, which is essentially a

predication relation (see section 3.2.3.4). Hence it makes sense to represent posses-

sion within NPs semantically the same way as it is represented semantically within
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clauses, i.e. in terms of the predicate have'. Accordingly, the clause The man has a

car and the NP the man's car will both be related to the logical structure have' (man,

car).21 A very important difference between a clause and an NP is of course the

nature of the head; the verb is the head of a clause, while a noun heads an NP. In

order to indicate that we are dealing with a noun-headed construction, the head

noun will be underlined in the logical structure for NPs. Thus, have' (man, car) is

the logical structure of the man has a car, while have' (man, car) is a partial semantic

representation of the man's car. Have' (man, car) is realized by a core in which have

functions as the predicate in the nucleus; on the other hand, have' (man, car) is real-

ized by a noun phrase in which car functions as the head in a nominal nucleus (see

section 2.3.2). It is also possible to take the first argument in the logical structure as

the head of the NP, i.e. have' (man, car), yielding the man with the car. This differ-

ence is termed 'profiling' in Langacker (1987); the car is profiled in the man's car,

while the man is profiled in the man with the car. As we will see in chapter 7, the rules

for preposition assignment in English correctly predict that car will be marked by

with in this construction. In the discussion of headedness in section 2.4, we argued

that the heads are the primary elements in the semantic representation of the

phrase, and accordingly the underlined element in these semantic representations

functions as both a semantic head, i.e. it is the primary element in the representa-

tion and the other elements are interpreted as modifiers of it, and as a syntactic

head, i.e. it will function as the nucleus of the phrase in the syntactic representation.

There are important distinctions among alienable, inalienable and kin posses-

sion. Inalienable possession involves a part-whole relation between the posses-

sor and the possessed, e.g. a table and its legs, a bird and its wings, a car and its

wheels. As such, inalienable possession is related to the constitutive role of the

nominal qualia (see (4.62a3)) and involves what we may call 'necessary' possession.22

Alienable possession, on the other hand, is not based on a part-whole relation and is

contingent possession, e.g. a man and his car, a boy and his toy, a woman and her

jewelry. In order to distinguish these two types of possession, we will reserve have'

for alienable possession and use the predicate have.as.part' for inalienable posses-

sion. Thus, A car has wheels would have the logical structure have.as.part' (car,

wheels), and the car's wheels would have the logical structure have.as.part' (car,

wheels). Kin possession is not a special category in languages like English, as most

expressions of kinship are assimilated to the basic patterns of inalienable posses-

sion, e.g. I have two children, Sam is my uncle, my daughter. Kin and inalienable pos-

sessors share the property of not taking possessive inflection when they occur

post-head, unlike alienable possessors, e.g. Natasha's sister vs. sister ofNatasha(*'s),

the table's leg vs. leg of the tablet's), Sam's car vs. car ofSam's/*Sam. It was noted in

section 2.3.2, however, that kinship nouns do have the property of taking argu-

ments, e.g. the oldest sister of Mary, a property usually associated with deverbal

nominals. Hence we referred to them there as relational nouns. We may represent
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these kin possession phrases semantically as have.as.kin' (x, y), where 'x' is the

reference point and 'y' is the kin relation, e.g. have.as.kin' (3sg, father) 'his father'.

Hence the logical structure for Sam is my uncle is be' (Sam, [have.as.kin' (lsg,

uncle)]). In many languages, special constructions and forms exist for the expres-

sion of kin relations. In Mparntwe Arrernte (Wilkins 1989), as in many other

Australian Aboriginal languages, there are special pronominal forms and construc-

tions for expressing kin possession. They are illustrated in (4.75); the contrasting

non-kin possessive forms for first and second person are given as well.

(4.75) a. Pronominal forms for kin possession

-atye 'lsg kin possessor' e.g. yay-atye 'my sister'

(cf. atyenhe- 'my')

-angkwe '2sg kin possessor' e.g. me-angkwe 'your mother'

(cf. ngkwinhe- 'your')

-ikwe '3sg kin possessor' e.g. altyerr-ikwe 'his/her dreaming totem'

b. Special dative of kin possession construction

(i) atyenge akngeye

lsgDAT father

'my father'

(ii) Toby-ke alere

-DAT child

'Toby's child'

The logical structure for yay-atye 'my sister' would be have.as.kin' (lsg, sister). In

Lakhota, for example, there is a special verbal construction for expressing that

someone stands in a kinship relation to someone. This is illustrated in (4.76).

(4.76) a. Sam ate-0-wa-ye.

father-3sgU-lsgA-CAus

'Sam is my father'

b. WichJ£ala ki thoz§-wicha-ya-ye.

girl the niece-3plU-2sgA-CAUs

'The girls are your nieces.'

We may propose a predicate for the logical structure of verbs of kin possession,

have.as.kin(a)r (x, y), where 'a' is a variable representing the kin term. Hence for

the Lakhota expression in (4.76a), the logical structure would be have.as.father'

(lsg, Sam). For possessed kin terms, the inalienable possessor forms are used, e.g.

chuks 'daughter', mi-chyksi 'my daughter', ni-ch$ksi 'your daughter' (Buechel 1939,

Boas and Deloria 1941). There is one set of expressions in English that appear

to pattern like the Lakhota kinship expressions, namely those involving royalty.

Assuming a logical structure like have.as.queen' (England, Elizabeth II), this would

be realized as England has Elizabeth II as its Queen. However, this is not the usual

way of expressing this in English. The more common way would be to use an

identificational logical structure like be' (Elizabeth II, [queen' (England)]), yielding
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Elizabeth His Queen of England/England's Queen, where queen' (x) is a one-place

state predicate. The verbal expression is derived by replacing the variable 'a' in

have.as.royalty(a)' (y, z) with queen' (x), where the x argument of queen' (x) corre-

sponds to the y argument in have.as.royalty(oc)
/ (x, y).

It might appear that possessive NPs involving alienable and inalienable pos-

session are basically the same, but this is misleading. In the first place, there is an

alternative realization of these NPs in which the possessor occurs in a non-predicative

PP headed by of, but the two possibilities are not equally felicitous: the wheels of

the car is fine, but the car of the man is somewhat odd in and of itself. Second,

these judgments reverse when the possessor is selected as the head of the NP

(have.as.part/ (car, wheels)): the man with the car is fine, as we saw above, but the

car with wheels is odd without some additional semantic material, e.g. the car with

shiny I old I cool wheels is fine. This would seem to follow from the fact that a car's

having wheels is part of its inherent properties, and therefore the car with wheels by

itself is not informative. Finally, it is possible to compound the possessor and pos-

sessed in inalienable possession, i.e. the car wheels, whereas this is ungrammatical

with alienable possession, e.g. *the man car.

In NPs like the table in the bedroom, the PP in the bedroom is a kind of adjunct,

and there are other types of adjunct PPs possible in NPs, e.g. the book on the shelf,

the meeting after the interview. The logical structures for these NPs are given in

(4.77), following the logical structures for clausal adjuncts in section 4.4.1.

(4.77) a. be-in' (bedroom, table) the table in the bedroom

a', be-in' (bedroom, table) the bedroom with the table in it

b. be-on' (shelf, book) the book on the shelf

b'. be-on' (shelf, book) the shelf with the book on it

c. be-after' (interview, meeting) the meeting after the interview

c'. be-after' (interview, meeting) the interview with the meeting after it

When the first argument is chosen as the head, a resumptive PP containing the

preposition as a modifier of the head and a pronoun referring to it is required; this is

because with PPs in NPs code possession, which is not the semantic relation of the

prepositional predicate in these constructions, and therefore the resumptive PP

expresses the semantic content of the prepositional predicate. Clausal logical struc-

tures containing possessive NPs and NPs containing adjuncts are given in (4.78).

(4.78) a. see' (I, [be-in' (bedroom, table)])

'I saw the table in the bedroom.'

b. [do' (baby, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME broken' ([have' (Paul, watch)])]

'The baby broke Paul's watch.'

4.7.4 Pronouns and reflexives

Pronominal elements are present in the semantic representation of a sentence, as

are the kind of independent reflexive elements found in languages like English,
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German, Japanese and many others. Accordingly, the sentences in (4.79) would

have the accompanying logical structures in their semantic representations.

(4.79) a. Chris saw Pat.

a', see'(Chris, Pat)

b. He saw Jose.

b'. see' (3sgM, Jose)

c. Fatima saw herself,

c'. see' (Fatima, herself)

The pronoun in (b) is represented as '3sgM' because its actual form is determined

by the outcome of the linking into the syntax; if an active linking occurs, then it will

be realized as he, and if a passive linking occurs, it will be realized as him. The rele-

vant case-marking rules will be presented in chapter 7. The conditions determining

the possibilities of coreference and disjoint reference for pronouns will be pre-

sented in chapter 5, and the conditions governing the proper use of reflexives in

simple sentences will be developed in chapter 7.

Most pronouns exhaustively fill an argument position in a logical structure, the

way '3sgM' fills the first argument position in (4.79b') and herself fills the second

argument position in (c'). There is, however, an interesting exception to this gen-

eralization. It is o/ie-pronominalization, as in (4.80).

(4.80) a. I bought one.

b. I saw the tall one with blond hair.

In (a) one functions as a complete core argument of buy, analogous to he in (4.79b)

or it in / bought it. The interesting case is (b), in which one expresses a subpart of an

argument. What does this subpart consist of? There are strong constraints on it, as

the following examples show.

(4.81) a. the tall student of physics with blond hair

a'. *the tall one of physics with blond hair

a", the one with blond hair

b. the present King of France

b'. *the present one of France

b". the present one

c. the unexpected arrest of the mafia boss by the FBI

c'. *the unexpected one of the mafia boss by the FBI

c". the unexpected one by the FBI

c'". the unexpected one /the one by the FBI

d. the attack of the killer bees on the dog

d'. *the one of the killer bees on the dog

d". the one on the dog

e. the attack on the dog by killer bees

e'. the one on the dog by killer bees
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These examples show that one cannot replace just student in student of physics, King

in King of France, arrest in arrest of the mafia boss and attack in attack of the killer

bees. In every case it must replace the entire phrase. With respect to the deverbal

nominals, one can replace the nucleus plus its single direct coreN argument. In terms

of the discussion of deverbal nominals in section 4.7.2, we can say that one mini-

mally represents the deverbal nominal plus its primary argument: the undergoer

with nominals derived from state, achievement and accomplishment verbs and the

actor with nominals derived from activity verbs. With agent nominalizations like

student and hunter, the primary argument is the second argument of the verb, which

is normally realized either as an incorporated noun (e.g. duckhunter) or a direct

coreN argument (e.g. student of physics). Given that this second argument may

occur incorporated in the agent nominalization, it is not surprising it is an obligatory

part of the minimal unit which can be replaced by one. With respect to deverbal

nominals, we may predict that if a derived nominal does not take a direct coreN

argument, then one may represent the head noun alone. The example in (e) is of

particular interest here, since there is no direct coreN argument in it, and, as pre-

dicted, one can appear in place of just the head noun attack. Generalizing across

both kinds of nominalization, we see that the minimal semantic unit corresponding

to one is a predicate plus its primary argument; the identity of the primary argument

is a function of (1) the type of nominalization, and (2) the Aktionsart of the verb

from which the nominal is derived.

Returning to the King of France example, we argued in section 4.7.3 that kin

expressions like Mary's sister I the sister of Mary and the Queen of England! England's

Queen have predicative structures in their semantic representation, and what one

expresses is the predicate plus its primary argument(s). In the case of the sister of

Mary, it expresses the whole logical structure have.as.kin' (Mary, sister), as in I met

Mary's tall sister, not the short one, where the logical structures for the two NPs are

be' ([have.as.kin' (Mary, sister)], [tall']) and be' (one, [short']). In the case of royalty,

one replaces king' (France), not simply king'. Thus it appears that these construc-

tions also follow the pattern seen for one-pronominalization in deverbal nominals

and agent nominalizations described above.

4.7.5 NP operators

We introduced a set of NP operators in section 2.3.2, and as with operators in the

layered structure of the clause we will not propose a substantive semantic represen-

tation for them. We will, accordingly, represent them in logical structure in much

the same way as we represented clausal operators in section 4.4.2. The NP opera-

tors are summarized in (4.82).

(4.82) (DEICPi?OX(DEF+(NEG0(QNT3(NUM5G(NASPCOt/iVr(LS)»))»
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(IFDCL (TNSPAST(yesterday' ([gentle' (do' (x,0))] CAUSE [BECOME open' (y)])>»

(DEF + (QNT 3(NUM SG (NASP CO UNT{be' (dog (x), [big'])>»»

(DEF + (QNT3(NUM SG (NASP CO UNT([be-in' (z, [be' (door (y), [green'])])])))))

(DEF + (QNT3(NUM SG (NASP CO UNT((kitchen (z))»»>

Figure 4.11 Semantic representation of The big dog gently opened the green

door in the kitchen yesterday

Adjectival and nominal modifiers are represented as predicates taking the head as

an argument, much as in the possessive and adjunct constructions. The logical struc-

ture for Larry's red house would be as in (4.83).23

(4.83) (DEF+(NEG0(QNT3(NUM5G(NASPCO(/Nr(have'(Larry,

[be'(house, [red'])])))))))

There are important interactions among the elements in this representation. For

example, it can be realized as Larry's red house only if the DEF operator is'+', since

a possessor in the NP-initial position always signals a definite NP. If it were ' - ' , then

the only possible realization would be a red house of Larry's.

4.8 Summary

We are at last in a position to give a full semantic representation for a clause, includ-

ing clausal adjuncts and operators as well as NP adjuncts and operators. The sen-

tence The big dog gently opened the green door in the kitchen yesterday would have

the semantic representation given in figure 4.11. It is obviously cumbersome to

work with representations as complex as this one, and consequently in future chap-

ters we will specify only those aspects of the semantic representation that are rele-

vant to the issue at hand. Nevertheless, we have succeeded in developing a system

of lexical representation which permits us to create rich semantic representations

for sentences.

Further reading

For alternative approaches to macroroles, see A. E. Kibrik (1985), Dowty (1991),

Palmer (1994). On valence and valence theory, see Allerton (1982), Abraham

(1978). On lexical rules, see Chomsky (1970), Jackendoff (1975), Bresnan (1982a),

Pinker (1989). For more on adpositions, see Bennett (1975), Cresswell (1978),

Hawkins (1985), Gawron (1986), Jolly (1991, 1993), Rauh (1991). On adverbs,

see Jackendoff (1972), Cresswell (1979), LoCasio (1986), McCawley (1979),

McConnell-Ginet (1982), Nuyts (1994). For more on linking, see chapters 7 and

9, and the references given therein. For more detailed discussion of qualia
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theory, see Pustejovsky (1991,1995). On deverbal nominals and lexicalization, see

Talmy (1985), Nunes (1993), Comrie and Thompson (1985).

Exercises

1 In the following sentences, state which arguments are actors and which argu-

ments are undergoers. [section 4.2]

(1) The house collapsed.

(2) The boy introduced his girlfriend to his mother.

(3) The salt dissolved quickly in the water.

(4) Sandy devoured the turkey sandwich.

(5) The students booed loudly at the politician.

(6) The cougar was captured by the game warden.

(7) Kim ran around the house for ten minutes.

(8) Pat executed a perfect crescent kick.

(9) The courier handed Robin the package.

(10) Sally laughed out loud.

(11) The hunter shot at the lion.

(12) It snowed heavily on Tuesday.

(13) The waiter placed the drink in front of Michael.

(14) The lawyer received a summons from the court.

(15) Sandy discussed Robin's request with Kim.

2 The data below are from Bambara, a Niger-Kordofanian language widely spoken

in subsaharan West Africa (Bird and Shopen 1979).24 Consider the alternation be-

tween the transitive and intransitive uses of the verbs in (l)-(6). How is the single

argument of the intransitive verbs interpreted? How is the other possible intrans-

itive meaning expressed? What implications does this second form have for the

analysis of activity predications presented in section 3.2.2? [section 4.2]

(1) a. Fanta bena daba ti. 'Fanta will break the hoe.'

b. Daba bena ti. 'The hoe will break.'

c. Fanta bena ti. 'Fanta will break. 7*'Fanta will break

(something).'

(2) a. Baba bena kini tobi. 'Baba will cook the rice.'

b. Kini bena tobi. 'The rice will cook.'

c. Baba bena tobi. 'Baba will [be] cook[ed].7*'Baba will cook

(something).'

(3) a. Fanta be ji min. 'Fanta is drinking the water.'

b. Jibe min. 'The water is being drunk.'

c. *Fanta be min. 'Fanta is being drunk. 7*'Fanta is drinking

(something).'
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(4) a. Safura bena daba dila.

b. Daba bena dila.

c. Safura bena dila.

(5) a. U bena Baba fo.

b. Baba bena fo.

c. Ubenafo.

(6) a. An be sogo dumu.

b. Sogo be dumu.

c. An be dumu.

(7) a. Fanta bena tili ke.

b. Baba bena tobili ke.

c. Fanta be minli ke.

d. Safura bena dilali ke.

e. Ubenafolike.

f. An be dumuli ke.

(8) a. Bababemunke?

b. Baba be bara ke.

(9) a. Ne bena tobili ye.

b. Tobili bena ye.

(10) a. U bena foli men.

b. Foli bena men.

'Safura will repair the hoe.'

'The hoe will be repaired.'

'Safura will be repaired.7*'Safura will repair

(something).'

'They will greet Baba.'

'Baba will be greeted.'

'They will be greeted.'/*'They will greet

(someone).'

'We are eating the meat.'

'The meat is being eaten.'

'We are being eaten.7*'We are eating

(something).'

'Fanta will break (something).'

'Baba will cook (something).'

'Fanta is drinking.'

'Safura will repair (something).'

'They will greet (someone).'

'We are eating.'

'What is Baba doing?'

'Baba is working.7'Baba is doing work.'

'I will see the cooking.'

'The cooking will be seen.'

'They will hear the greeting.'

'The greeting will be heard.'

3 Given the following logical structures, determine which argument will be actor

and which will be undergoer, following the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy in figure

4.2. If more than one assignment is possible, give all of them. Indicate how the non-

macrorole arguments would be coded as well, [section 4.3]

[do' (x,0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (y,z)]

[do' (x,0)] CAUSE [BECOME NOT be-in'(y,z)]

hear' (x, y)

[do' (x, 0)] C A U S E [B E C O M E believe' (y, z)]

be-on'(x,y) [MR 1]

[do' (x, 0)] C A U S E [B E C O M E be-on' (y, z)]

[do' (x, [ran' (x)])] & [BECOME be-at' (y, x)] [MR 1]

[do'(x,0)] CAUSE [BECOME see'(y,z)]

[do'(x,0)] CAUSE [[BECOME be-in'(y,z)] CAUSE

[BECOME full'(y)]]

[do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [[do' (y, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME

destroyed' (z)]]

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

donate
drain

hear

persuade

sit

set

run (to)

show

fin

destroy
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4 Give the semantic representation for the following sentences; include the logical

structure of the verb and the semantic representation of adjuncts, adverbs and oper-

ators. Do not give a full semantic representation for the arguments; give them sim-

ply as 'John', 'book', etc. [section 4.4]

(1) The cougar was captured by the game warden next to a shopping mall.

(2) The house collapsed yesterday during the earthquake.

(3) Mary quickly showed Sally the plans.

(4) Robin is probably painting her room green.

(5) Evidently, Kim has not completely ruined the printer.

5 Give the syntactic representation of the following sentences, both constituent

and operator projections. Specify the internal structure of the PPs but not that of

the NPs. [section 4.4]

(1) Evidently, Sally put the letters in the mailbox yesterday.

(2) Robin ran to the store quickly.

(3) Chris has not written her essay yet.

(4) Latisha is still complaining about the traffic ticket.

(5) The waiter carefully placed a drink on the tray.

6 Diagram the linking from semantics to syntax in the sentences below, following

the procedure outlined in section 4.5. Give the logical structure of the verb with ar-

guments for the semantic representation and the constituent projection only for the

syntactic representation, using the example in figure 4.10 as a model, [section 4.5]

(1) Sandy devoured the sandwich.

(2) The boy gave his girlfriend some flowers.

(3) What did Pat show to Kim?

(4) The cougar was captured by the game warden.

7 Give the semantic representation for the following NPs: include the semantic

representation of the head noun, possessors, adjuncts and operators, [section 4.7]

(1) the two new red cars

(2) the sister of Kim's neighbor

(3) the bicycle's shiny wheel

(4) that loud guy in the kitchen

(5) a surprise party after the meeting
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5
Information structure

5.0 Introduction

Whenever a sentence is uttered or written, it is done so in a particular communica-

tive context, and for the addressee to correctly interpret the communicative intent

of the speaker/writer,1 the addressee must interpret the sentence in that same con-

text. But as this context goes far beyond the immediate linguistic context to include

assumptions of many different types, identification of the proper context by the

addressee is not always possible, and so misunderstandings can take place. In order

to decrease the chance of misunderstanding, the speaker, in creating the sentence,

tailors the form of the sentence to allow the hearer to create the proper context

for interpretation with minimal processing effort. For his part, the hearer assumes

that the sentence will be tailored in just this way, and so takes the first proposition

that comes to mind as the one the speaker intended to communicate, and the first

associated set of contextual assumptions that come to his mind as the intended

background assumptions. A crucial aspect of this tailoring is the distribution of

information in the sentence, which we will call the 'information structure' of the

sentence (similar to what the Prague School linguists called 'the functional sentence

perspective'). To give one simple example, in the most common type of situation

this generally means that the NP referring to the topic that is being spoken about

will come first, and the expression of the comment being made about the topic will

follow.2

The study of information structure goes back to the beginnings of modern lin-

guistics, to the work of the Czech linguist Mathesius in the 1920s (Mathesius 1928,

1929). In recent years advances in understanding how information structure affects

syntactic structure have been made by Kuno (1972a, 1972b, 1975), Sgall, Hajicova

and Panevova (1986), Firbas (1964, 1966, 1992), Halliday (1967, 1985), Prince

(1981a, b), Chafe (1976,1987), Dryer (1996a), Lambrecht (1986,1987,1994), and

others. It is largely Lambrecht's work which forms the basis of the conception of

information structure developed in this chapter.

What is information? Lambrecht argues that there is 'a distinction... between (i)

the pragmatic states of the denotata of individual sentence constituents in the minds

of the speech participants, and (ii) the pragmatic relations established between
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these referents and the propositions in which they play the role of predicates or

arguments. It is the establishment of such pragmatic relations that makes informa-

tion possible' (1994: 49, emphasis in original).3 For example, if someone says It was

John that left early, the referent of the name John must already be known to the

hearer; this is its identifiability status in the mind of the hearer. The proposition

'someone left early' must also be known to the hearer, and consequently the new

information conveyed by this utterance is that John is the someone who left early.

The pragmatic relations between the incomplete information (the 'open proposi-

tion') that someone left early (what we will be calling the 'presupposition') and

the referent John (what we will be calling the 'focus') will be the main concern of

this chapter. These pragmatic relations can be manifested in different ways in the

information structure of a sentence. We will discuss each of the different types of

information structure at length, but before doing that, we need to clarify some of

the issues related to Lambrecht's first type of information structure category, 'the

pragmatic states of the referents of individual sentence constituents in the minds

of the speech participants'.

When a referent is introduced for the first time into the discourse, it is a 'new' ref-

erent, and in many languages will be coded as an indefinite NP.4 A new referent may

also be introduced 'anchored' to some more identifiable referent, as in a guy I know

from school, and in these cases the language may often allow it to be used as a topic.

Prince (1981b) uses the terms 'brand-new' unanchored referent and anchored

referent to distinguish these two types of 'new' referent. In further mentions of a

referent after its introduction it will of course be treated as identifiable.

If a referent is identifiable to the addressee, then it will be in one of three activa-

tion states: active, if it is the current focus of consciousness, accessible, if it is textu-

ally, situationally or inferentially available by means of its existence in the physical

context or its relation to something in the physical or linguistic context but is not

yet the current focus of consciousness, or inactive, if it is in the hearer's long-term

memory, yet not in his short-term memory (i.e. not in either the focus or periphery

of consciousness). These terms are from Chafe (1987).

A summary of the distinctions among the activation states of referents is given

in figure 5.1 (from LaPolla 1995a: 305, based on Lambrecht 1994:109).

Predicative NPs, such as a lawyer in John is a lawyer, are non-referential, in that

they do not refer to an entity but rather simply characterize a referent already

identified. Generics, such as grapes in Grapes are good for you, are non-specific,

in that they are not individuated entities, yet generics are treated as accessible

identifiable referents in most languages, and so can be topics, as in this example (see

Givon 1984b: 413 for discussion). This is not the case for predicative NPs.

The particular form that the representation of a referent takes in a particular

stretch of discourse is determined by a variety of factors involved in the total con-

text, including activation status, information structure and certain language-specific
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Referential

active unanchored

textually situationally inferentially

Figure 5.1 The cognitive states of referents in discourse

factors such as politeness strategies and tendency to use ellipsis; we will discuss this

further below. Underlying all of these factors is the assumption on the part of the

hearer mentioned earlier that the speaker will choose a form for the sentence that

will allow the hearer to create the proper (i.e. most relevant) context of interpreta-

tion with the least amount of processing effort. Different types of coding can then be

seen as guaranteeing different degrees of accessibility: zero marking guarantees

that the referent intended is the most accessible one, generally an active referent,

e.g. a current topic of conversation; use of a pronoun guarantees that the referent

intended is either active (especially if unstressed) or at least accessible (if stressed);

use of a definite NP guarantees that the referent intended is identifiable, and gener-

ally either inactive or accessible; use of an indefinite NP generally tells the hearer

that the referent is not identifiable in the current context and hence is a new refer-

ent being introduced into the context.

5.1 Focus structure

In most communicative situations, when a speaker makes a statement, she makes

what we will call a 'pragmatic assertion' or simply 'assertion'. This assertion is a

piece of information, a proposition the speaker hopes the addressee will come to

know or be aware of as a result of the sentence having been uttered. The assertion is

a 'pragmatic assertion' because it is a pragmatically structured utterance, generally

involving both 'old' information, such as the topic and the presuppositions asso-

ciated with the topic, and 'new' information, such as the comment about the topic.

All languages have some grammatical system for marking which type of informa-

tion is which within the utterance; it may involve intonation, morphological mark-

ing, word order or some combination thereof. This association of a particular

information structure with a particular morphosyntactic or intonational structure

Lambrecht calls the 'focus structure' of the sentence. We used quote marks on the
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words 'old' and 'new' above because using the expressions 'old information' and

'new information' to refer to the different parts of the assertion is somewhat mis-

leading. It is not the so-called 'new' information alone that is informative, but the

relationship between the 'old' and 'new' information that makes the assertion infor-

mative. The 'old' information is the set of assumptions evoked by the utterance that

make up the context necessary for understanding the utterance. We will now refer

to this set of assumptions as the 'pragmatic presupposition' or just 'presupposition'.

The part of the assertion which is not within the pragmatic presupposition we will

call the 'focus' or 'focus of the assertion'; it is the part that is unpredictable or

unrecoverable from the context.5 What is informative about an assertion is not the

information in the focus by itself, but the association of that information with the

set of assumptions that constitute the pragmatic presupposition. For example, if I

just say John, that is not in itself informative, but if I say It was John that hit you, or

say John in response to the question Who hit me?, then the information in the focus

('John') completes the open proposition 'x hit the addressee' which is in the prag-

matic presupposition, creating the informative assertion 'John hit the addressee.'

That is, the information in the focus replaces 'someone' in the presupposition

'someone hit me' with the more specific referent 'John'.

Lambrecht (1994) gives the following definitions for the terms we have intro-

duced so far:

Pragmatic assertion: the proposition expressed by a sentence which the

hearer is expected to know or believe or take for granted as a result of

hearing the sentence uttered. (52)

Pragmatic presupposition: the set of propositions lexico-grammatically

evoked in an utterance which the speaker assumes the hearer already

knows or believes or is ready to take for granted at the time of speech.

(52)

Focus, or focus of the assertion: the semantic component of a pragmat-

ically structured proposition whereby the assertion differs from the

presupposition. (213)

Focus structure: the conventional association of a focus meaning [dis-

tribution of information] with a sentence form. (222)

As suggested by Lambrecht's definition of pragmatic presupposition, there is an

awareness on the part of the speaker of what might be accessible information to

the hearer, and awareness on the part of the addressee of what the speaker might

assume to be accessible information to the hearer. The speaker believes that the

knowledge the addressee needs to understand the utterance will be available to

him at the time of utterance, either because it is stored in the addressee's memory,

or because it is accessible from the context or through inference. It is important

to emphasize that the set of assumptions in the pragmatic presupposition is not
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necessarily 'old' information. The addressee creates a particular context (puts

together a particular set of assumptions) in which to process the sentence based

on what is evoked by the form of the sentence and other factors. This can include

creating what have been traditionally called 'presuppositions' when the interpreta-

tion of the sentence requires them. For example, if two people see a very nice car

drive by and one says to the other, / once drove a Bentley like that one, the hearer

may not have known what type of car it was, or may have thought it was a Rolls

Royce, but in processing the speaker's utterance will create the presupposition that

the car that just passed was a Bentley. In fact there are times when it is the crea-

tion of presuppositions, and not the overt assertion or question conveyed by the

sentence that is the main communicative intention of the speaker, such as when a

prosecutor asks a defendant What did you do after you stole the money?, when the

defendant has not confessed to stealing the money, in order to cause the jury to

create the presupposition that the defendant actually did steal the money!

The topic in a topic-comment construction is an entity within the pragmatic pre-

supposition that has the function of naming the referent that the assertion is about.

This definition differs somewhat from the traditional concept of topic, or 'theme' in

the Prague School terminology, in that 'topic in a topic-comment construction' is a

discourse-pragmatic function, not a structural position in the sentence or utterance.

A topic is not an obligatory part of every utterance, though the most common types

of utterance do have a topic. Lambrecht (1994) characterizes the nature of the topic

and its relationship to the pragmatic presupposition as follows:

Topic expression: a constituent is a topic expression if the proposition

expressed by the clause with which it is associated is pragmatically con-

strued as conveying information about the referent of the constituent.

(131)

Since the topic is the 'matter of current concern' about which new in-

formation is added in an utterance, for a proposition to be construable

as being about a topic referent this referent must evidently be part of

the pragmatic presupposition, i.e. it must already be 'under discussion'

or otherwise available from the context. We can say that the proposi-

tion 'x is under discussion'... is evoked by the presuppositional struc-

ture of a sentence containing x as a topic. (150)

We will present examples of topic expressions and their coding from a number of

languages in subsequent sections.

In much of the literature on information structure, topic is taken as synony-

mous with the 'given' or 'presupposed' part of an utterance, but for Lambrecht

what is presupposed 'is not the topic itself, nor its referent, but the fact that the

topic referent is expected to play a role in a given proposition, due to its status as a

center of interest... One therefore ought not to say that a topic "is presupposed",
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Table 5.1 The Topic Acceptability Scale

Active Most acceptable

Accessible A

Inactive

Brand-new anchored V

Brand-new unanchored Least acceptable

but that, given its discourse status, it is presupposed to play a role in a given

proposition' (1994: 151). There is a correlation, however, between the pragmatic

state of the topic referent and its acceptability as a topic, as the more accessible

the topic referent of an utterance is, the less processing effort will be required to

properly interpret that utterance. An active referent makes the most acceptable

topic, an accessible but not active topic makes a somewhat less acceptable topic,

an inactive referent makes an even less acceptable topic, and an anchored brand-

new referent makes one of the least acceptable topics. In the extreme case, where a

topic is not identifiable (i.e. an unanchored brand-new referent), the utterance will

require pragmatic accommodation ('going along with' the use of an unidentifiable

referent as topic) in order to be interpreted correctly, or otherwise it may not be

processable at all. Lambrecht (1994:165) summarizes this scale of acceptability as

the Topic Acceptability Scale (table 5.1).

In section 5.0 we discussed the fact that the pragmatic states of referents in

the minds of the speech act participants and the pragmatic relations that we have

been discussing as information structure are two different categories of informa-

tion which often correlate with each other, but are not directly related. We also

mentioned that the particular form that the representation of a referent takes can

be seen as an instruction to the addressee to construe the referent as having a par-

ticular degree of accessibility, and that this guarantee is based on the assumption

on the part of the hearer that the speaker will choose a form for the utterance that

will allow the hearer to create the proper context of interpretation with the least

amount of processing effort. In terms of the coding of the topic referent, this

depends partly on the activation state of the topic referent and partly on the func-

tion of the topic. Topics either name a topic referent in the discourse, or they are

simply involved in the expression of a semantic relation between a topic referent

and a predication. This difference in function can influence the coding of the topic

referent. Topics with the naming function are generally coded as lexical NPs, while

those with the latter function are most often coded as zero or unstressed pronouns,

as they are generally active referents. We saw in the Topic Acceptability Scale that

topic referents that are not active, while possible, are less acceptable as topics. If

we now combine the correlation between the activation state of a referent and its

representation in discourse discussed in section 5.0, on the one hand, with the Topic
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Markedness of occurrence as focus
<

Zero Clitic/bound Pronoun Pronoun Definite NP Indefinite NP

pronoun [-stress] [+stress]

Markedness of occurrence as topic

Figure 5.2 Coding of referents in terms of possible functions

Acceptability Scale, on the other, we come up with a scale of markedness relations

between the form of a referring expression and its function as topic or focus, which

is summarized in figure 5.2 (see Givon 1983, Levinson 1987, Gundel, Hedburg and

Zacharski 1993, Ariel 1990 and Lambrecht 1994). Thus, zero coding is the least

marked coding for a topic, while realization as an indefinite NP is the least marked

coding for a focal element. While indefinite NPs can be topics under special con-

textual circumstances, it is impossible for a focal element to be zero.

While a non-active referent as topic is an anomaly, an active referent in a focus

relation with an asserted proposition is not, as it requires no accommodation or

extra processing effort. From these non-typical cases we can see that focus struc-

ture is not a question of identifiable vs. unidentifiable NPs; it is 'an indicator of a

semantic relation holding on the level of the sentence or proposition as a whole, not

. . . an expression of information properties of individual sentence constituents'

(Lambrecht 1989: 3, emphasis in original). For example, if I say Did you see John

or Bill?, and you answer Bill, the referent represented by the word Bill is already

active, yet it is in a focus relation with the presupposition 'speaker saw x'. What is

new is the proposition 'x = Bill', not the referent 'Bill'. In this case 'the speaker saw

x' is the presupposition, 'x = Bill' is the assertion, the new information, and 'Bill' is

the focus of the assertion, or we might say the focus of the new information.

It is necessary to distinguish between the focus of the assertion and the syntactic

constituent in which it appears in the sentence (e.g. NP, core, clause). We will refer

to the syntactic constituent in which focus occurs as the focus domain. As the focus

must be an entity or state of affairs which when added to a presupposition will pro-

duce an assertion, it follows that focus domains must be phrasal rather than lexical

categories, as entities and states of affairs are syntactically expressed only in phrasal

categories. Lambrecht argues that 'focus domains cannot be lexical categories . . .

because information structure is not concerned with words and their meanings, nor

with the relations between the meanings of words and those of phrases or sen-

tences, but with the pragmatic construal of the relations between entities and states

of affairs in given discourse situations' (1994:215). For example, if I ask Did you put

it in the box?, and you want to say that you did not put it in the box but on the box,

the presupposition involved in your answer is not 'speaker put it x the box' but

'speaker put it x', and the utterance must take the form of a whole prepositional
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phrase, e.g. No, ON the box. You cannot simply say No, on, as the preposition by

itself cannot be the focus domain. Hence the minimal information unit corresponds

to the minimal phrasal category in syntax.6

5.2 Focus types

Lambrecht presents a taxonomy of the different types of focus structure found in

the world's languages, and discusses the morphosyntactic constructions used in

representing them. There is a major contrast between narrow focus and broad

focus, and a secondary contrast between two types of broad focus. Narrow focus

is when a single constituent, such as an NP, is focused. Broad focus is when the

focus includes more than one constituent. It may include all but the topic, as in the

common 'topic-comment' construction, which Lambrecht calls predicate focus, or

it may include the entire sentence, which Lambrecht calls sentence focus. These

focus types correlate with three different communicative functions, i.e. identifying

a referent, commenting on a topic and reporting an event or presenting a new dis-

course referent, respectively. We will discuss each of these types of focus structure

individually.

5.2.1 Predicate focus

Predicate focus is the universally unmarked type of focus structure. In this type

there is a topic within the pragmatic presupposition, while the predicate phrase

expresses a comment about the topic. Here are some examples (Lambrecht 1994:

223):

(5.1) Q: What happened to your car?

A: a. My car/It broke DOWN. English

b. (Lamiamacchina)sieROTTA. Italian

c. (Ma voiture) elle est en PANNE. French

d. (Kurumawa) KOSYOo-si-ta. Japanese

In the answers to the question What happened to your car?, the presupposition

evoked is that the speaker's car is a topic about which a comment can be made. The

assertion is the establishment of an aboutness relationship between the topic and

the particular state of affairs referred to by the predicate. The focus is the predicate

broke down, and the focus domain is the core minus the subject-topic. The informa-

tion structure of this example can be represented as follows (see Lambrecht 1994:

226):

(5.1') Sentence: My car broke D O WN.

Presupposition: 'speaker's car is available as a topic for comment x'

Assertion: 'x = broke down'

Focus: 'broke down'

Focus domain: verb plus remaining postverbal core constituents
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5.2 Focus types

As can be seen from these examples, the linguistic means for distinguishing the

topic from the rest of the utterance and marking the state of affairs represented

by the predicate as a comment about the topic can vary across languages. In

the English and Italian examples it is the subject that is the topic, in the Japanese

example it is the nw-marked NP, while in the (spoken) French example it is the

left-detached NP. In these examples the topics are given as full lexical NPs for

expository purposes, though in a predicate focus structure the topic is usually pro-

nominalized or left unexpressed. In many sentences the topic coincides with the

subject, but topics are not always subjects (see (5.2)); indeed, topics do not even

have to have a direct relationship to the verb. All that is necessary is for there to be

the aboutness relation that defines topichood.7

(5.2) a. As for Jose, I think he is a great guy.

b. Tulips, you have to plant new bulbs every year?

c. Sono okasi wa hutora-nai. Japanese

those sweets TOP gain.weight-not

'Those sweets (even if one eats them, one) doesn't gain weight.'

d. Nei xie shu, shushen da. Mandarin

that few tree trunk big

'Those trees, the trunks are big.'

5.2.2 Sentence focus

In a sentence-focus construction the entire clause is within the focus domain, so

there is no topic. No pragmatic presuppositions (other than non-distinctive pre-

suppositions that would be involved in any focus type) are formally evoked by

sentence-focus structures. Consider the following examples (Lambrecht 1994:223):

(5.3) Q: What happened?

A: a. My CAR broke down. English

b. MisierottalaMACCHiNA. Italian

c. J'aima voiTUREquiestenpANNE. French

d. KuRUMAgaKOSYOo-si-ta. Japanese

Here there is no presupposition, the assertion and the focus coincide and the

focus domain is the clause:

(5.3') Sentence: My CAR broke down.

Presupposition: none

Assertion: 'speaker's car broke down'

Focus: 'speaker's car broke down'

Focus domain: clause

Focus domains must be allowed to contain non-focal elements, such as my in

My CAR broke down (see Lambrecht 1994, section 5.2.4). In this example, my is not

focal and is topical, since it refers to the speaker. My CAR, on the other hand, is not
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Information structure

the topic of the sentence, and this is one of the defining features of a sentence-focus

construction: the subject is not the topic. As mentioned above, topichood is not so

much the pragmatic status of the referent itself, but the relationship between the

referent and the assertion being made. Sentence focus lacks a topic-comment rela-

tionship between the referent coded by the subject and the proposition expressed

by the sentence; in other words, the utterance is not 'about' that referent. The

absence of presupposition results in the assertion not exhibiting the type of binary

relation that is involved in the other focus types (e.g. 'x = broken down'). That is,

the construction is semantically non-binary, having neither a subject-predicate

(topic-comment) nor a focus-presupposition bipartition.

Comparing these examples with those in (5.1), we see that Italian and French use

a different word order for this type of pragmatic structure, Japanese uses a different

morphological marking together with pitch prominence on both the subject NP and

the predicate phrase, while English relies on stress on the subject alone to express

the pragmatic difference. What the structures in all these languages have in common

is the marking of the subject as a non-topic, and this lack of a subject-topic is one of

the features that distinguishes marked focus structure (narrow- and sentence-focus

structure) from unmarked focus structure (predicate-focus structure).

As mentioned above, sentence-focus structure is most often used in presenta-

tional situations, presenting either a new event/situation or a new referent, or both,

as in the following examples:

(5.4) a. Once upon a time there was an OLD WOMAN (who lived in a SHOE).

b. (to the boss, on entering the office late) My CAR broke down.

c. There came a RIDER.

d. Ohm'God! A DUCK just flew into the LIVING room!

It is the non-binary nature of the sentence focus mentioned above that evokes this

'eventive' sense of these constructions. We can also see from these examples that in

certain situations (e.g. (5.4a, c)) even English requires distinctive constructions for

this particular pragmatic structure (similar to the French biclausal construction or

Italian inversion construction - see the discussion below, section 5.3).

5.2.3 Narrow focus

In a narrow-focus structure, the focus domain is limited to a single constituent, and

any constituent, be it subject, object, oblique NP or nucleus, can be the focused con-

stituent.8 Compare the following examples with those in (5.1) and (5.3):

(5.5) Q: I heard your motorcycle broke down.

A: a. My CAR broke down. English

b. Si e rotta la mia M ACCHIN A./E la Italian (lit. 'broke down my

mia M A c c H i N A che si e rotta. car '/It's my car which broke

down')
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5.2 Focus types

c. C'estma voiTUREquiestenpanne. French ('It is my car which

broke down')

d. KuRUMAgakosyoo-si-ta. Japanese

In this structure the proposition 'something of the speaker's broke down' is part of

the pragmatic presupposition, the assertion is that it is the speaker's car that broke

down, the focus is 'car', and the focus domain is the whole NP. The focus domain

is restricted to the single constituent. Since in this particular example the open

proposition x broke down is active and the referent of my car is not, making the act-

ivation statuses of the two parts of the assertion in this example the reverse of the

predicate-focus construction, this might lead one to think that it is this difference in

activation status that is important. However, the same answer could have been

given to the question Was it your car or your motorcycle that broke down?, where

my car and the open proposition are both active. From this we can see that the 'new'

information in the focus is not the constituent itself, but the establishment of a rela-

tionship between the referent and the presupposed proposition 'something of the

speaker's broke down' in creating the 'new' information that it is the speaker's car

that broke down. It is this relationship that makes a focus constituent informative,

not the status of the referent as newly introduced or not. We can represent the

information structure of this example as follows:

(5.5') Sentence: My CAR broke down.

Presupposition: 'speaker's x broke down'

Assertion: x = 'car'

Focus: 'car'

Focus domain: NP

In Lambrecht (1994, section 5.6), a distinction is drawn between marked and

unmarked narrow focus, and this is a very useful contrast. The difference lies in the

position of the narrow-focused constituent. Many languages have a clearly defined

unmarked focus position in the clause; in verb-final languages, it is normally the

immediately preverbal position (Kim 1988), as in Korean (Kim 1988, Yang 1994)

and Kaluli (Schieffelin 1985). In English, the unmarked focus position is the final

position in the core, which may or may not be the final position in the clause.

Unmarked narrow focus is that falling on an element in the unmarked focus posi-

tion, whereas marked narrow focus is that falling on an element in a position in

the clause other than the unmarked focus position. Consider the following English

sentence with the different focal stress possibilities indicated.

(5.6) a. Chris gave the book to PAT yesterday.

b. Chris gave the book to Pat YESTERDAY.

c. Chris gave THEBOOKto Pat yesterday.

d. Chris GAVE the book to Pat yesterday.

e. CHRIS gave the book to Pat yesterday.
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With focal stress falling on Pat in (5.6a), the result is ambiguous between a predi-

cate-focus reading, in which gave the book to Pat is the actual focus domain, and a

narrow-focus reading. Since the focused constituent is the last element in the core,

the narrow-focus interpretation is an instance of unmarked narrow focus. All of the

other examples represent marked narrow-focus possibilities. A WH-element in the

precore slot is always unmarked narrow focus, whereas a non-WH-element in focus

in the precore slot, e.g. No, THAT BOOK Chris gave to Pat (as a reply to This book

Chris gave to Pat), it is a type of marked narrow focus. Non-WH NPs in the precore

slot are sometimes referred to as 'contrastive topics', because they are in a clause-

initial position associated with topics but have marked narrow focus, i.e. are con-

trastive. It should be noted, however, that not all non-WH NPs in the precore slot

are focal. An example of a topical element in the precore slot is Beans I can't stand,

with focal stress on the verb and the precore slot NP unstressed (see Gundel 1976,

Prince 1981a).

5.3 The morphosyntactic coding of focus structure

Even closely related languages can vary greatly with respect to the extent to which

focus structure influences syntactic structure, as the contrast between French and

Italian in the previous section shows. All of the languages use intonation to some

extent in marking the different focus structure constructions; they differ in terms of

what other syntactic or morphological means they use in addition to intonation. In

the English examples we saw that the same syntactic structure can be used for all

three types of focus structure, with each type being differentiated only by differ-

ences in accentuation, as it is possible for the focal stress to fall on any constituent of

the sentence in English. In a predicate-focus structure the accent is on the predicate

phrase, and the subject NP is generally unaccented; in a sentence-focus structure

and a marked narrow-focus structure the accent is on the focal NP and not on the

predicate phrase. That the focus constituent in a narrow-focus structure is the only

accented constituent in the sentence is true of all four of the languages under

discussion. Thus there is an important correlation between intonation and focus

structure, as has been often noted (see e.g. Kempson 1975, Selkirk 1984, Steedman

1991, Lambrecht 1994). In English, aside from accentuation, it is also possible to use

marked word orders to express narrow- or sentence-focus structure, such as using

the narrow-focus cleft construction in It was Robin that hit you, or the sentence-

focus structures we saw in (5.4a) and (5.4c).

In the Japanese examples different focus structures are distinguished by a combi-

nation of intonation and morphological marking, essentially the use of different

postpositions, either wa or ga. The particle wa marks a topic in a predicate-focus

sentence such as example (5.Id), while ga may mark a sentence-focus structure, as

in example (5.3d), if it is unstressed, or a narrow-focus structure, as in example

(5.5d), if it is stressed; Kuno (1973) refers to these as 'neutral description ga' and
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'exhaustive listing ga\ respectively. In addition, if a topic occurs with an active

proposition, i.e. both the topic NP and the proposition are active, then ga may mark

the topic in this situation (Shimojo 1995). In Huallaga Quechua (Weber 1989) there

is a suffix -qa which marks topical elements; like wa in Japanese, it may occur more

than once in a clause. Evidential markers signal focus; that is, the normal placement

of an evidential marker in a clause is on the focal element.

In both French and Italian there is a restriction on focal elements appearing pre-

verbally, and therefore it is not possible to mark a sentence-focus or narrow-focus

construction simply by accenting a preverbal NP, as in English. Syntactic means

must be used to distinguish the different focus structures. We can see from the

examples in (5.5) that both languages can use cleft constructions for narrow-focus

structure, though in Italian the inverted structure is more natural in this situation.

In the French narrow-focus structure a biclausal cleft construction is used to allow

the focal NP to appear in the postverbal position (the usual focus position) of the

first clause, even though it is the logical subject of the proposition 'my car broke

down', with the main semantic content of the assertion appearing in a relative

clause. The first clause then has the syntax and accentuation of a predicate-focus

structure, while the second clause is not accented at all. In the French sentence-

focus structure a similar syntactic structure is used (the avoir-cleft construction),

though both clauses have normal predicate-focus accent on the predicate phrase. In

Italian the situation is similar, though in Italian, unlike in French, it is more natural

to use a type of simple inverted structure, where the focal subject simply appears in

postverbal position, to mark both narrow- and sentence-focus structure.

The constraint that these two languages share against preverbal focal NPs is actu-

ally not uncommon in the languages of the world. In Mandarin Chinese (LaPolla

1995a), the NP representing the topic in a predicate-focus construction must appear

in preverbal position, as in (5.7a). In a sentence-focus construction the logical sub-

ject will either appear in the postverbal position (if it involves a motion/location

verb), as in (5.7b), or will appear after the first verb of a two-verb serial construction

in which the first verb (you 'to have/exist') simply serves the purpose of allowing a

focal logical subject to appear in postverbal position, as in (5.8). In a narrow focus

construction, though marked intonation alone can be used to signal this type of

structure, more commonly a cleft construction, similar to the French c'est cleft con-

struction, is used which allows the focal constituent to appear postverbally (after

the copula), e.g. td laoda 'her eldest [son]' in (5.9).

(5.7) a. Che lai le.

vehicle come PRFV

The car is here.'

b. Lai che le.

come vehicle PRFV

'There is a car coming.'
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(5.8) Youren xiangkanm.

exist person want see 2sg

'There is someone (here) who wants to see you.'

(5.9) Shi ta Ia6da gei ta name-duo mafan.

COP 3sg old-big give 3sg that-much trouble

'It is her eldest (son) that gives her so much trouble.'

In Sesotho, one of the Sotho languages of southern Africa (Demuth 1989,1990),

there is an absolute constraint against focal elements appearing preverbally. This

is an SVO language, and accordingly subjects must be 'highly topical, old, given

information' (Demuth 1989). Since question words are always focal, they may not

appear preverbally; in particular, they always appear either at the end of the sen-

tence (in the unmarked form) or postverbally in a cleft construction. Consequently,

it is not possible to have a question in which an interrogative pronoun (the focus) is

the subject (see (5.10a)). Instead a passive construction, as in (5.10b), or a defied

form (5.10c, d) is used to put the interrogative pronoun in focus position (examples

in (5.10) from Demuth 1989,1990).9

(5.10) a. *Mango-pheh-ile lijo?

Who SUBJ-COOk-PERFfood

'Who cooked the food?'

b. Lijo li-pheh-li-o-e kemang?

food SUB j-cook-PERF-PASS-MOOD by who

'The food was cooked by who?' or 'Who cooked the food?'

c. Ea o-f-ile-ng ntjake mang?

REL OB J-give-PERF-REL dog COP who

'The one that gave you the dog is who?'

d. Ke mangea o-f-ile-ng ntja?

COP Who RELOBJ-glVe-PERF-RELdog

'It's who that gave you the dog?'

From these facts we can see that languages differ in terms of what we will call the

potential focus domain, that is, the syntactic domain in which the focus element(s)

may occur. What Lambrecht calls the 'focus domain', the actual part of the sentence

in focus in the construction, we will refer to as the actual focus domain. In Eng-

lish, the focus can be anywhere in the clause, and so the potential focus domain is

the entire clause, while in many other languages, such as Italian, French, Chinese

and Sesotho, the potential focus domain is generally limited to the verb and post-

verbal positions within the clause. Among this latter group of languages there is

also a difference in the scope of the potential focus domain between Sesotho and

the other languages, as Sesotho does not allow interrogative pronouns to appear

preverbally, while the other languages do allow interrogative pronouns to appear

preverbally either in situ (Chinese) or in the precore slot (Italian). This difference
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involves whether the restriction on prenuclear focal material holds within the core,

as in Italian, or within the clause, as in Sesotho. That is, if the restriction is only

within the core, and not the whole clause, then interrogative pronouns can appear

in the precore slot, while if the restriction holds for the whole clause, then inter-

rogative pronouns will also not be able to appear there. We will see the importance

of this distinction in the discussion of focus structure in complex sentences in

chapters 8 and 9.

This discussion raises an interesting typological point. If we compare English and

Italian, for example, we see that in English word order is very constrained and focus

placement very flexible, whereas in Italian word order is very flexible and focus

placement is very constrained. This contrast could be characterized in terms of

how syntax and focus structure adapt to each other: in English, the focus struc-

ture adapts to the rigidity of the word order by allowing free focus placement (i.e.

focus can fall on any constituent within a simple clause), whereas in Italian, the

syntax adapts to the rigid focus structure (i.e. non-WH focal elements must be

postnuclear) by having constructions which allow focal elements which would

normally be prenuclear to occur in a postnuclear position. Hence it seems that one

dimension along which languages could be characterized typologically is in terms

of how syntax and focus structure interact. English, with its rigid word order, is

the 'DyirbaF of focus structure, allowing focus placement anywhere in a simple

clause, whereas Dyirbal, with grammatically unconstrained word order, never-

theless has strong focus construction constraints on word order (see Dixon 1972;

also section 7.5.1).

Allowing focus to fall on any constituent in a simple clause is not the only way a

language with relatively rigid word order can deal with the demands of informa-

tion structure. Tour a, a Mande language spoken in the Ivory Coast in West Africa

(Bearth 1992), has relatively strict SOV order and has a number of means for

expressing focus distinctions. The basic predicate-focus form is given in (5.11a),

while two different types of focus marking are exemplified in (b)-(c).

(5.11) a. Tiake gwee 15'.

p R D M peanuts buy

'Tia BOUGHT PEANUTS.'

b. Q:Tia-' mee 13' le?

-PRDM what buy TM

'WHAT did Tia buy?'

A: Tia-' gwee-' 13' le.

-PRDM peanuts-Foci buy TM

'Tia bought PEANUTS.'

b'. Q.Waagwee 13' le?

who peanuts buy TM

'WHO bought peanuts?'
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A: Tia-' gw& 15' le.

-FOCI peanuts buy TM

TIA bought peanuts.'

c. Tiake gwee-le 13'.

PRDM peanuts-Foc2 buy

Tia bought PEANUTS.'

The focus marker in (b) is a tonal clitic (as is the predicate marker in many of these

examples), while in (c) it is the same element that elsewhere is glossed 'TM'. The

difference between the two types of focus seems to revolve around the presupposi-

tions involved; the type in (b) is non-contrastive and is used in the answers to ques-

tions and introducing new elements into the discourse, while that in (c) seems to

have a more contrastive function. In order to focus the verb, a special periphrastic

construction is used, as in (5.12).

(5.12) Tia-' gwee 13-' wo'le.

-PRDM peanuts buy-Foc 1 do TM

'Tia BOUGHT peanuts.'

As in English, there is a precore slot and a left-detached position in Toura; they are

illustrated in (5.13).

(5.13) a. Gwee-' Tia-' 13' le.

peanuts-Foci -PRDM buy TM

'PEANUTS Tia bought', or 'It is PEANUTS (not potatoes) that Tia bought.'

b. Gwee (laa), Tia ke a 15'.

peanuts (TOP) PRDM 3p buy

'As for peanuts, Tia bought them.'

The two positions differ in Toura just as they do in English and other languages that

have them; there is no intonation break between the initial NP and the following

material in (a), and there is no pronoun referring to the initial NP, whereas in (b)

there is an intonation break between the initial NP and the following material and

there is a resumptive pronoun referring to the initial NP. The NP in the precore

slot in (a) carries a focus marker, while the NP in the left-detached position in (b)

carries a topic marker. Thus, Toura presents an elaborated system of focus marking

which employs both special positions (precore slot, left-detached position) as well

as focus markers for core-internal elements.

5.4 The formal representation of focus structure

Just as the operator and constituent projections were represented separately in the

representation of clause structure in chapter 2, we also represent focus structure as

a separate projection. Though graphically separate, the focus structure projection

is closely related to the constituent projection because of the influence of focus

structure on constituent structure in many languages and because the constituents
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ARG

John presented a girl with some flowers

ARG NUC ARG ARG< Basic information units

Potential focus
domain SPEECH ACT

Figure 5.3 Predicate-focus construction

Actual focus
domain

of the constituent projection define the focus domains. The focus structure projec-

tion is also closely related to the operator projection in that the potential focus

domain must fall within the scope of the illocutionary force operator. The node an-

choring the focus structure projection is labeled 'speech act', because the focus

structure projection represents the division of the utterance, which is a speech act

of some type (declarative, interrogative, etc.), into presupposed (non-focal) and

non-presupposed (focal) parts. In these representations, the 'ARG,' 'NUC and

'AD V nodes are the basic information units in the focus structure projection (see

section 5.1). The potential focus domain and actual focus domain will be repre-

sented as in the example of a predicate-focus structure in figure 5.3. Here the poten-

tial focus domain is the entire clause, and the actual focus domain is the nucleus

plus the postnuclear arguments, with the sentence-initial NP as the topic of the

sentence.10 As discussed above, in English the main linguistic expression of focus

is intonation, so we are assuming focus intonation on the phrase presented a girl

with some flowers, and not on the NP John. In a narrow-focus structure we would

have the focus accent on John, and the actual focus domain limited to that NP, as

in figure 5.4 (note also the pronominalization of the postnuclear NPs in the English

example). The first example, JOHN gave them to her, has marked narrow focus on

the subject, while the second example, Lijo li-pheh-li-o-e ke mang? 'The food was

cooked by who?', is the structure of (5.10b) from Sesotho.11

In English the potential focus domain is the entire clause, with the actual focus

domain being determined largely by intonation, unless there is an element in the
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SENTENCE SENTENCE

CLAUSE CLAUSE

CORE / C O R E < - PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG ARG NP ARG NUC

PRED

NP V NP PP

PRED

PRO

V PP

JOHN gave them to her LiJo 1|- pheh-li-o-e ke mang?

ARG NUC ARG ARG ARG NUC ARG.

SPEECH ACT

Figure 5.4 Narrow-focus constructions

SENTENCE

SPEECH ACT

La mia macchina si e rotta

AAJ

PRED

PRO REFL V NP

Mi si e rotta la macchina

NP NUC ARG

SPEECHACT SPEECHACT

Figure 5.5 Italian predicate-focus and sentence-focus constructions

precore slot. In Sesotho and in Italian sentences that do not contain interrogative

pronouns (which appear in the precore slot in Italian) the potential focus domain is

always limited to the nuclear and postnuclear elements, as any prenuclear elements

will always be interpreted as topical. In figure 5.5 are examples of predicate- and

sentence-focus structures in Italian, from (5.1) and (5.3).12
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Operator projection

SENTENCE

Constituent projection

SENTENCE

IF CLAUSE

^TNS^CLAUSE PrCS

\
COR

CLAUSE

CORE < PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

PRED / ADV

NP
/

What did Dana give Chris yesterday?

ARG ARG NUC ARG ADV

SPEECH ACT

Focus structure projection

Figure 5.6 Clause structure with constituent, operator and
focus structure projections

In the representations given above, only the constituent and focus structure pro-

jections are given. It is possible, however, to represent all three projections. This is

illustrated in figure 5.6. There is an important difference between the relationship

of the operator projection to the constituent projection and the relationship of the

focus structure projection to the constituent projection. The operator projection

has the same hierarchical structure as the constituent projection, and the operators

modify the layers in this hierarchical structure. The focus structure projection, on

the other hand, divides the linear string of elements in the constituent projection

first into those elements within the potential focus domain and those outside of

it and, second, within the potential focus domain, into those elements which are

within the actual focus domain and those which are not. In chapter 8 we will in-

vestigate the important issue of the extent of the potential focus domain in complex

sentences.

In the conception of clause structure developed in chapter 2, the layered struc-

ture of the clause, there is nothing corresponding to the traditional grouping of

verb and object known as the verb phrase (VP), because cross-linguistic studies of

sentence structure have not found this to be a universal feature of human languages

(see section 2.1). What, then, is the source of this grouping in languages which

manifest it? All languages have predicate-focus structures, which is universally
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the unmarked focus structure, and if we look at the example of predicate focus

given above in figure 5.3, we can see that the actual focus domain includes exactly

what would traditionally be considered the VP. Moreover, narrow-focus construc-

tions with subject focus, as in the English example in figure 5.4, also isolate a VP-like

grouping. It is reasonable to suppose, then, that the universal basis for the language-

specific phrasal category VP is focus structure.

What is the theory-neutral evidence for the existence of a VP in English?

The three strongest pieces of evidence come from so-called 'VP-anaphora', 'VP-

fronting' and 'VP-deletion', as well as from conjoined clauses in which the subject

in the second clause is omitted, as illustrated in (5.14).

(5.14) a. Q: Who gave the files to Dana?

A: Skinner did.

b. I expected to find someone mowing the lawn, and mowing the lawn was

Fred.

c. Robin has been reading War and Peace, and Sandy has, too.

d. Kim left Buffalo this morning and will arrive in Miami tomorrow.

In the first three of these constructions, the verb phrase functions as a topical

element. In (5.14a) it is replaced by the pro-verb do. In (b) it is preposed in the

inverted construction in which the newly introduced and hence focal subject occurs

after the finite auxiliary verb. In (c) it is omitted after the finite auxiliary under

identity with the auxiliary plus 'VP' in the previous clause. In (d), on the other

hand, there are conjoined predicate-focus constructions in which the topical subject

of the second clause has been omitted under identity with the topical subject of the

first clause; all that appears in the second clause is the actual focus domain (see

figure 5.3). In English, then, the nucleus and non-subject core arguments function

as a unit in these constructions. Where English differs from languages like Dyirbal

and Lakhota that lack a VP is in its possession of constructions which refer to this

grouping created by narrow focus on the subject or by the actual focus domain in a

predicate-focus construction. All of the constructions in (5.14) have specific con-

textual restrictions on their occurrence, and 'VP-fronting' is really only possible in

conjoined sentences in which the 'antecedent VP' occurs in the first clause. It is

not necessary, however, to posit a VP in the constituent projection of the layered

structure of the clause in English, because the relevant grouping is derived from the

interaction of the constituent and focus structure projections. That is, there are

'VPs' in the English layered structure representations in figures 5.3 and 5.4 by

virtue of the groupings imposed on the constituent structure projection by the focus

structure projection. Thus, 'VPs' exist in English as a derivative of these two pro-

jections of the layered structure of the clause under specific contextual circum-

stances, and we assume this to be the case in other languages which exhibit the same

'VP'phenomena.
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5.5 Negation and quantification

5.5 Focus structure and the scope of negation and quantification

Focus structure is crucially involved in the interpretation of negation and

quantification. It has long been noted, going back to Russell (1905), that only the

asserted part of an utterance can be interpreted as being negated, the presupposed

part not being negated (see e.g. Jackendoff 1972, Givon 1984b). The part of the

sentence that is interpreted as being negated is normally referred to as 'being in

the scope of the negation', Thus, given a sentence like John didn't talk to Mary, the

interpretation of what is being negated will be a function of the focus structure of

the sentence (itself a function of the context) as reflected in intonation.

(5.15) a. JOHN didn't talk to Mary [Bill did].

b. John didn't TALK to Mary [he sent her e-mail].

c. John didn't talk to MARY [he talked to Susan].

d. John didn't TALK TO MARY [he had no contact with anyone].

The first three examples involve narrow focus, and in each instance the focus con-

stituent is interpreted as being in the scope of the negation, the remainder of the

sentence being presupposed. The final example is of a predicate-focus construction,

and here the entire predicate phrase is negated.

In section 5.2 we saw that different languages use different morphological and

syntactic means to express the focus structure contrasts that are expressed only pro-

sodically in the above examples, and we therefore predict that the different scopes

of negations should also be expressible by the same means, if scope of negation is

tied to focus structure. This appears to be the case.

(5.16) a. La mia macchina non si e rotta. Italian

'My car didn't BREAK DOWN.' (*'MY CAR didn't break

down.')

b. Non si e rotta la mia macchina.

'MY CAR didn't break down.' (*'My car didn't BREAK

DOWN.')

(5.17) a. Chemei lai. Mandarin

car NEG.PERFCome

'The car did not COME.'

b. Mei lai shenme che.

NEG.PERFCome any car

'A CAR did not come', or 'No CAR came.'

As we saw earlier in (5.3), (5.5) and (5.7), Italian and Mandarin put focal subject

NPs after the verb, and therefore when it is the subject which is being negated, it

must appear postverbally, as predicted.

Focus structure may also affect the interpretation of quantified NPs in a sen-

tence. Given a sentence like (5.18a), with a universally quantified subject and an
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existentially quantified object, there are two interpretations for it, which are pre-

sented in (b).

(5.18) a. Every girl kissed a boy.

b. (i) Each girl kissed a different boy ('for each girl there is a boy such that

the girl kissed the boy', i.e. [Vx, 3y (kiss' x, y), where x = girl and y =

boy])

(ii) Each girl kissed the same boy ('there is a boy such that for each girl,

the girl kissed the boy', i.e. [ By, Vx (kiss' x, y), where x = girl and y =

boy])

c. A boy was kissed by every girl. (= (b ii), (b i))

The (b i) reading is the unmarked one, in which the subject universal quantifier has

wide scope over the object existential quantifier; the second reading, (b ii), involves

giving the object existential quantifier wider scope than the subject universal quan-

tifier. Note that when the sentence is passivized, the second reading becomes the

primary reading, with the (b i) reading more difficult to get. Why should this be so?

One answer could be that the linear order of the quantified NPs determines their in-

terpretation: the first quantified NP has wider scope than the second. This account

runs immediately into two problems. First, it incorrectly predicts that the (b ii)

reading should be impossible in (5.18a) and the (b i) reading should be impossible

with (5.18c). Second, there are languages with different word orders from English in

which this principle would make incorrect predictions. For example, consider the

examples from Malagasy (Keenan 1976a) and Tagalog, both VOS languages.

(5.19) a. Na-hita voronany mpianatra rehetra. Malagasy

PAST-seebird the student all

'All the students saw some birds.'

b. Ma-runongng dalawa-ng wika ang lahatng nandito. Tagalog

p R E s-know OBJ two-L N K language s u B J all LNK at-here

'Everyone here knows two languages.'

Keenan comments, 'subjects generally have wider scope than objects in the para-

digm case of indefinite objects and universally quantified subjects. Thus [(5.19a)] is

possibly true in a situation in which the students saw different birds' (1976a: 254).

The same holds in the Tagalog example; the subject NP ang lahat ng nandito 'every-

one here' has wider scope than the object NP dalawa-ng wika 'two languages';

hence the sentence can be true if it is the case that each person knows two languages

which are different from the two languages known by the others. Here the default

reading is the one in which the second quantified NP has wider scope than the first

NP, the opposite of the situation in English. Ioup (1975) surveys quantifier scope

interpretation phenomena in fourteen languages and shows conclusively that linear

order is not the decisive factor in determining scope interpretation.
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5.5 Negation and quantification

If we look at these examples in terms of focus structure, there is a simple general-

ization capturing the facts; it is given in (5.20).

(5.20) Principle constraining the interpretation of quantified NPs

Topical quantified NPs have scope over focal quantified NPs, i.e. topical Q z>

focal Q.

A similar observation is made in Sgall, Hajicova and Panevova (1986: 227). There

are a number of other principles affecting the interpretation of quantifier scope,

which interact with the general principle given here. These are the principles pro-

posed by Ioup (1975) and Kuno (1991) which will be discussed below. In these

examples we have attempted to construct sentences in which these other factors are

neutralized, in order to illustrate the operation of the topical Q => focal Q principle.

Returning to the English, Malagasy and Tagalog examples, we may apply the

principle in (5.20) as follows. Since predicate focus is the least-marked focus type,

and since in English and Malagasy the subject is the unmarked topic, it follows that

the default or favored interpretations in (5.18a) and (5.19) should be the ones where

the subject quantified phrases have scope over the object phrases. The difference

between English, on the one hand, and Malagasy and Tagalog, on the other, boils

down to English having topic-comment as its least-marked focus structure order-

ing, while Malagasy and Tagalog have comment-topic as theirs. In order to get the

(b ii) reading, it is necessary to have marked narrow focus on the subject and the

object NP interpreted as the topic. The reason the (b i) reading is so difficult with

(5.18c) has to do with the markedness of both the syntactic construction and the

focus structure. In order to get that interpretation, it is necessary to combine a

marked focus structure with a marked syntactic structure, passive (see chapter 6), in

order to produce the same effect as the unmarked syntactic structure (active voice)

together with the least-marked focus structure, predicate focus. Given that the

default syntactic and focus structures will produce this interpretation, deriving it

from a doubly marked combination of constructions is very difficult.

Now, consider the following examples involving quantifier scope from Mandarin,

from Huang (1982) and Aoun and Li (1993).

(5.21) a. Mei ge ren douxihuanyl genyuren.

every c L person all like one c L woman

'Everyone likes a woman.' (= 'everyone likes a different woman', * 'every-

one likes the same woman')

b. M£i ge ren doubeiyl ge nyuren dasi-le.

every CL person all by one CL woman beat.die-PRFV

'Everyone was killed by a woman.' (= 'everyone was killed by a different

woman', 'everyone was killed by the same woman')

These examples have been discussed extensively because they present a striking

contrast to the English examples in (5.18): (5.21a), unlike its English counterpart, is
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unambiguous, while the passive sentence in (5.21b) is ambiguous. From a purely

syntactic point of view, this is quite puzzling, since both Mandarin and English are

S VO languages, with, one would assume, the same basic clause structure, and these

interpretations are quite different from the ones found in English. However, given

what we said about focus structure in Mandarin in section 5.3, these facts should not

be surprising. As we saw in (5.7)-(5.9), Mandarin does not generally have non-WH

focal elements in preverbal position; in this respect it is very similar to Italian. Thus

preverbal quantifiers must have scope over postverbal quantifiers, since the marked

narrow focus on the subject required for the other reading is precluded. Hence the

principle in (5.20) correctly predicts the lack of ambiguity of (5.21a). It also cor-

rectly predicts the ambiguity of (5.21b). In the passive construction both quantified

NPs are preverbal, and accordingly there is no topic-focus asymmetry between

them; consequently, either may have scope over the other, as is the case. The expla-

nation for the contrast between Mandarin and English does not lie in differences in

syntactic structure alone, but rather in differences in the interaction of focus struc-

ture and syntactic structure.

Ioup (1975) argues for two sets of factors affecting the interpretation of quantifier

scope in sentences with multiple quantifiers. They are given in table 5.2. Ioup omits

a + NPsg due to uncertainty as to its exact placement on the hierarchy; she specul-

ates that it would be placed after each and every. She also omits some + NPsg. Ioup

argues that the semantic properties of the quantifiers themselves strongly affect

their scope interpretation, and she speculates that each, being at the top of the hier-

archy, would always have wide scope. Her hierarchy interacts with the principle in

(5.20) in an interesting way. The quantifiers at the top of the hierarchy involve

greater individuation and specificity of the NP; for example, each boy refers to

every member of the group as an individual, whereas many boys or several boys

refers to them as an aggregate or group as a whole and not to the individual mem-

bers. The more specific the reference of an NP is, the better it is as a potential topic,

and accordingly, the quantifiers at the top of the hierarchy would yield quantified

NPs which would make better topics than those at the bottom. Given the principle

Table 5.2 Factors affecting the interpretation of quantifier scope, from Ioup (1975)

Quantifier Hierarchy

each > every > all > most > many > several > some (+NPpl) > a few

Greatest inherent tendency Least inherent tendency

toward wide scope

Greatest individuation, specificity Least individuation, specificity

Grammatical Function Hierarchy

Topic > Deep and Surface Subject > Deep Subject or Surface Subject > IO > PrepO > DO

Greatest tendency toward wide scope Least tendency toward wide scope
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in (5.20), this predicts that they should tend to have wide scope over NPs containing

quantifiers at the bottom of the hierarchy. Thus, the ultimate explanation for the

ranking of quantifiers in Ioup's hierarchy may lie in (5.20). She also argues that the

grammatical functions of quantified NPs affects their interpretation. Under 'topic'

she includes initial topic NPs in English in either the left-detached position or the

precore slot, w^-marked NPs in Japanese and flng-marked NPs in Tagalog (see

(5.19b)). Given what we have already discussed regarding subjects and topicality in

many languages, either as a strong tendency or even as a correlation, as in the Sotho

languages, and also the parallel relationship between object and focus, this hier-

archy can also be seen as reflecting the more basic principle in (5.20).

Kuno (1991) also presents a number of factors affecting the interpretation of

quantified NPs; he includes Ioup's hierarchy among them. Some of the other factors

are listed below, and two of them, 'More discourse-linked Q > Less discourse-linked

Q' and Topicalized Q > Non-topicalized Q', are clearly related to the principle in

(5.20). By 'topicalized' Kuno means that the quantified NP appears in a special

position at the beginning of the sentence, such as the left-detached position or the

precore slot.

Factors affecting the interpretation of quantifier scope (from Kuno 1991)

Lefthand Q > Righthand Q

Subject Q > Non-subject Q

More discourse-linked Q > Less discourse-linked Q

More human Q > Less human Q

Topicalized Q > Non-topicalized Q

Thus, focus structure is crucially involved in the interpretation of the scope of

negation and of quantified NPs. It is not, however, the only factor, as Ioup's and

Kuno's contributions show.

5.6 Intrasentential pronominalization

An extremely important problem which all syntactic theories attempt to deal with

is 'intrasentential pronominalization', that is, the issue of determining when a pro-

noun will have a coreferential or non-coreferential interpretation with a lexical

NP within the same sentence. The pioneers in the development of information-

structure-based explanations for intrasentential pronominalization are Kuno (1972a,

b, 1975), Bickerton (1975) and Bolinger (1979). Though they differ in the termino-

logy used and in the details of their analyses, they all essentially worked with the

concepts of information structure that we introduced earlier. We will present the

important conclusions of their work using Lambrecht's terminology.

Before one can describe the constraints on possible coreference in pronominal-

ization, it is necessary to specify the structural domain in which intrasentential

pronominalization is possible. It is not possible within the domain of obligatory
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refiexivization. The domain of obligatory refiexivization will be discussed in detail

in chapter 7 in our analysis of refiexivization, but as a first approximation we will

take it to be the core in English; languages differ with respect to what this domain

is, e.g. core vs. clause vs. sentence. If the potential antecedent and the anaphoric

element are both core arguments within the same core and they are coreferential,

then refiexivization is obligatory, as in (5.22b); the exact conditions on refiexiv-

ization in English will be formulated in section 7.5.2. If they are not coreferential,

then a non-reflexive pronoun must be used, as illustrated in (5.22a).

(5.22) a. Maryj saw her^j.

b. Mar^ saw herself^.

In (5.22a) the use of a pronoun signals disjoint reference or non-coreference, while

the use of the reflexive form in (b) indicates coreference. Levinson (1987,1991) pre-

sents an explanation for this in terms of Grice's (1975) theory of conversational

cooperation. Within the domain of obligatory refiexivization, intrasentential pro-

nominalization is impossible if the antecedent and anaphoric element are both core

arguments, because the use of a pronoun in that environment automatically signals

non-coreference with the potential antecedent.

Intrasentential pronominalization is only possible outside the domain of obliga-

tory refiexivization, i.e. either when the lexical NP or the pronoun is not a core

argument, e.g. a possessor, when both are non-core arguments, or when the lexical

NP and the pronoun are in different cores within a single clause. This is illustrated

in (5.23).

(5.23) a. Mary'Sj mother loves herj/j.

b. Billj asked Susan to help him^.

The main principle that Bolinger, Bickerton and Kuno propose to explain when

intrasentential coreference is possible between two elements not in the domain of

obligatory refiexivization may be formulated as in (5.24).13

(5.24) Principle governing intrasentential pronominalization {preliminary formula-

tion)

Coreference is possible between a lexical NP and a pronoun within the same

sentence if and only if the lexical NP is outside of the actual focus domain.

In the prototypical cases, as in (5.23), intrasentential pronominalization goes topic

—> focus (assuming predicate focus in both sentences); in other words, the anteced-

ent is outside of the actual focus domain and the pronoun is within it. This is the

opposite of the situation in intersentential pronominalization, as illustrated in (5.25).

(5.25) In a house on a narrow lane lived an old woman̂  She; had two cats ...

The focal NP in the first sentence serves as the antecedent for the topical pronoun

in the second. We discuss intersentential pronominalization in the next section.
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5.6 Intrasententialpronominalization

An important feature of the principle of intrasentential pronominalization is

that it makes no direct reference to linear order. The irrelevance of linear order in

some cases is illustrated by the following examples from Bickerton (1975: 26). In

these examples, small capitals mark focal stress, and italics marks an item outside

of the actual focus domain; the * indicates ungrammaticality with regard to the

specified interpretation of coreference. All of the sentences are grammatical if

non-coreference is assumed.

(5.26) a. My punching #///, annoyed HIM;.

b. *My punching himi annoyed B iLLJ.

c. What annoyed Billt was my punching H I M{.

d. * What annoyed him^ was my punching B i L L{.

e. *It was my punching B ILLJ that annoyed /i/ra,.

f. It was my PUNCHING Bill, that annoyed him?

g. It was my punching H I MX that annoyed Billt.

h. It was my PUNCHING /i/ra, that annoyed Billt.

In each of the sentences which permit a coreferential interpretation, the lexical NP

is outside of the actual focus domain, while the pronoun is either focal (5.26a, c, g)

or also outside of it as well (5.26f, h). In (5.26b), (5.26d) and (5.26e), the lexical

NP is focal, and the only interpretation possible is one of non-coreference. This

principle is not the whole story, though, as there are some problematic cases where

the pronoun precedes the lexical NP antecedent, as in (5.27).

(5.27) a. *HEi asked Susan to help Billt.

b. Heri;j mother loves Marvj.

While (5.27a) satisfies the principle that the lexical NP must be outside of the actual

focus domain for a coreference interpretation to be possible, it allows only a non-

coreference interpretation. Note that the lexical NP (one of the least-marked focus

forms for a referring expression - see figure 5.2) is in the unmarked focus position,

and the pronoun (one of the least-marked topic forms for a referring expression)

is in the unmarked topic position. This is, then, a maximally unmarked structure

for the disjoint reference interpretation and conversely a highly marked structure

for the coreference reading between the NP and the pronoun. The only vehicle for

overriding these defaults is intonation, and its contribution to the interpretation

is not strong enough to overcome the extreme markedness of the intended interpre-

tation. In the case of (5.27b), there is again an unmarked topic form (a pronoun) in

the unmarked position for a topic, and at the same time there is an unmarked focal

form (a lexical noun) in the unmarked focus position. The actual interpretation

depends upon the focus structure. If Mary is focal, then coreference is impossible.

Coreference is only possible when there is narrow focus on her mother or on loves.

Many speakers find the coreferential reading very difficult to get, and this is not
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surprising. As discussed earlier (figure 5.2), the different codings of referents are

understood by the hearer as correlating with different degrees to which the speaker

is guaranteeing the accessibility of the referent. The use of a lexical noun in focus

position following a pronoun in topic position in the same clause implicates that the

referent of the lexical noun is different from that of the pronoun. In both of these

examples, focus structure, as expressed through intonation, is trying to block this

default interpretation. The fact that intonation alone can make a coreference inter-

pretation possible or block it with respect to the same syntactic structure, as in

(5.26), and (5.27b), shows that the constraints on coreference are not purely syntac-

tic in nature.

There are times, however, when a pronoun can precede a lexical NP and the

coreference interpretation is still possible, as in (5.26g, h), and in the following

examples ((b) and (c) are attested utterances from Carden 1982):

(5.28) a. Because he} arrived late at the party, Paul; missed seeing Anna.

b. After his; recent election as Republican national chairman, Bill Brock;

said...

c. When she; was five years old, a child of my acquaintance; announced a

theory that she was inhabited by rabbits.

These examples are cases of what has been called 'backward pronominalization', as

the pronoun precedes the first mention of the lexical NP in the discourse.

Is there any pattern here? In order to see what is going on, we first need to distin-

guish sentences in which the pronoun is in a syntactic argument position, as in

(5.26g, h), (5.27a), and (5.28a, c), from those in which the pronoun is not in a syntac-

tic argument position, as in (5.27b) and (5.28b). When the pronoun is in a syntactic

argument position, backward pronominalization is possible only across a clause

boundary; pronouns which are in non-argument positions are not subject to this

restriction. This provides an additional reason why coreference in (5.27a) is impos-

sible; it is a core juncture, i.e. a single clause made up of more than one core (see

chapter 8), and accordingly there is only a single clause. Therefore the 'backward

pronominalization is possible only across a clause boundary' condition is not met.

In (5.26g, h), which are cleft constructions containing relative clauses, and in (5.28a,

c), which contain a preposed adverbial clause, the backward pronominalization

operates across a clause boundary. Sentences with backward pronominalization

involving non-argument pronouns may or may not involve a clause boundary, but

those with a clause boundary are much easier to interpret, as one would expect.

Unlike in (5.27b), which involves clause-internal backward pronominalization, in

(5.28b) the pronoun is in a PP in the left-detached position, which is outside the

clause, and coreference is the preferred interpretation. We must therefore revise

(5.24) as follows.
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(5.29) Principle governing intrasententialpronominalization {revised)

Coreference is possible between a lexical N P and a pronoun within the same

sentence if and only if

a. the lexical NP is outside of the actual focus domain, and

b. if the pronoun is in a syntactic argument position and precedes the lexical

NP, there is a clause boundary between the pronoun and the lexical NP.

The reason for the clause boundary requirement in (5.29) is as follows. In a simple

clause, the only way there could be a pronoun in an argument position followed by a

lexical NP is either for the lexical NP to also occur in an argument position, in

which the two are in the domain of obligatory reflexivization which precludes pro-

nominalization, or for the lexical NP to occur as a possessor or other non-argument

at the end of the clause, which is the normal position for focal elements. We have

already seen how difficult it is to interpret a lexical NP as topical and a pronoun as

focal when each occupies the default position for the opposite function (see (5.27)).

It is easiest to interpret a lexical NP as topical in a clause when it is subject, but

if this is the case, then it follows that the pronoun in an argument position cannot

be in the same clause; it must be either in the left-detached position, as in (5.28b),

or in a preposed adverbial clause, as in (5.28a, c). These are the only two structural

possibilities available within the same sentence. Both of the conditions in (5.29)

must be met for backward pronominalization to be possible, as (5.30) shows.

(5.30) a. *In his; house, Jane gave a plaque to Sam^

b. ?In hiSi house, Jane gave Samt a plaque.

This sentence meets the clause boundary condition in (5.29b), but because the lexi-

cal NP is in the unmarked focus position, it is extremely difficult to interpret it as

non-focal, which leads to a violation of the condition in (5.29a). Note that (b) seems

to be much better than (a), and in it the lexical NP is not in the unmarked focus

position but is in a position which is easier to interpret as more topical (Givon

1984a); hence the coreference reading is easier to get than in (a).

The following examples (from Kuno 1987, originally attributed to George

Lakoff) appear to be a problem for this account.

(5.31) a. Johnt saw a snake near him^

b. Near him; Joln^ saw a snake.

c. *Hej saw a snake near John;.

d. *Near Johnt he{ saw a snake.

There are two striking things about these examples: the possibility of backward

pronominalization in (5.31b) and the impossibility of 'regular' pronominalization in

(d). Moreover, the examples in (5.32), also from Kuno (1987), which exhibit an at

least superficially similar syntactic pattern, show a different pattern of possible core-

ference; in particular, in (5.32d) coreference is possible, whereas in (5.3Id) it is not.
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(5.32) a. Johrii saw a snake near the girl he{ was talking with.

b. Near the girl he{ was talking with, Johnj saw a snake.

c. *Hei saw a snake near the girl John̂  was talking with.

d. Near the girl Johnj was talking with, he; saw a snake.

The first thing to be noted is that the NP or pronoun in the near PP is not an

argument of see; these are argument-adjunct PPs (see section 4.4.1.1). Hence the

presence or absence of a clause boundary is not relevant to solving this problem.

Our answer to this question begins with the recognition that the structures of

(5.3Id) and (5.32d) are not as parallel as they may seem, as the preposed elements in

the two examples are actually quite different in nature. As we saw in chapter 2, there

are in fact two different functionally distinct positions for preposed constituents in

English. The two concepts introduced there are the left-detached position and the

precore slot. The following are some examples with the two positions marked.

(5.33) a. What did John buy at the store?

PrCS

b. As for Sam, Jane met him at the airport.

LDP

c. At the airport, who did Jane meet?

LDP PrCS

d. Sam I've known for years.

PrCS

When an element appears in the precore slot, there is a corresponding gap in the

following clause, as in (5.33d), unless it is an adjunct. In contrast, there is a corre-

sponding (resumptive) pronoun in the following clause if the element in the left-

detached position corresponds to a semantic argument of the verb. The default

interpretation of elements in the precore slot is focal (obligatorily if they are WH-

elements), while elements in the left-detached position are always topical; they are

outside of the actual focus domain by definition, since they are outside of the clause

and therewith outside of the potential focus domain. Between the precore slot and

the following core there is no intonational break (pause), while there is generally such

an intonational break between the left-detached position and the following clause.

What is important for our purposes here is that the two positions differ in terms of

their coreference properties. Consider the following examples:

(5.34) a. In Same's hometown, het is a big hero. LDP

a'. In hiSi hometown, Samt is a big hero. LDP

b. *In Sana's front hallway h^ put a big vase. PrC S

b'. In hiSi front hallway Sam; put a big vase. PrCS

c. With Sam/s new job, he '̂ll make a lot of money. LDP

c'. * With Sana's new boss he; has played golf many times. PrC S
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An NP in the left-detached position can be interpreted as coreferential with a sub-

ject NP in the following clause, whereas an NP in the precore slot will obligatorily

be interpreted as non-coreferential with the subject NP in the following core. This

is because an NP in the left-detached position must be outside the actual focus

domain, whereas an NP in the precore slot in these constructions is focal. These

NPs are focal because they occur in argument or argument-adjunct PPs which often

introduce new and unpredictable information into the core; if they appeared in

their usual position, they would be in the unmarked focus position in the core. This,

combined with the default interpretation of precore slot elements as focal, strongly

favors a focal interpretation. There is one additional factor, to be discussed below,

which further reinforces the focal interpretation of these PPs. Setting (peripheral)

adjunct PPs, by contrast, are normally presupposed, and when they are not, they

represent marked narrow focus (see (5.6)).

The principle of coreference in (5.29) states that a lexical NP must be outside of

the actual focus domain for there to be coreference. Therefore the non-coreference

reading of (5.34b, c') is due to the fact that the lexical NP is focal and thus within

the actual focus domain, violating the principle of coreference. Looking again at the

examples in (5.31b, d) and (5.32b, d), we see that the crucial difference is whether

the preposed PP is in the precore slot or in the left-detached position. The preposed

PPs in (5.31b, d) are in the precore slot, whereas those in (5.32b, d) are in the left-

detached position. In (5.31b), Near him John saw a snake, coreference is possible

because the lexical NP/o/m is outside of the actual focus domain, thereby satisfying

the coreference principle. In (5.31d), Near John he saw a snake, the potential lexical

NP antecedent John in the PP is focal, and thus within the actual focus domain,

thereby violating the coreference principle and making coreference impossible. In

(5.32b, d), in contrast, the preposed PP is in the left-detached position and there-

fore is outside of the actual focus domain, as is the subject of the following clause.

Hence the lexical NP antecedent John in (5.32b) is outside the actual focus domain,

and the pronoun is in a syntactic argument position in the relative clause; therefore

backward pronominalization is possible, just as in (5.28), because it meets the con-

ditions in (5.29). In (5.32d) both the lexical NP and the pronoun are outside of the

actual focus domain, which likewise satisfies (5.29).

What is the syntactic evidence that the preposed PP is in the precore slot in

(5.31b, d) but in the left-detached position in (5.32b, d)? An important difference

between the left-detached position and the precore slot in English involves the loca-

tion of the respective positions inside or outside the clause and the behavioral prop-

erties that follow from these locations. The left-detached position is outside the

clause and therefore does not interfere with the ability of either a yes-no question

or a WH-question to appear in the following clause. A non-WH-NP in the precore

slot, on the other hand, blocks the formation of questions, both WH and yes-no.

This is because non-WH NPs appear in the precore slot only in assertions, never in
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questions. Hence there is a fundamental incompatibility between non-WH elements

in the precore slot and questions of any kind. Compare the following examples:

(5.35) a. In Sam's house, what did Jane do? LDP

b. *In Sam's house what did Jane put? PrC S

c. In Sam's house, did Jane have a good time? LDP

d. *In Sam's house did Jane put her stuff? PrC S

Given these contrasts, we predict that the structures in (5.32b, d) would readily

cooccur with WH- and yes-no questions, whereas those in (5.31b, d) would not.

(5.36) a. Near the girl John was talking to, what did he see?

b. Near the girl John was talking to, did he see a snake?

c. (*)Near him what did John see?

d. (*)Near him did John see a snake?

The examples in (5.36a, b) are perfectly fine, as predicted. The ones in (5.36c, d)

are more interesting. With no intonational break between near him and the rest

of the clause, they are unacceptable. If, on the other hand, an intonational break is

inserted after near him, analogous to the first two sentences, then they become

readily acceptable, again as predicted.14

There is a second factor distinguishing the two types of phrase, namely, inform-

ation content. Reinhart (1983) noted that when additional material is added to

preposed phrases, their coreference properties change, just as we have seen. Why

should this be so? The reason for this is that the more informational content there is

in the initial phrase, the more difficult it is to interpret it as a focus. Focus expres-

sions tend strongly to be very succinct, following the much noted tendency of speak-

ers to introduce information into the discourse in small quantities (Chafe 1987,

DuBois 1987, Lambrecht 1987). This is particularly true of clause-initial foci and

is shown by the compactness of WH-expressions and the strangeness of complex,

informationally rich WH-expressions like Which guy that Mary talked to yesterday

after the party about a new apartment did you see? Left-detached phrases, on the

other hand, are often quite complex, especially when they provide setting informa-

tion; indeed preposed adverbial clauses like those in (5.28a, c) should be analyzed

as being in the left-detached position. Comparing near John/him with near the girl

John was talking to, we see that the latter is informationally much richer as it

includes a restrictive relative clause containing presupposed information. Hence it

is very difficult, if not impossible, to interpret it as a focal expression. It is, rather,

more naturally interpreted as topical, and the pause following it indicates that it is

in the left-detached position rather than the precore slot, which is not set off by a

pause. Thus it appears that informationally rich expressions are interpreted as topi-

cal rather than as focal, and this is another factor reinforcing the focus inter-

pretation of the initial PPs in (5.31).
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5.7 lntersentential pronominalization

Thus syntactic structure and focus structure interact to constrain the possible

interpretation of coreference in sentence-internal pronominalization.

5.7 lntersentential pronominalization

Most communication does not take place using single sentences, but the principle

that the form of the representation of a referent is associated with a certain degree

of cognitive accessibility (as summarized in figure 5.2) still holds in longer segments

of speech, and this principle is used in determining intersentential coreference (dis-

course anaphora) as well. As discussed above, a number of factors are involved in

the determination of the form of the representation of a referent in a sentence. The

major difference between intrasentential and intersentential pronominalization is

that in texts there is often a greater distance between the first mention of a referent

and its subsequent mention, and this distance can affect the form of the subsequent

mention. The distance (in terms of clauses) between a referring element and the

previous mention (including zero anaphors) of its referent is labeled referential dis-

tance in Givon (1983). Put simply, the more clauses that intervene between the

mentions of a referent, the lower down the scale of accessibility the referent will

be, and so the more explicit the later representation of the referent must be. Thus,

a zero anaphor will normally have a very short referential distance, whereas overt

elements, for example a full pronoun or a definite lexical NP, will have greater ref-

erential distances. But other factors are involved as well; one of these is thematic

continuity.

For a chain of clauses to be considered a single cohesive text, there must be some

common elements that run throughout the text. It may be that the text is about the

actions of a particular referent, or it may be the clauses are all about a particular

theme, a particular place or about a particular time. It is in fact the sameness of the

referent(s), the location, the time or the action (or series of connected actions) that

gives text its coherence. Here we are concerned with continuity of referents. If there

is a particular referent or location that is salient throughout the text, then very often

that referent will be the topic (in the sense we defined earlier) of every clause in the

text. A sequence of clauses with a single topic is known as a topic chain. In lan-

guages that use zero anaphora regularly, the topic being spoken about will often be

only mentioned once, with the rest of the clauses consisting of only the focus of the

assertion. See, for example, the following passage from Mandarin Chinese (adapted

from Chen 1984: 8); the zero anaphors will be represented as lpro\

(5.37) a. LaoQiarijyou zheme ge piqi,

Old Qian have such CL disposition

'Old Qian has (just) such a disposition:

b. prOj wen pengydiij yao shenme dongxik,

ask friend want what/something thing

if (he) asks for something from (his) friend(s),
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c. prOjlike jiu d6i gei pro{ prok,

at-once then must give

(he/she/they) must give (it) (to him) at once;

d. projbii g€\pro{pro^

not give

if (he/she/they) don't give (it) (to him),

e. projiu juede/?royshi qiao-bu-qi ta^

then feel COP look-down-on 3sg

(he) feels that (he/she/they) don't think much of him,

f. pro{]i tianbu gaoxing.

several day not pleased

(and) (he) would be displeased for a few days.'

Here we have a topic (Lao Qian) and a theme (Lao Qian's disposition) introduced

in the first clause. As the theme is the same for the rest of the clauses, and the main

topic of the entire thematic paragraph remains the same, there is no need to use

anything other than a zero anaphor to refer to Lao Qian in most of the rest of the

passage, even when a secondary topic (friend) appears in clause (b) and is the main

topic of clause (c) and (d).

The fact that both the main and secondary topics can take the form of a zero

anaphor in this passage is related to a second factor that affects referent identi-

fication, and that is the semantics of the predicate or other constituents. In clauses

(c) and (d) the semantics of the predicates are incompatible with the assignment of

Lao Qian as the main topic (as the text is about giving to Lao Qian, not Lao Qian

giving to someone else), so the zero anaphor must refer to the only other possible

agent, the friend mentioned in clause (b).

A third factor affecting the representation of a particular referent is the appear-

ance or not of other semantically compatible referents in the intervening clauses.

For example, Chafe (1976) mentions a novel where a letter is mentioned on page 13,

and then not mentioned again until page 118, 105 pages later, yet on page 118 it

is simply referred to as 'the letter'. This is only possible because no other letters

were mentioned in the intervening 105 pages. The opposite situation would be, for

example, the text in (5.38):

(5.38) Bob went to the store and Bill went to the movies. He will be back late.

Because of the existence of two possible antecedents for the pronoun, the pronoun

could not be used successfully here, and so a form implying less accessibility or

identifiability (the name Bob or Bill) must be used.

The distance between mentions of a referent is not always a straightforward

measure of the number of clauses intervening, as the hierarchical structure of the

discourse can also be involved in determining the accessibility of the referent.

Consider the following example, again from Mandarin Chinese (Cheng 1988: 2-3):
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5.7 Intersententialpronominalization

(5.39) a. Dlnglaoshlj dai w6meiijqujiaoy6u,

Ding teacher lead lpl go picnic

'Teacher Ding took us on a picnic,

b. proi+i z6u guo yl shan you yl shan,

go ASP one mountain also one mountain

(we - including Ding) passed mountain after mountain,

c. proi+i kan dao xuduo y£hua.

see ASP many wildflowers

(and) saw many wildflowers.

d. Hu^ wok zui xihuan [zise de pro{]m,

flowers I most like purple NMZ

Flowers, I like purple ones best,

e. daochu doushi prom,

everywhere all COP

(they) were everywhere.

f. prok kan prom de prok gaoxing jile.

see CD happy very

Seeing (them) made (me) very happy.

g. Tiankuai hei proi+j cai hui jia.

sky soon black then return home

It was almost dark when (we) returned home.'

In this example the entire first clause sets up the main theme for the rest of the pas-

sage, and contains the antecedents that control the zero anaphors in the second,

third and last clauses. These four clauses are a narrative of an event, and form a

topic chain. Clauses (d), (e) and (f) form a short evaluative (non-narrative, non-

sequential) thematic paragraph themselves set in the middle of the main thematic

paragraph. This subthematic paragraph is a backgrounded diversion from the main

storyline. This structure can be diagrammed as follows (adapted from Cheng

1988:5):

(5.40) Thematic paragraph

Clause 1 Teacher Ding took us on a picnic.

Clause 2 (We - including Ding) passed mountain after mountain.

Clause 3 (We) saw many wildflowers.

{
Clause 1: Flowers, I like purple ones best.

Clause 2: (They) were everywhere.

Clause 3: Seeing (them) made (me) very happy.

Clause 4 It was almost dark when (we) returned home.

Even though several clauses (and another potential referent) intervene between

clause 3 and clause 4 of the main topic chain, it is easy to recognize these intervening

clauses as a backgrounded diversion from the main storyline, so they do not inter-

fere with the continuity of the main thematic paragraph (topic chain). For this rea-

son the topic in the last clause can still be represented by a zero anaphor.
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In chapter 6 we will discuss some of the grammatical means languages use to

track referents in discourse.

5.8 Syntactic templates, linking and focus structure

At the end of chapter 2 we introduced the idea of syntactic templates for repre-

senting clause structure patterns, which are stored in what we called a 'syntactic

inventory'. Some syntactic patterns cooccur with specific focus structure patterns,

e.g. narrow focus on the WH-word in the precore slot in a WH-question in English

and many other languages, and this correlation would be represented in the tem-

plate for WH-questions in the syntactic inventory. Another example of a fixed cor-

relation between focus structure and syntax is the 'inverted subject construction'

used in presentational constructions, e.g. Into the room ran a cat or Down the street

lived an old man. These patterns would be stored as in figure 5.7. Many templates

are not associated with a specific focus structure construction, and their entry in the

syntactic lexicon could not contain any focus structure information. Thus, forming

the constituent and focus structure projections for a WH-question in English would

involve the combination depicted in figure 5.8, which is a revision of figure 2.35.

Figure 5.8 has the lexical items in the sentence coming from the lexicon, but that

is a serious oversimplification. It was pointed out in section 5.1 (see figure 5.2) that

the form that an argument takes is a function of a number of factors, including its

activation status (see figure 5.1). Thus the choice of referring expression involves

the interaction of the lexicon and the speaker's model of the ongoing discourse, and

this will affect whether the speaker chooses, for example, he vs. Bill vs. the man vs. a

man vs. this guy vs. someone to fill a variable slot in a logical structure and to appear

in the resulting sentence. We may, therefore, revise the basic linking example pre-

sented in chapter 4 (figure 4.10) to reflect this interaction between the lexicon

and discourse pragmatics, as in figure 5.9. We will discuss the interaction of focus

structure and linking in considerable detail in chapters 7 and 9. Figure 5.9 reflects

only one aspect of the interaction, and we will see in the next chapter that these

notions are also important for understanding the nature of grammatical relations

cross-linguistically.

Further reading

For the general approach to cognition and communication that underlies the discus-

sion of communication in the introduction to this chapter, see Sperber and Wilson

(1986). Other like-minded approaches to information structure include those of the

Prague School (see the relevant papers in Luelsdorf 1994, and also Firbas 1992 and

Sgall, Hajicova and Panevova 1986), Chafe (1987, 1994), Prince (1981a, b) and

Gundel (1976), Gundel, Hedberg and Zacharski (1993). See Fretheim and Gundel

(1996) for discussion of referent accessibility and coding. For different taxonomies

of focus, see Dik (1989) and Bearth (1992). For formal semantic work on focus, see
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SENTENCE CLAUSE

I I

CLAUSE CORE(<—PERIPHERY)

PrCS CORE AR/J NUC ARG

PRED

XP PP/ADV V NP PP/ADV

SPEECH ACT SPEECH ACT

Figure 5.7 Syntactic templates for English WH-question and presentational

constructions

Syntactic inventory

CORE(<—PERIPHERY)

ARG NUC ARG

PRED

NP V PP PP/ADV

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

PrCS CORE< PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

PRED

NP NP V PP ADV

I I I I I
What did Robin give to Leslie yesterday? -

SPEECH ACT

Figure 5.8 Combining templates (revised)

Lexicon
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

—I
PrCS CORE< PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

Syntactic

inventory
PRED ADV

NP NP V PP

What did Sandy give to Robin yesterday?

Undergoer

I Lexicon |-> yesterday' ([do' (SandyACV, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (RobinACS, what)])

Figure 5.9 Linking from semantics to syntax in a simple English sentence

Rooth (1985), Partee (1991) and Krifka (1992). For rather different approaches to

information structure, see Rochemont (1986), Rochemont and Culicover (1990) and

E. Kiss (1994). For syntactic approaches to the analysis of quantifier scope, see May

(1985), Clark (1985) and Aoun and Li (1993). See Ward (1990) for an analysis of the

discourse function of VP-preposing in English. For a discussion of sentence-focus

constructions in a number of languages, see Sasse (1987), Lambrecht (1989), Matras

and Sasse (1995). For other pragmatically based accounts of pronominalization, see

Levinson (1987, 1991), Huang (1994). For a CogG analysis of pronominalization,

see van Hoek (1995), also Ariel (1990,1995). For discussion of pronominalization

in discourse, see Fox (1987); for syntactic approaches to pronominalization, see

Chomsky (1981b, 1986a), Aoun (1985), Dalrymple (1993). For a hybrid approach to

pronominalization, see Reinhart (1983). On text structure and cohesion, see Mann

and Thompson (1992) and Halliday and Hasan (1976). For a discourse grammar of

Biblical Hebrew using FG and RRG, see Winther-Nielsen (1995).

Exercises

1 Hungarian is often described as a 'free-word-order' language because of exam-

ples like (1), from E. Kiss (1987). Assuming these permutations are all core-internal,

what can one conclude about how focus structure and syntax interact in Hungarian,

based on (2)-(5)? In particular, is there a special focus position in the clause? How

do focus structure constraints on syntax explain the ungrammatical examples in

(3)-(5)? Keep in mind that the Hungarian examples are simple clauses, unlike the

English translations in (2). [section 5.3]
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Exercises

'John put the book on the

table.'

(1) a. Janos tette a konyvet az asztalra.

John put thebook.Accthetable.on

b. Janos a konyvet tette az asztalra.

c. A konyvet Janos tette az asztalra.

d. Az asztalra Janos a konyvet tette.

(2) a. Janos a konyvet tette az asztalra. = (lb)

'As for John, it was the book that he put

on the table.'

b. A konyvet Janos tette az asztalra. = (lc)

'As for the book, it was John who put it

on the table'

(3) a. Janos mit tett az asztalra?

b. Mit tett Janos az asztalra?

c. *Mit Janos tett az asztalra?

d. * Janos tett mit az asztalra?

(4) a. Janos nem a konyvet tette az asztalra.

b. Nem a konyvet tette Janos az asztalra.

c. * Janos tette nem a konyvet az asztalra.

d. * Janos nem a konyvet az asztalra tette.

(5) a. Janos minden konyvet az asztalra tett.

b. Minden konyvet Janos tett az asztalra.

c. * Janos minden konyvet tett az asztalra.

d. * Minden konyvet tett Janos az asztalra.

2 Consider the following data from Turkish (Erguvanh 1984). How does focus

structure interact with Turkish clause structure? In particular, is there any evidence

for special topic and/or focus positions? (Some of the starred questions are accept-

able if interpreted as an echo, rhetorical or exam question; however, they are not

acceptable as a simple WH-question.) In the question-answer pairs in (3), '#' indi-

cates that an answer is not appropriate for the question, [section 5.3]

'What did John put on the

table?'

'John did not put the book on

the table.'

'John put every book on the

table.'

(1) a. Murat kitap okuyor.

b. * Kitap Murat okuyor.

c. Murat kitabi okuyor.

d. Kitabi Murat okuyor.

e. Murat aceleyle kitab okuyor.

f. *Murat kitab aceleyle okuyor.

g. Murat kitabi aceleyle okuyor.

h. Murat aceleyle kitabi okuyor.

'Murat is reading a book.'

'Murat is reading the book.'

'Murat is hurriedly reading a book.'

'Murat is hurriedly reading the book.'
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(2) a. Murat parayi (bankadan) galdi. 'Murat stole the money (from the

bank).'

b. Parayi (bankadan) kim galdi? 'Who stole the money (from the

bank)?'

b'. *Kim (bankadan) parayi galdi?

b". *Bankadan kim parayi caldi? 'Who stole the money from the

bank?'

c. Murat (bankadan) para caldi. 'Murat stole (some) money (from

the bank).'

c'. *Murat para bankadan galdi.

d. (Bankadan) kim para galdi? 'Who stole (some) money (from the

bank)?'

d'. * (Bankadan) para kim galdi?

d". *Kim bankadan para galdi?

e. Murat nereye gitti? 'Where did Murat go?'

e'. *Nereye Murat gitti?

(3) a. Q: Baba-n-a §arab-i yeni bardak-la ver-di-n mi?

father-2sgGEN-D AT wine-Ace new glass-iNST give-PAST-2sg Q

'Did you give the wine to your father in the new glass?

A: Hayir, eski bardak-la ver-di-m.

no old glass-iNST give-PAST-lsg

'No, I gave (it to him) in the old glass.'

A': #Hayir, amcana verdim.

'No, I gave (it) to my uncle.'

b. Q: §arabi yeni bardakla amcana verdin mi?

'Did you give the wine to your uncle in the new glass?'

A: #Hayir, eski bardakla verdim.

'No, I gave (it to him) in the old glass.'

A': Hayir, babana verdim.

'No, I gave (it) to my father.'

(4) a. Ben makarna-yi hig sev-mi-yor-um.

lsgNOM spaghetti-Ace at.alllike-NEG-PROG-lsg

'I don't like spaghetti at all.'

a'. Makarnayi ben hig sevmiyorum.

'I don't like spaghetti at all.'

b. Makarnayi ise ben hig sevmiyorum.

'As for spaghetti, I don't like [it] at all.'

b'. *Ben makarnayi ise hig sevmiyorum.

'I, as for spaghetti, don't like [it] at all.'

c. Murat ise parayi bir bankadan galdi.

'As for Murat, [he] stole the money from a bank.'

c'. *Parayi Murat ise bir bankadan galdi.

'The money, as for Murat, [he] stole from a bank.'
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Exercises

(1) a.

a',

a".

b.

d. Parayi ise Murat bir banka-dan c.aldi.

'As for the money, Murat stole [it] from a bank.'

d'. *Murat parayi ise bir bankadan galdi.

'Murat, as for the money, stole [it] from a bank.'

3 Consider the following data from Toba Batak, an Austronesian language spoken

in Indonesia (Schachter 1984a). How does focus structure interact with Toba Batak

clause structure? In particular, is there any evidence for special topic and/or focus

positions? [section 5.3]

Manjaha buku guru i.

Manjaha buku guru.

??Manjaha buku i guru i.

?*Manjaha buku i guru.

Dijaha guru buku i.

b'. Dijaha guru buku.

b". ??Dijaha guru i buku i.

b'". ?*Dijaha guru i buku.

a. Manjaha buku ise?

b. Ise manjaha buku?

c. Manjaha aha guru i?

d. *Aha manjaha guru i?

a. Dijaha guru aha?

b. Aha dijaha guru?

c. Dijaha ise buku i?

d. *Ise dijaha buku i?

'Do they see him?'

'Yes, [they] see him.'

'Yes, they see [him].'

'Did they see him?'

'Yes, they saw [him].'

'Yes, [they] saw him.'

4 Draw the constituent and focus structure projections for the following sentences:

(2a) in exercise 1, (3a[Q]) in exercise 2, and (3c) in exercise 3. Be sure to specify

both the potential and the actual focus domains in each representation, [section 5.4]

5 Based on the discussion of focus structure in Italian and Japanese in this chapter,

how would you explain the following facts regarding quantifier scope interpretation

in the two languages? ('z>' means 'has wider scope than'.) [section 5.5]

(1) Italian (Melinger 1996)

a. Ogni ragazzaha baciato un ragazzo.

every girl has kissed a boy

'Every girl kissed a boy.' (unambiguous,

ogni z> un)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

'The teacher read a book.'

'A (certain) teacher read a book.'

'The teacher read the book.'

'A (certain) teacher read the book.'

'A teacher read the book.'

'A teacher read a (certain) book.'

'The teacher read the book.'

'The teacher read a (certain) book.'

'Who read a book?'

'Who read a book?'

'What did the teacher read?'

'What did a teacher read?'

'What did a teacher read?'

'Who read the book?'

a. Mangida imana do nasida?

b. Olo, mangida imana do.

c. *Olo, mangida nasida.

a. Diida nasida do imana?

b. Olo, diida nasida do.

c. *Olo, diida imana.
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Information structure

b. Unragazzoe stato baciato da ogni ragazza.

a boy is been kissed by every girl

'A boy was kissed by every girl.'

(2) Japanese (K. Watanabe, p.c.)

a. Subeteno hito ga dareka o aisiteiru.

every GEN person s u B J someone o B J loves

'Everyone loves someone.'

b. Subete no hito wa dareka o aisiteiru.

every GEN person TOP someone o B J loves

'Everyone loves someone.'

(unambiguous,

un z> ogni)

(ambiguous)

(unambiguous,

subete 3 dareka)

6 Based on the analysis of focus structure in Toba Batak in exercise 3, how would

you explain the following facts regarding quantifier scope interpretation in the lan-

guage? The data are from Clark (1985). How do the factors discussed by Ioup and

Kuno interact with focus structure in these examples? Why is (lc) ungrammatical?

(1) a. Mangalean missel tu tolu soridadu ganup jeneral.

'Each general is giving a missile to three soldiers.'

(i.e. 'each general is giving a missile to a different

group of three soldiers')

b. Mangalean missel tu tolu soridadu angka jeneral.

'Every general is giving a missile to three soldiers.'

(i.e. 'every general is giving a missile to a different

group of three soldiers', or 'every general is giving

a missile to the same group of three soldiers')

c. *Diilean ganup jeneral tu tolu soridadu missel.

'Each general gave a missile to three soldiers.'

d. Diilean angka jeneral tu tolu soridadu missel.

'Every general gave a missile to three soldiers.'

(unambiguous,

ganup z> tolu)

(ambiguous)

(ambiguous)

(ambiguous)

(unambiguous,

tolu z> angka)

(2) a. Tu tolu soridadu, mangalean missel ganup jeneral.

'To three soldiers, each general is giving a missile.'

b. Tu tolu soridadu, mangalean missel angka jeneral.

'To three soldiers, every general is giving a missile.'

(i.e. 'every general is giving a missile to the same

group of three soldiers')

7 Explain why coreference is or is not possible in the following sentences. The

asterisk means that the sentence is impossible on the coreference reading; it is of

course grammatical if non-coreference is assumed. Focal stress is indicated by small

capitals, [section 5.6]
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Exercises

(1) a. As for hiSj sister, Larryj hasn't talked to HER in three weeks,

b. *As for hiSi sister, she hasn't talked to LARRYJ in three weeks.

(2) a. Larry i hasn't talked to his; s i s T E R in three weeks.

b. It is hisj SISTER that Larry; hasn't talked to in three weeks.

c. It is Larry\ SISTER that hê  hasn't talked to in three weeks,

c'. *It is LARRY'SJ sister that h^ hasn't talked to in three weeks.

d. *It is LARRYJ that hisj sister hasn't talked to in three weeks.
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6
Grammatical relations

6.0 Introduction

At the beginning of chapter 2 we stated that there are two types of structure, rela-

tional and non-relational. As the labels imply, relational structure deals with the

relations that exist between one syntactic element and another, be they syntactic,

semantic or pragmatic in nature, whereas non-relational structure expresses the

hierarchical organization of phrases, clauses and sentences. Non-relational structure

was the focus of chapter 2, while semantic and pragmatic relational structures were

the topics of chapters 3-5. In this chapter we turn to syntactic relations, or, as they

are better known, grammatical relations. We will begin by looking at some of the

conceptions of grammatical relations that have been proposed by different linguis-

tic theories and the implications for theory and analysis of each of the major con-

ceptions, then we will discuss the cross-linguistic diversity of syntactic phenomena

related to grammatical relations and propose an account of grammatical relations

which deals with this diversity.

6.1 Conceptions of grammatical relations

Grammatical relations are a part of traditional grammar. They are important be-

cause if one thinks pretheoretically, or as pretheoretically as one can, it is obvious

that there are a lot of syntactic phenomena that relate to grammatical relations. For

example, if one considers what the -s is doing on the third person singular present

tense verb in English, it is clear that it is agreeing with the subject. Notice that this

innocuous statement presupposes a theory of grammatical relations of some kind.

Take, for example, the passive construction, in which what would be the object in

the active voice is now the subject, and what would be the subject in the active voice

is either missing or the object of a preposition. This informal description makes cru-

cial reference to notions of grammatical relations. Traditional grammar, further-

more, assumes a particular set of relations based on grammatical phenomena in

Indo-European languages: subject, direct object and indirect object. These notions

appear to be central to many grammatical phenomena, and many of them appar-

ently are describable in these terms. These notions also seem important for many

non-Indo-European languages, because subjects and direct objects appear to be
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6.1 Conceptions

elements in their grammars. One of the things to be investigated in this chapter is

whether this is, in fact, true. One of the central questions of linguistic theory is 'How

are languages different and how are they alike?', and one of the ways in which they

could be alike is that they all employ notions of subject, object and indirect object.

Therefore, if one is going to come up with a theory of universal grammar, one needs

to determine whether these concepts should be assumed as part of the theory. There

are theories that take them to be a crucial component and others that do not.

There are generally two ways in which grammatical relations can be handled

within a theory which posits them. On the one hand, they can be treated as prim-

itives (underived from anything else), while on the other they can be treated as

derived from some other syntactic, semantic or pragmatic phenomenon (or some

combination thereof). This is the fundamental contrast in the theoretical status of

grammatical relations. Theories must make a choice here, for grammatical relations

cannot be both primitive and derived.

6.1.1 Grammatical relations as primitives

What would it mean to say that grammatical relations are theoretical primitives?

The primitive terms in the theory are those which do not admit of any further expli-

cation, for they are a part of the foundation of the theory and play a role in the for-

mulation of the basic principles of the theory. As such, they form a crucial part of

the explanatory basis of the theory. This is the case in a theory like RelG (e.g.

Perlmutter 1978,1980,1982), which posits the basic grammatical relations as prim-

itives. It is important to realize that it is not possible to argue against such an

assumption directly. Theories are free to make any assumptions they wish, and it is

the theoretical and empirical consequences of these assumptions which are open to

challenge. In arguing against a particular assumption or set of assumptions, what

one can do is show that a description based upon the assumption(s) in question will

lead to a number of problems, such as inelegant descriptions, missed generaliza-

tions, ad hoc and unmotivated analyses, and incorrect empirical predictions (see

section 1.2.1). It is not possible to say that there is or is not direct evidence that

grammatical relations are primitive.

6.1.2 Grammatical relations as derived notions

If grammatical relations are derived, what are they derived from? We will give an

overview of two general approaches: (1) deriving grammatical relations from con-

stituent structure configurations, and (2) deriving them from other notions.

6.1.2.1 Configurational definitions of grammatical relations

In early transformational theory (Chomsky 1965), syntactic phrase structure was

the accepted source for grammatical relations. Chomsky's early definition for sub-

ject was 'the NP which is immediately dominated by S' in the phrase structure tree,
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N v NP PP

A A
ART N P NP

N

Kim gave the book to Sandy

Aspects (1965)

Kim INFL VP

I / \
TNS SPEC V

e V NP

see Sandy

Barriers (1986b) Minimalism (1992)

TNSP

/ \

SPEC r

/ \
TNS ASPP

/ \
SPEC A'

/ \
ASP VP

/ \
NP V

I / \

Kim V NP

see Sandy

Figure 6.1 Configurational bases of grammatical relations in

Chomskyan theory

while the definition of direct object was 'the NP immediately dominated by the

VP'. This is represented in the leftmost tree in figure 6.1. There was no definition

of indirect object; there was no structural notion of it, because indirect object in

English is always a prepositional phrase. There is in fact nothing in Chomskyan

theory that depends upon the concept of indirect object. The terms 'subject' and

'object' were later replaced by 'external argument' and 'internal argument', respec-

tively. The external argument is defined as the syntactic argument external to the

VP; in the Barriers tree in figure 6.1, the external argument Kim is external to the

VP and is immediately dominated by IP (inflection phrase), which replaced 'S'.1

The internal argument is the syntactic argument internal to the VP (Sandy); it

is a sister to the verb and directly dominated by V-bar. The definition of external

argument had to be changed with the development of the VP-internal subject

hypothesis, as represented in the third (Minimalism) tree, because both arguments

were within the VP initially. The internal argument is still a sister to the verb and

directly dominated by V-bar, but the external argument is now the argument exter-

nal to the V-bar, not the VP, and is directly dominated by VP, not IP (which has

been split up into multiple functional categories). Despite these changes, the basic

conception of subject (external argument) and object (internal argument) remains

unchanged: the object is the sister to the verb within the phrase containing it and the

verb, and the subject is external to this phrase.

What were the implications of these definitions? A very significant implication

was that there has to be a VP in the structure.2 As a configurational definition of

grammatical relations was assumed, a VP was necessary in order to distinguish sub-

ject from direct object; if there were no VP, then there would be two NPs immedi-

ately dominated by the same node and the structure would fail to distinguish
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6.1 Conceptions

internal from external argument. Consequently, VP was by definition a linguistic

universal, and all languages had to have a VP in their syntactic structure, given the

type of configurational definition assumed.

While the configurational definition of grammatical relations did not require

absolutely rigid word order, it did require that the verb and object be adjacent or at

least not separated by non-VP elements. This restriction also encountered difficul-

ties in languages with very free word order, as we argued in section 2.1.2. Consider

the following examples from Warlpiri, an Australian Aboriginal language spoken in

central Australia (Andrews 1985).

(6.1) a. Wajilipi-nyi ka maliki-0 kurdu wita-ngku.

chase-NPST AUX dog-ABS child small-ERG

b. Maliki-0 ka wajilipi-nyi kurdu wita-ngku.

c. Wajilipi-nyi ka kurdu wita-ngku maliki-0.

d. Kurdu wita-ngku ka maliki-0 wajilipi-nyi.

e. Kurdu wita-ngku ka wajilipi-nyi maliki-0.

f. Maliki-0 ka kurdu wita-ngku wajilipi-nyi.

'The small child is chasing the dog.'

Since the verb and the object can appear in any position in the clause except second

position, where the auxiliary must be, there is no overt evidence that the verb and the

object form a phrase of any kind. There appears to be no evidence for the existence

of a VP in Warlpiri. Again it is the kind of problem that the configurational approach,

which was based on the analysis of fixed-word-order languages like English, was not

well equipped to deal with. As we discussed in section 2.1.1, the obvious solution is

to posit an abstract level of syntactic representation with a fixed order and a VP.

Thus, a number of problems arise in connection with the attempt to define gram-

matical relations in purely phrase structure terms. The solution proposed for these

problems was to posit multiple levels of syntactic representation, namely one corre-

sponding to the overt structure of the sentence and another one which is an ab-

stract representation. The abstract level of representation is configurational, i.e. it

always has a VP, and grammatical relations can be defined with reference to it. This

approach then posited a rule schema which would derive the overt facts of the

language. We discussed this approach with respect to the issue of clause structure

in section 2.1 and pointed out that it is incompatible with the framework we are

presenting in this book, since it involves abstract levels of representation and trans-

formational rules linking them. Accordingly, we are forced to look for a different

approach to grammatical relations, one which is compatible with the set of assump-

tions outlined in chapters 1 and 2.

6.1.2.2 Non-configurational definitions of grammatical relations

We now turn to non-configurational derivations of subject and object. We have

already seen that attempting to derive grammatical relations from phrase structure
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Grammatical relations

configurations runs into significant problems. Possible alternatives would be deriving

them from semantic relations or pragmatic relations. In this section we will present

definitions of subject and object suggested by some of the major syntactic theories.

In FG (Dik 1978, 1980, 1989), different choices for subject and object are said

to represent different 'perspectives' or 'vantage points' in the coding of a state of

affairs. They are a level of organization of the presentation of the state of affairs

over and above semantic roles and discourse-pragmatic-related notions, so cannot

be defined simply as either of these. Subject is defined as 'that constituent which

refers to the entity which is taken as a point of departure for the presentation of the

state of affairs in which it participates' (Dik 1978: 87). Object choice (from among

the semantic roles left over after subject assignment) represents a further speci-

fication of the perspective. The choice of what semantic roles can be specified as

subject and object is governed by the hierarchy of semantic roles presented in (6.2)

(Dik 1978:76; cf. 1989:226):

(6.2) Semantic Function Hierarchy (SFH)

Agent > Goal > Recipient > Beneficiary > Instrument > Location > Time

Subject x > x > x > x > x > x > x

Object x > x > x > x > x > x

This hierarchy is said to be universal in languages that allow a choice. Languages

differ as to what point in the hierarchy there is a cut-off, below which the roles do

not have the possibility of being assigned to subject or object function. Some lan-

guages allow only Agent and Goal subjects, some allow Agent, Goal and Recipient

subjects, and some allow other semantic functions to be assigned subject function.

In terms of objects, some languages allow only Goal and Recipient objects, some

allow Goal, Recipient and Beneficiary objects, and so on. The further to the right

of the hierarchy the semantic function is, the more marked that type of subject or

object will be. This markedness is said to be the result of 'tension' between the most

natural perspective (Agent subject/Goal object) and the actual perspective taken in

the sentence. Subject and object assignment are only relevant to languages where

there is a possibility of differential assignment to Subject or Object function. Where

there is no choice, no relations other than the semantic and pragmatic relations are

necessary. A language may lack subject and object; if these functions exist, however,

then assignment of semantic arguments to these functions follows general princi-

ples. Dik argues that a language with an ergative subject, such as Dyirbal (see

below), may represent a 'nominative system with unmarked passive' (Dik 1980:

125; cf. Dik 1989:242-5). That is, because of a markedness shift, the active transitive

construction became a marked construction and the passive became the unmarked

construction, and then the active construction became obsolete and so disappeared

from the language. Dik also suggests that ergative systems may develop out of the

frequent use of nominalizations (1989:245-6).
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6.1 Conceptions

The idea of perspective also underlies the CogG (Langacker 1987,1990) view of

grammatical relations. The subject/object distinction is seen as reflecting a more

general trajector/landmark asymmetry, which is a linguistic instantiation of the even

more general figure/ground contrast. In describing an event, such as a person mov-

ing past a tree, we take one part (substructure) of the scene as the focus of our

attention, such that it is distinguished from the rest of the scene. In the case of our

example, we will give special attention to the person doing the moving and see the

tree and the rest of the scene as only a reference point for describing the movement

of the person. The part given this special attention is the 'figure', while the back-

ground which provides the setting and reference point for the movement of the

figure is the 'ground'. What is taken as the figure and what as the ground is a matter

of perspective. This is most clear in relation predicates such as look like. We can say

Jim looks like Bill or Bill looks like Jim, the difference being mainly one of perspec-

tive, a matter of which one we choose to be the figure and which one we choose to

be the ground. The figure in such a relational predication is called the 'trajector'

in CogG, while other entities in the relational predication are called 'landmarks'.

Subject and object are then special cases of trajector and landmark respectively. In

an unmarked transitive clause, there is an 'energy flow' between two participants,

with subject being the head of the flow and object being the tail of the flow. The tra-

jector and the head of the energy flow are the same participant. In a passive clause

the tail of the energy flow is more salient and so is made trajector. There is then a

conflict of alignment between the natural order of energy flow and the profiling

of the tail of the energy flow as the trajector. This is said to be the reason for the

marked nature of passive clauses.

For Givon (1979a, 1984b, 1990), subject and object are 'grammaticalized (i.e.

"syntactically coded") pragmatic case roles' (1984b: 138). Subject is the 'primary

clausal topic' and object is the 'secondary clausal topic'. They represent the simulta-

neous coding of the semantic and pragmatic functions of nominal participants in

discourse. All languages are said to code the primary clausal topic in some way,

though not all languages have a direct object distinct from the semantic role of

patient. Again, similar to Dik's view (though Dik disagrees with the 'grammatical-

ized topic' view), there is a hierarchy for ranking the semantic roles according to the

degree to which they are likely to be the subject or object of a simple active clause.

This is called the 'topic accession hierarchy' or simply 'topic hierarchy' (1984b: 139).

It is given in (6.3).

(6.3) Agent > Dative/ Benefactive > Patient > Locative > Instrument/Associative >

Manner adverbs

The same hierarchy applies to access to both subject and object except that Agent is

not available for access to object. Voice differences are seen as a basically pragmatic

phenomenon, allowing different discourse-pragmatic perspectives. In the passive,
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Grammatical relations

the agent is not the primary clausal topic, that function being filled by some other

semantic role, in accordance with the topic accession hierarchy (1990:566).

In LFG, the assignment of grammatical relations is based on Lexical Mapping

Theory (Bresnan and Kanerva 1989, Bresnan and Moshi 1990, Bresnan 1994). In

this theory, grammatical relations are constituted of two primitive semantic fea-

tures. One is the property of being restricted in terms of semantic role. Subject and

object are seen as unrestricted ([-r]) in terms of what semantic roles can be associ-

ated with them; all other roles are restricted ([+r]) in this regard. The other property

is that of being able to complement transitive predicators but not intransitive pre-

dicators ([+o]). Two types of object are said to have this property, those that are

semantically restricted and those that are not. Oblique arguments are said to be

restricted and to not have the property of complementing transitive predicators,

though they can complement intransitive predicators ([+r, -o]). This then gives a

four-way contrast based on the two properties, differentiating the four types of

grammatical relation recognized in this theory (Bresnan and Moshi 1990:167).

(6.4) [-r] SUBJ [+r] OBL0

[-0] [-0]

[-r] OBJ [+r] OBJa

[+o] [+o]

Based on these properties, grammatical relations can be grouped into four natural

classes, with SUBJ and OBJ being [-r], OBJ and OBJ0 being [+o], OBJ^and OBL6 being

[+r], and SUBJ and OBL0being [-o].

Assignment of grammatical relations through assignment of these properties is

obligatory and universal. It is based on the thematic role hierarchy given in (6.5).

(6.5) agent > benefactive > goal > instrument > patient/theme > locative

This hierarchy determines the highest-ranking role associated with a particular

predicate. If there is an agent, then agent is the highest role, if not, then benefactive

is the highest role, etc. The highest thematic role is by default [-r], while all other

roles are by default [+r]. Several intrinsic classifications are also assumed: agents are

intrinsically [-o], themes/patients are intrinsically [-r] and locatives are intrinsically

[-o]. It is also assumed (the 'well-formedness condition') that every verb form will

have a subject, and that a single role will have one and only one grammatical func-

tion. An example of the derivation of grammatical relations using the verb peza

'find' from Chichewa is given in (6.6) (Bresnan and Kanerva 1989:29).

(6.6) peza < agent theme locative > 'find'

intrinsic: [-o] [-r] [-o]

defaults: [-r] [+r]

S O/S OBL/OC

well-formedness condition: S O OBL/OC
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Here the three intrinsic classifications apply, and by default, as it is the highest the-

matic role, the agent is classified as [-r]. All other roles should then be classified as

[+r], but as theme is intrinsically [-r], only the locative is classified as [+r]. The result

is that the agent is the subject, the theme can either be subject or object, and the

locative is an oblique locative. Given the well-formedness condition that only one

role can fill a particular function, as the agent is already subject, the theme must

then become the object.

It is also possible for morphosyntactic rules to intervene between the intrinsic

and default classifications to change the result of the derivation. Following is an

example of the passive verb pezedpwa 'be found' in Chichewa (Bresnan and Kanerva

1989: 30).

(6.7)

intrinsic:
passive

defaults:

peza <

-edw

well-formedness condition

c agent
[-0]

0

theme
[-r]

O/S

s

locative :
[-O]

[+r]

OBL /OC

OBL /OC

> 'find'

In (6.7), the intrinsic classificatons are the same, but the passive rule suppresses the

highest role on the thematic role hierarchy, here the agent, and so the default

applies vacuously to the theme (which is now the highest-ranking role), and the

locative is classified as [+r]. The theme is then the only unrestricted role available

to be subject, and there is no other unrestricted or [+o] role that could be object.

The locative then is still an oblique argument. (Other derivations are possible; see

the references cited above.)

Of the theories discussed in this section, most agree that a hierarchy of thematic

roles is involved in the assignment of subject and object, though the details of the

hierarchies differ. All agree that agent is the highest role, and is unavailable for

assignment to object. The first three theories presented above see voice as a matter

of perspective, and acknowledge that not all languages have subjects and objects,

while the LFG Lexical Mapping Theory is a formal account which assumes subject

and object to be universal. Dik has attempted to deal with the problems posed by

syntactically ergative languages, i.e. those in which the undergoer is the unmarked

choice for 'subject', but his account is problematic, as it relies on the idea that the

languages were once accusative and that the passive is the source of the ergative

construction. There is no historical evidence for this for many syntactically ergative

languages, and some of them, e.g. Jakaltek and Sama, have both ergative syntax

and productive passive constructions. As we will see below, syntactically ergative

languages raise profound problems for all theories of grammatical relations that

assume that languages like English provide good models for a universal theory of

grammatical relations.
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6.2 The cross-linguistic diversity of grammatical relations

In section 6.1.1 we said that empirical investigation of many languages is necessary

to be able to determine if grammatical relations should be considered universal

and/or primitives of linguistic theory. In this section we will investigate several lan-

guages from the point of view of the universality and comparability of grammatical

relations.

6.2.1 Do all languages have grammatical relations?

The question here is quite straightforward: is it the case that in every language, one

or more grammatical relations can be identified which cannot be reduced to any

other type of relation, in particular to semantic or pragmatic relations? The answer,

however, is not straightforward. The first crucial issue is how one could tell whether

a given clause-internal syntagmatic relation is syntactic, semantic or pragmatic.

That is, how can one tell if the constructions are organized as subject-object, actor-

undergoer or topic-comment? There are criteria for deciding this question, based

on the properties of grammatical relations.

Grammatical relations have two distinct and in principle independent types of

properties, coding properties and behavioral properties, following the distinction

proposed in Keenan (1976a). Coding properties refer to such things as case and the

other morphological properties, such as verb agreement. Behavioral properties are

those which define the role of the NP in grammatical constructions. We will talk

about both types of properties. When we talk about grammatical relations, it should

be kept in mind that subject is by far the most important grammatical relation, and

consequently most of the discussion will be focused on it, although the same criteria

must be met by any other grammatical relations.

An example of a coding property in English is verb agreement; it is illustrated

in (6.8).

(6.8) a. 3rd person singular: The cat runs,

b. 3rd person plural: The cats run.

If the NP is singular, the verb takes the suffix -s; and if it is plural, the verb does not

take -s. How can it be determined whether agreement is sensitive to semantic, prag-

matic or syntactic relations? One could say that since the single argument of run is

an actor, the verb is agreeing with the semantic actor and not the syntactic subject,

or one could claim that the agreement is with the grammatical relation subject. How

would one decide which of these two relations the verb is actually agreeing with?

We could look for an instance where the subject is clearly not an actor and see if the

verb still agrees with it; one possibility is die, since the single argument of this verb is

not an actor.

(6.9) a. The dog dies,

b. The dogs die.
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In this case the single argument is an undergoer, not an actor, yet the verb still

agrees with it. A semantic analysis which claims that agreement is with a semantic

relation like actor predicts that there should not be agreement in this instance,

while the syntactic analysis predicts that agreement is with the syntactic relation

'subject' and therefore that there should be agreement. From this example, it would

appear that the syntactic analysis is correct. Consider a sentence with a transitive

verb like kill.

(6.10) a. John kills the ducklings.

b. The ducklings are killed by John.

In John kills the ducklings, John is the actor and the ducklings is the undergoer, and

there is agreement here. One can also look at the passive form of the same sentence,

which is The ducklings are killed by John. The active sentence shows agreement

with the subject, an actor, while the passive sentence shows agreement with the sub-

ject, which is an undergoer. Therefore, agreement is with the syntactic relation of

subject, and not with any particular semantic relation. This is a neutralization of the

semantic opposition between actor and undergoer for (morpho)syntactic purposes,

namely, verb agreement. Thus for the statement of verb agreement in English, it

is irrelevant whether the subject NP is an actor or an undergoer. This contrast is

neutralized and is therefore irrelevant to verb agreement. If there were different

agreement patterns for every different semantic relation (if each were treated

distinctly), then there would be no neutralization. In English, however, there is

clearly such a neutralization. It is also a restricted neutralization, because the verb

agrees with only the actor or the undergoer. If the verb agreed with any or all of its

syntactic arguments, irrespective of their semantic role, then there would clearly be

a neutralization of semantic oppositions for syntactic purposes, but it would not be

restricted. We will see a clear instance of an unrestricted neutralization in English

below. The type of restricted neutralization we have just seen is evidence that there

is a syntactic syntagmatic relation (i.e. a grammatical relation) involved in this con-

struction aside from the semantic relations actor and undergoer.

We have just argued that verb agreement is sensitive to syntactic rather than

semantic relations, but no evidence has yet been presented against the possibility

that the agreement is with the pragmatic relation of topic. It was noted earlier that

subject in English is normally a topic, and therefore one could argue that the verb

agrees with the pragmatic relation of topic rather than the syntactic relation of sub-

ject. The argument which must be made to resolve this issue is identical in structure

to the one made above: it is necessary to find cases in which the subject is not a topic.

In such a case, the pragmatic analysis predicts that there should be no agreement,

while the syntactic analysis predicts that there should be agreement. Topics were

characterized in chapter 5 as 'what is being talked about', and they contrast with the

elements in the comment which often introduce new material into the discourse. An
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example of new information of this kind is the answer to a simple WH-question; the

element in the answer corresponding to the WH-word in the question is in focus

and not a topic. By looking at the answers to this kind of question, one can test the

claim of the pragmatic analysis of verb agreement.

(6.11) Q: Who is winning the ball game?

A: The Giants are/*is/*be winning.

The Giants is the focus in the answer; it is not a topic. The pragmatic analysis pre-

dicts that the verb should not agree with this NP in (6.11), because it is not a topic,

while the syntactic analysis predicts that there should be agreement. As (6.11)

shows, the syntactic analysis makes the correct prediction. Thus verb agreement

in English is sensitive to the syntactic relation of subject and not to the semantic

relation of actor or the pragmatic relation of topic.

These arguments have concerned coding properties. The same kind of arguments

can be made with respect to behavioral properties. Consider the constructions in

(6.12) and (6.13).

(6.12) a. Susanj wants {to run in the park.

b. Susanj wants i to eat a hamburger.

c. Susanj wants {to be taller.

d. *Susani doesn't want the police to arrest {.

e. Susa^ doesn't want {to be arrested by the police.

(6.13) a. Jack; seems t to be running in the park.

b. Jackj seems i to be eating a hamburger.

c. Jack; seems ; to be taller.

d. *Jacki seems the police to have arrested ;.

e. Jackj seems {to have been arrested by the police.

In strictly syntactic terms, there is a missing NP in each of the dependent cores in

(6.12); (6.12a) may be paraphrased as 'Susan wants + Susan run in the park', and the

second occurrence of Susan is omitted. In (6.13) a semantic argument of the verb in

the dependent core appears in the matrix core; that is, (6.13a) could be paraphrased

by 'It seems that Jack is running in the park', and in this example Jack appears to

replace it as the subject of seem in the matrix core. In both constructions there are

restrictions on which NP can be omitted or matrix-coded, as the (d) examples show.

The missing NP in the dependent clause in (6.12a, b) is an actor, in (6.12c, e) an

undergoer, and similarly the matrix-coded NP is an actor in (6.13a, b) and an under-

goer in (6.13c, e). In (6.12d) and (6.13d), the missing or matrix-coded NPs have the

same semantic role as in the grammatical (e) examples, i.e. undergoer; this is crucial

evidence that the restriction cannot be stated in semantic terms. What is the vital

difference between the (d) and (e) sentences in each set? In both examples the

omitted or matrix-coded NP is the undergoer, and the only difference between
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them is the syntactic relationship that the NP bears to the verb; in (d) the NP would

be the object, if it occurred overtly, whereas in (e) it would be the subject in a pas-

sive construction, if it occurred overtly. Hence the crucial deciding factor is not the

semantic function of the NP, since it is under goer in both sentences, but rather its

syntactic function. There is thus a restricted neutralization like the one we saw with

verb agreement with respect to the omitted NP in (6.12) and the matrix-coded NP

in (6.13), as both actor and undergoer arguments can be omitted or matrix-coded.

Therefore the relevant relation is the syntactic one of subject and not a semantic

one like actor. In all of the grammatical sentences in (6.12), it is the subject of the

dependent core that is omitted, while in (6.13) it is the subject of the dependent core

which is matrix-coded, regardless of their semantic roles.

We have seen above two examples of a restricted neutralization of semantic roles

for syntactic purposes in the behavior of grammatical relations in English. Not only

was there a neutralization, but it was a restricted neutralization. The necessity

of the notion of restrictiveness in discussing the behavior of grammatical relations

can be seen clearly with respect to the following question about relativization in

English. Does English relativization (with a finite relative clause) involve grammat-

ical relations, akin to the situation found in (6.12) and (6.13)? In other words, is

there a restricted neutralization with respect to the function the head (represented

by the relative pronoun) can have in the relative clause? The relevant examples are

presented in (6.14).

(6.14) Mary talked to the man (a) who [AGENT] bought the house down the

street.

(b) who [PATIENT] the dog bit.

(c) to whom [RECIPIENT] Bill sold the house.

Mary looked at the box (d) in which [LOCATION] the jewelry was kept.

(e) out of which [SOURCE] the jewelry had been

taken.

It is clear from these sentences that contrast among semantic roles is neutralized

with respect to the function of the head in the relative clause. Hence there is

definitely a neutralization of semantic roles for syntactic purposes here. But is it

a restricted neutralization? The answer is 'no,' because the relative pronoun can

have virtually any semantic role; the head can function as AGENT, PATIENT, RECIP-

IENT, LOCATION or SOURCE, among others. Consequently, this type of relativization

in English provides no evidence regarding grammatical relations in the language,

because it does not involve a restricted neutralization of semantic roles, only an

unrestricted neutralization.

All of the examples we have looked at so far have been from English, a depen-

dent-marking language. The same phenomena are found in head-marking lan-

guages, but, because they are head-marking, these tests are concerned primarily
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with the presence or absence of the bound argument markers on the verb rather

than the presence or absence of independent NPs. Consider the following examples

from Enga, a Papuan language (Lang 1973, Li and Lang 1979).

(6.15) a. (Baa-me) mena 16ngo-0 p-i-a.

3sg-ERG pig many-ABshit-PAST-3sg

'He killed many pigs.'

a'. * (Baa-me) mena 16ngo-0 p-i-ami.

3sg-ERG pig many-ABshit-PAST-3pl

b. (Baa)anda doko-nya ka-ly-a-mo.

3sg house DET-LOC be-PRES-3sg-DEC

'He is in the house.'

c. (Baa) pe-ly-a-mo.

3sg gO-PRES-3sg-DEC

'He is going.'

Enga is what is known as a 'double-marking' language; that is, it has both NP case

marking and bound arguments on the verb indicating the actor, etc. (see section

2.2.2.1). The independent pronouns are optional. What we are concerned with here

is the suffix -a '3sg' on the verb. In (6.15a) it cross-references the actor baa 'he', not

the plural undergoer mend longo 'many pigs', as (a') clearly shows. In the following

sentences it cross-references the undergoer of an intransitive verb in (b) and the

actor of an intransitive verb in (c). This is exactly the same pattern we found in

English verb agreement with intransitive verbs, and accordingly we have a restricted

neutralization here as well. A strictly semantic analysis of the cross-reference

pattern would make the wrong prediction about (6.15b), just as it did about (6.8)-

(6.10) from English. Hence the cross-reference suffixes code the syntactic subject,

not the actor or the undergoer. Turning to syntactic properties, we will examine

'want' constructions in Enga analogous to the English ones in (6.12), and in this case

we are interested in whether the cross-referencing morpheme -a occurs on the verb

in the dependent core or not. The relevant data are given in (6.16); the desiderative

suffix -nya on the infinitive and the matrix verb mdsi- 'think' combine to produce

the Enga equivalent of English want + infinitive.

(6.16) a. (Baa-me) mena doko-0 pya-la-nya masi-ly-a-mo.

3sg-ERG pig DET-ABS kill-INF-DESthink-PRES-3sg-DEC

'He wants to kill the pig.'

a'. (Baa-me) pya-la-nya masi-ly-a-mo.

3sg-ERG kill-INF-DES think-PRES-3sg-DEC

*'He wants to be killed.'

b. (Baa-0) akali ka-lya-nya masi-ly-a-mo.

3sg-ABS man be-iNF-DES think-PREs-3sg-DEC

'He wants to be a man.'
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c. (Baa-0) Wapaka pa-a-nya masi-ly-a-mo.

3sg-ABS Wabag go-iNF-DES think-PRES-3sg-DEC

'He wants to go to Wabag.'

The linked verb does not carry the -a suffix which it did when it was the main verb in

(6.15). Which semantic arguments can be omitted in the linked core? With a transi-

tive verb, only the actor can be omitted, as (6.16a, a') show; in other words, it is not

possible to interpret the actor of mdsi- 'think' as the undergoer of pyd- 'kill'. Enga

has no voice constructions of any kind, and accordingly the undergoer of a transi-

tive verb cannot be omitted in this construction, unlike the English examples in

(6.12e) and (6.13e). With respect to intransitive verbs, we find the same situation as

in English: it is possible to omit the undergoer of an intransitive verb, as in (b), and

the actor, as in (c). Thus, we have a restricted neutralization of semantic roles for

syntactic purposes, because the omitted argument can be the actor of a transitive

verb, the actor of an intransitive verb or the undergoer of an intransitive verb. The

omitted argument is interpreted as the subject of the linked core; a semantic analy-

sis that claimed that it is only the actor which can be omitted would wrongly predict

the ungrammaticality of (b). While this is clearly a restricted neutralization of

semantic roles for a syntactic purpose, it is also clear that this is not exactly the

same restricted neutralization as in the English want construction in (6.12), a topic

to which we will return in section 6.2.2.1.

We can use this type of behavioral test to determine whether or not grammatical

relations are a significant part of the grammar of every language. Thus, there are

purely syntactic grammatical relations in a language if there is at least one construc-

tion with a restricted neutralization of semantic and pragmatic relations for syntac-

tic purposes. This is the case, as we have seen, in English and Enga. The converse of

this is that if there are no constructions in a language in which there is a restricted

neutralization of semantic and pragmatic relations for syntactic purposes, then

there is no evidence of a syntactic predicate-argument relation in the language that

could be called a grammatical relation. An example of a language in which there are

no restricted neutralizations of semantic roles is Acehnese, an Austronesian lan-

guage spoken at the northern end of the island of Sumatra in Indonesia. The data

and analysis come from Durie (1985,1987). We begin by looking at the coding prop-

erty of verbal cross-reference; Acehnese is a head-marking language.

(6.17) (Gopnyan) geu-mat Ion

(3sg) 3-hold lsg

'(S)he holds me.'

In this example the optional third-person pronoun gopnyan is unmarked for gender

but does signal a certain social level, mat means 'hold,' and Ion is the first-person

singular pronoun. There is also the geu- proclitic on mat, which cross-references

gopnyan.
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(6.18) (Lon) lon-mat-geuh

(lsg) lsg-hold-3

'I hold him/her.'

In this example, Ion is what we will provisionally call the subject pronoun and has

the same form as the Ion- proclitic on the verb. The third-person clitic geuh appears

after the verb and gets an -h at the end for phonological reasons; we will assume this

indicates the object of the verb. The independent pronoun is optional, and conse-

quently lon-mat-geuh would be a complete sentence and have the same meaning as

the example above. There is thus a proclitic on the verb to indicate the subject and

an enclitic to indicate the object. Subject and object cross-references do not work

in exactly the same way, however, since the subject proclitic occurs whether or

not there is an independent NP functioning as subject, whereas the object enclitic

appears only if there is no independent NP functioning as object.

In these two examples, the subject is also an actor and the object also an under-

goer, and the same question that arose with respect to English verb agreement

arises here: do the proclitics signal subject or actor, do the enclitics indicate object

or undergoer? The two analyses make very different predictions with respect to

intransitive verbs. The syntactic analysis predicts that the single argument of an

intransitive verb should be cross-referenced in the same way as with the subject of

a transitive verb, while the semantic account predicts that the cross-referencing

should be the same only if the single argument of an intransitive verb is an actor.

The single argument of jak 'go' in (6.19) is an actor, and the verb carries the same

proclitic as with the subject of mat 'hold'.

(6.19) Geu-jak (gopnyan)

3-go (3sg)

'(S)he goes.'

This example does not provide any evidence for distinguishing between the two

analyses, because the subject is an actor. The crucial case for deciding between them

involves verbs whose single argument is not an actor, e.g. rhet 'fall'. Here the two

accounts make different empirical predictions: the syntactic analysis predicts that

the verb should take the same proclitic as jak 'go', because the NP is the subject,

whereas the semantic account predicts that it should not take the proclitic but

rather the enclitic, because the NP is not an actor. The crucial examples are in

(6.20).

(6.20) a. Lon rhet(-lon).

lsg fall(-lsg)

'I fall.'

b. *L6n lon-rhet.

lsg lsg-fall
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The syntactic analysis predicts that (6.20b) is the correct form for 'I fall', while the

semantic account predicts that the form should be (6.20a), and here the semantic

account makes the correct prediction, not the syntactic one. This is in striking con-

trast to the situation in English and Enga, where the syntactic analysis was the

correct one. With respect to the coding property of verb cross-reference in Acehnese,

there is no neutralization of semantic relations for syntactic purposes and hence no

evidence for grammatical relations. In order to interpret these facts in terms of

grammatical relations, it would be necessary to say that verbs like rhet 'fall' have

only an object without a subject, or that there is a subject, but it is really an object.3

This is possible, but complicates the theory unnecessarily. The most straightforward

account is to say simply that there is one kind of cross-reference for actors and

another for undergoers. This is known as an 'active' system.

Acehnese has constructions like the English ones in (6.12) and (6.13), and they

provide evidence regarding the behavioral properties tests for grammatical rela-

tions. The Acehnese equivalents of (6.12) are given in (6.21).

(6.21) a. Gopnyan geu-tem [(*geu-)jak]

3sg 3-want go

'(S)he wants to go.' (cf. (6.12a))

b. Geu-tem [(*geu-)taguen bu]

3-want cook rice

'(S)he wants to cook rice.' (cf. (6.12c))

c. * Gopnyan geu-tem [rhet]

3sg 3-want fall

'(S)he wants to fall.' (cf. (6.12b))

d. *Aneuk agam nyan ji-tem [geu-peureksa le dokto]

child male that 3-want 3-examine by doctor

'That child wants to be examined by the doctor.' (cf. (6.12d, e))

(The proclitic//- in (d) is also third person, but it indicates a different level of social

status than geu-. Despite the passive translation, the Acehnese construction is not a

passive (Durie 1985,1988a).) In Acehnese, as in English, the verb tern 'want' takes a

dependent core which is missing an NP; the missing NP is interpreted as the subject

of the complement clause in English, as we have seen. The omission of the NP in the

Acehnese examples in (6.21a, b) is indicated not by the absence of the NP itself but

rather by the absence of the proclitic on the verbs jak 'go' and taguen 'cook'; this

omission is obligatory. There is likewise a restriction on the omitted argument in

Acehnese, and the question is, how is this restriction to be characterized, syntacti-

cally or semantically? A syntactic analysis would predict that the subject of both

transitive and intransitive verbs should be the omitted NP in the dependent clause;

a semantic analysis, on the other hand, would state it in semantic terms, and in this

case a reasonable hypothesis would be that only the actor can be omitted. This is the

case in (6.21a) and (6.21b), and both analyses correctly predict the grammaticality
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of these sentences. Both of them also predict the ungrammaticality of (6.21d), since

the NP in question is neither a subject nor an actor. The decisive example is (6.21c),

in which the single argument is not an actor. Here the two approaches make oppo-

site predictions, with the syntactic analysis predicting it to be grammatical (since the

omitted NP is interpreted as the subject) and the semantic account predicting it to

be ungrammatical (since it is not an actor), and the ungrammaticality of (6.21c) sup-

ports the semantic analysis over the syntactic one. As with verb agreement, there

appears to be no neutralization of semantic relations for syntactic purposes and

hence no evidence for grammatical relations.

A rather different pattern can be seen when 'possessor raising' is examined. In

this construction, a possessed noun is compounded with the main predicate, and the

possessor is treated as an independent syntactic argument of the verb. This is only

possible if the possessive NP is the undergoer of the clause.

(6.22) a. Seunang ate Ion.

happy liver lsg

'I am happy.' (lit.: 'My liver is happy.')

b. Lon seunang-ate.

lsg happy-liver

'I am happy'

c. Ka lon-tet rumoh gopnyan.

ASP lsgA-burn house 3sg

'I burned her house.'

d. Gopnyan ka lon-tet-rumoh.

3sg ASPlsgA-burn-house

'I burned her house', or 'She had her house burned by me.'

e. *Gopnyanka aneuk-woe.

3sg ASP child-return

'His/her child returned.'

In (6.22) the possessive NP is the undergoer of the intransitive predicate seunang

'happy' in (a, b) and of the transitive predicate tet 'burn' in (c, d). In both cases the

possessed noun can be compounded with the predicate and the possessor is treated

as the undergoer of the clause. In (e), however, the possessive NP would be the

actor, and in this instance 'possessor raising' is impossible. Here again we find a

restriction (undergoer only) but no neutralization.

Acehnese, like English, has a matrix-coding construction in which a semantic

argument of the verb in the dependent core appears in the main core. The Acehnese

equivalents of the English constructions in (6.13) are given in (6.23).

(6.23) a. Gopnyan teuntee [geu-woe]

3sg certain 3-return

'(S)he is certain to return.' (cf. (6.13a))
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b. Gopnyan teuntee [meungang-geuh]

3sg certain win-3

'(S)he is certain to win.' (cf. (6.13b))

c. Gopnyan teuntee [geu-beuet hikayat prang sabi]

3sg certain 3-recite epic

'He is certain to recite the Prang Sabi epic' (cf. (6.13b))

d. Hikayat prang sabi teuntee [geu-beuet].

epic certain 3-recite

'The Prang Sabi epic is certain to be recited by him.' (cf. (6.13d, e))

e. Gopnyan lon-anggap [na neu-bi peng baroe]

3sg lsg-consider BE 2-give money yesterday

'I believe him to have been given money by you yesterday'

(lit.: 'I consider hin^ [you gave money [to] {yesterday].')

The first four sentences could be paraphrased as 'it is certain tha t . . . , ' and in

the actual sentence an NP from the dependent core replaces the 'it', just as in the

English construction. The first two examples, (6.23a) and (6.23b), show that the

situation with respect to this construction is very different from that of verb cross-

reference or the 'want' construction; the single semantic argument of an intransit-

ive verb can appear in the matrix core regardless of whether it is an actor, as in

(6.23a), or an undergoer, as in (6.23b). This is clear evidence of a neutralization of

semantic relations for syntactic purposes, and accordingly it appears that this con-

struction may provide support for positing the existence of grammatical relations in

Acehnese. Example (6.23c) supports this interpretation, as the subject-actor of a

transitive verb occurs in the matrix core. However, the next two examples under-

mine this analysis thoroughly and demonstrate just how different Acehnese is from

English. Acehnese lacks a passive construction (see Durie 1985,1988a), and conse-

quently the matrix-coded NP in (6.23d) is an undergoer. In English, as (6.13d, e)

show, an undergoer can only occur in the matrix core if it is the subject of the passive

dependent core, as in (6.13e); it cannot so occur if it is also the direct object in the

dependent core, as in (6.13d). In Acehnese, on the other hand, there is no such

restriction; either the actor or the undergoer of a transitive verb may appear in the

matrix core. Moreover, any semantic argument of the verb in the dependent core may

so appear; in (6.23e) the RECIPIENT with bi 'give' is located in the matrix core; it

also would be possible to have the actor or the undergoer there as well. Thus, in this

construction there is a neutralization of semantic relations for syntactic purposes,

but it is not a restricted neutralization; 'any semantic argument of the verb' is not a

grammatical relation in the sense that we are using the term here. The situation here

is analogous to English relativization in (6.14), not to English matrix coding in (6.13).

Hence this construction does not yield any evidence in support of the existence of

grammatical relations in Acehnese. In the entire range of syntactic phenomena de-

scribed in Durie (1985,1987), there is either a restriction without any neutralization,
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as with verb cross-reference, the 'want' construction and 'possessor raising', or a

neutralization without any strong restrictions, as with the matrix-coding construction.

Acehnese can therefore be said to be a language in which there is no motivation for

postulating syntactic relations: grammatical constructions can be accounted for with

two notions, semantic roles and 'semantic argument of the verb', neither of which

are grammatical relations. This is extremely important with respect to the issue raised

at the beginning of this section, for the facts from Acehnese suggest that there are

good grounds for believing that syntactic relations like subject and object are not uni-

versal. Acehnese is also not the only language for which this has been claimed. Archi,

a Caucasian language, also appears to lack grammatical relations (see Kibrik 1979a,

b), as do Classical Tibetan (Andersen 1987), Kannada and Manipuri (Bhat 1991).

LaPolla (1990,1993) argues that Mandarin Chinese also lacks grammatical rela-

tions, due to the non-existence of restricted neutralizations in the grammar, and

that, in striking contrast to Acehnese, the relevant syntagmatic relations are prag-

matic (topic-comment), rather than semantic (LaPolla 1995a). Mandarin does

not have verb agreement or cross-referencing morphology, so we will look only at

behavioral properties. We will first look at constraints on deletion and coreference

in complex constructions.

In English, a semantic argument appearing in two conjoined active-voice transitive

clauses can be represented by a zero pronoun in the second clause only if it is the

actor in both clauses, as in (6.24a, b).

(6.24) a. The man; went downhill and pro{ saw the dog.

b. *The dogj went downhill and the man saw prox.

c. The dogj went downhill and pro{ was seen by the man.

It is not possible to have the representation of the actor of the first clause corefer-

ring with a zero pronoun representing the undergoer of the second clause without

using a passive construction, as shown in (6.24b). If the semantic argument the two

clauses have in common is the undergoer of the second clause, then, in order for the

two clauses to be conjoined, the realization of the argument (in this case, as a zero

anaphor) must appear as the single direct core argument of a passive construction,

as in (6.24c).

In Mandarin we do not find this type of restriction on cross-clause coreference. In

Mandarin it is possible for the common semantic argument of a conjoined structure

to appear as a zero pronoun regardless of its semantic role; there is no need for a

passive construction:

(6.25) a. Xiao g6u{ zou dao shan dixia, nei ge ren jiu kanjian

little dog walk to mountain bottom that CL person then saw

le prov

PRFV

'The little dog went downhill and was seen by the man.'

(lit.: The little dogj went downhill and the man sawproj.')
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b. Nei ge rei^ zou dao shan dixia, jiu pro, kanjian le xiao

that CL person walk to mountain bottom then saw PRFV little

gou.

dog

'The man went downhill and saw the little dog.'

There is then a neutralization of semantic roles in terms of cross-clause coreference,

but it is unrestricted, and so provides no evidence for positing grammatical relations.

We saw that in English there is an unrestricted neutralization of semantic roles

for (finite) relativization, but in some languages there is a restricted neutralization.

In Malagasy, a western Austronesian language spoken in Madagascar, the head of

the relative clause must function as the single argument of an intransitive clause

or the actor of an active-voice transitive verb in the relative clause (Keenan 1976b:

265). Example (6.26) includes a simple clause and a Malagasy relative construction.

(6.26) a. Man-asa ny lamba amin'ity savonyity ny zazavavy.

ATv-washDET clothes with-DEM soap DEMDETgirl

'The girl is washing the clothes with this soap.'

b. ny zazavavy (izay) man-asa ny lamba

DET girl (that) AT v-wash DET clothes

'the girl who is washing the clothes'

If the head functions as the under goer or INSTRUMENT of the transitive verb in the

relative clause, then a special voice form must be used in the relative clause; passive

is used in (6.27b, c), and what we may call the 'instrumental voice' is used in (6.27e,

f). In all Malagasy relative clauses, the head noun must function as the subject of the

relative clause.

(6.27) a. *ny lamba (izay) man-asa amin'ity savony ity ny zazavavy

DET clothes (that) AT v-wash with- DEM soap DEMDET girl

Intended: 'the clothes that the girl washed with this soap'

b. Sasa-n'ny zazavavy amin'ity savonyity ny lamba.

wash- p A s s - D E T girl with- DEM soap DEMDET clothes

'The clothes are washed with this soap by the girl.'

c. ny lamba (izay)sasa-n amin'ity savonyity ny zazavavy

DET clothes (that) wash- PASS with- DEM soap DEMDET girl

'the clothes that are washed with this soap by the girl'

d. *ity savony ity (izay) man-asa ny lamba amin ny zazavavy

DE M soap DEM (that) AT v-wash DET clothes with DET girl

Intended: 'the soap that the girl washed the clothes with'

e. An-asa-n'ny zazavavy ny lamba ity savonyity.

iNST-wash-PASS-DETgirl DET clothes DEM soap DEM

'The soap was washed the clothes with by the girl.'

f. ity savony ity (izay) an-asa-n'ny zazavavy ny lamba

D E M soap DEM (that) i N s T-wash- pA s s - D E T girl DET clothes

'the soap that was washed the clothes with by the girl'
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This is an example of a restricted neutralization, because the head must have a

specific syntactic relation within the relative clause, regardless of its semantic role.

In Mandarin, on the other hand, we find that an NP in any semantic role can be

relativized upon. In (6.28) we give examples for actor and undergoer in both transi-

tive and intransitive clauses (square brackets mark the relative clause):

(6.28) a. [W6 zai nei ge shitang chl fan] de pengyou mai le shu.

lsg LOC that CLcafeteria eat rice REL friend buy PRFV book

'My friend who eats in that cafeteria bought some/a book(s).'

b. [Gangcai pao jin lai] de ren you z6ule.

just.now run enter come REL person again go PRFV

'The person who ran in just now left again.'

c. [Gangcai bu shufu] de nei ge ren zou le.

just.now not comfortable REL that CL person go PRFV

'The person who was not well just now left.'

d. Wo taoyan [zai nei ge shitang chl] de fan.

lsg dislike LOC that CL cafeteria eat REL rice

'I dislike the rice (I) ate in that cafeteria.'

Here we have a transitive^actor, an intransitive actor, an intransitive undergoer, and

a transitive undergoer, respectively, acting as head of the relative clause. Aside from

being able to relativize on these roles, it is also possible to relativize on a LOCATIVE,

a GOAL, a BENEFACTIVE, an INSTRUMENT, a possessor, either NP in a comparative

structure, and a topic (regardless of whether it is a semantic argument of the verb or

not) (see LaPolla 1993 for examples). Again we see a neutralization, but one that is

quite unrestricted.

In (6.13) we saw that in English only the subject of an embedded clause can

be matrix-coded as the subject of a verb such as seem. In Mandarin, though, we

find no restriction, as the Mandarin analogs of (6.13b) and (d) are both perfectly

acceptable:

(6.29) a. Haoxiang Lisi mai le chezi.

seem buy PRFV vehicle

'It seems Lisi bought the car.'

b. Lisi haoxiang mai le chezi.

seem buy p R F V vehicle

'Lisi seems to have bought the car.'

c. Chezi haoxiang Lisi mai le.

vehicle seem buy PRFV

'The car seems Lisi to have bought.'

As we can see from these examples, either of the referential constituents, or neither,

can appear before haoxiang 'seem' in Mandarin, no matter what the semantic role.4

As there is no restriction on the semantic roles which can be involved in the matrix-

coding construction, there is no evidence from this construction for identifying a
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subject in Mandarin.5 No construction has been found in Mandarin that has such a

restricted neutralization of semantic roles for syntactic purposes.

Thus, we may conclude that not all languages have grammatical relations, in

the sense of syntactic syntagmatic relations that are independent of semantic and

pragmatic relations and play a role in the grammar of the language. Most languages

do have grammatical relations in this sense, but that is not sufficient for grammati-

cal relations like 'subject' to be considered universally valid.

6.2.2 Are grammatical relations the same across languages?

Most languages have grammatical relations, and therefore it is reasonable to ask

whether the grammatical relations they have are the same as the grammatical rela-

tions found in other languages. In other words, in every language which has gram-

matical relations, is the notion of 'subject' the same as that found in all the other

languages with grammatical relations? The same question can be asked with respect

to direct object. We will begin by investigating subjects, and then turn our attention

to (direct) objects.

6.2.2.1 Subjects

We will explore this question with respect to subjects by investigating two ergative

languages of Australia, Warlpiri (Andrews 1985) and Dyirbal (Dixon 1972). In

characterizing ergativity, it is useful to distinguish S, the single argument of an

intransitive verb, A, the actor of a transitive verb, and U, the undergoer of a transi-

tive verb.6 Grammatical relations are constituted of combinations of the functions.

In English, the grammatical relation 'subject' includes both S and A, while the

grammatical relation 'direct object' encompasses only U. This pattern (subject = [S,

A], object = [U]) defines an accusative pattern. The name comes from the case-

marking pattern in languages like German and Russian in which S and A receive

nominative case and U receives accusative case. This is illustrated in (6.30) from

Russian.

(6.30) a. Zenscin-a ide-t.

woman-FsgNOM go-3sgPREs

'The woman [S] is going.'

b. Zenscin-a vidi-t celovek-a.

woman-FsgNOM see-3sgPRES man-MsgAcc

'The woman [A] sees the man [U].'

c. Celovek-0 vidi-t zenscin-u.

man-MsgNOM see-3sgPRES woman-FsgACC

'The man [A] sees the woman [U].'

In an ergative language, the grouping of functions is different, at least for some

grammatical phenomena. With respect to case marking, S and U are assigned

absolutive case, while A receives ergative case. Thus in an ergative language, case
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A [u] \X\ U

s s

Accusative pattern Ergative pattern

Figure 6.2 Accusative vs. ergative patterns

marking treats S and U alike and treats A differently. This is illustrated in (6.31)

from Dyirbal.

(6.31) a. Ba-la-n d,ugumbil-0 bani-jiu.

DEIOABS-II woman-ABS come-TNs

'The woman [S] is coming.'

b. Ba-la-n d,ugumbil-0 ba-ngu-l yar,a-ngu bur.a-n.

DEIC-ABS-II woman-ABS DEIC-ERG-I man-ERG see-TNs

'The man [A] sees the woman [U].'

c. Ba-ngu-n d,ugumbi-r,u ba-yi yar.a-0 bur.a-n.

DEIC-ERG-II woman-ERG DEIC-ABS.I man-ABs see-TNs

'The woman [A] sees the man [U].'

This contrast can be represented as in figure 6.2. The boxes indicate the functions

which receive special morphological or syntactic treatment. Warlpiri and Dyirbal

are both ergative systems with respect to non-pronominal NP case marking.

Andrews compares grammatical relations in English and Warlpiri by looking at

participial constructions like the one in (6.32) in which the dependent clause lacks

tense and is missing one NP.

(6.32) The student watched TV while eating pizza.

NP V (NP) while V-ing (NP)

The missing NP in the participial clause is always interpreted as the subject in

English. In other words, the NP that is missing here always corresponds to the sub-

ject of the corresponding full clause, just as in (6.12) and (6.13). Andrews shows that

it makes no difference whether the missing NP is actor or undergoer, only that it is

subject.

(6.33) a. The student watched TV while eating pizza.

b. The student looked out the window while being questioned by the police.

In both sentences, it is the subject that is missing; in (a) it is an actor, while in (b) it is

an undergoer. He also gives an analogous Warlpiri construction.

(6.34) a. Ngaju-rlu 0-rna yankirri-0 pantu-rnu, ngapa-0 nga-rninyja-kurra

lsg-ERG Aux-lsgemu-ABS spear-PASTwater-ABS drink-INF-while

'I speared the emu while [it] was drinking water.'
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b. Nyampuju wati-0 ka-rla nyi-na papardi-nyanu-0 karnta-ku,

this man-A BSPRES-DAT sit- N P S T brother- K I N - A B S woman- D AT

wangka-nj a-kurr a-ku.

talk-1 N F-while- D AT

'This man is the big brother to the woman [who is] talking.'

Andrews states that the missing NP in the -kurra construction is always interpreted

as the subject of the non-finite clause, and this is the case in both sentences in (6.34).

This sounds very similar to the situation in English in (6.32) and (6.33), but there is

as yet no evidence that the restriction cannot be stated in terms of actor rather than

subject. The evidence can be found in the following pair of sentences.

(6.35) a. Ngaju-0 ka-rna-ngku mari-jarri-mi nyuntu-ku, murumuru

lsg-ABS PRES-lsg-2sg grief-being-NPST 2sg-DAT sick

nguna-nyj a-kurra-(ku)

lie-iNF-while-(DAT)

'I feel sorry for you while [you are] lying sick.'

b. Karli-0 0-rna nya-ngu pirli-ngirli wanti-nyja-kurra

boomerang-ABs Aux-lsg see-PAST stone-ELATivE fall-INF-while

'I saw the boomerang falling from the stone.'

In (6.35a) the verb is nguna 'lie' as part of the expression 'lie sick', which we assume

is non-volitional since people do not volitionally lie sick, and in (6.35b) it is wanti

'fall' which does not take an actor for its subject, unlike the intransitive verb

wangka 'talk' in (6.34b). These two verbs do not take actors as their single argu-

ment, and yet it is possible for the single argument to be omitted in this construc-

tion. This shows that the relevant notion is the grammatical relation of subject, not

the semantic relation of actor. Therefore, with intransitives, there are examples of a

restricted neutralization of semantic roles for syntactic purposes in English and

Warlpiri (since only the one direct NP, and not the oblique NPs, can be deleted in

the relevant constructions), and this shows that there is an identifiable grammatical

relation in both languages.

Is there an analogous neutralization in sentences with transitive verbs? We have

already seen in (6.33) that there is one in English. But is this also true for Warlpiri?

In (6.34) the omitted NP in the non-finite clause is an actor; in order for the neutral-

ization in Warlpiri to be the same as that in English, it must be possible for the

undergoer of a transitive verb to function as subject in this construction, as in

(6.33b). If subject in Warlpiri is comparable to that in English, then a sentence like

'I saw the emu being speared by a man' should be grammatical, but as (6.36) shows,

this is not the case.

(6.36) *Yankirri-0 0-rna nya-ngu ngarka-ngku pantu-nyja-kurra.

emu-ABS Aux-lsg see-PAST man-ERG spear-INF-while

'I saw the emu, while the man speared ^
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It is impossible for the undergoer of a transitive verb in Warlpiri to function as sub-

ject, and this is a very different situation from the one in English. There is no passive

construction which can assign subject status to the undergoer. Thus the restricted

neutralization in English involves both intransitive and transitive verbs, while the

one in Warlpiri includes intransitive verbs only. This means that with a transitive

verb in Warlpiri, the subject is always the actor, and the actor is always the subject.

In English either actor or undergoer can be the subject of the transitive verb, but

in Warlpiri, while actors and undergoers can both be the subjects of intransitives

(which is not the case in Acehnese), only actors can be the subjects of transitives.

This means that there are different neutralizations of semantic roles in these two

languages. There is a subject notion which is independent of semantics in these two

languages, but it is not exactly the same subject notion. In Warlpiri, with any transi-

tive verb, the subject is the actor. In English, however, with any transitive verb,

which semantic argument will be the subject cannot be predicted in advance, for

there is more than one possibility. Therefore, the notions of subject are similar but

not identical. There are restricted neutralizations in both languages, but the neu-

tralizations are different.

Thus, Andrews is correct in saying that there is a subject-like grammatical rela-

tion in English and Warlpiri which is not reducible to semantic roles, but it is not the

case that this grammatical relation is the same in both languages; they are not iden-

tical because the restricted neutralization which defines them is not identical. One

could say that both English and Warlpiri have an S-A subject, which is absolutely

true. But it is also misleading, because in Warlpiri, in terms of the role notions, the

transitive subject is always the actor, and vice versa. What does not exist in Warlpiri

are derived intransitive verbs with non-actor subjects. Warlpiri does not have any

voice alternation, so verbs have only active voice. The same is true in Enga, as we

saw in (6.16). By contrast, either actor or undergoer can function as subject with a

transitive verb in English. Virtually all of the languages with a restricted neutraliza-

tion with transitive verbs have a voice construction.7

We now turn our attention to another language of Australia, Dyirbal, which also

has an ergative system of case marking. Examples of simple clauses with transitive

and intransitive verbs are given in (6.37); all are taken from Dixon (1972).

(6.37) a. Ba-la-n d,ugumbil-0 ba-rjgu-l yar,a-ngu

DEIC-ABS-II woman-ABS DEIC-ERG-I man-ERG see-TNs

'The man saw the woman.'

b. Ba-yi ya^a-0 ba-ngu-n d,ugumbi-tu bur,a-n.

DEIC-ABS.iman-ABSDEIC-ERG-IIWOman-ERGSee-TNS

'The woman saw the man.'

c. Ba-la-n 4ugumbil-0 wayjicji-n.

DEIC-ABS-II woman-A B S go.uphill-T N S

'The woman went uphill.'
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[S,A]
[S,U]

[U]

[A]

Subject
d.n.a.

Object

d.n.a.

6.2 Cross-linguistic diversity

Table 6.1 Systems of grammatical relations

Traditional grammatical relations Ergative grammatical relations

d.n.a.

Absolutive

d.n.a.

Ergative

d. Ba-la-n d,ugumbil-0 /ba-yi yar,a-0 bacji-jiu.

DEIC-ABS-II woman-ABS / DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS fall.down-TNS

'The woman/the man fell down.'

Word order in Dyirbal is grammatically unconstrained ('free'), as we saw in chapter

2. With respect to case marking, there is a restricted neutralization of the kind found

in English and Warlpiri. In (6.37a, b), with a transitive verb, the absolutive NP is an

undergoer and the ergative NP is an actor; in the sentences with intransitive verbs,

the S NP is an actor in (6.37c) and an undergoer in (6.37d), and in both sentences it

is marked with absolutive case. Thus the contrast between actor and undergoer is

neutralized with intransitive verbs with regard to case marking, and therefore case

marking is sensitive to a grammatical relation rather than to the semantic relations

of actor and undergoer. Following Dryer (1986), we may refer to these grammatical

relations as 'absolutive' and 'ergative'. See table 6.1.

Having looked at a coding property, we now turn to behavioral properties. The

construction involving a missing NP in a dependent clause to be investigated in

Dyirbal is the purposive construction, and an example of it with an intransitive verb

is given in (6.38).

(6.38) Ba-yi yar.a-0 walma-jiu wayjicpl-i.

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS get.up-TNSgo.uphill-PURP

'The man got up to go uphill.'

The structure of this sentence can be represented as [NPX V [ l V+PURP]], with

the single argument (S) of the intransitive verb in the dependent clause omitted.

If S and U are treated alike in this construction, then when a transitive verb appears

in the dependent clause, it should be the U (absolutive NP) rather than the A

(ergative NP) which is omitted. This is the case, as (6.39) shows.

(6.39) a. Ba-yi yar̂ a-0 walma-jiu bangun 4ugumbi-r.u bu^al-i.

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS get.up-TNS DEIC-ERG-II woman-ERG see-PURP

[NPS-ABS! V [ j NPA-ERG V+PURP]]

'The man got up to be seen by the woman.'

(lit.: 'the manx got up for the woman to see / )
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b. *Ba-yi yata-0 walma-jiu ba-la-n 4ugurnt)il-0 bu|;al-i.

DEic-ABS.iman-ABSget.up-TNS DEic-ABS-nwoman-ABSsee-PURP

*[NPS-ABS! V [NPu-ABS j V+PURP]]

'The man got up to see the woman.'

The dependent clause in (6.39a) is (6.37b), and in (6.39b) it is (6.37a). It is the U (un-

dergoer) NP which must be omitted, not the A (actor) NP, as the ungrammaticality

of (6.39b) proves. Since the missing NP is an actor in (6.38) and an undergoer in

(6.39a), this rules out a purely semantic account of these facts. Thus these syntactic

facts support the conclusion drawn from case marking that there is a restricted neu-

tralization of semantic roles for syntactic purposes in Dyirbal, and hence there are

grammatical relations in its grammar.

The crucial question now arises: can the other macrorole argument of a transitive

verb be omitted in this construction? In other words, is the restricted neutralization

in Dyirbal like the one in Warlpiri and Enga or the one in English? The answer is

that it is like the one in English, in that either macrorole argument of a transitive

verb can function as subject. Sentence (6.40) shows another way of saying 'the

woman saw the man' (cf. (6.37b)) using the antipassive construction first introduced

in section 4.1.

(6.40) Ba-la-n 4u£umbil-0 ba-gu-1 yar.a-gu bur,al-na-jiu.

DEIC-ABS-II WOman-ABS DEIC-DAT-I man-DAT See-ANTI-TNS

'The woman saw the man.'

Here balan a)ugumbil 'woman' is in the absolutive, bagul yara-gu 'man' is in the

dative, the verb stem for 'see', buial- bears a suffix -gay, the antipassive marker,

followed by the tense suffix. If one compares (6.40) with (6.37b), one can see that in

(6.37b) the undergoer (U) is in the absolutive, and the actor (A) is in the ergative

with a simple verb form. But in (6.40) the actor is in the absolutive, and the under-

goer is in the dative with the -gay marker on the verb. This is the ergative language

equivalent of a passive, but the difference is that in a passive, the undergoer appears

as subject, while in an antipassive, the actor is no longer ergative (as in the simple

active) and appears as subject of a derived intransitive verb and receives absolut-

ive case. In other words, the NP that would have the marked case form (which

is accusative in English and ergative in Dyirbal) receives the unmarked case and

appears as subject, while the formerly unmarked element is not subject and appears

as an oblique, which in English means being the object of the preposition by and

in Dyirbal occurring in the dative (or instrumental) case. The actor is now the

absolutive NP in this form, and its function can be characterized as 'derived S' (d-S),

that is, the single NP of an intransitive verb derived via voice from a transitive verb.

Consequently, it can be used in a purposive construction to allow omission of the

actor and to express the meaning intended for (6.39b).
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Table 6.2 Restricted neutralization of semantic roles

Acehnese

English

Warlpiri, Enga

Dyirbal

Intransitive Vs

no

yes

yes

yes

Transitive Vs

no

yes

no

yes

Grammatical

relations

no

yes

yes

yes

'Subject'

d.n.a.

[S,A,d-S]

[S,A]

[S,U,d-S]

(6.41) Ba-yi yar.a-0 walma-jiu ba-gu-n d,ugumbil-gu bu^al-nay-gu.

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS get.Up-TNS DEIC-DAT-II WOman-D AT See-ANTI-PURP

[NPs-ABSi V [ ld.s NPy-D AT V+ANTI+PURP]]

'The man got up to see the woman.'

This example shows that Dyirbal allows either macrorole argument of a transi-

tive verb to function as subject and be omitted in the dependent clause. Thus, the

restricted neutralization in Dyirbal parallels the one in English, not the one in

Warlpiri and Enga. This situation is summarized in table 6.2. The crucial difference

in behavior among the three languages with grammatical relations is in the second

column. It is this 'no' under the transitive verb column for Warlpiri and Enga that is

the significant distinguishing factor. The grammatical relation subject in Warlpiri

and Enga is not comparable to that in English or Dyirbal, because the restricted

neutralization defining it is different; that is, in English and Dyirbal the restricted

neutralization includes [d-S], while the one in Warlpiri and Enga does not.

Table 6.2 could give the impression that grammatical relations in English and

Dyirbal are very similar, and indeed there are certain important similarities. Both

languages have a grammatical relation 'subject' and have a voice alternation (pas-

sive in English, antipassive in Dyirbal) which permits semantic arguments other

than the default choice to be subject. However, the difference between them derives

from the nature of the default subject choice: in English it is actor, whereas in

Dyirbal it is undergoer. In terms of grammatical functions, subject in English groups

S and A together and U is treated differently (direct object); subject in Dyirbal

encompasses S and U, and A is treated distinctly. The basic opposition in English is

between subject (S, A, d-S) and direct object (U), whereas in Dyirbal it is between

what we have been calling 'absolutive' (S, U, d-S) and 'ergative' (A).

We have already seen in (6.38) and (6.40) that the pattern of coreference in the

two languages is different. This can be seen clearly in (6.42).

(6.42) a. Ba-yi yar.a-0 ba-ngu-n d,ugumbi-r,u balga-npro

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS DEIC-ERG-IIWOman-ERGhit-TNS

bad,i-jiu.

fall.down-TNS

'The woman hit the man and fell down.'
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b. Ba-gu-1 ya^a-gu ba-la-n 4ugumbil-0 balgal-na-jiu pro

DEIC-DAT-I man-DAT DEIC-ABS-II WOman-ABS hit-ANTI-TNS

ba4i-Jiu.

fall.down-TNS

'The woman hit the man and fell down.'

Who fell down? In (6.42a) 'man' is in the absolutive, 'woman' is in the ergative, the

verb 'hit' is transitive and in the active voice and the verb 'fall down' is intransit-

ive. In this sentence it is the man who fell down. In (6.42b), 'man' is in the dative,

'woman' is in the absolutive and 'hit' is in the antipassive form. In this sentence, the

woman hit the man and she was the one who fell down. In both cases, the woman hit

the man, but in (6.42a) it is he who falls down, while in (6.42b) it is she who falls

down. In the English equivalent of (6.42a), with an active-voice transitive verb in

the first clause, the interpretation will be the opposite of that in Dyirbal. For this

construction each language must use its marked voice form in order to express the

meaning signaled by the use of the unmarked voice form in the other.

It would be appropriate to compare Warlpiri and Enga with Dyirbal. There is

clear evidence for a notion of subject which is distinct from any particular semantic

relations in all three languages, and yet there are substantial differences between

Enga and Warlpiri, on the one hand, and Dyirbal, on the other. To begin with,

subject in Warlpiri and Enga groups S and A together, like English; syntactically,

S and A are treated alike (6.33)-(6.35), and the U is treated differently. Despite

the similar case-marking morphology in the two languages, there are different syn-

tactic alignments, as subject in Dyirbal groups S and U together. Moreover, there is

another profound difference: there is no voice construction in Warlpiri or Enga.

Thus there is no way to say 'I saw the kangaroo being speared by the man' in

Warlpiri, using this type of construction. Instead, one would have to say 'I saw the

man spearing the kangaroo.' Similarly, there is no way to say something like 'The

man wants to be kissed by the woman' in Enga; rather, it would be necessary to say

The man wants the woman to kiss him'. In Dyirbal, however, this is no problem.

Both 'The man got up to see the woman' and 'The man got up to be seen by the

woman' are possible in Dyirbal, but not in Warlpiri or Enga. With a given construc-

tion in these languages, there is only one possible subject. If the verb is transitive,

then only the A can function as the subject in that clause. There is no construction

in which a U is allowed to function as the subject of a transitive verb, i.e. there is

no d-S function. We saw this contrast in the comparison of Warlpiri and Enga with

English, and it is exactly the same contrast here, because English and Dyirbal are

parallel in this respect: English and Dyirbal allow multiple semantic arguments of a

transitive verb to function as subject, whereas Warlpiri and Enga do not.

6.2.2.2 Objects

The status of 'direct object' in accusative languages might be thought to be uncon-

troversial, but this is not the case. Dryer (1986) argues that in many languages the
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actual syntactic and morphological behavior of the accusative N P is not (or is not

always) that of the traditional direct object. In a prototypical monotransitive clause

with an AGENT and a PATIENT, the PATIENT is marked (or behaves syntactically)

like the traditional direct object, but in a ditransitive clause it is the RECIPIENT

argument (the traditional indirect object) which takes on the marking and behavior

that is associated with the monotransitive direct object, while the THEME argument

in a ditransitive clause (what would have the direct object marking in a true accusat-

ive system) remains unmarked and syntactically secondary. Following are examples

from Lahu (Tibeto-Burman, Myanmar [Burma] and northern Thailand; Matisoff

1973: 156-7) and Huichol (Uto-Aztecan, Mexico; Comrie 1982: 99, 108) (Dryer's

examples (20) and (15) respectively):

(6.43) a. rja tha?ta do?. Lahu

lsg OBJ NEG.IMPhit

'Don't hit me.'

b. Li? chi na tha? pi?,

book that lsg OBJ give

'Give me that book.'

(6.44) a. Uukaraawiciizi tiiri me-wa-zeiya. Huichol

women children 3pl-3pl-see

'The women see the children.'

b. Nee uuki uukari ne-wa-puuzeiyastia.

lsg girls man lsg-3pl-show

T showed the man to the girls.'

In the simple transitive (6.43a) the postposition tha? follows the THEME, while in

the ditransitive (6.43b) the same form follows the RECIPIENT, and the THEME is

unmarked. In the Huichol examples we are looking at the verb agreement, and we

can see that in the monotransitive (6.44a) the agreement is with the THEME, while

in (6.44b) the agreement is with the plural RECIPIENT, not with the THEME.

Dryer argues that this pattern of marking/ behavior should be considered a sepa-

rate set of grammatical relations distinct from subject and object. He calls the

PATIENT/RECIPIENT role the 'primary object' (PO), and the PATIENT or THEME of

a ditransitive (in that system) a 'secondary object' (SO). From this point of view,

given a pair of corresponding English sentences such as in (6.45), (6.45b) would

be taken as the basic form, with the core arguments both unmarked, rather than

(6.45a), with the traditional indirect object being marked with a preposition.

(6.45) a. Mary gave a book to John,

b. Mary gave John a book.

Dryer calls the rule that relates these two sentences 'antidative', as it is the opposite

of the traditional 'dative' rule. The antidative construction, as in (6.45a), is seen as

parallel to the passive construction, as both constructions are seen as involving a
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difference in valence. That is, in the unmarked ditransitive clause, as in (6.45b),

there are three direct core arguments (i.e. non-preposition-marked NPs), while in

the passive (John was given a book by Mary) and antidative (example (6.45a)) there

are only two direct core arguments, the RECIPIENT in the antidative and the actor in

the passive being the objects of prepositions.

Dryer sees the P O/S O distinction as a grammatical relation on a par with sub-

ject, direct object and other grammatical relations, and so the nature of a language

(or more accurately, a construction) as of the PO type is independent of whether it

is also of the ergative or accusative type, therefore a language (construction) can be

ergative and PO, ergative and DO, accusative and PO, or accusative and DO.

Dryer argues that the function of P O marking is to distinguish a more topical object

from a less topical object, 'thus the P O/S O distinction can be viewed as a grammat-

icalization of secondary topic vs. non-topic' (841). This parallels the subject/object

distinction, which 'can be viewed as the grammaticalization of "more topical" vs.

"less topical"' (841).

LaPolla (1992; see also LaPolla 1994) shows the prevalence of the PO type of

marking among Tibeto-Burman languages, but argues that it does not constitute a

grammatical relation in all languages that manifest it, as it has no syntactic conse-

quences such as the antidative rule. He also argues that the development of the

marking in the Tibeto-Burman languages he examined is based on a semantic actor

vs. non-actor contrast, not on a pragmatic topical vs. non-topical object contrast.

LaPolla argues that assuming the marking to be motivated by the need to distin-

guish topical from non-topical objects would not explain its use in monotransitive

clauses, or why in many languages it can be used on question words and focal NPs,

that is, on non-topical noun phrases, as in the following example from Chepang

(Kiranti; Nepal; Caughley 1982: 248; tar)? functions to mark salient new informa-

tion, and here follows the PO marker kay):

(6.46) ?oharjsyko? ?al-tan?-?aka-c lw ?o?-nis ?apa-ca?-kay-tarj?

SEQ gO-IIF-PAST-dl EXCLthat-dl father-KIN-GOAL-IIF

krus-?a-tha-c.

meet- p A S T - G O A L-dl

'Then they went and they met the father and child.'

In Chepang the PO marking 'has no necessary connection with definiteness'

(Caughley 1982: 70), a corollary of topicality. PO marking can only indirectly be

seen as related to the topicality and 'object' status of the noun phrase, as it is the

animacy or overall saliency of the NP that is important to the use of this marking.

In most of the languages discussed by LaPolla, the PO marking appears only with

animate or human participants, and only when necessary for disambiguation, for

example where the word order differs from the actor-recipient-theme order usual

for those languages. That is, in most cases only non-actor NPs that could possibly
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be misconstrued as actors are marked as POs.8 LaPolla's view, then, is that, at least

in the Tibeto-Burman languages he discusses, ergative-marking and PO-marking

systems are not as independent as assumed by Dryer, as both follow from the same

motivation: the disambiguation of semantic role. For this reason LaPolla adopts

the term 'anti-ergative' from Comrie (1975,1978) for this type of marking. One con-

sequence of this view is that while both the dative/antidative patterns and PO (anti-

ergative) marking are influenced by certain pragmatic factors such as identifiability

and the inherent lexical content of the NPs involved, they do not necessarily have

the same motivations, and so should be considered separately in discussions of

these phenomena.

6.2.3 Summary

The cross-linguistic diversity of grammatical relations appears to be so great that

it is extremely problematic to assume that the traditional Indo-European-based

notions of 'subject' and 'object' are features of the grammars of all languages. In

Acehnese there does not seem to be any evidence that there is a restricted neutral-

ization of semantic roles for syntactic purposes. Constructions are restricted to

actors, or they are restricted to undergoers, or they are open to any semantic argu-

ment of the verb. In this last case, there is a neutralization, but not a restricted one.

Thus the evidence from Acehnese suggests strongly that grammatical relations

are not universal in the sense that they play a role in the grammar of every lan-

guage. The data from Mandarin support this conclusion, albeit in a different way;

Acehnese has both restrictions without neutralizations and neutralizations with-

out restrictions, while Mandarin has only the latter. It might be suggested that in

Acehnese, for example, actor and under goer serve as the grammatical relations. On

this view, grammatical relations are universal but may differ from language to lan-

guage. The problem with this is that it uses the term 'grammatical relation' in a very

different sense from the way it has been used in this chapter. No longer does it refer

to restricted neutralizations of semantic roles for syntactic purposes; rather it refers

to any syntagmatic relation that plays a role in grammar. In this discussion we have

restricted the term 'grammatical relation' to syntactic relations only and rigorously

distinguished them from semantic roles. This is consistent with the way the term has

been used in theoretical discussions over the past three decades.

Even when we look at languages in which grammatical (syntactic) relations can

be clearly motivated in terms of restricted neutralizations, we find that the neutral-

izations are not the same across languages. For instance, there is no neutralization

of the actor and undergoer with a transitive verb in Warlpiri and Enga; there is neu-

tralization of actor and undergoer only with intransitive verbs, whereas in English

and Dyirbal there is neutralization of actor and undergoer with both transitive and

intransitive verbs. Yet the neutralizations in these two languages are not the same,

either. Even the traditional notion of direct object in accusative languages, long
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thought to be unproblematic, may in fact not be applicable to the 'primary object'

languages discussed by Dryer. Thus, it appears that the traditional, Indo-European-

based notions of 'subject' and 'direct object' will not stand up to the criterion of

typological adequacy introduced in chapter 1, and we need to develop a rather

different approach to dealing with grammatical relations cross-linguistically.

6.3 A theory of grammatical relations

In this section we will present an alternative view of grammatical relations. This

view is unlike a very common view of grammatical relations, in that it does not rec-

ognize the three traditional grammatical relations subject, direct object and indirect

object as primitive notions. It does not assume that grammatical relations must be

manifested in the same way in each of the languages that has them, and, moreover,

it is not claimed that all languages will have grammatical relations. Hence Acehnese

and Mandarin are not problematic for this theory.

As discussed above, grammatical relations (syntactic relations) exist in a lan-

guage only where the behavioral patterns of a language give evidence of a syntactic

relation independent of semantic and pragmatic relations; that is, only where the

behavior patterns are not reducible to semantic or pragmatic relations can we say

there is evidence of syntactic relations. If there exists at least one construction in the

language in which there is a restriction on the noun-phrase types functioning in the

construction which involves a neutralization of semantic or pragmatic relations for

syntactic purposes, then the language has grammatical relations. Thus, grammatical

relations exist only where there is a restricted neutralization of semantic or prag-

matic relations for syntactic purposes.

We have looked at two distinct types of morphosyntactic phenomena in this con-

text. The first is core-internal phenomena like verb agreement or cross-reference,

and the second is complex constructions such as the 'want' constructions in English

and Enga and the matrix-coding construction in English. With respect to verb

agreement, we investigated what the verb agrees with; is it a syntactic notion like

subject or a semantic notion like actor? Another way of putting this is, what is the

controller of verb agreement or cross-reference? In English and Enga, the con-

troller is syntactic (because of the restricted neutralization), whereas in Acehnese it

is semantic (because of the restriction without neutralization).

With regard to complex constructions we asked a different question: which argu-

ment in the linked or dependent core is omitted or occurs in the matrix core? In the

English matrix-coding construction in (6.13), there is a restricted neutralization of

the semantic arguments of the dependent core with respect to the possibility of

occurrence in the matrix core. In the English want construction in (6.12) and its

Enga equivalent in (6.16), there is a restricted neutralization with respect to which

argument of the dependent core can be omitted. In the Dyirbal purposive con-

struction in (6.39) and the Warlpiri -kurra construction in (6.34)-(6.35), there is a
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restricted neutralization with respect to which NP can be omitted in the linked

core. In the Malagasy relative clauses in (6.26)-(6.27) there is a restricted neutral-

ization as to which arguments can function as the head of the relative clause. This

syntactic argument bears the privileged grammatical function in the construction,

and we refer to it as the pivot of the construction.9 Since it is defined by a restricted

neutralization of semantic roles for syntactic purposes, it is a syntactic pivot.

Accordingly, the omitted argument in the 'want' constructions in (6.12) in English

and (6.16) in Enga is the syntactic pivot of the construction, as are the omitted

arguments in the Dyirbal purposive construction in (6.39) and Warlpiri -hurra

construction in (6.34)-(6.35). Similarly, the matrix-coded NP in the English matrix-

coding construction in (6.13) is the syntactic pivot of the construction, and the head

noun of a Malagasy relative clause in (6.26)-(6.27) must be the syntactic pivot in the

relative clause. Because there are no restricted neutralizations in the comparable

constructions in Acehnese or Mandarin, these constructions do not have syntactic

pivots. Acehnese and Mandarin differ from each other in an important way: as

noted earlier, most complex constructions in Acehnese have restrictions but no

neutralizations, e.g. actors-only as in (6.21) or undergoers-only as in (6.22), whereas

the Mandarin constructions discussed have neutralizations but no restrictions. Hence

in the Acehnese constructions in (6.21) and (6.22) there is a privileged function, but

it is semantic rather than syntactic. We will, therefore, refer to the actor in (6.21)

and the undergoer in (6.22) as the semantic pivot of each of these constructions, just

as they are the semantic controllers of cross-reference in (6.17)-(6.20). Construc-

tions like English relativization in (6.14), Acehnese matrix coding in (6.23), and

Mandarin relativization in (6.28) and matrix coding in (6.29) are pivotless, because

none of them involves restrictions, only neutralizations. Thus, in order for a construc-

tion to have a pivot, there must be a restriction imposed on the semantic arguments

that can participate in it. If the restriction is purely semantic, as in Acehnese, then

the pivot is a semantic pivot. If, on the other hand, the restriction also involves a

neutralization of semantic roles, as in the constructions in English, Dyirbal, Enga,

Malagasy and Warlpiri, then the pivot is a syntactic pivot. Pivots are primarily a

feature only of complex constructions, in particular constructions involving multi-

ple cores or clauses; these are the topic of chapter 8.

A very important feature of the concepts of controller and pivot is that they exist

only with reference to specific morphosyntactic phenomena, and each grammatical

phenomenon may define one controller and /or one pivot. If a language has agree-

ment, then there will be a controller for agreement. If there is a restricted neutral-

ization associated with agreement, then the controller will be a syntactic controller.

If there is a restriction but no neutralization, then the controller will be a semantic

controller. Icelandic, for example, has both finite verb agreement and passive par-

ticiple/predicate adjective agreement, and there are different controllers for each

type of agreement. The controller for finite verb agreement is a syntactic controller,
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while the controller for passive participle/predicate adjective agreement is a seman-

tic controller, as we will see in chapter 7. Pivots are construction-specific; there is a

pivot for the matrix-coding construction in English, one for the purposive construc-

tion in Dyirbal, one for the 'want' construction in Enga, one for the -kurra construc-

tion in Warlpiri, and one for the 'possessor-raising' construction in Acehnese (see

table 6.3 below). As we have seen, the first four are all syntactic pivots, while the last

one is a semantic pivot. A complex construction may define both a controller and a

pivot; this can be seen in the Dyirbal purposive and coordinate constructions in

(6.38)-(6.42). In the simplest example, (6.38), there are two cores with intransitive

verbs, with the second one marked with the purposive suffix in place of the tense

suffix. The single argument of the verb bearing the purposive suffix is missing; this is

the pivot of the construction. It must be interpreted as being the same as one of the

core arguments in the first core; this argument is the controller. Since there is only a

single core argument, it must be the controller. Thus the purposive construction in

Dyirbal defines both a controller and a pivot. The same is true with respect to the

coordinate construction in (6.42). The two share the same constraints on which is

the controller and which is the pivot; if one replaces the purposive suffix by a tense

suffix, then the constructions are coordinate rather than purposive. Compare (6.38),

repeated in (6.47a) with its coordinate counterpart in (b).

(6.47) a. Ba-yi yar.a-0 walma-jiu wayjid,il-i.

D E i c -A B s. i man-A B S get.up-T N S go.uphill- PURP

'The man got up to go uphill.'

b. Ba-yi yar.a-0 walma-jiu wayjicji-n.

DEIC-ABS.iman-ABSget.Up-TNSgO.Uphill-TNS

'The man got up and went uphill.'

We will illustrate the syntactic nature of the controller and pivot with the coordinate

(conjunction reduction) construction. The sentence in (6.47b) tells us very little, since

the verbs are both intransitive and therefore there is only one candidate for controller

and pivot. The syntactic nature of the controller is shown in (6.42), repeated below;

the pivot is represented by pro.

(6.48) a. Ba-yi yar.a-0 ba-rjgu-n 4ugumbi-cu balga-n/?ro

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS DEIC-ERG-II woman-ERG hit-TNs

bacji-Jiu.

fall.down-TNS

'The woman hit the man and fell down.'

b. Ba-gu-1 yar.a-gu ba-la-n d,ugumbil-0 balgal-na-jiu

DEIC-DAT-I man-DAT DEIC-ABS-II WOman-ABS hit-ANTI-TNS

pro bacp-Jiu.

fall.down-TNS

'The woman hit the man and fell down.'
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6.3 A theory of grammatical relations

As discussed earlier, the controller in the first clause is the absolutive NP; accord-

ingly, bayi yara 'the man', the undergoer, is the controller in (a), while balan

4ugumbil 'the woman', the actor, is the controller in (b), in which the antipassive

construction has been used to allow the actor to appear as the absolutive NP. Since

either the actor or the undergoer with a transitive verb, if it is the absolutive NP, can

be the controller, we have a restricted neutralization, and accordingly the controller

is a syntactic, not a semantic, controller. The same variation can be seen in the

choice of pivot in this construction, as (6.49) shows.

(6.49) a. Ba-yi yar.a-0 walma-jiu pro barjgun 4ugumbi-tu bur̂ a-n.

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS get.up-TNS DEIC-ERG-II woman-ERG see-TNS

'The man got up and was seen by the woman.'

(Lit.: 'the manx got up and the woman saw / )

b. Ba-yi yar.a-0 walma-jiu pro ba-gu-n cJugumbil-gu

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS get.up-TNS DEIC-DAT-II woman-DAT

bur,al-nay-riu.

See-ANTI-TNS

'The man got up and saw the woman.'

In this pair of sentences, the controller is the single argument of the intransitive

verb in the first clause, and the missing NP in the second clause, the pivot, is always

the NP that would appear in the absolutive case if the second clause were an inde-

pendent main clause. The omitted NP can be the undergoer, as in (a), or the actor,

as in (b), in which again the antipassive construction is used. Since either the actor

or the undergoer with a transitive verb can be the pivot, we have a restricted neu-

tralization, and accordingly the pivot is a syntactic pivot. It is quite possible for the

controller and the pivot in a complex construction to be of different types; in the

English want construction in (6.12), the controller is a semantic controller (see sec-

tion 9.1.3.1.1), while the pivot is a syntactic pivot.

Neither the concept of controller nor that of pivot is the same as the notion of

subject in traditional grammar. Indeed, the prototypical subject subsumes both of

them. In the English want construction in (6.12), for example, the subject of the

matrix core is the controller and the subject of the linked or dependent core is

the pivot. This statement blurs an important distinction which we just made: the

controller in this construction is semantic in nature, while the pivot is syntactic. The

traditional notion of subject does not make this distinction. Moreover, as we said

above, controller and pivot are construction-specific. The usual notion of subject in

syntactic theory, on the other hand, is not construction-specific but rather is a fea-

ture of the grammatical system as a whole. For this reason one does not talk about

'the subject of finite verb agreement' or 'the subject of the matrix-coding construc-

tion', since subject is not a construction-specific notion; rather, one can talk about

'subject in English' or 'subject in Malagasy', etc. Conversely, one does not speak of,

for example, 'the pivot of English' or 'the controller of English', as there is no such
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concept. We can only speak in terms of the controllers and pivots of specific phe-

nomena or constructions, such as 'the controller of finite verb agreement' and 'the

pivot of the matrix-coding construction' in English.

What, then, is the 'subject' in traditional grammar? It first of all subsumes both

controllers and pivots, and second of all, it assumes that the controller and/or pivot

of each of the major grammatical phenomena in the language (or at least a majority

of them) is the same. In terms of English this would mean that the controller and

pivot of most major grammatical phenomena would be the actor of an active-voice

transitive verb, the under goer of a passive-voice transitive verb, and the single argu-

ment of an intransitive verb, i.e. [S, A, d-S] in terms of table 6.2. There are two

immediate problems with the traditional notion of subject, in terms of this discus-

sion. First, it is very important to distinguish syntactic controllers from semantic

controllers and syntactic pivots from semantic pivots, both cross-linguistically and

within individual languages, and the traditional notion of subject does not make this

distinction. Second, it crucially assumes that languages are consistent in their choice

of syntactic controller and pivot across constructions. But this, too, is problematic,

as we shall see; there are languages which do not use the same controllers and pivots

for all of their major grammatical phenomena, and even the alleged consistency of

English turns out to be somewhat illusory, upon closer inspection. These problems

are piled on top of the problems we raised for traditional grammatical relations in

our discussion in section 6.2. We may summarize this discussion in table 6.3.10 It is

Table 6.3 Controllers and pivots

Grammatical phenomenon

Acehnese cross-reference

Acehnese 'want' construction

Acehnese 'possessor raising'

Dyirbal purposive construction

Dyirbal coordinate construction

Enga cross-reference

Enga 'want' construction

English verb agreement

English matrix-coding construction

English want construction

Malagasy relativization

Warlpiri -kurra construction

Controller or

pivot

Controller

Both

Pivot

Both

Both

Controller

Both

Controller

Pivot

Both

Pivot

Pivot

Syntactic or semantic

Semantic

Controller = semantic

Pivot = semantic

Semantic

Both syntactic

Both syntactic

Syntactic

Controller = semantic

Pivot = syntactic

Syntactic

Syntactic

Controller = semantic

Pivot = syntactic

Syntactic

Syntactic

Roles

[A],[U]

[A]

[A]

[U]

[S, U, d-S]

[S, U, d-S]

[S,A]

[A]

[S,A]

[S,A,d-S]

[S, A, d-S]

[A]

[S, A, d-S]

[S, A, d-S]

[S,A]
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important to realize that all of these phenomena (except 'possessor raising') have

been attributed traditionally to subjects, and no candidate for a universally valid

notion of subject emerges from this table.

The problem deciding what a subject is is compounded by the fact that more than

one construction can cooccur in a single clause, and each of the constituent con-

structions may have a distinct controller or pivot. Consider the following examples

from Sama, a syntactically ergative language of the Philippines (Walton 1986).

(6.50) a. B'lli d'nda daing ma di-na.

buy woman fish for REFL-3sg

'The woman bought the fish for herself.'

b. N-b'lli11 d'nda daing ma di-na.

ANTi-buy woman fish for REFL-3sg

'The woman bought fish for herself.'

c. daing b'lli d'nda ma di-na

fish buy woman for REFL-3sg

'the fish that the woman bought for herself

d. d'nda N-b'lli daing ma di-na

woman A N T i-buy fish for R E F L-3sg

'the woman who bought fish for herself

d'. d'nda b'lli daing ma di-na

woman buy fish for REFL-3sg

*'the woman who bought the fish for herself

O K: 'the woman who the fish bought for itself

Example (6.50a) is an active-voice form, while (b) is an antipassive form. As in

Malagasy, the head of the relative clause must function as pivot within the relative

clause, and therefore the only relative clause that can be formed from (a) is (c), with

the head interpreted as the undergoer of the relative clause. Similarly, the only rela-

tive clause that can be formed from (b) is (d), in which the head noun is interpreted

as the actor of the relative clause. If we combine the head noun d'nda 'woman' with

an active-voice verb in the relative clause, as in (d'), the result is grammatical but

nonsensical. Thus, with respect to the relative clause construction, the pivot is the

undergoer with an active-voice verb in the relative clause and the actor with an an-

tipassive voice verb. This is the same pattern we saw in the Dyirbal constructions

above. Hence there is a restricted neutralization, and accordingly the pivot is a syn-

tactic pivot. With respect to the reflexive construction, however, the controller is

constant: it is the actor which controls or binds the reflexive anaphor, regardless of

whether the verb is active or antipassive voice. Hence in (6.50c) there is a semantic

controller of reflexivization (d'nda 'woman') and a syntactic pivot for relativization

(daing 'fish'). In traditional terms, which NP is the subject of the sentence? This

situation of having more than one possible subject in a clause is a well-known fea-

ture of Philippine languages (see Schachter 1976), and it highlights the difference
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between controllers and pivots, on the one hand, and subjects, on the other. There

can be only one subject in a sentence, but these Sama examples in (c) and (d) con-

tain two possible subjects, one for each of the two constructions in them: a syntactic

pivot for relativization and a semantic controller for reflexivization.

In some of the more recent literature on grammatical relations, the concept

of prototype categories has been brought to bear on the definition of subject (e.g.

Bates and MacWhinney 1982, Lakoff 1987). The assumption is that like the macro-

roles actor and undergoer, which have the prototypes AGENT and PATIENT, respec-

tively, and can each vary in terms of what other roles can be subsumed within them,

subject can also be treated as a prototype category, with actor-topic being the pro-

totype subject. Non-prototypical subjects would be, for example, the dummy sub-

jects of English, or focal subjects, as in example (6.11). Languages then would be

said to differ as to the degree to which, and in what way, subjects can stray from the

prototype. These works differ as to whether they assume the prototype can define

the grammatical relation, or whether it simply helps us understand the relative

markedness of different semantic values for the relation. It seems clear that only the

latter assumption is valid. The prototype approach can be useful for understanding

the language-specific motivation behind the selection of a particular participant to

be pivot in a particular clause or construction, but it cannot define the notions of

pivot or controller (or that of subject). Syntactic controllers and pivots are gram-

matical phenomena. Prototype theory (as it applies to grammatical analysis) in-

volves semantic universals, such as lexical categories (e.g. color terms) and semantic

relation categories (e.g. transitivity). Prototypes are applicable to all languages.

Syntactic pivot as a grammatical relation does not reflect any semantic prototype,

unlike actor and undergoer, but is simply the grammaticalization of usage patterns

that commonly have the actor and topic, or undergoer and topic, being represented

by the same N P.

In our initial discussion of restricted neutralizations in section 6.2.1, we noted

that the restricted neutralizations defining the syntactic pivots in the 'want' con-

structions in Enga and English are not identical; as tables 6.2 and 6.3 show, the neu-

tralization in Enga is [S, A], while the neutralization in English is [S, A, d-S]. The

same [S, A] pivot is found in the Warlpiri -kurra construction. In our discussion of

subjects in section 6.2.2.1, we pointed out the implications of this contrast for the

claim that Warlpiri and English or Enga and English have basically the same notion

of subject (e.g. Anderson 1976, Li and Lang 1979). They do not, even though they

are similar in many respects. The difference between the two types of restrictive

neutralization, as table 6.2 makes clear, is that in the English-type there is a neutral-

ization of actor and undergoer with both intransitive and transitive verbs, whereas

in the Warlpiri/Enga-type, there is a neutralization of actor and undergoer only

with intransitive verbs. There is a very important consequence of this second type of
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Table 6.4 Restricted neutralizations and pivot types

Language

Acehnese

Dyirbal

Enga

English

Malagasy

Sama

Warlpiri

Restricted neutralization

None
[S,U,d-S]

[S,A]
[S, A, d-S]
[S,A,d-S]
[S,U,d-S]
[S,A]

Pivot type

Semantic pivot

Variable syntactic pivot

Invariable syntactic pivot

Variable syntactic pivot

Variable syntactic pivot

Variable syntactic pivot

Invariable syntactic pivot

neutralization: there is never any choice in the selection of the semantic argument

to function as syntactic controller or pivot. Intransitive verbs have only a single

direct argument, and it will always be the privileged core argument, when the con-

troller or pivot is syntactic. With a transitive verb, on the other hand, because there

is no restricted neutralization with them, there is always only one choice, namely

the actor. Hence with transitive verbs the actor will always be the syntactic con-

troller or syntactic pivot. We pointed this out explicitly in our discussion of Warlpiri

and Enga in the earlier sections. In order to distinguish this type of restricted

neutralization from the type found in Dyirbal, English, Sama and Malagasy, we will

refer to the Warlpiri/Enga-type [S, A] pivots and controllers as invariable syntactic

pivots and invariable syntactic controllers. Because there is in principle a choice

of actor or undergoer to function as pivot or controller with transitive verbs in

Dyirbal, English, Sama and Malagasy, we will refer to the pivots and controllers

defined by the [S, A, d-S] and [S, U, d-S] neutralizations as variable syntactic pivots

and variable syntactic controllers. Looking just at pivots for the moment, we may

summarize the facts from all of the languages we have looked at in table 6.4.

Syntactic controllers denned by the same restricted neutralizations would likewise

be variable or invariable, just like the syntactic pivots in the table.

In our brief introductory discussion of linking in section 4.5, we stated that there

are subject-selection principles which govern the selection of the subject with multi-

argument verbs. In terms of our discussion in this chapter, we would need to

rephrase this in terms of principles governing the selection of syntactic controllers

and pivots with multi-argument verbs. Syntactic controllers and pivots are the priv-

ileged syntactic arguments in grammatical constructions, and henceforth when we

mean both of them, we will use privileged syntactic arguments as a cover term for

them. In section 4.5 we reinterpreted the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy in figure 4.2

as a unidirectional hierarchy with 'argument of DO' (i.e. AGENT) as the highest-

ranked argument and 'argument of pred" (x)' (i.e. PATIENT) as the lowest-ranked

argument; the hierarchy in (4.51) is repeated in (6.51).
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(6.51) Privileged syntactic argument selection hierarchy

arg. of D O > 1st arg. of do' > 1st arg. of pred' (x, y) > 2nd arg. of pred' (x, y) >

arg. of pred' (x)

If a verb takes actor and undergoer arguments, the actor will outrank the undergoer

in terms of this hierarchy, since the actor will always code a higher argument than

the undergoer, following the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy. The basic selection prin-

ciples for syntactically accusative constructions and syntactically ergative construc-

tions are given in (6.52).

(6.52) Privileged syntactic argument selection principles

a. Syntactically accusative constructions: highest-ranking macrorole is

default choice.

b. Syntactically ergative constructions: lowest-ranking macrorole is default

choice.

Since we are talking about syntactic controllers and pivots here, we must restrict the

principles to constructions only. If, for example, all of the grammatical construc-

tions in a language followed an accusative pattern, then it would be appropriate to

describe the language as syntactically accusative. We could make the same general-

ization for a language in which the majority of the constructions followed an erga-

tive pattern.

We have already seen numerous examples of how the principles in (6.52) apply

in constructions with variable syntactic controllers or pivots. The key to the vari-

able pivots is the voice oppositions in the language. As we have seen repeatedly, in

constructions with accusative syntactic pivots, it is passive constructions that allow

a lower-ranking argument in terms of (6.51) to function as controller or pivot,

e.g. (6.8)-(6.10) for English verb agreement (controller) and (6.26)-(6.27) for

Malagasy relativization (pivot). Since the default choice in these constructions is

actor, use of the passive makes it possible for the undergoer of a transitive verb to

serve as the controller of verb agreement (English) or as the pivot for relativization

(Malagasy). Similarly, in constructions with ergative syntactic pivots, e.g. Sama rel-

ativization in (6.50) or the Dyirbal purposive construction in (6.39)-(6.42), it is the

antipassive construction which permits a higher-ranking argument in terms of

(6.51) to function as pivot; that is, it allows the actor to function as syntactic pivot.

An excellent example of the role of voice constructions in variable syntactic piv-

ots and of the reason for the necessity of talking in terms of constructions, rather

than languages as a whole, is given by Tzutujil, a Mayan language. We are interested

in two constructions; one is the focusing construction, in which an N P is in the pre-

core slot and has marked narrow focus, and the second is the equivalent of the

Dyirbal coordinate construction. The focusing construction is illustrated in (6.53),

from Dayley (1981,1985); it has the meaning of an jY-cleft in English.
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(6.53) a. X-0-uu-ch'ey jaraachijariixoq.

PA s T-3A B S-3E R G-hit c L man c L woman

'The woman hit the man.'

b. Jar aachi x-0-uu-ch'ey jariixoq.

CL man PA S T-3 A BS-3ER G-hit CL woman

'It was the man who the woman hit.' (*'It was the man who hit the

woman.')

c. Jar iixoq x-0-ch'ey-ow-i jar aarchi.

CL woman PAST-3ABS-hit-ANTi-suFFCL man

'It was the woman who hit the man.' (*'It was the woman who the man

hit.')

The basic pattern with a transitive verb is given in (a); the actor is cross-referenced

by the ergative marker on the verb, while the undergoer is cross-referenced by the

absolutive affix. When an NP appears with narrow focus in the precore slot and the

verb is in active voice, as in (b), then the focal NP in the precore slot must be inter-

preted as the undergoer, not as the actor. In order to have a focal actor occur in the

precore slot, it is necessary to use an antipassive construction, as in (c). The single

arguments of intransitive verbs can occur in the precore slot without any special

marking, as one would expect, and therefore the restricted neutralization in this

construction is [S, U, d-S], and it defines an ergative variable syntactic pivot. When

we look at the coordinate construction, as in the text excerpt from Butler and Peck

(1980) in (6.54), a very different pattern emerges. The story is about a thief; the ele-

ments referring to him are subscripted in both the Tzutujil original and in the

English gloss and translation.

(6.54) a. Toq s-0rurqax-i 0-0rko?x-(i) pace?.

whenpRFV-3ABSrarrive-suFFPRFv-3ABSrput.PASs-(suFF) in jail

'When hex arrived, hex was put in jail.'

b. Xa k'a ci r-kab q'ix 0-0rq'e ?t-(i) cix

CL next on 3ERG-second day PRFv-3ABSrcut.PASS-(suFF) word

t-r-ix.

to-3ERG-back

'On the next day, het was judged.'

c. In s-0-urya? t-r-ix 5i ni arxa?! wi?

and PRFv-SABs-SERG^give to-3ERG-back that INTS 3sgx INTS

n-0ralaq'a-n-i xa xal.

PRFV^ABS^Steal-ANTI-SUFF CL COm

'And hej admitted that hej was indeed the one! who was stealing the corn.'

d. Bueno, arxa?x 0-0-lasa-§-i rrmulta.

well 3sgi PRFV-3ABS-declare-PASS-suFF3ERGrfine.

'Well, hex was fined.' (lit.: 'well, he1? hisj fine was declared.')
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e. K'ak'ari? pa xuu taq'aq'ix 0-0-£omi-§-i xa xal pa

then on one afternoon PRFv-3ABS-arrange-PASs-suFFCLcornin

ya?l 0-0rr-izaq-i xa r-alaq'onv

net.bag PRFv-SABS-SERGi-carry-suFFCLSERG-thiefj

'Then, one afternoon, the corn was arranged in a net bag, and the thie^

carried it.'

f. K'ak'ari? 0-0rlasa-§-i pa taq bey

then PRFv-3ABSrtake.out-PASs-suFFin CL street

0-rrixqa-n xa xal.

SABS-BERG^carry-PRFV CL corn

'Then hex was taken out into the street, carrying the corn [to show he was a

thief].'

If we represent this text in terms of the syntactic function of the primary topical

participant, the thief, in each sentence, we get the following pattern.

(6.55) a. [S], [d-S (passive)]

b. [d-S (passive)]

c. [A], [d-S (antipassive)]

d. [d-S (passive)] (literally, LDP NP and possessor of d-S NP)

e. ...,[A]

f. [d-S (passive)], [A]

When we generalize across the text, we get a [S, A, d-S] pattern, which is that of an

accusative variable syntactic pivot. Thus in one language, Tzutujil, we find both

types of variable syntactic pivots in different constructions. Note, by the way, that

the restricted neutralization for cross-reference in these examples is [S, U, d-S]; the

absolutive codes this pattern, and the ergative codes the [A], as well as possessors.

There is thus an ergative variable syntactic controller for cross-reference in

Tzutujil. This is why it is necessary to talk about construction-specific pivots and

controllers rather than system-wide grammatical relations like subject. What is the

subject in Tzutujil? There is no simple answer to this question, even if it could be

given a meaningful answer at all. The situation is even more complex in Jakaltek, as

argued in Van Valin (1981) based on data from Craig (1977); five different restricted

neutralization patterns are realized in seven grammatical constructions in this

language; the facts are summarized in table 6.5. The Tzutujil data in (6.53) and

(6.54) correspond to (6) and (7) in this table. In our discussion of the traditional

notion of subject, it was pointed out that it assumed great consistency on the part

of grammatical systems, i.e. that all, or at the very least most, of the major grammat-

ical constructions in the language would have the same restricted neutralization.

While it is certainly true that there are many languages which exhibit the expected

consistency, there are also languages like Jakaltek which do not. It seems clear that

the notion of 'the subject in Jakaltek' is not a meaningful concept.
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Table 6.5 Syntactic pivots in Jakaltek

Construction Pivot

1 'Subject' [S, A]-triggered [S] only

equi-NP-deletion

2 'Object' [U]-triggered equi-NP-deletion [S, d-S (passive)] only

3 Promotion ('subject' copying with verbs Dialect 1: [S] only

like begin) Dialect 2: [S, d-S (both)] only

4 Relativization [S, U, d-S (antipassive)]

5 WH-question formation [S, U, d-S (antipassive)]

6 Clefting [S, U, d-S (antipassive)]

7 Cross-clause coreference (preferred) [S, A, d-S (passive)]

As mentioned above, there is no need for any grammatical relations aside from

the notions of controller and pivot. All phenomena traditionally dealt with by the

concept 'direct object', such as dative shift, applicative constructions and passives,

can be handled by the concepts undergoer and core argument. These phenomena will

be analyzed in detail in chapter 7. We will also see in chapter 7 that rules for case

marking and agreement do not involve reference to grammatical relations, either.

6.4 Discourse reference-tracking mechanisms and voice

One of the things which speakers and hearers must do is keep track of introduced

referents in discourse, and syntactic pivots may play a central role in the gramma-

tical means languages make available for this purpose. There are a number of

different grammatical means which can serve this function, and some of them cru-

cially involve syntactic pivots. In the next section, we will survey these reference-

tracking systems, and in the following sections we will look at the implications of

these systems for the notion of syntactic pivot and for our understanding of voice

oppositions.

6.4.1 Reference-tracking systems

We begin our discussion of reference-tracking systems with the Tzutujil text in

(6.54). In it, the primary topical participant, the thief, functions as the syntactic

pivot in each of the clauses in which it occurs, as (6.55) makes clear. This structure is

sometimes called a 'topic chain', following Dixon (1972) (see also section 5.7).

When the primary topical participant does not function as actor in a particular

clause, a passive construction is used, as in (a), (b), (d) and (f). In a Dyirbal topic

chain, the primary topical participant would be pivot (in absolutive case), and then

all of the subsequent clauses would have that participant as pivot in zero form. If

that participant does not happen to be the undergoer in the clause, then it would be
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necessary to use an antipassive construction. We have already seen the basic pattern

in (6.49), and it can be illustrated in the three-clause chain in (6.56).

(6.56) Ba-yi yar,a-0i walma-jiu prox wayjicji-n prol ba-ngu-n

DEIC-ABS.iman-ABSget.Up-TNS gO.Uphill-TNS DEIC-ERG-II

cjugumbi-r.u bur,a-n.

woman- ERG see-T N S

'The marii got up,pr0;went uphill, andprojwas seen by the woman.'

(Lit.: 'the mant got up,prOjWent uphill, [and] the woman saw pro x')

Since Dyirbal lacks a conjunction equivalent to and in English and true third-

person pronouns, this is the only way such a construction can be formed. In English,

as the translation of (6.56) shows, it is also possible to form a topic chain. This

construction has an accusative variable pivot in English, and accordingly if the

primary participant does not happen to be the actor in a clause, then it would be

necessary to use a passive construction, as in the third clause of the translation of

(6.56). The missing argument in the last clause is still the syntactic pivot, but the fact

that it is passive tells us that the man is not an actor in that clause. Instead, it is an

undergoer with that particular transitive verb. So this is one way of keeping track of

the most important referent in the discourse and also the role of that referent in the

series of clauses. An extended example of this same type of reference tracking from

Tepehua (Watters 1986) is given in (6.57).

(6.57) 'Cun, wa k-t?ahun makca:-n', wa nahun ni haci?i,

yes, FOclsuBJ-be.iMPFCook-iNF FOCsay.iMPF the girl

'Ka-tawl-5iy-ca', wa jun-kan ni §anati1? mu:la:-ni-ka-i prol

iRR-sit.down-here-already FOC tell-PASS the woman set-DAT-PASS-PRFV

ni ?is-t-a:nci, ?es wa tawla-i-ca prox. Yu haci?i2 t?ahun makca:-n

the3sg-chair then FOC sit-PRFv-already the girl be.iMPFmake-iNF

la k?usi c?a:luk?u, maka:-y pro2 §oqta yu la:?an laka:

very nice tortilla make-1 M P F everything the take, i M P F to

kusta mu:la:-ta-ca pro2 mu:la:-ta pro2 mole, t?ahni. ?es tawai

cornfield put.in-PERF-already put.in-PERF mole turkey and then

?aqtay-i-5a pro2 lakia-ni-kan, hun-kan-ca pro2 ciwinti yu

begin-PRFv-already gossip- D AT -PASS tell- PA ss-already words that

ha:ntu laqsawai.

not true

'Yes, I'm cooking', says the girl. 'Sit down', the woman is told, was set a chair

and then sat down. The girl was cooking real nice tortillas, [she] makes every-

thing that [she] takes to the cornfield, put in [a basket]; [she] put in mole and

turkey, and then [she] began to be gossiped to, is told words that are not true.'

In the first series of clauses, ni sanati 'the woman' is the primary topical participant.

It is the pivot of two passive clauses, junkan 'be told' and mu:la:nikan 'be set [some-

thing]', and an intransitive verb, tawla- 'sit'. The morphology of the verb signals that
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6.4 Reference-tracking and voice

the argument is the undergoer of 'tell' and 'set', and the actor of 'sit'. In the rest of

the text, ni haci?i 'the girl' is the primary topical participant and the pivot of all of the

following clauses. It is the actor except in the last two clauses, as indicated by the

active voice of the verbs, and then in the last two clauses the verbs are passive,

marking a change in semantic function from actor to undergoer.

This type of reference tracking is called switch-function; the term was originally

proposed in Foley and Van Valin (1984). This system tracks one primary participant

which is always realized as the syntactic pivot, and the verbal system indicates its

semantic role: a change in voice indicates a change in semantic function. Thus in

Dyirbal, a change in voice indicates a change in the function of the primary partici-

pant being tracked in that stretch of discourse from an undergoer (the unmarked

choice for pivot) to an actor. Conversely, in English, Tzutujil and Tepehua, a change

in voice indicates the argument being tracked is now the undergoer instead of the

actor, the latter being the unmarked case with transitive verbs.12 The most impor-

tant feature of these systems for this discussion is that, given a transitive verb with

an actor and an undergoer, the choice of which one will function as syntactic pivot

can be influenced by discourse-pragmatic factors; that is, in topic chains in lan-

guages like Tzutujil, Dyirbal, Tepehua and English, the primary topical participant

is chosen as pivot, and 'primary topical participant' is clearly a discourse-pragmatic

notion of the type we discussed in chapter 5.

An alternative reference-tracking system is switch-reference. Switch-reference is

found mainly in verb-final languages, taking the form of a morpheme at the end of

a clause which signals whether the subject of the next clause is the same referent

as the subject of that clause. The example in (6.58) is from the Native American

language Zuni (New Mexico; L. Nichols 1990, citing Bunzell 1933).

(6.58) Anlelonal-kwinprOite'ci-nan lelo-nan prc^ kwato-p pro^

hisbox-at arrive- SP box-inside enter-DFP

an-alt-u-nan pro^ iteh-k'aia-kae

indirective-be .closed- CAUSE-SP throw-river- PA S T

'Hej came to where the box was lying; hê  entered the box and hej (the other)

closed it for hinij andpro} threw it into the river.'

In this example, the verbal suffix -nan, glossed 'SP' ('same pivot') in, for example,

the first clause marks the fact that the following clause has the same pivot as that

clause, while the suffix -p in the second clause marks the fact that there is a differ-

ence in pivot between the second and third clauses.

In a switch-reference construction we have a series of linked clauses, just as in a

switch-function topic chain, but the verb morphology signals whether the argument

filling a particular syntactic function in clause x is the same as or different from

the argument in the same syntactic function in the following clause. What the mor-

phology tracks is not a single participant, as in switch-function, but rather a single

syntactic function and signals a change in the reference of the argument with that
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function. The function monitored is the syntactic pivot. For instance, if we start out

with Bill as the pivot, and then get the morpheme which indicates 'same' at the end

of every clause, we then know that the pivot is still Bill. If, on the other hand, we get

a morpheme which indicates 'different', then we know that the pivot is some other

third person. And again, switch-reference is tracking a function and signaling

whether the referent in that function is the same as the referent in that function in

the following clause or not. Since we are tracking a function, we do not worry about

whether the primary topical participant is in that same function. In other words,

instead of tracking a participant and maintaining the same syntactic status for it

across clauses, the system tracks a syntactic function (pivot) and indicates whether

the argument bearing that function is the same or different.

Switch-reference and switch-function are not the only means languages employ

for keeping track of referents in discourse. Another system involves increasing the

number of possible distinct referring expressions, i.e. of making multiple distinc-

tions among third-person referring expressions. One such system involves the

marking of third-person NPs as obviative or proximate, and it is a well-known fea-

ture of Algonquian languages. Within a particular stretch of discourse that involves

more than one third person referent, one of those referents will be assigned more

topical status than the others, and so will be marked as proximate. Bloomfield

(1962) describes the proximate argument as follows: 'The proximate third person

represents the topic of discourse, the person nearest the speaker's point of view, or

the person earlier spoken of and already known' (38). As generally only one partic-

ipant can be marked as proximate, all other participants will be marked as obvia-

tive. The example in (6.59) is from Kutenai (southeastern British Columbia, Canada;

Dryer 1992b: 157-8), which, while not an Algonquian language, has a very similar

system of obviation.

(6.59) ?at qak-ii-ni kakin-s k-?umi#-ik-i ian'-[?]is

habit say-T R A N s -1 N D i c wolf-o B v s u B-break-R E F L -1 N D i c moccasins-3G E N

k-qa-tai iaxam ia?ak'iak-s ?at qanmii hamat-ik#-aps-i

suB-NEG-can arrive different-OBV habit quickly give-IO-INV-INDIC

ian'-s

moccasin-OBv

'Hej [prox] would tell Wolfj [obv] that hê  [prox] wore out his, [prox] moccasins

[(obv)], that he4 [prox] couldn't make it there. Hê  [obv] would quickly

handINV him} [prox] different moccasins [obv].'

In this stretch of discourse, from a story 'Chickadee, Frog, and Wolf, Chickadee is

the more topical participant, and assigned proximate status. Wolf is assigned obvia-

tive status. There is a verbal direct vs. indirect contrast that interacts with the proxi-

mate/obviate contrast, in that when the proximate referent is the pivot of the clause,

the verb will be marked as direct (i.e. it will be unmarked), but when an obviative
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6.4 Reference-tracking and voice

referent appears as pivot of the clause, as in the third line in this example, the verb is

marked with the 'inverse' marker -aps. We will discuss inverse marking further in

section 7.3.1.3.

Rather than assigning features, as in the three systems presented above, another

way of keeping track of referents is by reference to inherent properties of the re-

ferents, such as gender marking. The simple case is like English, in which we can

unambiguously refer to multiple third persons of opposite sexes by the gender

marking alone. There are languages, however, which have a dozen or more gender

classes. Actually, something like this is really a noun classification system. We call

this gender marking only out of Indo-European bias, for in most of the world's lan-

guages it is based upon a classification system which has nothing to do with sex or

gender. Therefore, every referring expression in the language is marked with a class

indicator, and for two referring expressions to be coreferential, they must fall into

the same class. An example of this type of language is Yatee Zapotec, which has a

very simple class system consisting of four kinds of third persons as expressed by the

following verb suffixes:

(6.60) -e? third person higher status or adult

-be? third person lower status or child

-ba? animals

-n inanimates

In a Zapotec text, the two most important characters are assigned to the first two

classes as a means of keeping them distinct. Although deciding who gets which

marking can be arbitrary, there is a tendency for the protagonist to take -e?, while

the secondary participants take -be?. For instance, if there is a man, a boy, a dog and

a rock, then each of the participants is referred to by a distinct verb suffix. Other

languages, especially Bantu languages in Africa and some languages of Australia,

e.g. Nunggubuyu (Heath 1983) and Papua New Guinea, e.g. Alamblak (Bruce

1979), have much more elaborate noun class systems that can be used for discourse

reference in the same way.

In switch-function languages, there is often a gender system which is normally

used for non-pivot coreference; this is the case in English. So, the way in which we

keep track of non-pivot NPs is by gender, while pivots may be tracked with zero

anaphora. Dyirbal does exactly the same thing by means of noun markers which

have noun class, case and deictic information, and these noun markers can sub-

stitute for the nouns of the sentence:

(6.61) Bangui yâ angu balan 4ugumbil butan. -> Bangui balan butan.

'The man saw the woman.'

Tzutujil has noun classifiers, and, like the Dyirbal noun markers, they are used

pronominally. For example, in the second sentence in (6.54e), the classifier xa refers
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back to the NP xa xdl 'the corn' in the preceding sentence; xa is the classifier for xdl

'corn'. Thus in both Dyirbal and Tzutujil, elements expressing noun class distinc-

tions can function as pronouns in discourse.

6.4.2 Pragmatic pivots

We introduced two types of syntactic pivots in section 6.3, invariable syntactic

pivots and variable syntactic pivots, and a striking fact about the two grammatical

reference-tracking systems, switch-function and switch-reference, is that each is

associated with one of these pivot types. All switch-function systems have variable

syntactic pivots, and this follows from the very nature of the system. The voice

oppositions signal changes in the semantic function of the pivot, and this is only pos-

sible with variable pivots. Virtually all switch-reference systems, on the other hand,

have invariable syntactic pivots. While this is not a logical necessity, as in the case of

switch-function and variable pivots, it is a natural cooccurrence, since the switch-

reference system monitors a particular syntactic function and signals whether the

syntactic argument with that function is the same as the one with that function in the

following clause. Using a voice opposition to keep the same reference in the moni-

tored function does not contribute to the system, which is concerned with signaling

changes in the referent having the monitored syntactic function. If it were possible

to always keep the same referent in the monitored function throughout an entire

sequence of linked clauses, there would always be 'same pivot', in which case the

information given by the switch-reference markers would cease to be significant.

An exception to this appears to be Martuthinera, an Australian language (Dench

1988), which has a switch-reference system which monitors variable pivots rather

than invariable pivots, but this type of switch-reference system is very rare.

An important question with respect to variable pivots is what factors influence

which argument of a multi-argument verb will be selected to function as pivot. That

is, given a verb which takes an actor argument and an undergoer argument, and

given the fact that either choice for pivot is possible, what factors influence the

choice? A very obvious factor is discourse topicality. We have seen in Tzutujil,

Dyirbal, Tepehua and English that there is a very strong tendency to keep the pri-

mary topical participant in a discourse in the primary syntactic function, and this

means that the relative topicality, or (as we discussed in chapter 5) levels of activa-

tion, of the referents of the actor NP and the undergoer NP can influence which is

selected to function as pivot. This was amply illustrated in (6.54), (6.56) and (6.57).

In chapter 5, we saw that the activation status of a referent affects how it is coded,

e.g. as a full NP vs. a pronoun, and activation status is also relevant to the linking

between semantics and syntax in constructions with variable pivots. To illustrate

this, let us consider a simple example involving the logical structure [do' (Mary, 0)]

CAUSE [INGR surprised' (Sally)], with Mary the actor and Sally the undergoer.

Let us further suppose that in one possible context the referent of Mary is the
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6.4 Reference-tracking and voice

[CL [cMj£y [N
surprised] Sally]]

Actor Undergoer

f t
[do' (MaryACV, 0)] CAUSE [INGR surprised' (SallyINA)]

Figure 6.3 Active-voice linking

[CL [cSally [N was surprised]] [pby Mary]]

Actor Undergoer

t t
[do' (MaryINA, 0)] CAUSE [INGR surprised' (SallyACV)]

Figure 6.4 Passive-voice linking

primary topical participant and is therefore activated, while the referent of Sally is

inactive. In such a context, Mary would most likely be realized as the pivot in an

active-voice construction. This is illustrated in figure 6.3. The details of linking from

semantics to syntax in simple sentences, including the role played by focus struc-

ture, will be presented in chapter 7. On the other hand, suppose that the referent of

Sally is activated while that of Mary is inactive. In this case, Sally would refer to the

primary topical participant, and therefore it is likely that a passive construction

would be used, so that the undergoer Sally can be pivot. This is illustrated in figure

6.4. Hence, in languages like Tzutujil, Dyirbal, Tepehua and English, the choice of

argument to serve as syntactic pivot can be influenced by discourse-pragmatic

factors. It goes without saying that this applies only when there is more than one

potential pivot argument; it does not apply to intransitive verbs, since there is only

one potential pivot argument, nor does it apply to invariable syntactic pivots or to

semantic pivots, by definition.

Variable syntactic pivots in switch-function systems correspond to what have

been called pragmatic pivots in RRG. A pragmatic pivot is a variable syntactic

pivot in which the selection of the argument to function as pivot of a transitive verb

is not predictable from its semantic role and may be influenced by discourse-prag-

matic considerations, in particular the topicality and activation status of its refer-

ent. The pivots in the topic chains in (6.54) from Tzutujil, (6.56) from Dyirbal and

English, and (6.57) from Tepehua are all pragmatic pivots. The prototypical subject

in English is a pragmatic pivot, an actor-pivot in a predicate-focus construction;

the prototypical 'subject' in Dyirbal is also a pragmatic pivot. The choice of argu-

ment to serve as a variable syntactic controller can also be influenced by discourse-

pragmatic considerations, e.g. the pragmatic pivot in a clause in a topic chain is the

controller of the pragmatic pivot in the next clause (see also the Dyirbal examples

in (6.42)). Hence there are 'pragmatic controllers' as well, but in RRG the term
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'pragmatic pivot' has been used to refer to both variable syntactic pivots and

controllers of this type. The notion of pragmatic pivot is useful for a couple of rea-

sons. First, it ties focus structure into the linking between syntax and semantics in

some constructions in some languages. That is, it is a grammatical relation which

explicitly recognizes the intimate involvement of pragmatics in some grammatical

systems. Second, because not all languages have pragmatic pivots, they are a useful

concept in language typology. The grammatical systems of languages which have

constructions with pragmatic pivots look very different from those of languages

which lack pragmatic pivots altogether.13 We have seen examples of this in this

chapter. Acehnese, Enga and Warlpiri all lack constructions with pragmatic pivots,

since they have only invariable syntactic pivots or semantic pivots. On the other

hand, English, Dyirbal, Tepehua and Tzutujil, along with Malagasy and Sama, all

have constructions with pragmatic pivots, and these constructions are among the

most salient ones in their grammars. Furthermore, even if a language has construc-

tions with variable syntactic pivots, this does not necessarily entail that the language

has pragmatic pivots. As stated earlier, prototypical pragmatic pivots are variable

syntactic pivots in the context of a switch-function reference-tracking system. If a

language has variable syntactic pivots but uses a different primary reference-track-

ing system, then these pivots may not be pragmatic pivots. Many Bantu languages

are of this type; they have constructions with variable syntactic pivots, but they use

an elaborate noun class system for reference tracking; in particular, they do not

appear to use voice constructions in their reference-tracking system, the hallmark

of switch-function systems. However, to the extent that topicality affects the choice

of argument to function as pivot in constructions with variable pivots, these pivots

may be considered pragmatic pivots. If topicality has no effect on pivot selection

with a variable pivot, then the pivot is not a pragmatic pivot.

We have mentioned several times that an important feature of syntactic pivots

is that they are construction-specific, and accordingly it is possible for a language

to have pragmatic pivots for some constructions and invariable syntactic pivots,

semantic pivots or semantic controllers for others. In Dyirbal, for example, topic

chains are formed on the basis of pragmatic pivots, but there is a semantic controller

for imperative constructions (Dixon 1979). All languages which have constructions

with pragmatic pivots also have constructions without them. The degree of prag-

matic influence on pivot selection may vary across languages; in some, e.g. Sama,

Dyirbal and Tepehua, it is very great, whereas in others, e.g. English, it is much less.

This can be gauged in terms of (1) the balance between constructions which use

pragmatic pivots and those which do not, and (2) whether the constructions with

pragmatic pivots are obligatory or not. With respect to (1), we may compare the

role of different pivot types in Dyirbal, Sama (Walton 1986) and English in table 6.6.

Of the three languages with pragmatic pivots, they are much more important in the

grammar of Dyirbal and Sama than they are in English, as they are a feature of
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6.4 Reference-tracking and voice

Table 6.6 Role of pivot and controller types in different languages

Construction

WH-question

Relativization

Topicalization

Topic chaining

Imperative

Reflexivization

Dyirbal

Pivotless

PrP

d.n.a.

PrP

SmC

d.n.a. (cf. section 7.5.1)

Sama

PrP

PrP

PrP

PrP

SmC

SmC

English

Pivotless

Finite: pivotless

Participial: VSP

Pivotless

PrP (optional)

ISC

SmC (preferred)

more major constructions in those languages than in English. In order to form a

topic chain in Dyirbal, which has a switch-function system, it is necessary for the

clauses in the chain to have coreferential pragmatic pivots in zero form, as we saw

in (6.56). As the English translation of (6.56) indicates, an analogous structure is

possible in English, but it is not the only way to form a string of clauses about the

same primary topical participant; it is also possible to use pronouns, as in The man

got up, he went uphill, and the woman saw him. This is why in table 6.6 the use of

the pragmatic pivot in the topic chain in English is listed as optional. With respect to

relativization, Dyirbal, like Sama, relies on pragmatic pivots; that is, the head of the

relative clause must always function as the pragmatic pivot inside the relative clause.

This is not the case with finite relative clauses in English, as (6.14) showed. How-

ever, in non-finite, participial relatives in English, the head must be the pivot of the

participle. Thus it is possible to have the man running down the street, the woman

talking to Sally but not *the man the police arresting; in this last example, the head

noun (the man) does not function as subject (pivot) of the participle. In order to use

this type of relative construction, it is necessary to use a passive construction, just as

in the matrix-coding and 'equi' constructions in (6.12) and (6.13) discussed earlier,

i.e. the man being arrested by the police. There is, however, an important difference

between Dyirbal and English here: in Dyirbal the use of the construction with the

pragmatic pivot is obligatory, as it is the only way to form a relative clause available

in the grammar of Dyirbal, whereas the participial construction involving a prag-

matic pivot in English is not obligatory, and there is another construction available

which does not involve a syntactic pivot at all, let alone a pragmatic pivot. This

brings up the second point mentioned above. Not only do Dyirbal and Sama have

more constructions involving pragmatic pivots, but they are obligatory in the sense

that they are the only constructions available for a particular function. The con-

struction in (6.56) is the only way to form a multi-clause coordinate structure in

Dyirbal, whereas there is more than one way to do that in English. Similarly, there is

only one way to form a relative clause in Dyirbal, and again there is more than one
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way to do it in English. Hence pragmatic pivots play a more important role in the

grammar of some languages because they are part of constructions which are the

only option speakers have to express a particular semantic content.

As mentioned above, whether a pivot is a pragmatic pivot can only be ascer-

tained by examining clauses with transitive verbs, since there is no option as to which

argument will be pivot with an intransitive verb. It is vital to keep in mind that

the issue with respect to whether a syntactic pivot is a pragmatic pivot or not is

not whether the pivot itself is pragmatically salient or not; in the Tepehua topic

chains in (6.57) the pivot is the primary topical participant, and in the Zuni switch-

reference chain in (6.58) the invariable pivots are highly topical. Hence the pivots

in both types of reference-tracking system are highly topical. Rather, the issue is

whether these pragmatic considerations are a factor in the clause-internal process

of selecting the semantic argument to function as pivot, and here Tepehua and Zuni

differ dramatically: in Tepehua they may affect the selection of the pivot argument,

while in Zuni they do not.

6.4.3 Types of voice constructions

In our discussion of syntactic pivots we have seen numerous examples of both pas-

sive and antipassive constructions, and we will now examine them more closely,

in order to clarify the different roles they may play in grammatical systems. In the

prototypical instances of both constructions, there are two distinct facets to the con-

structions. First, an argument which would not be selected as the privileged syntac-

tic argument by the principles in (6.52) is selected as that argument; in a passive

construction, it means that an argument lower on the hierarchy in (6.51) than the

default choice is selected, while in an antipassive construction, it means that an

argument higher on the hierarchy in (6.51) than the default choice is selected.

Second, the argument that would be the default choice in terms of (6.52) either does

not appear at all in the clause or appears as an oblique element of some kind; in this

oblique status it no longer functions as a controller or pivot. Figures 6.3 and 6.4

illustrate this clearly for the English passive construction, and in (6.40)-(6.42) we

saw how the -gay antipassive in Dyirbal changes the argument which can function

as controller and as pivot; not only can a different argument function in this way,

but the argument that would be the controller or pivot in the unmarked voice

cannot have these functions.

While these two features of voice alternations cooccur in the prototypical con-

structions, they are logically independent of each other, and, as we shall see, they

do not always occur together. We will, therefore, give each a separate label and

description. The first will be called the privileged syntactic argument (P S A) modula-

tion voice, since it specifically deals with allowing a non-default argument to

function as syntactic pivot or controller. The second will be called the argument
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6.4 Reference-tracking and voice

modulation voice, since it involves the non-canonical status of a macrorole argu-

ment.14 We can now break down the English passive and the Dyirbal -rjay antipas-

sive into their component parts, as in (6.62).

(6.62) a. English passive construction

1 PSA modulation: non-actor occurs as pivot/controller (default non-

actor = undergoer).

2 Argument modulation: actor appears in periphery as object of by or is

omitted.

b. Dyirbal -nay antipassive construction

1 P S A modulation: actor appears as syntactic pivot/controller.

2 Argument modulation: undergoer appears in dative or instrumental

case.

There are many languages in which the voice constructions do not match these

prototypes, and there are many instances in which a construction instantiates only

one of the two facets of the prototypical passive or antipassive. The clearest exam-

ple of how independent these two parts of the passive are comes from passives of

intransitive verbs, which are found in a variety of languages, e.g. Icelandic, German,

Latin and Turkish (Comrie 1977, Keenan 1985a). Since the verbs in these construc-

tions have only one argument, they are by definition argument modulation only,

since there is no second argument to function as the privileged syntactic argument.

The following examples are from Icelandic (Van Valin 1991b).

(6.63) a. Pad va-r dans-ad.

3N E u Tsg be. P A s T-3sg dance- P S T P

'There was dancing.'

b. Pad e-r mikid host-ad l reykherberg-i-nu.

3NEUTSgbe.PRES-3sgmuch coughed in smokingroom-DEF-DAT

'There is much coughing in the smoking room.'

The semantic argument that would normally be the single core argument of these

verbs has been suppressed and cannot occur overtly, unlike the actor in a passive

construction with a transitive verb in Icelandic (see (7.13b)). The two parts of the

passive construction can also occur independently in constructions with transitive

verbs in some languages. We begin by looking at passive constructions which in-

volve only P S A modulation but no argument modulation, i.e. the actor remains a

direct core argument. A very good example of this type of passive is found in Lango,

a Nilo-Saharan language of East Africa (Noonan and Bavin-Woock 1978, Noonan

1992). The basic facts are given in (6.64).

(6.64) a. Rwdto-nen-a (an).

king 3sg-see.PRFv-lsg(lsg)

'The king saw me.'
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b. An rwot 6-nen-a.

lsg king 3sg-see.PRFv-lsg

'I was seen by the king.'

c. Rwot 6-mi-o dyan bota

king 3sg-give.PRFv-3sgcow to-lsg

'The king gave the cow to me.'

d. An rwot 6-mi-5 dyan botd

lsg king 3sg-give.PRFv-3sg cow to-lsg

'I was given the cow by the king.'

e. Gwok6-bin-6.

dog 3sg-come-PRFv

'The dog came.'

f. Gwoko-to-o.

dog 3sg-die-PRFV

'The dog died.'

The examples in (6.64a) and (c) are unmarked transitive and ditransitive clauses,

respectively. In (6.64b) the undergoer an appears in the clause-initial pivot position;

there is no morphological marker of this change in word order. In (6.64d) a RECIPI-

ENT argument appears in pivot position, with a pronominal copy also appearing in

the postverbal position. Simple intransitive sentences are given in (e) and (f). There

is clearly a restricted neutralization with respect to the controller of the prefix

agreement on the verb; it is an actor in (a)-(e) but an undergoer in (f). Note that in

(b) and (d) the actor still controls the agreement prefix on the verb and the under-

goer still controls the agreement suffix, just as in (a) and (c). This means that the

neutralization is [S, A], yielding an invariable syntactic controller for the agreement

prefix. Noonan (1992) refers to the construction in (b) and (d) as 'topicalization',

whereas Noonan and Bavin-Woock (1978) refer to it as a 'passive analog', since the

relevant N P must be an argument of the verb and takes on syntactic properties such

as being controller of floated quantifiers and cross-clause coreference. Evidence

that this is a core-internal construction rather than one involving the undergoer

occurring in the precore slot ('topicalization') comes from the fact that this con-

struction can be used in relative clauses; core-internal constructions like passive

are fine in relative clauses, as we saw in the Malagasy examples in (6.27), but topi-

calization does not occur in relative clauses and indeed in most kinds of embedded

clauses. Hence the initial NP in the sentences in (6.64) is core-initial, not in the pre-

core slot. The following are examples of the initial NP controlling coreference in a

complex sentence.

(6.65) a. Dako 6-kobbi Iocs ni e-binodok.

woman 3sg-tell man CMPL 3sg-go back

'The womanj told the manj that ( s ^ e ^ will go back.'
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b. Locd dako 6-kobbeni e-bmodok.

man woman 3sg-tell CMPL3sg-goback

'The manj was told by the womant that (s)he*i/j will go back.'

In Lango, there is a special pronominal prefix which is used in complex construc-

tions to indicate that the third-person argument in the linked or dependent clause

is coreferential with the core-initial NP. In (6.65a) the e- prefix refers back to ddko

'the woman', which is the core-initial NP and actor argument of the first clause. In

the passive construction in (6.65b), on the other hand, the e- prefix refers back to

locd 'the man', which is the core-initial NP and the undergoer of the first clause. This

shows three things: first, the controller of the coreference is not semantically defined,

and therefore there is a restricted neutralization with respect to the controller;

second, the core-initial NP is a variable syntactic controller; and third, because the

choice of the controller can be affected by discourse considerations, it is a pragmatic

controller, on analogy with the pragmatic pivots discussed in the previous section.

This can be seen clearly in (6.66), in which the core-initial controller controls coref-

erence with pronominal elements in a subsequent linked or independent clause.

(6.66) a. Dako locd o-nen-6. e-camm-6 dek.

woman man 3sg-see. PERF-3sg 3sg-eat. PROG-3sg stew

'The woman was seen by the man. She was eating stew.'

b. Dako locd o-nen-6 t-e jwatt-6.

woman man 3sg-see.PERF-3sg and.then-3sg hit-3sg

'The woman was seen by the man, and then she hit him.'

Noonan (1992: 259) states that if ddko 'woman' did not appear in initial position in

the first clause in each of these examples, locd 'man' would then be interpreted as

the actor of the second clause. While the core-initial NP in the passive construction

takes on some control properties, the status of the actor does not change; it remains

a direct core argument, it still controls prefix agreement on the verb, and it still

controls reflexives and the missing argument in serial verb constructions (not illus-

trated here). An example of reflexive control is given in (6.67).

(6.67) a. L6cdd-kwae-o dako pir-e kene.

man 3sg-ask-3sg woman about-3sg self.

'The man asked the woman about himself/*herself.'

b. Dako Iocs o-kwse-o pir-e kene.

woman man 3sg-ask-3sg about-3sg self

'The woman was asked by the man about himself /*herself.'

In both sentences the actor, locd 'man', controls the reflexive, regardless of whether

it is the core-initial privileged syntactic argument or not. The situation in Lango

may be summarized as in (6.68).
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(6.68) Construction or pattern Controller

Prefix agreement Invariable syntactic controller [S, A]

Suffix agreement Semantic controller [U]

Cross-clause coreference with -£ Variable (pragmatic) syntactic controller

Floating quantifiers Variable (pragmatic) syntactic controller

Reflexivization Semantic controller [A]

Missing argument in serial V Semantic controller [A]

If the actor is core-initial, as in (6.64a, c), (6.65a) and (6.67a), then all of the phe-

nomena except suffix agreement have the same controller. If the undergoer is core-

initial, as in (6.64b, d), (6.65b), (6.66) and (6.67b), then there is a split in the control

properties: the controller for prefix agreement, reflexivization and serial verb con-

structions is the actor, while the core-initial undergoer controls coreference and

floating quantifiers. What is important about the Lango construction is that it

involves modulation of the syntactic controller with no modulation of the actor; it

remains a core argument and controls a number of grammatical phenomena.

The opposite of this Lango construction would be one in which there is non-

canonical coding of the actor but there is no occurrence of a non-actor as the privi-

leged syntactic argument. Such a construction can be found in Ute (Uto-Aztecan;

Givon 1981). In the Ute passive construction the actor is unexpressed in the clause,

and no other argument serves as the privileged syntactic argument. The non-actor

argument(s) of the clause take the same marking as in the active clause, and the

unexpressed actor controls the number marking on the verb (Givon 1981: 171;

176).

(6.69) a. Ta'wa-ti 'u-0 sivaatu-ci 'u-way paxa-qa.

man-NOM the-NOM goat-Ace the-ACC kill-ANT

'The man killed the goat.'

b. Sivaatu-ci 'u-way paxa-ta-xa.

goat-A c c the-A c c kill- p A S S - A N T

'Someone killed the goat', or 'The goat was killed.'

c. Sivaatu-ci 'u-way paxa-xa-ta-xa.

goat-A c c the-A c c kill-pl- p A S S - A N T

'The goat was killed (by a plural actor).'

The undergoer remains in the the accusative case, as in (c); it takes over no control

or pivot properties. This type of passive construction is much more common than

the Lango type, and its primary function is to suppress the expression of the actor

argument in the clause. Passive constructions in syntactically ergative languages

also have this function; they do not affect the choice of syntactic pivot or controller,

as the undergoer has those properties in the non-antipassive voices. The Sama pas-

sive in (6.70), from Walton (1986), renders the actor oblique and optional but does

not affect the syntactic status of the undergoer.
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(6.70) a. B'lla d'nda kiyakan kami.

cook woman food our

'The woman cooked our food.'

a'. *B'lla kiyakan kami d'nda.

a". *B'lla kiyakan kami.

b. B-i-'lla uk d'nda kiyakan kami.

PA s s-cook by woman food our

'Our food was cooked by the woman.'

b'. Bi'lla kiyakan kami uk d'nda.

'Our food was cooked by the woman.'

b". Bi'lla kiyakan kami.

'Our food was cooked.'

In the plain voice form in (a), the actor NP d'nda 'the woman' cannot be moved

to the end of the clause, nor can it be omitted. In the passive construction (signaled

by the infix -/-), on the other hand, the oblique actor can occur clause-finally and

can be omitted. The function of this construction is argument modulation only; it

has no effect on syntactic pivots or controllers.

Roberts (1995) proposes that passive morphology serves to signal the sup-

pression of the actor as a core argument and that it is associated with argument

modulation passives only. The data we have looked at support this hypothesis: in

the impersonal passives of intransitive verbs in (6.63) from Icelandic and the Ute

and Sama passives in (6.69) and (6.70) are purely argument modulation voice con-

structions, and they all have passive morphology, whereas the Lango construction

in (6.64) involves P S A modulation only and lacks passive morphology.

We now turn to the discussion of antipassive constructions which instantiate pivot

modulation and argument modulation voices separately. Just as it is possible to

have a pivot modulation passive that does not at the same time affect the actor,

as in Lango, it is also possible to have an antipassive construction that makes the

actor a pivot or controller without affecting the undergoer. One such construction

is found in Ingush (Caucasian; Nichols 1982).

(6.71) a. Suo:-na yz-0 v-ie:z.

lsg-DAT 3sgM-NOM MASC-like.PRES

'I like him.'

b. Suo-0 yz-0 v-ie:z-az j-a.

lsg-NOM 3sgM-NOM MASC-Hke-NFIN FEM-be.3sgPRES

'I (fern.) like him.'

c. Cuo: cun-na bij-0 b-iett.

3sgM- ERG 3sgM- D AT fiSt-NsgN O M N E U T-hit. P R E S

'He hits him.'

d. Yz-0 cun-na bij-0 b-iett-az v-a.

3sgM-NOM 3sgM-D AT fist-NsgNOM NEUT-Mt-NFIN M ASC-be.3sgPRES

'He hits him.'
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Examples (6.71a, c) are simple clauses; (6.71b, d) are antipassive clauses. In the an-

tipassive clauses an otherwise dative or ergative argument appears in the nomina-

tive case, and can be an agreement controller. Agreement, marked by different

initial consonants on the verb, is with nominative arguments only, 'him' in (6.71a),

'him' and also 'I (fern.)' in (6.71b), 'fist' in (6.71c), and 'fist' and 'he' in (6.71d). In dis-

cussing the use of the antipassive as opposed to the plain tense form (where case mark-

ing is the same as in simple sentences), Nichols (1982:455) notes that 'the subject of

the antipassive is more thematic than that of the plain tense, and consequently the

antipassive is favored in chain-final or paragraph-final position or as an indepen-

dent utterance'. There is no modulation of the undergoer in this construction, as it is

still in the nominative case and controls verb agreement.

A given language may have different structures for the two types of antipassive.

Jakaltek has three different antipassive forms, one for pivot modulation, two for

argument modulation. In the pivot modulation antipassive, there is no ergative

agreement marker on the verb and the suffix -n(i) appears affixed to the verb. This

construction is used when an actor argument is questioned, clefted or serves as the

head of a relative clause (see table 6.5). Tzutujil showed a similar pattern in (6.53).

The following examples of Jakaltek relativization are from Craig (1977).

(6.72) a. X-0-(y)-il naj winaj ix ix.

PAST-3ABS-3ERG-seecL man CL woman

'The man saw the woman.'

b. W-ohtaj ix ix x-0-(y)-il naj winaj.

lsgERG-know CL woman PAST-3ABS-3ERG-see CL man

'I know the woman who the man saw.' (*'I know the woman who saw the

man.')

c. W-ohtaj naj winaj x-0-'il-ni ix ix.

lsgERG-knowcL man PAST-3ABS-see-ANTicLwoman

'I know the man who saw the woman.' (*'I know the man who the woman

saw.')

A basic transitive clause is given in (a). In (b) the head noun is interpreted as the

undergoer of the relative clause, and there is no special marking on the verb. In

(c), however, the head noun is interpreted as the actor of the relative clause, and

the verb carries the antipassive suffix and is missing the ergative cross-reference

marker. The status of the undergoer seems to be unchanged from (a); it is still a

direct argument, and Craig argues that it is still cross-referenced on the verb. Hence

there is a change of syntactic pivot, i.e. PSA modulation, with the default pivot

choice, the undergoer, remaining a direct core argument, i.e. without argument

modulation.

In one of the two Jakaltek argument modulation antipassives, the verb takes the

antipassive marker -w-, no ergative marker appears on the verb, and the controller
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of the absolutive agreement is the actor, not the undergoer, which appears as an

oblique (examples from Datz 1980).

(6.73) a. X-0-s-mak ix naj.

PAST-3ABS-3ERG-hit CL/she ciVhe

'She hit him.'

b. X-0-mak-wa ix y-iii naj.

PAST-3ABS-hit-ANTI CL/she 3ERG-OIlCL/he

'She hit (beat) on him.'

This construction is often used for disambiguating the actor from an undergoer by

expressing the undergoer as the object of a preposition, i.e. as an oblique core argu-

ment rather than a direct core argument. It may also be left completely unexpressed.

The other argument modulation antipassive results in the Jakaltek equivalent of an

incorporated noun (see (2.26) from Greenlandic Eskimo and (2.27) from Lakhota

in section 2.3.2).

(6.74) X-0-mak-wi naj ix.

PAST-3ABS-hit-ANTi CL/he CL/she

'She hits men (men-hits).'

The undergoer from the active form occurs immediately after the verb and can-

not be modified in any way; it is normally interpreted as non-referential. This

construction yields forms with the same interpretation as the activity verbs with

non-referential objects discussed in section 3.2.3.3. This is quite common, in fact. In

(3.49) from Kabardian, the plain form of the sentence has an active accomplishment

interpretation, while the antipassive has an activity interpretation. The same is true

in the following pair of Sama sentences; na is an aspectual adverb with no simple

translation into English.

(6.75) a. B'lli na d'nda daing ma onde'.

buy woman fish OBL child

'The woman already bought the fish for the child.'

b. N-b'lli na d'nda daing ma onde'.

ANTi-buy woman fish OBL child

'The woman is now buying fish for the child.'

Daing 'fish' is interpreted as definite and referential in (a), and if (a) were to be used

as a relative clause, for example, daing would be the pragmatic pivot (see (6.50c)).

By contrast, in (b) it is interpreted as non-referential, and if (b) were to be used as a

relative clause, as in (6.50d), d'nda 'woman' would be the pragmatic pivot. Hence

(a) has a telic interpretation, while (b) does not; (b) is the form that is used to signal

an activity interpretation with multiple argument verbs. Note that the only differ-

ence between the two sentences is the voice of the verb.

In these argument modulation antipassives the actor does become the poten-

tial pivot and controller in the clause, due to its being the only remaining direct
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macrorole argument. Why, then, should constructions like (6.73b) and (6.74) not be

analyzed as a PSA modulation construction, like the one in (6.72c)? The answer

lies in the constructions in which the voice form typically occurs. The antipassive in

(6.72c) only occurs in cleft, WH-question and relativization constructions and only

when it affects the choice of syntactic pivot; it cannot occur in a simple clause like

the antipassives in (6.73) and (6.74). On the other hand, these two antipassives can

occur in simple clauses and not as part of any construction with a variable syntactic

pivot; they can occur in such a context, e.g. (6.54c) in Tzutujil is just such an example,

but they need not. Dyirbal presents a similar situation. It has a second construction,

called the 'false reflexive' construction in Dixon (1972), which is formally very sim-

ilar to the -gay antipassive construction. It is illustrated in (6.76b).

(6.76) a. Ba-la-m wucJu-O ba-ngu-1 yâ a-rjgu 4a5ga-Jlu-

DEic-ABS-mfruit-ABS DEIC-ERG-I man-ERG eat-TNS

'The man is eating the fruit.'

b. Ba-yi yar,a-0 d,SLT}gaLy-mah-jiu (ba-gu-m wud,u-gu).

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABSeat-REFL-TNS DEIC-DAT-III frUlt-DAT

'The man is eating (fruit).'

This parallels the -gay antipassive in (6.40) in that the actor is in the absolutive case

and the argument corresponding to the undergoer in the plain form in (a) is in the

dative case. Is this a pivot modulation antipassive like the -gay construction? The

answer is 'no', for the following reason. Heath (1979) looked at a number of Dyirbal

texts and found that the -gay construction is found almost exclusively in linked clauses

in topic chains like (6.56) or purposive constructions like (6.41) and very rarely in

simple, unlinked clauses. The false reflexive, on the other hand, is found primarily

in unlinked, independent clauses and rarely in topic chains. Its function seems to

be primarily related to allowing the undergoer argument to be omitted or to create

activity uses of multiple argument verbs, as in (6.76b). Hence, it is an argument modu-

lation antipassive, while the -gay construction is a PS A modulation antipassive.

In conclusion, we have shown that the prototypical voice construction, be it a

passive or an antipassive, is actually an amalgam of two distinct, more basic voice

constructions, which we have labelled 'PS A modulation voice' and 'argument mod-

ulation voice' constructions. Each of them may be given a general characterization

as in (6.77).

(6.77) General characterization of basic voice constructions

a. PSA modulation voice: permits an argument other than the default argu-

ment in terms of (6.52) to function as the privileged syntactic argument.

b. Argument modulation voice: gives non-canonical realization to a macro-

role argument.

We have seen examples of languages in which each of the basic voice types occurs

on its own.
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6.5 Some typological issues

In our discussion of grammatical relations in this chapter, we have argued that

syntactic relations exist only when there is a restricted neutralization of semantic

roles for syntactic purposes.15 We have seen examples of three patterns of restricted

neutralizations: [S, A], [S, A, d-S] and [S, U, d-S] (see tables 6.2 and 6.3). There is,

however, a fourth possible pattern of neutralization, namely [S, U]. These patterns

raise a number of important questions. First, why do only three of the four seem

to occur? Are there any instances of [S, U]? Second, which are the most frequent

patterns and why? Third, are there any asymmetries in the distribution of the three

types? That is, do they all cooccur equally in grammatical systems?

While we have not encountered any [S, U] neutralizations in our discussion, they

do exist, although true neutralizations of this kind are rare, and they are often

difficult to distinguish from undergoer-only restrictions. An example of this neutral-

ization can be found in the distribution of the partitive ('zerik') case in Basque

(Levin 1989). The basic data are given in (6.78).

(6.78) a. Ez d-u-0 gizon-ak ikusi ikaslea-0.

N E G 3sgA B S-A u x-3sgE R G man- ERG see student-A B S

'The man didn't see a/the student.'

b. Ez d-u-0 gizon-ak ikusi ikasle-rik.

N E G 3sgA B S-A u x-3sgE R G man- ERG see student- ZERIK

'The man didn't see any students/a (single) student.'

c. *Ez d-u-0 gizon-ik ikusi liburua-0.

NEG 3sgABs-Aux-3sgERGman-zERiK see book-ABS

'Not a man saw the book.'

d. Ez d-a gizona-0 etorri.

NEG 3sgABS-Aux man-ABS come

'A/the man didn't come.'

e. Ez d-a gizon-ik etorri.

NEG 3sgABS-Aux man-zERiK come

'No men came.'

In negative sentences, the undergoer of a transitive, as in (b), and the single argu-

ment of an intransitive verb, as in (e), can take the partitive case; the actor of a

transitive verb cannot, as (c) shows. We have illustrated only an actor-taking intrans-

itive verb, etorri 'come', here, but intransitive undergoers also take the partitive

case when negated (Levin 1989). This, then, appears to be an example of an [S, U]

restricted neutralization. One of the reasons this is a rare pattern is that similar

phenomena are usually restricted to undergoers only, rather than [S, U]. Levin

compares the 'zerik' case distribution in Basque to the distribution of the genitive

of negation in Russian, but the genitive of negation in Russian does not occur on

all S arguments, only those which are undergoers, translating the GB analysis of

Pesetsky (1982) into our terms. Hence the genitive of negation in Russian appears
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to be analogous to 'possessor raising' in Acehnese, in that it is restricted to under-

goers rather than being constrained by a syntactic pivot or controller. Another

example of this kind of pivot can be seen in Belhare, a Tibeto-Burman language

of Nepal (Bickel 1996). In an internally headed relative clause, the head can be

interpreted as the undergoer of a transitive verb, the non-macrorole direct core

argument of a ditransitive verb, and the single argument of an intransitive verb; it

cannot, however, be interpreted as the actor of a transitive verb. This is illustrated

in (6.79), from Bickel (forthcoming).

(6.79) a. [Ma?i khiu-?-na] misen niu-t-u-ga i?

human quarrel-NPST-DET acquaintance know-NPST-3sgU-2sgA Q

'Do you know the person who is quarreling?'

b. [Kochu chomm-hai?-na-ha] yurjrja, i-ne-e.

dog Crazy-TEL-INTR.PERF-NMZis DEIC-DEM-LOC

'There is a dog there who became crazy.'

c. [nkaasen pepar in-u-nn-ha] mann-har-e.

lsg yesterday cigarettes buy-3sgU-lsgA-NMZ finish-TEL-pAST

'The cigarettes that I bought yesterday are used up.'

d. [Asenle paisa mai-khut-piu-sa-ha] n-chitt-he.

before money 1 sgU-steal-BEN-TRANS.PERF-NMZ3nsgA-find-PAST

'They found the money that he stole from me.'

e. [Tombhira-na wa sei?-s-u-ha] chitt-he-m.

wild.cat-ERG chicken kill-TRANS.PERF-3sgU-NMzfind-PAST-lplA

'We found the chicken that the cat had killed.'

*'We found the cat that had killed the chicken.'

The first two examples involve intransitive verbs, the head being an actor in (a)

and an undergoer in (b). In (c) the head is the undergoer of a transitive verb, while

in (d) it is the non-macrorole direct core argument of a three-core-argument verb

(Belhare is a primary-object language). The last example illustrates the restriction

against interpreting the head as the actor of a transitive verb; wa 'chicken', the

undergoer, must be interpreted as the head, not tombhira 'wild cat', the actor. Thus,

the pivot for this construction can be characterized either as [S, U, DC A], 'DC A

being 'direct core argument' as in (d), or as [~A], i.e. direct core arguments except

the actor of transitive verbs. This pattern of neutralization in internally headed rel-

ative clauses is not unique to Belhare; Tibetan also has internally headed relative

clauses with an [S, U] pivot (Mazaudon 1978), and Korean internally headed rela-

tive clauses seem to have the related [S, U] pattern (Yang 1993). Given that restric-

tive neutralizations excluding the actor of transitive verbs exist, what could the

motivation for them be? We return to this question below.

The two questions about the distribution of the types of neutralizations are dis-

tinct but closely related to each other. The most common restricted neutralization
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pattern cross-linguistically appears to be the [S, A] pattern. Virtually all languages

have at least one construction which works with this pattern (Acehnese and

Mandarin being obvious exceptions), and there are many languages in which this is

the only pattern found, e.g. Enga, Kewa, Fore and many other Papuan languages,

Choctaw, Cree, Zapotec, Sanuma and many other languages of North and South

America, Mparntwe Arrernte, Warlpiri and many Australian languages. The next

most common pattern is the [S, A, d-S] pattern of familiar accusative languages like

English, Russian, German and Spanish, as well as Malagasy, Lango, Quechua and

Tepehua. No language has only variable syntactic pivots and controllers; some phe-

nomena, e.g. addressee of imperatives, have normally either invariable [S, A] con-

trollers or semantic (actor) controllers. The controllers of 'want' constructions and

related constructions are always semantic controllers, and the controllers in coordi-

nate constructions like those in (6.42), (6.56) and (6.57) are always variable syntac-

tic controllers; we will show in chapter 9 how this follows from the theory of

complex sentences. The least common of the three most frequent patterns is the

ergative syntactic pattern, [S, U, d-S]. It is found in a relatively small number of

languages and is never the exclusive pivot or controller type.

The disparity in frequency among these three types needs an explanation, but

what is also striking is the cooccurrence relations among them. It is not uncommon

for a language to have [S, A] as the only pattern of neutralization defining syntactic

pivots and controllers, whereas no languages appear to have [S, A, d-S] or [S, U, d-

S] as the only pattern of neutralization. There is one more question: not only are [S,

U] neutralizations rare, but there are no languages which have them exclusively, in

stark contrast to the frequent monopoly of [S, A]. Why should these distributional

patterns hold? Part of the answer lies in the importance of agency and animacy in

language. Dixon (1979,1994) argues that the only universally valid notion of subject

is [S, A], and this stems from the fact that certain universal grammatical phenom-

ena, e.g. forming imperatives, causative constructions and control of reflexivization,

involve AGENT-like arguments primarily rather than PATiENT-like arguments. It

has also long been noted by many observers that language users typically pay more

attention to animate referents than to inanimate referents and talk about them

more. This is reflected, for example, in the inherent lexical content hierarchy pro-

posed in Silverstein (1976,1981) (see (7.54)), which has the speech act participants

and other humans at the top and inanimate and abstract entities at the bottom. These

two sets of observations are not independent of each other, as AGENT-like argu-

ments are normally animate or human, while PATIENT-like arguments may, but

need not, be animate or human. We may represent this in (6.80).

(6.80) Privileged syntactic argument selection hierarchy

arg. of D O > 1st arg. of do' > 1st arg. of precT (x, y) > 2nd arg. of precT (x, y) > arg. of pred' (x)

OBLIGATORILY ANIMATE > VERY LIKELY ANIMATE > NEED NOT BE ANIMATE
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'Arg. of D O' is always animate, and the '1st arg. of do", especially if it is an instiga-

tor, is almost always animate; it is non-instigator EFFECTORS which are inanimate

(see section 3.2.3.2). Many of the classes of state pred' (x, y) verbs require the first

argument to be animate, but none requires the second argument to be animate.

Finally, there is no requirement on the single arguments of pred' (x) verbs that they

be animate.

What are the implications of this for the four neutralization patterns? The gram-

matical system which reflects the hierarchy the most purely is Acehnese, since most

constructions in the language have an actor semantic pivot or controller (Durie

1985,1987). Among the four neutralization types, the [S, A] pattern has invariable

syntactic pivots in which the more AGENT-like and almost certainly animate argu-

ment of a transitive verb is always selected as the privileged syntactic argument; the

only deviation from the strong tendency toward animate, AGENT-like pivots and

controllers would be the intransitive verbs which take undergoers as their single

argument. Constructions with [S, A, d-S] pivots and controllers deviate more from

the Acehnese 'ideal', since they permit the less AGENT-like and more likely inani-

mate argument of a transitive verb to function as the privileged syntactic argument,

albeit as a derivative, marked option. Given this tendency, it is not surprising that

there are comparatively few constructions that treat the less AGENT-like and more

likely inanimate argument of a transitive verb as the default choice for pivot or con-

troller and the more AGENT-like and almost certainly animate argument of a transi-

tive verb as a derivative, marked option, i.e. have [S, U, d-S]. Finally, there are no

languages which are the mirror image of Enga or Warlpiri which have [S, U] as the

dominant or exclusive pattern of neutralization, for to do so would entail excluding

the more AGENT-like and almost certainly animate argument of a transitive verb

from ever being the privileged syntactic argument. This would preclude the usual

patterns of imperative formation or control of reflexivization, for example. It is

not surprising, then, that this type of language does not exist.

The importance of animate and AGENT-like arguments is a significant factor

favoring [S, A] neutralizations. The wide occurrence of [S, A, d-S] and [S, U, d-S]

neutralizations, however, suggests that there must be another factor at work which

can override the animacy and agentiveness factors; the most obvious candidate for

this second factor is discourse pragmatics. In our discussion of reference-tracking

systems, we saw how these variable syntactic pivots may function in switch-function

systems in connection with voice constructions to allow the primary topical partici-

pant in the discourse to appear as the privileged syntactic argument in a sequence of

linked clauses. PSA modulation antipassive constructions allow actors of transit-

ive verbs to function as the privileged syntactic argument in syntactically ergative

constructions, and this is why [S, U, d-S] neutralizations are so much more com-

mon than [S, U] neutralizations. Moreover, this neutralization is most commonly
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found in so-called 'extraction' constructions, i.e. topicalization, relativization and

WH-question formation, all of which have pragmatic conditions on their occur-

rence (see section 9.5). All of the languages we have discussed which have syntacti-

cally ergative constructions have this pattern for their extraction constructions.

Because the primary topical participant in a text is normally animate and animates

often function as under goers, it is entirely possible for the primary topical par-

ticipant to function as an undergoer. When this happens in syntactically accusative

constructions, as we have seen, passive constructions allow the primary topical par-

ticipant-undergoer to occur as the privileged syntactic argument. In this instance,

discourse topicality and animacy outweigh agentiveness, and [S, A, d-S] neutral-

izations can be seen as reflections of the importance of the first two factors. Du

Bois (1987) argues that information-flow factors, in particular, the introduction of

new referents into the discourse, motivate the basic ergative pattern, because, he

claims, (1) new referents are introduced primarily either as undergoers of trans-

itives or the single argument of intransitives, and (2) actors of transitive verbs, on

the other hand, tend strongly to be topical. Thus in terms of markedness as a focal

NP, S and U group together in contrast to A, yielding the classic ergative pattern.

While this claim is not uncontroversial (see e.g. Durie 1988b), we saw examples in

chapter 5 from a number of languages in which the unmarked focus position corre-

sponds to the normal position of undergoers in a transitive clause and the usual

position of the actor of transitive verbs is a normally topical position. Moreover,

the single argument of an intransitive verb can occur in either position.

We now have four interacting factors involved in these neutralization patterns:

topic, focus, animacy and agentivity. Topic, animacy and agentivity converge in [S,

A] and [S, A, d-S] patterns, and, not surprisingly, these are the most common cross-

linguistically. Focus, animacy and agentivity coalesce in the [S, U, d-S] pattern; in

particular, the 'd-S' component is a reflection of the importance of agentivity. Of

these four factors only focus would seem to motivate the [S, U] pattern; there is,

however, a semantic parameter potentially relevant here, namely affectedness. It is

not surprising, then, that it is the least common pattern. The fact that [S, A, d-S] is

much more common than [S, U, d-S] might seem to be somewhat puzzling; since

both systems allow either macrorole argument of a transitive verb to function as the

privileged syntactic argument, one might expect them to be equally common. The

asymmetry between them stems from the fact that keeping track of referents in dis-

course is a more complex and demanding task than introducing new referents, and

accordingly languages have typically devoted more grammatical machinery to the

former task than to the latter. As we saw in section 6.4.1, there is a number of refer-

ence-tracking systems, and languages often employ more than one of them. In con-

trast, all a language needs for introducing new referents is a way of indicating focus,

which they all have; some, but not all, have a special presentational construction for
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this purpose as well. Thus, it would appear that topic outranks focus as a factor, and

this leads to the predominance of [S, A, d-S] over [S, U, d-S] patterns.

In closing, let us look again at the [S, U] neutralizations and the similar

undergoer-only restrictions. We have seen three sets of phenomena here: possessor

raising in Acehnese (undergoer-only), special case assignment under negation in

Basque ([S, U]) and in Russian (undergoer-only), and internally headed relative

clauses in Belhare, Tibetan and Korean ([S, U]). There seem to be two different

factors at work in them, the semantic notion of affectedness and focus. The usual

explanation for the restriction of possessor raising to possessors of undergoers is

that in many cases the possessor is also affected by whatever affects the possessed

undergoer. To take the Acehnese examples in (6.22c, d), if my house burns down, I

am also affected, albeit in a different way from the house. On the other hand, if my

child sings, for example, I am not singing or doing anything at all. Thus, an entity's

undergoing a change of state or condition can also affect the possessor of the entity,

especially if the relationship is one of kinship or inalienable possession. However, a

participant's doing something does not imply anything about the possessor of the

participant, hence the restriction to possessed undergoers. The explanation for the

pattern of case assignment in Basque and Russian seems to be related to the distrib-

ution of focus and Du Bois' hypothesis about the information-flow motivation for

ergativity. Recall from section 5.5 that the scope of negation in a sentence is nor-

mally the actual focus domain. The 'zerik' case in Basque and the genitive of nega-

tion in Russian are restricted to elements in the scope of negation, and therefore

Du Bois' hypothesis that [S, U] are natural foci and [A] is not predicts their basic

distribution; why the pattern is [S, U] in Basque and undergoer-only regardless of

transitivity in Russian remains to be accounted for, but we have the basis for an

independently motivated explanation of these case patterns. Finally, Yang (1993,

1994) argues that the internal head in a Korean internally headed relative clause is

in fact focal and that this construction can be used to introduce new referents in a

discourse; Bickel (1996) does not discuss the pragmatic properties of the Belhare

construction. This again relates the ergative pattern to focus and information flow.

Belhare, unlike Korean, does not have 'd-S' as part of the pattern; is this a potential

deficit in expressiveness, not being able to have the internal head function as the

actor of a transitive verb? The answer is 'no', because there is a second, externally

headed relative clause construction in Belhare which is not subject to this restric-

tion. Korean, too, has externally headed relatives as well which are not subject to

the same restrictions. Therefore if a Belhare-speaker wishes to relativize on the

actor of a transitive verb, it is always possible to do so, albeit with a different relative

clause construction. We may predict, then, that if a language has constructions with

an [S, U] pattern of neutralization, it will have an alternative, functionally over-

lapping construction which will include actor arguments of transitive verbs in its

pattern of neutralization.
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Further reading

For different theories of grammatical relations, see Bresnan (1982a), Bresnan and

Kanerva (1989), Czepluch (1981), Dik (1989), Dziwirek, Farrell and Mejias Bikandi

(1990), Marantz (1984), Palmer (1994), Perlmutter (1980, 1982), Williams (1984).

For additional arguments against grammatical relations as universal, see Bhat (1991).

For discussion of syntactic pivots, see Dixon (1979,1994) and Palmer (1994). For

more complete typologies of reference-tracking devices, see Van Valin (1987b),

Kibrik (1991) and Comrie (1989a, 1994). See Keenan (1985a), Shibatani (1988),

Siewierska (1984) and Klaiman (1991) for typologies of passives, and Cooreman

(1994) for a typology of antipassives; Foley and Van Valin (1984,1985) also present

a typological survey of voice types. For discussions of ergativity, see Dixon (1979,

1987, 1994), Comrie (1978), Van Valin (1981, 1992b), Manning (1994), Kazenin

(1994). See Schachter (1976,1977) on Philippine languages. For a discussion of the

interaction of animacy and agentivity, see Van Valin and Wilkins (1996).

Exercises

1 What is the syntactic pivot of the following English construction? Compare it to

the syntactic pivot of other major constructions in English (Hint: the sentence-

initial subject NP is not the pivot of the relevant construction.) [section 6.2.2]

(1) a. Pat brought the book to read.

b. *Pat brought the book to read it.

c. Pat brought the book for her sister to read.

d. *Pat brought the book for her sister to read it.

(2) a. John built a chest to put his clothes in.

b. *John built a chest to put his clothes in it.

c. John built a chest for his wife to put her clothes in.

d. * John built a chest for his wife to put her clothes in it.

(3) a. Sandy gave the book to Pat to read.

b. Sandy gave Pat the book to read.

c. *Sandy gave the book to Pat to read it.

d. *Sandy gave Pat the book to read it.

e. Sandy gave the book to Pat for her sister to read.

f. Sandy gave Pat the book for her sister to read.

g. *Sandy gave the book to Pat for her sister to read it.

h. *Sandy gave Pat the book for her to read it.

(4) a. Leslie brought a knife to carve the turkey with.

b. *Leslie brought a knife to carve the turkey with it.

c. Leslie brought a knife for Bruce to carve the turkey with.

d. * Leslie brought a knife for Bruce to carve the turkey with it.
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(5) a. The book was bought by Sandy for Pat to read.

b. T h e book was bought by Sandy for Pat to read it.

c. ??The book was bought by Sandy to read.

d. T h e book was bought to read.

e. The book was bought for Pat to read.

(6) a. Chris brought the watch to be repaired by the jeweler.

b. *Chris brought the watch for it to be repaired by the jeweler.

c. The watch was brought to be repaired.

d. T h e watch was brought for it to be repaired.

(7) a. The teacher sent the pupils away to study.

b. T h e teacher sent the pupils away for them to study.

c. The pupils were sent away to study.

d. T h e pupils were sent away for them to study.

(8) a. The terminally ill patients went to the hospice to die.

b. T h e terminally ill patients went to the hospice for them to die.

c. The terminally ill patients were sent to the hospice to die.

d. T h e terminally ill patients were sent to the hospice for them to die.

(9) a. The company supplied the team with uniforms to wear.

b. T h e company supplied the team with uniforms to wear them.

c. The company supplied the team with uniforms for the players to wear.

d. T h e company supplied the team with uniforms for the players to wear

them.

2 Based on the data below and the data in (2)-(3) in exercise 3 in chapter 5, deter-

mine whether Toba Batak has grammatical relations or not. Follow the same proce-

dures as used in section 6.2.1 in the discussion of English, Enga and Acehnese. If it

does, characterize the restricted neutralization of each of the constructions illus-

trated in the data, and ascertain whether each pivot or controller is variable or

invariable; if there is a variable syntactic pivot, is there any evidence as to whether it

is a pragmatic pivot? What general patterns, if any, emerge regarding grammatical

relations in this language? The data are from Schachter (1984b) and Shugamoto

(1984). [section 6.4.3]

(1) Mangantuk si Ria si Torus. 'Torus hit Ria.'

(2) Manjaha buku guru i. 'The teacher read a book.'

(3) Mate si Torus. 'Torus died.'

(4) Diantuk si Torus si Ria. 'Torus hit Ria.'

(5) Laho guru i. 'The teacher went/left,'

(6) la si Torus mangantuk si Ria. '[It was] Torus [who] hit Ria.'

*'[It was] Torus [who] Ria hit.'

(7) *Ia buku manjaha guru i. '[It was] a book [that] the teacher

read.'
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(8) Dijaha guru buku i.

(9) la si Torus diantuk si Ria.

(10) Mangantuk si Torus si Ria.

(11) la guru i manj aha buku.

(12) la si Ria mate.

(13) la buku i dijaha guru.

(14) la guru i laho.

(15) guru [na manjaha buku] i

(16) *buku [na manjaha guru i]

(17) buku [na dijaha guru] i

(18) *guru [na dijaha buku i]

(19) guru [na mangida pangula] i

(20) guru [na diida pangula] i

(21) Mangida dirina si Torus.

(22) *Diida dirina si Torus.

(23) Diida si Torus dirina.

(24) *Mangida si Torus dirina.

(25) Mangantuk si Torus jala manipak

guru si Ria.

(26) Diantuk si Torus j ala disipak guru si

Ria.

(27) Laho jala diantuk si Torus guru i.

(28) Mangantuk si Torus jala mate si Ria.

(29) Diantuk si Ria jala manipak guru si

Torus.

(30) Diantuk si Torus jala mate si Ria.

(31) Mangantuk guru jala disipak si Ria

si Torus.

(32) Laho jala manipak guru si Ria.

Exercises

'A teacher read the book.'

'[It was] Torus [who] Ria hit.'

*'[It was] Torus [who] hit Ria.'

'Ria hit Torus.'

'[It was] the teacher [who] read a

book.'

'[It was] Ria [who] died.'

'[It was] the book [that] a teacher

read.'

'[It was] the teacher [who] left.'

'the teacher who read a book'

'a book which the teacher read'

'the book which a teacher read'

'a teacher who read the book'

'the teacher who sees a farmer'/

*'the teacher who a farmer sees'

'the teacher who a farmer sees'/

*'the teacher who sees a farmer'

'Torus sees himself.'

*'Himself sees Torus.'

'Torus sees himself.'

*'Himself sees Torus.'

'Ria hit Torus and kicked a teacher.'

'Ria was hit by Torus and was

kicked by a teacher.'

'The teacher went and was hit by

Torus.'

'Ria hit Torus and [Ria] died.'

'Torus was hit by Ria and kicked a

teacher.'

'Ria was hit by Torus and [Ria]

died.'

'Torus hit a teacher and was kicked

by Ria.'

'Ria went and kicked a teacher.'

3 Based on the data below, determine whether Lakhota has grammatical relations

or not. Follow the same procedures used in section 6.2.1 in the discussion of

English, Enga and Acehnese. If it does, characterize the restricted neutralization of

each of the constructions illustrated in the data, and ascertain whether each pivot or

controller is variable or invariable; if there is a variable syntactic pivot, is there any

evidence as to whether it is a pragmatic pivot? What general patterns, if any, emerge

regarding grammatical relations in this language? [section 6.4.3]
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(1) Wahi7yahi/hi7hipi//ble/le/ye/yapi

(2) Nawax?u/namax?u/nayax?u/

namayax?u/nanix?u/nax?ij/

nawic'hax?u/nawic'hayax?u/

nawi£hax?upi

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

Mi§tjme/ni§tj[me/i§tjme/istjmapi

Makhuze/nikhuze/khuze/khuzapi//

mat'e/nit'e/t'e/t'api

HokSila ki ix?e wa way^ke.

Ix?e ki le/wa hokSila ki way^ke.

HokSila ki wjya ki way^ke.

W£ya ki hok§ila ki way$ke.

Hoksila ki taku/tuwa way^ka he?

Tuwa wjya ki way§ka he?

Hoksfla wa w;ya wa way§ke ki

le slolwaye.

Matho wa hi Shake wa§icu ki hena

ktepi.

Wa§icu ki hena, matho wa hi Shake

ktepi.

Wa§icu ki hena hipi Shake matho ki

wicliakte.

Wasicu ki hena hipi na matho ki

ktepi.

Matho ki, waSiSu ki hena hipi na

ktepi.

Matho ki wa§iSu ki hena

wawicliayaka chake ktepi.

Matho ki wa§i£u ki hena

wawichayakj na wiChakte.

Matho ki igmu ki apha Sha iyaye.

Matho ki igmu ki aphj na iyaye.

Matho ki igmu ki apha 5ha t'e.

Matho ki igmu ki apha cha yaxtake.

Matho ki hi na t'e.

'I arrive'/'you arrive'/'(s)he arrives'/

'they arrive'//'I go'/'you go'/'(s)he

goes'/'they go'

'I heard him/her/itV'(s)he heard me'

/'you heard him/her/it'/'you heard

me'/'(s)he heard you'/'(s)he heard

him/her/it'/'(s)he heard them'/'you

heard them'/'they heard them'

'I sleep'/'you sleep'/'(s)he sleeps'/

'they sleep'

'I am sick'/'you are sick'/'(s)he is

sick'/'they are sick'//'I die'/'you

die'/'(s)he dies'/'they die'

'The boy saw a rock.'

'The boy saw this/a rock.'

'The boy saw the woman.'

'The woman saw the boy. 7*'The

boy saw the woman.'

'What/who did the boy see?'

'Who saw the woman? 7*'Who did

the woman see?'

'I know the boy who saw a woman.'/

'I know the woman who a boy saw.'

'A bear came, and those whitemen

killed it.'

'Those whitemen, a bear came and

they killed i t '

'Those whitemen arrived, and the

bear killed them.'

'Those whitemen arrived, and killed

the bear.'

'The bear, those whitemen arrived

and killed it.'

'The bear saw those whitemen, and

they killed it.'

'The bear saw those whitemen and

killed them.'

'The bear hit the catj, and so itj ran

away.'

'The bearj hit the cat, and itt ran

away.'

'The bear hit the cati? and so itt died.'

'The bea^ hit the catj9 and so itj bit hy

'The bear came and died.'
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(24) Matho ki hi na iyaye.

(25) Wasicu ki matho ki way£kj na t'e.

(26) Wasidu ki matho ki way^kj na iyaye.

(27) Matho kikhu^ina t'e.

(28) Matho ki khu^i na iyaye.

(29) Wowapi ki manu/*mawanu ibluthe.

(30) Ist;me/*mistjme ibluthe.

(31) Iyaye/*iyawaye ibluthe.

(32) *Nayax?u ibluthe.

(33) Istjme/istjmapi wawichablake.

(34) Hi(pi) wawichablake.

(35) Hi(pi) nawichayax?u.

(36) Matho ki kte(pi) wawichablake.

(37) Matho ki wichakte wablake.

(38) * A(wicha) waphe nawichayax?u.

(39) Amaphaye!

(40) Istjmaye!

(41) Iyayaye!

'The bear came and ran away.'

'The whiteman saw the bear and

died.'

'The whiteman saw the bear and ran

away.'

'The bear was sick and died.'

'The bear was sick and ran away.'

'I tried to steal the book.'

'I tried to sleep.'

'I tried to run away.'

*'I tried for you to hear [me].'

(intended meaning: 'I tried to be

heard by you')

'I saw them sleeping.'

'I saw them arrive.'

'You heard them arrive.'

'I saw them kill the bear. V*'I saw the

bear kill them.'

'I saw the bear kill them.'

*'You heard them-I hit [them].'

(intended meaning: 'you heard

them being hit by me')

'Hit me!'

'Sleep!'

'Go away!'

4 Discuss the results of the last two exercises in terms of the issues raised in this

chapter regarding the diversity of grammatical relations systems cross-linguistically.

Bring the data from Sama, Tzutujil and Jakaltek into the discussion. In particular,

evaluate each of the proposals in section 6.1 as well as the theory of grammatical re-

lations proposed in section 6.3 with respect to these phenomena. Do they support

strong claims about the universality of grammatical relations? How do they bear on

the issue of whether grammatical relations are primitives or are derived? [section

6.4.3]

5 It was mentioned in n. 7 that Barai, a language of Papua New Guinea (Olson

1978, 1981), neutralizes the actor-undergoer opposition with transitive verbs yet

does not have a formal voice construction. Based on the Barai data below, ex-

plain how syntactic pivots work in Barai. Also, describe the Barai switch-reference

system and specify the type of syntactic pivot that it is sensitive to. The switch-

reference markers will be glossed 'S/R', and you will need to determine which suffix

marks 'same' and which signals 'different', [section 6.4.3]
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Grammatical relations

(1)

(2)

(3)

a.

b.

b'.

b".

c.

d.

a.

b.

c.

d.

a.

b.

c.

c'.

d.

d'.

e.

e'.

f.

f.

Fu difuri.
3sg run

E ije (fu) difuri.

person DEF 3sgrun

E be difuri.

[+SPEC]

E-be difuri.

[-SPEC]

Fu-ka difuri.

3sg-iNTsrun

E ije fu-ka difuri.

Fu visi.

3sg sick

E ije (fu) visi.

Fu-ka visi.

E ije fu-ka visi.

Fu na kan-ie.

3sg lsg hit-lsg

E ije (fu) na kan-ie.

Fu-ka na kan-ie.

*Fu na-ka kan-ie.

E ije fu-ka na kan-ie.

*E ije na-ka kan-ie.

Ame ije (fu) e ije kan-a.

* Ame ije e ije fu kan-a.

Ame ije fu-ka e ije kan-a.

*Ame ije e ije fu-ka kan-a.

'He is running.'

'The man is running.'

'A (certain) man is running.

'Someone is running.'

'He is really running.'

'The man is really running.'

'He is sick.'

'The man is sick.'

'He is really sick.'

'The man is really sick.'

'He hit me.'

'The man hit me.'

'He really hit me.'

'The man really hit me.'

'The child hit the man.'

'The child really hit the man

(4) a. Adame ije e n-one (bu)

disease lsg-GEN 3pl

visinam-ia.

sicken-3pl

a'. * Adame ije (fu) e n-one visinam-ia.

b. Adame ije e n-one bu-ka visinam-ia.

b'. * Adame ije fu-ka e n-one visinam-ia.

c. Ije na visinam-ie.

d. Ije na-ka visinam-ie.

d'. *Ije-ka na visinam-ie.

(5) a. E ije fu-ka fanu ijekan-ia.

animal hit-3pl

b. Fanu ije bu-ka e-be kan-ia.

b'. *E-be fu-ka fanu ije kan-ia.

'The disease sickened my people.1

'The disease really sickened my

people.'

'It sickened me.'

'It really sickened me.'

'The man really hit the animals.'

'Someone really hit the animals.'
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c. *E-be fanu-be kan-ia.

c'. *Fanu-be e-be kan-ia.

d. Fanu be fu-ka e-be kan-a.

d'. *E-be fu-ka fanu be kan-a.

(6) a. Bara ije ame ije fu-ka mad-a.

girl please-3sg

b. E-be bara ije bu-ka mad-a.

b'. *Bara ije e-be fu-ka mad-a.

c. E-be ame ije fu-ka mad-a.

(7)

(10)

'Someone hit some animals.'

'Someone hit some animals.'

'Someone really hit a certain

animal.'

'The girls really pleased the child.'

'The girls really pleased someone.'

'Someone really pleased the child.'

a.

b.

c.

c'.

Ine are kan-a.
tree house

Are be ine kan-a.

Are ije ine kan-a.

*Ine are be/ije kan-a.

'A/the tree hit a/the house.'

'A/the tree hit a certain house

'A/the tree hit the house.'

(8) a. Fu-ka e ij-iebe sa-e.

NEW build-PAST

a'. *Ije-ka e ij-iebe sa-e.

a". *E ij-iebe fu-ka ije sa-e.

b. Ame ij-iebe bara ije bu-ka mad-a.

b'. *Bara ije ame ij-iebe fu-ka mad-a.

(9) a. Miane ije fu-ka ame ije sak-a.

firestick bite-3sg

b.

b'.

c.

d.

d'.

a.

a'.

b.

b'.

Ame ije fu-ka miane sak-a.
* Miane ame ije sak-a.

Ine ije fu-ka na bij-ie.

stick poke-lsg

Na-ka ine bij-ie.

*Ine na bij-ie.

Fujuae me-na fae kira.

garden make-s/R fence tie

Fu juae me-mo fu fae kira.

-S/R

Ame ije fu-ka na kan-ie-na ko.

run. away

Na-ka e-be kan-ie-mo fu ko.

b". Na-ka ame ij-iebe kan-ie-mo fu ko.

'THE MAN really built it.'

'THE MAN really built it.'

'The girls really please THE

CHILD.'

'The firestick really bit the

child.'

'A firestick really bit the child.'

'A firestick bit the child.'

'The stick really poked me.'

'A stick really poked me.'

'A stick poked me.'

'Hej made a garden and then 0^

tied a fence.'

'He; made a garden and then he*^

tied a fence.'

'The child; really hit me and then

0i ran away.'

'Someone; really hit me and then

he; ran away.'

'THE CHILDJ really hit me and

then he; ran away.'
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Grammatical relations

c. Miane ije fu sak-i-mo fu barone.

bite-3sg-s/R die

c'. Fu miane sak-i-na barone.

d. Na i me-na ine bij-ie.

work do-s/R

e. Adame ije ame ije visinam-a-na

barone.

f. Bara ije ame ije mad-a-mo fu ko.

f. Ame ij-iebe bara ije mad-a-na ko.

'The firestick bit hin^ and then hej

died.'

'A firestick bit hin^ and then het

died.'

'I was working and a stick poked

me.'

'The disease sickened the

child; and it; died.'

'The girl; pleased the child and

she; ran away.'

'The girlj pleased THE CHILD and

shej ran away.'
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7
Linking syntax and semantics in
simple sentences

7.0 Introduction

In this chapter we address the details of the linking between syntax and semantics

in simple sentences, that is, between the semantic representations introduced in

chapters 3 and 4 and the syntactic representations introduced in chapter 2. This will

involve syntactic pivots and controllers, as discussed in chapter 6. This will also

involve focus structure, as we saw at the end of chapter 5. The system for linking

syntax and semantics developed in chapters 3-6 is summarized in figure 7.1. The

selection of privileged syntactic arguments, i.e. syntactic pivots and controllers, is

based on the actor part of the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy, as given in (7.1).

(7.1) Privileged syntactic argument selection hierarchy

arg. of DO > 1st arg. of do' > 1st arg. of pred' (x, y) > 2nd arg. of pred' (x, y) >

arg. of pred' (x)

In syntactically accusative constructions, the highest-ranking argument is the

default choice to be the privileged syntactic argument (pivot or controller), whereas

in syntactically ergative constructions, the lowest-ranking argument is the default

choice. As we will see later in the chapter, languages vary as to whether the privi-

leged syntactic argument must be a macrorole or not. PSA modulation voice con-

structions permit an alternative choice for pivot or controller. The basics of the

linking for a simple sentence in English are illustrated in figure 7.2, repeated from

chapter 5; the operator projection is omitted. The double-headed arrows in figures

7.1 and 7.2 indicate that the linking is bidirectional, that is, that linking goes from

semantics to syntax and from syntax to semantics.

It is crucial to keep in mind that the relationship between the semantic repre-

sentation and the syntactic representation is not derivational; that is, the syntactic

representation is not derived from the semantic representation, and the semantic

representation is not derived from the syntactic representation. Rather, the two

independent representations are linked to each other, in the sense that argument

variables in the semantic representation are associated with referring expressions in

the syntactic representation, and vice versa. Accordingly, the relationship between

the two representations is not the same as or analogous to the relationship between
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Linking in simple sentences

SYNTACTIC FUNCTIONS: PSA Direct core arguments Oblique core arguments -,

4
Privileged syntactic argument [PSA] selection:

Highest-ranking MR = default (e.g. English)

Lowest-ranking M R = default (e.g. Dyirbal)

SEMANTIC MACROROLES: Actor Undergoer

ACTOR UNDERGOER

Arg. of 1st arg. of 1st arg. of 2nd arg. of Arg. of state

DO do' (x , . . . precT (x, y) pred' (x, y) pred' (x)

['—>•' = increasing markedness of realization of argument as macrorole]

Transitivity = No. of Macroroles [M Roc]

Transitive = 2

Intransitive = 1

Atransitive = 0

Argument Positions in LOGICAL STRUCTURE

t
Verb Class 1 Logical Structure

S TAT E predicate' (x) or (x, y)

ACTIVITY do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)])

ACHIEVEMENT INGR predicate' (x) or (x, y)

ACCOMPLISHMENT BECOME predicate' (x) or (x, y)

ACTIVE ACCOMPLISHMENT

do' (x, [predicate/ (x, (y))]) & BECOME predicate/ (z, x) or (y)

CAUSATIVE a CAUSE (3, where a, p are LSs of any type

Figure 7.1 System linking semantic and syntactic representations

deep structure and surface structure in classical theories of transformational gram-

mar or among D-structure, S-structure and logical form in GB/P&P. The arrows

in diagrams like figure 7.2 merely represent the associations between argument

positions in the semantic representations and referring expressions in the syntax.

The macrorole labels do not constitute a distinct level of representation. Deter-

mining which argument is actor and which is undergoer does not produce a new

level of representation; rather, it simply adds information to the semantic repre-

sentation of the sentence. This is illustrated in the example in (7.2), which contains

the logical structure for Mary showed the photograph to Sam/Mary showed Sam

the photograph.

(7.2) a. [do' (Mary, 0)] C A U S E [ B E C O M E see' (Sam, photograph)]

b. [do' (MaryACTOR,0)] C A U S E [ B E C O M E see' (Sam,

photographUNDERGOER)]

c. [do' (MaryACTOR, 0)] C A U S E [ B E C O M E see' (SamUN

photograph)]
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Syntactic

inventory

7.0 Introduction

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

-"I
PrCS CORE< PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

I
PRED ADV

I
NP NP V PP

What did Sandy give to Robin yesterday?

|Lexicon \>-yesterday' ([do' (SandyACV, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (RobinACS, what)])

Figure 7.2 Linking syntax and semantics in a simple sentence in English

There are two possible macrorole assignments for the logical structure in (a). In

both Mary is actor; in the default linking photograph is undergoer, but in the

marked linking Sam is undergoer. The representations in (7.2b, c) show clearly that

this is not a new level of representation but rather only an enrichment of the logical

structure. These representations are in every way equivalent to the one in figure 7.2,

which could give the misleading impression that actor and undergoer assignment

create a new, intermediate level of representation between the semantic represen-

tation and the syntactic representation. There is no such intermediate level of rep-

resentation. Given the amount of information which may need to be specified in the

semantic representation of sentences, we will continue to represent the actor and

undergoer assignments above the logical structure as in these figures in order to

make them as clear as possible.

We will examine a wide range of grammatical phenomena: voice, case, agree-

ment, reflexivization and WH-question formation. The discussion will proceed as

follows. In the next section, we will briefly review the syntactic and semantic rep-

resentations developed in chapters 2-5. In section 7.2 we lay out the algorithms

for linking syntactic and semantic representations. A significant part of this dis-

cussion will concern the voice and undergoer alternations discussed in the previous

chapter. In section 7.3 we will look at case marking and agreement and show how

they can be captured in this system. In section 7.4 we will examine the two phases

of the linking system. In section 7.5 we will focus on reflexivization, both as a type

of anaphoric phenomenon as in languages like English, and as an operation on the

argument structure of the verb, as in Slavic and Romance languages; this will lead

to a discussion of middle constructions, since in many languages these constructions
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Linking in simple sentences

Table 7.1 Lexical representations for Aktionsart classes

Verb class Logical structure

State predicate" (x) or (x, y)

Activity do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)])

Achievement IN G R predicate' (x) or (x, y), or

INGR do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)])

Accomplishment BECOME predicate' (x) or (x, y), or

BECOME do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)])

Active accomplishment do' (x, [predicate/ (x, (y))]) & B E C O ME

predicate,' (z, x) or (y)

Causative a C A U S E (3, where a, P are LSs of any type

bear what is traditionally considered to be reflexive morphology. In section 7.6, the

topic will be the role of focus structure in linking. In the final section, we will discuss

the nature of constructional templates and their role in the grammar.

7.1 Semantic and syntactic representations: a brief review

7.1.1 Constituting the semantic representation of a sentence

It would be useful here to briefly review how the semantic representation of a sen-

tence is put together, based on the ideas developed in chapters 3,4 and 5. The heart

of it is the logical structure of the main predicating element in the sentence, usually

a verb. The possible logical structures representing different verb types are pre-

sented in chapter 3 and are repeated in table 7.1.

Examples of lexical entries for some English verbs are given in (7.3), repeated

from section 4.3.

(7.3) a. kill
b. receive

c. own

d. belong (to)

e. arrive

f. go

g. seem

h. see

i. watch

]. show

k. run

1. drink

m. melt

n. afraid

[do'(x,0)]CAUSE [BECOMEdead'(y)]
BECOME have' (x,y)

have' (x, y)

have'(x,y)[MRl]

BECOME be-at'(x,y)

do' (x, [move.away.from.ref.point' (x)]) & BECOME

be-Loc' (y, x)

seem'(x,y)[MRO]

see' (x, y)

do' (x, [see' (x, y)])

[do' (w, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME see' (x,y)]

do'(x,[run'(x)])

do' (x, [drink' (x,y)])

BECOME melted' (x)

feel' (x, [afraid' (y)])
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7.1 Semantics and syntax: a review

Markedness of occurrence as focus
<

Zero Clitic/bound Pronoun Pronoun Definite NP Indefinite NP
pronoun [-stress] [+stress]

Markedness of occurrence as topic

Figure 7.3 Coding of referents in terms of possible functions

Thus, the initial step in forming a semantic representation for a sentence is selecting

the logical structure for the verb from the lexicon.

Predicative prepositions are also listed in the lexicon, and if they are to appear in

the sentence as adjuncts, they too must be selected and added to the representation.

The result would be a logical structure like after' (z, [see' (x, y)]). The variables in

logical structure, if they are not marked as unspecified, must be filled in either by

NPs or, in the case of complement-taking predicates, logical structures representing

complements. The selection of the NP-type to fill the variable slot involves the

interaction of the lexicon and focus structure. Nouns have lexical entries like verbs

and adpositions; their semantic representation is in terms of qualia rather than a

logical structure, as illustrated in (7.4), repeated from chapter 4.

(7.4) door (x v y)

1 Const: obstruction' (x), aperture' (y)

2 Form: physical-object' (x), frame' (y)

3 Telic: BECOME closed/open' (x), do' (z, [go.through' (z, y)])

4 Agentive: artifact' (x), artifact' (y)

The form of the NP filling a variable slot is a function, to a considerable degree,

of discourse pragmatics, as we saw in chapter 5; this was summarized in figure 5.2,

repeated here in figure 7.3. If the referent is highly activated, then it may be realized

as a zero pronoun, clitic or unstressed pronoun. If it is unidentifiable, hence new, it

is likely to be realized as an indefinite NP. In figure 7.2, this influence is depicted

by the subscripts on the NPs indicating activation level. Anaphoric elements, both

pronouns and reflexives/reciprocals, are present in the semantic representation of

the sentence. The final aspect of the NP to be determined is its operators, and these

reflect both lexical properties, e.g. nominal aspect (count vs. mass), and discourse

properties, e.g. definiteness. Consider the following possessive NP, repeated from

section 4.7.5.

(7.5) <DEF+ (NEG0(ONT3(NUM5G(NASPCOC/iVr(have'(Larry, [be'(house,

If the value of the definiteness operator is '+', then this would be instantiated as

Larry's red house; whereas if it is '-', then it would appear as a red house of Larry's.
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Linking in simple sentences

The remaining aspect of the representation to be determined is the operators

for the sentence. The representation of Has Joshua been singing? is given in (7.6),

repeated from section 4.4.2.

(7.6) {lFINT{TNS PRES (ASP PERFPROG (do' (Joshua, [sing' (Joshua)])))))

A complete semantic representation for the sentence The big dog gently opened the

green door in the kitchen yesterday, including NP and clausal operators, is given in

figure 7.4, repeated from section 4.8. Given the complexity of such a representation,

we will specify only the information relevant to the issue under discussion in this

chapter. So for many topics, for example, the internal structure of the NPs filling

the variable positions in logical structure is not germane and therefore will not

be specified. In the same vein, if the clausal operators are not at issue, they will not

be represented.

7.1.2 Selecting the syntactic representation of the sentence

Having constituted a semantic representation akin to that in figure 7.4, we must now

select the syntactic structure into which the elements of the semantic representation

are to be mapped. At the end of chapter 2, we suggested that syntactic representa-

tions were best conceived of as syntactic templates, stored in what we have called the

'syntactic inventory'. Examples of templates from the syntactic inventory are given

in figure 7.5. Moreover, at the end of chapter 5, we argued that some templates are

stored with focus structure information, e.g. WH-questions, which always have nar-

row focus on the WH-word, or presentational constructions, which are always sen-

tence focus. This is illustrated in figure 7.6, repeated from section 5.8. If one wanted

to construct a WH-question, as in figure 7.2, then it would be necessary to combine

the WH-question template in figure 7.6 with the appropriate core template from

figure 7.5, in this case Core-2. The result is the template given in figure 7.7. In sec-

tion 4.5 we discussed how the appropriate template is selected and proposed prin-

ciples to account for this. They are given in (7.7) on page 324.

(IF DCL (TNS PAST(yesterday' ([gentle' (do' (x, 0))] CAUSE [BECOME open' (y)])»>

(DEF + (QNT 3(NUM SG (NASP COUNT (be' (dog (x), [big']))))))

(DEF + ( Q N T 3 ( N U M 5 G (NASP CO UNT([be-in' (z, [be' (door (y), [green'])])])))))

\
(DEF + (QNT 3(NUM SG (NASP CO UNT ((kitchen (z))»»>

Figure 7.4 Semantic representation of The big dog gently opened the green

door in the kitchen yesterday
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PrCS Template

CORE(^-PERIPHERY)

NUC AR/J
I

PRED
I

X(P) XP PP/ADV

Core-1 Template

7.1 Semantics and syntax: a review

SENTENCE

LDP CLAUSE
I

XP

LDP Template

CORE(^-PERIPHERY)

ARG NUC AR/J
I

PRED
I

NP X(P) PP PP/ADV

Core-2 Template

CORE(^PERIPHERY) CORE(<e-PERIPHERY)

ARG NUC
I

PRED

I
NP X(P) PP/ADV

Core-4 Template

V NP PP/ADV

Core-3 Template

-PERIPHERY) CORE(^-PERIPHERY)

ARG NUC ARG AR/J
I

PRED
I

NP V NP PP PP/ADV

Core-5 Template

NUC
I

PRED
I

X(P) PP/ADV

Core-6 Template

Figure 7.5 Syntactic templates from the syntactic inventory

SENTENCE CLAUSE

CLAUSE CORE(^PERIPHERY)

PrCS CORE AR/J NUC ARG

PRED

PP/ADV V NP PP/ADVXP

SPEECH ACT SPEECH ACT

Figure 7.6 Syntactic templates for English WH-question and presentational

constructions
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Linking in simple sentences

CORE(^-PERIPHERY)

What did Robin give to Leslie yesterday?

SPEECH ACT

Figure 7.7 Combining templates to yield syntactic representation of a

sentence

(7.7) a. Syntactic template selection principle

The number of syntactic slots for arguments and argument-adjuncts within

the core is equal to the number of distinct specified argument positions in

the semantic representation of the core,

b. Language-specific qualifications of the principle in (a):

1 All cores in the language have a minimum syntactic valence of 1.

2 Passive constructions reduce the number of core slots by 1.

3 The occurrence of a syntactic argument in the pre-/postcore slot reduces

the number of core slots by 1 (may override (1)).

These principles govern the selection of the appropriate syntactic template from

the syntactic inventory for a given semantic representation.

7.2 The linking algorithms

An adequate theory of the relationship between syntax and semantics must

be able to account for how semantic representations are mapped into syntactic
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72 The linking algorithms

representations and also how syntactic representations are mapped into semantic

representations; the two processes are not identical. Before developing the linking

algorithms that govern these mappings, it is necessary to first introduce a general

principle constraining these algorithms.

7.2.1 The Completeness Constraint

The linking between syntax and semantics is governed by a very general constraint,

called the Completeness Constraint. It is stated in (7.8).

(7.8) Completeness Constraint

All of the arguments explicitly specified in the semantic representation of a

sentence must be realized syntactically in the sentence, and all of the referring

expressions in the syntactic representation of a sentence must be linked to an

argument position in a logical structure in the semantic representation of the

sentence.

This is a common-sense condition which captures the basic intuitions that (1) in

order for an element in the syntax to be interpreted, it must be tied to something in

the semantic representation; and (2) all of the material in the semantic representa-

tion must be expressed in some way in the overt form of the sentence, otherwise the

interpretation of the syntactic representation would not correspond to the meaning

of the semantic representation to which it is linked. Two aspects of it need to be

clarified. First, the phrase 'arguments explicitly specified in the semantic represen-

tation of a sentence' is very important. It is not always the case that all of the argu-

ment slots in a logical structure must be filled for a sentence to be grammatical.

Consider the following sets of examples.

(7.9) a. Pat drank wine.

b. Pat drank.

c. do' (Pat, [drink' (Pat, wine)])

d. do' (Pat, [drink' (Pat, 0)])

(7.10) a. Sandy loaded the truck with boxes.

b. Sandy loaded the truck.

c. [do' (Sandy, 0)] CAUSE [BECOMEbe-in' (truck, boxes)]

d. [do' (Sandy, 0)] CAUSE [BECOMEbe-in' (truck, 0)]

The '0' in the (d) logical structures indicates that the argument in question is

unspecified; it cannot therefore be linked to any element in the syntax. In accord-

ance with the Completeness Constraint, (7.9c) can be the logical structure for (7.9a)

and (7.9d) for (7.9b), but not vice versa. That is, (7.9a) cannot be linked to (d),

because the NP wine cannot be linked to the unspecified argument position; since

it cannot be linked to a position in the logical structure, it cannot be interpreted.

Similarly, (7.9c) cannot be the logical structure for (b), since the NP wine in the

logical structure is not realized in the syntax. The same pairings of sentences and
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Linking in simple sentences

logical structures hold in (7.10): (a) with (c), (b) with (d), for the same reasons. The

Completeness Constraint rules out the other possible Unkings.1

The second aspect of (7.8) which needs clarification is the second part, 'all of the

referring expressions in the syntactic representation of the sentence must be linked

to an argument position in a logical structure'. 'Referring expressions in the syntac-

tic representation of the sentence' refers to the NPs in the sentence, regardless of

whether they are in the core, the periphery, a PP, the pre/postcore slot or a detached

position.2 It also includes the bound pronominal markers on the verb in head-

marking languages. This means that non-core elements are subject to the Com-

pleteness Constraint, and that is why the wording is 'argument position in a logical

structure'. This can be illustrated with the following example.

(7.11) a. Robin saw Pat after the concert.

b. after' (concert, [see' (Robin, Pat)])

As we saw in section 4.4.1.1, peripheral PPs like after the concert in (7.11a) are repre-

sented as higher predicates semantically; that is, after is a predicative proposition tak-

ing the concert and the whole logical structure for Robin saw Pat as its arguments.

The NPs Robin and Pat are linked to the two argument positions in the logical struc-

ture for see, while the concert is linked to an argument position in the logical structure

for after. Hence the Completeness Constraint is satisfied, even though the NPs in the

sentence in (a) are linked to argument positions in different logical structures in (b).

7.2.2 Linking from semantics to syntax

The linking procedure for simple sentences is summarized in (7.12). It assumes that

the semantic and syntactic representations have already been determined. The

principles in (7.7) governing the selection of the appropriate syntactic template can

only apply to a complete semantic representation.

(7.12) Linking algorithm: semantics —> syntax (preliminary formulation)

1 Determine the actor and undergoer assignments, following the Actor-

Undergoer Hierarchy in figure 7.1.

2 Assign specific morphosyntactic status to [-WH] arguments in logical

structure (language-specific).

a. Accusative privileged syntactic argument selection: default = Actor.

b. Ergative privileged syntactic argument selection: default = Undergoer.

3 If there is a [+WH] XP, assign it to the precore slot (language-specific).

4 A non-WH XP may be assigned to the pre- or postcore slot, subject to focus

structure restrictions (optional; language-specific).

5 Assign the core arguments the appropriate case markers/adpositions and

assign the predicate in the nucleus the appropriate agreement marking

(language-specific).

6 Assign arguments of logical structures other than that of the main verb to

the periphery.
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7.2 The linking algorithms

Case marking will be discussed in detail in section 7.3 below. Let us illustrate this

with some very simple examples from Icelandic, a syntactically accusative language,

and from Sama (Walton 1986), a syntactically ergative language. They are given in

(7.13) and (7.14).

(7.13) a. 6laf-ur sa Sigg-u.

Olaf-MsgNOM see.PAST Sigga-FsgACC

'Olaf sawSigga.'

b. Sigg-a va-r sed af 6laf-i.

Sigga-FsgNOM be.PAST-3sg see.pSTP.FsgNOM of Olaf-MsgDAT

'Sigga was seen by Olaf.'

(7.14) a. Nda'ku d'nda.

see lsgERG woman

'I see the woman.'

b. N-nda' aku d'nda.

ANTi-see lsgABS woman

'I see the woman.'

The nominative case NP is the privileged syntactic argument in the Icelandic exam-

ples. The situation is somewhat more complicated in Sama, which lacks case mark-

ing for NPs; pronouns, however, have absolutive and ergative forms, and in these

examples ku is the first person singular ergative form and aku the first person singu-

lar absolutive form. Hence in (7.14a) d'nda 'woman' is the privileged syntactic argu-

ment, but in (b) aku 'lsgABs' is. In Icelandic the actor argument is the default choice

for privileged syntactic argument, and this is reflected by its clause-initial position,

nominative case, agreement with the finite verb (which is not distinctive in this par-

ticular example) and lack of passive morphology on the verb. In Sama, on the other

hand, the undergoer is the unmarked choice for privileged syntactic argument, and

this is signaled by the ergative form of the actor pronoun and the lack of voice mark-

ing on the verb. If these sentences were used in the various types of complex sen-

tences discussed in the last chapter, it would be clear that the nominative NP Olafur

in Icelandic and the NP d'nda 'woman' in Sama are pragmatic pivots (Walton 1986,

Van Valin 1991b).

The logical structure of the verbs in all four sentences is see' (x, y). The semantic

representations with lexical information only for each pair of sentences is given in

(7.15).

(7.15) a. see'(Olaf-, Sigg-)

b. see' (lsg, d'nda)3

Since both languages have pragmatic pivots, the discourse-pragmatic status of

the arguments can influence the linking. Since Icelandic is a syntactically accusative

language, the default linking of actor to privileged syntactic argument obtains,

prototypically, in a predicate-focus construction, in which the actor is activated and
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SENTENCE

6laf-ur sa Sigg-u

Actor Undergoer

f © f
see' (6laf-ACV, Sigg-INA)

Actor Undergoer

t ® t
see' (lsgACS, d'ndaACV)

Figure 7.8 Active-voice linkings in Icelandic and Sama

the undergoer is inactive. The opposite situation would be found in the prototypical

linking of undergoer to privileged syntactic argument in Sama: in a predicate-focus

construction, the undergoer would have a higher activation status than the actor.

Hence the more complete input semantic representations to the possible linkings in

(7.13) and (7.14) would be those in (7.16); operators and NP properties are omitted.

(7.16) a. see'(6laf-ACV,Sigg-INA)

b. see' (lsgACS, d'ndaACV)4

The active-voice linkings, those in the (a) sentences in (7.13)-(7.14), are dia-

grammed in figure 7.8. The numbers refer to the steps in (7.12). The first argument

of see' would be the actor, the second the undergoer, following the Actor-

Undergoer Hierarchy. Since Icelandic is an accusative language and sjd 'see' is a

regular verb, the actor will receive nominative case and the undergoer accusative

case (see section 7.3). In Sama, on the other hand, there is no NP case marking, but

pronouns are distinguished on an ergative basis. Since the actor is not the choice for

the privileged syntactic argument in the active-voice linking, the first-person pro-

noun would occur in the ergative form, ku. Actor normally precedes undergoer in

the Sama clause (see (6.70)).

The alternative linking in (7.13b) and (7.14b) involves marked choices for the

privileged syntactic argument, which would be undergoer for Icelandic and actor

for Sama. These are represented in figure 7.9. What is perhaps most striking about

these two examples is how little the Sama antipassive form differs from the active

form, in contrast to the major differences between the Icelandic active and passive
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7.2 The linking algorithms

SENTENCE

Sigg-a var sed

(5 ""
Actor Undergoer

f ® f
see' (6laf-INA, Sigg-ACV)

Actor Undergoer

t © t
see' (lsgACV, d'ndaINA)

Figure 7.9 Passive- and antipassive-voice linkings in Icelandic and Sama

forms. The only changes in the clause are the form of the verb and the form of the

actor pronoun; the arrangement of the arguments has not changed. In the Sama

antipassive in (7.14b), the undergoer appears as a core argument, not as a peri-

pheral oblique. In an agentless passive, e.g. Sigga var sed 'Sigga was seen', the argu-

ment position of the actor argument in the logical structure would be unspecified,

leaving only the undergoer to be linked into the syntax.

An important thing to note in the syntactic representations in figures 7.8 and 7.9

is that there is no special marker, branch or label in the tree for the privileged syn-

tactic argument, which is the core-initial NP in Icelandic and the core-medial or

final NP in Sama in these examples. This is because the privileged syntactic argu-

ment (syntactic pivot or controller) is a construction-specific function, and there-

fore is not tied to a special position in the layered structure of the clause; contrast

this with the configurational definition of 'subject' in section 6.1.2.1 (see especially

figure 6.1). There are two reasons for the lack of a special representation for privi-

leged syntactic arguments in the clause structures. First, there is no evidence that

clause structure in languages with grammatical relations is different from clause

structure in languages without them. Second, and more important, the same clause

pattern can have different privileged arguments, depending upon constructional

factors. We saw this with relativization and reflexivization from Sama in (6.50) in

section 6.3. The examples, from Walton (1986), are repeated in (7.17).

(7.17) a. B'lli d'nda daing ma di-na.

buy woman fish for REFL-3sg

'The woman bought the fish for herself.'
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Linking in simple sentences

b. N-b'lli d'nda daing ma di-na.

ANT i-buy woman fish for R E F L-3sg

'The woman bought fish for herself.'

c. daing b'lli d'nda ma di-na

fish buy woman for REFL-3sg

'the fish that the woman bought for herself

d. d'nda N-b'lli daing ma di-na

woman A N T i-buy fish for R E F L-3sg

'the woman who bought fish for herself

d'. d'nda b'lli daing ma di-na

woman buy fish f or R E F L-3sg

*'the woman who bought the fish for herself

OK: 'the woman who the fish bought for itself

In (7.17a), an active-voice form, daing 'fish' is the undergoer and the privileged syn-

tactic argument; it has the same syntactic structure as the Sama sentence in figure

7.8. In (b), an antipassive form, the actor d'nda 'woman' is the privileged syntactic

argument; it has the same structure as the Sama sentence in figure 7.9. Because the

head of the relative clause must function as the syntactic pivot within the relative

clause, the only relative clause that can be formed from (a) is (c). Similarly, the only

relative clause that can be formed from (b) is (d). If the head noun d'nda 'woman' is

combined with an active-voice verb in the relative clause, as in (d'), the result is

grammatical but nonsensical. Thus, with respect to the relative clause construction,

the syntactic pivot is the undergoer with an active voice verb in the relative clause

and the actor with an antipassive voice verb. With respect to the reflexive construc-

tion, however, the controller is constant: the actor controls or binds the reflexive

anaphor, regardless of whether the verb is active or antipassive voice. Hence in

(7.17c) there are two distinct privileged arguments, a pragmatic pivot, daing 'fish',

for relativization, and a semantic controller, d'nda 'woman', for reflexivization.

There is no single position within the layered structure of the Sama clause which

correlates with being the privileged argument, and therefore it would be pointless

to try to represent the pivot or controller directly as a special branch, category or

the like in the syntactic representation.

Both Icelandic and Sama are dependent-marking languages (see sections 2.1.2,

2.2.2), and accordingly the arguments mapped into the syntax occur as free forms.

In head-marking languages, on the other hand, the core arguments appear as bound

forms on the verb, and independent NPs appear within the clause but outside of the

core. A Lakhota sentence with and without independent NPs is given in (7.18).

(7.18) a. Na-wicha-ya-x?u. (< nax?% 'hear')

stem-3plU-2sgA-hear

'You heard them.'
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7.2 The linking algorithms

Na-wicha-ya- x?u(5) Igmuki na-wicha-ya-

Actor Undergoer Actor UndeYgper

t © t t ® t
hear' (2sgA C V , 3plA C V) hear' (2sgACV, 3pl [igmu]ACS)

Figure 7.10 Linking in Lakhota, a head-marking language

b. Igmuki na-wicha-ya-x?u.

cat the stem-3plU-2sgA-hear

'You heard the cats.'

A question that immediately arises is, if the bound pronominals on the verb are the

true syntactic arguments, then how are the independent NPs represented semanti-

cally? It is clear that the logical structure for (a) would be hear' (2sg, 3pl). What is

the semantic relationship between igmu ki 'the cat(s)' and wicha- '3plU'? They rep-

resent the same referent and function as the same argument, the undergoer, and

accordingly they must fill the same argument position in the logical structure.

Hence, the logical structure for (b) would be hear' (2sg, 3pl[igmu]), where '3pl[igmu]'

represents the fact that the primary manifestation of the argument is the pro-

nominal affix, with the full NP being an optional, secondary element. The linking in

these two sentences is given in figure 7.10.

The different statuses of the bound morphemes on the finite verb in Lakhota and

Icelandic represent the contrast between head-marking and dependent-marking

languages: the bound morphemes count as the core arguments in Lakhota, but in

Icelandic the independent NPs count as the core arguments, with the bound mor-

phemes merely being agreement markers. There is, however, an intermediate situa-

tion, in which the independent NP counts as the core argument if present, but if it

is absent, the bound marker on the verb functions as the argument, as we discussed

in section 2.2.2.1. This is the situation in so-called 'pro-drop' languages like Spanish,

Italian and Croatian. Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) argue that the 'subject'
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agreement prefix in Chichewa and other Bantu languages is also of this type; it is

agreement, if the 'subject' NP is present, but otherwise it serves as the 'subject',

just as in a head-marking language like Lakhota. Thus an Italian sentence like the

one in (7.19) will have a slightly different semantic representation if there is no

independent 'subject' NP.

(7.19) a. Maria ha aper-to la finestra.

have.3sgPRES open-psTP the.Fsg window

'Maria opened the window.'

a', [do' (Maria, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME open' (finestra)]

b. Ha aper-to la finestra.

have.3sgPRES open-PSTP the.Fsg window

'(S)he opened the window.'

b'. [do' (3sg, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME open' (finestra)]

When Maria (or an independent pronoun) is linked in (a), it will appear in an inde-

pendent core argument position, as in a dependent-marking language, whereas

when '3sg' is linked in (b), it will be realized as a bound suffix on the tensed verb or

auxiliary, as in a head-marking language. There are finite verb agreement rules in

Italian like those to be investigated in section 7.3.1.1, and they would not apply

when a logical structure like (b') is involved.

Step 3 in the linking algorithm in (7.12) refers to WH-questions in which the

WH-word occurs in the precore slot. Examples of Icelandic and Sama WH-

questions are given in (7.20).

(7.20) a. Hver-ja sa Olaf-ur?

who-ACC see.PAST Olaf-MsgNOM

'WhodidOlafsee?'

b. Say nda'd'nda?

who see woman

'Who did the woman see?' (*'Who saw the woman?')

b'. Say N-nda' d'nda?

who ANTi-see woman

'Who saw the woman?' (*'Who did the woman see?')

Sama, like many other western Austronesian languages, restricts WH-questions to

pragmatic pivots; that is, only the privileged syntactic argument of the clause (as sig-

naled by the voice of the verb) may be questioned in this construction. Hence the

WH-word may only be interpreted as the undergoer with an active-voice verb and

only as actor with an antipassive-voice verb, as in (7.20b, b'). The linkings in (7.20a)

and (b) are given in figure 7.11. When we take up case marking and agreement in

section 7.3, the accusative case on hverja 'who' in (7.20a) will be an important issue

(see section 2.1.1). Step 3 is language-specific, because there are languages (1)

in which WH-words appear in the same position that a non-WH-phrase would
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SENTENCE

(5) Hver-ja sa 6laf-ur?

Actor Undergoer

f © f
see' (6laf-ACV, hver-)

Actor Undergoer

t © f
see' (d'ndaACV, say)

Figure 7.11 WH-question linking in Icelandic and Sanaa

appear in, e.g. Mandarin, and (2) in which WH-words appear in a core-internal

focus position, e.g. Turkish. This is illustrated in (7.21). (Turkish examples from

Underhill 1976.)

(7.21) a. Ta qiao po le yl ge fanwan. Mandarin

3sg hit break ASP one CL ricebowl

'He broke (by hitting) a ricebowl.'

b. Ta qiaopo le shenme?

3sg hit break ASP what

'What did he break?'

c. (Siz) Gazete-yi Halil-e ver-di-niz. Turkish

2pl newspaper-Ace -DAT give-PAST-2pl

'You (pi) gave the newspaper to Halil.'

d. (Siz) Halil-e ne ver-di-niz?

2pl -D AT what give-pA s T-2pl

'What did you (pi) give to Halil?'

d'. *(Siz)Ne Halil-e ver-di-niz?

2pl what -DATgive-PAST-2pl

The linking would be basically the same in the two Mandarin sentences, unlike in

the two statement-question pairs in Icelandic and Sama. The Turkish sentences

would have different linkings, because the WH-word normally appears in the

immediately preverbal focus position in the core, as the data in exercise 2 in chapter

5 showed (Erguvanli 1984); it does not, however, appear in a precore-slot position,

unlike Icelandic and Sama.
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

PrCS CORE

ARG NUC

NP

NP

PRED

I
V

That one I would eat

(2

do' (lsgACV, [eat' (lsg, that one)]) & BECOME eaten' (that oneACS)

Figure 7.12 Semantics —> syntax linking in English precore slot narrow-focus
construction

The next step in (7.12) refers to the linking of non-WH-phrases to the precore

slot or to the postcore slot. The linking in the English sentence That one I would eat

is given in figure 7.12. Unlike English, Japanese has a postcore slot, and Shimojo

(1995) shows that the element that occurs in the postcore slot is normally non-focal,

the primary focus in the sentence being in the matrix core. The postcore slot ele-

ment may be a secondary focus, in some contexts, but it is never the primary focal

element in the sentence. Examples of this construction from chapter 2 are repeated

below, and the linking in (7.22c) is given in figure 7.13.

(7.22) a. Hanako ga tosyokan de Ken ni hon o age-ta yo.

No M library in D AT book A cc give-pAST PRT

'Hanako gave a book to Ken in the library'

b. Hanako ga tosyokan de Ken ni age-ta yo hon o.

N o M library in D AT give-p A S T P RT book A c c

b. Hanako ga tosyokan de hon o age-ta yo Ken ni.

NOM library in book ACC give-PASTPRT DAT

The last step in (7.12) refers to the linking of non-core elements. Given the logical

structure in (7.11b), the linking would be as in figure 7.14. Peripheral adjuncts may

also be linked to the left-detached position in many languages; this would yield

After the concert, Robin saw Pat. In questions like Where did Robin see Pat? or

When did Robin see Pat?, the source of the WH-word has to be from a logical struc-

ture like the one in (7.11b), and yet there is no predicative preposition to serve as

a higher predicate. In such cases we must posit an abstract locative or temporal
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SENTENCE

I

CLAUSE

PERIPHERY-^ CORE POCS

A R G \ ARG NUC

\ PRED

NP PP NP V NP

I I I I I
Hanako^ga tosyokan de hon o ageta yo Ken ni (̂ 5

-——.
Actor

be-in' (tosyokanACS, [[do' (HanakoACV, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (KenACV, hon INA)]])

Figure 7.13 Semantics —> syntax linking in Japanese postcore slot construction

Robin saw Pat

(2

after the concert

Actor Undergoer

t ® f
be-after' (concertINA, [see' (RobinACV, PatACV)])

Figure 7.14 Linking of peripheral adjunct in English

higher predicate, i.e. be-LOc' or be-TEMP' (x, y), following a suggestion from

Jurafsky (1992), in which the WH-word functions as the x argument and the logical

structure of the core functions as the y argument. Hence the logical structure for

Where did Robin see Pat? would be be-LOc' (where, [see' (Robin, Pat)]). The link-

ing into the syntax would be the same as in figure 7.14, except that the WH-word

would occur in the precore slot.
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In section 4.1 we looked briefly at undergoer alternations, that is, variable link-

ing of different arguments to undergoer. This can take a number of different forms

in English and the other languages which allow it. The first are the 'dative shift'

constructions, involving RECIPIENT and THEME arguments with verbs of transfer.

These are exemplified in (7.23)-(7.25).

(7.23) English

give: [do' (Fred, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (Pamela, flowers)]

a. FredACT gave the flowersUND to PamelaOCA.

b. FredACT gave PamelaUND the flowersDCA.

(7.24) Indonesian -kan construction (Foley and Van Valin 1984)

-kirim 'send': [do7 (Ali, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (Hasan, surat)]

a. Ali meng-kirim surat itu kepada Hasan.

ATV-send letter the to

'AliACT sent the letterND to HasanOCA.

b. Ali meng-kirim-kan Hasan surat itu.

AT v-send-L o c letter the

'AliACT sent HasanUND the letterDCA.'

(7.25) Dyirbal (Dixon 1972)

wugal'give': [do' (dyugumbil, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (yar̂ a, miraji)]

a. Ba-la-m miraji-0 ba-ngu-n 4ugumbi-tu

DEIC-ABS-III beans-ABS DEIOERG-II woman-ERG

wuga-n ba-gu-1 ya^a-gu.

give-TNS DEIC-DAT-I man-DAT

'The womanACT gave beansUND to the manDCA.'

b. Ba-yi yar^a-0 wuga-n ba-rjgu-n 4 u g u m b i - tu bangum

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS give-TNS DEIC-ERG-II woman-ERG DEIC-INST-III

miraji-d,u.

beans-iNST

'The womanACT gave the manUND beansOCA.'

In these linkings, either the second argument of the state predicate is linked to

undergoer (the unmarked linking in terms of the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy), or

the first argument of the state predicate can be linked to undergoer (the marked

linking). In English and Dyirbal there is no formal indicator on the verb of this

alternation, but in Indonesian the verb must take the suffix -kan.

The second type of variable linking involves INSTRUMENT and LOCATIVE argu-

ments, as in the following examples from English, German and Dyirbal.

(7.26) English

spray, [do' (Max, [spray' (Max, paint)])] CAUSE [BECOME be-on' (wall,

paint)]

a. MaxACT sprayed the paintUND on the wallOCA.

b. MaxACT sprayed the wallUND with the paintOCA.
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7.2 The linking algorithms

(7.27) German streichen/bestreichen 'spread'

[do' (Max, [spread' (Max, Farbe)])] CAUSE [BECOME be-on' (Wand,

Farbe)]

a. Max ha-t die Farbe an die Wand gestrichen.

have-3sgPRES the.FsgACC paint on the.FsgACC wall spread.psxp

'MaxACT spread the paintUND on the wallOCA.'

b. Max ha-t die Wand mit Farbe bestrichen.

have-3sgPRES the.FsgACC wall with paint spread.PSTP

'MaxACT spread the wallUND with paintOCA.'

(7.28) Dyirbal -m(b)al instrumentive construction

a. Ba-la-0 yugu-0 ba-rjgu-l ya^a-rjgu ba-rjgu-0 bari-rjgu

DEIC-ABS-IV tree-ABS DEIC-ERG-I Hiail-ERG DEIC-INST-IV axe-INST

nudi-n.

CUt-TNS

'The manACT cut the treeUND down with an axeOCA.'

b. Ba-la-0 bari-0 barjgul ya^a-rjgu nudil-ma-n ba-gu-0

DEIC-ABS-IV axe-ABS DEIC-ERG-I man-ERG CUt-INST-TNS DEIC-DAT-IV

yugu-gu.

tree-DAT

'The manACT cut-down-with an axeUND the treeDCA.'

As in the dative shift constructions, the THEME (Z) argument is the default or

unmarked linking to undergoer in the locative alternations in (7.26) and (7.27). In

the Dyirbal instrumental construction in (7.28), the PATIENT is the default linking

to undergoer, as in (a), but the instrument may occur as undergoer when the verb

is marked with the -m(b)al affix. English does not have this alternation with cut

but does with hit, e.g. Pam hit the table with the stick vs. Pam hit the stick on the

table.

The final group of variable undergoer assignment constructions consists of appli-

cative constructions; in these forms a non-argument of the verb is linked to under-

goer, and it is the norm for this to be indicated morphologically on the verb (English

is exceptional here).

(7.29) a. LarryACTbakedacakeUNDfor Sue.

b. LarryACTbaked SueUND a cakeDCA.

(7.30) Chichewa (Baker 1988)

a. Mavuto a-na-umb-a mtsuko.

3sg-PST-mold-MOOD waterpot

'MavutoACT molded the waterpotUND.'

b. Mavuto a-na-umb-ir-a mfumu mtsuko.

3sg-PST-mold-APL-MOOD chief waterpot

'MavutoACT molded the chiefUND the waterpotDCA.'
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(7.31) Indonesian -kan construction

a. Ali mem-beli ayam itu untuk Hasan.

ATV-buy chicken the for

'AliACT bought the chickenUND for Hasan.'

b. Ali mem-beli-kan Hasan ayam itu.

AT v-buy-L o c chicken the

'AliACT bought HasanUND the chickenDCA.'

(7.32) Sama -an construction

a. B'lliku taumpa'ma si Andi.

buy lsgERG shoes OBLPNMAndy

'IACT bought the shoesUND for Andy.'

b. B'lli-an ku si Andi taumpa'.

buy-LOC lsgERG PNM Andy shoes

'IACT bought AndyUND some shoesDCA.'

(7.33) Dyirbal -m(b)al comitative construction

a. Ba-yi ya^a-0 yugu-rjga 4 a n a "J l u -

DEIC-ABS. I man-ABS wood-LOC stand-TNS

'The manACT is standing in/at/on some wood.'

b. Ba-la-0 yugu-0 ba-rjgu-l yar,a-ngu 4 a n a y- m a ~ n -

DEIC-ABS-IV WOOd-ABS DEIC-ERG-I Hian-ERG Stand-COM-TNS

'The manACT is standing-on/with some woody ND.'

In each of these derived forms, a non-argument of the verb appears as undergoer,

displacing the default choice for undergoer if the verb is transitive; in Dyirbal the

comitative construction adds an undergoer to an intransitive verb, thereby transi-

tivizing it.

The choice of undergoer is made at step 1 in (7.12). The two linkings in (7.23)

from English are illustrated in the diagrams in figure 7.15. With verbs that allow

variable linking to undergoer, the choice of which argument is to function as under-

goer must be made at the outset of the mapping, as everything else depends upon

the macrorole assignments either directly or indirectly.

A small minority of languages, English and French being prime examples,

require an overt 'subject' for every clause, and therefore when atransitive verbs like

rain or pleuvoir are used, an expletive pronoun, it in English or il in French, fills the

subject slot in the clause. This element is not a privileged syntactic argument of any

kind. Most languages do not require dummy fillers like this, and their atransitive

verbs appear in argumentless clauses, e.g. Lakhota magdzu 'it is raining'.

7.2.3 Linking from syntax to semantics

Of the two directions of linking, going from the syntactic representation to the

semantic representation is the more difficult, because it involves interpreting the

overt morphosyntactic form of a sentence and deducing the semantic functions of
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

ARG NUC ARG ARG

I

PRED

NP V NP PP

Fred gave the flowers to Pamela v5>v£/ Undergoer

t©
[do' (FredACV, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (PamelaINA, flowersACS)]

Figure 7.15a Semantics —> syntax linking in English: unmarked linking to

undergoer

SENTENCE

I
CLAUSE

I

CORE

ARG NUC ARG ARGPRED

NP V NP NP

Fred gave Pamela the flowers

2

[do' (FredACV, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (PamelaACV, flowersACS)]

Figure 7.15b Semantics -> syntax linking in English: marked linking to

undergoer

the elements in the sentence from it. Accordingly, the linking rules must refer to the

morphosyntactic features of the sentence. It might well be asked why a grammar

should deal with linking from syntax to semantics. Isn't it enough to specify the pos-

sible realizations of a particular semantic representation, i.e. the possible linkings

from semantics to syntax? The answer is 'no', for the following reason. In section
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1.2.2 we introduced the criterion of psychological adequacy, and in particular we

mentioned the point made by Kaplan and Bresnan (1982) that theories of linguistic

structure should be directly relatable to testable theories of language production

and comprehension. A theory which could describe the linking from semantics

to syntax only could be part of a language production system, but it would not be

adequate for a comprehension system. In such a system, the parser, we assume as an

idealization, would take the input and produce a structured syntactic representa-

tion of it, identifying the elements of the layered structure of the clause and the

cases, adpositions and other grammatically relevant elements in the sentence. It is

then the grammar's job to map this structure into a semantic representation, as

the first step in interpreting it, and this is where the syntax to semantics linking

algorithm is required. The same syntactic and semantic representations are used in

both linking algorithms.

The procedure for mapping from syntax to semantics is summarized in (7.34). It

crucially presupposes the set of case-marking, adposition assignment and agree-

ment rules in the grammar; these will be developed in section 7.3. Hence, for exam-

ple, if privileged syntactic arguments receive nominative case in the language, for

example, then the nominative NP will be taken as the privileged syntactic argument

for step 1. In a language like English, on the other hand, the core-internal prenu-

clear direct NP will be interpreted as the privileged syntactic argument.

(7.34) Linking algorithm: syntax —»semantics (preliminary formulation)

1 Determine the functions of the core arguments:

a. If the construction is syntactically accusative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is actor.

(2) If it is passive, the privileged syntactic argument is not the actor of

the predicate in the nucleus;

(a) the actor may appear as a direct core argument (language-

specific); or

(b) the actor may appear in the periphery marked by an adposition

or an oblique case (language-specific); or

(c) if there is no actor in the core or the periphery, then replace

the variable representing the highest-ranking argument in the

logical structure with '0'.

b. If the construction is syntactically ergative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is

undergoer.5

(2) If it is antipassive, the privileged syntactic argument is actor;

(a) the undergoer may appear as a direct core argument or as an

oblique element (language-specific);

(b) if there is no undergoer in the core or the periphery, then

replace the variable representing the lowest-ranking argument

in the logical structure with '0'.
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c. Assign macrorole status to the other direct core argument, if it is not

dative or in an oblique case (language-specific).

d. If the verb is intransitive, then assign the privileged syntactic argument

either macrorole or direct core argument status (language-specific).

e. If the language is head-marking and there are independent NPs in the

clause, associate each NP with a bound argument marker (language-

specific).

f. If the language lacks variable syntactic pivots and controllers, deter-

mine the macroroles from case marking and/or word order (language-

specific).

2 Retrieve from the lexicon the logical structure of the predicate in the

nucleus of the clause and with respect to it execute step 1 from (7.12), sub-

ject to the following proviso:

a. When there is more than one choice for undergoer, do not assign under-

goer to an argument in the logical structure.6

b. Assign actor to an argument in the logical structure, if the verb takes

one.

c. Determine the linking of the non-macrorole core argument:

(1) if there is a state predicate in the logical structure and if there is

a non-macrorole core argument marked by a locative adposition or

dative or locative-type case, link the non-macrorole core argument

with the first argument position in the state predicate in the logical

structure; or

(2) if it is not marked by a locative adposition or dative or a locative-

type case, then link it with the second argument position in the state

predicate.

3 Link the arguments determined in step 1 with the arguments determined in

step 2 until all core arguments are linked.

4 If there is a predicative adpositional adjunct, then retrieve its logical struc-

ture from the lexicon, insert the logical structure of the core as the second

argument in the logical structure and the object of the adposition in the

periphery as the first argument.

5 If there is an element in the pre- or postcore slot (language-specific),

a. assign it the remaining unlinked argument position in the semantic

representation of the sentence;

b. and if there are no unlinked argument positions in the sentence, then

treat the WH-word like a predicative preposition and follow the proce-

dure in step 4, linking the WH-word to the first argument position in the

logical structure.

One of the main reasons there are so many steps in (7.34) is that it is intended

to cover the whole cross-linguistic range of grammatical phenomena we have dis-

cussed; the linking algorithm for any particular language will, not surprisingly, con-

tain only those steps that are relevant to that language.
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There is a very fundamental problem that confronts syntax to semantics link-

ing but not semantics to syntax linking, namely the split nature of some of the

grammatical systems that we discussed in chapter 6. If pivots and controllers are

construction-specific, and a language can, like Tzutujil, Jakaltek and Sama, for

example, have an accusative pivot for one construction, an ergative pivot for

another, and a semantic controller for yet another, then the syntax to semantic link-

ing algorithm can only work if the construction is identified as having an ergative

pivot, an accusative controller, etc., in advance of the operation of the algorithm.

The grammar must know whether step la, lb or If applies to the construction(s) it

is dealing with. We will assume the following tentative solution. The parser will

identify grammatical constructions, which will permit the grammar to access the

constructional template for that construction, and the template, as we will discuss

in section 7.7, contains a specification of the pivot type (if any) of the construc-

tion. It is on the basis of this information that steps la, lb or If will be followed.

Step 1 involves deriving information about the semantic functions of NPs and

other syntactic elements from the overt morphosyntactic form. We will begin by

looking at Lakhota, a language which lacks variable syntactic pivots and controllers;

this means that steps la and lb do not apply to it. In sentences without independ-

ent NPs like (7.18a), the linking is very straightforward. All that is required is the

identification of -wicha- as the third plural animate undergoer marker and -ya- as

the second-person (singular) actor marker. This, plus step 2, leads directly to the

association of -wicha- with the x argument in the logical structure of nax?y, 'hear'

and of -ya- with the v argument, in step 3. The linking from syntax to semantics

for (7.18a) is presented in the left diagram in figure 7.16. As before, the steps in

the linking procedure in (7.34) are indicated by the numbers in the figure. The

sentence with an independent NP in (7.18b) presents an additional complication,

namely the interpretation of the independent NP. Step le requires that it be asso-

ciated with a bound argument marker on the verb, and the way this is done will vary

from language to language. In double-marking languages like Enga, case is a reli-

able clue; if the verb is transitive, then the person suffix cross-references an ergative

case NP, whereas if the verb is intransitive, then it cross-references the absolutive

case NP In Jakaltek, linear order determines the interpretation; the first NP after

a transitive verb is interpreted as being associated with the ergative marker, the

second with the absolutive marker, in a simple clause. In order for an independent

NP to be associated with a bound argument marker in Lakhota, the two must agree

in person, number and animacy. If there are two independent NPs, both of which

are compatible with both argument markers on the verb, then the default is that

they are associated in terms of linear order: the first NP is associated with the actor

marker, the second with the undergoer marker. In (7.18b), igmu ki 'the cat(s)'

is animate, third person, and unspecified for number, and it is compatible with

-wicha-, the third person plural animate undergoer affix, and not with -ya-, the
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7.2 The linking algorithms

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

ARG ARG NUC

PRO PRO PRED

Na-wicha-ya- x?u

Undergoer Actor

Actor Undergoer

hear' (x, y)

Igmu ki na-wicha-ya- x?u

7 \®
Undergoer Actor

Actor Undergoer

hear' (x, y)

Figure 7.16 Syntax —> semantics linking in Lakhota

second person singular actor affix. It will, therefore, receive the interpretation

-wicha- receives, namely undergoer and the v argument of hear' (x, y).

The situation is more complex in languages like English, Malagasy and Dyirbal,

since, as we have seen, these languages have variable syntactic pivots and con-

trollers, and therefore more than one argument can function as syntactic pivot or

controller with a transitive verb. Active voice with an M-transitive verb in a syntac-

tically accusative construction signals that the privileged syntactic argument is the

actor, whereas the unmarked voice in a syntactically ergative construction indicates

that the privileged syntactic argument is the undergoer. It might be assumed that for

English one could also conclude that the postnuclear direct NP is the undergoer,

but this is in fact too strong, when we look across the range of both simple and com-

plex constructions. Strictly speaking, one can conclude only that it is a non-actor

direct core argument, and in almost all simple sentences involving a single core in

a single clause, it will in fact be the undergoer (the one exception to this in English

is discussed below). In Icelandic, on the other hand, one could conclude that it is

the undergoer, if it is in the accusative case. But in certain types of complex con-

structions, e.g. Olaf believed Sigga to have robbed the bank, the non-actor direct

core argument need not be the undergoer of the verb in the core (in this case, it

is the actor of rob), and therefore we cannot draw the conclusion that it is an

undergoer. Hence following step lc, it can be assigned only 'macrorole' status in

Icelandic or just 'direct core argument' status in English. This indeterminacy also

affects the interpretation of passive constructions. The only thing that can be
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE^-PERIPHERY

ARG NUC

NP PRED PP

V

af6laf-i

Actor

Sigg-a var sed

K2) Non-actor DC A ^
Voice? -Passive " v5/

/. P S A = Non-actor Ac t ( ) r Undergoer

see' (x, y)

Figure 7.17 Syntax -» semantics linking in Icelandic passive

definitively deduced from a passive construction is that the privileged syntactic

argument is not the actor of the verb in the nucleus; strictly speaking, no general

inference can be drawn as to the function of the argument serving as privileged

syntactic argument, as this is an area of significant cross-linguistic variation. In

English and German, for example, only undergoers can function as the privileged

syntactic argument in passive constructions, but, as we will see in section 7.3.1.1, in

Icelandic non-macrorole direct core arguments can so function in passive construc-

tions. Accordingly, exactly what can be deduced from passive constructions will

vary along language-specific lines. The same considerations do not hold for anti-

passive constructions in syntactically ergative languages, since it does seem always

to be the case that the privileged syntactic argument in an antipassive construction

is the actor of the antipassivized verb.

The linking in the Icelandic passive sentence in (7.13b) is presented in figure 7.17.

Because the voice of the verb is passive, the privileged syntactic argument must be a

non-actor, and the NP in the af-FF must be the actor. Because the privileged syn-

tactic argument NP is nominative, it must be a macrorole, since only macrorole

arguments receive nominative case (see section 7.3.1.1). From the logical structure

of the verb, the x argument is the actor and the y argument the undergoer. Thus, the

final associations are Sigga with the y argument and Olaf with the x argument,

which is the correct interpretation of the sentence. If the sentence were Sigga var

sed 'Sigga was seen', then step Ia2c would come into play, assigning a '0' to the x

argument position in the logical structure for sjd 'see'.
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SENTENCE

ARG PRED ARG

Balam miraji barjgun d,ugumbir,u wugan bagul yaj;agu

w y y
Undergoer / r \ Actor D AT

Voice? - Active ^ z : /

.-. PSA = Undergoer Actor /©

[do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (y^z)]

Figure 7.18 Syntax -» semantics linking in Dyirbal (I)

A more complex situation arises with verbs with three core arguments which

allow variable linking to undergoer. We will diagram the linking of the two Dyirbal

sentences in (7.25) in figures 7.18 and 7.19; the example in (7.25a) reflects the

default or unmarked linking in terms of the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy. The first

step is to check the voice of the verb, in order to ascertain the role of the privileged

syntactic argument. Dyirbal is syntactically ergative, and therefore with an active

voice verb, as in this sentence, the privileged syntactic argument is an undergoer.

Ergative case marks the actor, and the remaining core argument is in the dative

case.7 From the lexicon the logical structure of wugal 'give' is retrieved, and it is

necessary to do the macrorole assignments. However, since this verb allows vari-

able linking to undergoer, only actor will be determined, following step 2b; it is the x

argument. Crucial for the interpretation of the remaining NPs is the nature of the

case marking the non-macrorole core argument, according to step 2c in (7.34): since

it is the dative case, that NP must be linked to the first argument position in the

state predicate in the logical structure. By step 3, actor is linked to actor, and the

undergoer is linked to the remaining unlinked argument position, the z argument.

This yields the correct interpretation of the sentence: barjgun d^ugumbiju 'woman'

is the actor and EFFECTOR, balam miraji 'beans' is the undergoer and THEME, and

bagulyaiagu 'man' is the RECIPIENT.

The linking in (7.25b) is diagrammed in figure 7.19. The first step is the same as

before; the only difference in the outcome is the recognition that the non-macrorole

argument in the clause is in the instrumental case, rather than the dative as in
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Bayi yar,a barjgun cjuguinbir.u wugan barjgum mirajicju

© Undergoer f$\ Actor INST
Voice? - Active • --^.,..--"'"
/. PSA = Undergoer Actor • ...

[do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (y, z)]

Figure 7.19 Syntax —> semantics linking in Dyirbal (II)

(7.25a). As before, only actor can be assigned in step 2b. The crucial step is again

2c: because the third core argument is in the instrumental case, which is not the

dative or a locative-type case, that NP must be linked to the second argument posi-

tion in the state predicate in the logical structure, the z argument. Then, as in the

above example, actor is linked with actor, and undergoer is linked to the remaining

unlinked argument position, the y argument, and this yields the correct interpreta-

tion: barjgun a]ugumbiru 'woman' is the actor and EFFECTOR, bayiyaia 'man' is the

undergoer and RECIPIENT, and barjgum mirajia\u 'beans' is the THEME .

As these examples show, step 2c works for situations in which the two non-actor

NPs are differentially case marked, either by having one direct and the other adpo-

sitionally marked, as in English, or having each with a distinct case, as in Dyirbal. It

also works for English examples like Sheila gave Bronwyn the book, in which there

are two direct arguments. Here the second postnuclear NP (the book), which is a

non-macrorole core argument, is not marked by a locative preposition and there-

fore would be linked to the second argument position in the state predicate in the

logical structure of give, i.e. the z argument in the logical structure in figure 7.19

(which has the same logical structure as English give). Problems arise, however, in a

language in which both non-actor core arguments with verbs of giving take the same

case; this is illustrated in (7.35) from Icelandic, involving the verb skila 'return, give

back', which cooccurs with two case-marking patterns.

(7.35) a. Eg skila-6-i pening-un-um tilhennar.

lsgNOM return-PAST-lsg money-DEF-DAT to 3FsgGEN

'I returned the money to her.'
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b. Eg skila-d-i henni pening-un-um.

lsgNOM return-PAST-lsg 3FsgDAT money-DEF-DAT

'I returned her the money.'

The pattern in (7.35a) is no problem for (7.34): the third core argument is marked

by a locative preposition, in this instance til 'to', and therefore its argument would

be linked to the first argument position in the state predicate in the logical structure

for skila (the y argument in a g/ve-type logical structure). In the pattern in (7.35b),

on the other hand, both non-actor core arguments are in the dative case, and in this

situation step 2c fails, since according to it both NPs should be linked to the same

argument position in logical structure, an impossible result. How can the two NPs

be differentiated? One obvious difference between them is that henni '3FsgDAT' is

an animate NP, while peningunum 'the money' is inanimate. Is this animacy con-

trast relevant to linking? If one looks back at the two-argument state predicates in

table 3.5 and (3.52), it becomes immediately clear that if there are any animacy re-

strictions on the arguments of these predicates, it is always the first argument which

is obligatorily animate, as we discussed in section 6.5. This is clearly true with per-

ception, cognition, desire, propositional-attitude, emotion and internal-experience

predicates, and it is usually true with alienable possession predicates. Hence, given

two non-actor core arguments in a clause, one animate and the other inanimate, it

will virtually always be the case that the animate one will be linked to the first argu-

ment position in the two-place state predicate in the logical structure and that the

inanimate argument will be linked to the second argument position. This solves the

problem in (7.35b), and it also solves a problem that arises in English. While a sen-

tence like Sheila gave Bronwyn the book is no problem for step 2c, the WH-question

What did Sheila give Bronwyn? is a problem, because there is no way to know how

to link Bronwyn from the morphosyntactic properties of the clause alone; it is

impossible to tell whether, for the purposes of step 2c, it counts as the second or

third core argument. However, since it is animate and give is a three-argument verb

with a two-place state predicate in its logical structure, we can use the fact that it

is animate to link it to the first argument position in the state predicate (the y argu-

ment in the logical structure for give), which is the correct result. We will see in

section 7.4.1 that animacy plays a crucial role in linking in what were called 'primary

object' languages in section 6.2.2.2. When a noun is identified and its lexical entry

called up, the fact that it is animate or inanimate will be represented in its qualia

(see e.g. (7.4)). It is necessary, then, to reformulate step 2c in (7.34) to include infor-

mation about animacy. This is given in (7.36).

(7.36) Linking algorithm: syntax —> semantics {revised formulation)

1 Determine the functions of the core arguments:

a. If the construction is syntactically accusative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is

actor.
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Linking in simple sentences

(2) If it is passive, the privileged syntactic argument is not the actor of

the predicate in the nucleus;

(a) the actor may appear as a direct core argument (language-

specific); or

(b) the actor may appear in the periphery marked by an adposition

or an oblique case (language-specific); or

(c) if there is no actor in the core or the periphery, then replace the

variable representing the highest-ranking argument in the logi-

cal structure with '0'.

b. If the construction is syntactically ergative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is

undergoer.

(2) If it is antipassive, the privileged syntactic argument is actor;

(a) the undergoer may appear as an oblique element (language-

specific);

(b) if there is no undergoer in the core or the periphery, then

replace the variable representing the lowest-ranking argument

in the logical structure with '0'.

c. Assign macrorole status to the other direct core argument, if it is not

dative or in an oblique case (language-specific).

d. If the verb is intransitive, then assign the privileged syntactic argument

either macrorole or direct core argument status (language-specific).

e. If the language is head-marking and there are independent NPs in the

clause, associate each NP with a bound argument marker (language-

specific).

f. If the language lacks voice oppositions, determine the macroroles from

case marking and/or word order (language-specific).

2 Retrieve from the lexicon the logical structure of the predicate in the

nucleus of the clause and with respect to it execute step 1 from (7.12), sub-

ject to the following proviso:

a. When there is more than one choice for undergoer, do not assign under-

goer to an argument in the logical structure.

b. Assign actor to an argument in the logical structure, if the verb takes

one.

c. Determine the linking of the non-macrorole core argument:

(1) if there is a state predicate in the logical structure and if the non-

macrorole core argument is marked by a locative adposition or dative

or a locative-type case, then link it with the first argument position

in the state predicate in the logical structure; or

(2) if there is a state predicate in the logical structure and if it is not

marked by a locative adposition or dative or a locative-type case,

then link it with the second argument position in the state predicate;

(3) otherwise, link the animate NP with the first argument position in

the state predicate in the logical structure.
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72 The linking algorithms

3 Link the arguments determined in step 1 with the arguments determined in

step 2 until all core arguments are linked.

4 If there is a predicative adpositional adjunct, then retrieve its logical struc-

ture from the lexicon, insert the logical structure of the core as the second

argument in the logical structure and the object of the adposition in the

periphery as the first argument.

5 If there is an element in the pre- or postcore slot (language-specific),

a. assign it the remaining unlinked argument position in the semantic rep-

resentation of the sentence;

b. and if there are no unlinked argument positions in the sentence, then

treat the WH-word like a predicative preposition and follow the proce-

dure in step 4, linking the WH-word to the first argument position in the

logical structure.

Adjunct PPs in the periphery add extra complexity to the linking, which is han-

dled in step 4 in (7.36). The mapping from syntax to semantics for (7.11) is given in

figure 7.20. The linking of the core elements is straightforward. After is a predicative

preposition in this sentence; it does not mark an oblique core argument, as all of the

semantic arguments of the verb are linked to core arguments. Hence, following step

4, its logical structure must be retrieved from the lexicon, the object of after is linked

to its first argument position and the logical structure of the verb in the nucleus is

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE<= PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

I I I
NP PRED NP PP

V

Pat after the concertRobin saw

y (la) ^

Actor Non-actorDCA
Voice? - Active \ (3)

/. P S A = Actor Actor Undergoer

[see' (x, y)]

after' (w, z)

Figure 7.20 Syntax —> semantics linking involving adjunct PP in English
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Linking in simple sentences

SENTENCE

PERIPHERY

PP

Who was presented with an award by Molly?

"••-.. \ Actor

Voice? - Passive
.*. PSA = Non-actor

Actor '••'-"•-... \ ©

© f © "*""*"***--...\
[do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (y, z)]

Figure 7.21 Syntax -> semantics linking in an English WH-question

linked to its second argument position. This yields the correct interpretation, that in

(7.11b).

WH-questions in a language like English present an interesting complication,

because there may be nothing about the form of the WH-expression that gives any

clue as to its function in the clause. For speakers who have lost the who - whom con-

trast (which is most of them), who can function as any of the core arguments, as in

Who did Mary talk to?, Who talked to Mary? and Who did Mary see? The problem is

less severe in Icelandic, where WH-words are case-marked, which provides an

important indicator of their grammatical function, and there is no problem at all in

Sama, where the WH-word always functions as syntactic pivot of the main clause

and consequently its semantic role can always be deduced from the voice of the

verb. Because English presents the most challenging case, we will diagram the link-

ing of Who was presented with an award by Molly? in figure 7.21. In this particular

example, step 1 is not as revealing as in the previous examples, because there is no

structural privileged syntactic argument position in the core, i.e. there is no prenu-

clear NP within the core. It is possible to determine that the NP in the peripheral

by-FF is the actor. Because the verb present allows variable linking to undergoer,

only the actor can be determined from the logical structure. The next step involves

the oblique core argument, with an award: since it is marked by a non-locative

preposition, its object must be linked to the second argument position in the state

predicate in the logical structure, the z argument. The NP in the precore slot is the

only unlinked element in the syntax, and there is only one unlinked variable in
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7.2 The linking algorithms

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

PrCS CORE

ARG NUC ARG

NP PRED NP

ADV

(la)

Where did Robin see Pat? Voice? - Active

y y /. PSA = Actor
Actor Non-actor D C A

Actor Undergoer

© \ /
[see' (x, y)]

be- LOC' (w, z)

Figure 7.22 Syntax —> semantics linking in an English adjunct WH-question

the logical structure, y. Linking who to y in step 5 yields the correct interpretation,

namely that who refers to the RECIPIENT of present. The linking of WH-words in

complex sentences poses important theoretical problems, and it will be investigated

in detail in chapter 9. Step 5a also takes care of non-WH phrases in the precore slot

in English, as in figure 7.12, and in the postcore slot in Japanese, as in (7.22b, c).

Step 5b in (7.36) deals with adjunct WH-words in sentences like Where did Robin

see Pat? As in figure 7.20, all of the core-internal syntactic arguments would be

linked to the argument positions in the logical structure of see, and there would

be nothing to link where to. Since adjunct temporal and locative elements are

modifiers of the logical structure of the core, as in (7.11) and figure 7.20, they must

be linked to a higher locative or temporal predicate in the semantic representation

of the sentence. We must assume, then, that in the lexicon where is associated with

an abstract locative predicate, be-LOc' (x, y), as discussed in section 7.2.2, and that

when there is no argument position in the semantc representation for where to be

linked to, then this logical structure must be retrieved from the lexicon; the logical

structure of the core is linked to the y argument position, and where is linked to the

x argument position, just as with non-WH peripheral adjuncts. This is summarized

in figure 7.22.

Sentences containing a dummy it with an atransitive verb like rain in languages

like English and French are technically not subject to the Completeness Constraint,
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Linking in simple sentences

because it is not an argument. Given a logical structure like rain', there is no argu-

ment position to link the expletive pronoun to, but because it is not an argument

of any kind, there is no requirement that it be linked. If a non-expletive appeared

in that position, e.g. *Leslie rained, there would be a Completeness Constraint

violation, because the NP Leslie is not an expletive, dummy element and there-

fore would have to be linked to an argument position in a logical structure in the

semantic representation.

7.3 Case marking, agreement and adposition assignment

In this section we will present the principles governing case marking, agreement

and adposition assignment that are assumed in the linking algorithms. We begin by

looking at case marking and agreement in the next section, and then in the follow-

ing section we will explore preposition assignment in English.

7.3.1 Case marking and agreement

The discussion of case and agreement will be divided up in terms of the patterns of

case and grammatical relations discussed in chapter 6: the first section will deal

with languages with predominantly syntactically accusative constructions, the sec-

ond with both syntactically ergative and morphologically ergative but syntactically

accusative languages, and the third will look at active and inverse languages.

7.3.1.1 Case marking and agreement: accusative languages

Many accounts of case marking and agreement tie these phenomena to grammati-

cal relations with statements like 'the subject receives/appears in the nominative

case' or 'the finite verb agrees with the subject'. Alternatively, some analyses have

stated these phenomena in terms of structural positions in a phrase structure tree,

e.g. 'the external argument receives nominative case', 'the internal argument re-

ceives accusative case' or 'the finite verb agrees with the external argument' (see

section 6.1.2.1, esp. figure 6.1). Since the syntactic representations we are using do

not make a structural internal argument-external argument distinction, the latter

type of analysis is precluded. Following the first line of analysis, on the other hand,

we could substitute 'privileged syntactic argument' for 'subject' and attempt a rela-

tionally oriented analysis. One difficulty that immediately arises is that there are

no syntactic functions akin to 'direct object' or 'indirect object' in this system. In

chapter 6 we argued that the primary phenomena associated with direct objects,

appearing as subject in a passive construction and being the focus of applicative

constructions, are actually properties of undergoer, and we discussed the linking in

these constructions in section 7.2.2. Hence we will use the notion of 'undergoer'

rather than 'direct object' in our case and agreement rules. Rather than 'indirect

object' we will use 'non-macrorole direct core argument'. This yields an odd set of
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

relations, two of which are syntactic (privileged syntactic argument, direct core

argument) and one of which is semantic (undergoer). It would be more desirable

for the case and agreement rules to refer to a homogeneous group of relations.

We will begin by looking at case marking and agreement in German. A first

approximation of the case assignment rules is given in (7.37).

(7.37) Case assignment rules for German (preliminary formulation)

a. Assign nominative case to the privileged syntactic argument.

b. Assign accusative case to the undergoer.

c. Assign dative case to the direct core argument.

A first approximation of the finite verb agreement rule is given in (7.38).

(7.38) Finite verb agreement in German (preliminary formulation)

The finite verb agrees with the privileged syntactic argument.

These can be illustrated with the following examples.

(7.39) a. Der Junge ha-t den Apfel gegessen.

the.MsgNOMboy have-3sgPRES the.MsgAcc apple eat.psTP

'The boy ate the apple.'

b. Der Apfel wurde-0 vondem Junge-n gegessen.

the.MsgNOM apple become.PAST-3sg 'by' the.MsgDAT boy-DAT eat.PSTP

'The apple was eaten by the boy'

c. Mein-0 Freund ha-t mir ein-en Hut geschickt.

my-MsgN o M friend have-3sgp RES lsgD AT a-MsgA c c hat sent.p s T P

'My friend sent me a hat.'

The privileged syntactic argument is der Junge 'the boy' in (a), der Apfel 'the apple'

in (b) and mein Freund 'my friend' in (c), and in each sentence the privileged syn-

tactic argument N P bears nominative case. The undergoer in (a) and (c) is in the

accusative case, den Apfel 'the apple' in (a) and einen Hut 'a hat' in (c). In (b) the

undergoer is also the privileged syntactic argument, and it bears nominative, not

accusative, case; hence if (7.37a) can apply, then it overrides (7.37b). The third core

argument in (c), the RECIPIENT, receives dative case, following (7.37c). In all three

of these sentences the finite verb agrees with the privileged syntactic argument.

Not all verbs in German work this way, however. The verbs helfen 'help' and

danken 'thank' both take non-pivot core arguments in the dative rather than the

accusative case. This is illustrated in (7.40).

(7.40) a. Die Frau ha-t den Manner-n geholfen.

the.FsgNOM woman have-3sgPRES the.MplDAT men-D ATpl help.pSTp

'The woman helped the men.'

a'. *Die Frau ha-t die Manner geholfen.

the.FsgNOM woman have-3sgPRES the.MplACC men help.PSTP
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Linking in simple sentences

b. Den Manner-n wurde-0/*-n von der

the.MplDAT men-DATpl become.PAST-3sg/-3pl 'by' the.FsgDAT

Frau geholfen.

woman help.PSTP

'The men were helped by the woman.'

b'. *Die Manner wurde-n von der Frau

the.MplNOM men become.PAST-3pl 'by' the.FsgDAT woman

geholfen.

help.PSTP

In (a) the non-pivot core argument is in the dative rather than the accusative case,

and in the passive construction in (b) the non-actor core argument is also in the

dative, and the finite verb does not agree with it. These examples would appear to be

exceptions to the rules in (7.37) and (7.38); how are we to account for them? There

are at least two approaches we could take. The first would be to say that helfen, like

aufessen 'eat up' or sehen 'see', is a transitive verb with an actor and an undergoer

and that, unlike the other two verbs, helfen carries in its lexical entry a stipulation

that its undergoer must appear in the dative case. This would account for the case

marking, but it leaves a number of other questions unanswered. In German, as in

many languages, only macrorole arguments may function as syntactic controller or

pivot, i.e. as the privileged syntactic argument. This is clear in the examples in

(7.41b, c), in which the dative RECIPIENT of verbs like schicken 'send' and bringen

'bring' cannot function as pragmatic pivot in German. The same is true with respect

to the dative argument of helfen, as shown in (7.41d).

(7.41) a. Die Manner sind in-s Geschaft gegangen

the.MplNo M men be.3plpRES into-the.NsgAcc shop walk.psTP

und pro{ wurde-n von der Polizei verhaft-et.

and become.PAST-3pl'by'the.FsgDAT police arrest-PSTP

'The men walked into the shop and were arrested by the police.'

b. *Mirj wurde-n viele Postkarte-n von mein-er Freund-in

lsg.D AT become.PAST-3pl much postcard-pl by my-FsgD AT friend-FEM

geschickt und sofort hab-e pro, sie verloren.

send.pSTP and immediately have-lsgPRES 3plACC lost.PSTP

'I was sent a lot of postcards by my girlfriend and immediately lost them.'

c. *Ichj bin um8Uhr aufgestanden und pro,

lsg.NOM be.lsgPRES at o'clock get.up.PSTP and

wurde-0 das Friihstuck gebracht.

become.PAST-3sg the.NsgNOM breakfast bring.PSTP

'I got up at 8 o'clock and was brought breakfast.'

d. *Die Manner sind in-s Geschaft gegangen

the.MplNOM men be.3plpRES into-the.NsgAcc shop walk.PSTP

und prox wurde-0 von der Frau geholfen.

and become.PAST-3sg 'by' the.FsgDAT woman help.PSTP

'The men walked into the shop and were helped by the woman.'
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

The variable syntactic pivot of a German clause can be omitted under coreference

with the variable syntactic controller of the previous clause in conjoined structures,

as in (7.41a). In (7.41b) the dative core argument is in the first clause and cannot

be the controller for a zero pivot in the second clause, whereas in (c) the omitted

core argument in the second clause would be dative if it appeared overtly; the

sentence is therefore ungrammatical. The ungrammaticality of (d) shows that the

dative argument of helfen 'help' is not really the privileged syntactic argument in a

passive construction like (7.40b), since it cannot be omitted in a conjoined struc-

ture. This is puzzling if the dative argument is truly an undergoer with an arbitrary

case feature; why should such a feature keep the argument from functioning as

syntactic pivot or controller? We would need to posit a further principle stating

that macroroles bearing arbitrary case features cannot function as the privileged

syntactic argument. This analysis thus requires two stipulations: the case feature

and the principle just mentioned.

There is another approach to this problem. Recall from section 4.2 that M-transitivity

in this framework is defined in terms of the number of macroroles a verb takes: an

M-transitive verb takes two, an M-intransitive verb one, and an M-atransitive verb

none. Let us suppose, then, that what is irregular about helfen is not the case it

assigns to its non-actor direct core argument but rather its M-transitivity; that is,

despite having two arguments in its logical structure, it is M-intransitive and there-

fore has only one macrorole argument. Following the macrorole assignment princi-

ples in (4.14b), the macrorole must be actor. This analysis correctly predicts all of

the morphosyntactic properties of the non-actor core argument of helfen in (7.40)-

(7.41). First, since it is a non-macrorole direct core argument, it should appear in the

dative case, following (7.37c), which it does. Second, because it is not a macrorole

argument, it cannot function as the privileged syntactic argument in a passive con-

struction, which is correct. Furthermore, since it is a non-macrorole direct core

argument, it should appear in the dative case in passive constructions, which it does.

Third, since it is not a macrorole, it cannot function as either controller or pivot in

coordinate constructions, which is correct. Finally, since it is not a macrorole argu-

ment and cannot function as pivot, the verb should not agree with it in passive con-

structions, which is also correct. Thus, all of the apparently exceptional properties

of this argument fall out from the analysis of helfen as M-intransitive, and the only

stipulation that would be required is the indication in its lexical entry that it takes

only one macrorole; everything else follows without further specification. This stip-

ulation is in fact not as arbitrary as it might appear; helfen is an activity verb, and

we saw in section 4.2 that many activity verbs behave like intransitive verbs; hence

we might expect helfen to be M-intransitive, especially given that it is difficult to

use as an active accomplishment. This second analysis treats helfen and verbs like

it as being exceptional in only one way, namely their (M-)transitivity, and it avoids

positing arbitrary case features and an arbitrary principle dealing with just these

arbitrary case features, as the first analysis does.
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Linking in simple sentences

This discussion of the (M-)transitivity of helfen illustrates an important point.

When we first introduced this notion in section 4.2, we gave no criteria based on

semantic representations which could be used to determine exceptional transit-

ivity. It is not clear that such criteria can in fact be given, since verbs with virtually

the same meaning in different languages can differ in (M-)transitivity, e.g. Spanish

gustar and Portuguese gostar are obviously cognates and mean 'please, like', but

the Portuguese verb is M-transitive while its Spanish counterpart is M-intransitive.

Differences in M-transitivity have definite morphosyntactic consequences, and

accordingly, these consequences provide a means for testing competing analyses.

Once we have established the principles governing case assignment and agree-

ment for regular verbs, i.e. verbs whose M-transitivity follows the principles in

(4.14), we are then in a position to evaluate competing analyses of problematic

verbs like helfen. We considered two analyses: (1) it is M-transitive, i.e. it takes

both macroroles, but it is necessary to stipulate its case-marking properties (dative

rather than accusative undergoer) and the fact that a dative undergoer cannot

function as a syntactic pivot or controller in a passive construction; or (2) it is

M-intransitive, i.e. it takes only one macrorole, which must be specified in its lex-

ical entry, but it is otherwise completely regular in all other properties, i.e. type of

macrorole, case assignment and the failure of its second argument to function as

a syntactic pivot or controller in a passive. Which analysis is to be preferred? In

terms of the criteria discussed in chapter 1, the second analysis is to be preferred:

only one stipulation is required, it is of a kind that is independently required, given

the unpredictability of transitivity with many verbs, and the verb is then regular

in its morphosyntactic behavior, whereas in the first account the verb is irregular

in a number of respects and regular only in its transitivity. Hence, the second

account maximizes the regularity of the morphosyntactic behavior of the verb and

minimizes its irregularity, while the first account does the reverse. Thus, when

dealing with verbs which are apparently irregular or exceptional in some respect,

we can use their morphosyntactic properties in light of those of regular verbs to

evaluate competing analyses of their M-transitivity and determine whether they

are M-transitive or M-intransitive.

There is, however, a nagging problem with the case-marking and agreement rules

in (7.37)-(7.38), one which we mentioned at the outset: the case rules in (7.37) refer

to a mixed bag of relations, and it would be preferable to have an analysis which

made reference to a homogeneous set of relations. In order to solve this problem we

need to look at one of German's northern cousins, Icelandic. Icelandic has the same

four cases as German (nominative, accusative, dative, genitive), and so as a first

approximation we will assume that the case assignment and agreement rules in

(7.37) and (7.38) apply in this language as well. This appears to work well for verbs

like those discussed above. The following examples are from Zaenen, Maling and

Thrainsson (1985).
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

(7.42) a. L6gregl-a-n tok Sigg-u fast-a.

police-FsgNOM-DEF take.PAST Sigga-FsgAccfast-FsgAcc

'The police arrested Sigga.'

b. Sigg-a va-r tek-in fost af

Sigga-FsgNOM be.PAST-3sg take.PSTP-FsgNOM fast.FsgNOM by

logregl-un-ni.

police-D E F-FsgD AT

'Sigga was arrested by the police.'

c. Eg syn-d-i henni bfl-in-n.

lsgNOM show-PAST-lsg 3FSDAT car-D E F-MsgA c c

'I showed her the car.'

d. Eg hjalpa-d-i J)eim.

lsgNOM help-PAST-lsg 3plDAT

'I helped them.'

e. Peim va-r hjalp-ad (afmer).

3plD AT be.PAST-3sg help-ps TP (by lsgDAT)

'They were helped (by me).'

These examples parallel the ones we saw from German. In (a)-(d) the privileged

syntactic argument is in the nominative case, the under goer is in the accusative case

and the non-macrorole direct core argument is in the dative case. The Icelandic

equivalent of helfen, hjdlpa, takes a dative second argument, which, like its German

counterpart, appears in the dative in a passive construction and does not trigger

finite-verb agreement.8

There are, however, some constructions in Icelandic which show that it is rather

more different from German than the examples in (7.42) indicate.

(7.43) a. Peim hef-ur alltaf Ipott 6laf-ur leidinleg-ur.

3plDAT have-3sgPRES always think.pSTP Olaf-MsgNOM boring-MsgNOM

'They have always considered Olaf boring.'

b. Mer hafa/*hef alltaf J)6tt J)eir leidinleg-ir.

lsgDAT have.3pl/have.lsg always think.PSTP 3plNOM boring-MplNOM

'I have always considered them boring.'

c. Peim virdist alltaf hafa J>6tt 6laf-ur

3plDAT seem.3sgPREs always have.iNF think.PSTP Olaf-MsgNOM

leidinleg-ur.

boring-MsgNOM

'They always seem to have found Olaf boring.'

d. *6laf-ur virdist alltaf J)eim hafa J)6tt

Olaf-MsgNOM seem.3sgPRES always 3pk>AT have.iNF think.PSTP

Iei6inleg-ur.

boring-MsgNOM

(lit.) *'Olaf seems always them to have considered boring.'
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Linking in simple sentences

While German also has 'dative subject' constructions like (7.43a), e.g. mir gefdll-t

das Buch (lsgDATplease-3sgPRES the.NsgNOM book) 'I like the book', or 'The book

pleases me', the important difference between the two languages is that dative case

core arguments like peim 'them' in (a) can function as syntactic pivots and con-

trollers in Icelandic but not in German. This can be seen most clearly in the contrast

in the (c) and (d) examples. Like English, but unlike German, Icelandic has produc-

tive matrix-coding constructions, and in the construction illustrated in (7.43c, d) it is

the dative NP, not the nominative NP, which functions as pivot and occurs in the

matrix core, as the grammaticality of (c) and the ungrammaticality of (d) show

clearly. This contrast can be made even more striking when we compare dative NPs

as controller or pivot in a conjunction reduction construction. The German examples

in (7.41) show that a dative NP can function neither as pivot nor as controller in this

construction. Contrast this with analogous constructions in Icelandic, taken from

Rognvaldsson (1982).

(7.44) a. Peirj sja stulk-un-a og pro{ finnst hun

3plNo M see.3plp RES girl-D EF-FsgAcc and find.3sgp RES 3FsgNo M

alitleg-0.

attractive- FsgNOM

'They see the girl and find her attractive.'

b. Peirrii lik-ar matur-in-n og prc^bord-a mikid.

3pk> AT like-3sgp RES food-D E F-MsgN o M and eat-3plp RES much

'They like the food and eat much.'

The verb in the second clause of (7.44a), finnst, takes a dative privileged syntactic

argument, and therefore the omitted NP is the one that would appear in the dative

case in a simple clause; note that the verb agrees with the nominative pronoun hun

'she'. The grammaticality of this sentence in Icelandic contrasts sharply with the

ungrammaticality of (7.41b, d) in German. In (7.44b) the dative argument peim

'them' in the first clause is the antecedent (controller) for the zero pivot in the

second clause; the verb borda 'eat' takes a nominative subject. Again, there is a

sharp contrast with the ungrammatical German examples in (7.41). It is clear, then,

that dative core arguments can be syntactic (pragmatic) pivots and controllers in

Icelandic but not in German. Because the dative NP is the syntactic pivot in the

examples in (7.43a, b) and (7.44), the case-marking rules in (7.37) will not work for

them. Note further, as highlighted in (b), the finite verb does not agree with the syn-

tactic pivot; rather it agrees with the non-pivot nominative NYpeir. The word order

in these examples is significant as well. Again like English and unlike German,

Icelandic has relatively fixed word order, with the privileged syntactic argument

being the initial NP within the core. The order in (7.43a, b) is the unmarked order;

were the nominative NP to appear in initial position in the sentence, it would have

to be in the precore slot and the privileged syntactic argument would follow the
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

finite verb (cf. (2.16)-(2.17)). This is puzzling, since German, with a similar case sys-

tem, has much more flexible word order, as least with respect to NPs. Why should

Icelandic have such rigid word order, given its rich system of case marking? We will

return to this question below.

It appears, then, that the case-marking rules for (7.43) are quite different from

those for (7.42); in other words, the rules in (7.37) work for (7.42) but not for (7.43).

The same holds true for finite-verb agreement: the rule in (7.38) works for (7.42)

but not for (7.43). Is it possible to formulate a set of case-marking and finite-verb

agreement rules which will work for all of these examples? The answer is 'yes', and

to achieve this we need to make only one significant change in the rules as formu-

lated. The case and agreement rules both refer to the notion of privileged syntactic

argument, and, as we saw in chapter 6, there is a privileged syntactic argument

selection hierarchy underlying the choice of argument to function as syntactic pivot

or controller; it was given in (7.1). In these syntactically accusative languages the

actor is the default choice for the privileged syntactic argument. So as a first move, we

will replace 'privileged syntactic argument' in (7.37) and (7.38) by 'highest-ranking

macrorole' in terms of (7.1). There is a second, minor, move we need to make,

one which avoids a problem which came up earlier in the discussion of (7.39b). In a

passive construction, the undergoer is the highest-ranking macrorole and is refer-

enced by the rules in (a) and (b) in (7.37). We can eliminate this double reference

by changing the (b) rule to 'Assign accusative case to the other macrorole'; in an

active sentence, the 'other macrorole' is the undergoer, but in a passive there is

no other macrorole in the core and therefore the rule cannot apply. We may now

restate (7.37) and (7.38) as (7.45) and (7.46). We assume that these rules apply

within the core (and the precore slot) to direct arguments only; they do not account

for the case assigned by prepositions to their objects.

(7.45) Case assignment rules for German and Icelandic

a. Assign nominative case to the highest-ranking macrorole argument.

b. Assign accusative case to the other macrorole argument.

c. Assign dative case to non-macrorole arguments (default9).

(7.46) Finite verb agreement in German and Icelandic

The finite verb agrees with the highest-ranking macrorole argument.

The first thing to notice about these rules is that they solve the problem of the

heterogeneity of relations invoked in the original rules in (7.37): they all refer to

the status of an NP as a macrorole or not, and there is no mixing of syntactic and

semantic relations as in (7.37). The regular case marking and agreement in (7.39)

and (7.42a-c) can be accounted for straightforwardly. In each example, the highest-

ranking macrorole is in the nominative case, and the finite verb agrees with it. In

the passive constructions in the (b) examples, the undergoer is the highest-ranking

macrorole, since it is the only core macrorole. The actor occurs in the periphery,
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Linking in simple sentences

is the object of a preposition and therefore is not affected by these rules. In the (a)

and (c) sentences the other macrorole, the undergoer, appears in the accusative

case, and in the (c) examples the non-macrorole core argument bears dative case.

With respect to the other verbs, if we assume that the verb pykja 'think, consider'

in (7.43) is M-intransitive, just like helfen and hjdlpa 'help', then all of the case-

marking and finite-verb agreement phenomena in (7.40) and (7.42d, e)-(7.43) are

accounted for. The account proposed above for (7.41), which would also apply to

(7.42d, e), could be carried over into this new analysis unchanged. Unlike helfen and

hjdlpa, which are activities, pykja is a state verb, and its single macrorole would be

undergoer, following (4.14b). The crucial examples for this analysis are (7.43a, b).

The logical structure for them would be consider" (x, [be' (y, [boring'])]). In them y

(Olaf- in (a), peir 'they' in (b)) is undergoer, and because it is the only macrorole

argument in the core, it receives nominative case and the finite verb agrees with it,

as the (b) example makes clear. The x argument (peim 'them' in (a) and mer 'me' in

(b)) are non-macrorole direct core arguments, and accordingly they occur in the

dative case and do not trigger finite-verb agreement.10

We have accounted for the case-marking and finite-verb agreement in (7.39)-

(7.43) in German and Icelandic with a single set of rules covering both languages.

How, then, do German and Icelandic differ? The difference lies not in the case-

marking or agreement rules but rather in the privileged syntactic argument selection

hierarchies in the two languages: in German the selection principle is 'actor =

default', whereas in Icelandic it is 'highest-ranking direct core argument = default';

this is with reference to (7.1). The two principles appear to be the same with verbs

of regular, predictable transitivity: given a verb with actor and undergoer argu-

ments, both principles would rank the actor as the unmarked choice for the privi-

leged syntactic argument. But when one of the arguments is a macrorole and the

other a non-macrorole direct core argument, the two principles yield very different

results. When helfen in German is passivized, the single dative NP does not function

as syntactic pivot or controller; the result is a construction without a privileged syn-

tactic argument. In Icelandic, on the other hand, the single dative NP of the passive

form of hjdlpa is the highest-ranking direct core argument and therefore is the priv-

ileged syntactic argument; it can, for example, occur in the matrix core in a matrix-

coding construction analogous to (7.43c).

(7.47) Peim virdist hafa ver-id hj alp-ad.

3plD AT seem.3sgPREs have.iNF be-psTP help-PSTP

'They seem to have been helped.'

With verbs like gefalien 'please, like' in German and pykja 'think, consider' in

Icelandic, a similar contrast obtains. In both languages the verbs have a logical

structure like predicate' (x, y) and are M-intransitive, and since they are states, the

single macrorole is undergoer. The y argument would be the undergoer and the x
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

argument a direct core argument. In German the y argument would be the syntactic

pivot, since it is the only macrorole, whereas in Icelandic the x argument would

be the syntactic pivot, since it is the highest-ranking direct core argument. We have

already seen examples of the x argument as pragmatic pivot in Icelandic, e.g. (7.43c),

and (7.48) illustrates the y undergoer argument as pivot in German.

(7.48) Das Buchj ist teuer ab&Tpro{ gefall-t mir trotzdem.

the.NOMbook is expensive but please-3sgpRES lsgD AT nevertheless

'The book is expensive but I like it anyway' (lit.: ' . . . but pleases me

nevertheless.')

Thus, the major difference between German and Icelandic with respect to these

phenomena is the nature of the privileged syntactic argument selection principles

in the two languages: in German it is restricted to macroroles, whereas in Icelandic

it is not.

We are now in a position to propose an answer to the question raised earlier

regarding the contrast in flexibility of word order between the two languages: why

should Icelandic have such rigid word order, given its rich system of case marking?

Let us approach this question from the perspective of the algorithm for syntax —>

semantics linking. The starting point of this procedure is identifying the privileged

syntactic argument in the clause and determining the semantic function of that NP.

In German, nominative case is a reliable indicator of the privileged syntactic argu-

ment of the clause, but in Icelandic it is not; the nominative NP may, but need not,

be the privileged syntactic argument. There are constructions in which both of the

core arguments of the verb carry the same case, as illustrated in (7.49).

(7.49) a. Mig vant-ar pening-a.

lsgACC lack-3sgPRES money-Ace

'I lack money.'

b. Henni va-r skil-ad pening-un-um.

3FsgD AT be.PAST-3sg return-PSTP money-DEF-D AT

'She was returned the money.'

In the (a) sentence, both NPs are accusative, while in (b) both are dative. Hence in

sentences like these morphological case provides no clue as to the privileged syn-

tactic argument of the clause. It makes sense, then, for Icelandic to require that the

privileged syntactic argument be the core-initial NP, and given the privileged syn-

tactic argument selection principle, that NP can be identified as the highest-ranking

argument in the logical structure. No such requirement is needed in German, where

nominative case on an NP always codes the privileged syntactic argument and the

highest-ranking macrorole in the core.

We mentioned in note 8 that there is a second agreement rule in Icelandic involv-

ing passive participles and predicate adjectives; it has no analog in German. It can

be seen in (7.42a, b) and in (7.43a-c), where fast- (in takafast 'arrest' [lit. 'take/hold
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fast']) in (7.42) and leidinleg- 'boring' in (7.43) are predicate adjectives and tek-

'taken' is a passive participle in (7.42b). The rule can be stated as in (7.50).

(7.50) Passive participle and predicate adjective agreement in Icelandic

Passive participles and predicate adjectives agree in gender, number and case

with the undergoer of the predicate of which they are a part.

This is a clear example of a semantic controller for agreement, in contrast to the

variable syntactic controller for finite-verb agreement. In (7.42a) in which the under-

goer Sigg- is not the highest-ranking macrorole and therefore accusative, the pre-

dicate adjective fast- is in the singular feminine accusative form. In the (b) sentence,

the construction is passive and therefore the undergoer is the highest-ranking direct

core argument and the privileged syntactic argument; accordingly, the passive par-

ticiple and the predicate adjective are in the singular feminine nominative form.

We now turn to a problem that we first raised at the beginning of chapter 2,

namely case assignment involving non-local dependencies, e.g. WH-questions. It

was pointed out in section 2.1.1 that one of the justifications given for positing mul-

tiple levels of syntactic representation and for transformational rules to link them

was that these constructs allowed a simpler account of non-local case assignment

and agreement. We have seen an example of non-local case assignment in Icelandic

in (7.20a), repeated in (7.51a), and figure 7.11; in this sentence, a WH-word in the

precore slot occurs in the accusative case. A similar sentence involving non-local

agreement is (7.51b). The non-local agreement is between the predicate adjective

and the WH-word in the precore slot.

(7.51) a. Hver-ja sa 6laf-ur?

who-ACC see.PAST Olaf-MsgNOM

'WhodidOlafsee?'

b. Hver-ja tok 16gregl-a-n fast-a?

who-ACC take.PAST.3sg police-FsgNOM-DEF fast-FsgACC

'Who did the police arrest?'

Do the case and agreement rules proposed thus far handle these non-local construc-

tions, or do we need special rules for them? The rules in (7.45) and (7.50) can handle

these examples without any modification or extension. Consider the linking in

(7.51a), represented in figure 7.11, repeated in figure 7.23, along with the linking

for (7.51). All of the information needed for case marking and agreement is in

figure 7.23.n For (7.51a), Olaf- is the actor and accordingly will occur in the nomi-

native case; the finite verb will agree with it. Hver- is the undergoer and therefore

will occur in the accusative case; it makes no difference whether it is linked to

a core-internal position or to the precore slot. The same is true with respect to

(7.51b); logregl- is the actor and will therefore occur in the nominative case, and

the finite verb will agree with it. Hver- is the undergoer and consequently it will

appear in the accusative case and the predicate adjective fast- will agree with it in
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

PrCS CORE

NUC ARG NUC

PRED PRED

NP V NP ADJ

Hver-ja tok logreglan fasta?

Actor Undergoer

t t
Actor

t
Undergoer

t
see' (6laf-ACV, hver-) [do' (logregl-ACV, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME arrested' (hver-)]

Figure 7.23 WH-question linking in Icelandic

gender, number and case. Again, it makes no difference whether it is a non-WH

NP linked to a core-internal position or a WH-word linked to the precore slot;

the crucial property for case marking and agreement is that it is the undergoer.

Thus, the rules for case marking and agreement that we proposed in (7.45), (7.46)

and (7.50) can handle non-local case and agreement without modification. Hence

non-local dependencies of the type discussed in section 2.1.1 turn out not to be

a problem at all for the syntactic theory we have presented, and it supports the

position taken at the end of section 2.1.1 that multiple levels of syntactic repre-

sentation are not necessary in linguistic theory.

7.3.1.2 Case marking and agreement: ergative languages

Ergative languages present a more complex picture with respect to case marking

than accusative languages do, because most ergative languages have split case-

marking systems; that is, there is more than one case-marking pattern manifested in

the language. We will illustrate five different split systems, each with a different con-

ditioning factor for the split.

The first split is between tensed and non-tensed clauses; in Jakaltek (Craig 1977),

tensed clauses have an ergative pattern, whereas non-tensed clauses have an accus-

ative pattern, as the following examples illustrate. The complements are italicized;

the 'S, A, U' notation from chapter 6 is employed.

(7.52) a. Ch-in to an.

TNS-lsgABSgO lp

'I go.'

ABS = S
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b. Ch-in ha-mak an. ABS = U , ERG = A

TNS-lsgABS 2sgERG-hit l p

'You hit me.'

c. X-0-y-al naj chubil xc-ach

TNS-3ABS-3ERG-sayhe that TNS-2sgABS

y-il naj. ABS = U, ERG = A

3ERG-see he

'He said that he saw you.'

d. X-0-aw-abe tato ch-in to-j

TNS-3ABS-2sgERG-hear that TNS-lSgABS gO-FUT

hecal an. ABS = S

tomorrow lp

'You heard that I will go tomorrow.'

e. Ch-0-y-iptze naj ix hack s-mak-ni. ABS = U , ERG = A

T N s-3A B S-3E R G-force he her 2sgA B S 3E R G-hit-s u F F

'He forces her to hit you.'

f. Xc-ach w-iptze ha-to an. ERG = S

TNS-2sgABS lsgER G-f Orce 2sgERG-gO lp

'I forced you to go.'

In the tensed clauses, the absolutive form marks the S or U, while the ergative form

marks the A; this holds in both matrix and embedded tensed clauses. In the infinitives

in (e) and (f), on the other hand, the absolutive pronoun indicates just the U, while

the ergative prefix signals A and S, yielding an accusative pattern; contrast the mark-

ing of the S argument of to 'go' in the tensed clause in (a) and the infinitive in (f).

Hindi presents a common type of split, one based on aspect differences: in the

imperfective aspect forms, case marking follows an accusative pattern, whereas in

the perfective forms, it follows an ergative pattern. The following Hindi examples

are from Bhat (1991).

(7.53) a. Raam sootaahai.

[MASCsg] sleep is.MASCsg

'Ram [S] sleeps.'

b. Raamkitaab parhtaahai.

book[FEMsg] read is.MAscsg

'Ram [A] reads the book [U].'

c. Raamsooyaa.

slept.MASCSg

'Ram [S] slept.'

d. Raam nee kitaab parhii.

ERG read.FEMSg

'Ram [A] read the book [U].'

In the imperfective examples in (a) and (b), there is no case marking on any of the

NPs, and the verb agrees with the S or A. In the perfective examples in (c) and (d),
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the S and U NPs are not case-marked, and the verb agrees with them; the A NP in

(d) bears the ergative marker nee, and the verb does not agree with it, in contrast to

(b). Thus we have an accusative pattern in the imperfective but an ergative pattern

in the perfective in Hindi.

As in Hindi, many ergative languages have both case marking on NPs and verb

agreement, and it often happens that the two systems work on different patterns,

with the NP case marking being ergative and the verb agreement or cross-reference

being accusative. We saw this in the examples from Warlpiri and Enga in chapter

6, (6.15) for Enga and (6.34)-(6.35) for Warlpiri. We will discuss Warlpiri cross-

reference in more detail below.

A very common type of split is based on what Silverstein (1976,1981,1993) calls

the 'inherent lexical content' of NPs, which may be represented in terms of a hierar-

chy of NP types, as in (7.54).12

(7.54) 1st and 2nd > 3rd human > 3rd non-human animate > 3rd inanimate > others

Languages vary as to whether first or second person is ranked higher, but in every

case the speech act participants are ranked higher than non-speech act participants.

This hierarchy interacts with case marking in the following way: core arguments fall

into one of the types on the hierarchy, and, as Silverstein (1976) showed, there is a

point on the hierarchy (which varies from language to language) above which NPs

are marked accusatively and below which NPs are marked ergatively. In Dyirbal

(Dixon 1972), the division is between first- and second-person pronouns and all

other NPs. It is illustrated in the following examples. All of the previous Dyirbal

examples have involved third-person NPs only.

(7.55) a. rja4a bani-jiu.

lSgNOMCOme-TNS

'I [S] am coming.'

b. rja4a rjinuna bur.a-n.

lsgNOM 2sgACC See-TNS

'I [A] see you [U].'

c. rjinda rjayguna buj;a-n.

2sgNOM lsgACC See-TNS

'You [A] see me [U].'

These pronouns follow a straightforward accusative pattern. In sentences in which

one core argument is first or second person and the other core argument third per-

son, each is marked according to the rules appropriate for its inherent lexical con-

tent; this yields sentences in which both NPs are in nominative or absolutive form,

and others in which ergative and accusative case cooccur.

(7.56) a. rja4a ba-yi yata-0 bur,a-n.

lsgNOM DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS see-TNS

'I see the man.'
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b. rjayguna ba-ngu-1 yata-rjgu

lsgACC DEIC-ERG-iman-ERG See-TNS

'The man sees me.'

In a system like this, the case of an NP is a function of its properties alone, without

regard for the properties of the other core arguments. Tsova-Tush (Bats; Holisky

1987) exhibits a different split of this type: it has a split-intransitive or active system

for first and second person, as illustrated in (3.39), and an ergative system for third

person. Active systems will be discussed in section 7.3.1.3 below.

Silverstein (1976,1981,1993) calls the Dyirbal-type system a 'local' case-marking

system, because the case marking an NP receives is a function of its properties

alone. There are languages in which the case marking of one NP depends upon the

inherent lexical content of another NP; Silverstein calls this a 'global' case-marking

system. An example of this can be found in Kaluli, a Papuan language (Schieffelin

1985).

(7.57) a. Abi-yo siabulu-wo menigab.

-ABS sweet.potato-ABs eat.3.TNS

'Abi is about to eat a sweet potato.'

b. Abi-ye Suela-yo sandab.

-ERG -ABS hit.3.TNS

'Abi hits Suela.'

Kaluli is a strict verb-final language with two possible word orders, AUV and

UAV. In clauses with the unmarked AUV word order, both A and U normally

receive what Schieffelin terms 'neutral' case marking (the citation form, the same as

the absolutive), as in (7.57a). When A and U are both proper names or kinterms,

the A receives ergative case and the U receives absolutive case, as in (b). S always

receives absolutive marking. Thus, the case marking of the A depends upon the

inherent lexical content of the U.

The final split to be discussed is conditioned by the focus structure of the clause,

and again we turn to Kaluli for an example. In terms of focus structure, the immedi-

ately preverbal position is the focus position in the Kaluli clause. The initial position

is topical, and the topic element is often not expressed. This is summarized schemat-

ically in (7.58).

(7.58) Information structure of Kaluli clause

(NP) NP V

(Topic) Focus

Of the two word-order possibilities, AUV is the unmarked order and UAV a spe-

cial, restricted form. Hence the default situation is for the A to be topic and U to be

focus; this is in fact the default situation in most languages, including English, as

we saw in chapter 5. The examples in (7.57) are AUV, and it is only in this order
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with lexical NPs that the global case-marking system described there functions.

Pronouns show no variation in form in AUV sentences; there is no case marking,

and the verb agrees with the A.

(7.59) a. E ne sandab.

3sg lsghit.3.TNs

'He/she hits me.'

b. Ne e sondol.

lsg3sghit.l.TNS

'I hit him/her.'

The situation is strikingly different in UAV utterances. In them the A is focus,

not topic, and with lexical NPs, deictics and demonstratives ergative case marking

is obligatory; there is a special set of focus pronouns for the A of transitive verbs

as well.13 This is a local marking system, because the A is assigned ergative case

regardless of the properties of the U. The conditioning factor for this case-marking

pattern is whether the A is topic or focus, regardless of its place on the hierarchy in

(7.54).

(7.60) a. Nodo-wo niba diol.

one.side-ABs lsgCNTR take.l.TNs

'I (not you) take one side.'

b. Nodo-wo S-we diab.

one.side-ABs S[name]-ERG take.3.TNs

'S takes one side.'

Note, by the way, that in all of these examples the verb agrees with the S or A. Thus

Kahili exhibits three of the splits we have discussed: inherent lexical content, NP

case vs. verb agreement, and focus structure.

These five types of split ergative systems are summarized in table 7.2. Part of the

complexity of these systems is that there can be more than one type of split within a

language, as in Kahili, Georgian (Harris 1981) and Mparntwe Arrernte (Wilkins

1989).

Table 7.2 Split-ergative systems and their conditioning factors

Conditioning factor

Tensed vs. non-tensed

Tense-aspect

N Pease vs. verb

agreement

Inherent lexical

content

Focus structure

Language

Jakaltek

Hindi, Georgian

Enga, Kaluli, Warlpiri,

Georgian, Mparntwe Arrernte

Dyirbal, Kaluli, Mparntwe

Arrernte, Tsova-Tush (Bats)

Kaluli, Mparntwe Arrernte

Example

(7.52)

(7.53)

(7.57), (7.59), (7.60)

(7.55)-(7.57)

(7.60)
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Linking in simple sentences

How are we to capture these systems? We could start off by proposing a set

of case-marking rules for the ergative pattern, on the analogy of the rules for the

accusative pattern proposed in (7.45). We assume the privileged syntactic argument

hierarchy in (7.1).

(7.61) Case assignment rules for ergative pattern

a. Assign absolutive case to the lowest-ranking macrorole argument.

b. Assign ergative case to the other macrorole argument.

c. Assign dative case to non-macrorole arguments (default).

As before, these rules apply to direct core arguments only; they do not account for

case assigned by adpositions. The rules in (7.61) work for third-person NPs in

Dyirbal, but not first or second person. They follow the rules in (7.62); the dative

case rule is the same for all NP types.

(7.62) Case assignment for first- and second-person arguments in Dyirbal

a. Assign nominative case to the highest-ranking macrorole argument,

c. Assign accusative case to the other macrorole argument.

These rules differ from the rules in (7.61) in referring to the highest-ranking macro-

role for nominative case. This is because, while Dyirbal is syntactically ergative,

case marking for first- and second-person NPs follows an accusative pattern.

Dyirbal is extremely unusual in combining ergative syntax with accusative case

marking, even in this limited way, hence the need for two sets of rules. What is

unusual from a cross-linguistic perspective, as we discussed in section 6.5, is the

rules in (7.61), not those in (7.62).

We now turn our attention to Warlpiri as an example of a language that is syntac-

tically accusative (as we saw in section 6.2.2.1) with ergative NP case marking and

accusative agreement. The basic case and agreement patterns are illustrated in

(7.63) from Hale (1973). There is no inherent lexical content split in Warlpiri, and

accordingly, independent NPs and bound pronominals are marked consistently,

regardless of person, number or animacy. (T and 'IF refer to the sets of agreement

elements.)

(7.63) a. Ngaju-0 ka-rna purla-mi.

lSg-ABS PRES-lSgl ShoUt-NONPAST

'I am shouting.'

b. Ngaju-rlu ka-rna-0 wawiri-0 pura-mi.

lsg-ERG PRES-lsgI-3sgII kangarOO-ABS COOk-NONPAST

'I am cooking the kangaroo.'

c. Ngaju-rlu ka-rna-ngku karli-0 yi-nyi nyuntu-ku.

lsg-ERG PRES-lsgi-2sgn boomerang-ABS give-NONPAST 2sg-DAT

'I am giving you the boomerang.'
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

d. Ngaju-0 ka-rna-ngku nyuntu-ku wangka-mi.

lsg-ABS PRES-lsgI-2sgII 2sg-DAT Speak-NONPAST

'I am speaking to you.'

e. Ngaju-0 ka-rna-ngku mari-jarri-mi nyuntu-ku. (cf. (6.44a))

lsg-ABS PRES-lsgi-2sgn grief-being-NONPAST 2sg-DAT

'I feel sorry for you.'

The actor of transitive verbs takes ergative case, as in (b) and (c), while the single

macrorole of an intransitive verb and the undergoer with a transitive verb take

absolutive case, as in (a)-(e). Non-macrorole direct core arguments take dative case,

as in (c)-(e). The rules proposed in (7.61) work for Warlpiri as well as Dyirbal. Since

there is only one macrorole argument in (a), (d) and (e), it is the lowest ranking by

definition, as we mentioned earlier, and hence it would take absolutive case. In

clauses with a transitive verb like (b) and (c), the undergoer is the lowest-ranking

macrorole, actor being the highest ranked, and therefore it appears in the absolu-

tive case. In these two-macrorole examples the actor is the other macrorole and

occurs in the ergative case. The dative rule works as it has in the other languages

we have looked at.14

The auxiliary element (ka- in (7.63)) always occurs in second position in the

Warlpiri clause, and the agreement affixes are attached to it, not to the verb.15 There

are two sets, which we have labeled T and 'IF. Set I cross-references the highest-

ranking macrorole, which is the privileged syntactic argument in Warlpiri, as we saw

in section 6.2.2.1. Set II is somewhat more complex, since it may cross-reference the

undergoer, as in (b), the RECIPIENT in the dative case, not the undergoer, with a

three-core-argument verb like yi 'give', as in (c), or a non-macrorole direct core

argument in the dative case, as in (d) and (e). Particularly interesting is (c), which is

reminiscent of the phenomena characteristic of the primary object languages dis-

cussed in section 6.2.2.2. These three instances can be unified in a single general-

ization, however: set II marks the second highest-ranking direct core argument in

terms of (7.1). The two agreement rules are stated in (7.64).

(7.64) Agreement rules for Warlpiri

1 Set I: this form cross-references the highest-ranking direct core argument.

2 Set II: this form cross-references the second highest-ranking direct core

argument.

We will not go into the other three types of splits in the same detail as we have

with the inherent lexical content and case vs. agreement/cross-reference splits. The

approach that would have to be taken should be clear, however. In both the tensed

clause vs. infinitive and the tense-aspect splits, there would have to be distinct rules

for the two primary cases (or cross-reference forms, as in Jakaltek) for each of the

case-marking environments. Kaluli presents a somewhat different situation, since

NPs appear in the same form, regardless of their function, except in two specific
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Linking in simple sentences

circumstances, and only the actor is affected. Hence what is needed is a rule spe-

cifying when the ergative case is used, and the formulation in (7.65) captures it; it is

necessarily disjunctive, because there are two quite independent sets of conditions

governing the use of the ergative case.

(7.65) Ergative case marking in Kaluli: assign ergative case to the actor NP iff

a. it is a proper name or kinterm, and the co-argument undergoer is also a

proper name or kinterm; or

b. it functions as the focus in the clause.

Condition (a) expresses the global condition on the use of the ergative case, and

condition (b) captures the local condition on it.

7.3.1.3 Case marking and agreement: active and inverse languages

Active and inverse languages are not as common as accusative and ergative lan-

guages, but they nevertheless raise important issues for theories of case and agree-

ment. We will discuss active languages first.

We have already seen two active languages in some detail, Acehnese in section

6.2.1 and Lakhota in exercise 3 in chapter 6. Languages of this type tend over-

whelmingly to be headmarking. Hence for head-marking active languages, the issue

of case marking primarily concerns the form of the bound argument morphemes on

the verb, and accordingly case marking and agreement/cross-reference are essenti-

ally the same phenomenon in these languages.

Because with single-argument verbs there is no neutralization of the case-

marking contrasts found with transitive verbs, the case-marking rules might be

assumed to be very simple, e.g. 'assign actor form "X" and undergoer form "Y"'.

But this in fact overlooks a number of important complexities. To begin with, it is

necessary to distinguish what Dixon (1979,1994) calls 'split-S languages', i.e. lan-

guages in which the marking of single arguments is fixed and lexically determined,

e.g. Lakhota, from what he calls 'fluid-S languages', i.e. languages in which the

marking can vary, as in the Tsova-Tush example in (7.66), from Holisky (1987).

(7.66) a. (As) vuiz-n-as

(lsgERG) fall-TNS-lsgERG

'I fell down (on purpose).'

b. (So) voz-en-sO

(lSgABS) fall-TNS-lSgABS

'I fell down (accidentally).'

We will discuss split-S languages first, as they present the simpler situation.

With transitive verbs in Lakhota, as the data in exercise 3 in chapter 6 show, the

actor takes the wa- class marker, and the undergoer takes the ma- class marker. The

majority of single-argument verbs take the ma- class marker; that is, they inflect like

transitive undergoers. The small class of single-argument verbs taking the wa- class
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

marker can be characterized, following Boas and Deloria (1941: 23), as verbs

of physical or mental activity which require an animate argument (there are five

exceptional verbs which do not fit this characterization). These verbs do not require

that the actor be agentive, only that it be animate. Hence included in this class are

not only verbs like lowq 'sing', wachi 'dance', hi 'arrive' and ni^wq 'swim', but also

psd 'sneeze', blokdska 'hiccough' and gopa 'snore'. For this language, then, single-

argument activity verbs which require an animate actor take wa- marking, all others

taking ma-. Other split-S languages show different semantic bases for their splits,

as Merlan (1985) and Dixon (1994) discuss in some detail, and in those languages

these semantic distinctions would underlie the assignment of case to the single argu-

ments of intransitive verbs.

Fluid-S languages present a more complex problem, since the choice of case for

the S NP can vary from sentence to sentence, depending upon the intended inter-

pretation. Basically, the essential factor affecting case assignment with intransitive

verbs in fluid-S languages is how agent-like the participant is or how much control

they exert over their actions. Hence if the speaker wishes to code the participant as

being very AGENT-like, the case used for the actors of transitive verbs is assigned,

whereas if the speaker wishes to code the participant as not being AGENT-like (or as

being more PATIENT-like), then the case used for the undergoers of transitive verbs

is assigned. There are important complications involving markedness that appear

when one looks at fluid-S languages in detail. We will take Tsova-Tush (Holisky

1987) as our example of a language of this type. Holisky shows that intransitive

verbs in Tsova-Tush fall into five classes, which are listed in (7.67). This language

has ergative marking in the third person, and therefore ergative is the case of transi-

tive actors and nominative is the case of transitive undergoers.

(7.67) Marking patterns of Tsova- Tush intransitive verbs (Holisky 1987)

a. Intransitives with only nominative marking, e.g. maicdar 'be hungry', dah"

gordar 'freeze', qerV ar 'be afraid'.

b. Intransitives with variable marking:

1 Nominative is the norm, and ergative is possible but unusual or rare, e.g.

dah" davar 'die (pi)', dah" dax.ar 'drown, suffocate', dah" maldalar 'get

tired'.

2 Both nominative and ergative are possible, with no clear preference for

either, e.g. dah" daxar 'get drunk', Topdalar 'hide, come to be hidden',

k'urcdalar 'go by rolling, roll', dat'ar 'lie around, be scattered', disdalarl

detdalar 'bump into'.

3 Ergative is the norm, and nominative is possible but unusual or rare, e.g.

ga=rek'a(da)dalar 'run very fast', deh" dalar 'sneak up on', dildalar

'wash, get washed', doldalarldebldalar 'begin'.

c. Intransitives with only ergative marking, e.g. dagar 'come', lalar 'walk,

wander', lavarllevar 'talk', lap'c'ar 'play'.
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The verbs in group (a) are either states or accomplishments, and those in group (bl)

are mostly accomplishments. Holisky comments with respect to dah" davar 'die

(pi)' in (bl) that the 'use of nominative marking conveys nothing special about the

situation, while using the ergative expresses an unusual state of affairs in which the

referent of the subject wants to die' (110). The verbs in group (b2) are a mix of state,

accomplishment and activity verbs. Accomplishment verbs 'with nominative mark-

ing . . . convey that the change takes place naturally, independently of the subject's

will or control, while with ergative marking they convey that the subject has some-

thing to do with the change, perhaps by doing something to bring it about' (111).

With respect to locational state verbs like dat'ar 'lie around, be scattered', 'nomina-

tive marking conveys the location merely as a fact, with no particular decision or

intention on the part of the subject to be in that location. Ergative marking conveys

that the subject is in that location because of her own will, because she wants to be

there' (ibid.). Finally, the action denoted by the activity verbs is interpreted as being

willfully done under the control of the referent of the subject if it is ergative but not

if it is nominative. The verbs in group (b3) normally take ergative, and 'the rarer,

nominative marking might be used to express an extremely odd situation in which

the subject doesn't want or intend to perform the activity but nonetheless does so,

perhaps mindlessly' (112). All of the verbs in (c) are verbs of mental or physical

activity. Since this variable marking is restricted to first- and second-person argu-

ments, they are all animate. The correlation of verb type and case marking should

not come as a surprise, since the nominative-only and nominative-preferred verbs

are states, achievements and accomplishments, all of which would have under-

goer arguments, while the ergative-only and ergative-preferred verbs are primarily

activity verbs, which would have actor arguments. The 'no-preference' group in

(b2) has verbs of all types in it.

The fact that verbs in group (bl) can take undergoers in the ergative case and that

the verbs in group (b3) can take actors in the nominative case shows clearly that

ergative case is not uniquely associated with actors and that nominative case is not

uniquely associated with undergoers. Moreover, Holisky also emphasizes that erga-

tive is not necessarily associated with an agentive interpretation and nominative

with a non-agentive interpretation. She characterizes the situation as follows:

These facts follow naturally if nominative and ergative forms of

intransitive verbs are analyzed as forming a privative opposition for

the expression of agentivity. For a large number of verbs . . . the ergat-

ive is unmarked and can convey agentivity or non-agentivity. The form

with nominative, as the marked member of the opposition, is always

interpreted non-agentively.

For a smaller number of verbs . . . however, the marking is reversed:

the ergative is the marked member of the opposition and is used to
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

convey agentivity on the part of the subject. The nominative is neutral,

expressing nothing in particular about agentivity. (116)

Following Holisky's RRG-based analysis, we may propose the following case

assignment rules for first- and second-person S arguments; third-person NPs follow

the same basic rules proposed for Dyirbal and Warlpiri in (7.61). They crucially pre-

suppose the implicature account of agentivity proposed by Holisky and discussed in

section 3.2.3.2.

(7.68) Case marking rules for first- and second-person arguments of intransitive verbs

in Tsova-Tush

a. Defaults:

1 Assign ergative case to actors.

2 Assign nominative case to undergoers.

b. Utterance-specific options, applying to verbs in group (b) in (7.67):

1 Assign nominative case to an actor to block the agentivity implicature.

2 Assign ergative case to an undergoer to force the agentivity implicature.

Thus, assigning nominative case to an actor is analogous to adding an adverb

like accidentally or inadvertently to a clause to signal overtly that the S NP is not to

be interpreted as an AGENT, and similarly, assigning ergative case to an undergoer is

analogous to adding an adverb like intentionally to a clause to indicate that the S NP

should be interpreted as an AGENT. The rules in (b) reflect the privative semantic

oppositions proposed by Holisky and account for the interpretation of the examples

without positing unmotivated changes in the argument structure of the verbs. That

is, an alternative analysis could claim that there are, for example, two verbs in the

lexicon for each of those listed in the groups in (b) in (7.67), one which takes an

actor and one which takes an undergoer, thereby eliminating the need for the rules

in (7.68b). While this might seem simpler, since it requires fewer case-marking rules,

it has at least two serious drawbacks. First, it requires duplicate lexical entries for

the majority of intransitive verbs in the language; this is unusual, to be sure, and

the wholesale positing of double lexical entries for verbs suggests strongly that an

important generalization is being missed. Second, it requires the postulation of

otherwise impossible macrorole + verb combinations, e.g. actor + dah" davar 'die

(pi)' or undergoer + ga=rek'a(da)dalar 'run very fast'. This is a serious weakening of

the theory, since it permits systematic violation of the macrorole assignment princi-

ples in (4.14b), principles which otherwise have few, if any, exceptions. Thus, the

first approach, the one involving the rules in (7.68b), is to be preferred as simpler

and better motivated within the theory. The use of case marking to block or force

the agentivity implicature is not just a feature of fluid-S languages, as we will see in

our discussion of case marking in causative constructions in chapter 9.

We briefly introduced an inverse language, Kutenai, in section 6.4.1. In an inverse

language, case marking only indirectly indicates notions like actor, undergoer or
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privileged syntactic argument; what it directly signals is related to either the per-

son of the core arguments or their discourse status. We will use Plains Cree, an

Algonquian language (Wolfart 1973), as our example of an inverse language. To

understand core argument marking in this type of language, we need two ideas we

have talked about before. The first is a person hierarchy like the one in (7.54), and

the second is the distinction between proximate and obviative third persons, which

we discussed briefly in section 6.4.1 with reference to the Kutenai example in (6.59).

The two may be combined to create an extended person hierarchy for Cree, which

is given in (7.69).

(7.69) 2nd > 1st > 1st dual inclusive > 3rd PROX > 3rd OBV

Second-person core arguments are coded only by the prefix ki(t)-, while first-person

core arguments may be coded by the prefix ni(t)- or the suffix -n. Third-person core

arguments are always coded by suffixes, if coded on the verb. This is illustrated in

the following examples.

(7.70) a. Ki-wapam-i-n.

2sg-see-DCT-lsg

'You see me.'

b. Ki-wapam-iti-n.

2sg-see-iNv-lsg

'I see you.'

(7.71) a. Ni-wapam-a-w (napew-0).

lsg-see-D CT-3sg(man-PROx)

'I see him (the man).'

b. Ni-wapam-ik (napew-0)

[< ni-wapam-ekw-w]

lsg-see-iNv-3sg (man-PROx)

'He (the man) sees me.'

The second-person core argument in (7.70) is coded by a prefix, regardless of

whether it is actor or undergoer, and the first-person core argument is always a

suffix, regardless of its function, if there is a second-person argument in the core.

When, however, the core arguments are first and third person, as in (7.71), then the

first-person argument is expressed by a prefix, regardless of its function. Thus the

hierarchy in (7.69) governs which core argument will be coded by a prefix, if there is

a first- or second-person argument in the clause.

If each core argument is coded the same way in both sentences in each pair,

regardless of its function as actor or undergoer, then how does one tell who is doing

the action to whom? The answer lies in the suffix coded 'DCT' for 'direct' or 'INV' for

'inverse': if the actor is higher on the hierarchy in (7.69) than the undergoer, then

the direct suffix is used; if, on the other hand, the undergoer is higher on the hierar-

chy in (7.69) than the actor, then the inverse suffix is used. To express the logical

structure see' (2sg, lsg), the direct suffix must be used, because the actor is second
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person and the undergoer first person; the actor is higher on the hierarchy than

the undergoer. To express the logical structure see' (lsg, 2sg), on the other hand,

inverse coding must be used, because the actor is first person and the undergoer is

second person; the undergoer is higher on the hierarchy than the actor. The same

holds for the sentences in (7.71): when the actor is first person and the undergoer

third person, as in (a), the actor is higher on the hierarchy than the undergoer, and

accordingly the direct suffix occurs; when the actor is third person and the under-

goer first person, as in (b), the undergoer is higher on the hierarchy, and therefore

the inverse suffix occurs.

When there are two third-person core arguments, one must be proximate and the

other obviative, and the lower end of the hierarchy applies.

(7.72) a. Wapam-e-w napew-0 atim-wa.

see-DCT-3sgPRox man-PROx dog-OBv

'The man sees the dog.'

b. Wapam-ik napew-0 atim-wa.

[< wapam-ekw-w]

see-iNV-3pROX man-PROxdog-OBv

'The dog sees the man.'

The interpretation of these examples depends on the hierarchy, just like the others.

Given the logical structure see' (napew, atim) and the context-based determination

that napew 'man' is the proximate NP, then the direct suffix must be used, since the

actor (napew 'man') is higher on the hierarchy than the obviative undergoer

(atimwa 'dog'). If the context were the same but the logical structure were see'

(atim, napew), then the inverse suffix would have to be used, because the obviative

actor (atimwa 'dog') is lower on the hierarchy than the proximate undergoer (napew

'man'). Suppose we now wish to express these two logical structures in contexts in

which atim 'dog' is the proximate NP; the resulting sentences are given in (7.73).

(7.73) a. Wapam-ik napew-a atim-0. (= (7.72a))

[< wapam-ekw-w]

see-iNV-3PROX man-oBV dog-pROX

'The man sees the dog.'

b. Wapam-e-w napew-a atim-0. (= (7.72b))

see-DCT-3sgPROx man-o BV dog-PROx

'The dog sees the man.'

Thus, in an inverse system the formal marking of a core argument is not related

to its function as actor or undergoer at all; the pronominal affixes have the same

form and position regardless of function, and proximate-obviative NP marking is

likewise unrelated to function as actor or undergoer. This is very different from all

of the other languages we have looked at, and it contrasts perhaps most strikingly

with active languages, in which case marking is closely tied to function as actor or

undergoer (for the most part). The direct and inverse suffixes on the verb are the
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real 'case markers', so to speak, since they, in combination with the person hierarchy

in (7.69), determine the interpretation of the core arguments. Inherent lexical con-

tent hierarchies, like the person hierarchies in (7.54) and (7.69), play a central role

in the case-marking systems of both split-ergative languages like Dyirbal and Kaluli

and also in inverse languages like Plains Cree and Kutenai. Clearly, the linking algo-

rithm for syntax —> semantics for languages of this type must refer crucially to this

suffix, in much the same way the linking algorithm in (7.36) refers crucially to the

voice of the verb for languages like English and Dyirbal.

7.3.2 Adposition assignment

Many languages mark core arguments with adpositions, and accordingly there are

rules governing their assignment just like those for morphological cases.16 In section

4.3 we gave a brief sketch of how to and from, two of the prepositions that mark

oblique core arguments in English, can be predicted from the logical structure of

the verb in the clause, and in this section we will discuss to, from, with and for in

English.

7.3.2.1 Argument-marking prepositions

We have already seen numerous instances of argument-marking prepositions; a few

examples are given below.

(7.74) a. Sally gave/showed/sent/handed the box to Pat.

a'. Sally taught basketweaving to Pat.

b. Sandy took/stole/bought the keys from Kim.

b'. Pat drained the water from the pool.

b". Kim escaped from the burning house.

c. Mary opened the drawer with a knife.

d. Pam filled the bag with presents.

e. Robin went to the concert with Pat.

If we look at the relevant parts of the logical structures in the sentences involving to,

which are given in (7.75), a clear pattern emerges.

(7.75) a. . . . B E C O M E have' (Pat, box) = give, hand, send

b. . . .BECOMEsee'(Pat,box) =show

c. . . .BECOME know' (Pat, basketweaving) = teach

The NP marked by to is in every instance the first argument of a two-place state

predicate embedded under a B E C O M E o r l N G R operator in the logical struc-

ture; it is also a non-macrorole core argument. The state predicate can be of various

types; in these examples there are possession, perception, cognition and location

predicates, and the arguments marked by to include POSSESSORS, PERCEIVERS,

COGNIZERS and LOCATIONS. Hence it cannot be said that to marks a single type of

thematic relation, but it does consistently mark the same argument type in terms of
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

logical structure argument position. This is one more piece of evidence in favor of

the basicness of logical structure argument positions and against the idea that the-

matic relations are basic (see chapter 3). We may propose the rule for assigning to

given in (7.76), which is the same as (4.18a). This rule applies at step 5 in (7.12).

(7.76) Rule assigning to in English

Assign to to the non-macrorole x argument in the logical structure segment:

. . . BECOME/INGRpred' (x,y)

If we do a similar analysis of the sentences involving from, we likewise find a clear

pattern.

(7.77) a. ...BECOMENOThave'(Kim,keys) = take,steal,buy

b. ...BECOME NOT be-in' (pool, water) = drain

c. ...BECOMENOTbe-in'(burninghouse,Kim) = escape

In each of these logical structures, from marks the first argument of the two-place

state predicate which appears as a non-macrorole core argument. What is different

about the logical structures in (7.77) from those in (7.75) is the occurrence of NOT;

Gruber (1965) argued that to and from differ in just this way. The range of state

predicates that occur in these logical structures appears to be more limited than that

with to. Nevertheless, it is clear that from does not mark a single thematic relation.

The rule for assigning from is given in (7.78).17

(7.78) Rule assigning from in English

Assign from to the non-macrorole x argument in the logical structure

segment:

...BECOME/INGR NOTpred'(x,y)

With is perhaps the most intriguing preposition in English, because of its wide

range of uses. Three are illustrated in (7.74c-e): the first is traditionally labeled

'instrumental'; the second does not easily fit traditional categories; and the third

is called 'comitative'. It is the primary non-locative preposition in English, and it

cannot be associated with a single thematic relation or argument position in logical

structure. Indeed, it is possible to have five or more with PPs in a single English sen-

tence, as (7.79) shows.

(7.79) The woman with strong arms loaded the truck with hay with a pitchfork with

Bill with enthusiasm.

How should with be analyzed? One possibility would be to say simply that there are

five or more homophonous prepositions with in English: one for INSTRUMENTS,

one for attributes {with strong arms), one for THEMES {with hay), one for comitative

and one for manner adverbials {with enthusiasm). This is really no analysis at all; it

is, rather, just a labeling of the various uses. What we need to do is to examine each

of these uses carefully to see what pattern emerges.
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Linking in simple sentences

We begin with the instrumental use. In chapter 3 we argued for a particular logi-

cal structure configuration, repeated in (7.80a), as the definition of INSTRUMENT,

and illustrated it with the logical structure for Tom cut the bread with the knife,

repeated in (b).

(7.80) a. INSTRUMENT: IMPLEMENT 'y' argument in the logical structure configuration

[do' (x, [.... ])] CAUSE [[. . . do' (y, [... ])] CAUSE [BECOME/

INGRpred' (...)]]

b. [do' (Tom, [use' (Tom, knife))] CAUSE [[do' (knife, [cut' (knife, bread])]

CAUSE [BECOMEcut'(bread)]]

There are two EFFECTORS in this logical structure, the animate NP Tom and the

inanimate NP knife, which is also an IMPLEMENT, and both are potential actors in

terms of the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy. When there are two EFFECTORS, the first

one in the causal chain becomes actor, as we argued in section 4.1. In (7.80b), Tom

corresponds to the x argument in (a) and knife to y, and therefore Tom is the first

argument in the causal chain and functions as actor. Knife, on the other hand, is

not selected for undergoer either, as bread outranks it with respect to the undergoer

end of the hierarchy, and accordingly it will be realized as a non-macrorole core

argument and is marked by with. Thus, with respect to the instrumental use of with,

we may say that with marks a potential actor which is not selected as actor.

The instrumental use of with requires a causal chain of the type represented

in (7.80). In such a causal chain, the first EFFECTOR, the instigator, acts on the

secondary IMPLEMENT-EFFECTOR, the INSTRUMENT, which in turn acts on the

PATIENT or THEME, e.g. Tom acts on the knife, which comes into contact with

the bread and acts on it, cutting it, as in (7.80b). In such cases the INSTRUMENT may

occur as actor, as in The knife cut the bread or The key opened the door. As noted in

section 3.2.3.2, there are apparently uses of with which do not involve a causal chain,

and this is typically when they are used with activity verbs; in such cases, the argu-

ment marked by with cannot serve as actor with these verbs when there is no other

potential actor argument. This is illustrated in (3.43), repeated in (7.81).

(7.81) a. Abdul ate the cereal with a spoon,

a'. *The spoon ate the cereal.

b. Tanisha looked at the comet with a telescope,

b'. The telescope looked at the comet.

Like manner adverbs, these with PPs express an aspect of how the action is per-

formed, and they primarily occur with activity predicates. The logical structures for

these examples were given in (3.44), repeated in (7.82).

(7.82) a. do' (Abdul, [eat' (Abdul, cereal) A use' (Abdul, spoon)])

b. do' (Tanisha, [see' (Tanisha, comet) A use' (Tanisha, telescope)])
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

It might be argued that pitchfork in (7.79) is like spoon and telescope in (7.81)

because of (7.83a), but this would in fact be the wrong conclusion to draw, as

(7.83b) shows.

(7.83) a. *The pitchfork loaded the truck with hay.

b. The mechanized pitchfork loaded the truck with hay.

Example (7.83a) is not really ungrammatical; it is impossible in terms of our know-

ledge of how the world works. When we change pitchfork to mechanized pitchfork,

the sentence immediately becomes plausible, even though the logical structures of

the two are the same; in both, there is a causal chain involving the woman and the

pitchfork, as in (7.84).

(7.84) [do' (woman, [use' (woman, pitchfork)]] CA USE [[do' (pitchfork, [load'

(pitchfork, hay)])] CAUSE [BECOMEbe-on' (truck, hay)]]

As in (1.SO), pitchfork in (7.84) is outranked for actor by woman and outranked for

undergoer by both hay and truck, since it is an IMPLEMENT-EFFECTOR. However,

since the IMPLEMENT in (7.78) is not an argument of the verb but rather of use', it

will always be outranked for actor by the EFFECTOR of the primary activity predi-

cate such as eat or look at.

The next use of with to be examined is its use with verbs like load, spray, supply

and present in which it participates in the locative alternation discussed in sec-

tion 7.2.2, e.g. load the truck with (the) hay vs. load (the) hay on the truck. The rele-

vant part of the logical structure underlying this alternation i s . . . CAUSE

[BECOME be-on' (y, z)], with y being the truck and z being (the) hay. In the

default linking in terms of the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy, the z argument is

undergoer and the y argument is marked by a locative preposition, as in load (the)

hay on the truck. In the marked linking, the y argument is selected as undergoer, and

the z argument is marked by with, yielding load the truck with (the) hay. Hence it

appears that if a semantic argument which is the default choice for undergoer is

not selected for undergoer, it is marked by with.18

The comitative use of with seems rather different from these first two, but, like

the use of with with load, there is an alternation involved. It is illustrated in (7.85).

(7.85) a. Sandy and Kim loaded hay on the truck.

b. Sandy loaded hay on the truck with Kim.

c. Kim loaded hay on the truck with Sandy.

Let us assume that there is a single logical structure underlying these three sen-

tences: [do' (Sandy, 0) A do' (Kim, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME be-on' (truck, hay)]. If

both Sandy and Kim are chosen as actor, then the result is (7.85a). It is also possible,

however, to select only one of them as actor; if only Sandy is selected, the result is

(b), and if only Kim is selected, the result is (c). Both Sandy and Kim are potential
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Linking in simple sentences

actors, as (a) shows, and when only one of them functions as actor, the other is

marked by with, just as an EFFECTOR not selected as actor with a verb like cut or

open is marked by with. But this is not restricted to potential actor arguments; it

can also occur with potential undergoer arguments in some cases. Consider the

examples in (7.86).

(7.86) a. Pat served wine and cheese.

b. Pat served wine with cheese.

c. Pat served cheese with wine.

Here again we have conjoined NPs alternating with NP with NP, and in this

case we are dealing with potential undergoers rather than potential actors. But

the generalization appears to be basically the same: if an argument which would

otherwise appear as a macrorole does not, it is marked by with. Indeed, this gen-

eralization seems to cover the INSTRUMENT, THEME and comitative uses of with

discussed so far. It may be formulated more precisely as in (7.87).

(7.87) Rule for assigning with in English (preliminary formulation)

If an argument of equal or lower rank on the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy is

selected as a macrorole argument instead of the argument under considera-

tion, mark the non-macrorole argument with with.

This rule correctly predicts the use of with in the examples in (7.74). The important

thing to note about this rule, as opposed to the rules for to and from, is that it does

not refer to a specific argument position or positions in logical structures but rather

to the macrorole assignment phase of the linking procedure. This is why it can mark

NPs with such a range of semantic functions.

There are still two uses of with that we have not accounted for, the attributive and

manner adverbial, and they would appear to be rather different from the first three,

since they do not involve syntactic arguments. Let us first consider the attributive

use. A phrase like the woman with strong arms involves possession, in this case

inalienable possession. In section 4.7.3 we discussed the semantic representation

for possessive NPs, and for this phrase it would be have.as.part' (woman, strong

arms).19 There are two possible realizations for this logical structure as an NP; if

strong arms is taken as the head, the result is the woman's strong arms, whereas

if woman is taken as the head, then the result is the woman with strong arms. It is

reasonable to assume that the default realization of the POSSESSOR argument in this

logical structure is as the possessor NP in the possessive NP, and therefore the

default linking of have.as.part" (x, y) is with y (the POSSESSED argument) as the

head of the NP, i.e. as x's y. When, on the other hand, the x argument is selected

as head, the y argument is marked by with. While this does not involve macrorole

assignment, as in the other cases of with assignment, it nevertheless concerns the

failure of the default linking to obtain, and the NP which 'loses out', so to speak,
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

gets marked by with. We saw this in section 4.7.3 in NPs containing modifying PPs.

Given a logical structure like be-in' (bedroom, table), the default is for table to

be selected as head of the NP, yielding the table in the bedroom. If, on the other

hand, bedroom is the head of the NP, the result is the bedroom with the table in it

(cf. (4.77)). What is of interest here is not only that the default choice for head is

marked by with, as expected, but also that the preposition occurs with a pronominal

copy of the head noun. This may seem odd, but given the choice of the LOCATION

argument as head and the obligatory marking of the other argument with with, the

only way for the preposition to occur is as a modifier and the only way to express the

fact that the head is in fact semantically the LOCATION argument is to introduce a

pronominal copy of it.

In order to unify this use of with with the argument-marking uses captured in

(7.87), we need to generalize the principle to include linking within NPs as well as

within cores.

(7.88) Rule for assigning with in English

Given two arguments, x and y, in a logical structure, with x lower than or

equal to y on the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy, and a specific grammatical sta-

tus (macrorole, head of NP), assign with to the y argument iff it is not selected

for that status.20

The two arguments in question have to be candidates for the same grammatical

status; therefore in (7.80b), for example, only Tom and knife are candidates for

actor, and bread is not.

The final use of with is in manner adverbials. Manner adverbs, as we saw in

section 4.4.1.2, modify activity predicates, and they signal something about the way

the actor performs the action. In a sense they are like the attributive constructions,

in that they attribute a property to the actor's performance. Thus in Bill loaded hay

on the truck with enthusiasm, we are asserting that Bill performed the task with

great enthusiasm. It is possible to describe someone as 'having a lot of enthusiasm'.

It is also possible to paraphrase this as Bill enthusiastically loaded hay on the truck,

with an adverb rather than a PP. This suggests that the adverb and the PP are alter-

native realizations of the same semantic structure, much the same way NP and NP

and NP with NP are alternative realizations of the same semantic structure. Hence

we may represent the activity subpart of the logical structure as [enthusiastic
7
 (do'

(Bill, 0))] C A U S E . . . This follows the treatment for manner adverbs outlined

in section 4.4.1.2. The default realization of this is as a manner adverb, i.e. Bill

enthusiastically . . . , but there is an alternative realization which involves it appear-

ing as the corresponding noun enthusiasm in a PP. The preposition is with, at least in

part because it is the primary non-locative preposition in English, and there is no

locative relationship of any kind here. This use of with does not follow from (7.88)

literally, but there is a sense in which this use is related to the ones captured in it.
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Linking in simple sentences

The linkings which fall under (7.88) all involve non-default or marked realizations

of the element in the logical structure, and this is the case here as well, since the

default realization of enthusiastic" in this logical structure is as the manner adverb

enthusiastically. Thus manner adverbials like with enthusiasm seem to follow the

same general pattern for the use of with laid out in (7.88), even though this rule does

not apply literally in this instance. This is a significant result, for it means that the

INSTRUMENT, IMPLEMENT, THEME, comitative and attributive uses of with can be

accounted for by a single principle, with the manner adverb use being a related case.

The rule in (7.88) is very different from the previous preposition assignment rules,

because it does not refer to specific logical structure configurations or argument

positions but rather to the linking procedure itself. The complex logical structure

for (7.79) is given in (7.89).

(7.89) [enthusiastic' (do' ([have.as.part' (woman, strong arms)], [use' (woman,

pitchfork)]) A do' (Bill, 0)] CA USE [[do' (pitchfork, [load' (pitchfork,

hay)])] CAUSE [BECOMEbe-on' (truck, hay)]]

The woman would be chosen as actor and the truck would be undergoer. The

modifier strong arms would be assigned with by the rule in (7.88), as would the

INSTRUMENT pitchfork. Since Bill is not selected as actor and hay as undergoer,

they would both be assigned with by the rule in (7.88). If enthusiastic' is not realized

as a manner adverb, it appears as the corresponding noun in a PP headed by with.

Because only the woman with strong arms functions as actor, the use of a pitchfork

and having enthusiasm are attributed only to it, not to Bill. If the sentence were Bill

and the woman with strong arms loaded the truck with hay with pitchforks with

enthusiasm, then the logical structure would be as in (7.90), in which both argu-

ments are modified by with pitchforks and with enthusiasm.

(7.90) [enthusiastic' (do' ([have.as.part' (woman, strong arms) A Bill, [use' (woman

A Bill, pitchforks)])] CA USE [[do' (pitchforks, [load'(pitchforks, hay)])]

CAUSE [BECOME be-on' (truck, hay)]]

One of the surprising results of this analysis is that all of these uses of with except

the manner adverb use are accounted for by the rule in (7.88), and the principle gov-

erning the manner adverb use seems to be a natural extension of it.

7.3.2.2 Argument-adjunct prepositions

These prepositions are predicates, but they introduce an argument rather than a

modifier. Argument-adjunct prepositions with verbs like run and put were discussed

in section 4.4.1.1.

For is a very complex and interesting preposition in English; it can have all three

functions we have discussed.
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7.3 Case marking and agreement

(7.91) a. Lucy longs for a diamond ring. Argument-marking

b. Robin baked a cake for Sandy. Argument-adjunct

c. Rita sang for the students. Adjunct

Jolly (1991,1993) analyzes the basic meaning of for as being purposive, which may

be characterized as one action being done with the intent of realizing another state

of affairs. She gives the following semantic representation to capture the meaning of

for.

(7.92) Semantic representation of purposive for

want' (x, LS2) A DO (x, [LSi... CAUSE .. . LSJ)

This says that the participant denoted by x wants some state of affairs to obtain

(LS2) and intentionally does LSX in order to bring LS2 about. The 'DO' is signifi-

cant, because it is impossible for the action in LSX to be non-volitional, as the exam-

ples from Jolly (1993) in (7.93) show.

(7.93) a. *John knows Greek for mental exercise,

b. *Rita found a fifty-mark note for fun.

In the argument-marking use, as in (7.91a), only the first part of (7.92) is relevant.

Only verbs of hope or desire take for as an argument marker. If one looks at them

in detail, it becomes clear that the object of for is really a reduced proposition. That

is, Lucy longs for a diamond ring means 'Lucy longs to have a diamond ring', and

Fred hopes for a B MW means 'Fred hopes that he will get/have a B MW.' Thus the

logical structures for these sentences is want' (Lucy, [have' (Lucy, diamond ring)])

and hope' (Fred, [BECOME have' (Fred, BMW)]), respectively. Thus the logical

structure of these examples corresponds to the first part of the formula in (7.92).

The argument-adjunct use of for involves the whole logical structure in (7.92). If

we give a full representation of (7.91b) in terms of this representation, the result

is (7.94a); if we abbreviate (7.92) as 'PURP LS2', the result is (7.94b).

(7.94) a. [want' (Robin, [BECOMEhave' (Sandy, cake)])] A [[DO (Robin, [do'

(Robin, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME baked' (cake)]] CAUSE

[BECOME have' (Sandy, cake)])]]

b. [[do' (Robin, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME baked' (cake)]] PURP

[BECOME have' (Sandy, cake)]

This is an argument-adjunct use of for, since the logical structure of for shares an

argument, cake, with the logical structure of bake. The RECIPIENT argument Sandy

can be linked to undergoer in a marked linking, as in Robin baked Sandy a cake.

This thematic relation is commonly labeled 'benefactive' or 'beneficiary', but we

did not introduce a thematic relation with either of these labels in chapter 3, be-

cause it is not a thematic relation which is part of a verb's logical structure. Rather, it
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arises either from a preposition like for or an applied verb form, as in the Chichewa

examples in (7.30). There are at least three different senses of benefactive: (1)

RECIPIENT benefactives, as in (7.94), (2) 'plain' beneficiaries, like the students in

(7.91c), and (3) deputative beneficiaries, as in Pat stood in line for Kim, where the

actor did the action in place of the beneficiary. Some languages use different mark-

ers for these types; in Lakhota, for example, -hi- marks plain and recipient bene-

ficiaries, while -kici- marks deputative beneficiaries (Boas and Deloria 1941, Van

Valin 1977). In terms of (7.92), the LS2 for plain beneficiaries would be something

like 'the action of the actor provides them with amusement, enjoyment or other

kind of benefit', while the LS2 for deputative beneficiaries would be 'NOT LS/,

that is, the actor does LSj with the intention that the beneficiary not do the action.

The plain beneficiary and deputative readings are not available when the bene-

ficiary appears as undergoer, as in Kim bought Pat a new book; only the RECIPIENT

reading is possible. The reason for this can be seen in the logical structures for these

two readings in (7.95), using the 'PURP' abbreviation.

(7.95) a. Robin baked a cake for Sandy

a', [to show her she could do it, to amuse her, etc.] Plain benefactive

a", [so that she wouldn't have to] Deputative

b. do' (Robin, 0)] CAUSE [BECOMEbaked' (cake)]

PURP [BECOME entertained' (Sandy)] = (a')

c. [do' (Robin, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME baked' (cake)]

PURP [NOT [do' (Sandy, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME

baked' (cake)]] = (a")

The (b) logical structure represents the plain benefactive reading of (a), while the

(c) logical structure represents the deputative reading. There is no shared argument

between the two parts of the logical structure in (b), and therefore for Sandy is an

adjunct. In the deputative logical structure in (b'), unlike the RECIPIENT bene-

factive logical structure in (7.94), Sandy is not a potential undergoer argument,

since it is an EFFECTOR rather than a RECIPIENT, in contrast to (7.94).

This discussion of benefactives has highlighted again an important point from

chapter 3, namely the importance of the logical structure representations over the

thematic relations labels in accounting for the differential behavior of NPs. Just

positing a BENEFACTIVE thematic relation label would not be adequate as an

account for all of these uses of for.

7.4 The two phases of linking

Figure 7.1 summarizes the linking system, and it has two major phases: (1) mapping

the arguments in logical structures into macroroles, and (2) mapping the macro-

roles and other arguments into the syntax. In terms of the semantics —»syntax link-

ing algorithm in (7.12), the first phase corresponds to step 1 and the second to steps
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7.4 The two phases of linking

2-4. The two phases of the linking have important properties which will be investi-

gated further in the next two sections.

7.4.1 Universal vs. language-specific aspects of linking

In figure 7.1 a distinction is made between universal and language-specific aspects

of linking. The system of logical structures and the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy for

mapping argument positions into macroroles constitute the universal part, and the

mapping of macroroles and other semantic arguments of the verb into the syntax,

including case marking and the possible occurrence of WH-words in the precore

slot, varies across languages. We have already seen many examples of this second

type of cross-linguistic variation, and in this section we will explore the far more

restricted variation which is manifested in the 'universal' part of the system.

The first important distinction to make is between variation in the properties of

individual lexical items and variation in linking. To say, for example, that the system

of lexical representation (logical structures) is universal is not to claim that verbs

which appear to be translation equivalents of each other must have the same logical

structure. We discussed this at the beginning of chapter 3, and it is worth mentioning

again. A simple example of this concerns the verbs translated 'die' in Mandarin and

English: in Mandarin it is an achievement, i.e. it is punctual, whereas in English it

is an accomplishment, i.e. it is non-punctual. We also discussed there the differ-

ence between English and Lakhota verbs of breaking. Another type of lexical vari-

ation is in terms of M-transitivity: a given verb in one language, e.g. English please

and Portuguese gostar, may be M-transitive, while its translation equivalents in

other languages, e.g. German gefallen, Russian nravitsja or Spanish gustar, are

M-intransitive. Nevertheless, the linking system into which these verbs enter is

basically the same for all of these languages.

What kind of variation exists in the mapping between logical structure argument

positions and macroroles? The primary factor which varies across languages is ani-

macy; in other words, languages vary with respect to how much, if at all, animacy

affects the assignment of semantic arguments to macroroles. With respect to actor,

there are languages which restrict actors to animates or pseudo-animates, i.e. self-

moving, effecting entities like storms, floods and tornados, as we discussed briefly in

section 4.1. Lakhota is such a language. As we saw in (3.8b), repeated below, an

inanimate INSTRUMENT like a rock cannot function as actor with a transitive verb.

(7.96) a. *Ix?e wa ozpaglepi ki ka-bleclie.

rock a window the by.striking-break

'A rock broke the window.'

b. Ix?e wa u oz^zaglepi ki 0-0-ka-blecha-pi.

rock a with window the iNAN-3A-by.striking-break-pl

'They [unspecified] broke the window with a rock.'
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It is possible to have a pseudo-animate like 'flood' function directly as actor, as in

(7.97).

(7.97) Mnihiyaya-thaka ki thipi ki 0-0-woziizu.

flood-big the house the i N A N-3sgA-smash

'The big flood smashed (destroyed) the house.'

Actor is not restricted to simply AGENT or EFFECTOR arguments which are instiga-

tors, not INSTRUMENTS (see section 3.2.3.2), since the first arguments of verbs of

perception, cognition and possession can all function as actor; they are all animate.

(7.98) a. Igmuki na-0-wa-x?u.

cat the stem-3sgU-lsgA-hear

'I hear the cat.'

b. Wowapi wa 0-1-uha he?

book a iNAN-2sgA-haveQ

'Do you have a book?'

c. Slol-0-wa-ye.

stem-iNAN-lsgA-know

'I know it.'

Variation with respect to undergoer selection falls into two areas. The first is with

respect to the possibility of marked linkings, as exemplified in the English examples

in (7.23), (7.26) and (7.29) and the Dyirbal example in (7.25). Few languages allow

such marked linkings without any overt morphological marking on the verb; the

more common situation is that exemplified in the Indonesian, Sama, German,

Dyirbal and Chichewa examples in (7.24)-(7.25), (7.27)-(7.28) and (7.30)-(7.33).

There are, however, languages which permit either no or very few marked linkings

to undergoer with a single verb, e.g. Romance and Slavic languages. In these lan-

guages, a RECIPIENT with a verb of giving or a beneficiary in a sentence like (7.99b)

from Italian is either the object of the preposition per 'for' or a dative direct core

argument; there is no alternative coding for these sentences in which the recipient

or beneficiary appears as the undergoer in the accusative case.

(7.99) a. Maria mi ha da-to un libro.

lsgDAT have.3sgPRES give-psTP a.Msgbook

'Maria gave a book to me.'

b. Maria mi ha compra-to un libro.

lsgDAT have.3sgPRES buy-PSTP a.Msg book

'Maria bought a book for me.'

c. Maria ha compra-to un libro per Paolo.

have.3sgPRES buy-PSTP a.Msg book for

'Maria bought a book for Paolo.'

What these languages often have is pairs of verbs which lexicalize each of the pos-

sibilities. For example, rob and steal constitute such a lexicalized pair of verbs.
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7.4 The two phases of linking

English examples of rob and steal are given in (7.100), while their Italian counter-

parts are given in (7.101).

(7.100) a. The thief, stole $5,000, from the storer

a'. *The thief, stole the store^ of $5,000r

b. The thief; robbed the storey of $5,000r

b'. T h e thief; robbed $5,000, from the storer

c. [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME NOT have' (y, z) & BECOME have'

(7.101) a. Mario ha ruba-to £5,000 dalla banca.

have.3sgPRES steal-PSTP from.the.Fsg bank

'Mario stole £5,000 from the bank.'

a'. *Mario ha rubato la banca (di £5,000).

b. Mario ha svaligia-to la banca (??di £5,000).

have.3sgPRES rob-PSTP the.Fsgbank of

'Mario robbed the bank (??of £5,000).'

b'. *Mario ha svaligiato £5,000 dalla banca.

Steal in English and rubare in Italian lexicalize the unmarked linking in terms of the

Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy, while rob and svaligiare present the marked linking.

The other linkings are not possible with either verb, as the (a', b') examples show.21

English rob and Italian svaligiare differ, however, in that the Italian verb does not

readily cooccur with an expression of the amount of money taken, whereas this

is fine with its English counterpart. Thus, where a marked linking is not possible

with a single verb, there may exist a different verb which realizes the other potential

linking.

The second area of variation concerns the role of animacy in linking. In certain

languages, if there are two arguments which could be linked to undergoer and one

of them is animate, then that argument will be undergoer, regardless of which argu-

ment position it occupies in logical structure. The prototypical case of variable link-

ing to undergoer involves transfer verbs, which all have ' . . .BECOME have'(y, z)'

as part of their logical structure, and normally the y argument is animate and the

z argument inanimate. Hence in such languages the y argument, the RECIPIENT,

would normally be undergoer with verbs of this type. Variation would only be possi-

ble if both y and z were animate, as would be possible with verbs like 'show' or 'give

in marriage'. Recall from section 6.2.2.2 that Dryer (1986) argued that in what he

called 'primary object languages' the RECIPIENT rather than the THEME serves as

'direct object'. Since undergoer is equivalent to 'direct object' in this case, we may

conclude that primary object languages are in fact those languages in which ani-

macy plays a determining role in linking to undergoer. Tepehua (Totonacan;

Watters 1988) is an example of a primary object language. With a transfer verb like

staq- 'give' or sfa:- 'sell', the RECIPIENT must be the undergoer; this is signaled by
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the -ni- dative suffix. Consider the following examples involving sfa:- 'sell'. (Third

person singular arguments are coded by 0- affixes.)

(7.102) a. Ki-st'a:-ni-i Kwanpam.

lsgU-sell-DAT-PRFV Juan bread

'Juan sold me bread.'

b. K-st'a:-ni-ka-i pa:n.

1 sgPrP-sell-D AT-PASS-PRFV bread

'I was sold bread.' (*'Bread was sold to me.')

In (a), the actor is Kwan 'Juan', the undergoer is coded by ki- 'lsgU', and pa:n

'bread' is a direct core argument. In the passive in (b), only the first person argu-

ment can be interpreted as the undergoer and privileged syntactic argument. There

is no way for pa:n 'bread' to be interpreted as the privileged syntactic argument,

if there is an animate RECIPIENT in the argument structure (logical structure) of

the verb. If sfa:- were used as a simple transitive verb, then pa:n could become the

privileged syntactic argument in a passive.

(7.103) a. St'a:-* Kwanpa:n.

sell-PFV Juan bread

'Juan sold bread.'

b. St'a:-ka-i pa:n.

sell-PASS-PFv bread

'Bread was sold.'

Hence in Tepehua, as in other primary object languages, animacy plays a determin-

ing role in linking to undergoer; where there is more than one potential undergoer

argument, one of which is animate, then the animate argument must function as

undergoer.

Thus, we find very limited variation in the interaction between macroroles and

logical structures in the linking system, and this variation is primarily related to the

restrictiveness of the macrorole assignments. In some languages, only animates can

function as actor, e.g. Lakhota, whereas in others, animates take priority over inan-

imates for undergoer, e.g. Tepehua. In addition, most languages do not allow varia-

tion in undergoer assignment without some kind of morphological indicator of a

marked linking, and some languages do not permit even this, having pairs of verbs

which lexicalize each of the linking possibilities instead.

In section 2.2.2.2 we noted with respect to the layered structure of the clause that

the semantically motivated aspects of it are universal, while the pragmatically moti-

vated aspects of it are not, and this same pattern is found with respect to the two

phases of linking. As we have just discussed, there is only very restricted cross-

linguistic variation with respect to the first phase of the linking, that between logical

structure and macroroles, and this is clearly the more semantic phase of the linking.
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7.4 The two phases of linking

The linking of macroroles and other arguments into the syntax, the second phase, is

subject to a great deal of cross-linguistic variation, as shown in the previous chapter

as well as this one. And one of the important factors in this variation is the role of

discourse pragmatics, as we argued in sections 6.4.2 and 6.5; we will discuss this

further in section 7.6. Thus here again we find that the more universal aspects of

this area of grammar are semantically motivated and that the aspects of this area of

grammar most subject to cross-linguistic variation are not semantically motivated

and may involve discourse pragmatics.

7.4.2 Lexical vs. syntactic phenomena

Over the past two decades most grammatical theorists have recognized a distinction

between lexical and syntactic phenomena, starting from the criteria proposed in

Wasow (1977). A prime example of a lexical phenomenon is the variable linkings to

undergoer discussed in section 7.2.2; they are subject to lexical variation, i.e. not all

verbs which take three core arguments allow it {put does not, for example), they

have semantic effects (e.g. affectedness as discussed in section 4.1), and they involve

semantic notions only, i.e. argument positions in logical structure and macroroles.

Recall that the lexical rules we discussed in section 4.6 affected the logical struc-

ture of a verb and therewith its argument structure. The best example of a syntactic

phenomenon is the occurrence of WH-words in the precore slot in languages like

English, Icelandic and Sama; in simple clauses, it is exceptionless and not subject

to any kind of lexical variation; that is, it is always possible to form a WH-question,

regardless of what the verb is, what the other core arguments are, etc. While the

criteria for deciding the clear cases are generally agreed upon (e.g. lexical idiosyn-

crasies should be treated in the lexicon, processes which change the syntactic cate-

gory of a lexical item should be in the lexicon, phenomena not or minimally subject

to lexical government should be treated in the syntax), the criteria for distinguish-

ing the two classes of phenomena are ultimately theory-internal.22 In the framework

we are presenting, the line between the two is clear-cut and falls out from the linking

system in figure 7.1: lexical phenomena affect the logical structure of the predicate,

its argument structure, and actor and undergoer assignment (step 1 in (7.12)),

whereas syntactic phenomena deal with the morphosyntactic realization of the

macroroles and other core arguments (step 2 in (7.12)).

Why is it important to make this distinction? The answer is that a lexical change

can have very different grammatical consequences from a superficially similar syn-

tactic change. Consider the following example from Japanese involving passiviza-

tion and reflexivization. Japanese has two different passive constructions, which

have often been called the 'adversative passive' and the 'plain passive'. The plain

passive is much like passives in other languages; the undergoer appears as the privi-

leged syntactic argument, and the actor is marked by the postposition ni. It is illus-

trated in (7.104).
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(7.104) a. Hanakoga yakuza o korosi-ta.

NOM gangster ACC kill-PAST

'Hanako killed the gangster.'

b. Yakuza wa Hanako ni koros-(r)are-ta.

gangster TOP D AT kill-PA s s - PA S T

'The gangster was killed by Hanako.'

The adversative passive differs from the plain passive in that its privileged syntactic

argument is not a semantic argument of the verb. It is illustrated in (7.105).

(7.105) a. Hanako ga nekom-da.

NOM become.bedridden-PAST

'Hanako became bedridden.'

a'. Taro wa Hanako ni nekom-(r)are-ta.

TOP DAT become.bedridden-PAss-PAST

'Taro was affected by Hanako's becoming bedridden.'

b. Hanako ga odot-ta.

NOM danced-PAST

'Hanako danced.'

b'. Taro wa Hanako ni odor-are-ta.

TOP DAT dance-PASS-PAST

'Taro was affected by Hanako's dancing.'

The so-called 'passive agent' is Hanako ni in (7.104b), (7.105a') and (7.105b').

Reflexivization in Japanese involves the reflexive anaphor zibun 'self, and the

antecedent of zibun must be a core argument (see section 7.5). In English, core

arguments can antecede a reflexive pronoun, but peripheral adjuncts cannot; in

particular, the actor in an adjunct by-?V in a passive construction cannot antecede

a reflexive.

(7.106) a. Sally talked to Harry about herself/himself.

b. Sandy gave the flowers to herself.

c. *The flowers were given to herself by Sandy,

c'. *The flowers were given by Sandy to herself.

Is the same true in Japanese? Interestingly, the answer is 'yes' for the plain passive

but 'no' for the adversative passive, according to Kuno (1973).23

(7.107) a. Yakuza wa Hanako ni zibun no uti de koros-(r)are-ta.

gangster TOP DAT self GEN house in kill-PASs-PAST

'The gangster was killed by HanakOj in self^'s house.'

b. Taro wa Hanako ni zibun no uti de nekom-(r)are-ta.

TOP DAT self GEN house in become.bedridden-PAss-PAST

'TarOj was affected by HanakOj's becoming bedridden in self^'s house.'

c. Taro wa Hanako ni zibun no uti de odor-are-ta.

TOP DAT self GEN house in dance-pASS-PAST

'Taroj was affected by Hanako'Sj dancing in selfi7j's house.'
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7.4 The two phases of linking

Hanako ni cannot be interpreted as the antecedent of zibun in (a), but it can in

(b) and (c). Why should this be so? The answer is that Hanako ni is a peripheral

adjunct, just like its English counterpart, in the plain passive construction in (a),

whereas it is still a core argument in (b) and (c). In the prototypical passive con-

struction discussed in chapter 6, the under goer functions as the privileged syntactic

argument and the actor is treated as a peripheral adjunct, if it appears at all. This

involves the assignment of actor and undergoer to particular morphosyntactic

statuses in step 2 in (7.12). Hence it is a syntactic phenomenon. What happens in the

adversative passive is very different; the argument which would be the privileged

syntactic argument in the normal form in (7.105a, b) is not coded as the appropriate

macrorole (undergoer in (a), actor in (b)) but rather as a non-macrorole direct core

argument. Because it is a core argument, it can serve as the antecedent for zibun,

unlike the NP in the adjunct ra-PP in the plain passive. This situation is not unique

to adversative passive constructions; it also occurs in causative constructions, as in

(7.108).

(7.108) a. Taro ga Hanako ni zibun no uti de hon o yom-(s)ase-ta.

NOM DAT self GEN house in book ACcread-CAus-PAST

'TarOi made HanakOj read books in selfj j's house.'

b. [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [do' (y, [read' (y, z)])]

We will discuss linking and case marking in causative constructions in detail in

chapter 9. The logical structure for the core of (a) is given in (b). In terms of step 1 in

(7.12), the x argument is the actor, and the z argument is the undergoer, following

the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy.24 This leaves the y argument as a non-macrorole

core argument, and it is marked by ni, following the universal default rule in n. 9.

Significantly, both x and y arguments can serve as an antecedent for zibun in this

construction, and the ability of the y argument to be an antecedent parallels that of

Hanako ni in (7.107b). Here it is clear that we are dealing with a lexical process,

since it involves the assignment of arguments in logical structure to macroroles,

not macroroles to syntactic functions as in the plain passive construction. Thus, by

recognizing the distinction between the non-canonical assignment of the EFFECTOR

oiyomu 'read', the PATIENT of nekomu 'become bedridden', and the EFFECTOR of

odoru 'dance' as non-macrorole core arguments in the causative and adversative

passive constructions and the non-canonical syntactic assignment of actor and

undergoer in the plain passive construction, we can explain the differential behavior

of the NPs in the m-PPs with respect to reflexivization.

Having made this distinction, we can look back at the passive and antipassive

constructions discussed in chapter 6 and see that those argument modulation con-

structions which function primarily to suppress the actor or to derive an activity

interpretation from a telic verb are really lexical in nature; that is, they involve an

operation on the logical structure of the verb (such as changing its Aktionsart type
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from, for example, active accomplishment to activity, as in (6.76) from Dyirbal) or a

change from the canonical linking of semantic arguments to macroroles (e.g. sup-

pressing the semantic argument which would otherwise be linked to actor or under-

goer, as in (6.69b) from Ute or (6.70) from Sama). As mentioned at the beginning of

this section, the undergoer alternations discussed in section 7.2.2 are also lexical

phenomena, since they involve variation in assignment of the argument to serve as

undergoer.

7.5 Reflexivization

Reflexive constructions have been the focus of much interest within linguistic the-

ory over the past three decades. We will examine three different reflexive construc-

tions in this section; they will be termed (1) lexical reflexives, as in (7.109), (2)

coreference reflexives, as in (7.110), and (3) clitic reflexives, as in (7.111).

(7.109) a. Ba-la-0 yugu-0 ba-ngu-1 yar,a-ngu buyba-n. Dyirbal

DEIC-ABS-IV Stick-ABS DEIOERG-I Hian-ERG hide-TNS

'The man is hiding the stick.'

a'. Ba-yi yar.a-0 buyba-yiri-jiu.

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS hide-REFL-TNS

'The man is hiding himself.'

b. Na-ni-0-x?u. Lakhota

stem-2sgU-3sgA-hear

'She heard you.'

b'. Na-n-ic'i-x?u.

stem-2-R E F L-hear

'You heard yourself.'

(7.110) a. Maria ha taglia-to se stess-a. Italian

have.3sg cut-PSTP REFL-Fsg

'Maria cut herself.'

b. Petar-0 je vidi-o samseb-e. Croatian

Peter-MsgNOM be.3sg see-PAST.Msg only SELF-ACC

'Peter saw only himself.'

(7.111) a. Maria si e taglia-t-a. Italian

REFLbe.3sgPRES CUt-PSTP-Fsg

'Maria cut herself.'

b. Petar-0 se vidi-o. Croatian

Peter-MsgNOM 3sgREFL see-PAST.Msg

'Peter saw himself.'

One of the questions we will be investigating is the proper analysis of the construc-

tions in (7.111); are they best analyzed like the ones in (7.109) or the ones in (7.110),

or do they require a distinct analysis from the other two types?
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7.5 Reflexivization

A few general points are in order before we proceed to the analysis of these con-

structions. First, we will limit ourselves to what are usually called 'clause-bound'

reflexives; since we are dealing here with linking in simple sentences, we will post-

pone discussion of long-distance' reflexives until chapter 9. Second, we will limit

our discussion to argument reflexives only, excluding possessor reflexives (found in

many languages, e.g. Icelandic, Lakhota, Latin, Russian but not in English, which

has only reciprocal possessors, e.g. each other's addresses) and picture reflexives

(e.g. Holly liked the picture of herself). Pollard and Sag (1992) present a number of

convincing arguments that these reflexives are subject to a variety of constraints,

some grammatical and some discourse-based, and therefore operate rather differ-

ently from argument reflexives. Third, as we discussed in section 4.7.4 and section

7.2.2, referring expressions appear in logical structure in the form that they will

appear in in the actually realized sentence, case marking aside. That is, if an argu-

ment is to be expressed by a pronoun in the syntactic representation, then the pro-

nominal stem will occur in the appropriate variable slot in logical structure; the

actual morphosyntactic form of the pronoun will be determined by the linking,

including the case-marking rules of the language. In the same vein, if an argument

is to be expressed by a reflexive element, as in (7.110a) for example, then it will

likewise occur in a variable slot in logical structure. Hence the logical structure for

a simple English sentence like Molly saw herself would be see' (Mollys herself).

Coreferring pronouns will also be coindexed in the semantic representation, e.g.

see' ([have.as.kin' (Mollyj, brother)], her;) for Mollyt's brother saw hert. This does

not hold for lexical reflexives, since there are no independent coreferring expres-

sions in this type of construction. One of the most fundamental issues in the analysis

of reflexives is how to rule out the ungrammatical * Herself saw Molly (see' (herself,

Mollyj)); is this best done at the syntactic level or at the semantic level? We will fol-

low the proposal of Jackendoff (1992) that these restrictions are best captured at the

semantic rather than the syntactic level; that is, the constraints on the interpretation

of coreference in these two examples will be stated at the level of the semantic rep-

resentation of the sentence, not at the level of the syntactic representation.

7.5.1 Lexical reflexives

Most syntactic theories have taken English-type reflexive constructions, like those

in Italian and Croatian in (7.110), as the basic type of reflexive construction, with

other types being analyzed as variants of it. In this view, all reflexive construc-

tions involve a coreference relation between an antecedent and a pronominal ele-

ment without independent reference. The constructions in Dyirbal and Lakhota in

(7.109) present a serious problem for this view, since this construction does not have

two distinct referring expressions. In the Dyirbal construction, a transitive verb

carries the suffix -yiriy-l-mariy- and is detransitivized; an important question is, is

the absolutive NP in (7.109a') the actor or the undergoer? There is considerable
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evidence that it is the actor. This suffix is used in more than just reflexive construc-

tions; it can also be used to detransitivize a transitive verb, and the argument that

would be the undergoer with the transitive form may be omitted or it may appear as

a direct core argument in the dative case. This is illustrated in (7.112), repeated

from (6.76).

(7.112) a. Ba-la-m wud.u-0 ba-rjgu-1 yar,a-ngu d,anga-jiu.

DEIC-ABS-III fruit-ABs DEIC-ERG-I man-ERG eat-TNs

'The man is eating the fruit.'

b. Ba-yi yar.a-0 4arJgay-mari-jiu.

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS eat-REFL-TNS

'The man is eating.'

c. Ba-yi yar.a-0 4arJgay-mari-jiu ba-gu-m wucju-gu.

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS eat-REFL-TNS DEIC-DAT-III frllit-DAT

'The man is eating fruit.'

Dixon (1972) labels the construction in (b) and (c) the 'false reflexive', since it has

reflexive morphology but lacks reflexive meaning. This is a kind of antipassive con-

struction, as the case pattern in (c) is exactly the same as that in the -gay antipassive,

as we discussed in section 6.4.3. It is clear that the absolutive NP in this construction

is the actor argument, especially in (c), in which the undergoer of (a) appears as a

non-macrorole direct core argument in the dative case.

The sentence in (b) is technically ambiguous, although the false-reflexive reading

is preferred, since people do not normally eat themselves. If a speaker wanted to

make the reflexive reading unambiguous, in, say, a situation where someone is

chewing on his finger as a 'contemplative accompaniment', as Dixon puts it, it is

possible to add the suffix -dflu to the absolutive NP, as in Bayi yaia-d,ilu djCiqgay-

marijiu (lit.) The man is eating himself.' This suffix is not required for a reflexive

interpretation, and it may occur in an NP without the reflexive suffix on the verb

with a non-reflexive meaning. It is not, therefore, a type of reflexive pronominal

analogous to English himself"or herself.

What is the linking in this construction? In terms of the distinction introduced in

section 7.4.2, the reflexive construction is a lexical construction; that is, the addition

of the reflexive suffix to the verb reduces the M-transitivity of the verb from two

macroroles to one, and the non-actor may either be unspecified or realized as a non-

macrorole direct core argument. If the second semantic argument is unspecified,

there are two interpretations, a reflexive and a non-reflexive one; the reflexive read-

ing may be confirmed by the use of the nominal suffix -dflu. The absolutive case

on the actor and the dative on the other core argument are predicted by the rules

in (7.61). Dixon notes (1972: 90) that all transitive verbs can form both reflexive

(if semantically plausible) and false-reflexive forms with this suffix, and thus the

reflexive interpretation is an inference based on the form of the clause and the
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

ARG NUC

PRED

PRO V

na-nic'i-x?u

t
Actor=Undergoer

t t
hear' (2sg, 2sg)
Figure 7.24 Reflexive linking in Lakhota

plausibility of a reflexive reading; with a verb like 'eat' it is disfavored, whereas with

one like 'hide' it is favored.

In Lakhota, on the other hand, the reflexive interpretation is not an inference but

is directly shown by the -ic'i- affix on the verb, as in (7.109b'). This affix has no func-

tion other than signaling that the actor and undergoer are the same participant. The

person and number of the actor and undergoer are indicated by the affix: -m-ic'i-

'lsg', -n-ic'i- '2sg', -0-ic'iJ3sg\ etc. There is no independent reflexive pronoun; there

are only non-reflexive independent pronouns, e.g. niye '2sg' as in niye namdyax?y

'YOU heard me' and niye nanic'ix?y 'YOU heard yourself (emphatic) (cf. (7.109b)).

Since (7.109b') constitutes a complete reflexive construction, there is no possibility

of analyzing it as involving coreference between two distinct referring expressions.

Rather, it may be best analyzed as involving the linking of actor and undergoer to

the same argument marker, in this case the reflexive -nic'i-.25 It may be represented

as in figure 7.24. There is a single bound marker on the verb in this construction, and

it simultaneously indicates actor and undergoer. With a verb like k'u 'give' with

three core arguments, the two animate arguments are interpreted as the same, as

in (7.113).

(7.113) a. W;ya ki hok§ilaki wowapi wa 0-0-0-k'u.

woman the boy the book a iNAN-3sgU-3sgA-give

'The woman gave the boy a book.'

b. WJya ki wowapi wa 0-0-i£'i-c'u. (< ic'i + k'u)

woman the book a i N A N-3-R E F L-give

'The woman gave herself a book.'
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Linking in simple sentences

Thus, in Lakhota we have another example of a lexical reflexive construction, one

that involves linking actor and undergoer to the same marker, rather than corefer-

ence between independent elements. In both Dyirbal and Lakhota the reflexive

constructions crucially refer to the linking from syntax to semantics, and hence

could also be referred to as 'linking reflexives'.

7.5.2 Coreference reflexives

English, Italian, Croatian and many other languages have a coreference reflexive

construction, and in it the antecedent and the reflexive pronominal are independent

syntactic arguments, with the reflexive element interpreted as obligatorily referring

to the antecedent. In the simple example mentioned in the introduction to this dis-

cussion, Molly saw herself, the logical structure is see' (Molly, herself), and the link-

ing is trivial. This simplicity masks a host of important questions, the primary one

being determining the range of possible relationships that the antecedent can bear

to the reflexive. Why is * Herselfsaw Molly ungrammatical? Why is * Molly's brother

saw herself also ungrammatical? Other languages have much more complex sys-

tems of reflexives than English, e.g. Norwegian, Icelandic and Marathi; the con-

straints on possible antecedents must also be captured for those systems. Finally,

even though we are dealing with reflexives within simple sentences only in this

section, the issue of the domain of reflexivization must be addressed. It is widely

assumed that in English the clause is the syntactic domain in which reflexivization

occurs, but it is necessary to distinguish the domain of possible reflexivization from

the domain of obligatory reflexivization. In English, the clause is the domain of

possible reflexivization but not the domain of obligatory reflexivization, as the

following examples show.

(7.114) a. The woman; sent the book to herselfi/*heri.

b. Barbarâ  saw a snake near her^herselfj.

c. Pamelâ  got some spaghetti sauce on her/herself;.

All of these are simple sentences, and yet reflexivization is obligatory in (a), impos-

sible in (b) and apparently optional in (c). What is the nature of the contrast here?

Is it syntactic or semantic?

These last three examples raise an important point. Reflexivization is often

analyzed together with pronominalization, since pronouns and reflexives appear to

be in complementary distribution in many grammatical environments. This comple-

mentarity is not perfect, as the sentences in (7.114) show. We have already discussed

pronominalization in our discussion of information structure in chapter 5. We will

not be positing an information-structure-based account of reflexivization; rather,

we will propose that the answers to the questions raised above are best formulated

with reference to the semantic representation of the sentence, rather than to the

information structure or to the syntactic representation of the sentence.
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7.5 Reflexivization

The approach we will take is based largely on Jackendoff's (1972,1992) work on

reflexivization; he employs a somewhat different system of semantic representation,

and accordingly his principles will have to be adapted to apply to the representa-

tions presented in chapters 3 and 4. In his 1972 book he proposed a thematic-

relations-based constraint on reflexivization: the antecedent must be higher on the

thematic relations hierarchy than the reflexive. The hierarchy he assumed was

AGENT > LOCATION, SOURCE, GOAL > THEME. The obvious analog in our frame-

work is the hierarchy in (7.1), which is the basic thematic relations hierarchy. How-

ever, there is another candidate: the hierarchy assumed in the privileged syntactic

argument selection principles in a particular language. The one for German, we saw

earlier, is restricted to macroroles only, while the one for Icelandic is not. Which is

the correct hierarchy to use? The answer is, the second one, because the hierarchy

governing reflexivization varies from language to language in one of the ways the

privileged syntactic argument selection principles vary. That is, in some languages

only a macrorole argument may function as the antecedent of a reflexive, whereas

in other languages a non-macrorole direct core argument can be the antecedent. In

languages of the first type, such as German, only a macrorole argument can function

as the controller (or 'binder') of the reflexive, and therefore the macrorole hierar-

chy is the appropriate one. This is illustrated in (7.115); (b) is from Harbert (1977).

(7.115) a. Almuthj erzahl-te ihnij eine Geschichte iiber sich^j.26

tell-3sgPAST 3MsgDAT a.ACC story about 3.SELF

'Almuth told him a story about herself/*himself.'

b. Ich hor-te ihn sich erschiessen.27

lsgNOM hear-PAST 3MsgACC 3.SELF shoot.to.death

'I heard him shoot himself.'

c. *Ihri gefall-t die Geschichte iiber sichj.

3FsgD AT please-3sgPRES the.ACC story about 3.SELF

'She likes the story about herself.'

In German only a macrorole argument can antecede a reflexive; all speakers accept

nominative NPs as controllers, as in (a). In causative and direct perception con-

structions accusative undergoers can be a controller, as in (b). However, a dative NP

as in (c) is not possible antecedent. Hence in German the hierarchy in (7.1) is inter-

preted in terms of macrorole arguments only, just as in privileged syntactic argu-

ment selection. In languages of the second type, such as Icelandic, a non-macrorole

direct core argument may bind a reflexive, and therefore (7.1) is interpreted in

terms of direct core arguments, just as in privileged syntactic argument selection.

This is illustrated in (7.116a), from Thrainsson (1979) and (c) from Zaenen, Maling

and Thrainsson (1985).

(7.116) a. Jon-Oj syn-d-i Harald-ij fot a sig .̂

John-NOM show-PAST-3sg Harold-DAT clothes.NplAcc for SELF

ii showed Haroldj clothes for himself .̂'
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Linking in simple sentences

b. Harald-i vor-u syn-d fot a sigt.

Harold-DAT be.3plPAST show-PSTP.NplNOM clothes.NplAcc for SELF

'Harold was shown clothes for himself.'

c. Henni J>yk-ir brod-ir sinn /*hennar

3FsgDAT think-3sgPRES brother-MsgNOM her[+REFL]/her[-REFL]

Iei6ingleg-ur.

boring-MsgNOM

'She finds her brother boring.'

In the (a) and (b) sentences Haraldi is a non-macrorole direct core argument in the

dative case, and it is a possible antecedent for the reflexive sig, in sharp contrast

to the German examples in (7.115a, c). In (c) the dative argument of pykja 'think,

consider' is the antecedent for the reflexive possessor sinn 'her'; the use of the non-

reflexive possessor hennar 'her' is ungrammatical. This contrast in possible antece-

dents for reflexives parallels the contrast discussed in section 7.2.1 regarding different

privileged syntactic argument choices in the two languages. English is something of

a mixed type; as it allows non-macrorole arguments to antecede a reflexive, as in

Mary talked to Bill about himself, in this case (7.1) applies directly. Hence for

English, the hierarchy is (7.1). We may reformulate Jackendoff's principle as in

(7.117).

(7.117) Role Hierarchy Condition on reftexivization

The reflexive pronoun must not be higher on (7.1) (as applied to selection of

privileged syntactic arguments in the language) than its antecedent.

For German, this means that only actors and undergoers can control reflexives,

while for Icelandic, it means that the highest-ranking direct core argument, regard-

less of whether it is a macrorole or not, can control a reflexive. For English, this

means that actors and undergoers are possible controllers, but it also means that

non-macrorole core arguments can be as well. This is because there are construc-

tions in English which can have non-macrorole core arguments as controllers or

pivots. We saw examples of this in exercise 1 from chapter 6. This construction is

illustrated in (7.118).

(7.118) a. John built a chest for his wife to put her clothes in.

b. The company supplied the coach with uniforms for her team to wear.

Example (7.118a) illustrates a non-macrorole pivot, namely the object of the prepo-

sition in, while (b) presents an oblique core argument controller, with uniforms.

Because there are constructions with non-macrorole controllers and pivots in

English, (7.117) permits syntactic arguments of this type to be a controller for

reflexives as well.
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7.5 Reflexivization

The Role Hierarchy Condition in (7.117) is universal, in that the reflexive is never

higher on the hierarchy than the antecedent; in other words, actors are always the

antecedents for under goers, never the other way around. We saw this in the exam-

ples in (6.50) from Sama, a syntactically ergative language; the actor is always the

controller for reflexivization, regardless of whether it is the privileged syntactic

argument or not. Hence the phrase in (7.117) 'as applied to the selection of pri-

vileged syntactic arguments in the language' refers exclusively to whether selection

of the priviliged syntactic argument is restricted to macroroles only or not, or to

direct core arguments only or not. In terms of what 'higher on (7.1)' means, it is

the same for coreference reflexives in both syntactically ergative and syntactically

accusative languages.

We can illustrate the operation of this principle with our simple examples intro-

duced above, repeated in (7.119) with their logical structures.

(7.119) a. Molly saw herself.

a', see' (Molly^ herself)

b. * Herself saw Molly,

b'. see'(herself Mollys
c. *Molly's brother saw herself.

c'. see' ([have.as.kin' (Mollŷ , brother)], herself)

In (a) Molly is the actor and herself the undergoer, and the sentence is fine. In (b),

on the other hand, herself is the actor and Molly the undergoer, which violates the

condition in (7.117). In (c), Molly is neither actor nor undergoer; indeed, it is not an

argument of see at all. Hence it is not a possible antecedent for herself. It would

appear that there is an important unstated assumption in (7.117), namely, that both

the antecedent and the reflexive must be semantic arguments of the verb. While this

seems to work for (7.114a, b) and the examples in (7.119), it is too strong; in

(7.114c), herself is not a semantic argument of get, and yet the sentence is clearly

grammatical. This aspect of the relationship between the reflexive and its antece-

dent will be further clarified below. JackendofFs second condition, presented in

his 1992 paper, offers an alternative way of explaining the ungrammaticality of

(7.119c). Since the system of semantic representation he employs differs from the

one we are using, the condition will be reformulated in terms of logical structures.

We will term the heads of the fillers of the variable positions in logical structure

the primary arguments of the logical structure. In a simple logical structure like

(7.119a'), both Molly and herself are primary arguments. In (c'), however, brother

and herself are the primary arguments; Molly is not a primary argument, since

brother is the head of the complex expression filling the x argument position in the

logical structure. Similarly, in (7.89) woman is a primary argument, whereas strong

arms is not. Jackendoff defines a notion which we will call logical structure super-

iority {ox L S-superiority) as in (7.120a).28
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Linking in simple sentences

(7.120) a. Logical structure superiority (L S-superiority)

A constituent P in logical structure is LS-superior to a constituent Q iff

there is a constituent R in logical structure such that

(i) Q is a constituent of R, and

(ii) P and R are primary arguments of the same logical structure,

b. Superiority Condition on reflexivization

A bound variable may not be LS-superior to its binder.

Looking at (7.119c') again, we see that Molly is a non-head constituent of have,

as. kin' (Molly, brother), and therefore herself is LS-superior to Molly, since herself

is a primary argument of the logical structure. Jackendoff proposes the condition

on reflexivization given in (7.120b). That is, a reflexive pronoun may not be LS-

superior to its antecedent in logical structure. This condition rules out (7.119c) but

not (b), while the principle in (7.117) rules out (b) but not (c). Thus both principles

are needed to account for the examples in (7.119a-c).

Are two semantic principles, (7.117) and (7.120b), really necessary here?29 The

answer is 'yes'. Consider the contrast between German and Icelandic discussed

above, and let's look at the equivalents of 'She was told a story about herself in the

two languages. The sentences are given in (7.121a, b) and their common logical

structure in (c). (See section 3.2.3.1 for a discussion of the logical structure of verbs

of saying.)

(7.121) a. Henni var sogd sag-a um

3FsgD AT was.iMPER tell.PSTP.FsgNOM story-FsgNOM about

sig. Icelandic

SELF

'She was told a story about herself.'

b. *Ihr wurde eine Geschichte tiber German

3FsgD AT became.i MPER a.FsgN o M story about

sich erzahl-t.

3.SELFtell-PSTP

'She was told a story about herself.'

c. [do' (0, [express.(a).to.(p).in.language.(y)' (0, her^])] CAUSE

[BECOME aware.of (her;, [be' (story, [about' (herself;)])])],

where a = story about herself p = her30

The logical sructure in (c) meets the LS-Superiority Condition, as the antecedent

her is LS-superior to the reflexive herself. It cannot, therefore, account for the

ungrammaticality of the German example. That is explained by the difference in the

Role Hierarchy Condition in the two languages. As noted earlier, German allows

only macrorole arguments as privileged syntactic arguments, and therefore only

macrorole arguments are possible antecedents for reflexives. Hence ihr '3FsgDAT',

being a non-macrorole direct core argument, is not a possible antecedent for a
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reflexive, and consequently the sentence is ungrammatical. In Icelandic, on the

other hand, the hierarchy in (7.1) refers to direct core arguments, and therefore

the possibility of controlling a reflexive is not restricted to macroroles. Hence henni

'3FsgDAT' is a possible antecedent, and because the reflexive is not higher on the

hierarchy than its antecedent, the sentence is grammatical. Thus, the contrast in

grammaticality between the German and Icelandic examples in (7.121) cannot be

explained by the LS-superiority condition alone; rather, both principles are needed

to explain this contrast.

The privileged syntactic argument selection principles in English include macro-

role and non-macrorole core arguments, and, as mentioned above, this entails that

both types of syntactic arguments can serve as reflexive controllers. This may be

summarized as 'Actor > Undergoer > Other', and if both the controller and the

reflexive fall into the 'other' category, then (7.1) applies to them directly. An exam-

ple of an undergoer controller in English is a sentence like Mary told Lloyd about

himself, where the undergoer Lloyd is the antecedent. When both actor and under-

goer are potential antecedents, as in Mary told Susan about herself, the actor is

always a possible antecedent, and for many speakers both are. It is also possible to

have a non-macrorole argument as an antecedent, as in Bob talked to Susan about

herself.

(7.122) do' (Bob, [express.(a).to.(p).in.language.(y)' (Bob, Susan^)]) A [about
7 (her-

selQ],31 where a = about herself and (3 =Susan.

In this logical structure, Susan is the second argument of a two-place predicate and

therefore outranks herself which is the argument of a one-place state predicate, on

the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy. Hence this logical structure meets both condi-

tions governing reflexivization in English. Pollard and Sag (1992) present the two

examples in (7.123) as counterexamples to Jackendorfs (1972) thematic hierarchy

condition and as problems for any thematic-relations-based theory of reflexivization.

(7.123) a. I sold the slave to himself,

b. I sold the slave himself.

In (a) the slave is THEME and himself RECIPIENT (GOAL, in JackendofT's terms),

whereas in (b) the slave is RECIPIENT (GOAL) and himself THEME. Recall that

JackendofFs hierarchy is AGENT > LOCATION, SOURCE, GOAL > THEME, and while

this predicts the grammaticality of (b), it incorrectly predicts the ungrammaticality

of (a). It looks as if, in JackendofT's terms, the hierarchy is different for different

constructions, an unhappy result. But in terms of the Actor > Undergoer > Other

hierarchy we are assuming, there is no problem, for in both sentences the undergoer

is the antecedent and the reflexive is a non-macrorole core argument, which counts

as 'other'. Thus, English reflexivization is governed by the formulation in (7.117),

not the thematic relations hierarchy proposed by Jackendoff.
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We stated at the beginning of section 7.5 that we are not going to deal with picture

noun reflexives, but there is one construction involving them that has generated

much discussion in the literature (e.g. Pesetsky 1987) which we will investigate. It is

exemplified in the sentences in (7.124).

(7.124) a. The photo of himself in the newspaper upsets James.

a'. James is upset about the photo of himself in the newspaper,

b. The rumor about herself amuses Sally,

b'. Sally is amused by rumors about herself.

The sentences in (a) and (b) have long been thought to raise problems for syntactic

theories of reflexivization, because a reflexive pronoun in the 'subject' NP is bound

by an NP in 'object' position, which, as we saw in (7.119b), is normally impossible.

Is it a problem for our semantic account? In order to answer this question, we must

determine the logical structures for these two sentences. The first thing to note is

that there are related sentences, those in (a') and (b'), in which the relationship

between the antecedent and the reflexive seems normal. Let us look at their logical

structures first. The predicates are both stative, and their semantic representations

are given in (7.125).

(7.125) a. feel' (Jamesi? [upset.about' (be-in' (newspaper, [be' (photo, [of

(himself,)])]))])

b. feel' (Sall^, [amused.by' (be' (rumor, [about' (herself;)]))])

These logical structures meet both the Role Hierarchy and LS-Superiority

Conditions on reflexivization proposed above: the antecedents are LS-superior to

the reflexives, and they are higher on the English hierarchy than the reflexives.

What, then, are the logical structures for the examples of interest? The most impor-

tant fact about them is that they too are stative; they take the simple present tense

and have a true present tense meaning, which is an important property of stative

verbs in English. They have causative paraphrases, i.e. The photo in the newspaper

causes John to be upset' and 'The rumor causes Sally to be amused'. Hence they are

causative statives, and the second argument of CAUSE in the logical structure of

each is the appropriate logical structure in (7.125).32 What is the first argument? It

must be the NP the picture or the rumor, and this means that the same logical struc-

ture subcomponent occurs twice in the entire logical structure.

(7.126) a. [be-in' (newspaper, [be' (photo, [of (himself,)])])] CAUSE [feel' (James,,

[upsetabout' (be-in' (newspaper, [be' (photo, [of (himselfj)])]))])]

b. [be' (rumor, [about' (herself;)])] CAUSE [feel' (Sally^ [amused.by' (be'

(rumor, [about' (herself;)]))])]

If we abstract away from the detail, we find that the basic logical structure is [... x

. . . ] CAUSE [pred' (y, [... x . . . ])]. Chomsky (1970) and Koenig (1994) suggest
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Paul
A

V CORE

I NUC ARG
ran

PRED
NP

to the store

Actor

do' (Paul, [run' (Paul)]) & BECOME be-at' (store, Paul)

Figure 7.25 Linking involving multiple instances of same argument

similar analyses of these constructions. We have already seen several examples of

logical structures in which the same argument occurs in more than one position, e.g.

(4.12c') for Paul ran to the store and (7.94) for Robin baked a cake for Sandy. In such

a situation the two identical variables are linked to the same position in the syntax;

the linking for Paul ran to the store is given in figure 7.25. The same holds in the link-

ing of these logical structures; the identical subparts are mapped into the same argu-

ment position in the syntax. The linking of (7.126b) is presented in figure 7.26. With

respect to the Role Hierarchy and LS-Superiority Conditions on reflexivization,

the logical structures in (7.126) meet them, because they contain as a subpart the

logical structures in (7.125), which, we have already seen, meet them. Thus, if an

argument (or subpart of a logical structure) occurs more than once in the overall

logical structure, and one of the occurrences meets the Role Hierarchy and

LS-Superiority Conditions on reflexivization while none of them violates the con-

ditions, then the whole logical structure is well formed with respect to them.33

Hence at the semantic level these sentences are well formed, even though from the

perspective of their syntactic forms they seem to violate the conventionally as-

sumed syntactic conditions on reflexivization. These examples do not violate the

principle in (7.117), because the reflexive is not in an argument position in the core;

it is embedded within an NP.
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The rumor about herself amuses Sally

I I
[be' (rumor, [about' (herself;)])] CAUSE [feel' (Salty, [amused.by' (be' (rumor, [about' (herself;)]))])

Figure 7.26 Linking in (7.124b)

We noted earlier that other languages have more complex reflexive systems than

English, and Norwegian (Hellan 1988) is a good example of such a language. It has

two reflexives that can be used in simple clauses, seg selv and ham selv. They are

illustrated in (7.127).

(7.127) a. Jon fortal-te meg om seg selv.

tell-PAST lsgACc about SELF

'John told me about himself.'

a'. *Vi fortal-te Jon om seg selv.

lplNOM tell-PAST about SELF

*'We told John about himself.'

b. Vi fortal-te Jonom ham selv.

lplNOM tell-PAST about SELF

'We told John about himself.'

b'. *Jonsnakk-er om ham selv.

talk-PRES about SELF

'John talks about himself.'

Both reflexives must be bound within the core in which they occur, and they differ

in that the antecedent of seg selv must always be the 'subject', while that of ham selv

cannot be. How can this be captured in the framework we are developing? The

item-specific conditions are given in (7.128).

(7.128) a. Seg selv: must be bound by the highest-ranking argument in the core

(in terms of the privileged syntactic argument selection principles for

Norwegian).
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b. Ham selv: must not be bound by the highest-ranking argument in the core

(in terms of the privileged syntactic argument selection principles for

Norwegian).

Since Norwegian is a syntactically accusative language, the highest-ranking argu-

ment will be the privileged syntactic argument and hence the proper antecedent for

seg selv. The principle in (b) interacts with those in (7.117) and (7.120) to give the

right result for ham selv. The reflexive pronoun cannot be higher on the privileged

syntactic argument selection hierarchy or LS-superior to its antecedent, and the

antecedent of ham selv cannot be the highest-ranking argument in the core; in

(7.128a) this leaves the undergoer NP Jon as the only possible antecedent.

At the beginning of this section we raised the question of the syntactic domain in

which reflexivization occurs in English. It is usually assumed that the clause is the

domain of reflexivization in English, but the examples in (7.114), repeated below,

show that while the clause appears to be the domain of possible reflexivization in

English, it is not the domain of obligatory reflexivization.

(7.114) a. The woman; sent the book to herselfi/*heri.

b. Barbara; saw a snake near heri/*herselfi.

c. Pamela; got some spaghetti sauce on her/herself;.

If the clause were the domain of obligatory reflexivization, then all three sentences

should have reflexive pronouns.34 There is a domain of obligatory reflexivization, as

(a) shows; what is it? First, the domain of possible reflexivization in English appears

to be the core, not the clause, in simple sentences. All of these P Ps are within the core.

We will return to this issue in chapter 9 in our discussion of long-distance reflexiv-

ization. Second, reflexivization is obligatory among semantic co-arguments within the

core; crucially, it is not obligatory when the coreferring element is in an argument-

adjunct PP. In both (7.114b) and (c) the PPs are argument-adjuncts, whereas in (a)

it is an argument PP, and as we stated at the outset, reflexivization is obligatory in

(a) and only optional in (c). However, there are sentences like Who injured herself?

which show that this constraint is too strong. In this sentence, the controller is a syn-

tactic argument in the precore slot, which is outside of the core. In our initial discus-

sion of the precore slot in section 2.2.2, we noted that both syntactic arguments as

well as adjuncts can occur in the precore slot and syntactic arguments in the precore

slot do not count as core arguments. Nevertheless, as this example shows, a syntac-

tic argument in the precore slot can serve as the controller of a reflexive. Hence we

must have the clause, not the core, as the proper domain. We may formulate this as

the Domain of Obligatory Reflexivization Constraint, stated in (7.129).

(7.129) Domain of Obligatory Reflexivization Constraint

One of two coreferring semantic co-arguments within a simple clause must be

realized as a reflexive, while one of two coreferring syntactic arguments (which

are not semantic co-arguments) within a simple clause may be realized as a

reflexive.
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Linking in simple sentences

'Semantic co-arguments' are semantic arguments of the same logical structure and

are realized as syntactic arguments. 'Within a simple clause' means a clause that

contains a single core and possibly a precore slot; as we will see in chapter 9 in our

discussion of long-distance reflexivization, the situation is rather different in clauses

composed of multiple cores. 'Two coreferring syntactic arguments (which are not

semantic co-arguments)' are syntactic arguments within the same simple clause

which are not semantic arguments of the same logical structure; this is the case with

the NP in argument-adjunct PPs, as it is the semantic argument of a predicative

preposition and not directly a semantic argument of the logical structure of the verb

(see section 4.4.1.1). We may illustrate the effect of this constraint, combined with

the Role Hierarchy and LS-Superiority Conditions, on the logical structures in

(7.130), which are for the examples in (7.114).

(7.130) a. [do' (woman;, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (herself,, book)]

a', [do' (woman^ 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (her* ,̂ book)]35

b. see' (Barbara;, snake) A be-near' (heri/*herselfi, snake)

c. [do' (Pamela;, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (Pamela, spaghetti sauce)

A BECOME be-on' (her;/herself;, spaghetti sauce)]

The logical structure in (7.130a) meets all three conditions: woman and herself are

arguments of the same logical structure, woman (actor) is higher on the role hierar-

chy than herself (either undergoer or other, depending on the linking), and hers elf is

not LS-superior to woman. In the logical structure in (a'), on the other hand, the

Domain of Obligatory Reflexivization Constraint is violated, if the pronoun her is

coindexed with woman, since they are semantic co-arguments. In both the (b) and

(c) logical structures, the condition for optional reflexivization in (7.129) is met, and

therefore in principle either a pronoun or a reflexive is possible; the other two

conditions are also met.

What is the difference between these two, such that the reflexive is possible with

(c) but not with (b) in (7.130)? Kuno (1987) suggests the difference lies in the degree

of affectedness of the argument; the more affected the argument, the more accept-

able the reflexive form is. The actor of see in (7.114a) is not affected by seeing a

snake. On the other hand, Pamela is affected by getting spaghetti sauce on her

clothes or body, and the choice of the plain form or the reflexive reflects the

speaker's assessment of how affected she is. If we change the sentence to Pamela got

some spaghetti sauce all over herself/her, the all over signals greater affectedness,

and herself becomes the preferred form for many speakers. Argument-adjunct PPs

are within the core, hence within the domain of possible reflexivization, and if the

NP head of the PP is highly affected by the action of the verb, a reflexive may be

used if the conditions in (7.117), (7.120) and (7.129) are met.

There is one more important example we must analyze; it is given in (7.131).

(7.131) *Herself was seen by Molly.
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7.5 Refiexivization

The first thing to note about this sentence is that it has the same logical structure as

Molly saw herself in (7.119a), i.e. see' (Molly, herself), and therefore it meets the

conditions in (7.117) and (7.120). It might be suggested that this is ungrammatical

because 'backward reflexivization' is impossible, but this explanation is incorrect, as

the sentences in (7.132) show.

(7.132) a. Molly bought nothing for herself.

a'. For HERSELF Molly bought nothing.

b. Jim likes himself; he can't stand other people.

b'. HIMSELF Jim likes; it's OTHER PEOPLE he can't stand.

Small capitals signal narrow (in this case, contrastive) focus in (7.132a', b'). Both

(a') and (b') involve backward reflexivization, and yet both are grammatical.

Hence the ungrammaticality of (7.131) cannot be explained in terms of the impossi-

bility of backward reflexivization. As in the (a) and (b) examples, both (a') and (b')

meet the conditions in (7.117) and (7.120). Do (7.131) and (7.132) meet the con-

dition in (7.129)? Examples (7.132a', b') do, because the reflexives are syntactic

arguments in the precore slot, while (7.131) does not, because the controller is a

peripheral adjunct. Hence (7.129) correctly accounts for the ungrammaticality of

(7.131), because the controller is not a syntactic argument but rather is an adjunct in

the periphery. Because this is a constraint on the syntactic domain of reflexivization,

it applies to the syntactic representation and not to the semantic representation of

the sentence.

Thus, in this section we have presented an analysis of coreference reflexives in

simple clauses which refers to logical structure configurations for the determination

of possible controllers, following the approach suggested in Jackendoff (1992). The

constraint on the domain of obligatory reflexivization refers to the syntactic rep-

resentation of the sentence, because the issue of the domain of reflexivization is

syntactic by definition. We will extend this account to deal with long-distance coref-

erence reflexives in Norwegian and other languages in chapter 9, after we have

introduced the theory of complex sentence structure in chapter 8.

7.5.3 Clitic reflexives

The final type of reflexive construction to be considered involves clitic reflexive pro-

nouns; the examples from Italian and Croatian given earlier are repeated below.

(7.111) a. Maria si e taglia-t-a. Italian

REFL be.3sgPREs cut-PSTP-Fsg

'Maria cut herself.'

b. Petar-0 se vidi-o. Croatian

Peter-MsgNOM 3sgREFL see-PAST.Msg

'Peter saw himself.'
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Linking in simple sentences

The first thing to note about these languages is that they often also have non-clitic

coreference reflexive constructions of the type discussed in the previous section; the

earlier examples are repeated below.

(7.110) a. Maria ha taglia-to se stess-a. Italian

have.3sg cut-PSTP REFL-Fsg

'Maria cut herself.'

b. Petar-0 je vidi-o sam seb-e. Croatian

Peter-MsgNOM be.3sg see-PAST.Msg only SELF-ACC

'Peter saw only himself.'

A commonly proposed analysis of the constructions in (7.111), e.g. Kayne (1975),

Burzio (1986), is that they are semantically equivalent to the constructions in

(7.110) and that the only syntactic difference between them is that the reflexive is

a clitic rather than a full pronoun. Translated into the analysis proposed in the pre-

vious section, it would mean that the logical structure for (7.111b), for example,

would be see' (Petar, se), while that for (7.110b) would be see' (Petar, seb-), and in

both sentences Petar is the actor and selsebe the undergoes However, Van Valin

(1990) noted that these two constructions are not semantically equivalent in Italian;

the controller in the se stesso construction must be interpreted agentively, whereas

the controller in the si construction is neutral with respect to agency. The same con-

trast holds in Croatian.

(7.133) a. Maria ha taglia-to se stess-a di proposito/*per sbaglio.

have.3sg cut-PSTP REFL-Fsg on purpose /by mistake

'Maria cut herself on purpose/*accidentally.'

b. Maria si e taglia-t-a di proposito/per sbaglio.

REFL be.3sgPRES cut-PSTP-Fsg on purpose /by mistake

'Maria cut herself on purpose/accidentally.'

(7.134) a. Marij-a je samu seb-e poreza-1-a

-FsgNOM be.3sg only SELF-ACC cut-PAST-Fsg

namjerno/? ?slu5ajno

on.purpose/accidentally

'Maria cut herself on purpose/??accidentally.'

b. Marij-a se poreza-1-a namjerno/sludajno.

-FsgNOM 3sgREFL cut-PAST-Fsg on.purpose/accidentally

'Maria cut herself on purpose/accidentally.'

Why should such a contrast exist, if Mari(j)a is in every case the actor and the

reflexive pronoun is in every case the undergoer? It appears that these two con-

structions are not as similar as the standard syntactic analyses portray them, and

analyzing the clitic constructions as being the same as the coreference construc-

tions, except for the form of the reflexive pronoun, does not predict this semantic

difference. It appears, then, that a different analysis of the clitic constructions is

called for.
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7.5 Reflexivization

It would be instructive to look at other constructions in which the clitic reflexive

pronoun occurs. In both languages it plays an important role in another construc-

tion: deriving intransitive inchoative verbs (achievements or accomplishments)

from transitive causative verbs (see section 3.2.1). This use is illustrated below.

(7.135) a. Maria ha aper-to la finestra.

have.3sgPRES open-PSTP the.Fsg window

'Maria opened the window.'

b. La finestra si e aper-t-a.

the.Fsg window REFL be.3sgPREs open-PSTP-Fsg

'The window opened.'

b'. La finestra e aper-t-a.

*'The window opened' but O K as 'The window is open.'

(7.136) a. Petar-0 je otvori-o prozor-0.

-MsgNOM be.3sg open-PAST.Msg window-MsgAcc

'Peter opened the window.'

b. Prozor-0 se otvori-o.

window-MsgNOM REFL.3sg open-PAST.Msg

'The window opened.'

The verbs in the (a) sentences are transitive (causative accomplishment) verbs,

whereas the verbs in the (b) sentences are intransitive accomplishment verbs; the

single NP in the (b) examples is an undergoer. Thus in this construction the privi-

leged syntactic argument is an undergoer, not an actor.

Is this detransitivizing use of si related to its use in reflexive constructions?

Working in a variety of theoretical frameworks, Grimshaw (1982, 1990), Manzini

(1986), Wehrli (1986) and Farrell (1995), among others, have argued that a unified

account can be given of the detransitivizing and reflexive functions of si in Italian

and se in French. The first step in seeing whether a unified analysis can be given in

our framework is to examine the alternation in (7.135) in order to ascertain exactly

what si does to the logical structure of (a) to yield (b). Centineo (1996) compares

pairs like (7.135) with those like the one in (7.137) in which si does not occur.

(7.137) a. II capitano ha affonda-to la nave.

the.Msg captain have.3sgPRES sink-PSTP the.Fsg ship

'The captain sank the ship.'

b. La nave e affonda-t-a.

the.Fsg boat be. 3sgPRES sink-PSTP-Fsg

'The ship sank.'

b'. *La nave si e affonda-t-a.

Why is si required in (7.135b) but impossible in (7.137b)? Centineo shows that there

is a number of systematic differences between the two intransitive forms, all of

which point to the conclusion that aprire 'open' is basically a transitive verb of the
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Linking in simple sentences

causative accomplishment type, while affondare 'sink' is basically an intransitive

accomplishment verb. One piece of evidence in support of this is the behavior

of these verbs in causative constructions with fare 'do, make', as illustrated in

(7.138).

(7.138) a. Maria fece aprirela porta.

make.3sgPAST open the.Fsg door

'Maria made someone open the door', or 'Maria got the door to open.'

b. Tonino fece affondare la barca.

make.3sgPAsT sink the.Fsg boat

'Tonino made the boat sink', but not *Tonino made someone sink the

boat.'

Verbs like aprire can have two interpretations in this construction: as a transitive

verb with an unspecified actor, or as an intransitive accomplishment verb. Verbs like

affondare, on the other hand, have only one interpretation in this construction: as

an intransitive accomplishment verb. This is predicted if affondare is an intransitive

accomplishment, and not a transitive verb like aprire. Thus, Centineo proposes that

the logical structure for aprire 'open' is the one given in (7.139a), while the logical

structure for affondare 'sink' is the one given in (b).

(7.139) a. aprire 'open': [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME open' (y)]

b. affondare 'sink': BECOME sunk' (x)

Verbs like affondare may function as transitive causative accomplishments without

any overt marker of the change, just like many verbs in English, e.g. break, shatter,

open, close. With verbs like aprire, the reverse derivation, from transitive to intran-

sitive, is marked by si.

Is the logical structure of aprirsi 'open' (intr.) the same as that of affondare in

(7.139b), i.e. simply 'BECOME open' (x)'? Centineo presents some interesting

data regarding manner adverbs that suggest that this is in fact not the case. Recall

from section 4.4.1.2 that manner adverbs modify activity predicates; that is why they

are given as a test for identifying activity predicates in logical structures in table 3.1.

Given that there is no activity predicate in (7.139b), we predict that intransitive

affondare and verbs like it should not cooccur with manner adverbs, and this seems

to be the case. On the other hand, verbs like aprirsi and chiudersi 'close' (intr.) do

cooccur with manner adverbs.

(7.140) a. La nave e arTonda-t-a *violentemente/??facilemente.

the.Fsg boat be.3sgPRES sink-PSTP-Fsg violently/easily

'The boat sank violently/easily.'

b. La porta si e chius-a violentemente/facilemente.

the.Fsg door REFL be.3sgPRES close.PSTP-Fsg violently/easily

'The door closed violently/easily.'
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7.5 Reflexivization

ARG NUC

I I
NP PRED

Undergoer

t
[do' (0, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME open' (finestra)]

Figure 7.27 Linking in intransitive accomplishment construction in (7.135b)

The acceptability of (b) indicates clearly that there must an activity predicate in

the logical structure of chiudersi 'close' (intr.) and verbs of this type, and therefore

their logical structure cannot be the same as that of affondare in (7.139b). Rather,

Centineo proposes that it must be as in (7.141), with the causing activity and its

EFFECTOR (and therefore the actor) unspecified.

(7.141) a. aprirsi 'open': [do' (0,0)] CAUSE [BECOME open' (y)]

b. chiudersi 'close': [do' (0,0)] CAUSE [BECOME dosed' (y)]

Thus, the linking in (7.135b) is that given in figure 7.27.

Let us assume that the linking is the same in the reflexive constructions as in these

detransitivization constructions. The linking in (7.111a), 'Maria cut herself, would

then be as in figure 7.28. This contrasts with the linking in the non-clitic reflexive

construction in (7.110a). It is clear how the reflexive interpretation is generated in a

sentence like (7.110a); it is not so clear how it follows from the linking in figure 7.28.

Van Valin (1990) suggests that it arises as an inference in the following way. Si sig-

nals that the highest-ranking argument in the logical structure has been suppressed,

and, given the Italian privileged syntactic argument selection principles, the under-

goer will occur as the privileged syntactic argument. However, the verb is in active-

voice form, which signals that the privileged syntactic argument is an actor, and,

moreover, the NP is animate, which is a prototypical property of actors. This would

appear to be a paradox, and it is resolved by interpreting the privileged syntactic

argument as both actor and undergoer simultaneously, i.e. by giving it a reflexive

interpretation. Such an interpretation cannot arise if the argument is inanimate,

as in (7.135b), as this analysis would predict. In addition, the semantic contrast
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SENTENCE

Undergoer

t
[do' (0,0)] CAUSE [BECOME cut' (Maria)]

Figure 7.28 Linking in clitic reflexive construction in (7.111a)

Maria ha tagliato se stessa

Actor Undergoer

t t
[do' (Maria, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME cut' (se stess-)]
Figure 7.29 Linking in Italian coreference reflexive construction in (7.110a)

between (7.111) and (7.110) is to be expected, on this account. In the clitic reflexive,

the actor-undergoer opposition is in effect neutralized, and therefore the sentence

should be compatible with either an agentive or a non-agentive interpretation, as

in (7.133b). In the se stesso construction, on the other hand, the controller is an

animate actor, which, as we saw in chapter 3, is normally construed agentively. The

agency implicature is strengthened by the opposition between the two construc-

tions: since there is an alternative construction which is neutral with respect to
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7.5 Reflexivization

the agentiveness of the privileged syntactic argument, the choice of the se stesso

construction positively implicates the agentive reading. This explains the oddity of

using per sbaglio 'by mistake' with this construction.

The same analysis can be given for the Croatian examples in (7.134) and (7.136).

Croatian does, however, differ from Italian in two important ways. First, the transi-

tive causative-intransitive accomplishment/achievement alternation is always

mediated by the reflexive se; that is, there appear to be no verbs like affondare

'sink', and all verbs of this type pattern like aprire 'open'. Second, the two languages

differ with respect to how benefactive reflexives are treated; both can use the non-

clitic reflexive form, but only Italian can use the clitic reflexive.

(7.142) a. Maria ha compra-to i libr-i per

have.3sgPRES buy-PSTP the.Mpl book-pl for

se stess-a. Italian

REFL-Fsg

'Maria bought the books for herself.'

b. Maria si e compra-t-a gli libr-i.

REFL be.3sgPRES buy-PSTP-Fsg the.Mpl book-pl

'Maria bought herself the books.'

(7.143) a. Marij-a je seb-i kupi-l-a knjig-u. Croatian

-FsgNOM be.3sg SELF-DATbuy-PAST-Fsg book-FsgACC

'Maria bought the book for herself.'

b. *Marij-a se kupi-l-a knjig-u.

-FsgNOM 3sgREFL buy-PAST-Fsg book-FsgACC

'Maria bought herself the book.'

The preposition per 'for' in (7.142a) is an argument-adjunct preposition like its

English counterpart. Sebi 'self is in dative case and codes the benefactive in

(7.143a) in Croatian. We assume that all four sentences have basically the same

logical structure, which is given in (7.144).

(7.144) [[do' (w,...)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (x, y)]] PURP [have' (z, y)], w = x

A couple of points are in order about this representation. First,'. ..' refers to the

details of the representation of the buying activity, which have been omitted since

they are not directly relevant to the point at hand. Second, 'w = x' indicates that

the EFFECTOR is also the RECIPIENT. 'PURP [have' (z, y)]', where z is 'SELF' in the

(a) sentences, is meant to represent the fact that Maria purchased the book

with the intention of possessing it and using it in some way; nothing in the sentence

is more specific than that. It does not tell us, for example, whether she intends to

read the book or simply add it to her collection. This logical structure meets the

Role Hierarchy and LS-Superiority Conditions discussed in the previous section.

The linking in (7.143a) is presented in figure 7.30. The 'beneficiary' argument in

the PURP part of the logical structure is treated as a non-macrorole direct core

argument, and therefore takes dative case. There is no preposition in Croatian
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SENTENCE

I

CLAUSE

CORE

ARG ARG NUC ARG

PRED
NP NP NP

Marija je sebi kupila knjigu

Actor

[[do' (Marij-, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (Marij-, knjig-)]] PURP [have' (seb-, knjig-)]

Figure 7.30 Linking in Croatian benefactive reflexive construction in

(7.143a)

analogous to per in Italian. In the Italian sentence in (7.142a), the 'SELF' argument

is realized as the object of the argument-adjunct preposition per.

In the Italian example in (7.142b) the z argument cannot be 'SELF', because on

the analysis we are proposing si is a signal of the suppression of the highest-ranking

argument in the logical structure and does not code an argument like se stesso or

sebe does. Hence the z argument must be Maria. Maria cannot appear as the first

argument of do' in the logical structure for comprare 'buy', because this argument

is unspecified, as signaled by si; since the w argument is unspecified, then the x

argument must be unspecified as well, because the lexical entry for comprare 'buy'

specifies that 'w = x'. An important difference between this example and the earlier

examples, e.g. (7.111a), is that the privileged syntactic argument cannot be the

undergoer, because the undergoer is / libri 'the books', which occurs postverbally.

One piece of evidence that it is the undergoer comes from past participle agree-

ment. In transitive clauses, the past participle normally agrees with the undergoer

in number and gender only when it is a clitic pronoun, as in (7.145a), but it is often

the case in spoken Italian that it agrees with a postverbal, NP undergoer, as in (b).

(7.145) a. Mario la ha taglia-t-a.

3FsgACC have.3sgPRES cut-PSTP-Fsg

'Mario cut it.'

b. Maria si e compra-t-i i libr-i.

REFL be.3 buy-PSTP-Mpl the.Mpl book-pl

'Maria bought herself the books.'
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7.5 Reflexivization

Maria si e comprata glilibri

Actor _ Undergoer

[[do' (0,0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (0, libri)]] PURP [have' (Maria, libri)]

Figure 7.31 Linking in Italian benefactive clitic reflexive construction in
(7.142b)

If gli libri 'the books' is the undergoer, what is Maria1? An important fact is that

Italian is like German, in that only macrorole arguments may function as the privi-

leged syntactic argument and trigger finite-verb agreement. Given that Maria can-

not be the undergoer and yet functions as the controller of finite-verb agreement,

the only possible analysis is that it is the actor. The linking is given in figure 7.31.

The benefactive interpretation arises as follows. Si signals that the highest-

ranking argument in the logical structure has been suppressed, and normally, given

the Italian privileged syntactic argument selection principles, the undergoer should

occur as the privileged syntactic argument. However, there is an overt undergoer in

the clause, and therefore the privileged syntactic argument cannot be the under-

goer. Given, as we stated above, that in Italian only macrorole arguments may func-

tion as the privileged syntactic argument and trigger finite-verb agreement, the

privileged syntactic argument must therefore be interpreted as the actor. But si sig-

nals that the highest-ranking argument in the logical structure of comprare 'buy' has

been suppressed; hence the EFFECTOR cannot function as actor. Again, a paradox

seems to have arisen, and the only way to resolve it in this instance is to posit an

additional benefactive component to the logical structure and to interpret the actor

as the highest-ranking argument of the ' PURP. . . ' component. This would have to

be conventionalized, as not just any additional logical structure would be appro-

priate here. As in the other clitic reflexive constructions, this argument is also

identified with the unspecified highest-ranking argument, in this case the 'buyer',
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yielding the correct benefactive reflexive interpretation. Positing an additional

component of the logical structure in this case is in principle no different from what

is required in the interpretation of adjunct WH-words in questions, as we saw with

respect to figure 7.22 in section 7.2.3.

It might be suggested that the fact that the past participle agrees with the privi-

leged syntactic argument in (7.142b) is evidence that it is not an actor, since in all of

the other examples the agreement is with an undergoer, not an actor argument.

However, there are other instances of past participle agreement with an actor argu-

ment in Italian. Consider the following two sentences from Centineo (1986).

(7.146) a. Luisaha cor-so. Activity

have.3sgPRES run-PSTP

'Luisahasrun.'

b. Luisa e cor-s-a a casa. Active accomplishment

be.3sgPRES run-PSTP-Fsg to house

'Luisa has run home.'

The verb correre 'run' is listed in the lexicon as an activity verb and therefore takes

an actor as its single macrorole argument, following the macrorole assignment prin-

ciples in chapter 4. Yet in the (b) sentence the past participle clearly agrees with it,

and this shows that past participle agreement with an actor argument is indeed

possible in Italian.

What, then, is the difference between Croatian and Italian that explains the

ungrammaticality of (7.143b)? The simplest explanation is that Croatian disallows

arguments from a logical structure other than that of the main predicate in the

nucleus to function as a macrorole argument. Thus, given a logical structure like in

figure 7.31, it would be impossible in Croatian for the argument in the 'PURP' com-

ponent in the logical structure to serve as the actor in the core, after the highest-

ranking argument in the logical structure of the verb has been suppressed. The

result is that the clitic reflexive construction should only be possible with actor-

undergoer reflexives, as in (7.111b) and (7.134b). Croatian also lacks the type of

multi-verb monoclausal causative construction found in Italian and other Romance

languages, which involves, as we will see in chapter 9, a semantic argument of the

linked verb serving as undergoer in a core headed by the causative verb.

There is an additional construction to be considered here, the 'middle' construc-

tion. Examples from Italian and Croatian are given in (7.147).

(7.147) a. La porta si apre-0 facilmente. Italian

the.Fsg door REFL open-3sgPRES easily

'The door opens easily.'

b. Knjig-a se dobro5ita-0. Croatian

book-FsgN o M R E F L good read-3sgp RES

'The book reads well.'
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7.6 Focus structure and linking

The clitic reflexive is obligatory in this construction, as is the adverb; it is very

unusual for a modifier like an adverb to be obligatory in a verbal construction. How

can this be captured? It would not be adequate to represent them the same way as

when they are optional modifiers, as we did in chapter 4; if we did this, it would be

necessary to add an ad hoc stipulation to the effect that they are obligatory, which

is not explanatory. The meaning of these constructions gives an important clue to

their logical structure: a plausible paraphrase of the meaning of the (a) sentence is

'Opening the door is easy.' This suggests that at the semantic level the adverb could

be analyzed as a predicate in an attributive construction; these constructions are

used to attribute a property to the 'subject', e.g. 'easy opening' or 'good reading'.

Accordingly the logical structures for these two sentences are as in (7.148).

(7.148) a. be' ([[do' (0,0)] CAUSE [BECOME open' (y)]], [easy'])

b. be' ([do' (0, [read' (0, y)])], [good'])

Since the predicate representing the manner adverbs is an obligatory part of these

logical structures, the obligatoriness of the manner adverbs follows without stipula-

tion. These representations have the added advantage that they capture the basi-

cally stative nature of middle constructions; in English, for example, verbs take the

simple present in this construction, a hallmark of stative verbs, as the translations in

(7.147) show. The linking is very simple. Since these are single-argument stative

constructions, the single argument must be an undergoer. The only candidate for

this is the y argument in the logical structure that fills the first variable slot of be' (x,

[pred']). The reflexive clitic signals the suppression of the highest ranking argument

in the embedded logical structure. Hence the undergoer appears as the privileged

syntactic argument, the verb of the embedded logical structure appears in the

nucleus, and the attribute predicate appears as a manner adverb. This is illustrated

for (7.147a) in figure 7.32.

Thus, analyzing the reflexive clitic as signaling the suppression of the highest-

ranking argument in the logical structure of the verb makes possible an analysis

in which the si or se morpheme has the same function in reflexive, detransitived

accomplishment/achievement and middle constructions in these languages. At the

beginning of the discussion of reflexivization, we raised the question as to whether

clitic reflexive constructions should be analyzed like lexical reflexives, coreference

reflexives, or neither of them. The answer seems clearly to be that clitic reflexives

have much more in common with lexical reflexives than with coreference reflexives;

indeed, they seem to be a second type of 'linking' reflexive.

7.6 Focus structure, linearization and linking

In this chapter and the previous two, we have seen numerous examples of how

information structure interacts with the mapping between syntactic and semantic

representations, and we have seen that the nature of this interaction can vary from
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

NUC ADV

PRED

ARG

NP

REFL V

I I
Laporta si apre facilmente

— • — - _

Undergoes

be' ([[do' (0,0)] CAUSE [BECOME open' (porta)]], [easy'])

Figure 7.32 Linking in Italian 'middle' construction in (7.147a)

language to language. In this section we will concentrate on two aspects of this

interaction, the linearization of the elements in a sentence and the input of focus

structure into the linking algorithms.

7.6.1 Linearization

In section 2.5 we raised the issue of the principles governing linear precedence rela-

tions among the elements in a sentence, and we noted that languages vary substan-

tially in this area. In languages with very fixed word order, focus structure has little

or no direct effect on word order, although it may indirectly affect it via influence on

privileged syntactic argument selection, as we will see in section 7.6.2. In languages

with more flexible word order, however, the impact of focus structure can be very

great. We have already seen examples of this in Italian, Hungarian and Turkish. In

the Italian examples in (5.1)-(5.5), whether a sentence is NP-V or V-NP depends

first and foremost on whether the NP is topical or focal. Because Italian does not

allow prenuclear focal material within the core, a focal intransitive 'subject' must

occur postverbally, either after the main verb or after the copula in a cleft construc-

tion, as in (5.3b), a sentence-focus construction, and (5.5b), narrow-focus construc-

tions. If it is topical and appears overtly, it is preverbal, as in (5.1b). All are repeated

below.

(7.149) a. What happened to your car?

(La mia macchina) si e ROT-T-A.

the.Fsg lsgGEN.Fsg car REFL be.3sgPRES break.down-psTP-Fsg

'My car/it broke DOWN.' (=(5.1b))
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7.6 Focus structure and linking

b. What happened?

Mi si e rot-t-a la MACCHINA.

lsgD AT REFL be.3sgPRES break.down-PSTP-Fsg the.Fsg car

'My CAR broke down.' (=(5.3b))

c. I heard your motorcycle broke down.

Si e rot-t-a la mia MACCHINA.

REFL be.3sgPRES break.down-PSTP-Fsg the.Fsg lsgGEN. Fsg car

'My CAR broke down.' (=(5.5b))

c'. E la mia MACCHINA che si e

be.3sgPRES the.Fsg lsgGEN.Fsg car which REFL be.3sgPREs

rot-t-a.

break.down-p s T p-Fsg

'It's my CAR that broke down.' (=(5.5b))

As we saw in exercises 1 and 2 in chapter 5, word order in Hungarian and Turkish

is very flexible and very sensitive to focus structure. Turkish is the more rigid of the

two, as the verb is normally clause-final; in Hungarian the verb is not restricted to a

single position within the clause. This is illustrated in the following examples from

E. Kiss (1987) and Erguvanh (1984).

(7.150) a. Janos tette a konyvet az asztal-ra. Hungarian

put the book.ACC the table-on

b. Janos a konyvet tette az asztalra.

c. A konyvet Janos tette az asztalra.

d. Az asztalra Janos a konyvet tette.

'John put the book on the table.'

(7.151) a. Murat kitap ok-uyor. Turkish

bookread-PROG

'Murat is reading a book.'

b. * Kitap Murat okuyor.

c. Murat kitab-i okuyor.

book-Ace

c'. Kitabi Murat okuyor.

'Murat is reading the book.'

Only referentially specific (normally definite) undergoers receive accusative case

in Turkish, and actor and undergoer may appear in either order only if both are

definite, as in (7.151c, c'). Both languages have an immediately preverbal focus

position in which WH-words appear.

(7.152) a. Janos mit tett az asztal-ra? Hungarian

what put the table-on

b. Mit tett Janos az asztalra?

c. *Mit Janos tett az asztalra?

d. * Janos tett mit az asztalra?

'What did John put on the table?'
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(7.153) a. Muratpara-yi cal-di. Turkish

money-Ace steal-PAST

'Murat stole the money.'

b. Parayi kim c.aldi?

'Who stole the money?'

b'. * Kim parayi c,aldi?

c. Murat nere-ye git-ti?

What-ALL gO-PAST

'Where did Murat go?'

c'. *Nereye Murat gitti?

As a final example of the influence of focus structure on linearization, we will

look at Russian, often cited as a 'free-word-order language'. From the perspective

of information distribution, however, Russian ordering is much less free: in state-

ments the order topic-focus is strongly adhered to, while in WH-questions the

focus is normally in clause-initial position, according to Comrie (1979,1984a). He

gives the following examples of questions and answers to illustrate these ordering

constraints. Normally, the answer would be simply the focal element(s) and the top-

ical elements would not be repeated. However, they are included here in order to

better illustrate the focus structure constraints on word order.

(7.154) a. Q:[Kto-0] [zaS&SCajet Viktor-a]? 'Who defends Victor?'

who-NOM defends Victor-Ace

Focus TOPIC

A: [Viktor-a zasci§cajet] [Maksim-0]. 'MAXIM defends Victor.'

Victor-A c c defends Maxim-N o M

TOPIC FOCUS

b. Q: [Kogo] [zasciScajet Maksim-0]? 'Who(m) does Maxim

who-Acc defends Maxim-NOM defend?'

Focus TOPIC

A: [Maksim-0 za§5i§5ajet] [Viktor-a]. 'Maxim defends VIKTOR.'

Maxim-N OM defends Victor-Ace

TOPIC FOCUS

c. Spl: [Maksim-0] [ubivajet Aleksej-a]. 'Maxim KILLS ALEXEI. '

Maxim-N OM kills Alexei-Acc

TOPIC FOCUS

Sp2: [A Viktor-a]? 'And VIKTOR?' (i.e. 'What

and Victor-Ace is happening to Victor?')

Focus

Spl: [Viktor-a Maksim-0] [zas&scajet]. 'Maxim DEFENDS Victor.'

Victor-Acc Maxim-N o M defends

TOPIC FOCUS

WH-questions and their answers are narrow-focus constructions, and this is

the case in (7.154a, b). Speaker l's first utterance in (7.154c) is a predicate-focus
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7.6 Focus structure and linking

construction, while speaker 2's question and l's response are both narrow-focus

constructions. In all of the declarative utterances in (7.154), topic precedes focus.

It is important to keep in mind that topic need not precede focus as the unmarked

order in a language, even though this is the most common order cross-linguistically.

Toba Batak, like other western Austronesian languages such as Malagasy (Keenan

1976a) and Tagalog, has comment-topic or focus-topic as its unmarked order. This

is illustrated in (7.155), from Schachter (1984b).

(7.155) a. Man-j aha buku guru i.

ATV-read book teacher DEF

'The teacher is reading a book.'

a'. Manjaha buku guru.

'A (certain) teacher is reading a book.'

a". ??Manjaha buku i guru i.

'The teacher is reading the book.'

a'". ?*Manjaha buku i guru.

'A teacher is reading the book.'

b. Di-jaha guru buku i.

PASs-read teacher book DEF

'A teacher read the book.'

b'. Dijaha guru buku.

'A teacher read a (certain) book.'

b". ? ?Dij aha guru i buku i.

'The teacher read the book.'

b'". ?*Dijaha guru i buku.

'The teacher read a book.'

In certain respects Toba Batak is the mirror image of Turkish: it is verb-initial; it has

a special focus position in the immediately postverbal position; and it is topic-final.

As the data in exercise 3 in chapter 5 and exercise 2 in chapter 6 show, there are

grammatical restrictions on where definite and indefinite NPs can occur, and this is

tied in with the voice system and a number of grammatical constructions.

7.6.2 Linking

The Toba Batak phenomena in (7.155) and the exercises point to the important role

that focus structure can play in grammatical constructions and therefore in linking

in some languages. In this section we will investigate two of the most important

interactions of focus structure and linking, namely privileged syntactic argument

(pragmatic pivot) selection and WH-question formation.

As is well known, English shows a strong tendency to have topical 'subjects' and

focal 'objects', but Toba Batak seems to be much stricter about this correlation,

as the examples in (7.155) show. Schachter (1984b) states that 'the patient of [an

active-voice] verb is normally non-individuated . . . [T]he class of individuated

patients includes referential patients, zero-anaphor patients, and patients with
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SENTENCE
SPEECH ACT SPEECH ACT

NUC ARG ARG

X \ / /
PRED NP NP

NUC ARG ARG

X \ / /
PRED NP NP

iYV.Manjaha buku gurui

Actor

Dijaha guru buku i

Actor Undergoer

do' (guruA c v , [read' (guru, bukU[ N A) do' (guru, N A, [read' (guru, buku)]) & BECOME read' (bukuA cv)

Figure 7.33 Focus structure and linking in Toba Batak (7.155a, b)

modifiers' (147). This is reminiscent of the discussion of the second argument of ac-

tivity verbs in section 3.2.3.3, in which we saw that the second argument of activity

verbs are often non-referential; the fact that the second argument with Toba Batak

active-voice verbs is normally non-individuated seems to be the same phenomenon.

The 'PATIENT' of an active-voice verb occurs in the immediately postverbal focus

position, and this explains why (7.155a", a'") are so bad: both contain definite NPs

in the focus position. The same is true in (7.155b", b'"), in which the NP in the focus

position is definite. The (a'", b'") are worse than the (a", b") examples because they

also contain an indefinite NP as pragmatic pivot, which is also strongly disfavored.

In order to maintain the correlation between privileged syntactic argument and

topic, English may employ its passive construction, as exemplified in figures 6.3 and

6.4, but this is not obligatory. In Toba Batak, on the other hand, the active form in

(a) is virtually obligatory when the actor is topical and the other core argument

focal, and conversely, the passive form in (b) is likewise virtually obligatory when

the actor is focal and the undergoer is topical. The difference between the two voice

forms also correlates with Aktionsart differences, as the translations indicate. The

active forms seem to have an activity reading, while the passive forms have an active

accomplishment reading. This is similar to the situation in Sama illustrated in

(6.75). The linkings in (7.155a) and (b) are illustrated in figure 7.33. These are not

simple word-order variants, like (7.150a-d) in Hungarian, (7.151a-c') in Turkish

or (7.154a-c) in Russian; rather they involve different choices for the privileged

syntactic argument, and these choices have important syntactic consequences, as is

clear from the facts in the exercise in chapter 6.
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7.6 Focus structure and linking

This raises the question of where focus structure considerations come into the

linking algorithm in (7.12). It is repeated below.

(7.12) Linking algorithm: semantics —> syntax {preliminary formulation)

1 Determine the actor and undergoer assignments, following the Actor-

Undergoer Hierarchy in figure 7.1.

2 Assign specific morphosyntactic status to [-WH] arguments in logical

structure (language-specific).

a. Accusative privileged syntactic argument selection: default = Actor.

b. Ergative privileged syntactic argument selection: default = Undergoer.

3 If there is a [+WH] XP, assign it to the precore slot (language-specific).

4 A non-WH XP may be assigned to the pre- or postcore slot, subject to

focus structure restrictions (optional; language-specific).

5 Assign the core arguments the appropriate case markers/adpositions and

assign the predicate in the nucleus the appropriate agreement marking

(language specific).

6 Assign arguments of logical structures other than that of the main verb

to the periphery.

Focus structure considerations can actually affect all of these steps. With ditransi-

tive verbs like give and show in English, the choice of argument to serve as under-

goer (step 1) affects the linear order of the postnuclear core aguments, and Givon

(1984a) and Erteschik-Shir (1979), among others, have argued that the more topical

argument is chosen as 'object' (undergoer). This entails that the less topical, more

focal argument will appear in the core-final position, which, we argued in section

5.2.3, is the unmarked focus position for non-WH-arguments in the English clause.

Step 2 involves privileged syntactic argument selection, and this is what is illus-

trated in figures 6.3 and 6.4 for English and in figure 7.33 for Toba Batak, languages

with pragmatic pivots. Focus structure plays no role in privileged syntactic argu-

ment selection in languages like Lakhota, which lacks variable syntactic pivots and

has only invariable pivots, as the data in exercise 3 in chapter 6 clearly show. There

is no need to amend the formulation of step 2 to reflect the influence of focus struc-

ture in some languages but not in others, since it already states that there are impor-

tant language-specific features to it. We argued in chapter 6 that 'privileged syntactic

argument' is a construction-specific notion, and we have seen examples, e.g. rela-

tivization and reflexivization in Sama in (6.50) and (7.17), in which distinct con-

structions in the same sentence can have different privileged syntactic arguments.

Hence focus structure involvement in this step in the linking is in fact a property

of specific constructions, namely those with pragmatic pivots, and accordingly it

will be captured in the representation of those constructions in constructional

templates. We return to this issue in section 7.7 below.

The next step affected by focus structure is step 3, which involves WH-elements

in WH-questions. There seem to be three possibilities regarding the placement of
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WH-words in WH-questions. The simplest is found in Lakhota, in which WH-

words occur in exactly the same position in the clause as the corresponding non-

WH NP in a non-interrogative utterance. This is exemplified in (7.156).

(7.156) a. Sykaki igmu wa 0-0-yaxtake.

dog the cat a 3sgU-3sgA-bite

'The dog bit a cat.'

b. §yka ki igmu wa yaxtaka he?

'Did the dog bite a cat?'

c. Sykakitaku yaxtake.

what/something

'The dog bit something.'

d. Sijka ki taku yaxtaka he?

'What did the dog bite?', or 'Did the dog bite something?'

Questions are formed in Lakhota by adding the question particle he to the end of

the sentence; there is no other syntactic change in the sentence, as a comparison

of (7.156a) and (b) readily reveals. Questions words in Lakhota also function as

indefinite-specific pronouns; for example, taku can mean either 'what' or 'some-

thing'. If the sentence is non-interrogative, as in (c), then it can only mean 'some-

thing'. If the question particle occurs in a sentence with taku, as in (d), then the

result is ambiguous: if the focus of the question is on taku, then it is interpreted as

'what' and the sentence is a WH-question; if, on the other hand, the focus of the

question is on a different constituent, then taku is interpreted as an indefinite-

specific pronoun and the sentence is a yes-no question, as the two alternative

glosses for (d) indicate. Another way of putting this is that taku can only be inter-

preted as a WH-question word if it is in the actual focus domain; otherwise, it is

interpreted as an indefinite-specific pronoun. The two readings for (d) are repre-

sented in figure 7.34. In the first diagram taku is in the actual focus domain, and

therefore the sentence is interpreted as 'What did the dog bite?' In the second dia-

gram, however, syka ki 'the dog' is in the actual focus domain, and accordingly the

sentence is a yes-no question with taku construed as an indefinite-specific pronoun.

The second situation is that found in English, Icelandic, Sama and many other

languages, and it is captured in the current wording of step 3. It is illustrated in

figures 7.2 and 7.11. The final situation is that found in Hungarian, Turkish and

Sesotho, in which WH-words appear core-internally but not necessarily in the same

position as the corresponding non-WH NP in a non-interrogative utterance. The

basic Hungarian phenomena are presented in (7.151), and the basic Turkish data are

in (7.152). The Sesotho examples were originally in (5.10); they are repeated below.

(7.157) a. *Mang o-pheh-ile lijo?

who 3sg-cook-PERFfood

'Who cooked the food?'
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SENTENCE

Sykakitaku 0- 0-yaxtakahe? S^kakitaku 0- 0-yaxtakahe?

SPEECH ACT

'WHAT did the dog bite?'

SPEECH ACT

'Did THE DOG bite something?'

Figure 7.34 The actual focus domain in Lakhota questions

b. Lijo li-pheh-li-o-e kemang?

food 3sg-cook-pERF-PASS-MOOD by who

'The food was cooked by who?' or 'Who cooked the food?'

c. Ea o-f-ile-ng ntjake mang?

REL3sg-give-PERF-RELdog COP who

'The one that gave you the dog is who?'

d. Ke mang ea o-f-ile-ng ntja?

COP who REL3sg-give-PERF-RELdog

'It's who that gave you the dog?'

In all three of these languages the WH-word must occur within the potential focus

domain of the clause, and the default is for it to occur in the unmarked focus posi-

tion. We may revise step 3 to permit these three language-specific possibilities. Before

doing this, however, we need to look at the interaction of focus structure considera-

tions with steps 4 and 6.

Step 4 assigns non-WH-phrases to the precore slot or postcore slot, under speci-

fic focus structure constraints, as we discussed in sections 5.2.3, 5.6 and 7.2.2. The

Turkish examples in (7.151) illustrate the interaction of discourse pragmatics with

step 5. As mentioned there, only referentially specific (usually definite) undergoers

receive accusative case; indefinite, newly introduced undergoers receive no case, as

(7.151a) shows. Hence the accusative case assignment rule for Turkish is sensitive to

the discourse-pragmatic properties of core arguments. Kaluli provides an example

of the role of focus structure in an ergative case-marking system; recall that focal

actors receive ergative case when they occur in the focus position in the clause (see
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section 7.3.1.2). Step 6 assigns temporal and locative modifiers of the core logical

structure to the periphery, but this is in fact only the unmarked assignment. It is also

possible for them to appear in the left-detached position or the precore slot. This is

illustrated in the examples below.

(7.158) a. Dana went to Toronto yesterday.

b. Yesterday, Dana went to Toronto and did a lot of shopping.

c. Dana went to Toronto yesterday, and tomorrow she is going to Montreal.

d. When is Dana going to Montreal?

d'. Where is Dana going shopping tomorrow?

(7.159) a. Hun haf-d-i unn-id adbniarsmidi f Icelandic

3FsgNOM have-PAST-3sg work-PSTP at bridge.building at

sumar.

summer

'She worked at bridge-building in the summer.'

b. I sumar haf-5-i hun unn-id ad

in summer have-PAST-3sg 3FsgNOM work-PSTP at

briiarsmidi.

bridge.building

'In the summer she worked at bridge-building.'

c. Hvenaer haf-6-i hun unn-id ad

when have-pA s T-3sg 3FsgN o M work-p s T P at

briiarsmidi?

bridge.building

'When did she work at bridge-building?'

(7.160) a. Ben dun Bebek-te Ali-ye rastla-di-m. Turkish

lsg yesterday -LOC -DATrun.into-PAST-lsg

'I ran into AH yesterday at Bebek.'

b. Dim Bebek-te ben Ali-ye rastla-di-m.

'Yesterday at Bebek, I ran into Ali.'

c. Dim ben Ali-ye Bebek-te rastla-di-m.

'Yesterday, at Bebek I ran into Ali', or 'Yesterday, I ran

into Ali AT BEBEK.'

d. Bebek-te ben dim Ali-ye rastla-di-m.

'At Bebek, I ran into Ali yesterday'

e. Ben Bebek-te Ali-ye dim rastla-di-m.

'Yesterday I ran into Ali at Bebek', or 'I ran into Ali at

Bebek YESTERDAY.'

The Icelandic examples are repeated from (2.17); the Turkish examples are from

Erguvanh (1984). In the English example (7.158a), yesterday is in its default posi-

tion in the periphery. In (b), on the other hand, it occurs in the left-detached posi-

tion and modifies both of the subsequent conjoined clauses. In the second clause
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in (c), tomorrow appears in the precore slot and is interpreted as contrasting with

yesterday in the previous clause. That an element from a higher temporal or locative

predicate can occur in the precore slot is confirmed by (d, d'), in which the semantic

argument of such a higher predicate appears as a WH-word in the precore slot (see

figures 7.14, 7.22 and related discussion in sections 7.2.2, 7.2.3). The Icelandic sen-

tence in (7.159a) illustrates the default position for a setting temporal PP in the

periphery, and in (b) it occurs in the precore slot, as indicated by the occurrence of

the privileged syntactic argument after the finite auxiliary verb, due to the verb-second

constraint in Icelandic syntax (see section 2.2.2). As the (c) sentence shows, this is

also the position that a temporal WH-word appears in. The Turkish example in

(7.160a) represents the basic order in the Turkish clause; as in many verb-final lan-

guages, peripheral elements occur between the 'subject' and the remainder of the

core (see figures 2.8, 2.10). In (b) the temporal adverbial and the locative PP both

appear in the sentence-initial topic position, which we may take to be the left-

detached position, since it is before the normal position of the 'subject' in (a). In (c)

dun 'yesterday' is in the left-detached position and Bebek-te 'at Bebek' appears

in the preverbal focus position. In (d) the situation is reversed, with the locative PP

in the topical initial position and the temporal adverbial in focus position. Finally, in

(e) the locative PP is in the unmarked position within the periphery, while diin 'yes-

terday' is in the focus position. There are, then, a number of linking possibilities for

the semantic arguments of higher predicates conditioned by the focus structure

of the sentence. This too needs to be expressed in the linking algorithm.

The revised algorithm is in (7.161).

(7.161) Linking algorithm: semantics —> syntax {revised)

1 Determine the actor and undergoer assignments, following the Actor-

Undergoer Hierarchy in figure 7.1.

2 Assign specific morphosyntactic status to [-WH] arguments in logical

structure (language-specific).

a. Accusative privileged syntactic argument selection: default = Actor.

b. Ergative privileged syntactic argument selection: default = Undergoer.

3 Ifthereisa[+WH]XP,

a. assign it to the normal position of a non-W H X P with the same function

(language-specific), or

b. assign it to the precore slot (language-specific), or

c. assign it to a position within the potential focus domain of the clause

(default = the unmarked focus position) (language-specific).

4 A non-WH XP may be assigned to the pre- or post-core slot, subject to

focus structure restrictions (optional; language-specific).

5 Assign the core arguments the appropriate case markers/adpositions and

assign the predicate in the nucleus the appropriate agreement marking

(language-specific).
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Linking in simple sentences

6 For semantic arguments of logical structures other than that of the main

verb,

a. assign them to the periphery (default), or

b. assign them to the precore slot or focus position (language-specific) if

they are focal, or

c. assign them to the left-detached position if they are highly topical.36

The primary function of focus structure in the linking from syntax to semantics is

anaphora resolution, that is, in helping to determine possible coreference relations

with respect to pronouns. The conditions on the interpretation of pronouns within

a sentence in (5.29) refer to the focus structure of the sentence, and focus structure

information is an important factor in the determination of possible coreference.

Consider the following possible sentences in which the focus structure is indicated;

it is derived from the prosodic properties of the sentence.

(7.162) a. [TOP Tom] [AFD saw [FOC his sister]]

b. [AFD [FOC Tom]] [saw [TOP his sister]]

Example (7.162a) represents a predicate-focus construction, while (b) exemplifies

a marked narrow-focus construction with narrow focus on the privileged syntactic

argument, Tom. In terms of (5.29), Tom and his can be interpreted as coreferential

in (a) but not in (b), because in (b) clause (a) is not met. That is, in the context in

which (7.162b) would be appropriate, the referent of his is already established as an

activated discourse referent, and Tom is being introduced as new into the context;

consequently, it cannot be the antecedent for his. Note that in (a) his need not refer

to Tom; rather, coreference is merely possible. Hence the semantic representations

that would be the output of the linking from syntax to semantics would include the

logical structures in (7.163).

(7.163) a. see' (Tom;, [have.as.kin' (his^, sister)]) = (7.162a)

b. see' (Tom;, [have.as.kin' (hisj, sister)]) = (7.162b)

Presumably, context would determine whether his actually refers to Tom or not in

(7.162a), but the sentence is in principle ambiguous, in a way that (7.162b) is not.

Focus structure will also have a vital role to play in other areas of the grammar

when we investigate linking in complex sentences in chapter 9.

7.6.3 The pervasive role of discourse pragmatics in grammar

We have been investigating syntax from the communication-and-cognition per-

spective outlined in chapter 1, and one of the things our inquiry has revealed is how

discourse-pragmatics, often but not always in the guise of information structure,

literally permeates grammar. That is, factors relating to information flow, the cogni-

tive status of referents, and other aspects of discourse pragmatics can interact with

and affect grammar at all levels. This is summarized in figure 7.35. We have seen

examples of each of these influences in the last six chapters, and there are some
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Figure 7.35 The pervasive role of discourse pragmatics in grammar

we have not discussed. For example, in a language with only invariable pivots and

controllers or only semantic pivots or controllers, it is impossible to get by syntac-

tic means the privileged syntactic argument choice effects that languages with voice

constructions achieve routinely, e.g. keeping the primary topical participant func-

tioning as the privileged syntactic argument in successive clauses. Their only option

is alternative lexical choices; that is, rather than passivizing give in order to have the

RECiPiENT-undergoer function as the privileged syntactic argument, an option not

available in a language like Lakhota, a speaker can choose the verb take or receive

instead of give, which will have the same effect. Sell can be selected instead of buy.

These alternative lexical choices can potentially be influenced by context, in much

the same way as syntactic options in linking can be influenced by context in lan-

guages which have them.

Another example of this can be seen in presentational constructions. We saw in

figure 7.6 that presentational constructions have a specific combination of syntactic

form and focus structure, which is reflected in the syntactic template for them. It is

not the case that just any verb can occur in a presentational construction, as Kuno

(1972a) and Lambrecht (1987), among others, have noted. Lambrecht comments on

the types of verbs that occur in these sentence-focus constructions.

Another argument in favor of the interpretation of [sentence-focus]

structures as presentational in a broad sense can be seen in the con-

straints imposed in many languages on the kinds of predicates which

[sentence-focus] structures may contain... [T]he predicates most com-

monly permitted in [sentence-focus] sentences involve 'presenting'

verbs, i.e. intransitive verbs expressing appearance or disappearance

of some referent in the internal or external discourse setting, or the

beginning or end of some state involving the referent. (1987:373)
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Figure 7.36 Interaction of the three projections of the clause with linking

ARG N U C A R G ^ ADV

Actor , , - - ' '

These are typically achievement and accomplishment verbs, and accordingly we see

that the focus structure of the construction (sentence focus) restricts lexical selec-

tion, in this instance the selection of the verb.

The interaction of all three projections of the syntactic representation with the

linking from the semantic representation is presented in figure 7.36.

7.7 Templates, constructions and linking

In section 2.5 we introduced the idea of representing syntax in terms of con-

structional templates, following the approach of ConG. Each construction has a set

of morphosyntactic, semantic and pragmatic properties, which are captured in the

constructional template which characterizes it. In chapter 2 we developed the idea

of syntactic templates to represent the layered structure of the clause, and in chap-

ter 5 we augmented some of them with focus structure information (see figures 7.5,

7.6). In this chapter and the previous one we have developed the notion of privi-

leged syntactic argument (syntactic pivot and controller) and explored the linking

between syntax and semantics in simple sentences. We now have all of the compo-

nents necessary for constituting templates for grammatical constructions in simple

sentences.
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7.7 Templates and constructions

Fillmore (1988) characterizes the notion of 'grammatical construction' as follows:

By grammatical construction we mean any syntactic pattern which is

assigned one or more conventional functions in a language, together

with whatever is linguistically conventionalized about its contribution

to the meaning or the use of structures containing it.

On the level of syntax, we distinguish for any construction in a lan-

guage its external and its internal properties. In speaking of the external

syntax of a construction we refer to the properties of the construction

as a whole, that is to say, anything speakers know about the construction

that is relevant to the larger syntactic contexts in which it is welcome. By

the internal syntax of a construction we have in mind a description of the

construction's make-up. (36)

Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor (1988) note that 'constructions may specify, not only

syntactic, but also lexical, semantic and pragmatic information' (501 ).37 Thus the

templates we propose for representing constructions must contain, at a minimum,

syntactic, morphological, semantic and pragmatic information. ConG representa-

tions give full specifications of the morphological, syntactic and semantic properties

of constructions, and where a number of constructions share a property which could

be construed as a general property of the grammar, it is specified in a more general

construction. Little cross-linguistic work has been done in ConG, and no significant

generalizations about any cross-linguistic grammatical phenomena have yet been

proposed. In the approach to grammatical constructions we are taking, the unique,

idiosyncratic features of a construction are specified in its constructional template;

the general principles developed in this and the past five chapters, e.g. the Actor-

Undergoer Hierarchy, case marking and agreement principles, or the principle gov-

erning intrasentential pronominalization, would not be repeated on each template

and would be assumed to apply where relevant, in the absence of any specification

to the contrary in the template. Thus we are able to capture linguistically significant

generalizations as well as specify the essential features of grammatical construc-

tions in particular languages.

An important question is, what is the place of constructional templates in the the-

ory of grammar we have developed? Before we can answer this question, we need

to take a look at the overall structure of the theory, which is given in figure 7.37 (cf.

figure 2.2). The two sources for the syntactic representation reflect one of the most

important differences between semantics to syntax linking and syntax to semantics

linking. As we discussed earlier in the chapter, in linking from semantics to syntax,

the syntactic representation is constructed out of syntactic templates selected from

the syntactic inventory. In syntax to semantics linking, however, the parser outputs

a syntactic representation which the grammar must then map into a semantic repre-

sentation as part of the process of interpreting the utterance (see section 7.2.3).
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Figure 7.37 Organization of grammar

Now, returning to the question at the beginning of the paragraph, grammatical con-

structions are specific constellations of morphosyntactic, semantic and pragmatic

properties, and accordingly the constructional templates representing them are in

effect instructions to the grammar on how these properties should be combined in

particular forms. With respect to the syntax of a construction, a constructional tem-

plate gives construction-specific information about which syntactic templates are

required, if the construction is exceptional with respect to the principles in (7.7),

what the privileged syntactic argument is (if there is one), and whether the con-

struction is ergative or accusative. Under morphology, the template states any con-

struction-specific morphological information. Under semantics, it gives a general

characterization of the meaning of the construction and any special semantic fea-

tures or constraints. With respect to pragmatics, it presents information about the

illocutionary force and focus structure properties of the construction. The primary

constraint on the distribution of the construction comes from the type of syntactic

template. If the template is a core template, then that construction can in principle

occur in any other construction which has an open core slot in it, ceteris paribus.

This was illustrated in figure 7.7, in which a core template is combined with a pre-

core slot template to form the structure of a WH-question. There may, however,

be semantic or pragmatic properties of the construction that render it incompatible

with other constructions that it is syntactically compatible with.

The format we are using for constructional templates is very informal; it is in-

tended to be a summary of the relevant types of information and not a formalism.

Hence the characterizations of the various properties of the construction are not as

formal as the syntactic, semantic and other representations they refer to; in particu-

lar, the specification of the general meaning of the construction is informal and is

meant to express the semantic properties that would have to be captured by a more

formal theory of constructional meaning. In order to exemplify our approach to

constructional templates, two English and three Sama constructional templates will

be presented. The constructional template for the English Z?e-passive is given in

table 7.3. Under syntax, 'Default core' means that the syntactic template is a core

template, and the selection follows the principles in (7.7) as they exist in English
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7.7 Templates and constructions

Table 7.3 Constructional template for English passive (plain)

CONSTRUCTION

English passive (plain)

SYNTAX

Template(s): Default core

PSA: Pragmatic pivot (default)

Linking: Actor * pragmatic pivot; omitted or in peripheral by-? P

Undergoer = pragmatic pivot (default)

MORPHOLOGY

Verb: past participle

Auxiliary: be

SEMANTICS

P S A is not instigator of state of affairs but is affected by it (default)

PRAGMATICS

Elocutionary force: Unspecified

Focus structure: No restrictions; pragmatic pivot = topic (default)

grammar; all three of the qualifications in (7.7b) are applicable to English, and (b2)

applies to this construction specifically. The privileged syntactic argument is a prag-

matic pivot, and structurally it is the default pivot in English, i.e. the prenuclear

direct core argument, the traditional 'subject'. If the construction were the pur-

posive construction in exercise 1 in chapter 6, illustrated in (7.118), the privileged

syntactic argument would not be the default and would have to be specified. The

crucial features of the linking are specified: the actor is not the privileged syntactic

argument and receives non-canonical coding as specified, while the undergoer is the

default choice for the privileged syntactic argument. It is only the default choice,

because, as we will see in chapter 9, there are constructions involving passive in

which the argument functioning as privileged syntactic argument is not an argument

of the predicate in the nucleus of the matrix core, e.g. Tanisha was believed to have

saved the child. Under morphology, the form of the predicate is specified, in this

case be + past participle. Under semantics, a general characterization of the mean-

ing of the construction is given. Finally, under pragmatics, we see that there are no

absolute pragmatic conditions on this construction and that it is not associated with

any particular illocutionary force type. While there is in English a strong tendency

to have the privileged syntactic argument be highly topical, this is merely the

default situation and, as we saw in chapter 5, English does allow focal privileged

syntactic arguments.

English WH-questions have a rather different constructional template from the

passive construction; it is given in table 7.4. Under syntax, the precore-slot template
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Linking in simple sentences

Table 7.4 Constructional template for English WH-questions

CONSTRUCTION

English WH-questions

SYNTAX

Template(s):PrCS

PSA: None

Linking: WH-XP to PrCS

MORPHOLOGY

Default

SEMANTICS

Contains an open proposition with a variable a, WH-XP = a

PRAGMATICS

Illocutionary force: Interrogative

Focus structure: Narrow focus on PrCS

in figure 7.6 is specified, but the core template is unspecified, subject to (7.7). This

construction has no privileged syntactic argument, in the sense that WH-question

formation in English does not involve a restricted neutralization. Hence there is no

privileged syntactic argument specification. The situation with respect to linking is

analogous to that regarding the templates: the WH XP must appear in the precore

slot, but beyond that, the linking in the core is unspecified. This construction is com-

patible with either active or passive constructions, with either unmarked or marked

Unkings to under goer, for example. There is no special morphology in this construc-

tion. The semantic properties are straightforward. The pragmatic information is

crucial fpr the construction; narrow focus on the WH-word in the precore slot is one

of its central features, and the fact that it has interrogative illocutionary force re-

quires that the tensed verb or auxiliary will occur in core-initial position, since, as

we saw in chapter 2, the position of the tense operator signals illocutionary force in

English. This distinguishes the WH-question construction from the other precore-

slot construction, namely topicalization as in That book I wouldn't buy. Because the

illocutionary force is declarative in this construction, the tense operator appears in

its normal, core-internal position.

It would be instructive to compare these English constructions with their coun-

terparts in another language. We will look at three constructions in Sama, a lan-

guage with a number of syntactically ergative constructions. The constructional

template for the Sama antipassive construction is given in table 7.5. The antipassive

construction affects the location and the identity of the argument functioning as the

privileged syntactic argument. The activity-active accomplishment alternation in

Sama verbs correlates with the active-antipassive distinction, as we saw in section
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7.7 Templates and constructions

Table 7.5 Constructional template for Sama antipassive

CONSTRUCTION

Sama antipassive

SYNTAX

Template(s): Default

PSA: Pragmatic pivot = immediate postverbal direct core argument

Linking: Actor = pragmatic pivot

Default choice for P S A = non-M R core argument

MORPHOLOGY

Verb: N- + verb stem

SEMANTICS

Pragmatic pivot is instigator of state of affairs

Aktionsart = atelic (default)

PRAGMATICS

Illocutionary force: Unspecified
Focus structure: Non-M R core argument = non-specific

Pragmatic pivot = topic (default)

6.4.3, (6.75). This is in turn related to the referential properties of the non-actor

argument, as one would predict (see sections 3.2.2,3.2.3.3).

Sama has both syntactic and semantic privileged arguments, as we saw in (7.17),

and the following two constructions have a different privileged syntactic argument:

WH-question formation has a pragmatic pivot (table 7.6), while reflexivization has

a semantic controller (table 7.7). Because the WH-word must be the pragmatic

pivot in Sama, it is necessary to combine the WH-question construction with the

antipassive construction when the WH-word functions as actor. On the other hand,

because the actor is the semantic controller for reflexivization, antipassive has no

effect on reflexivization, as we saw in (7.17). However, the actor must be a direct core

argument, which means that this construction is incompatible with the Sama passive

in (6.78). The Sama template for WH-questions differs from its English counterpart

also in that the WH-word is specified to be an NP in Sama, whereas in English it is

an 'XP'. This is because the WH-word is always the pragmatic pivot in Sama, and

therefore must be an NP. In English, on the other hand, the WH-element can be an

NP (who), a PP (in which room) or an adverbial (when, why, where).

As these examples illustrate, constructional templates bring all aspects of the

grammar together in the different aspects of each construction. Syntax, morpho-

logy, semantics and pragmatics all come together in them. The set of constructional

templates, along with the linking algorithms developed in this chapter, constitute

the heart of the grammar of a particular language. They impose language-particular

restrictions on what are otherwise very general linking principles.
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Table 7.6 Constructional template for Sama WH-question formation

CONSTRUCTION

Sama W H-question formation

SYNTAX

Template(s):PrCS

P S A: W H-N P = Pragmatic Pivot

Linking: WH-NP to PrCS

Antipassive, if W H-N P * default choice for P S A

MORPHOLOGY

Verb: N- + verb stem if antipassive is required

SEMANTICS

Contains an open proposition with variable a, WH-NP = a

PRAGMATICS

Elocutionary force: Interrogative

Focus structure: Narrow focus on PrCS

Table 7.7 Constructional template for Sama reflexivization

CONSTRUCTION

Sama reflexivization

SYNTAX

Template(s): Default

PSA: Semantic controller = Actor

Linking: Actor = direct core argument

MORPHOLOGY

Reflexive: di + genitive pronoun (person, number)

SEMANTICS

Actor and reflexive pronoun are obligatorily coreferential

Subject to Role Hierarchy and LS-Superiority Conditions

PRAGMATICS

Illocutionary force: Unspecified

Focus structure: Unspecified

Further reading

For further discussion of this approach to case marking, see Silverstein (1976,

1981, 1993), Van Valin (1985, 1991b), Michaelis (1993), Holisky (1987), Schwartz

(1986), Park (1995) and Roberts (1995); for rather different approaches to case
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Exercises

marking, see Andrews (1982), Bittner and Hale (1996), Chomsky (1986a),

Czepluch and JanBen (1984), Sag, Karttunen and Goldberg (1992), Yip, Maling and

Jackendoff (1987), and Zaenen, Maling and Thrainsson (1985). For a comprehensive

discussion of ergativity, see Dixon (1994). On split-S and fluid-S languages, see

Merlan (1985), Mithun (1991), Dixon (1994) and Klimov (1977). For discussion of

the syntax of inverse languages, see Dahlstrom (1986) on Plains Cree and Dryer

(1996b) on Kutenai. On preposition assignment in English, see Jolly (1991, 1993)

and Rudanko (1996). For typologies of reflexives, see Faltz (1985) and Geniusiene

(1987). On Romance pronominal clitics, see Grimshaw (1982), Manzini (1986) and

other papers in Borer (1986), Centineo (1996). For other approaches to reflexiviza-

tion, see Chomsky (1981b), (1986a), Dalrymple (1993), Hellan (1988), Pollard and

Sag (1992), Reinhart and Reuland (1993). For discussion of the semantic and prag-

matic factors affecting reflexivization, see Kuno (1987). For discussion of applica-

tive constructions in Bantu languages in terms of RRG, see Van Valin (1993b) and

Roberts (1995); for other approaches, see Baker (1988), Bresnan and Moshi (1990),

Marantz (1984). For discussion of focus structure and linearization, see Sgall,

Hajicova and Panevova (1986), Hajictova and Sgall (1987), Downing and Noonan

(1995), King (1995), Payne (1990), Reis (1993), Siewierska (1993). For a neurolin-

guistic model of language processing based on the linking system presented in this

chapter, see Kemmerer (1996).

Exercises

1 Diagram the linking between the semantic representation and the syntactic rep-

resentation for each of the following sentences. Start from the semantic representa-

tion and summarize each step of the process explicitly, following the linking

algorithm in (7.12). For the syntactic structures, use only the constituent projection

of the sentences; ignore the operator projection, [section 7.2.2]

(1) Leslie put the book on the table.

(2) Where did Marsha see Kevin?

(3) He showed his mother the picture.

(4) Who was injured by the bomb?

2 Diagram the linking between the syntactic representation and the semantic rep-

resentation of each of the following sentences. Start from the syntactic structure

and summarize each step of the process explicitly, following the linking algorithm

in (7.36). For the syntactic structures, use only the constituent projection of the

sentences; ignore the operator projection, [section 7.2.3]

(1) The pasta was eaten by Luigi.

(2) Celia wrote the letter in the library.

(3) What did Robin give to Kim?

(4) Pat taught Kelly Navajo.
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Linking in simple sentences

3 Explain the ungrammaticality of (1) and (2). Why is (3b) not a possible logical

structure for (a)? State which aspect of the linking algorithm is violated, and illus-

trate your answer with a diagram showing the linking, [section 7.2.3]

(1) *What did Juan put the bicycle in the garage?

(2) *The dog died the book.

(3) a. *Sally put the photograph.

b. [do' (Sally, 0)] CAUSE [B E C O M E be-in' (box, photograph)]

4 Diagram the linking between the semantic representation and the syntactic rep-

resentation for each of the following sentences. Start from the semantic representa-

tion or syntactic representation, as specified, and summarize each step of the

process explicitly, following the linking algorithms in (7.12) and (7.36). For the syn-

tactic structures, use only the constituent projection of the sentences; ignore the

operator projection. For the semantics to syntax linking, give an account of case

marking and agreement/cross-reference, [section 7.3.1.2]

(1) Jakaltek (Craig 1977) [both semantics -> syntax and syntax -^ semantics]

Mac x-0- (y) -il naj winaj ?

who p s T-3A B S-3E R G-see c L man

'Who did the man see?'

(2) Georgian (Aronson 1991) [syntax —»semantics only; treat the markers on the

verb as agreement and Georgian as dependent marking]

P'ropesor-i st'udent'-s c'ign-s

professor-NOM student-DAT book-DAT

ga-0-0-u-gzavn-i-s.

p v B-3sgU-3sgD C A-p R v-send-F u T-3sg A

'The professor will send the a book to the student.'

(3) Icelandic [both semantics -> syntax and syntax -> semantics]

Peim va-r hj alp-ad af mer.

3pk>AT be.PAST-3sg help-PSTP by lsgD AT

'They were helped by me.'

5 Formulate a partial syntax —> semantics linking algorithm for Plains Cree, based

on the examples in (7.70)-(7.73). Give only those steps that would apply to these

examples. If steps of a new type are needed, justify and explain them. How does

the linking algorithm for this language differ from those for the other languages

discussed in the text? [section 7.3.1.3]

6 Consider the Dyirbal comitative construction in (7.33), from Dixon (1972); is it a

lexical or a syntactic phenomenon? Consider also the -gay antipassive construction

discussed in chapter 6; an example is repeated in (lb) below. Given the interaction

between these two constructions, illustrated in (2c), is the -rjay antipassive a lexical
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Exercises

or a syntactic phenomenon? Give a brief, informal description of the semantics to

syntax linking in (2c). Note: -nay in (2b, c) is an allomorph of -gay. Example (2c),

despite the translation, is a single clause with a single verb in Dyirbal. [section 7.4.2]

(1) a. Ba-yi yata-0 ba-rjgu-n 4ugumbi-ru bur.a-n.

DEIC-ABS.I man-ABS D E I O E R G - I I woman-ERG see-TNS

'The woman saw the man.'

b. Ba-la-n 4ugumbil-0 ba-gu-1 yata-gu bur.al-rja-jiu.

DEIC-ABS-II woman-ABS DEIC-DAT-I man-DAT see-ANTi-TNS

'The woman saw the man.'

(2) a. Ba-la-m (Jubula-0 ba-ngu-n 4ugumbi-tu jiuga-jiu.

DEIC-ABS-III flour-ABS DEic-ERG-ii woman-ERG grind-TNS

'The woman is grinding wild flour.'

b. Ba-la-n 4ugumbil-0 jiuga-na-jiu ba-gu-m 4ubula-gu.

DEIC-ABS-II woman-ABS grind-ANTi-TNS DEIC-DAT-III flour-DAT

'The woman is grinding wild flour.'

c. ba-yi jialrjga-0 ba-ngu-n 4ugumbi-r.u Jiuga-nay-mba-n

DEIC-ABS.I boy-ABS DEIC-ERG-II WOman-ERG grind-ANTI-COM-TNS

ba-gu-m 4ubula-gu.

DEIC-DAT-III flour-DAT

'The woman is grinding wild flour with a boy [sitting next to her].'

7 Explain the ungrammaticality of the following sentences, [section 7.5.2]

(1) *Tanishai's brother helped herself;.

(2) *Herselfi frightened Salty.

(3) *Sam asked herself about Wendvj.

(4) *Bill showed the picture of Karen; to herselfj.

8 Explain the constraints on reflexivization in Toba Batak; the data are from

Shugamoto (1984). Build on the analysis of Toba Batak you did in exercise 2 in

chapter 6. [section 7.5.2]

(1) a. Mang-ida diri-na si Torus.

ATv-see self-3sgGEN

'Torus sees himself.'

b. *Di-ida diri-na si Torus.

PASS-see self-3sgGEN

*'Himself sees Torus.'

c. Di-ida si Torus diri-na.

PASS-see self-3sgGEN

'Torus sees himself.'

d. *Mang-ida si Torus diri-na.

*'Himself sees Torus.'
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Linking in simple sentences

(2) a. Mang-hatahon diii-na^ si Torusjtu si Riaj.

ATv-talk.about self-3 to

Torus; is talking about himself^ to Ria .̂'

b. Mang-hatahon diii-na^ tu si Riâ  si Torusj.

'ToruSj is talking about himself^ to Ria^'

c. Di-hatahon si Torusj diri-na^j tu si Ria .̂

PASs-talk.about self-3 to

Torusj talked about himself^ to Ria^'

d. Di-hatahon si Torusj tu si Riâ  diri-na^j.

'Torusj talked about himself^ to Ria .̂'

(3) a. Mang-hatahon si Riâ  si Torusj tu diri-naj/j.

ATv-talk.about to self-3

Torusj talked about Riâ  to himself^.'

b. Mang-hatahon si Riâ  tu diri-naj/j si ToruSj.

Torusj talked about Ri^ to himselfj/j.'

c. Di-hatahon si Torusj si Riâ  tu diri-nai/j.

PASs-talk.about to self~3

'Torusj talked about Riâ  to himselfj/j.'

d. Di-hatahon si Torusj tu diri-na^

Torusj talked about Ri^
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8
Syntactic structure, II: complex
sentences and noun phrases

8.0 Introduction

We now turn to the issue of the syntactic structure of complex sentences and com-

plex NPs. The last six chapters have laid out the essential syntactic, semantic and

pragmatic features of simple sentences, and in this chapter and the next we will

investigate these aspects of complex sentences, starting with the layered structure

of the clause in complex sentences.

8.1 Theoretical issues

There are two fundamental questions that every theory must answer about complex

sentences; they are given in (8.1).

(8.1) a. What are the units involved in complex sentence constructions?

b. What are the relationships among the units in the constructions?

A great deal of controversy has surrounded the question of units in contem-

porary syntactic theory. In GB, all units in complex sentences contain a subject-

predicate structure; the theory does not recognize any subclausal units in complex

constructions.1 In GPSG, HPSG, ConG and LFG, on the other hand, both clausal

and subclausal (VP) units are posited in complex sentences. In our approach, the

answer to (8.1a) is derived from the layered structure of the clause: the fundamental

building blocks of complex sentences are the nucleus, core and clause. The tradi-

tional answer to (8.1b), the question about the structural relationships among units

in a complex sentence, is summarized as follows:

Complex sentences are divided into: (a) those in which the constitu-

ent clauses are grammatically co-ordinate, no one being dependent on

the others, but all being . . . added together in sequence, with or with-

out the so-called coordinating conjunctions . . . {John talked to Mary,

and they went to the store, and. . . ); and (b) those in which one of the

clauses ('the main clause') is 'modified' by one or more subordinate

clauses grammatically dependent upon it and generally introduced . . .

by a subordinating conjunction. Subordinate clauses are subdivided by

function as nominal, adjectival, adverbial, etc.; and further as temporal,

conditional, relative, etc. (Lyons 1968:178, emphasis in original)
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Complex sentences and NPs

The various types of subordinate clauses include sentential 'subjects' and 'objects',

e.g. That it is raining comes as no surprise (clause as 'subject') and Max regretted

that he had insulted Susan (clause as 'object'), and clauses used as sentential

modifiers, e.g. Sally talked to Bill after she got home from work. The theory of the

units will henceforth be referred to as the theory of juncture and the theory of

relations as the theory of nexus, following RRG. We will discuss each of these in

the following sections, beginning with a discussion of juncture.

8.2 Levels of juncture

All theories agree that the clause is a possible unit in complex sentence formation.

Where they differ, however, is in how to characterize the subclausal units. As stated

above, we take the units in complex constructions to be those of the layered struc-

ture of the clause: nucleus, core and clause. In complex constructions, the following

patterns emerge.

(8.2) a. [CORE . . . [NUCPRED]...+... [NUCPRED] . . . ] Nuclear juncture

b . [ C L A U S E • • • [ C O R E . . . ] . . . + . . . [ C O R E • • • ] • • • ] Core juncture

c [ S E N T E N C E • • • [ C L A U S E . . . ] . . . + . . . [ C L A U S E • • • ] • . • ] Clausal juncture

The unmarked linkage paradigm is for units of the same level to combine, i.e.

nucleus with nucleus, core with core, and clause with clause. There is one striking

instance of a marked, asymmetric linkage, clause with core, that we will discuss

below.

Nuclear junctures involve a single core containing multiple nuclei; this is illus-

trated with examples from French, English and Mandarin in (8.3).

(8.3) a. Je fer-ai mang-er les gateaux a Jean.2

lsg make-3sgFUT eat-iNT the.Mpl cakes D AT John

'I will make John eat the cakes.'

b. John forced open the door,

b'. John forced the door open.

c. Ta qiao po le yl ge fanwan.

3sg hit break PRFV one CL bowl

'He broke (by hitting) a ricebowl.'

It has long been noted that the two French verbs in (8.3a), faire 'make, cause' and

manger 'eat', are distinct nuclei which nevertheless act as a single complex predi-

cate in this construction. Only certain adverbs may occur between the two verbs,

e.g. souvent 'often' as in Pierre fera souvent courir Marie 'Pierre will make Marie

run often.' In the English example, the two distinct predicates, force and open, each

of which constitutes a distinct nucleus, may occur adjacent to each other, as in (b),

or separated from each other by a core argument, the NP the door, as in (b'). Here

too the two nuclei function as a single complex predicate. Mandarin offers the
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8.2 Levels of juncture

strictest case: nothing may intervene between the two verbs. As we saw in chapter 3,

the semantic representation of these constructions parallels that of single clauses

with a single lexical causative verb; they are repeated in (8.4).

(8.4) a. Bill pushed open the door.

a', [do' (Bill, [push' (Bill, door)])] CAUSE [BECOME open' (door)]

b. Pierre fera courir Marie.

b'. [do' (Pierre, 0)] CAUSE [do' (Marie, [run' (Marie)])]

c. Ta qiao po le yl ge fanwan.

c'. [do' (3sg, [hit' (3sg, fanwan)])] CAUSE [BECOME broken' (fanwan)]

d. Sally broke the vase.

d'. [do' (Sally, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME broken' (vase)]

The constituent projections for the sentences in (8.3) are given in figure 8.1. In

both cases, the two nuclei make up a complex nucleus which takes a single set of

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

ARG ARG ARG NUC ARG

NUC NUC

PRED PRED

I I
NP PP NP V ADJ NP

Je ferai manger les gateaux a Jean John forced open the door

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

ARG NUC ARG

NUC NUC

PRED PRED

NP V V NP

Ta qiao po le yl ge fanwan

Figure 8.1 Nuclear junctures in French, English and Mandarin
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Complex sentences and NPs

arguments in the core. As we will see in section 8.4.1, this is only one of three

possible patterns in nuclear junctures.

The abstract schema for core junctures is given in (8.2b). Here we have a single

clause made up of multiple cores, and each core may itself be internally complex,

i.e. may contain a nuclear juncture. Examples of core junctures from French,

English and Mandarin are in (8.5).

(8.5) a. Je laisser-ai Jean mang-er les gateaux.

lsg let-lsgFUT John eat-iNF the.Mpl cakes

'I will let John eat the cakes.'

b. I ordered Fred to force the door open.

c. John forced the door to open.

d. Ta jiao w6 xie zi.

3sg teach lsg write characters

'She teaches me to write characters.'

Each of the sentences is made up of two cores, each with its own nucleus: in (a) Je

laisserai Jean and Jean manger les gateaux, in (b) / ordered Fred and Fred force the

door open, John forced the door and the door open in (c) and in (d) Tdjido wo and

wo xie zi. In this type of core juncture, there is a core argument which is semanti-

cally an argument of the nucleus in each core (Jean in (a), Fred in (b), door in (c)

and wo in (d)), and it occurs only once in the core carrying the clausal operators;

this is the matrix core of the construction. The structures for these examples are

given in figure 8.2. Note that the second core in the English sentence is itself com-

plex, as it contains a nuclear juncture of the type discussed above. There are clear

structural differences between the nuclear and core junctures in figures 8.1 and 8.2.

In French, Jean occurs between the two verbs in the core juncture, something that

would be impossible in a nuclear juncture. Furthermore, if the object is realized as a

clitic pronoun, it occurs before the whole complex nucleus in a nuclear juncture, as

in (8.6a), but it occurs cliticized to the nucleus of its core in a core juncture, as in

(8.6b).

(8.6) a. Je les fer-ai mang-er a Jean.

lsg 3plAcc make-lsgFUT eat-iNF D AT John

'I will make John eat them.'

a'. * Je ferai les manger a Jean,

b. Je laisser-ai Jean les mang-er.

lsg let-lsgFUT John 3plAcc eat-iNF

'I will let John eat them.'

b'. * Je les laisserai Jean manger.

The structural differences between English core and nuclear junctures are re-

flected in several ways. First, core junctures may require a complementizer, in this
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8.2 Levels of juncture

SENTENCE SENTENCE

CLAUSE CLAUSE

CORE CORE CORE CMPL^CORE

ARG NUC ARG NUC ARG ARG NUC ARG

PRED PRED

NUC

NUC NUC
I 1 I

PRED ARG PRED

NP ADJ

PRED

NP V NP V NP NP V NP

Je laisserai Jean manger les gateaux I ordered Fred to force the door open

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE CORE

ARG NUC ARG NUC ARG

PRED PRED

NP

Ta

NP NP

jiao wo xie zi

Figure 8.2 Core junctures in French, English and Mandarin

case to (see section 8.4.2), whereas nuclear junctures do not permit one. This can be

seen most clearly when the second nucleus is a verb, as in (8.7).

(8.7) a. Mary persuaded Sally to leave,

a'. *Mary persuaded Sally leave,

b. Mary made Sally leave.

b'. *Mary made Sally to leave.

Second, the two nuclei may be adjacent in some nuclear junctures, e.g. (8.3b) or

Mary pushed open the window, whereas this is impossible with a core juncture,

as (8.8) shows.

(8.8) a. * John forced to open the door. (< John forced the door to open)

b. *Sam persuaded to leave Sally. (< Sam persuaded Sally to leave)
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Complex sentences and NPs

It should be noted that not all combinations in nuclear junctures permit this vari-

able ordering, as the following examples illustrate. This variation is only possible

when the second nucleus contains a state predicate, which may be adjectival or

prepositional, and even when that condition is met, it is highly constrained. One

factor is the 'heaviness of the NP': the heavier the NP, the more acceptable the

examples with adjacent nuclei become.

(8.9) a. Bill pushed the door open. ~ Bill pushed open the door.

b. Bill pushed the door closed. ~ *Bill pushed closed the door.

b'. Bill pushed closed the heavy door that had just been repainted after the

storm.

c. Bobby pushed the table over. ~ Bobby pushed over the table.

d. Kevin pushed the chair into the room. ~ * Kevin pushed into the room the

chair.

d'. Kevin pushed into the room the old, overstuffed chair that his grand-

mother had left him.

e. Yvonne painted the table white. ~ * Yvonne painted white the table.

English nuclear junctures are much more limited than those in French or

Mandarin. In particular, nuclear junctures are only possible in English if the pre-

dicate in the second nucleus is intransitive, i.e. is a verb, adjective or preposition

taking a single argument. When the second nucleus contains a transitive verb, as in

e.g. Fred made Bill open the door, the result is a core juncture. Evidence for this

comes from reflexivization. In section 7.5.2 we saw that in English the antecedent

and the reflexive pronoun must be syntactic co-arguments in a simple clause, i.e. a

clause with a single core in it. Since there is only a single core in a nuclear juncture,

the controller and the reflexive would be syntactic co-arguments within a single

core, whereas in a core juncture, if they were in different cores, they would not be

syntactic co-arguments and reflexivization would be impossible. When we contrast

a clear case of a nuclear juncture with a clear case of a core juncture, this can be

readily seen.

(8.10) a. Sallyi made herself sad.

b. Fredi told himself to ask Pam out.

c. *Fredi asked Pam to help himself,

c'. Fredi asked Pam to help him;.

d. *Fredj made Pam help himselfi.

d'. Fredj made Pam help him;.

Example (8.10a) is a nuclear juncture, and as such, the two NPs are in the same core;

hence the actor Sally can be the antecedent of the reflexive pronoun herself. The

constructions in (8.10b, c) are core junctures, and if the actor of the first core is the

antecedent, then the reflexive pronoun must be in the same core (see figure 8.2),

which it is in (b) but not in (c), as the contrast between (c) and (c') shows. When we
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8.2 Levels of juncture

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE C M P L ^ C O R E ^ PERIPHERY

I
NUC

I
PRED

I
V

I
Sam asked Fred to leave tomorrow

Figure 8.3 English core juncture with temporal adverb

create a juncture with make as the first nucleus and a transitive verb in the second,

as in (d), the resulting construction patterns exactly like the core junctures in (c).

Hence we must conclude that a juncture with make + transitive verb is a core

juncture, not a nuclear juncture.

A somewhat surprising property of core junctures is that the dependent core can

be modified by a temporal adverb independent of the matrix core. This was first

mentioned in section 4.4.1.2. This is surprising, on the assumption that since tense

is a clausal operator, temporal adverbs ought to be clausal modifiers as well. The

following examples illustrate this from English and Turkish (Watters 1993).

(8.11) a. Sam asked Fred to leave tomorrow.

b. Ak§am-lar-i televizyon seyret-mek ist-iyor-um.

evening-pl-D AT television watch-iNF want-PROG-lsg

'I want to watch television in the evenings.'

Tomorrow in (a) has to modify leave only; it is incompatible with the past tense of

ask. Similarly, aksamlan 'in the evenings' expresses when the speaker watches tele-

vision, not the time of his desire. These are not a problem for the layered structure

of the clause as we have developed it, for recall that peripheral adverbs such as

these are modifiers of the core, not the clause, and therefore should be possible in

this construction. The structure of (8.11a) is given in figure 8.3.

The schema in (8.2c) is for clausal junctures. The sentence in (8.12) contains all

three juncture types.

(8.12) Mary called Fred yesterday, and she asked him to paint her room white.

The whole sentence is a clausal juncture, a single sentence made up of two clauses,

Mary called Fred yesterday and she asked him to paint her room white. The second

clause contains a core juncture, she asked him to paint her room white, and the
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Complex sentences and NPs

CLAUSE

SENTENCE

-T-
CONJ

CORE^PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

PRED

NP V NP

CLAUSE

CORE C M P L - ^ C O R E

UC

NUC \ NUC
I \ I

PRED ARG PRED
I I I

V NP ADJ

Mary called Fred yesterday, and she asked him to paint her room white

Figure 8.4 English sentence containing clausal, core and nuclear junctures

second core in the second clause contains a nuclear juncture, paint her room white.

The structure of this sentence is given in figure 8.4.

To recap the juncture types, nuclear junctures are single cores containing more

than one nucleus, and the multiple nuclei function as a single complex predicate

taking a single set of core arguments. In a core juncture, on the other hand, there

is a single clause containing more than one core. Each core may have its own core

argument(s) not shared with the other core(s). In a clausal juncture, whole clauses

are joined, and each clause may be fully independent of the others. These charac-

terizations will require some refinement after we introduce the notion of nexus in

the next section.

8.3 Nexus relations

The traditional contrast between subordination and coordination seems to be very

clear cut for languages like English and its Indo-European brethren, but when one

looks farther afield, constructions appear which do not lend themselves to this neat

division. Papuan languages from Papua New Guinea, such as Chuave (Thurman

1975) and Fore (Scott 1978), present constructions which seem to have aspects of

both nexus types. The examples in (8.13) are from Chuave, and those in (8.14) are

from Fore.

(8.13) a. Yai kubai-re kei si-re fu-m-e.

man stick get-s E Q .S P dog hit-s E Q .S P go-3sg-i N D I C

'The man got a stick, hit the dog, and went away.'

b. Yai kubai-re kei su-n-goro fu-m-e.

man stick get-sEQ.SP dog hit-sEQ.DFP go-3sg-iNDic

'The man got a stick, hit the dog, and it went away.'

Chuave
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8.3 Nexus relations

(8.14) a. Kanamagina agamagina mae'taye. Fore

kana-ma-ki-na a-ka-ma-ki-na mae-' ta-y-e

come-SEQ.sp-coNj-3sg3sg-see-SEQ.sp-coNjget-psT-3sg-iNDic

'He came and saw it and got [it].'

b. Kanauwa:gana namoga

kana-uwa:-ki-na na-mu-6-ki-a

COme-lsgPST.DFP-CONJ-3sglsg-give-3sgPST.DFP-CONJ-lsg

mae'tuwe.

mae-'ta-u-e

get-PST-lsg-INDIC

'I came, and he gave [it] to me, and I took [it].'

The Chuave construction in (8.13a) translates as The man got a stick, hit the dog,

and went away, which looks like an ordinary English coordinate construction. But

it is not an ordinary coordinate construction, because the first two clauses could

not stand on their own as independent clauses. In a coordinate structure, every one

of the clauses in it can stand on its own, outside of the chain. In a subordinate con-

struction, on the other hand, this is not the case: that he insulted Susan and after she

got home from work are not independent units and therefore cannot count as com-

plete utterances. The same is true in (8.14a) from Fore; it looks like a coordinate

construction, yet the non-final pieces in the chain do not have independent exis-

tence, as they cannot stand as independent utterances. In both languages the non-

final clauses lack the expression of a crucial and obligatory grammatical category

(in this case illocutionary force: the -e suffix on the final verbs labeled 'indicative').

Every independent utterance in Chuave and Fore ends with an illocutionary force

morpheme; they cannot be an independent utterance without it. The first two

clauses in the Chuave example lack this morpheme and also agreement with their

privileged syntactic argument; agreement appears only on the final verb. So we

have a construction which looks like a simple chain of clauses, yet there is a depen-

dency relationship between the non-final units and the final unit.

It might be suggested that these are subordinate constructions, because of the

dependency, but these languages have a subordinate clause construction which is

distinct from this construction. In (8.15a) a true subordinate clause in Chuave is

contrasted with the construction we have been discussing in (b).

(8.15) a. Yai kei su-n-g-a fu-m-e. Chuave

man dog hit-3sg-DEP-SEQgo-3sg-iNDic

'After the man hit the dog, he went away.'

b. Yai kei si-re fu-m-e.

man dog hit-SEQ.sp go-3sg-iNDic

'The man hit the dog and went away.'

In (8.15a) the clause meaning 'the man hit the dog' occurs with the special

subordination suffix -g- and verb agreement. The result is a structurally different
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Complex sentences and NPs

construction than the one in (b). Yet in both cases there are dependencies, and in

both cases the units could not stand alone. It is possible to set up minimal triples of

constructions in some languages, e.g. Kewa (Franklin 1971) in (8.16).

(8.16) a. Nipu fpu-la pare ni paala na-pia. Kewa

3sg come-3sgPRES but lsg afraid NEG-be.lsgPRES

'He is coming, but I am not afraid.'

b. (Ni) Epo la-ri epa-wa.

lsg whistle say-siM.sp come-lsgPAST

'I whistled while I came,' or 'I came whistling.'

c. (Ni) Epo la-lo-pulu irikai epa-lia.

lsg whistle say-lsgPRES-CAUSALdog come-3sgFUT

'Because I am whistling, the dog will come.'

The construction in (a) is a coordinate construction; each clause can be an indepen-

dent utterance, and they are joined by a conjunction. The one in (c) is a subordinate

construction; while the first clause cannot stand alone as an independent utterance,

it carries agreement and tense. The construction in (b) fits neither category exactly;

the first clause cannot stand on its own but is not marked for agreement and tense

as in the subordinate construction. In all three of the languages we have looked at,

this intermediate construction has a suffix which indicates whether the pivot of the

first clause is the same as the pivot of the following clause; this is called 'switch-

reference' marking (glossed 'SP' for 'same pivot' or 'Dip' for 'different pivot'), and

was discussed from the point of view of referent tracking in chapter 6.

A further example of this three-way contrast can be found in Amele, another

Papuan language (Roberts 1988). Roberts contrasts switch-reference constructions

with coordinate and subordinate constructions. The basic Amele switch-reference

construction is presented in (8.17).

(8.17) a. Ija hu-m-ig sab j-ig-a. Amele

lsg come-sp-lsg food eat-lsg-TPAST

'I came and ate the food.'

b. Ija ho-co-min sab ja-g-a.

lsg come-DFP-lsg food eat-2sg-TPAST

'I came and you ate the food.'

Like the Chuave, Fore and Kewa switch-reference constructions, the linked clause

depends upon the final clause for the expression of an obligatory grammatical cate-

gory (operator), in this case tense. Despite their coordinate translations, there is

evidence against analyzing them as coordinate: unlike coordinate constructions,

tense, mood (illocutionary force) and negation can be shared across conjuncts in the

switch-reference constructions. This is illustrated in (8.18)-(8.20).

(8.18) a. Ho busale-ce-b dana age qo-ig-a. Tense

pig run.out-DFP-3sg man 3pl kill-3pl-TPAST

'The pig ran out and the men killed it.'
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b. Ho busale-ce-b dana age qo-qag-an.

pig run.out-DFP-3sgman 3pl kill-3pl-FUT

'The pig will run out and the men will kill it.'

c. *Ho busale-ce-b-a dana age qo-qag-an.

pigrun.out-DFP-3sg-TPASTman 3pl kill-3pl-FUT

'The pig ran out and the men will kill it.'

(8.19) a. Ho busale-ce-b dana age qo-ig-a fo? Mood

pigrun.out-DFP-3sgman 3pl kill-3pl-TPASTQ

'Did the pig run out and did the men kill it?'

(*'The pig ran out and did the men kill it?')

b. *Ho busale-ce-b fo dana age qo-ig-a.

pig run.out-DFP-3sg Q man 3pl kill-3pl-TPAST

'Did the pig run out (?) and the men killed it.'

(8.20) a. Ho busale-ce-b dana age qee qo-l-oin. Negation

pig run.out-DFP-3sgman 3pl NEGkill-NEGPAST-3pl

'The pig ran out and the men did not kill it.'

b. Ho qee busale-ce-b dana age qo-l-oin.

pig NEGrun.out-DFP-3sgman 3pl kill-NEGPAST-3pl

'The pig didn't run out and the men did not kill it.'

c. *Ho qee busale-ce-b dana age qo-ig-a.

pig NEGrun.out-DFP-3sgman 3pl kill-3pl-TPAST

'The pig didn't run out and the men killed it.'

Both of the clauses in (8.18) must have the same tense, as indicated on the last verb

in the sentence; the switch-reference marker occurs in the slot where tense would

normally occur, and consequently there is no place for the tense marker in the

linked verbs. Illocutionary force must also be shared; the interrogative illocution-

ary force marker fo can occur only at the end of the whole sentence and must be

interpreted as having scope over the entire sentence, i.e. the whole sentence is inter-

preted as a question, not just the second clause. The situation with negation is some-

what more complex. If it occurs in the second clause, it can be interpreted as having

scope just over that clause; if, on the other hand, it occurs in the initial clause, as in

(8.20b), then it must be construed as negating both clauses, not just the first one. It

appears that tense and illocutionary force have scope to the left, while negation has

scope to the right, and therefore in this construction the scope of the tense and illo-

cutionary force operators must be over everything in the sentence to their left and

the scope of the negation operator must be over everything to the right of it.

These operators are not shared in Amele coordinate constructions; each operator

is interpreted as modifying just the clause in which it occurs. This is exemplified

in (8.21).
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(8.21) a. Fred cum ho-i-an qa Billuqadec h-ugi-an. Tense

yesterday come-3sg- Y P A S T but tomorrow come-3sg-F u T

'Fred came yesterday, but Bill will come tomorrow.'

b. Ho busale-i-a qa dana age qo-i-ga fo? Mood

pig run.away-3sg-TPAST but man 3pl hit-3pl-TPAST Q

'The pig ran away, but did the men kill it?'

c. Ho qee busale-1 qa dana age qo-ig-a. Negation

pig NEG run.away-3sg.NEGPAST but man 3pl hit-3pl-TPAST

'The pig didn't run away, but the men killed it.'

d. Ho busale-i-a qa dana age qee qo-l-oin.

pig run.away-3sg-TPAST but man 3pl NEG hit-NEGPAST-3pl

'The pig ran away, but the men didn't kill it.'

These sentences differ strikingly from those in (8.18)-(8.20), in that the operators

have scope only over the clause in which they occur, thus yielding sentences in

which each clause differs in tense, illocutionary force or polarity from the other.

Roberts also notes that the switch-reference constructions differ from subordinate

constructions, in which independent specification of tense and negation is possible

in the matrix and subordinate clauses.

Amele has three types of true subordinate clauses: complement clauses with

verbs of cognition and saying, relative clauses, and adverbial clauses. The switch-

reference constructions cannot be analyzed as complement clauses or relative

clauses: they are clearly not relative clauses (they are not nominal modifiers), and

they are not arguments, either syntactic or semantic, of the matrix verb; in addition,

switch-reference marking is not found on complement or relative clauses. Hence

the only possible analysis of them as subordinate is to classify them as adverbial

clauses, and Roberts presents a number of arguments against this analysis, two of

which will be presented here. First, it is possible for subordinate clauses to be post-

posed after the matrix clause; this is not possible with switch-reference or coordi-

nate constructions, as the following examples demonstrate. The clauses at issue are

italicized.

(8.22) a. Ija ja hud-ig-a eu nu uqa sab

lsg fire open-lsg-TPAST that for 3sg food

mane-i-a. Subordination

roast-3sg-TPAST

'Because I lit the fire, she cooked the food.'

b. Uqa sab mane-i-a ija ja hud-ig-a

3sg food roast-3sg-TPAST lsg fire open-lsg-TPAST

eu nu.

that for

'She cooked the food because I lit the fire.'
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(8.23) a. Ija ja hud-ig-a qa uqa sab mane-i-a. Coordination

lsg fire open-lsg-TPASTbut3sg food roast-3sg-TPAST

'I lit the fire but she cooked the food.'

b. *Uqa sab mane-i-a ija ja hud-ig-a qa.

3sg food roast-3sg-TPAST lsg fire open-lsg-TPAST but

(8.24) *Dana age qo-ig-a ho busale-ce-b. Switch-reference

man 3pl hit-3pl-TPAST pig run.away-DFP-3sg (cf. (8.18a))

Thus, switch-reference constructions behave like coordinate constructions, not

subordinate constructions, with respect to the possibility of occurring after the matrix

clause. Second, a pronoun in an initial adverbial subordinate clause can be corefer-

ential with a full NP in the subsequent matrix clause, but this is impossible in switch-

reference and coordinate constructions.

(8.25) a. (Uqa,) ja hud-ira eu nu Mary, sab

(3sg) fire open-3sg-TPAST that for food

mane-ira. Subordination

roast-3sg-TPAST

'Because she, lit the fire, Mary, cooked the food.'

b. *(Uqa,) ho-ira qa Fred, sab qee

(3sg) come-3sg-TPASTbut foodNEG

je-1-0;. Coordination

eat-NEGPAST-3sg

*'He, came, but Fred, didn't eat the food.'

c. *(Uqa;) bil-i-me-i; Fredje-ira. Switch-reference

(3sg) sit-PRED-sp-3sg eat-3sg-TPAST

*'He,sat and Fred, ate.'

With respect to these syntactic phenomena, Amele switch-reference constructions

behave like coordinate constructions; yet with respect to operator scope, they be-

have quite differently from coordinate constructions. Hence we may conclude that

they are neither coordinate nor subordinate and that the traditional dichotomy

between subordination and coordination is inadequate as the basis of a universal

theory of clause linkage.

How is the nexus type of the switch-reference constructions to be characterized?

If we go back to Lyons' description of coordination and subordination in section 8.2,

we find that the crucial feature of subordination is the 'modification' of the main

clause by the subordinate clause(s), whereas in coordination the linked clauses are

not modifiers but are 'added together in sequence'. Not all subordinate clauses are

modifiers; some are arguments, as in the examples of 'subject' and 'object' com-

plements like That it is raining comes as no surprise (clause as 'subject') and Max

regretted that he had insulted Susan (clause as 'object'). Looking at the switch-

reference constructions, it seems clear that the clauses are 'added together in
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NEXUS

Dependent Independent

^ ^ ^ \ COORDINATION
Structural Operator
dependence dependence

Argument Modifier COSUBORDINATION
SUBORDINATION

Figure 8.5 Nexus types

sequence' and that the linked clauses are neither modifiers nor arguments of the final

clause. Moreover, with respect to the purely syntactic tests in Amele, the switch-

reference constructions behave like coordinate, not subordinate, constructions, and

therefore we may conclude that they are much more like coordinate than sub-

ordinate structures. On the other hand, they share with subordinate structures the

important property of being dependent, albeit in a different way; switch-reference

constructions exhibit operator dependence, e.g. shared tense and illocutionary force,

whereas subordinate constructions are structurally dependent, i.e. they cannot occur

independently, even though they may appear to be fully inflected for the obligatory

operators. The nexus type of the switch-reference constructions will be called

cosubordination, following Olson (1981). The three nexus types are summarized in

figure 8.5. Subordination subsumes two distinct construction types: units function-

ing as core arguments (e.g. 'subject' and 'object' complement clauses), on the one

hand, and modifiers (e.g. relative clauses, adverbial clauses), on the other.

Thus we will assume three nexus relations, rather than the traditional two, in our

discussion of the structure of complex sentences.3 This, then, is the answer to the

second of the two questions in (8.1). With respect to coordination, the term refers to

an abstract linkage relation involving a relationship of equivalence and indepen-

dence at the level of juncture. It is distinct from conjunction, which is a construction

type of the general form 'X conj Y\ which may be one of the formal instantiations

of coordinate or cosubordinate nexus. It is very important not to confuse coordina-

tion (an abstract syntactic relation between units in a juncture) with conjunction (a

formal construction type).

8.4 The interaction of nexus and juncture

We have seen that there are three levels of juncture (nuclear, core and clausal), and

three possible nexus relations among the units in the juncture (coordination, cosub-

ordination, subordination). All three nexus types are possible at all three levels

of juncture, and consequently there are nine possible juncture-nexus types in uni-

versal grammar. A language need not have all nine, and in fact most do not; for
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example, English exhibits seven juncture-nexus types, Nootka (Wakashan; North

America) has six (Jacobsen 1993), and Korean appears to have all nine (Yang

1994). It is important to keep in mind that these juncture-nexus types are abstract

linkage relations, not grammatical construction types; each juncture-nexus type

may be realized by more than one grammatical construction type in a language. The

juncture-nexus types found in English and some of their formal instantiations

are given in (8.26).

(8.26) English juncture-nexus combinations

a. Max made the woman leave. Nuclear cosubordination

Vince wiped the table clean.

b. Ted tried to open the door. Core cosubordination

Sam sat playing the guitar.

c. David regretted Amy's losing the race. Core subordination

That Amy lost the race shocked everyone.

d. Louisa told Bob to close the window. Core coordination

Fred saw Harry leave the room.

e. Harry ran down the hall laughing loudly. Clausal cosubordination

Paul drove to the store and bought some

beer.

f. John persuaded Leon that Amy had lost. Clausal subordination

Bill went to the party after he talked to Mary.

g. Anna read for a few minutes, and then she

went out. Clausal coordination

These distinctions will be justified in the following section.

8.4.1 Operators in complex sentences

The distinguishing feature of cosubordination is operator dependence, i.e. obliga-

tory sharing of operators across the units in the juncture. That is, the non-matrix

unit(s) must be dependent upon the matrix unit for the expression of at least one

operator at the level of juncture. What is crucial is that the sharing is obligatory in the

construction. It is not enough that the operators happen to be the same or that they

could be the same; rather, the construction must require that they be the same. In a

nuclear juncture, the relevant operators are (nuclear) directionals, (nuclear) nega-

tion and aspect; in a core juncture, they are modality, (core) directionals, internal

negation; and in a clausal juncture, they are any of the clausal operators, most often

tense and illocutionary force. All operators above the level of juncture are shared

equally by all units, e.g. in a core juncture all cores are equally within the scope of

the clausal tense and illocutionary force operators. All operators below the level

of juncture are free, subject to their compatibility with the semantics of the pre-

dicate; for example, if the nucleus in one of the cores in a core juncture contained a

stative verb, it would not be able to take progressive aspect, a nuclear operator, not
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Ta qiao po le yi ge fanwan

SENTENCE

Figure 8.6 Operator sharing in Mandarin nuclear juncture

because of the restrictions imposed by the juncture-nexus type but because of the

incompatibility of progressive aspect with stative verbs. We can illustrate this with

the contrast between nuclear and core junctures in Mandarin. In (8.3c), repeated

below in (8.27a), the postverbal perfective aspect marker le occurs after both verbs

and has scope over both. It cannot occur between them, as shown in (b), and the two

verbs cannot have distinct aspect operators, as (c) shows. The full representation of

(8.27a) with operator and constituent projections is given in figure 8.6.

(8.27) a. Ta qiao po le yi ge fanwan.

3sg hit break PRFV one CL bowl

'He broke (by hitting) a ricebowl.'

b. *Ta qiao le po yi ge fanwan.

c. *Ta zhengzai qiao po le yi ge fanwan.

3sg PROG hit break PRFV one CL bowl

'*He is hitting broke a ricebowl.'
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Note that the operator and constituent projections mirror each other in the essen-

tial respects, especially the structure of the complex nucleus.

In a core juncture like (8.5d), repeated below, it is possible for there to be distinct

aspect operators in each core, as in (8.28b), from Hansell (1993). It is also possible

in some core junctures for there to be distinct modality operators, as in (8.28c) (also

from Hansell 1993), but not in all, as in (8.28d').

(8.28) a. Ta jiao w6 xie zi.

3sg teach lsg write characters

'She teaches me to write characters.'

b. Wo zhengzai zebei ta mei bangzhu ni.

lsg PROG reproach 3sg NEG.PERF help 2sg

'I am reproaching him for not having helped you.'

c. Lingdao k£yi mingling ni bu keyi chu-qu.

leader can/may order 2sg NEG can/may out-go

'The leader can order you to not be permitted to go out.'

d. W6keyi qumaishu.

lsg can/may go buy book(s)

'I can go buy books.'

d'. *W6 keyi qu neng mai shu.

lsg can/may go able buy book(s)

'I can go be able/permitted to buy books.'

These examples illustrate the importance of obligatorily shared operators at the

level of juncture. In the nuclear juncture examples in (8.27), the obligatory scope of

a single aspect operator defines the nexus type as cosubordination, but in core junc-

tures like those in (8.28), aspect is irrelevant to determining the nexus type. Here

modality is crucial, and the fact that the construction in (c) can have independent

modality operators leads to the conclusion that it is core coordination, while the

impossibility of independent modality operators in (d, d') shows that this construc-

tion is core cosubordination.

Operator dependence is not significant for subordination; indeed, it is possible

for the subordinate unit to be inflected for at least the operators at the relevant

level of juncture. The one exception to this is that subordinate clauses may not have

independent illocutionary force operators (see section 2.5). Subordinate clauses

are either outside the domain of the illocutionary force operator of the clause, i.e.

are presupposed, or have the same force as the main clause (see chapter 5). Hence

operators play a crucial role in the analysis of complex sentences in this framework.

Operators in nuclear junctures are illustrated with the following pair of sentences

from Barai (Olson 1981).

(8.29) a. Fu kai fu-one kume-fie va.

3sg friend 3sg-GEN call-listen continue

'He continued calling and listening for his friend.'
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SENTENCE

ARG ARG NUC NUC

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

I
CORE

ARG ARG NUC^NUC NUC NUC

PRED PRED PRED

NP NP V V V V
Fu kaifuone kume- fie va Fu vazai ufu

NUC«- ASP NUC NUC

SENTENCE

Figure 8.7 Barai nuclear junctures

b. Fu vazai ufu furi numu akoe.

3sg grass cut finish pile throw, away

'He finished cutting, piled and threw away the grass.'

In (a) both verbs, kume 'call' and fie 'listen', are in the scope of the progressive

aspect marker, the verb va 'continue', and therefore both nuclei are under the

scope of a single nuclear operator. In (b), on the other hand, furi 'finish', the per-

fective aspect marker, modifies only ufu 'cut' and not numu 'pile' and akoe 'throw

away'; the aspect operator has scope only over one of the nuclei in the juncture but

not all of them. Hence (a) is an example of nuclear cosubordination and (b) one of

nuclear coordination. The structure of these sentences is presented in figure 8.7. All

three nexus types at the nuclear level are illustrated in these two representations.

The aspect operator va in (8.29a) has scope over both nuclei, and this is clearly indi-

cated in the operator projection. In contrast, in (8.29b) the aspect operator furi

modifies only ufu 'cut', with the other two nuclei being outside its scope; this too is
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signaled clearly in the operator projection. The use of verbs as aspect operators in

serial verb constructions like these is the prime exemplar of nuclear subordination.

The subordinate nuclei in these sentences are represented as a NUC node which

dominates a verb which is not a predicate (hence no PRED label) but rather is a

modifier. It is not a predicate because it does not contribute any arguments to the

core; in other words, it is not part of the logical structure of the verb (predicate)

of the nucleus in the core.4 Because it functions as an aspectual modifier, it is also

represented as an operator in the operator projection, just like other aspectual

operators. This is the only juncture-nexus type in which a verb is represented as a

constituent in one projection and as an operator in the other.

The contrast in operator projections in the two non-subordinate nexus types in

core junctures is illustrated in the English examples in (8.30) and figure 8.8.

John must try to wash the car

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

ARG NUC ARG

NP PRED NP

V

NUC ARG

PRED NP

SENTENCE

Figure 8.8 English core junctures

John must tell Bill to wash the car

V V

NUCLEUS NUCLEUS

MOD^CORE CORE

TNS >CLAUSE

IF ^CLAUSE

SENTENCE
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(8.30) a. John must try to wash the car.

b. John must tell Bill to wash the car.

c. John can promise Bill to wash the car.

In (8.30a), the deontic modal must, a core operator, has scope over both cores; what

John is obliged to do is try to wash the car, not just try. In the (b) sentence, in con-

trast, must has scope only within the first core; John is obliged to tell Bill, but Bill is

not obliged to wash the car. Hence (8.30a) is core cosubordination, (8.30b) coordi-

nation, because in (a) there is a shared core-level operator, modality, while in (b)

there is no shared core-level operator. Again, the contrast is represented in both

projections by the fact that the two cores in (8.30a) are dominated by a core node. In

English, constructions with verbs like want, try, etc. have the privileged syntactic

argument of the matrix verb being the controller of the missing argument, i.e. the

pivot, in the linked core. With verbs like tell, persuade and force, on the other hand,

the privileged syntactic argument of the matrix core is not the controller of the pivot

in the linked core, when the verb in the matrix core is active voice. In English, con-

structions with want, try, etc. are always cosubordinate, whereas constructions with

verbs like tell, persuade, force, etc. are always coordinate. This follows from the fact

that a deontic modal operator can modify the relationship between one actor and a

sequence of cores denoting actions by the same participant, whereas it cannot mod-

ify relationships between the actor and verb in distinct cores referring to actions by

distinct participants, as the interpretation of the examples in figure 8.8 shows.

Example (8.30c) presents a somewhat different situation. The actor of promise is

also the controller of the missing pivot in the infinitival core,5 and yet the ability

expressed by deontic can seems to modify only the relationship between John and

promise and not between John and wash the car; that is, (8.30c) asserts that John is

able to make a promise, not that he is able to wash the car. In any case, it appears

that this, like (8.30b), is an example of core coordination, again because the modal-

ity operator is not shared across both cores. Another example of core cosubordina-

tion in English is a sentence like Carlos must wash the car and clean his room, where

the scope of must is over the two cores sharing the same actor. This example also

emphasizes the point made earlier that it is always necessary to distinguish junc-

ture-nexus type from formal construction type; this is an example of conjunction

(construction type) but not of coordination (nexus type).

Further examples of same-pivot core coordinate constructions can be found

in Turkish.6 Watters (1993) shows that the same-pivot constructions in (8.31) have

distinct nexus types due to the different interpretations of the scope of the core

operators -mEU- 'ought' and -Ebil- 'able' in them. This difference is attributable to

the different properties of the complementizers.

(8.31) a. Gid-ip gor-meli-yiz. Core cosubordination

gO-CMPL See-MODAL-lpl

'We ought to go and see.'
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CORE<-CMPL CORE

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

C O R E ^ C M P L CORE

NUC

PRED

NUC ARG ARG NUC

PRED PRO NP PRED

Gid -ip gor-meli- yiz 0 Miizik dinle-yerek uyu- yabil- ir-im 0

CORE CORE^MOD

SENTENCE

Figure 8.9 Turkish core junctures

SENTENCE

b. Miizik dinle-yerek, uyu-yabil-ir-im.

music listen-CMPL sleep-MODAL-AOR-lsg

'Listening to music, I can sleep.'

Core coordination

The structures of these two sentences are presented in figure 8.9. Both cores share

the same privileged syntactic argument in each example; the operator projection

represents the fact that the modal operator has scope over both cores in (8.31a) but

not in (b). Thus, it is the scope of the core-level operators that is crucial for distin-

guishing the two non-subordinate nexus types.

Over the past thirty years the usual analysis of the constructions in (8.30) has

been that they involve subordination; i.e. the infinitives are embedded as object

complements of the matrix verbs. There is, however, no syntactic evidence that they

are subordinate. True subordination at the core level involves the subordinate unit

serving as a core argument. Examples from English are given in (8.32).
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(8.32) a. Fred's winning the race surprised Mary.

b. For Fred to win the race would be a shock to the experts.

c. Mary regretted Fred's losing the race.

d. Mary hoped for Fred to win the race.

e. That Fred won the race surprised Mary.

In the first four of these sentences a core, expressed as a gerund or infinitive, func-

tions as a core argument. In the first two sentences the subordinate core functions

as privileged syntactic argument of the sentence, while in the last two it functions as

undergoer and a direct core argument. As core arguments, they may be clefted, and,

depending upon the matrix verb, they may occur as privileged syntactic argument in

a passive construction. This is exemplified in (8.33)-(8.34).

(8.33) a. It was Fred's losing the race that Mary regretted,

b. It was for Fred to win the race that Mary hoped.

(8.34) a. Fred's losing the race was regretted by Mary.

b. For Fred to win the race was hoped for by Mary.

This is not possible, however, with the infinitives in (8.30), as the following examples

show.

(8.35) a. * It was to wash the car that Fred

tried. (cf. It was the door that Fred tried.)

b. *It was to wash the car that John (cf. It was the story that John told

told Bill. Bill.)

(8.36) a. *To wash the car was tried by Fred. (cf. The door was tried by Fred.)

b. *To wash the car was told Bill by

John.7

The fact that these infinitives do not cleft or passivize, unlike simple NP objects

and the gerundive or infinitival cores in (8.32), shows that they are not in fact core

arguments of the matrix verbs and therefore are not in a subordinate relation to

the matrix core. Hence they are not instances of core subordination and must be

analyzed as non-subordinate core junctures. As we will see in chapter 9 when we

look at the semantic representation of the constructions in (8.30) and (8.32a-d), the

logical structure of the linked core is an argument in the logical structure of the

matrix core, but argumenthood at the semantic level does not necessarily entail

syntactic argumenthood in complex sentences.

All of the examples examined thus far conform to the unmarked linkage pattern

summarized in (8.2): the joining of units of the same type. It is possible, however, for

an asymmetrical linkage to occur, namely joining a larger unit, a clause, with a

smaller unit, a core; this occurs in core subordination when a clause is used as a core

argument, as in (8.32e). The simplified representations of the structures of (8.32a)
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

I

CORE

ARG NUC ARG

CLAUSE PRED

V NPFred's winning the race surprised Mary That Fred won the race surprised Mary

CORE CLAUSE

CORE \ \

CLAUSE<^TNS\

CLAUSE< IF

SENTENCE

Figure 8.10 English core subordination

and (e) are presented in figure 8.10. In both instances the subordinate unit functions

as a core argument; hence the linkage type is core subordination. Note again how

the operator projection mirrors the constituent projection in terms of the main

units.

Clausal junctures occur in all languages, and clausal coordination is unquestion-

ably a universal juncture-nexus type. In clausal coordination, each clause is com-

pletely independent of the other in terms of operators, even to the point of having

distinct illocutionary force, if need be. This is illustrated from English in (8.37);

(8.21b) is a comparable example from Amele.

(8.37) a. Robin is known for liking big parties, but why did she invite the entire

club?

b. Sit down and I'll fix you a drink.

In the first example the first clause is an assertion and the second a question, while in

(b) the first clause is an imperative and the second is an assertion. The earlier English

example of coordination in (8.12) and represented in figure 8.4 is repeated here with a

full operator projection. Clausal cosubordination will be illustrated with the Amele

example from (8.19a) in figure 8.12. The constituent and operator projections are
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CLAUSE

SENTENCE

CONJ CLAUSE

CORE^-PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

I
PRED

NUC

PRED
 A]

^
G
 PRED

NP ADJNP V NP

I j

Mary called Fred yesterday, and she asked him to paint her room white

V V\ V \ V ADJ

NUC \ \ NUC \ N U C NUC

CORE \ \ V\ NUC

CLAUSE<-TNS \ CORE \%CORE

CLAUSES IF CLAUSE^TNS,

CLAUSES IF

_—-—-
SENTENCE

Figure 8.11 English clausal coordination (with core and nuclear junctures)

different from those figure 8.11; because tense and illocutionary force are obligato-

rily shared across both clauses, there are single clause nodes modified by tense and

illocutionary force dominating both clauses, in sharp contrast to the independent

tense and illocutionary force operators in figure 8.11. The two main types of clausal

subordination in English, adverbial clauses and f/idtf-complement clauses, are pre-

sented in figures 8.13 and 8.14. In English adverbial clauses, subordinating con-

junctions are treated as predicative prepositions taking a clausal argument and are

part of the periphery of the clause. The subordinate clause is an adjunct modifier of

the core, and this is represented in both projections.

The idea that a that-clause in English could be a clausal juncture may seem some-

what surprising, given that the clause is an argument in the semantic representation

of the verb and therefore should be syntactically a core argument, hence core sub-

ordination. 'Subject' that-clausGs are core arguments, as we saw in figure 8.10, but

the situation is rather different with 'object' complement clauses. Even though they
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CLAUSE / CLAUSE

/i /
T O R E CONJ

NP NUCARG

PRED

I
V PRO

NP ARG NUC ARG

PRED

V PRO

Ho busale-ce-b dana age qo -ig-a fo?
pig run.out-DFP-3sg man 3pl kill-3pl-TPAST Q

SENTENCE

Figure 8.12 Amele clausal cosubordination

may occur right after the nucleus, it is not obvious whether they are in the core or

outside of it. Evidence bearing on this concerns the placement of peripheral adver-

bials; they must follow all core elements in English, and yet the most natural place-

ment of the that-clause with reference to peripheral elements is after them, not

before them, as the sentences in (8.38) show.

(8.38) a. Kim ate the sandwich in the library,

a'. *Kim ate in the library the sandwich.

b. Kim introduced Sandy to Robin in the library,

b'. *Kim introduced Sandy in the library to Robin.

c. John decided [that he will go to the party] yesterday,

c'. John decided yesterday [that he will go to the party].
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

I
CORE< PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG PP

NP PRED NP CORE
NUC ARG

John saw Max PRED

P CLAUSE

CLAUSE^TNS

CLAUSE^ IF

SENTENCE

Figure 8.13 English clausal subordination (adverbial clause)

The example in (8.38c) with the clause inside of the matrix clause peripheral ele-

ment is very odd and unnatural; whereas when the clause follows the peripheral

element, the result is perfect. If peripheral elements intervene between the nucleus

and the matf-clause, then it cannot be within the core and must be analyzed as being

a direct daughter of the higher clause node. Since it is always possible to insert
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8.4 Interaction of nexus and juncture

peripheral material between the nucleus and the rto-clause, these constructions must

always be given this structure in English. Working in the framework of classical

transformational grammar, Emonds (1976) comes to a similar conclusion. It might

be suggested that the 'heaviness' of the clause is the real factor here; however, since

the approach we are taking does not allow movement rules and the normal place for

the peripheral material is before the rto-clause, it is necessary to place the that-

clause outside of the core. Note that placing it in this position also serves to disam-

biguate what the peripheral element modifies. A sentence like Robin decided that

Mary had behaved badly yesterday is ambiguous as to whether yesterday modifies

the matrix or embedded clause (although the clearly preferred interpretation asso-

ciates the adverb with the embedded clause), whereas Robin decided yesterday that

Mary had behaved badly is unambiguous. Placing the peripheral adverbs before the

f/iatf-clause results in unambiguous structures which correspond to the speaker's

default interpretations. The structure of (8.38c') is given in figure 8.14.

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE-ePERIPHERY C M P L - ^ C L A U S E

John decided yesterday

V \

I I
NUC \\

SENTENCE

Figure 8.14 English clausal subordination (that-c\ause)
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It was mentioned at the beginning of this section that there is no operator sharing

with subordinate clauses, with the possible exception of illocutionary force; subor-

dinate clauses may not have independent illocutionary force operators. They are

either outside the domain of the illocutionary force operator of the clause, i.e. are

presupposed, or they have the same force as the main clause (see chapter 5, also sec-

tion 8.5).8 Hence the subordinate clause in figure 8.14 is dominated by the clause

node of the matrix clause which is modified by the illocutionary force operator. The

difference between this structure and the one in figure 8.12 is meant to indicate that

while the linked clause in figure 8.12 has a morphosyntactic form which in principle

rules out the expression of independent illocutionary force, the subordinate clause

in English is of a form which could stand alone as an independent assertion (minus

the complementizer) but is blocked from being interpreted as an independent asser-

tion by virtue of its occurrence in this structure, not by virtue of its form.

Operators, as we have seen, play a crucial role in distinguishing cosubordination

from coordination at all levels of juncture, but they play no role at all in determining

levels of juncture, which are defined purely structurally. In a nuclear juncture, mul-

tiple predicates or nuclei constitute what is in effect a single complex predicate with

a single set of core arguments. In non-subordinate core junctures, the cores must

share a core argument; as shown in section 8.3 and depicted in figure 8.2, one of the

core arguments functions as a semantic argument in each core, in that it occurs syn-

tactically in one core but is interpreted as a semantic argument of the linked core.9

In subordinate core junctures, the linked unit functions syntactically as an argument

of the nucleus in the matrix core. In clausal junctures, the core and peripheral con-

stituents of the two clauses are independent; there is no argument sharing between

the clauses. It is of course possible for there to be coreference between arguments in

each clause, as in (8.12), where the 'subject' of the second clause, she, is normally

construed as referring to the 'subject' of the first clause, Mary. Potential confusion

in the analysis of level of juncture may arise when there is coreference between the

pivot of one clause and that of another when the pivot of the linked clause is a zero

anaphor in a topic chain, as in (8.39).

(8.39) Robing drove out of Phoenix this morning and pro^ will arrive in Atlanta

tomorrow.

The 'pro' represents a zero or phonologically null pronoun;10 it is one of the options

for the coding of referring expressions given in figure 5.2 (repeated in figure 7.3).

The pivot of the second clause is obligatorily interpreted as being the same as that

of the first clause, but this is not a case of argument sharing as in core junctures; as

we will see in chapter 9, argument sharing in the technical sense of the linking algo-

rithm operates only between cores and not across clause boundaries. It is, rather, an

instance of coreference between independent referring expressions. Some theories,

e.g. GB, treat all argument identity as coreference and therefore claim that in,
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8.4 Interaction of nexus and juncture

for example, (8.30a) John is coreferential with a zero element in the linked unit.

This leads to a host of pseudo-problems whose solution leads to additional theoret-

ical complexity. These issues simply do not arise in theories which posit VPs (e.g.

GPSG, HPSG, LFG, ConG) or cores (RRG) as the linked units in this type of

construction. The issue that all theories must deal with is how to interpret the miss-

ing argument in the linked unit, and this problem, known as the problem of control,

will be discussed in chapter 9.

There is an additional linkage type which differs in important ways from those

discussed thus far. It involves the linking of whole sentences, as in (8.40) with exam-

ples from English and Barai (Olson 1981).

(8.40) a. As for Sam, Mary saw him last week, and as for Paul, I saw him yesterday,

b. Fu vua kuae-ga siare ije, fu naebe ume.

3sg talk say-sp/DT betelnut DEF 3sg NEG chew

'He was talking, and as for betelnut, he did not chew it.'

In the English example there are two complete sentences, each with its own

left-detached PP. The Barai example is particularly interesting, as the linking mor-

pheme -ga signals that the pragmatic pivots of the two sentences are the same but

that there is a change of topic in the second sentence; the new topic appears in the

left-detached position of the second sentence. We will call this linkage sentential

juncture, and it differs from other linkages in that there is only one nexus type pos-

sible at this level, namely, coordination. Cosubordination is ruled out, because there

are no sentential-level operators which could be shared, and subordination is im-

possible, because sentential units cannot be embedded, only clause- and lower-level

units can. The closest thing to 'sentential subordination' would be direct discourse

constructions, e.g. Amy said, 'As for Sam, I saw him last week', but there is in fact no

evidence for claiming that the direct discourse sentence is in any way embedded in

or dependent on the clause headed by the verb of saying. The English example in

(8.40a) will be represented as in figure 8.15, with 'text' as the highest node dominat-

ing the two sentence nodes.

8.4.2 The status of complementizers

In the examples of complex constructions in this chapter, we have labeled ele-

ments like to and that in English and -Ip and -yErEk in Turkish as complementizers

(CMPL), but this term is traditionally used primarily for elements like English that

and whether, which mark the subordination of clausal complements (hence the

name). English to has not been considered to be a complementizer in most theories,

and in fact its status differs from theory to theory. In GB analyses, for example, it

is considered to be a kind of defective auxiliary element which replaces the tense

morpheme in INFL (Chomsky 1981b, 1986b; see section 2.4, figure 6.1 [middle

tree] in section 6.1.2.1). In this section, we will first look at English to, in order to
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LDP

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

I
CORE<^PERIPHERY

PP

LDP

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE<- PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

PRED

PP NP V NP PP

As for Sam, Mary saw him last week, and as for Paul, I saw him yesterday
1 ^ I ^

SENTENCE

Figure 8.15 Sentential juncture in English

see if it is a defective element of a class like 'tense operator', and then we will look

briefly at this class of elements in other languages and propose that they are all

members of the class we will label 'clause-linkage markers'.

It seems reasonable to label an element a defective member of a class when there

is only one element of this kind in the language, but if it turns out it is not in fact

unique, then such an analysis becomes less plausible. Discussions of the status of

non-finite 'complements' in general and of to in particular in English have concen-

trated on sentences like those in (8.41) and generally ignored sentences like those

in (8.42).

(8.41) a. Sandy told Kim to go to the movies,

b. Robin asked Pat to apply for the job.

(8.42) a. Sandy stopped Kim from going to the movies,

b. Robin prevented Pat from applying for the job.
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8.4 Interaction of nexus and juncture

If to is a defective auxiliary here, then what is from? These sentences are quite par-

allel structurally; they are both instances of core coordination. Their acceptability

(or lack of it) seems comparable with respect to clefting (cf. (8.33)-(8.35)).

(8.43) a. *It was to go to the movies that Sandy told Kim.

b. *It was from going to the movies that Sandy stopped Kim.

c. *It was to apply for the job that Robin asked Pat.

d. *It was from applying for the job that Robin prevented Pat.

It appears, then, that whatever analysis is given to to in (8.41) must also be given

to from in (8.42), and consequently the class to which to belongs has at least one

other member. It is no accident that from occurs with verbs that contain a negat-

ive component in their semantic structure; that is, stop and prevent both mean

something like 'x cause y NOT to verb', and as we saw in sections 4.4.1.1 and

7.3.2.1, the semantic structure of from also contains NOT. Verbs with this 'negative

causative' meaning, including prohibit, dissuade and discourage, all occur with from

rather than to. The negative component of from can be seen clearly in the contrast

in (8.44).

(8.44) a. Pam kept the dogs barking.

b. Pam kept the dogs from barking.

In (a) the actor is doing something which causes the dogs to bark continually,

whereas in (b) the action causes the dogs not to bark, and the only difference

between them is the presence or absence of from. Hence it must be from which is

supplying the negative component of the negative causation in (b).

The contrast in (8.44) shows that the occurrence of an element like from can con-

tribute to the meaning of the sentence, and this is also the case with to. Consider the

following contrast, which has been discussed by Quirk et ah (1972), Bolinger (1975)

and Dixon (1984,1991); the examples are taken from Quirk etal. (1972).

(8.45) a. Will you help me clear the table?

b. This book helped me to see the truth.

They comment: '[T]he choice is conditioned by the subject's involvement... In the

example with the bare infinitive, external help is called in; in the example with to-

infinitive, assistance is outside the action proper' (841). That is, sentence (a) is inter-

preted as a request for both the speaker and the addressee to jointly clear the table,

whereas in (b) only the speaker will see the truth. This is not simply a question of

animacy. Consider the contrast in (8.46).

(8.46) a. Sam helped his neighbor build his new barn (by pouring the foundation/

?by loaning him money).

b. Sam helped his neighbor to build his new barn (by pouring the foundation/

by loaning him money).
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In (a) Sam actually participated in the labor, but in (b) he need not have; it is equally

compatible with an interpretation whereby he loaned his neighbor money but did

not participate in the actual building activities.11 Another way of interpreting the

contrast in the last two pairs of examples is that the clearing or building constitutes

the help in the (a) examples, whereas the action of helping is a distinct action from

that of seeing or building in the (b) examples. Interpreted temporally, this means

that the action of the actor of help overlaps temporally with the action of the actor

of the linked core in the (a) examples, whereas in the (b) examples it need not be

and the actions may be viewed as non-overlapping or in sequence. Thus we may

hypothesize that where it is possible for to to occur or not to occur, the construc-

tion without to is interpreted as involving temporally overlapping actions, whereas

the one with to need not be so interpreted, with the preferred interpretation being

that the actions are sequential.

Does from enter into the same opposition? It appears that it does, as (8.47)

shows.

(8.47) a. Robin stopped Kim singing'Advance Australia Fair'.

b. Robin stopped Kim from singing 'Advance Australia Fair'.

Example (8.47a) is marginal for many speakers, but nevertheless the contrast rele-

vant to this discussion comes through clearly. In (a), Kim is singing the Australian

national anthem and Robin stops her; since the singing has been going on at the

time of the stopping action, the two overlap temporally. In (b), on the other hand,

no singing ever occurred; that is, Robin acted to stop Kim before she even started to

sing the song. Hence the stopping action and the singing are not simultaneous, i.e.

there is no temporal overlap between them, as in (a). Thus it appears that there is a

more general contrast here: given a contrast between to or from and its absence, the

zero-marked construction necessarily involves temporally overlapping actions,

while the to- or/rom-marked construction does not, and the default interpretation

of the latter construction is as involving temporally non-overlapping (sequential)

actions. This may be summarized as in (8.48).

(8.48) a. Constructions with zero marker on linked unit: [+temporal overlap]

b. Constructions with to/from marker on linked unit: [-temporal overlap]12

This contrast can be seen in other constructions, where it is partially masked by

other differences. With aspectual verbs like start and begin, the zero vs. to contrast is

overlain by an opposition between the participial and infinitive forms of the verb in

the linked core. This is illustrated in (8.49).

(8.49) a. Mary started to drive to work (but before she got in the car she changed

her mind and took the bus).

b. Mary started driving to work (*but before she got in the car she changed

her mind and took the bus).
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The starting and the driving are distinct actions in (a), as the felicitous extension

shows, whereas in (b) they are not distinct actions but rather overlap, as the unac-

ceptability of the extension shows. This contrast has long been noted (see e.g. Quirk,

et al. 1972), and it has usually been attributed to the participle (ongoing action) vs.

infinitive (roughly, 'whole event') contrast, which is certainly an important factor in

the interpretation of these constructions (see the discussion of perception verb

complements below). However, the zero vs. to contrast complements and reinforces

the aspectual opposition of the participle vs. infinitive contrast. This same contrast

can be found in simultaneous action constructions like Sally sat playing the guitar

and purpose clauses like Sally sat down to play the piano; in the first construction

only zero can occur, as one would expect, and in the second, where the first action is

done with the intention of doing the second action, there are two distinct actions in

sequence, and to is obligatory. The semantics of the zero vs. to/from contrast can

only be clearly seen in the few cases where it can be realized while the verb forms

remain constant, thereby creating minimal pairs as in (8.46) and (8.47). There are

many verbs which require to in all instances, e.g. try, persuade and force, and for

them this contrast cannot arise.13

A significant predication which this analysis makes is that if there are construc-

tions in which the actions in the component units must be interpreted as temporally

overlapping, then the zero marker must be used. The best example of this would be

direct perception constructions, since the act of perception is simultaneous with the

acts being perceived. In such constructions, to cannot occur.

(8.50) a. Kim saw/heard Sandy leave early.

a'. *Kim saw/heard Sandy to leave early,

b. Kim saw/heard Sandy leaving early.

Kim's perceptual experience and Sandy's leaving are simultaneous, and there can-

not be an overt linkage marker in the construction. In this case the semantic opposi-

tion between participle and infinitive is striking: the infinitive in (a) implies that

Kim saw the entire event of Sandy's leaving, whereas the participle in (b) indicates

that she saw Sandy in the process of leaving; that is, she glimpsed a moment of the

ongoing event. Sentence (a), but not (b), implies that Sandy did in fact leave; this

can be seen in (8.51).14

(8.51) a. Kim saw Sandy leaving early (and stopped her and asked her to stay a few

minutes longer).

b. Kim saw Sandy leave early (and called her and asked her to come back/

*and stopped her and asked her to stay a few minutes longer).

A curious thing happens when these perception verbs are passivized, as in (8.52).

(8.52) a. Sandy was seen leaving early (by Kim),

b. Sandy was seen to leave early (by Kim),

b'. *Sandy was seen leave early (by Kim).
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The (a) example with the participle appears to have the same basic meaning as its

active counterpart. If the linked core has the non-participial form, as in (b), to is

obligatory. This is striking, given that to is impossible in active-voice forms, as we

saw in (8.50). Why should this be so? In order to give a partial answer to this ques-

tion, we need to step back and briefly examine the contrast between direct and

indirect perception meanings (see Kirsner and Thompson 1976). Perception verbs

can express both meanings; the former has to do with unmediated apprehension

through the senses of a state of affairs as it unfolds, whereas the latter refers to

deductions from evidence regarding a state of affairs. The sentences in (8.50) are all

direct perception; that-clauses are usually used for indirect perception, as in, for

example, Sam saw from the muddy footprints on the rug that the dog had run through

the room after his walk. In this case, Sam did not actually see the dog run through

the room but deduced it from the footprints. Active-voice perception verbs, with the

PERCEivERas privileged syntactic argument, strongly favor direct perception inter-

pretations, whereas passive-voice perception verbs, with the STIMULUS as 'subject'

and the PERCEIVER as an optional peripheral oblique, favor indirect perception inter-

pretations, since the coding emphasizes what is perceived and deemphasizes the

perceiving participant. The combination of a passive perception verb with a partici-

ple can only yield a direct perception reading, due to the 'ongoing state of affairs'

semantics of the participle, but the non-participial form carries no such meaning

and therefore is compatible with both interpretations. The occurrence of to, then,

correlates with the possibility of an indirect perception reading; as noted in n. 12,

it is compatible with both temporal interpretations (simultaneous, for direct per-

ception, or non-simultaneous, for indirect perception), whereas the zero form is

compatible only with the simultaneous reading (direct perception). Evidence that

(8.52b) is compatible with an indirect perception reading comes from the fact that

the perfect aspect can be used in the infinitive, i.e. Sandy was seen to have left early

(cf. *Kim saw Sandy have left early). The use of the perfect signals that the leaving

took place prior to the seeing. Hence, the fact that passive perception verbs require

to in core junctures when the verb in the linked core is non-participial is not an

arbitrary irregularity but rather is related to the semantics of the construction and

to the semantics of the opposition between to and zero in core junctures. Thus, it

appears that to, along with from, enters into an opposition with the lack of an

overt marker in core junctures, with zero signaling temporally overlapping states of

affairs and with to and from indicating the complementary range of temporal rela-

tions between states of affairs in core junctures.

English is not unique in having special markers for signaling temporal and other

relations between the units in a juncture. Turkish, for example, has an extensive set

of suffixes used to mark the linked unit in a juncture and indicate temporal, causal

or other relationships between the units (Watters 1993). One of the forms of core

coordination is zero marked and has a temporally overlapping actions interpreta-
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tion, exactly like our English examples; two of the other suffixes have already been

illustrated in (8.31), -Ip and -yErEk. There are suffixes with these functions in both

core and clausal junctures in Turkish. In the same way, -re in Chuave in (8.13), -ma-

in Fore in (8.14a), and -ri in Kewa in (8.16b) function to indicate temporal relations

between clauses in clausal junctures, as well as 'same pivot' in the switch-reference

system of the language. Nootka, a language of the Wakashan family spoken in

British Columbia (Jacobsen 1993), has a suffix -q(h) which indicates 'simultaneity

of the action expressed by the predicate to which it is attached to another action'

(245). This is illustrated in (8.53) from Jacobsen (1993).15

(8.53) a. Wa-?aftwe?infta- cawaqfth?a*-

say-FiN-QUOT-3-againspear.in-while-FiN-3

'[quotation] He said again, while the spear was stuck in him'

b. Kwici?aftwe?in nunukh?aft .'atu§mit.

file-M o M - F i N - Q u o T-3 sing-while-F i N-3 Deer-son

'Deer began to file; meanwhile he was singing.'

c. Numrkhcikaftwe?in.

sing-while-travel-F i N - o u o T-3

'He sang while traveling along.'

There are additional suffixes such as -tip 'while' and -taq 'before'.

We now return to the issue raised at the outset of the section: what is the status

of tol In particular, is it a kind of defective auxiliary element, as GB claims? If we

assume, as GB does, that the linked unit is a clause and that I N F L is the head of

the clause, then there must be some element in the linked clause which fills the

I N F L node. Since there is no tense/agreement element in the clause, to is analyzed

as occupying the I N F L node. Given these assumptions, this seems reasonable from

a paradigmatic point of view, i.e. to replaces tense in an obligatory position in the

structure. However, such an analysis is highly implausible within the theory we are

operating in. First, the linked unit in these constructions is a core, not a clause, and

accordingly, there is no possibility of tense occurring in the linked core, since tense

is a clausal operator. Second, the head of the clause is the nucleus, not an operator

category like tense (see section 2.4). Hence there is no obligatory structural position

for tense (i.e. INFL) left empty in the linked core that must be filled by something.

There is thus no reason to associate to paradigmatically with tense, except for the

fact that tense does not occur in linked cores in which to occurs. But this is equally

true of the other clausal operators as well, including illocutionary force, the other

obligatory clausal operator in independent clauses. Moreover, to is part of a set of

semantically contrasting elements which also includes from and zero; it is not a

solitary element that needs to be assigned to a larger class but in fact is a member

of a class of elements with similar functions, none of which has auxiliary functions.

We have asked about the status of to from the point of view of English. Let us

now turn the question around and ask it from the point of view of Turkish, Fore,
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Kewa, Chauve and Nootka: how does English mark temporal sequencing relations

among units in junctures, and what role, if any, does to play in the system? Looking

at core junctures first, we see that there is a basic opposition between temporally

overlapping states of affairs vs. non-temporally overlapping states of affairs, and

this is coded by the opposition between a zero-marked linked core ([+temporal

overlap]) and an overtly marked linked core ([-temporal overlap]). There are two

markers, to and from, with different semantic properties, the differences being

unrelated to temporal sequencing. At the clause level we find a much more com-

plex system, with the bulk of the sequencing signaled by temporal prepositions used

as subordinators with finite embedded clauses, e.g. after, before, while (see figure

8.13). There are, however, examples analogous to those at the core level, as illus-

trated in (8.54).16

(8.54) a. Running down the hall, Sandy waved to Sue. Overlapping

b. After running down the hall, Sandy waved to Sue. Non-overlapping

c. Before running down the hall, Sandy waved to Sue. Non-overlapping

d. While running down the hall, Sandy waved to Sue. Overlapping

e. Having run down the hall, Sandy waved to Sue. Non-overlapping

As in core junctures, a zero-marked simple participial linked unit is interpreted

as being simultaneous with the matrix unit, as in (a). The temporal relationship

between the clauses may be made explicit by means of an overt temporal marker,

as in (b)-(d). In (e), the use of the perfect aspect in the linked clause signals that

the state of affairs was completed before the action of the finite clause took place,

thereby indicating sequential states of affairs. It appears, then, that the simultane-

ous interpretation of the zero-marked clause is a default which can be overridden

in clausal junctures. Thus, from this perspective, to appears to be one of a number

of elements marking the linked units in complex constructions in English.

From the data in this section it is clear that languages have a category of what

we will call clause-linkage markers which serve to express important aspects of the

syntax and semantics of complex constructions. The elements which serve this func-

tion may be drawn from a variety of morphosyntactic categories, e.g. adpositions

(as in English), determiners (e.g. the Lakhota complementizer ki, which is also the

definite article), case markers (as in Mparntwe Arrernte; Wilkins 1989) and bound

elements like the linking suffixes found in Nootka and the Papuan languages dis-

cussed above. Henceforth we will gloss these elements 'CLM' for 'clause-linkage

marker' rather than 'CMPL' for 'complementizer', to reflect their more general func-

tional class. The clause-linkage markers that are used in particular constructions are

in part a function of the level of juncture; in English, for example, to and from mark

only linked cores, while that marks only clausal units.

The distribution of these markers across juncture-nexus types follows an inter-

esting pattern: nuclear junctures lack them altogether, there is usually a restricted
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number of them in core junctures in a language, and the greatest elaboration of

them occurs in clausal junctures. A close examination of the examples discussed in

this chapter up to this point illustrates this well. The reason for this distribution is

two-fold. First, languages simply have the largest number of constructions instanti-

ating clausal juncture, fewer at the core level and a very restricted number at the

nuclear level. Second, as we will see in the next section, the possible semantic rela-

tions among the units in a nuclear juncture are very restricted; in languages that

have nuclear junctures, there is usually only one kind of construction at this level of

juncture, namely a causative construction. Hence no markers are necessary. At the

core level, the semantics of the construction are to a considerable extent a function

of the semantics of the matrix verb, and therefore there are only a few semantic con-

trasts independent of the matrix verb to be coded, primarily, as we have seen, with

respect to temporal sequencing. Finally, at the clause level, the widest range of

semantic relations between the units can be expressed, and since the units are

largely independent of each other in terms of their semantic content, the burden of

expressing the semantic relations among them falls on the clause-linkage markers.

This raises the important question, 'what are the semantic relations that can hold

among units in a complex construction?', which is the main topic of the next section.

8.4.3 The Interclausal Relations Hierarchy

It has long been noticed that the units in some complex sentence constructions seem

very tightly bound to each other, whereas in other constructions they seem rather

more loosely connected to each other. Looking back at the English examples in

(8.26), for example, we see that playing the guitar is tightly linked to Sam sat in the

core cosubordinate construction in (b), whereas the adverbial subordinate clause in

(f) is more loosely linked to the main clause and may freely occur either before or

after it. The nine possible juncture-nexus types may be organized into a hierarchy

in which they are ranked in terms of the tightness of the syntactic link or bond

between them. The resulting hierarchy will be termed the Interclausal Syntactic

Relations Hierarchy' and is presented in figure 8.16. The linkage types at the top

Nuclear cosubordination Strongest:
Nuclear subordination Tightest integration into a single unit
Nuclear coordination
Core cosubordination
Core subordination
Core coordination
Clausal cosubordination
Clausal subordination Weakest:
Clausal coordination Least integration into a single unit

Figure 8.16 Interclausal Syntactic Relations Hierarchy
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of the Interclausal Syntactic Relations Hierarchy all involve integrating the com-

ponents of the juncture into a single subclausal or clausal unit, e.g. the nuclei in a

nuclear juncture make up a single core with a single set of core arguments, and the

cores in a core juncture are part of a single clause. At the bottom are combinations

of whole clauses constituting sentences. As one goes up the hierarchy, the linked

unit loses more and more features of an independent clause until it is reduced to

a bare nucleus or predicate in nuclear cosubordination. The features being lost

include both operators and coding of semantic arguments distinctly as core argu-

ments of the predicate in the nucleus. In a clausal juncture, all operators are possible

(depending upon the nexus type), and all arguments are coded morphosyntactically

as syntactic arguments of a specific core. In a non-subordinate core juncture, this is

true of all arguments except the one shared between or among the cores; as the tree

for (8.30b) in figure 8.8 shows, John and the car are coded as core arguments of their

respective nuclei, tell and wash, but Bill is formally coded only as a core argument

of tell; hence the linked core lacks morphosyntactic coding for one of its semantic

arguments, and it also lacks any coding of core or clausal operators. Finally, in

nuclear junctures like those in figure 8.1, the linked unit is a single nucleus, and

there is no formal indication of which predicate contributed which arguments to the

construction; the arguments are pooled and treated as if they were all arguments of

a single predicate in a simple core. The Interclausal Syntactic Relations Hierarchy

thus makes it possible to make predictions about the form of the linked unit in a

particular juncture-nexus type, given an account of the operators in a language.

One more thing needs to be mentioned about the Interclausal Syntactic

Relations Hierarchy. It does not include relative clauses and other NP construc-

tions, because it refers solely to predicate-based linkages. Relative clauses involve

clause-NP linkages, and they will be dealt with separately in section 8.6. Given the

structural analogies between the layered structure of the clause and the layered

structure of the noun phrase, however, the concepts of juncture and nexus are

applicable to NP constructions in various ways.

The juncture-nexus types of the Interclausal Syntactic Relations Hierarchy are

purely syntactic, but they are used to express a wide variety of semantic relations

between the units in the construction. As first argued by Silverstein (1976) and

Givon (1980), such semantic relations themselves can be ranked in a continuum

based on the degree of semantic cohesion between or among the units in the link-

age, i.e. the extent to which a given construction expresses facets of a single event,

action or state of affairs or discrete events, actions or states of affairs. A list of some

of these relations is given in (8.55).

(8.55) Interclausal semantic relations

a. Causative: the bringing about of one state of affairs directly by another

state of affairs, usually an event or action, e.g. (8.3a), (8.26a), Harold

pushed open the door, Velma let the bird go.
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b. Aspectual: a separate verb describes a facet of the temporal envelope of a

state of affairs, specifically its onset, its termination or its continuation, e.g.

Chris started crying, Fred kept singing, Hari finished writing the chapter.

c. Psych-action: a mental disposition regarding a possible action on the part

of a participant in the state of affairs, e.g. Max decided to leave, Sally for-

got to open the window, Tanisha wants to go to the movies.

d. Purposive: one action is done with the intent of realizing another state of

affairs, e.g. Juan went to the store to buy milk, Susan brought the book to

read.

e. Jussive: the expression of a command, request or demand (Lyons 1977),

e.g. (8.30b), Pat asked the student to leave, The king ordered the troops to

attack the city.

f. Direct perception: an unmediated apprehension of some act, event or situ-

ation through the senses, e.g. Rex saw the child open the door, Yolanda

heard the guests arrive.

g. Propositional attitude: the expression of a participant's attitude, judgment

or opinion regarding a state of affairs, e.g. Carl believes that UFOs are a

menace to the earth, Paul considers Carl to be a fool, Most fans want very

much for their team to win.

h. Cognition: an expression of knowledge or mental activity, e.g. Aaron

knows that the earth is round, George is thinking about Madeleine's refusal

to go out with him.

i. Indirect discourse: an expression of reported speech, e.g. Frank said that

his friends were corrupt (vs. Frank said, 'My friends are corrupt.')

j . Conditional: an expression of what consequence would hold, given the

conditions in a particular state of affairs, e.g. If it rains, we won't be able to

have a picnic, Were Fred to leave now, he would look like a fool.

k. Simultaneous states of affairs: one state of affairs is temporally cotermi-

nous with another, e.g. Max danced while Susan played the piano, Kim had

chicken pox at the same time as Leslie had the measles.

1. Sequential states of affairs:

1 Overlapping: one state of affairs partially overlaps temporally with

another, e.g. Before Juan had finished talking, Carlos entered the room.

2 Non-overlapping: one state of affairs begins immediately after another

one ends, e.g. As soon as Vidhu sat down, the band began to play.

3 Non-overlapping, with an interval: there is a temporal interval between

the end of one state of affairs and the beginning of the next, e.g. Five

minutes after Sally settled into her hot bath, the phone rang.

m. Temporally unordered states of affairs: the temporal relation between

states of affairs is unexpressed, e.g. Tyrone talked to Tanisha, and Yolanda

chatted with Kareem.

This list should not be taken as complete; rather, it represents major distinctions

along a semantic continuum, much the same way the thematic relations discussed
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Causative Closest:

Aspectual Phases of a single event or action

Psych-action

Purposive

Jussive

Direct perception

Propositional attitude

Cognition

Indirect discourse

Conditional

Simultaneous states of affairs

Sequential states of affairs Loosest:

Unspecified temporal order Distinct events or actions

Figure 8.17 Interclausal Semantic Relations Hierarchy

in chapter 3 fall along a semantic continuum, and more distinctions are possible.

These semantic relations can be ranked in a hierarchy in terms of how closely rel-

ated the propositions in the linkage are (the notion of 'semantic cohesion' men-

tioned above). This hierarchy will be termed the Interclausal Semantic Relations

Hierarchy, and it is given in figure 8.17. Thus, in causative and aspectual construc-

tions, each unit expresses a phase of a single event, whereas from the psych-action

relation on down, there are two distinct states of affairs; with psych-action, they are

the mental disposition of the actor and the projected action, with purposive it is the

initial action and the intended result or goal of the action, with jussive it is the

expression of the command or request and the commanded or requested action,

etc. In all of these cases the interpretation of the linked proposition is dependent

upon the semantics of the matrix proposition. At the lower end of the Interclausal

Semantic Relations Hierarchy are states of affairs which are related primarily

through their temporal relations only.

Silverstein (1976) and Givon (1980) also argue that there is a fundamentally

iconic relationship between the syntax and semantics of clause linkage: the closer

the semantic relationship between two propositions is, the stronger the syntactic

link joining them is. That is, the closeness of the semantic relationship between the

units in a juncture is mirrored in the tightness of the syntactic relationship between

them. This can be seen most clearly when we juxtapose the Interclausal Syntactic

Relations and Interclausal Semantic Relations Hierarchies to create the Inter-

clausal Relations Hierarchy in figure 8.18.

All languages can express the semantic relations in the Interclausal Semantic

Relations Hierarchy part of the Interclausal Relations Hierarchy, and there are

fewer juncture-nexus types in the Interclausal Syntactic Relations Hierarchy than

distinct semantic relations in the Interclausal Semantic Relations Hierarchy; hence

a language invariably has fewer syntactic juncture-nexus types than there are
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Strongest Closest

Nuclear cosubordination

Nuclear subordination

Nuclear coordination

Core cosubordination Start perception

Core subordination

Core coordination S^ecUiscourse

Clausal cosubordination

Clausal coordination

Causative
Aspectual
Psych-action
Purposive

Propositional attitude

Conditional
™ j u j . .. Simultaneous states of affairs
Clausal subordination Sequential states of affairs

Unspecified temporal order

Weakest Loosest

Syntactic relations Semantic relations

Figure 8.18 Interclausal Relations Hierarchy

semantic relations that need to be expressed. Consequently the mapping between

the two sides of the Interclausal Relations Hierarchy is many-to-one. A given junc-

ture-nexus type is normally used to express more than one interclausal semantic

relation. In English, for example, core cosubordination instantiates aspectual,

psych-action and purposive relations; core coordination is employed for jussive,

direct perception and propositional attitude (as in Paul considers Carl to be a fool);

and one type of clausal subordination, complement that-clauses (see figure 8.14),

expresses propositional attitude, cognition and indirect discourse relations, while

another type, adverbial clauses, is used for conditionals, simultaneous states of

affairs and sequential states of affairs. This can be seen clearly if one takes the

examples in (8.55) and plots their juncture-nexus types against the Interclausal

Syntactic Relations Hierarchy. It is also the case that a given semantic relation can

be conveyed by more than one juncture-nexus type. We mentioned above that

propositional attitude can be realized by both core coordination and clausal sub-

ordination, and what is perhaps the most extreme case of multiple instantiation,

causation, is presented in (8.56).

(8.56) a. Harry shot Tom dead. Nuclear cosubordination

b. Harry caused Tom to die. Core coordination

c. Having been shot by Harry, Tom died. Clausal cosubordination

d. Tom died, because Harry shot him. Clausal subordination

e. After Harry shot him, Tom died. Clausal subordination

f. Harry shot Tom, and he died. Clausal coordination

Undoubtedly there are additional ways to express this state of affairs in English,

but these examples illustrate the point well. Notice that the tighter the syntactic

linkage, the more direct the causation is and that the looser the linkage, the more

indirect the causation is, until it is really no more than an inference in the last two
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sentences; this is a reflection of the iconicity principle inherent in the Interclausal

Relations Hierarchy.17 Moreover, the higher a semantic relation is on the Inter-

clausal Relations Hierarchy, the more likely it is that there will be multiple ways to

realize it syntactically. That is, the higher the tightest linkage relation realizing a

particular semantic relation is, the more looser linkage relations will be available

for alternative codings of it, as illustrated in (8.56).

A given verb may take more than one juncture-nexus type in complex sentences.

Some verbs can occur with as many as three juncture-nexus types, e.g. be likely and

remember, as illustrated in (8.57) and (8.58).

(8.57) a. That Jim will win the race is likely. Core subordination

b. It is likely that Jim will win the race. Clausal subordination

c. Jim is likely to win the race. Core cosubordination

(8.58) a. Morris remembered to apply the rule. Core cosubordination

b. Morris remembered Abe applying the rule. Core coordination

c. Morris remembered that Abe applied the rule. Clausal subordination

This is related to the semantics of the construction, illustrated by the following

examples with persuade.

(8.59) a. Felipe persuaded Manuel to leave. Psych-action

b. Alicia persuaded Carlos that a quantum

theory of gravity is possible. Propositional attitude

Persuade has two basic senses, very roughly 'cause to want' and 'cause to believe',

and this can be seen most clearly in the way persuade is translated into other lan-

guages. In Lakhota, for example, persuade is translated two ways; the first is ch{-

khiya [want-CAUSE] 'cause to want', and the second is wicdkhela-khiya [believe

(< wicdkhe-la 'true-consider')-CAUSE] 'cause to believe'. These are reflected in

the logical structures for these sentences in (8.60); want' entails a psych-action inter-

clausal relation and believe' a propositional attitude or cognition interclausal

semantic relation.

(8.60) a. persuade (psych-action): [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [want' (y, [... ])]

b. persuade (propositional attitude/cognition): [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [believe'

In terms of the choice of complement construction used with complement-taking

predicates, it has been widely assumed that it is necessary to list the different com-

plement forms a verb takes, yet persuade in its psych-action sense takes the same

complement form as other psych-action verbs, such as want, i.e. a non-subordinate

core juncture realized by an infinitive construction {to + infinitive), and this follows

from the meaning of psych-action: the verb codes a mental disposition on the part

of its actor to be involved in a state of affairs, and accordingly the actor must also
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persuade

[do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [believe' (y, [... ])] [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [want' (y, [... ])]

Cognition/propositional attitude Psych-action

Subordinate core or clausal juncture Non-subordinate core juncture

\ \
f/idtf-clause to + infinitive

Figure 8.19 Analysis of English persuade complex sentence forms

be a semantic argument of the embedded logical structure, because the participant

with the mental disposition must also be a participant in the state of affairs denoted

by the embedded logical structure. Likewise, in its propositional attitude/cognition

sense it takes the same complement form as other propositional attitude verbs such

as believe, i.e. clausal subordination realized by a that-clause; the content of the

belief is a proposition, and the canonical realization of a proposition is a clause,

hence a tfzdtf-construction for an embedded proposition. Thus, using the Interclausal

Relations Hierarchy (figure 8.18) and the semantic representations for persuade,

we can derive the appropriate complex sentence forms for this verb. This is sum-

marized in figure 8.19.

This analysis makes clear that, given the framework presented in this chapter for

the analysis of the syntax and semantics of complex sentences, the juncture-nexus

type(s) and complement constructions that a verb takes can be derived from its

semantic representation and need not be stipulated in its lexical entry. For the

purposes of this discussion, it is sufficient to say that each of the two senses of per-

suade has a distinct but related logical structure. However, Van Valin and Wilkins

(1993) argue that, with a more fine-grained decomposition than that presented in

chapter 3, it is possible to give a single logical structure for verbs like persuade or

remember, which occur with multiple juncture-nexus types in complex sentences.18

Thus, a given juncture-nexus type can express more than one semantic relation,

and a given semantic relation can be expressed by more than one juncture-nexus

type. Are there, then, any generalizations about the mapping between the two parts

of the Interclausal Relations Hierarchy? The answer is 'yes': the tightest syntactic

linkage realizing a particular semantic relation should be higher than or as high

on the Interclausal Relations Hierarchy as the tightest syntactic linkage realizing

semantic relations lower on the Interclausal Relations Hierarchy. Accordingly,

the tightest linkage category in the grammar should always instantiate causation, the

closest semantic relation on the Interclausal Relations Hierarchy. In English, the

tightest instantiation of causation is nuclear cosubordination, the tightest juncture-

nexus type, and the tightest realization of aspectual, psych-action and purposive
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relations is core cosubordination. This follows from this claim in two ways: first,

the tightest expression of causation is realized by a linkage type higher on the

Interclausal Relations Hierarchy than the tightest expression of the following three

relations, and these three relations are realized by the next-tightest linkage type

in English. What should not occur, according to this principle, is, for example, for

causation through psych-action to be expressed by core cosubordination and for

purposive to be expressed by some kind of nuclear juncture.19

There is one final complication that needs to be mentioned. In many languages it

is the case that the semantic relations at the top of the Interclausal Relations

Hierarchy, particularly causation, are not expressed through syntactic means but

rather through derivational morphology, e.g. causation can be expressed in Lakhota

by means of the bound causative suffixes -ya and -khiya, which, when added to

a verb, create the semantic equivalent of syntactic junctures in other languages,

e.g. cheya 'cry' vs. cheyd+ya 'make cry, cause to cry', ch{ 'want' vs. ch\-khiya 'cause

to want, persuade'. We saw numerous examples of this in chapter 3. In this situa-

tion, the tightest syntactic linkage does not realize the closest semantic relation, but

this is not a counterexample to the spirit of the Interclausal Relations Hierarchy.

Indeed, the fact that it is the closest semantic relations that are grammaticalized

into morphological constructions follows the basic claim of the Interclausal Rela-

tions Hierarchy: the stronger the semantic relation, the tighter the morphosyntactic

bond between units, and the evolution from a tightly linked syntactic construction

to an even more tightly linked morphological construction is a natural extension

of the iconic relationship between form and meaning captured in the Interclausal

Relations Hierarchy. It predicts, in fact, that grammaticalization should work from

the closest semantic relations down; it should never be the case, for example, that

psych-action relations are realized morphologically while causative and aspectual

relations are conveyed only syntactically.

8.5 Focus structure in complex sentences

In chapter 5 we discussed focus structure in simple sentences, and in section 5.3 we

introduced a distinction between the potential focus domain and the actual focus

domain of a sentence. The potential focus domain is the syntactic domain in which

the focus element(s) may occur. The actual focus domain, as the label implies, is the

actual part of the sentence in focus. One of the most striking findings of that section

was the fact that languages differ with respect to the extent of the potential focus

domain in simple sentences: English allows any element within the clause to be

focused; French, Italian and Mandarin restrict the potential focus domain for non-

WH-words to postverbal position within the clause, and the only focused preverbal

elements allowed are WH-words; and Sesotho and other Sotho languages are even

stricter, restricting all focus elements to postverbal position within the clause,

including WH-words in questions.
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8.5 Focus structure

We now turn to the question of the potential focus domain in complex sentences.

An important point to keep in mind is that the node anchoring the focus structure

projection in the syntactic representation of a sentence, the speech act node (see

figures 5.3-5.6), is closely related to the illocutionary force operator in the opera-

tor projection, because different speech acts have different illocutionary forces.

We mentioned in section 8.4.1 that subordinate clauses may not have independent

illocutionary force operators and that they are either outside the domain of the

illocutionary force operator of the clause, i.e. are presupposed, or have the same

force as the main clause. In general, certain types of construction, e.g. adverbial

clauses, sentential 'subjects' and definite restrictive relative clauses, are virtually

always presupposed and therefore outside of the potential focus domain, whereas

others, most notably 'object' complements, may or may not be in the actual focus

domain and may therefore be within the potential focus domain. Why should this

be so? There is a very general structural principle governing the potential focus

domain in complex sentences, which was originally proposed in Van Valin (1993b);

it is stated in (8.61).

(8.61) The potential focus domain in complex sentences

A subordinate clause may be within the potential focus domain if it is a direct

daughter of (a direct daughter of. . . ) the clause node which is modified by

the illocutionary force operator.

In principle there is no limit to the number of direct daughters involved, and there-

fore the specification in parentheses should be considered to be recursive. In terms

of cross-linguistic variation, there appear to be only two possibilities: the potential

focus domain is restricted to main clauses only, in which case (8.61) is irrelevant to

the language, or the potential focus domain can extend to the deepest subordinate

clause in any sentence, as long as the condition in (8.61) is met. There appear to be

no languages that arbitrarily limit the potential focus domain to a specific depth of

embedding; that is, languages with a restriction like 'only two clauses down and no

more' do not exist.

We can illustrate the contrast in subordinate clause types by looking at the

English examples in figures 8.13 and 8.14. In figure 8.14 the subordinate clause, a

that-clause, is a direct daughter of the clause modified by the illocutionary force

operator; this can be seen most clearly in the operator projection, even though it is

represented in both projections. Hence it is within the potential focus domain. In

figure 8.20 we replace the operator projection by the focus structure projection to

depict this. As in the figures in chapter 5, the dotted line represents the potential

focus domain, and the ' A R C , 'NUC, etc. indicate the basic information units.

An important feature of this construction is that the subordinate clause as a whole

may function as an information unit, since it can be replaced by a single WH-word,

e.g. What did John tell Maryl, or the elements inside of it may also be interpreted as

distinct information units, because the subordinate clause is in the potential focus
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SENTENCE

NP PRED NP CLM

-PERIPHERY

John told Mary that ARG NUC ARG

NP PRED PP ADV

ARG NUC ARG

he will arrive at the party late

ARG[ARG NUC ARG ADV]

SPEECH ACT

Figure 8.20 Potential focus domain in clausal subordination
(f/iflf-complement)

domain. What evidence is there that it is in fact in the potential focus domain? As

we saw in our discussion in section 5.3, in order to be the focus of a question, an

element must be in the potential focus domain. Consider the following question-

answer pair.20

(8.62) Q: Did John tell Mary that he will arrive at the party LATE?

A: No, EARLY.

It is possible for the focus of the yes-no question to fall on the subordinate clause

peripheral adverb late, as the felicity of the response denying late and asserting early

shows. Hence the subordinate clause must be in the potential focus domain, be-

cause in the question in (8.62) the actual focus domain is in the subordinate clause.

Now let us look at the example involving an adverbial subordinate clause in

figure 8.13. The subordinate clause is not a direct daughter of the clause node

modified by the illocutionary force operator; it is, rather, an adjunct modifier of the

core. Hence the potential focus domain does not extend into the subordinate clause,

but the clause as a whole is within the potential focus domain, as it is a constituent

of the periphery of the main clause. This is illustrated in figure 8.21. The adverbial

subordinate clause as a whole functions as a single information unit within the main

clause and can be replaced by a WH-word, e.g. When did Pat see Mary?; its internal
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PERIPHERY
I

PP

saw Mary

I
P CLAUSE
I I

after CORE

ARG NUC

I I
NP PRED

ARG

PP

ARG NUC ARG

I she arrived at the party

ADV

SPEECH ACT

Figure 8.21 Potential focus domain in clausal subordination (adverbial clause)

constituents are not, however, within the potential focus domain. This can be seen

in the question-answer pairs in (8.63).

(8.63) Q: Did Pat see Mary after shej arrived?

A: a. No, Sally.

b. No, before.

c. *No, shej left.21

The infelicitity of the (c) response, in sharp contrast to the answer in (8.62), shows

that the constituents of the adverbial subordinate clause are outside of the potential

focus domain. After can be the focus of a yes-no question, because it is part of the

peripheral PP in the main clause. The principle in (8.61) correctly predicts that the

that-clause in (8.62) is within the potential focus domain and that the adverbial

clause in (8.63) is not.

What kind of evidence can be used to show that an embedded clause is in the

potential focus domain or not? We have just seen one example, whether a constituent

can be the focus of a yes-no question as indicated by the felicity of a single con-

stituent response. Another type of evidence involves the distribution of focus-sensi-

tive elements. For example, if a language has overt focus particles marking NPs in

focus, then their distribution in embedded clauses would be a telling indicator of
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whether the potential focus domain extends into embedded clauses. If they can

occur in a particular type of embedded clause with their focus-marking function,

that is evidence that that clause type is within the potential focus domain. We will

investigate one example of this from Lakhota.

The focus-sensitive element we are interested in in Lakhota is a set of indefinite

articles which are non-referential (non-specific); they can occur in only three con-

texts: in the scope of the question particle he, in the scope of negation and in the

scope of the 'future tense' morpheme -kte (Williamson 1984). We will use the ques-

tion particle in our discussion; it occurs sentence-finally, as we saw in (7.156) in

section 7.6.2. This is illustrated in (8.64).

(8.64) a. HokSilaeya thaloki ma-0-0-nu-pi.22

boy some [+SPEC] meat the iNAN-3A-steal-pl

a. *Hok§ila et§ thalo ki manupi.

some [-SPEC]

'Some boys stole the meat.'

b. HokSflaeya thalo ki manupi he?

some [+SPEC] Q

*'Did SOME BOYS steal the meat?', but OK: 'Did some boys STEAL the

meat?' or 'Did some boys steal THE MEAT?'

b'. Hok§ilaet§ thalo ki manupi he?

some [-SPEC]

'Did SOME BOYS steal the meat?', but *'Did some boys STEAL the meat?'

or *'Did some boys steal THE MEAT?'

In the non-interrogative utterance in (a), only the indefinite-specific article eyd

'some' can occur; the non-specific indefinite article etq is ungrammatical, as (a')

shows. In an interrogative utterance like (b), eyd is ungrammatical if its NP is the

focus of the question; otherwise, it is grammatical. In (b'), on the other hand, etq

can only occur if its NP is the focus of the question; if the focus falls on a different

constituent, the result is ungrammatical. The distribution of these two articles is

evidence as to whether an NP can be the focus in a particular clause, and this in turn

is evidence as to whether the clause is within the potential focus domain.

In the following sentences, NPs with eyd and etq occur in three types of sub-

ordinate clauses: object complement in (8.65), definite restrictive relative clause in

(8.66)23 and adverbial clause in (8.67). Each sentence will have a question operator

in the main clause, and if etq can occur in the subordinate clause, then this shows

that the focus of the yes-no question can be in the subordinate clause. Accordingly,

the clause is in the potential focus domain.

(8.65) a. [Hok§ilaet£ thaloki ma-0-0-nu-pi] i-0-0-ytikca he?

boy some [-sPEC] meat the iNAN-3A-steal-pl iNAN-3sgA-think Q

'Does he think SOME BOYS stole the meat?'

b. *[Hok§fla et£ thalo ki manupi] iyuk£a.

'He thinks some boys stole the meat.'
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(8.66) a. *WicM§aki [[syka wa igmu et£ wicM-0-yaxtake] ki le]

man the [[dog a cat some [-SPEC] 3plU-3sgA-bite] the this]

wa-0-0-y§ka he?

3sgU-3sgA-saw Q

'Did the man see the dog which bit some cats?'

b. *Wi5ha§a ki [[§yka wa igmu et§ wicMyaxtake] ki le] way^ke.

'The man saw the dog which bit some cats.'

c. WicliaSa ki [[§yka wa igmu eya wichayaxtake] ki le] way^ke.

some [+SPEC]

'The man saw the dog which bit some cats.'

d. Wi5ha§a ki [[§yka wa igmu eya wi£hayaxtake] ki le] way§ka he?

'Did the man see the dog which bit some cats?'

(8.67) a. *Wi5ha§aet£ 0-wota-pi ecMha, wjiya ki mm

man some [-SPEC] 3A-eat-pl while woman the water

i-0-wi£ha-0-ki&£u he?

IN AN-3plU-3sgA-get.for Q

'While some men were eating, did the woman get them water?'

b. *WiSha§a et§ wotapi ecMha, w;ya ki mni iwi£haki£i£u.

'While some men were eating, the woman got them water.'

c. WichaSa eya wotapi ecMha, wiya ki mni iwichakicicu.

some [+SPEC]

'While some men were eating, the woman got them water.'

d. Wicha§a eya wotapi ecMha, wjiya ki mni iwi5haki£i£u he?

'While some men were eating, did the woman get them water?'

In (8.65a) etq in the complement clause is grammatical, and this shows that the NP

hoksila etq 'some boys' can be the focus of the yes-no question; hence, the comple-

ment clause is within the potential focus domain. In the relative clauses in (8.66),

however, etq is impossible, regardless of whether the sentence is a question or not,

and only eya is grammatical. Consequently, we may conclude that the restrictive rel-

ative clause is outside the potential focus domain. Finally, the same pattern is found

in the adverbial subordinate clauses in (8.67) that is found in the relative clauses

in (8.66): the occurrence of etq in the embedded clause is ungrammatical and only

eya is possible, regardless of the illocutionary force of the sentence as a whole. Thus,

the possibilities of occurrence of etq and eya in these embedded clauses leads to

the conclusion that object complements are within the potential focus domain but

definite restrictive relative clauses and adverbial subordinate clauses are not.

This conclusion is confirmed by looking at the range of possible felicitous answers

to yes-no questions involving these same constructions, analogous to what we did

with the English examples in (8.62) and (8.63). This is illustrated in (8.68).

(8.68) a. [Hok§ilaet£ thaloki manupi] iyukda he?

boy some [-SPEC] meat the steal think Q

'Does he think some boys stole the meat?'
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- Hiya, wi£h;5ala eya.

no girl some [+SPEC]

'No, some girls.'

b. Wicha§a ki [[§yka wa igmu eya wi5hayaxtake] ki le]

man the dog a cat some [+sPEC] bite the this

way^ka he?

see Q

'Did the man see the dog which bit some cats?'

- Hiya, way£ke§ni

no see.NEG

'No, he didn't see it.'

-Hiya,wjya ki (way^ke).

woman the (see)

'No, the woman (saw it).'

- Hiya, matho wa (way^ke).

bear a (see)

'No, (he saw) a bear.'

-*Hiya, magaeya (widhayaxtake).

duck some (bite)

*'No, (it bit) some ducks.'

c. [Wi5ha§aki wote] ecMha, tha-widu ki mm ikiciduhe?

man the eat while his-wife the water get.for Q

'While the man was eating, did his wife get him water?'

- Hiya, Fred (mni iki£i£u/*wote).

'No, Fred (got it for him)', or 'No, (she got it for) Fred.'

*'No, Fred was eating.'

In (a) the embedded clause is an object complement, and as the potentially appro-

priate response indicates, focus may fall within the embedded clause, since it is

felicitous to deny the subject NP of the complement in the response. (Note the

switch from etq in the question to eya in the answer.) This is further evidence in

support of the conclusion reached above. In (b) the embedded clause is a definite

restrictive relative clause. As always in this language, it is possible for the focus to

fall on all of the matrix clause elements, including the NP interpreted as the head

of the relative clause, but as the last response shows, it is impossible for an element

within the relative clause to be the focus of the question. The final example involves

an adverbial subordinate clause, and as the range of potential responses indicates,

an element within the subordinate clause cannot be the focus of the question. Thus

while the focus can fall on any major element of the matrix clause, it cannot fall

within the embedded clause if it is a relative clause or adverbial subordinate clause,

and this confirms the conclusion based on the distribution of the indefinite articles

in these same constructions.

The potential focus domain in these Lakhota constructions is summarized in

(8.69).
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(8.69) Summary of potential scope of he: Potential focus domain (in italics)

a. [Hoksila etq thalo ki manupi] iyukcq he?

b. Wichdsa ki [[syka wq igmu eya wi5hayaxtake] ki le] wqyqka he?

c. [Wtfhasa ki wote] edhuhq, tha-wicu ki mni ikicicu he?
24

Does the principle in (8.61) predict this distribution of the potential focus domain

in Lakhota? As can be seen from the simplified representations of these construc-

tions in figure 8.22, the answer is 'yes'. The (a) diagram in this figure represents a

complement clause like (8.69a), in which the embedded clause is a direct daughter

of the clause node modified by the illocutionary force operator. As predicted, the

potential focus domain extends into the embedded clause. The (b) diagram is a re-

strictive relative clause like (8.69b), and because the clause is embedded inside an

NP, there is no relationship at all between the embedded clause and the clause node

HokSila ki thalo ki manii iyuk£a he?

CLAUSE j Wi£ha§a ki syka wa igmu ki yaxtake ki le way^ka he?

(a) CLAUSE^IF (b) CLAUSE^-IF

SENTENCE SENTENCE

SENTENCE

WichaSa ki wote ecMha, thawicu ki mm ikicicu he?

CLAUSE >CORE

(c) CLAUSE-^IF

SENTENCE

Figure 8.22 The structure of Lakhota complex sentences
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modified by the illocutionary force operator. Accordingly, the principle in (8.61)

correctly predicts that the embedded clause is outside of the potential focus domain.

Finally the (c) diagram represents the adverbial subordinate clause in (8.69c), and

as in the English adverbial clause discussed earlier, the embedded clause is an adjunct

modifier of the core and not a direct daughter of the clause node modified by the

illocutionary force operator. Hence, the principle in (8.61) correctly predicts that

the embedded clause is outside the potential focus domain. Thus, the distribution of

eyd and etq in Lakhota, which must occur in the potential focus domain, is correctly

predicted by the principle in (8.61).

We will return to the issue of the potential focus domain in complex sentences in

our discussion of WH-question formation out of complex sentences in chapter 9.

We will see that a variety of factors interact with the principle in (8.61) to determine

the actual focus domain in particular constructions.

8.6 The structure of complex noun phrases

We introduced the layered structure of the NP in section 2.3.2, and in that section

we discussed only 'simple' NPs, i.e. NPs containing only operators and NP or PP

coreN arguments. We now turn our attention to NPs which have clauses and infin-

itives as constituents. The first question to ask is whether the layers of the layered

structure of the noun phrase define levels of juncture in complex NPs in an analogous

fashion to the layered structure of the clause in complex sentences. The answer

appears to be 'yes'.

8.6.1 Juncture and nexus in complex N Ps

NPs and sentences have similar but not identical layered structures, and this comes

out most clearly in complex constructions. There are four layers in sentential units

(sentence, clause, core and nucleus), whereas there are only three in NPs (NP,

coreN, nucleusN). Because there is only one level in NPs corresponding to two in

sentences, the left-detached position-precore slot contrast is collapsed into a single

position, the NP-initial position, in which arguments (e.g. the city's destruction),

adjuncts (e.g. yesterday's weather) and WH-words (e.g. which boy) can appear.

Hence the NP level is the analog to the clause level of juncture, and there are three

distinct linkage types at the NP level which correspond to nexus differences in

complex sentences. The simplest example of an NP-level linkage would be con-

joined NPs, as in the woman and the man. Each constituent NP can have the full

range of operators and arguments, e.g. The two tall sisters of my neighbor and the

two short brothers of my best friend are going out together. Accordingly, this will

be referred to as NP coordination. It is also possible to link two NPs which share a

determiner, an NP-level operator (see table 2.3), but have all other operators inde-

pendently, e.g. The three green cars and two red cars were sold in an hour. This is

an example of NP cosubordination. Finally, it is possible to have a subordinate

modifier at the NP level, a restrictive relative clause, e.g. the two red cars which were
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sold yesterday. Its relationship to the NP is analogous to that of an adverbial sub-

ordinate clause to the clause it modifies; indeed, it would seem appropriate to locate

it in the peripheryN of the NP, analogous to the location of an adverbial subordinate

clause in the periphery of the clause (see figure 8.13). In both cases the subordin-

ate clause serves to help the interlocutor locate the referent of the main clause (a

state of affairs) or of the NP (an individual) in a temporal, spatial or other domain.

The linkage type of NPs containing restrictive relative clauses will be referred to as

NP subordination; it will be discussed in more detail in section 8.6.2 below. The

structure of the first two types of linkage is presented in figures 8.23 and 8.24.

NP

COREN

1
NUCN

R E F

N

•

_ — - —

A R G

PP

P

NP
" 1 —1
CONJ

and

NP

NP

COREN

1
NUCN

R E F

N

- ^
ARG

PP

P NP

the two tall sisters of NPIP COREN the two short brothers of NPIP COREN

N

NPROP REF

C O R E ^ N U M N

QNT->COREN Tom's neighbor

N N

NUCN

NP COREN

D E F - ^ N P

ADJ->NUC, R E F

COREN^NUMNP R O P N

Sam's friend

N N

NUCN

NP CORE,

D E F ^ N P

D E F

NP

Figure 8.23 English NP coordination
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NP
11

COREN

1
NUCN

REF

NP

1
CONJ

and

NP

CORE
1
1

NUC,

REF

CORE^NUM

DEF

Figure 8.24 English NP cosubordination

There are at least two types of coreN linkage. The first involves that-c\auses serv-

ing as the coreN argument of nouns like story, rumor, belief, opinion, etc., e.g. Carl's

belief that UFOs are a menace to the earth, the rumor that Fred saw a UFO. The

structure of coreN subordination is given in figure 8.25. The other includes infinitival

complements to nouns like attempt, order, request and promise, e.g. the attempt

by the prisoners to escape, the king's order to his troops to attack, Mary's request to

leave and John's promise to wash the car tomorrow. Similar constructions occur in

Spanish, e.g. el intento de los presos por escapar 'the attempt by the prisoners to

escape'. Like non-subordinate core junctures, there is a shared coreN argument

between the deverbal nominal and the infinitive. The primary coreN operators,

number and quantification, always have scope over both units in the linkage, e.g.

the seven attempts by the prisoners to escape, the king's many orders to his troops to

attack, Mary's three futile requests to leave and John's many unfulfilled promises to

wash the car. Consequently there appears to be only one type of non-subordinate

linkage at the coreN level, and therefore we will posit coreN subordination and coreN

cosubordination within complex NPs. The structure of coreN cosubordination is

illustrated in figure 8.26.
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NP

I
COREK

NUCK

N

ARG

REF CLM—>CLAUSE

C L A U S E ^ TNS DEF-^NP

DEF-^NP

Figure 8.25 English coreN subordination

We have already seen an example of a juncture at the nuclearN level within an

NP: the Lakhota possessive form in which a reduced verb stem is incorporated

into the head noun to produce a possessive construction in which the possessor is

treated as a coreN argument (see figure 2.27). Being a dependent-marking language,

English has no analogous constructions; it does, however, have productive syntactic

noun compounding, which would be a nuclearN juncture. An example of this would
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NP

I

CORE,

NUCN ARG

N PP

I / \
REF P NPthe attempt CORE,

N by NUCN

NUC REF

N

the prisoners

N

NUCN

COREN<-NUM

DEF->NP

C L M - > C O R E

I
NUC

I

PRED

V

to escape

V

I
NUC

CORE

CORE,

Figure 8.26 English coreN cosubordination

be the N + hunter pattern (which is itself an instance of the more general N + W-er

pattern), as in duck hunter, tiger hunter, lion hunter, deer hunter, etc. The resulting

compound nominal takes a single set of operators, all of which have scope over both

components of the complex nucleus, e.g. the two tall duck hunters, those three Dutch

deer hunters, etc. There appears to be only one nexus type at the nuclearN level;

in both the English and the Lakhota constructions, all operators would have

scope over the derived nucleusN, including all nuclearN operators. The structure of

these nuclearN junctures is given in figure 8.27.

It appears that while there are juncture-nexus distinctions among complex NP

constructions, they have a different distribution from that in complex sentence con-

structions. That is, while all three nexus types are possible at both the clausal and
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NP

COREN

NUCN

REF

/ \
N N

I I
the two tall duck hunters

I I \
N N \

V •

A D J - > N U C N

COREN

ONT

-NUM

DEF ^ N P

Figure 8.27 English nuclearN juncture

Table 8.1 Juncture and nexus in the NP

Level of juncture

NP

CoreN

NuclearN

Nexus Type(s)

Coordinate

Cosubordinate

Subordinate

Cosubordinate

Subordinate

No contrast

Example

Figure 8.23

Figure 8.24

Restrictive relative clause

Figure 8.26

Figure 8.25

Figure 8.27

NP levels of juncture, only two nexus types are found at the coreN level, subordina-

tion and cosubordination, and there appear to be no nexus contrasts at all at the

nuclearN level. This is summarized in table 8.1.

8.6.2 Relative clauses

As mentioned in the previous section, the prime example of NP subordination is

restrictive relative clauses. In such a construction, a clause is used as a restrictive

modifier of an NP; it is part of the peripheryN of the NP, since it is an optional

modifier, not a coreN argument. This description presupposes that there is a head
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Complex sentences and NPs

noun which is outside of (external to) the relative clause. Such constructions are

called externally headed relative clauses, and examples from English, German,

Malagasy (Keenan 1985b) and Jakaltek (Craig 1977) are given in (8.70); the head

noun is in boldface, and the relative clauses are in italics.

(8.70) a. the two red cars which were sold yesterday

b. die zwei rot-en Auto-s die

the.FEMplNOMtwo red-plcar-pl which.FEMplACC

ich gesehen habe

lsgNOM see.PSTP have.lsgPREs

'the two red cars which I saw' German

c. ny vehivavy (izay) man-asa ny lamba

the woman CLM AT v-wash the clothes

'the woman who is washing the clothes' Malagasy

c'. Man-asa ny lamba ny vehivavy.

ATv-wash the clothes the woman

'The woman is washing the clothes.'

d. te' tx'at x-0-a-watx'e

CL bed PAST-3ABs-2sgERG-make

'the bed you made' Jakaltek

d'. X-0-a-watx'e te'tx'at

PAST-3ABS-2sgERG-make CL bed

'You made the bed.'

In the English and German examples there are relative pronouns, which in English

and die in German. In these languages relative pronouns occupy the same structural

position in a clause as the WH-words in questions, the precore slot. This can be

seen most clearly in English, in which the relative pronouns are formally the same

asWH-pronouns.

(8.71) a. the man who(m) he saw

a'. Who(m) did he see?

b. the car which he bought

b'. Which did he buy?

In constructions with relative pronouns, the relative pronouns occur in the precore

slot. The structures of the English and German examples are given in figures 8.28

and 8.29. These structures are analogous to those of clausal subordination with

adverbial clauses (see figure 8.13); in both cases a clause is used as a modifier of

the matrix unit. Hence clausal subordination involving adverbial clauses is struc-

turally parallel to NP subordination involving restrictive relative clauses.

As in most languages, relative clauses in Malagasy and Jakaltek do not involve

relative pronouns; the head noun is construed with a missing argument position in

the relative clause. Malagasy has an optional invariable element izay marking the

relative clause; it is analogous to the use of English that in relative clauses without
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8.6 The structure of complex NPs

NP

COREN<-PERIPHERYN

NUCN CLAUSE

REF PrCS CORE<^PERIPHERY

N NP NUC

I I I
ADV

N \ which V

the two red cars PROREL PRED

ADJ-^NUC N were sold

- - • - • I . . . . . .
COREN<-NUM V \

yesterday

QNT-

NUC

CORE

-CLAUSE^-TNS

DEF-

Figure 8.28 English restrictive relative clause with relative pronoun

a relative pronoun, e.g. the man (that) Bill saw. The structure of the Malagasy and

Jakaltek examples is given in figures 8.30 and 8.31. The interpretation of relative

clauses, including both that of the relative pronoun in the English-German type

and that of the head noun with respect to the missing argument in the relative

clause will be treated in the discussion of linking syntax and semantics in complex

sentences in chapter 9.

Not all relative clause constructions have an external head noun, as we saw in the

Belhare examples in section 6.5; in many languages, e.g. Belhare, Lakhota, Tibetan

and Quechua, there are internally headed relative clause constructions. In this type

of relative clause, the head occurs within the embedded clause and is simultane-

ously intepreted as an argument of the matrix clause.25 Examples from Lakhota are

given in (8.72); the head nouns are in italic.

(8.72) a. Wi5ha§aki [[§ykaki igmu wq 0-0-yaxtake] ki he] wa-0-0-y£ke

man the dog the cat a 3sgU-3sgA-bite the that 3sgU-3sgA-see

yelo.

DEC

'The man saw the cat which the dog bit.'
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Complex sentences and NPs

NPN

C O R E .

NUCK

P E R I P H E R Y .

REF PrCS

CLAUSE

CORE

N NPACC ARG NUC

die zweiroten Autos PRO R E L NPNOM PRED

N \ die

ADJ->NUC N \

QNT- -COREK

PRO V

ich gesehen habe

V

NUC^ASPj

CORE

CLAUSE^-TNS

D E F -

Figure 8.29 German restrictive relative clause

b. Wi£ha§a ki [[£#&* wq igmu ota wi5ha-0-yaxtake] ki he]

man the dog a cat many 3plU-3sgA-bite the that

wa-0-0-y§ke yelo.

3sgU-3sgA-see DEC

'The man saw the dog which bit many cats.'

c. Wi5ha§a ki [[syka wa igmu wa 0-0-yaxtake] ki he]

man the dog a cat a 3sgU-3sgA-bite the that

wa-0-0-y£ke yelo.

3sgU-3sgA-see DEC

'The man saw the cat which a dog bit', or 'The man saw the dog which bit

a cat.'

The relative clause is enclosed in brackets, and the head noun is in italics

in (8.72a, b). In (8.72a) the NPs wichdsa ki 'the man' and igmu 'cat', the head of the

relative clause, are cross-referenced by the two zero third-person markers on the

verb wqyqke 'see'. An important property of Lakhota relative clauses is that the head

noun must be coded as indefinite within the relative clause; its true definiteness
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8.6 The structure of complex NPs

NP

I
CORE

N -PERIPHERY,

NUCN

REF

N

C L M ^ - C L A U S E

CORE

ny vehivavy

N

NUC

PRED

V

ARG

NP

CORE,

NUCN

REF

N

NUCN (izay) manasa ny lamba

CORE,

V

ASP-^NUC

CORE

-CLAUSE

N

NUCN

CORE,

DEF-̂ HNTP

Figure 8.30 Malagasy restrictive relative clause

status is indicated by the article + demonstrative combination at the end of the

relative clause. That these constructions are internally headed can be seen clearly

in (8.72a), in which the head noun igmu 'cat' is surrounded by elements of the

embedded clause. In (8.72b) the head is initial in the relative clause. If both NPs in

the relative clause are marked indefinite, as in (8.72c), then the resulting construction

is ambiguous, in that either NP may be interpreted as the head noun. The structure

of (8.72a) is given in figure 8.32. Unlike a complement clause, the relative clause is

dominated by an NP node in the constituent projection. The head noun is indicated

explicitly in this representation in both projections. In the operator projection,

the article + demonstrative combination marking the relative clause modifies the

NP headed by igmu wq 'a cat', the head of the relative clause, signaling a definite
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NP

PERIPHERY N

N ARG ARG NUC

te tx at x- 0- a- watx'e

Figure 8.31 Jakaltek restrictive relative clause

interpretation for it. In the constituent projection, the head noun igmu 'cat' is

coindexed with the matrix NP which also dominates the clause. With respect to the

ambiguous sentence in (8.72c), it would be assigned two distinct structural repre-

sentations; the reading with igmu 'cat' as head would have a representation analo-

gous to that in figure 8.32, while the one with fyka 'dog' as head would have tyka

'dog' coindexed in the constituent projection, as igmu 'cat' is in figure 8.32, and in

the operator projection the article + demonstrative definiteness operators modify-

ing the NP consisting of its operator projection plus the operator projection of the

clause. In externally headed relative clauses like those in Malagasy and Jakaltek,

the interpretive problem is determining how to construe the head noun within the

embedded clause; in internally headed relative clauses like (8.72c), on the other

hand, the interpretive problem is determining which NP in the embedded clause

should be construed as a matrix clause argument.
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8.6 The structure of complex NPs

CORE. CORE. CORE

CORE

NUCN NUCN ARG ARG NUC

REF REF REF PRED

N N N PRO PRO V

Wi5ha§aki §ijka ki igmuwa 0- 0- yaxtake kihewa-0- 0- y|ikeyelo

N

I

NUCN

CORE,

N

NUC,

CORE,

NP<HDEF NP<-DEFNP<^DEF

NUC

CORE

DEF SENTENCE

DEIC

Figure 8.32 Lakhota internally headed relative clause in (8.72a)

8.6.3 Headless relative clauses and W H-complements

The final type of complex construction to be discussed is not really a type of com-

plex NP, but it is nevertheless very similar to relative clauses; hence it is necessary

to have talked about relative clauses before examining it. The constructions in

question are exemplified in (8.73).

(8.73) a. I can't remember who Jose saw.

b. What Mary bought is a mystery to me.

c. Robin could not identify who had talked to Kim at the party to the police.

The italicized clauses in (a)-(c) have the same structure as the relative clause in

figure 8.28, but they are not nominal modifiers, as there is no head noun. Hence they
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Robin could not identify

ARG

NP PRED

I

V.

CLAUSE to the police

//! \ V PrCS CORE^-PERIPHERY

/// / i i r \
/ / / NUC NPX NUC ARG

MODf-^CORE PROREL PRED PP PP

NEG>CORE

I

TNS >CLAUSE who had talked to Kim at the party

IF >CLAUSE / V

SENTENCE / NUC<^ASP

/ CORE< LOC

TNS-^CLAUSE

Figure 8.33 English headless relative clause in (8.73c)

are usually referred to as headless relative clauses. They constitute referring expres-

sions in their own right, and accordingly they directly fill a core argument position in

the matrix core; this can be seen most clearly in (b) and (c), in which the headless

relatives function as privileged syntactic argument in the former and occur between

the nucleus and a core PP in the latter. In terms of their structure, they are clauses,

which form an NP without a layered structure. In this they are like pronouns, which

lack a layered structure since they do not take any operators. The structure of (c)

is given in figure 8.33.26 The relative pronoun who is located in the precore slot,

because first, in the non-subject headless relatives in (8.73a, b), the WH-word is

clearly in that position, and second, in other constructions involving WH-words

in English it occurs in the precore slot. Hence we posit a uniform position for the
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8.7 Syntactic templates

WH-element in all of these constructions. As in internally headed relative clauses,

the WH-head of the relative is coindexed with the NP dominated by the ARG

node in the matrix core.

The WH-words in (8.73) are all core arguments, but it is also possible to have

headless relative clauses with adjunct WH-words, as in (8.74). Since these refer

not to individuals but to propositions, they are in many respects like complement

clauses, and this is reflected in their possibilities of occurrence.

(8.74) a. Sandy could not explain howl why she had opened the door to the detective

during the interview.

a'. Sandy could not explain to the detective during the interview how/why

she had opened the door.

b. Sandy could not describe where she had found the gun to the detective

during the interview.

b'. Sandy could not describe to the detective during the interview where she

had found the gun.

c. Kim put the gun where no one would find it after the robbery,

c'. *Kim put the gun after the robbery where no one would find it.

In the (a) and (b) examples, the embedded clause can occur in a core-internal argu-

ment position and in a clearly postcore position after a peripheral PP. This seems to

be related to the fact that the undergoers with explain and describe can be abstract

and propositional. This is in striking contrast to the sentences in (c): here the head-

less relative realizes the third core argument of put, and because put takes entities

(including places) rather than propositions as arguments, the headless relative can-

not occur after a peripheral PP in the normal position for sentential complements,

even when it is 'heavier' than the PP. It must appear in a core-internal position,

unlike the embedded clauses in (a) and (b).

Finally, there are pure WH-complements, which in English are marked by the

complementizer whether, as in Robin doesn't know whether Pat will arrive or not.

The structure of sentences with whether-complements is basically the same as the

structure for ^/^-complements in figure 8.14. It typically occurs with interrogative

complements and in place of that, which does not occur with this type of comple-

ment clause. Like that, whether will be considered the clause-linkage marker for this

type of subordination.

8.7 Syntactic templates for complex sentences

In section 2.5 we introduced the notion of 'syntactic template' in our discussion of

the syntax of simple sentences, and we now turn to applying it to the analysis of

complex sentences. Certain complex constructions can be handled in terms of the

templates introduced in chapter 2, whereas others require new templates specific to

them. The constructions for which no special templates would be required involve

core and clausal subordination. In core subordination, a core or a clause functions
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Complex sentences and NPs

as a core argument, and in terms of the templates introduced in figure 2.34, all that

needs to be stated is that an ARG node in a core can be filled by core or a clause,

as in figure 8.10. Nothing special needs to be specified for clausal subordination

involving adverbial clauses, as in figure 8.13. In this case there is a predicative pre-

position in the periphery which takes a clause rather than a simple NP as its argu-

ment; the basic template for the matrix clause is the same regardless of whether the

argument of the preposition is an NP or a clause. Clausal subordination involving

'object complements' (e.g. that-clauses), as in figure 8.14, would require a specific

template, which is given in figure 8.34. Optional peripheries will not be specified

in the complex sentence templates, since they are represented in the simple clause

templates which fill the slots in them. This template can iterate, with the whole

template replacing the embedded clause node, producing a sequence of embedded

complement clauses, as in Fred says that Sam thinks that Mary knows that Sally

claims that Robin denies ...

Nuclear subordination, as exemplified in figure 8.7, also requires a specific tem-

plate, given in figure 8.35. There are two important criterial features of this tem-

plate. The first is that the modified nucleus (NUCJ is always dominated by a core

node. This is because the subordinate nucleus (NUC2) serves as an aspectual oper-

ator modifying NUCX; if the nexus is cosubordinate, then NUCj is the superordi-

nate nucleus node dominating the cosubordinate nuclei, as in the left tree in figure

8.7, and if the nexus is coordinate, then the modified nucleus is a direct daughter of

the core node, as in the right tree in figure 8.7. If a single nucleus is being modified

by another nucleus, as in Lakhota lowq + hq (sing + stand27) 'be singing', the same

structural relations hold. The second important point is that the modifying nucleus,

NUC2, does not predicate and therefore does not dominate a PRED node (see

section 8.4.1). Unlike the template in figure 8.34, this one is not recursive, and this

seems to be correct: we know of no examples where a single nucleus is modified

aspectually by multiple subordinate nuclei. In none of these templates is it neces-

CLAUSE

CORE CLAUSE

Figure 8.34 Template for clausal subordination (f/i#f-clauses)

CORE

NUC^ NUC2

V

Figure 8.35 Template for nuclear subordination
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Further reading

U N I T T . 1 UNITT .

UNITL . UNITL i . . . UNITL i UNITL i

Coordination Cosubordination

Figure 8.36 Templates for non-subordinate nexus types

sary to specify the structure of the operator projection, since it is in every case the

mirror image of the constituent projection.

There are general templates for coordination and cosubordination, independent

of the level of juncture. They are given in figure 8.36. The essential difference

between the two templates is that in coordination the linked units are daughters

of a node of the next-highest layer of the clause, whereas in cosubordination they

are daughters of a node of the same layer of the clause. This is true at all levels of

juncture, as can be seen by looking back at any of the relevant syntactic repres-

entations in this chapter. The two templates in figure 8.36 can be combined in a

single complex construction. Examples of this are given in (8.75).

(8.75) a. Sandy tried to persuade Kim to visit Robin,

b. Pat asked Robin to try to visit Kim.

As we saw earlier, try + infinitive instantiates core cosubordination, while ask or

persuade + infinitive realizes core coordination. The structures of these two sen-

tences are given in figure 8.37. Recursion is not an issue with non-subordinate nexus;

rather, the co(sub)ordinate structure may be extended, in principle indefinitely, by

adding more linked units to the structure. There is a special requirement which

applies to core junctures only: each non-matrix core lacks a core argument position.

Which position is lacking is a function of the particular core-level construction and

its linking properties; that is, the missing argument position is that of the syntactic

pivot of the linked core. This is one of the main topics of the next chapter.

Finally, there is a general template for externally headed relative clauses; it is

given in figure 8.38. The linear order is irrelevant; the periphery and therewith the

relative clause could be prehead as well. The clause node can be filled out with

clause templates containing a precore slot, as in English WH-relatives, or lacking

one, as in the Malagasy, Jakaltek and English that-relatives.

Further Reading

For concrete examples of how juncture and nexus are realized in various lan-

guages, see Olson (1981), Tao (1986), Wilkins (1988), Hasegawa (1992,1996), Ohori

(1992), Jacobsen (1993), Bickel (1993), Hansell (1993), Yang (1994) and Watters

(1993). For a more traditional view of complex structures, see Longacre (1985),
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

C O R E C L M ^ C O R E C L M ^ C O R E

ARG NUC

NP PRED

V

NUC ARG

PRED NP

I
V

Sandy tried to persuade Kim to visit Robin

//'v

CORE

SENTENCE

Figure 8.37a Syntactic structure of (8.75a)

Payne (1985b). For discourse-oriented views of complex structures, see the papers

in Haiman and Thompson (1988) and Devriendt, Goosens and van der Auwera

(1995). On the semantic relations hierarchy, see Silverstein (1976), Givon (1980),

Van Valin (1984), Van Valin and Wilkins (1993). On the semantics of clause linkage,

see Dixon (1984), Wierzbicka (1988), Ransom (1986) and Rudanko (1989, 1996).

On complementation in general, see Noonan (1985). On the structure of complex

NPs, see Payne (1985b); on relative clauses, see Keenan (1985b); and on adverbial

clauses, see Thompson and Longacre (1985).

Exercises

1 Draw a tree diagram of the layered structure of each sentence below, giving both

the constituent and operator projections. Don't worry about the internal structure
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Exercises

CLM->CORE C L M ^ C O R E

Pat asked Robin to try to visit Kim

/ ' / V V V

NUC NUC NUC

CORE CORE CORE

^ ^

CORE
. — - •

TNS ^CLAUSE

I
IF ^CLAUSE

I
SENTENCE

Figure 8.37b Structure of (8.75b)

NP

I
CORE

N -PERIPHERYK

( C L M - ^ > ) C L A U S E

N U C ,

REF

N

Figure 8.38 Syntactic template for externally headed relative clause
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Complex sentences and NPs

of NPs or PPs, unless the example contains a relative clause, noun complement or

gerund, [section 8.4.1]

(1) Robin decided to go to the movies.

(2) Kim talked to Leslie yesterday, but they couldn't agree on anything.

(3) That Miguel won the lottery surprised his family.

(4) Kim will ask Pat to help during the party.

(5) Sam forgot that he had agreed to babysit for Robin.

(6) Sandy wanted to rest, after she solved the problem.

2 Consider the following sentences from Korean (Yang 1994). What is the juncture-

nexus type of the construction, and what is the evidence that leads to that conclu-

sion? Give the layered structure of (lb) and (2d), giving both the constituent and

operator projections, [section 8.4.1]

(1) a. Emeni-ka atul-eykey nol-key hay-ss-ta.

mother-N o M son-D AT play-c L M do-p A S T- D E C

'The mother made the son play.'

b. Emeni-ka atul-eykey nol-swuiss-key ha-lswueps-ess-ta.

mOther-NOM SOn-DAT play-ABLE-CLM do-UNABLE-PAST-DEC

'The mother could not make the son be able to play.'

c. Emeni-nun nol-swuiss-key atul-eykey ha-lswueps-ess-ta.

mOther-TOP play-ABLE-CLM SOn-DAT do-UNABLE-PAST-DEC

'The mother could not make the son be able to play.'

(2) a. Chelswu-ka Swunhi-eykey chayk-ul ilk-key hay-ss-ta.

-NOM -DAT book-ACCread-CLMdo-PAST-DEC

'Chulsoo made Soonhi read the book.'

b. Chelswu-ka Swunhi-eykey chayk-ul ilk-ulswueps-key

-NOM -DAT book-Ace read-UNABLE-CLM

ha-lswuiss-ss-ta.

do-ABLE-PAST-DEC

'Chulsoo could make Soonhi be unable to read the book.'

c. Chelswu-ka Swunhi-eykey chayk-ul ilk-cimosha-key

-NOM -DAT book-ACcread-NEG-CLM

ha-lswuiss-ss-ta.

do-ABLE-PAST-DEC

'Chulsoo could make Soonhi not read the book.'

d. Chelswu-nun chayk-ul ilk-ulswueps-key Swunhi-eykey

-TOPbook-ACCread-UNABLE-CLM -DAT

ha-lswuiss-ss-ta.

do-ABLE-PAST-DEC

'Chulsoo could make Soonhi be unable to read the book.'
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e. Chelswu-nun chayk-ul ilk-cimosha-key Swunhi-eykey

-TOP book-A c c read-N EG-CLM -D AT

ha-lswuiss-ss-ta.

d0-ABLE-PAST-DEC

'Chulsoo could make Soonhi not read the book.'

3 The Mandarin Chinese constructions in (l)-(4), from Tao (1986), instantiate the

same juncture-nexus type, despite their formal differences. What juncture-nexus

type is it, and what is the evidence that leads to that conclusion? Coreference across

units is indicated in only the first example of a set of similar sentences; aspects of

coreference in Mandarin were discussed in section 5.7.

In some of these sentences, there is an element le glossed simply as 'OP' for

'operator'. It is distinct from the perfective aspect operator le, which is glossed

'PRFV'. What can you conclude about the type of this operator? That is, is it a

nuclear operator, a core operator or a clausal operator? Why? Example (8.5d) has

been repeated in (5) below to provide additional data relevant to this question.

[section 8.4.1]

(1) a. Taj jibu chou yan, pro{ youbu he jiii le.

3sg neither smoke cigarette nor drink liquor OP

'He neither smokes nor drinks now (he used to).'

a'. *Ta jibu chou yan le, youbu he jiu.

b. T^ ji chou yan, pro{ you he jiu ma?

either or

'Does he either smoke or drink?'

b'. *Tajich6uyanma(?),y6uhejiu.

'Does he smoke(?), or drinks.'

(2) a. Lao Zhangj sulran h£n mang, kg tat haishi qu le ba?

though very busy but he still goopQ

'Did Lao Zhang still go even though he was busy?'

a'. *Lao Zhang sulran h£n mang ba, kg ta haishi qu le ba?

'Though was Lao Zhang busy? But did he still go?'

b. Lao Zhang sulran hdn mang, kg ta haishi qu le.

'Though Lao Zhang was busy, he still went.'

b'. *Lao Zhang sulran h£n mang le, kg ta haishi qu.

b". *Lao Zhang sulran hgn mang le, kg ta haishi qu le.

(3) a. Tamenibushi chang ge projiushitiao wu.

3pl not.be sing song then jump dance

'They either sing or dance.'

b. Tamen biishi chang ge jiushi tiao wu ma?

Q

'Did they either sing or dance?'
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b'. Tamen bushi chang ge ma, jiushi tiao wu ma?

b". Tamen bushi chang ge ma, jiushi tiao wu.

c. Tameiii bushi chang ge prox jiushi tiao wu le.

'They either sang or danced.'

c'. Tamen bushi chang ge le jiushi tiao wu le.

c". Tamen bushi chang ge le jiushi tiao wu.

(4) a. Bushi tamen chang ge, jiushi nimen tiao wu.

not.be 3pl sing song then 2pl jump dance

'Either they sing or you dance.'

b. Bushi tamen chang ge, jiushi nimen tiao wu ma?

'Do either they sing or you dance?'

b'. *Bushi tamen chang ge ma, jiushi nimen tiao wu.

c. Bushi tamen chang ge, jiushi nimen tiao wu le.

'Either they sang or you danced.'

c'. *Biishi tamen chang ge le, jiushi nimen tiao wii.

c"'. *Bushi tamen chang ge le, jiushi nimen tiao wu le.

(5) a. Ta jiao w6 xie zi.

3sg teach lsg write characters

'She teaches me to write characters.'

b. Tajiaole wdxiezi.

PRFV

'She taught me to write characters.'

c. Ta jiao w6 xie zi le.

OP

'She taught me to write characters.'

c'. Tajiaow61e xiezi.

OP

4 Analyze the following complex sentences in Jakaltek (Craig 1977). First, deter-

mine the juncture-nexus type of each of the constructions given below and present

the evidence that led you to the analysis. There are all three nexus types at the

clause level, two at the core level and one at the nuclear level. Sentences illustrating

a particular juncture-nexus type are grouped together. Second, draw diagrams of

the sentences in (4b), (5b), (6c) and (7a'); do not give the internal structure of NPs

or PPs. [section 8.4.1]

(a) Some background information about Jakaltek: the basic case-marking pat-

terns are given in (7.52), and a number of Jakaltek constructions were discussed

in chapter 6. Examples of simple sentences, including a reflexive construction, are

given in (1).

(1) a. X-0-to-pax heb naj winaj.

psT-3ABS-go-backpl CL man

'The men returned.'
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b. X-0-aw-il naj.

psT-3ABs-2sgERG-see CL/he

'You saw him.'

c. Ch-0-s-lok-o' naj winaj no' txitam.

NPST-3ABS-3ERG-buy-FUTCL man CL pig

'The man will buy the pig.'

d. X-0-a-mak ha-ba.

PST-3ABS-2sgERG 2sgERG-REFL

'You hit yourself.'

Jakaltek noun classifiers double as anaphoric pronouns. There is an optional par-

ticle an which signals the presence of a first-person argument; it is always in final

position within a specific syntactic domain.

(2) a. Ch-in to (an).

NPST-lsgABSgO l p

'I gO.'

b. Ch-in ha-mak (an).

NPST-lsgABS2sgERG-hit lp

'You hit me.'

A second, coreferential noun classifier must be deleted within a specific syntactic

domain.

(3) a. X-0-(y)-il najj [NPSj-mam

p s T-3 A B S-3E R G-see c L/he 3E R G-f ather c L/he

'Hej saw his*^ father.'

b. X-0-(y)-il naji [NPsrmam]

p s T-3 A B S-3E R G-see c L/he 3E R G-f ather

'Hei saw his^ father.'

(b) Complex sentence constructions

(4) a. X-0-(y)-iche-coj ixt x-0-s-lah-ni yrunin

p s T-3 A B S-3E R G-start-on c iVshe p s T-3 A B S-3E R G-finish-s u F F 3E R G-child

iXi/*0i.

CL/she

'She started it, and her child finished it.'

b. Ch-in tohecal (an)yaj ch-ach can beti'.

NPST-lsgABS go tomorrow lp but NPST-2sgABS stay here

'I will go tomorrow, but you stay here.'

b'. *Ch-in to hecal yaj ch-ach can beti' an.

c. Way-oj ab hon machmac ay yoc j-in.

sleep-Fu T E x H lplA B s N E G someone exist interest lplE R G-in

'Would that we sleep[!], nobody cares about us.'
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(5) a. Xc-in to 0 w-il-a' naj (an).

PST-lsgABS gO 3ABS lsgERG-See-INF CL/he l p

'I went to see him.'

b. Xc-ach w-iptze ha-canalwi (an),

psT-2sgAB s lsgE RG-force 2sgERG-dance lp

'I forced you to dance.'

b'. *Xc-ach w-iptze an ha-canalwi.

c. Xc-ach to sajch-oj.

PST-2sgABS gO play-INF

'You went to play.'

d. Ch-0-(y)-iptze naji iXj 0 s-mak-ni ®/*ixj ®J*nSik-

NPST-3ABS-3ERG-force CL/he CL/she 3ABs3ERG-hit-suFFCL/she CL/he

'He forces her to hit him.'

e. X-0-to naj sajch-oj.

psT-3ABS-go CL/he play-iNF

'He went to play.'

e'. *X-0-to sajch-oj naj.

(6) a. Ch-in to hecal (an) cat ha-can beti'.

NPST-lsgABS go tomorrow lp SEQ2sgERG-stayhere

'I will go tomorrow, and you will stay here.'

a'. *Ch-in to hecal cat ha-can beti' an.

b. Ch-0-(y)-oche ix{ 0 s-tahtze-' te'j cenya cat 0

NPS T-3 A B S-3E R G-like c L/she 3 A B S 3E R G-cook-i NFCL banana s E O 3 A B S

s-lo-ni-toj ixy*^ te'/*0j.

3ERG-eat-suFF-up CL/she cL/them

'She likes to cook the bananas and (then) she eats them.'

c. Peba te' pulta cat 0 haw-a-ni-coj s-tel te'.

close CL door SEO 3ABS 2sgERG-put-suFF-on 3ERG-bar CL

'Close the door and put on the bar!'

(*'Close the door[!], and you put on the bar.')

(7) a. Ch-0-(y)-a' ix xew-oj naj.

NPST-3ABs~3ERG-cause CL/she rest-iNF CL/he

'She makes him rest.'

a'. Ch-0-(y)-a' xew-oj ix naj.

b. X-in-(y)-a' naj mak-a' t-aw-et.

PST-lsgABS-3ERG-CaUSe CL/he hit-INF AUG-2sgERG-tO

'He made you hit me.'

b'. X-in-(y)-a' mak-a' naj t-aw-et.

c. X-0-(y)-a' mak-a' srba najt t-aw-et.

p s T-3 A B S-3E R G-cause hit-i NF3ERG-REFLC L/he A U G-2sgE R G-to

'Hej made you hit hinV (lit. 'He made you hit himself.')
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(8) a. X-0-(y)-al naj t-(y)-et anma y-ul parceewi

p s T-3A B S-3E R G-say c L/he A U G-3E R G-to people 3E R G-in park yesterday

chubil chi-m-0-hul-uj naj presidente coiiob.

that NPST-may-3ABS-come-FUTCL president village.

'He said to people yesterday in the park that the president may come to

the village.'

b. Laiian 0 hin-tx'ah-ni xil kape (an) yet xc-ach huli.

PROG 3ABs lsgERG-wash-suFFclothes lp whenPST-2sgABS come

'I was washing clothes when you came.'

b'. *Laiian 0 hin-tx'ah-ni xil kape yet xc-ach huli an.

c. X-0-'ayc'ay naj; bay x-0-(y)-il naj/*0j no'cheh.

p s T-3 A B s-f all c L/he where p s T-3 A B S-3E R G-see c L/he c L horse

'He fell where he saw the horse.'

d. X-0-aw-abe tatoch-in to-j hecal (an).

psT-3ABS-2sgERG-hear thatNPST-lsgABS go-FUT tomorrow lp

'You heard that I will go tomorrow.'

(9) a. X-0-w-il hach s-mak-ni ix (an).

PST-3ABS-lsgERG-see 2sgABS 3ERG-hit-suFF CL/she lp

'I saw her hit you.'

a'. *X-0-w-il an hach s-mak-ni ix.

b. Ch-0-(y)-oche najj hiny-il-a' 0j/*naji (an).

NPST-3ABS-3ERG-likecL/he lsgABs3ERG-see-iNFCL/he lp

'He likes to see me.'

c. X-0-w-ilwe 0 hin-watx'e-n kapcamixe (an).

psT-3ABS-lsgERG-try3ABS lsgERG-make-suFFCL shirt lp

'I tried to make the shirt.'

d. X-0-w-il s-to-j ix (an).

PST-3ABS-lsgERG-See 3ERG-gO-INF CL/she lp

'I saw her go.'

d'. *X-0-w-il an s-to-j ix.

5 Toba Batak has a series of focus particles which mark individual constituents

(Jackson 1984). One of them, ma, is illustrated in (1). What can be concluded

regarding the potential focus domain in complex sentences in Toba Batak from the

sentences in (2) and (3)? [section 8.5]

(1) a. Di-lean si Torus indahan i tusiRia.

PAss-give rice DETIO

'Torus gave the rice to Ria.'

b. Di-lean si Torus ma indahan i tu si Ria.

PA s s-give F o c rice D E T to

'TORUS gave the rice to Ria.'
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c. Di-lean si Torus indahan i ma tusiRia.

PA s s-give rice D E T F O C to

'Torus gave THE RICE to Ria.'

d. *Di-lean si Torus indahan i tusiRia ma.

PAS s-give rice DETto FOC

'Torus gave the rice to RIA. '

e. Tu si Ria ma di-lean si Torus indahan i.

To FocPAss-give rice DET

'To R I A Torus gave the rice.'

(2) *pangula na mang-alean dengke ma tu huting i.

farmer CLMATv-give fish FOC TO cat DET

'farmer that gives FISH to the cat'

(3) a. *Di-boto si Torus na pamangusma si Ria.

PASS-know CLM crook FOC

'Torus knows that Ria is a CROOK.'

a'. Di-boto si Torus ma na pamangus si Ria.

'TORUS knows that Ria is a crook.'

b. *Di-boto si Torus na di-lean si Ria ma bukui tuguru i.

PAss-know PASS-give FOC book DET to teacher DET.

'Torus knows that RIA gave the book to the teacher.'

b'. Di-boto si Torus ma na di-lean si Ria buku i tu guru i.

'TORUS knows that Ria gave the book to the teacher.'

c. *Di-pabatohon si Ria tu guru i ise ma man-[t]uhor buku tu si Torus.

PA s s-tell who F o c AT v-buy book for

'Ria told the teacher who bought a book for Torus.'

c'. Di-pabatohon si Ria ma tu guru i ise ma man-[t]uhor buku tu si Torus.

'R IA told the teacher who bought bought a book for Torus.'

6 Draw the layered structure of each of the complex NPs below, giving both the

constituent and operator projections, [section 8.6]

(1) the order by the king to release the prisoners

(2) the controversial claim that global warming has already begun

(3) the two famous singers that Sally talked to yesterday

(4) the three tall buildings and two big hotels in Canberra
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9
Linking syntax and semantics in
complex sentences

9.0 Introduction

In this chapter we will investigate how semantic representations and syntactic rep-

resentations are linked in complex sentences. We will start from the syntactic repre-

sentations developed in chapter 8 and from the linking algorithms in chapter 7. An

important question to be investigated is the extent to which the linking algorithms

proposed in chapter 7 for simple sentences must be modified to deal with complex

sentences. We will proceed as follows. In section 9.1 we look at linking in the

different juncture-nexus types discussed in chapter 8. This includes discussion of a

number of issues that have been important in theoretical debates over the past

three decades: control constructions (a.k.a. 'equi-NP-deletion'), matrix-coding con-

structions (a.k.a. 'raising to subject', 'raising to object', 'exceptional case-marking')

and causative constructions. We investigate case marking in complex constructions

in section 9.2. The next section focuses on linking in complex NP constructions, pri-

marily relative clause constructions. In section 9.4 we investigate reflexivization in

complex constructions, and again the question arises as to the extent to which the

principles proposed in section 7.5.2 will have to be modified to deal with these new

phenomena. In section 9.5 we propose an account of the restrictions on so-called

'long-distance dependencies' involved in WH-question formation, topicalization

and relativization. These restrictions, which fall under the principle known as 'sub-

jacency' in the generative literature, are significant for linguistic theory, for theories

of language acquisition and for related theories of cognitive organization (see

section 1.3.1).

9.1 Linking in clausal, core and nuclear junctures

Most complex sentences pose no particular difficulties for the linking system we

developed in chapter 7. Clausal junctures, for example, are composed of clauses,

each of which links like an independent clause. Moreover, nuclear junctures act for

linking purposes like simple clauses containing a complex predicate, and they basi-

cally follow the algorithms for simple sentences, as we will see. The real challenge

comes from non-subordinate core junctures with their obligatory sharing of a core

argument, as discussed in section 8.3. Accordingly, we will look at clausal and
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nuclear junctures first, before turning to the interesting and significant problems

raised by core junctures.

We repeat the linking algorithms from chapter 7 below; the semantics to syntax

algorithm in (7.161) is given in (9.1), and the syntax to semantics algorithm in (7.36)

is given in (9.2).

(9.1) Linking algorithm: semantics —> syntax (revised)

1 Determine the actor and undergoer assignments, following the Actor-

Undergoer Hierarchy in figure 7.1.

2 Assign specific morphosyntactic status to [-WH] arguments in logical

structure (language-specific).

a. Accusative privileged syntactic argument selection: default = Actor.

b. Ergative privileged syntactic argument selection: default = Undergoer.

3 Ifthereisa[+WH]XP,

a. assign it to the normal position of a non-W H-X P with the same function

(language-specific), or

b. assign it to the precore slot (language-specific), or

c. assign it to a position within the potential focus domain of the clause

(default = the unmarked focus position) (language-specific).

4 A non-WH XP may be assigned to the pre- or post-core slot, subject to

focus structure restrictions (optional; language-specific).

5 Assign the core arguments the appropriate case markers/adpositions and

assign the predicate in the nucleus the appropriate agreement marking

(language-specific).

6 For semantic arguments of logical structures other than that of the main

verb,

a. assign them to the periphery (default), or

b. assign them to the precore slot or focus position (language-specific) if

they are focal, or

c. assign them to the left-detached position if they are highly topical.

(9.2) Linking algorithm: syntax -» semantics (revised formulation)

1 Determine the functions of the core arguments:

a. If the construction is syntactically accusative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is

actor.

(2) If it is passive, the privileged syntactic argument is not the actor of

the predicate in the nucleus;

(a) the actor may appear as a direct core argument (language-

specific); or

(b) the actor may appear in the periphery marked by an adposition

or an oblique case (language-specific); or

(c) if there is no actor in the core or the periphery, then replace the

variable representing the highest-ranking argument in the logi-

cal structure with '0'.
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b. If the construction is syntactically ergative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is

undergoer.

(2) If it is antipassive, the privileged syntactic argument is actor;

(a) the undergoer may appear as an oblique element (language-

specific);

(b) if there is no undergoer in the core or the periphery, then re-

place the variable representing the lowest-ranking argument in

the logical structure with '0'.

c. Assign macrorole status to the other direct core argument, if it is not

dative or in an oblique case (language-specific).

d. If the verb is intransitive, then assign the privileged syntactic argument

either macrorole or direct core argument status (language-specific).

e. If the language is head-marking and there are independent NPs in the

clause, associate each NP with a bound argument marker (language-

specific).

f. If the language lacks voice oppositions, determine the macroroles from

case marking and/or word order (language-specific).

2 Retrieve from the lexicon the logical structure of the predicate in the nu-

cleus of the clause and with respect to it execute step 1 from (9.1), subject to

the following proviso:

a. When there is more than one choice for undergoer, do not assign under-

goer to an argument in the logical structure.

b. Assign actor to an argument in the logical structure, if the verb takes

one.

c. Determine the linking of the non-macrorole core argument:

(1) If there is a state predicate in the logical structure and if the non-

macrorole core argument is marked by a locative adposition or

dative or a locative-type case, then link it with the first argument

position in the state predicate in the logical structure; or

(2) If there is a state predicate in the logical structure and if it is not

marked by a locative adposition or dative or a locative-type case,

then link it with the second argument position in the state predicate;

(3) otherwise, link the animate NP with the first argument position in

the state predicate in the logical structure.

3 Link the arguments determined in step 1 with the arguments determined in

step 2 until all core arguments are linked.

4 If there is a predicative adpositional adjunct, then retrieve its logical struc-

ture from the lexicon, insert the logical structure of the core as the second

argument in the logical structure and the object of the adposition in the

periphery as the first argument.

5 If there is an element in the pre- or postcore slot (language-specific),

a. assign it the remaining unlinked argument position in the semantic rep-

resentation of the sentence;
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b. and if there are no unlinked argument positions in the sentence, then

treat the WH-word like a predicative preposition and follow the proce-

dure in step 4, linking the WH-word to the first argument position in the

logical structure.

9.1.1 Clausal junctures

Since clausal junctures are made up of clauses, their linking properties are for the

most part determined by the linking properties of the constituent clauses. Consider

the following two examples of clausal juncture.

(9.3) a. Dana walked to the store, and Kim waved to him.

b. Sandy worked on the school project, after Kelly brought it over.

In the first example, Dana walked to the store and Kim waved to him are distinct

clauses, and each is linked independently of the other, just as if each were a simple

sentence on its own. The fact that there is a pronoun in the second clause referring

(possibly) to Dana in the first clause does not affect the linking. The same is true in

the (b) example, in which each clause links separately. A simplified logical structure

for (b) is given in (9.4).

(9.4) after' ([Kelly brought it over], [Sandy worked on the school project])

The first argument is the argument of after, while the second one is the logical struc-

ture of the matrix core, just as in the simple sentence in (7.10). Step 6 in the seman-

tics —> syntax linking algorithm in (9.1) handles the assignment of after + clause to

the periphery.

An interesting issue is raised by sentences like (8.39), repeated in (9.5).

(9.5) Robinj drove out of Phoenix this morning and pro^ will arrive in Atlanta

tomorrow.

Clausal junctures such as this are the English analog of the Dyirbal topic chains in

(6.56) and the Tepehua switch-function chain in (6.57). The traditional name for

them in the syntax literature is 'conjunction reduction'. The logical structure for

(9.5) is given in (9.6).

(9.6) [this morning' [do' (Robin^ [drive' (Robin^ 0)]) & BECOME NOT be-in'

(Phoenix, Robing]] and' [tomorrow' (BECOME be-in' (Atlanta,pro))]1

Only highly topical elements can receive zero coding, and therefore from the point

of view of focus structure, constructions like (9.5) involve conjoined predicate-focus

or narrow-focus constructions in which the privileged syntactic arguments, which

are pragmatic pivots, are topics. The juncture-nexus type of this construction is

clausal cosubordination, because illocutionary force must be shared across all con-

juncts. This is illustrated in (9.7).
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CONJ CLAUSE

PERIPHERY

ARG NUC AAJ

PRED

NP PP ADV

PERIPHERY

ARG NUC ARG

PRED

NP PP ADV

Robin drove out of Phoenix this morning and pro will arrive in Atlanta tomorrow

Figure 9.1 Constituent projection for (9.5)

(9.7) a. *Did Robin drive out of Phoenix this morning, and pro will arrive in Atlanta

tomorrow?

b. * Robin drove out of Phoenix this morning, and will pro arrive in Atlanta

tomorrow?

In the first example, only the first conjunct is questioned, and the result is ungram-

matical, while in the second, only the second conjunct is questioned, which is like-

wise ungrammatical. The whole sentence must be interpreted either as an assertion

or a question, and the most felicitous way to question it is Is it the case that Robin

drove out of Phoenix this morning and will arrive in Atlanta tomorrow? The con-

stituent structure representation of (9.5) is given in figure 9.1. The zero anaphorpro

occupies an argument position in the second clause, just as a non-phonologically

null pronoun would; accordingly, the constituent projection of the second clause of

(9.5) is the same as for the second clause in Robin drove out of Phoenix this morn-

ing, and she will arrive in Atlanta tomorrow. This would also be true in the same-

pivot switch-reference constructions discussed in section 8.3 from Chuave, Fore and

Kewa; in the non-final clauses, there would be a zero anaphor representing the

pivot in each clause in which it is not overt.

Since this is a clausal juncture, each of the clauses links separately, but the con-

struction as a whole imposes a constraint on the linking in the non-initial conjuncts:

the zero anaphor must occur as pragmatic pivot. This is captured in the construc-

tional template for this construction, which is given in table 9.1. There is a number

of new features in constructional templates for complex sentences. First, there are

specifications of the juncture type and the nexus type. These would refer to the

syntactic templates for complex sentences in figures 8.34-8.36. Second, there is a spe-

cification of the construction type, with an abstract representation of its criterial
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Table 9.1 Constructional template for English 'conjunction reduction'

CONSTRUCTION

English conjunction reduction

SYNTAX

Juncture: Clausal

Nexus: Cosubordination

Construction type: Conjunction

[CL [CORE A R G i [ N U C . . . ] . . . ] . . . ] i , [ cL [ c O R E P ^ i [NUC . . . ] . . . ] . . . ] 2 , ••

C L M [ C L [coREPrOi [ N U C . . . ] . . . ] . . . ] n

Unit template(s): Default

PSA: Clause 1: Variable syntactic controller = pragmatic controller

Clause 1 + n: Variable syntactic pivot = pragmatic pivot

Linking: pro = pragmatic pivot

MORPHOLOGY

CLM: coordinating conjunction or disjunction

SEMANTICS

Sequence of events sharing a common primary topical participant

PRAGMATICS

Elocutionary force: Shared across all conjuncts
Focus structure: Predicate focus in all conjuncts (default)

features. In this case it is the occurrence of pro in the non-initial conjuncts and

the obligatory coreference with the initial pragmatic PSA, which follows from the

semantics of the construction. This requires that the semantic representation of

each non-initial clause contains a pro argument. 'Unit template(s)' refers to any

special properties of the syntactic templates of the constituent clauses, and special

linking requirements are also specified. 'CLM' stands for 'clause-linkage marker'.

There is one important requirement imposed on the linking in non-initial clauses,

namely the requirement that pro be the pragmatic pivot. If pro is not the actor of

the verb of the matrix core, or the single argument of an intransitive matrix pre-

dicate, then some special construction(s) must be used so that pro appears as the

matrix pragmatic pivot. This could be a passive construction, as in (6.24c), which is

repeated in (9.8a), it could be a simple 'raising to subject' construction, as in (9.8b),

or even a combination of 'raising to object' plus passive, as in (9.8c).

(9.8) a. The dogt ran downhill and prox was seen by the man.

b. Danat talked to the teacher̂  andpro^ seems to have calmed him*̂  down.

c. The bank teller disappeared last week and prox is believed to be hiding in

Mexico.
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

None of these possible combinations needs to be specified in this constructional

template; they are simply some of the ways the grammar of English can satisfy the

requirement that the zero anaphor be the pragmatic pivot of all of the non-initial

clauses in the construction. For the linking from syntax to semantics, the template

supplies the information that the missing pivots of the non-initial clauses should be

interpreted as zero anaphors coreferential with the privileged syntactic argument of

the initial clause. Otherwise, the linking in each clause is handled by (9.1) without

any modifications.

The template in table 9.1 may appear to be too specific in many respects, but it

is in fact very general and also represents the essential features of the analogous

construction in Dyirbal in (6.56), in Tepehua in (6.57), in German in (7.41a) and in

Icelandic in (7.44). Comrie (1988) discusses this construction in Slavic languages

like Croatian, which, as we saw in chapters 2 and 7, is a so-called 'pro-drop language',

and shows that for coreference purposes it behaves like the English, Tepehua,

German and Icelandic constructions. Hence it would appear that this template

would apply to these languages as well. The only thing that would have to be

language-specific would be the lack of a specification for a coordinating conjunc-

tion in Dyirbal, since this construction lacks them in this language. Thus, the con-

structional template in table 9.1 can be taken to be the general template underlying

switch-function 'topic chains' in languages that employ a switch-function reference-

tracking system (see section 6.4.1).

In the construction in (9.5) and (9.8), the default focus structure is predicate

focus, and the construction requires highly topical pragmatic pivots. There is

another clausal cosubordinate construction in which the focus structure is just the

opposite; that is, in this construction the pragmatic pivot in the second clause must

be focal and the remainder of the second clause must be non-focal. It is exemplified

in (9.9).

(9.9) a. Kim is eating an ice cream cone, and Sandy is, too.

b. Sam washed his car, and Bill did, too.

c. Leslie may go to the concert, and Pat may, too.

d. Donna has been interviewed by Channel 7, and Pedro will be, too.

d'. *Donna has been interviewed by Channel 7, and Pedro will, too.

e. Yolanda didn't see the UFO, and Vanessa didn't, either/*too.

f. Yolanda didn't see the UFO, but Vanessa did (*either/*too).

All of these sentences have focal stress on the NP in the second conjunct, which is

the only element in the constituent projection of the second conjunct. The tradi-

tional name for this construction in the syntax literature is 'VP ellipsis'. The auxil-

iary configurations need not be identical in the two clauses, as (d) shows, but when

they are different, all of the diverging auxiliary elements must be present in the sec-

ond conjunct, as (d') shows. If the two conjuncts both contain negative operators,
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Linking in complex sentences

SENTENCE

r—
CLAUSE RDP

CLAUSE CONJ CLAUSE

CORE

ARG NUC

NP

Leslie may go to the concert and Pat may,

ADV

too

SENTENCE

Figure 9.2 The syntactic representation of (9.9c)

as in (e), then either rather than too must be used. If the two clauses have different

polarity, as in (f), then neither either nor too can be used. Even though the tense and

other operators may be different, illocutionary force must be the same over the

whole construction. This can be seen in (9.10).

(9.10) a. Did Sam wash his car, and did Bill, too?

b. *Did Sam wash his car, and Bill did, too?

c. *Sam washed his car, and did Bill, too?

Accordingly, the nexus type is cosubordination. The syntactic structure of (9.9c) is

given in figure 9.2. Too is treated as a presuppositional adverb (Soames 1982), and

consequently it must be a clausal modifier at the same level as the illocutionary
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

force operator. The new feature of this representation is the constituent projection

of the core of the second clause, since it contains only a single argument and the

nucleus node dominates nothing and connects directly with its operator projection

counterpart. Remember from chapters 2 and 8 that the constituent and operator

projections are mirror images of each other, and accordingly there must be a full

layered structure in each, due to the occurrence of a core argument in the constitu-

ent projection and at least one clausal operator (tense) in the operator projection.

The primary complexity in this construction lies in the linking between the syn-

tactic and semantic representations. In the semantics to syntax linking, the elements

in the semantic representation of the second clause which are identical to those

in the semantic representation of the first clause are not mapped into the syntax.

It might appear that this is technically a violation of the Completeness Constraint

in (7.8), since elements in the semantic representation of a clause are not being

mapped into the syntactic representation of that clause. It is not, however, as a close

reading of the Completeness Constraint reveals. It is repeated in (9.11).

(9.11) Completeness Constraint

All of the arguments explicitly specified in the semantic representation of a

sentence must be realized syntactically in the sentence, and all of the referring

expressions in the syntactic representation of a sentence must be linked to an

argument position in a logical structure in the semantic representation of the

sentence.

The crucial phrase is 'must be realized syntactically in the sentence'; because the

semantic information in the second clause is recoverable from the first clause, which

is part of the same sentence, the constraint is satisfied.2

In the linking from syntax to semantics, the semantic representation of the sec-

ond conjunct must be projected from the first conjunct. The semantic representa-

tion of the first clause in (9.9a) is given in (9.12).

(9.12) (lFDEC{TNSPRES{ASPPROG{[dof (Kim, [eat'(Kim, ice cream cone)])] &

[BECOME eaten' (ice cream cone)]))))

This semantic representation is projected as the semantic representation for the

second clause, with a variable replacing the argument corresponding to the privi-

leged syntactic argument of the first clause; this yields (9.13).

(9.13) {1FDEC{TNSPRES(ASPPROG ([do' (x, [eat' (x, ice cream cone)])] &

[BECOME eaten' (ice cream cone)]))))

Since there is only one element in the constituent projection of the second clause, it

will be linked to the x argument in (9.13), thereby giving the correct interpretation.

When the non-IF operators in the two clauses are different, as in (9.9d), then only

the logical structure(s) will be projected, as the operators are represented overtly in

the clause.
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Linking in complex sentences

One final complication arises in examples like (9.9b) with respect to the interpre-

tation of the pronoun his. It has long been noted that such sentences are ambiguous,

because the second clause can be interpreted as meaning that Bill washed Sam's car,

that Bill washed his own car or that they washed some third party's car, just as the

full, unreduced sentence can. This follows from the fact that the pronoun his, unlike

a reflexive, is not constrained to take a particular antecedent, and therefore can

refer to any of the possible antecedents. We need to specify, then, that, when the

semantic representation is projected from the first clause, no non-obligatory coindex-

ing is projected. By 'non-obligatory coindexing' we mean coindexing not associated

with reflexives, which require obligatory coindexing. Hence the semantic represen-

tation of the second clause of (9.9b) would be as in (9.14).

(9.14) (1FDEC{TNSPAST<do' (x, [wash' (x, [have' (3sgMASC, car)])]) &

BECOME washed' ([have' (3sgM ASC, car)]))))

The 3sgM ASC POSSESSOR can be construed as coreferential with x, with an NP in

the previous clause or with a discourse antecedent. In the following examples, the

coindexing would be projected into the second clause and adjusted to reflect the

fact that there is a different privileged syntactic argument in the second clause.

(9.15) a. Dana saw herself, and Sally did, too.

b. Sam washed his own car, and Bill did, too.

Thus, if (9.16a) is the semantic representation for the first clause in (9.15a), then

(9.16b) would be the projected semantic representation for the second clause.

(9.16) a. see'(Danai, herself)

b. see'(Xj, x-selfj)

The constructional template for English 'VP' ellipsis is given in table 9.2. These

two constructions, 'VP' ellipsis and conjunction reduction, have been taken as evi-

dence for the existence of a VP node in English clause structure, because the part of

the clause left in the non-initial conjunct in conjunction approximates a VP and the

part of the clause missing in the ellipsis construction also approximates a VP. We

have, however, been able to account for these constructions in terms of the inter-

action of the layered structure of the clause and focus structure, following the pro-

posal sketched in section 5.4.

There is one more construction relating to clausal juncture that deserves com-

ment. It involves sentences like those in (9.17).

(9.17) a. I hate it that she arrived late,

a'. I hate that she arrived late.

b. It shocked everyone that she arrived late,

b'. That she arrived late shocked everyone.
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

Table 9.2 Constructional template for English 'VP' ellipsis

CONSTRUCTION

English 'VP' ellipsis

SYNTAX

Juncture: Clausal

Nexus: Cosubordination

Construction type: Conjunction

[CL [CORE . . . [NUC . . . ] . . . ] . . . ] CLM [CL [CORE NP [NUC]]] (RDP)

Unit template(s): Clause 1-Default

Clause 2-pivot only, remainder structurally empty

PSA: Clause 1: Pragmatic pivot

Clause 2: Pragmatic pivot

Linking: Voice must be the same in both conjuncts.

MORPHOLOGY

CLM: coordinating conjunction

Aux in Clause 2: Default

RDP: too (positive polarity)/either (negative polarity)

SEMANTICS

Semantic representation of second clause is projected from the first clause:

1 The P S A is replaced by a variable.

2 All non-IF operators are projected, except those overtly present in

Clause 2.

3 Non-obligatory coindexing is not preserved.

PRAGMATICS

Illocutionary force: Shared across all conjuncts
Focus structure: Pragmatic pivots must be focal, remainder of clauses
topical

The sentences in (a) and (b) illustrate the use of a pronoun it to occur in a core argu-

ment position which refers to a that-clause which is outside of the core. In the alter-

native forms in (a') and (b'), the pronoun is not used and the fto-clause occurs

in either in the PS A position in (b') or in its usual postverbal position in (a'). The it

is not simply a dummy placeholder, as with verbs like rain; rather, the pronoun

actually refers to the that-clause that follows and indicates its function, as actor

or undergoer, in the core. Since it contributes to the semantic interpretation of

the sentence, it must be part of the semantic representation, according to the Com-

pleteness Constraint. How is it to be represented? Since it has the same function as

the that-clause, it would have to occupy the same argument position in the logical

structure of the verb. While this might at first glance appear to be impossible, we

have in fact already seen an example of this in chapter 7, namely the representation
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Linking in complex sentences

of independent NPs and the bound pronominal markers in a head-marking lan-

guage in (7.18) and figure 7.10. The logical structures for the sentences in (9.17) are

given in (9.18).

(9.18) a. hate' (lsg, [3sgNEUT, [late' (BECOME be-at' (0,3sgFEM))]])

a', hate' (lsg, [late' (BECOMEbe-at' (0,3sgFEM))])

b. [3sgNEUT, [late' (BECOME be-at' (0, 3sgFEM))]] CAUSE[INGR

feel' (everyone, [shocked'])]

b'. [late' (BECOME be-at' (0, 3sgFEM))] CAUSE[INGR feel' (every-

one, [shocked'])]

In the (a) and (b) examples, the pronoun is linked to the appropriate core argument

position, and the that-clause is linked to a core-external position. This is illustrated

in figure 9.3, with simplified syntactic and semantic representations. The numbers

That she arrived late shocked everyone

Actor Undergoer

t © t
[she arrive late] CAUSE [INGR feel' (everyone, [shocked'])]

It shocked everyone that she arrived late

Actor ^ ^ ^ Undergoer

t © ^ ^ t
[3sgNEUT, [she arrive late]] CAUSE [INGR feel' (everyone, [shocked'])]

Figure 9.3 Semantics -> syntax linking in (9.17b, b')528
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

refer to the steps in (9.1). The first linking looks like the typical English linking,

whereas the second one looks a bit like the Lakhota linking in figure 7.10. For the

linking from syntax to semantics, step (le) in (9.2), which is designed for head-

marking languages, can be adapted to deal with associating the £/*<zr-clause with a

compatible pronominal in an argument position. It then receives the interpretation

that the pronoun receives when it is linked to the logical structure. Thus, the con-

structions in (9.17) require no modifications either to the types of logical structure

representations the theory must allow or to the linking algorithms.

9.1.2 Nuclear junctures

Many nuclear junctures have logical structures very much like lexical causative

accomplishment/achievement verbs and, not surprisingly, have very similar linking

properties. Consider the English and Mandarin examples in (9.19), which are

repeated from chapters 3 and 7.

(9.19) a. Max broke the window.

a', [do' (Max, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME broken' (window)]

b. Ta qiao po le yl ge fanwan. (= (8.27a))

3sg hit break p R F V one c L bowl

'She broke (by hitting) a ricebowl.'

b'. [do' (3sg, [hit' (3sg, fanwan)])] CAUSE [BECOMEbroken' (fanwan)]3

In (9.19a'), Max would be the actor and window the under goer, and they would

follow the linking algorithms in (9.1) and (9.2). The nuclear juncture in (b) follows

exactly the same pattern: ta '3sg' would be actor and yige fanwan 'a ricebowl' would

be under goer, and here again the linking would follow the two linking algorithms.

The linking from semantics to syntax for these two sentences is given in figure 9.4.4

The same situation holds in English nuclear junctures, as well.

(9.20) a. Kim pushed open the door.

a', [do' (Kim, [push' (Kim, door)])] CAUSE [BECOME open' (door)]

b. John painted the table red.

b'. [do' (John, [paint' (John, table)])] CAUSE [BECOME red' (table)]

The linking from semantics to syntax in (9.20b) is presented in figure 9.5 on page

531; it is identical to that in figure 9.4 for the sentences in (9.19). The linking algo-

rithms in (9.1) and (9.2) can handle all three of these cases without modification.

The constructional template for the Mandarin nuclear juncture is given in table 9.3.

The value for the 'unit template(s)' feature is 'none', because there are no special

syntactic templates for nuclei. The value for 'privileged syntactic argument(s)' is

'does not apply', because, as we saw in chapter 6, Mandarin lacks syntactic pivots.

The prototypical nuclear juncture has causative semantics, like (9.19b) and (9.20),

but there are nuclear junctures which simply represent the phases of a complex
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Linking in complex sentences

SENTENCE

ARG

NP

ARG

NP

broke the window

(2)

Max

t
Actor Undergoer

[do' (Max, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME broken' (window)]

Actor

Ta qiao po le yi ge fanwan

t © t
*~~ Undergoer

[do' (3sg, [hit' (3sg, fanwan)])] CAUSE [BECOME broken' (fanwan)]

Figure 9.4 Linking from semantics to syntax in (9.19)

event. The Barai examples in (8.29), repeated below, are a good example of this

type of nuclear juncture. The logical structure for each sentence is given as well.5

(9.21) a. Fu kai fu-one kume-fie va.

3sg friend 3sg-GEN call-listen continue

'He continued calling and listening for his friend.'
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

ARG

John

t
Actor

painted the table red

© t
Undergoer

[do' (John, [paint' (John, table)])] CAUSE [BECOME red' (table)]

Figure 9.5 Linking from semantics to syntax in English nuclear juncture

Table 9.3 Constructional template for Mandarin nuclear juncture in

{9.19b)

CONSTRUCTION

Mandarin Chinese resultative serial verb construction

SYNTAX

Juncture: Nuclear
Nexus: Cosubordination
Construction type: Serial verb

[CL [CORE ARG [NUC [NUC... ] [NUC... ]] ARG]]
Unit template (s): None
PSA:d.n.a.

Linking: Default

MORPHOLOGY

None

SEMANTICS

[PREDNUC1] CAUSE [PREDNUC2]

PRAGMATICS

Elocutionary force: Unspecified

Focus structure: Unspecified

531
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Linking in complex sentences

a', do' (3sg, [call' (3sg, kai fuone)]) & do' (3sg, [hear' (3sg, kai fuone)])

b. Fu vazaiufufuri numuakoe.

3sg grass cut finish pile throw.away

'He finished cutting, piled and threw away the grass.'

b'. do' (3sg, [cut' (3sg, vazai)]) & do' (3sg, [pile' (3sg, vazai)]) & do' (3sg,

[throw.away' (3sg, vazai)])

A couple of points need to be made about these representations. First, the verbs

functioning as aspect operators (va in (a) and/un in (b)) are not in the logical struc-

ture, since they do not predicate and contribute to the semantic content of the rep-

resentation; rather, they would be represented as aspect operators in a full semantic

representation, analogous to aspect markers in other languages. Second, since these

are nuclear junctures, there is only a single set of macroroles in the core, and there-

fore all of the EFFECTOR arguments will be the actor and all of the other arguments

will be the undergoer. There is no need to stipulate that the '3sg' argument in the

first logical structure is the same as that in the subsequent ones, or that the other

arguments are the same across the string of logical structures, because the only way

the Completeness Constraint could be satisfied is for there to be only two distinct

arguments in the overall logical structure. If there were more than two, then one or

more would not be linked to a syntactic realization, violating the constraint.

Moreover, since there are only two syntactic arguments in the sentence, the only

way the syntax to semantic linking can fulfill the constraint is if the actor argument

in the syntax links to all three EFFECTOR arguments in the logical structure. The con-

structional template for this construction is given in table 9.4. The value for 'P S A' is

'none', because there is no privileged syntactic argument in the nuclear juncture

itself; the core as a whole has a default privileged syntactic argument, but it is not

a property of the nuclear juncture. The linking from syntax to semantics in (9.21a) is

given in figure 9.6 on page 534. The numbers in the figure refer to the steps in the

linking algorithm in (9.2). Since Barai has no voice construction but does have a

pragmatic pivot, as the data in exercise 5 in chapter 6 show, step 1 would have to be

reformulated in the grammar of Barai to take into account the factors determining

the selection of the argument to function as PSA. Since kume- 'call' is a verb which

would have the core-initial PSA position, and since fu '3sg' is a pronoun, we may

conclude that this is the unmarked situation and therefore that fu is the actor. As

mentioned above, the only way for the Completeness Constraint to be satisfied is

for all of the actor arguments in the semantic representation to be linked to the

single actor NP in the syntax, and similarly for all of the undergoer arguments in the

semantics to be linked to the single undergoer NP in the syntax.

The linking in nuclear junctures becomes more complicated when the linked

nucleus contains a transitive verb, as in (8.3a) from French, repeated below as

(9.22a).
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

Table 9.4 Constructional template for Barai nuclear junctures in (9.21)

CONSTRUCTION

Barai nuclear serial verb constructions

SYNTAX

Juncture: Nuclear

Nexus: Coordination/Cosubordination

Construction type: Serial verb

Coordination: [CL [CORE A R G A R G [NUC... ] [ N U C . . . ] . . . ] ]

Cosubordination: [CL [ C O R E A R G A R G [NUC [NUC... ] [NUC . . . ] ]

Unit template(s): None

PS A: None

Linking: Default

MORPHOLOGY

None

SEMANTICS

Sequential phases of a complex event or process

[PRED N U C 1 ] & [PRED N U C 2 ] & . . . & [PRED N U C n ]

PRAGMATICS

Elocutionary force: Unspecified

Focus structure: Unspecified

(9.22) a. Je fer-ai mang-erles gateaux a Jean.

lsgNOM make-lsgFUT eat-iNF the.Mpl cakes D AT John

'I will make John eat the cakes.'

b. Je fer-ai mang-erles gateaux par Jean.

lsgNOM make-lsgFUT eat-iNF the.Mpl cakes by John

'I will have John eat the cakes.'

c. [do' (lsg, 0)] CAUSE [do' (Jean, [eat' (Jean, gateaux)]) & BECOME

eaten' (gateaux)]

When the linked nucleus contains an intransitive verb, it will be the undergoer.

When it contains a transitive verb, on the other hand, the question arises as to which

argument will function as undergoer. Since this is a nuclear juncture, the logical

structure in (c) maps into a single core. By the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy, je 'lsgN oM'

would be actor, and of the remaining two arguments, the PATIENT les gateaux is

clearly the lowest-ranking argument with respect to the undergoer end of the hier-

archy and therefore will be undergoer. That leaves the EFFECTOR Jean as a direct

core argument, and assuming that French has the same basic case-marking rules

as other accusative languages, it will be assigned dative case, which in French is
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

NUC«-NUC

ARG ARG NUC NUC

PRED PRED V

NP NP V V

Fu kaifuone kume- fie va

Actor Undergoer

\ .

Actor Undergoer Actor Undergoer

©Al Al
do' (w, [call' (w, x)]) & do' (y, [hear' (y, z)])

Figure 9.6 Linking from syntax to semantics in Barai nuclear

cosubordination

realized by the preposition a. This accounts for (9.22a), and the linking from

semantics to syntax is diagrammed in figure 9.7. This basic linking accounts for

what Comrie (1976c) shows to be the predominant case-marking pattern found in

this type of causative construction. There are other patterns, and we will discuss

case marking in nuclear and core junctures in section 9.2 below.

There is a second linking possibility for the logical structure in (9.22c), and it

yields (9.22b), in which Jean, the causee, is marked by par, the preposition which

marks passive agents in French passive constructions. The difference between the

(a) and (b) sentences in (9.22) is more than just the choice of preposition; as in a

passive construction, the PP par Jean can be omitted, yielding Jeferai manger les

gateaux 'I will have the cakes eaten', or 'I will have someone eat the cakes', whereas

the dative PP a Jean cannot be omitted. Hence par Jean acts like an adjunct in the

periphery, whereas a Jean acts like an direct core argument. How can this be

explained? Nuclear junctures have the logical structure of a transitive verb and

therefore have actor and undergoer arguments. When the linked verb is intransitive,

it contributes the argument that will function as undergoer. When it is transitive,

it likewise contributes the argument that will function as undergoer, but it also
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

Je ferai manger les gateaux a Jean

[do' (lsg, 0)] CAUSE [do' (Jean, [eat' (Jean, gateaux)]) & BECOME eaten' (gateaux)]

Figure 9.7 Semantics —> syntax linking in the French nuclear juncture

causative in (9.22a)

contributes another argument which is a potential actor; indeed, if the embedded

logical structure were to occur on its own, that argument would be the actor in the

clause. What French allows, and what most other languages with this construction

do not, is for the embedded transitive logical structure to take two macroroles, just

as if it were an independent logical structure. Since the EFFECTOR of faire 'make,

cause' is also an actor, a problem arises: how can there be two actors in a single

core? The answer is, there cannot be, and accordingly the actor which is not linked

to the privileged syntactic argument appears in the periphery marked by par, just as

in a passive construction, in which the actor is not a core argument. Which actor

functions as the privileged syntactic argument? The actor of the matrix logical

structure, that of faire, appears as the privileged syntactic argument. This follows

from the fact that this actor is the first EFFECTOR in a causal sequence, and we

argued in section 4.1 that the first EFFECTOR in a causal sequence has priority for

actor; in the rare circumstance when there are two actors, as in (9.22b), this princi-

ple may be extended to give the actor of the first EFFECTOR in a causal sequence

priority for privileged syntactic argument as well, since, in syntactically accusative

languages, the norm is for the highest ranking argument in the logical structure to

function as privileged syntactic argument. This linking is presented in figure 9.8. It

should be clear that the linking from syntax to semantics in both (9.22a, b) can be

handled by the linking algorithm in (9.2) without modification.
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Linking in complex sentences

SENTENCE

PERIPHERY

PP

Je ferai manger les gateaux par Jean VrL

Undergoer ^-.

[do' (lsg, 0)] CAUSE [do' (Jean, [eat' (Jean, gateaux)]) & BECOME eaten' (gateaux)]

Figure 9.8 Semantics —> syntax linking in the French nuclear juncture

causative in (9.22b)

In addition to the syntactic difference regarding the causee in these two construc-

tions, there is a semantic contrast as well, one which is captured somewhat in the

English translations by means of the contrast between 'make' and 'have' as the gloss

for faire. Hyman and Zimmer (1976) argue that in the construction in (9.22a) the

causee may be interpreted as not acting volitionally, whereas in the construction in

(b) the causee may be interpreted as acting volitionally. Another way of putting this is

that the secondary EFFECTOR, the causee, can more easily be construed as an AGENT

in (b) than in (a), in terms of the implicature theory of agency proposed in section

3.2.3.2. Thus, par encourages the AGENT implicature, while a is basically neutral

with respect to it. This difference in interpretation is evidence that the PP which is

omitted in a sentence like Je ferai manger les gateaux is par NP, not dNF. The trans-

lation is 'I will have the cakes eaten' or 'I will have someone eat the cakes', not 'I will

make the cakes be eaten' or 'I will make someone eat the cakes'; it is the interpreta-

tion of causatives with the causee marked by par, not by a. We will return to this

issue in our discussion of case marking in nuclear junctures in section 9.2.2.

The constructional template for the French nuclear juncture causative is given in

table 9.5. The case marking of the syntactic arguments, the priority of the actor of

faire over that of the linked verb for privileged syntactic argument, and the occur-

rence of the secondary actor in the periphery like in a passive follow from both gen-

eral principles (privileged syntactic argument selection principles, no more than
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

Table 9.5 Template for French nuclear juncture causative construction

in (9.22)

CONSTRUCTION

French causative construction

SYNTAX

Juncture: Nuclear

Nexus: Cosubordination

Construction type: Serial verb

[CL [CORE ARG [NUC [NUC- • • ] [NUC- • • ]] ARG . . . ] . . . ]

Unit template(s): None

PS A: None

Linking: Default; or

if verb in NUC2 is transitive, then its logical structure may assign

twoMRs

MORPHOLOGY

None

SEMANTICS

[PREDNUC1] CAUSE [PREDNUC2]

PRAGMATICS

Illocutionary force: Unspecified
Focus structure: Unspecified

two macroroles per core) and from language-specific ones (case-marking rules,

treatment of non-core actor).

9.1.3 Core junctures

Neither clausal nor nuclear junctures have required any revision of the linking algo-

rithms in (9.2) and (9.1), but some types of core junctures do, as we will see. There

are two basic types of core junctures, subordinate and non-subordinate, each with

rather different linking properties. Subordinate core junctures in English are illus-

trated in (9.23).

(9.23) a. Chris regretted Dana's painting the house red.

a', regret' (Chris, [[do' (Dana, [paint' (Dana, house)])] CAUSE

[BECOME red' (house)]])

b. That Dana painted the house red shocked everyone,

b'. [[do' (Dana, [paint' (Dana, house)] CAUSE [BECOME red'

(house)])] CAUSE [feel' (everyone, [shocked'])]

The embedded logical structure links internally independently of the matrix logical

structure, but as a whole unit it is part of the linking of the matrix logical structure,
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

Undergoer

t
CORE

Actor ARG NUC \ NUC

PRED ARG PRED

NP NP ADJ

Dana's painting the house red

Actor Undergoer

regret' (Chris, [[do' (Dana, [paint' (Dana, house)])] CAUSE [BECOME red' (house)]])

Figure 9.9 Linking from semantics to syntax in English core subordination

in (9.23a)

because the embedded logical structure is an argument of the matrix logical struc-

ture in the semantics and a core argument of the matrix predicate in the syntax. The

linking from semantics to syntax for (9.23a) is illustrated in figure 9.9.

The linking is presented in two parts, one for the embedded logical structure and

one for the matrix logical structure. In the embedded logical structure Dana is the

actor and house the undergoer, and they are mapped into their default positions in

the core, which, not being part of a tensed clause, is formally a gerund. The embed-

ded logical structure is an argument of the matrix logical structure and functions as

its undergoer, while Chris functions as actor. Hence in the linking to the matrix

clause, the gerundive core occupies the normal undergoer slot in the matrix core,

and Chris occupies the normal actor slot. The primary differences between this

example and (9.23b) are that the embedded logical structure is realized as a tensed
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

clause, rather than a gerund, and that the embedded clause functions as actor rather

than undergoer. In more complete semantic representations including operators,

the difference between the logical structure which is realized as a tensed clause and

one which is realized as a gerund would be readily apparent. This contrast is pre-

sented in (9.24).

(9.24) a. <IFD£C<TNSPAS:r(regret' (Chris, [[do' (Dana, [paint' (Dana, house)])]

CAUSE [BECOME red'(house)]]))))

b. <IFD£C<TNSfMSr<[<TNS/M,Sr<[do' (Dana, [paint' (Dana, house)])]

CAUSE [BECOME red' (house)])] CAUSE [feel' (everyone,

[shocked'])])))

The initial illocutionary force and tense operators in both representations pertain

to the matrix logical structure and therefore to the matrix clause; in (b) there is a

tense operator modifying the embedded logical structure, and signaling that the

logical structure will be realized as a tensed clause. The absence of any clausal oper-

ators modifying the embedded logical structure in (a) indicates that it will be real-

ized as an infinitive (for-to construction) or gerundive core, depending on the

overall semantics of the construction (see section 8.4.3).

In some languages the fact that a nominalized unit functions as undergoer would

be indicated explicitly through case marking. In Huallaga Quechua (Weber 1983),

for example, nominalized clauses take the accusative case suffix -ta after the nomi-

nalization suffix. This is illustrated in (9.25).

(9.25) a. Noqa-0 musy-aa maqa-shu-sha-yki-ta.

lsgNOM know-lsg hit-2U-NMZ-2pl-ACC

'I know that he hits you (pi.).'

b. Qonqashk-aa aywa-shaa-ta.

forget-lsg go-NMz.lsg-ACC

'I forgot that I had gone.'

If these are instances of core subordination, as in figure 9.9, then the occurrence of

the accusative case on the nominalization is not surprising, since it is the undergoer.

The linking from semantics to syntax in (9.23) can be handled by the linking algo-

rithm in (9.1) without modification. As far as linking from syntax to semantics is

concerned, the linear order of the clauses is decisive: the linking starts with the first

clause encountered, be it the matrix clause, a preposed adverbial clause, or a 'sen-

tential subject', and goes from there. This is not surprising, given that linking from

syntax to semantics is part of the comprehension process, which begins as soon as

the sentence is encountered.

Thus, subordination at the core level requires no revision of the linking algorithms

from chapter 7. This, however, is not the case for non-subordinate core junctures. In

chapter 8 we showed that the criterial feature of non-subordinate core junctures is a

shared semantic argument between or among the linked cores. This shared argument
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Linking in complex sentences

will require modification of both linking algorithms. We begin our discussion with

control constructions (formerly known as 'equi-NP-deletion'), and then we will

investigate matrix-coding (a.k.a. 'raising to subject', 'raising to object', 'exceptional

case marking') constructions.

9.1.3.1 Control constructions

Examples of (obligatory) control constructions are given in (9.26).

(9.26) a. Leslie tried to open the door.

b. Kim persuaded Pat to go to the party.

c. Robin promised Sandy to clean the birdcage.6

These are called 'control' constructions, because there is a syntactic argument miss-

ing from the linked core which must be interpreted as being the same as one of the

syntactic arguments of the matrix core; this is the shared semantic argument men-

tioned above. The matrix core argument interpreted as being the same as the miss-

ing syntactic argument in the linked core is the controller. (9.26a) exemplifies

'subject' control, since the controller is the 'subject' of the matrix core. The (b) sen-

tence illustrates 'object' control, since the controller is the 'object' of the matrix

core. Finally, the (c) example involves 'subject' control. Since 'subject' and 'object'

have no theoretical status in this framework, we must find an alternative analysis

using the appropriate theoretical terms, i.e. syntactic pivot or controller, actor or

undergoes These are obligatory control constructions, because there is no possibil-

ity of filling in the missing syntactic argument. They contrast with non-obligatory

control constructions, in which all of the semantic arguments of the linked logical

structure may optionally be realized in the syntax. This contrast is illustrated in

(9.27).

(9.27) a. Tanisha brought the book in order to read it to the children.

a'. Tanisha brought the book in order for Chris to read it to the children.

b. *Leslie tried (for) Bill to open the door.

c. *Kim persuaded Pat (for) Sam to go to the party.

d. *Robin promised Sandy (for) Kim to watch the baby.

In (a) the actor of read is missing from the linked unit, and Tanisha, the actor of

bring, is interpreted as the controller of the missing argument, i.e. Tanisha is con-

strued as the actor of read as well. This appears to be analogous to (9.26a) with try,

but in fact the two constructions are quite different: the construction in (a) permits

an overt actor in the linked unit, as in (a'), whereas the try construction does not, as

(b) shows. The same is true for the other obligatory control constructions, as the (c)

and (d) examples demonstrate. Thus, obligatory control constructions involve the

obligatory semantic argument sharing what we argued in chapter 8 to be the criter-

ial feature of non-subordinate core junctures.
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

(a) The theory of obligatory control

The theory of obligatory control refers to hypotheses about how the controller of

the missing syntactic argument in the linked unit is to be determined. There are two

different albeit related syntactic approaches to this. The first is the solution origi-

nally proposed in Rosenbaum (1967) and adopted by Chomsky (1981b), which is

called the 'minimal distance principle'. It says, in essence, that the NP higher up in

the phrase structure tree which is closest to the embedded unit will be the con-

troller. This correctly predicts the controller in sentences like (9.26a), since there

is only one NP higher up in the tree, and also in sentences like (9.26b), since the

'object' (internal argument) is closer to the lower unit than the 'subject' (external

argument). It does not, however, correctly predict the controller for (9.26c), and

to deal with such cases Chomsky (1981b) argued that verbs like promise should be

marked with a feature like [+SC] (for 'subject control') in their lexical entry.

Bresnan (1982b) proposed an account of control based on grammatical functions in

LFG. She posited a hierarchy of possible controllers in terms of grammatical func-

tions, OBJe
7>OBJ>SUBJ, and then formulated a principle of control which says

basically that the highest-ranking grammatical function in the matrix clause is the

controller. As with the minimal distance principle, it correctly predicts the facts in

(9.26a, b) but not in (c), and as with Chomsky's account, verbs like promise are

marked as exceptions in the lexicon.

There are several problems with these approaches. The most glaring one is the

control behavior of prom ise-type verbs, which virtually all syntactic accounts fail to

predict correctly. Moreover, simply listing these verbs in the lexicon is thoroughly

non-explanatory and leads to an empirically false prediction, as Radford (1981)

points out.

Firstly, arbitrary lists of properties associated with predicates have no

predictive or explanatory value: ask the question 'How do you know

this is a verb of subject control?', and you get the non-answer 'Because

it's listed as a verb of subject control in the lexicon.' Secondly, treating

control . . . as a lexically governed phenomenon implies that control

properties are entirely arbitrary, and hence will vary in random fashion

from dialect to dialect, or language to language: this would lead us

to expect that the counterpart of [e.g. John persuaded Bill to leave]

in some other dialect or language would have subject control rather

than nonsubject control... But as far as we know, this is not the case,

(p. 381)

The next problems concern the constructs in terms of which the analyses are

framed, phrase structure constituency and grammatical relations. We argued in

chapter 2 that the assumption that immediate-constituent representations are
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universally valid is untenable, given the constraints we imposed on universal theories

of clause structure in section 2.1, and we gave examples from Dyirbal and Lakhota

as examples of languages in which immediate-constituent representations were

especially inappropriate. Yet the basic control facts in these languages are the same

as in English, as the following examples illustrate; the Dyirbal examples are from

Dixon (1972,1994).

(9.28) a. Ba-yi yâ a-0 walma-jiu wayjicji-li- Dyirbal

DEic-ABS.iman-ABsget.up-TNSgo.uphill-PURP

'The man got up to go uphill.'

b. Ba-la-n yabu-0 ba-rjgu-l rjuma-ngu giga-n banagay-gu.

DEIC-ABS-II mother-ABS DEIC-ERG-I father-ERG tell-TNS return-PURP

'Father told mother to return.'

c. Wowapiki 0-yawa i-bl-uthe. Lakhota

book theiNAN-readstem-lsgA-try

'I tried to read the book.'

d. Wowapiki hena 0-yawa-wi£ha-wa-§i.

book the those i N A N-read-3plU-lsgA-tell

'I told them to read those books.'

Dyirbal does not express notions like 'want' or 'try' with complex sentence con-

structions, and accordingly a purpose construction is used to illustrate the first type

of control construction. In Dyirbal and Lakhota, the control relations are analog-

ous to those in the English examples in (9.26a, b), despite the major differences in

immediate-constituent phrase structure among the three languages discussed in

chapter 2.8 Thus, structural position in a phrase structure tree cannot be the basis for

explaining the fact that these three languages exhibit the same control phenomena.

The Dyirbal example also raises problems for the grammatical-relations-based

account: given, as we saw in chapter 6, that Dyirbal is syntactically ergative and

therefore the absolutive NP in (9.28) is the syntactic 'subject' (pragmatic pivot),

the controller in (9.28b) is the 'subject', not the 'object'. The same is true in Sama,

another syntactically ergative language; the examples are from C. Walton (personal

communication); see also Walton (1986).

(9.29) a. Baya'aku N-b'lli tinapay. Sama

want lsgABs ANTi-buy bread

'I want to buy some bread.'

b. Logos ku iya N-k'llo daingma si ina'.

persuade 1 sgERG 3sgABSANTi-getfish OBLPNMmother

'I persuaded him to get fish for mother.'

c. Janji' ku iya bayad-an saung.

promise lsgERG 3sgABS pay-Loc tomorrow

'I promised him to pay [him] tomorrow.'
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

The single NP in the matrix core in (a) is aku, the first singular absolutive pro-

nominal form, and as the only NP it must be the controller of the missing argument

in the linked core. The actor in the matrix core in the last two sentences is expressed

by ku, which is the first singular ergative pronominal form, and the undergoer in the

matrix core in both is expressed by iya, the third singular absolutive pronominal

form. In (b) the matrix verb is logos 'persuade', and accordingly we expect there to

be 'object' control; but because Sama is syntactically ergative, the controller iya is

in fact the syntactic 'subject' (pragmatic pivot). In (c) the matrix verb is janji'

'promise', and accordingly, we expect 'subject' control. But again, because this is a

syntactically ergative language, the controller is not in fact the subject; it is the non-

'subject' actor, ku. In chapter 6 we also discussed languages like Acehnese (Durie

1985,1987) and Mandarin Chinese (LaPolla 1990,1993) which appear to lack gram-

matical relations (syntactic controllers and pivots) altogether. Yet the control facts

in these two languages are just like those in all of the other languages we have

looked at so far.

(9.30) a. Geu-tem[(*geu-)taguenbu]. Acehnese

3-want (3A-) cook rice

'She wants to cook rice.'

b. Geu-yue Ion [(*16n-)peugot kuweh].

3A-orderlsg (lsgA-)make cake

'(S)he ordered me to make a cake.'

(9.31) a. Wdyao chlfan. Mandarin Chinese

lsg want eat rice

'I want to eat (rice).'

b. Ta jiao w6 xie zi.

3sg teach lsg write characters

'She teaches me to write characters.'

In these two languages, which, we have argued, lack grammatical relations in the

usual sense, the control facts are exactly like those in English, Dyirbal, Lakhota and

Sama. Thus, the basic control facts involving intransitive and transitive matrix verbs

appear to be the same, regardless of whether the language has constituent structure

in the GB sense or not, whether it has grammatical relations or not, or whether it is

syntactically ergative or syntactically accusative.

Accounting for the controller in sentences in which there is only one possible

controller, such as all of the (a) examples, is trivial. Is there any generalization that

captures the control facts in the (b) examples? The answer should be obvious at this

point: all of these sentences have undergoer control. That is, the undergoer of the

matrix core is the controller of the missing syntactic argument in the linked core; it

is the undergoer of the matrix core which is the shared argument with the linked core,

the core argument which functions as a semantic argument in the logical structure
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of each core. Why should this be? Does it follow from anything? In Foley and Van

Valin (1984) it was argued that this follows directly from the semantics of the verbs

involved, and in particular from the semantics of causation, which we may represent

roughly as in (9.32).

(9.32) Actor acts on undergoer (by verbal or non-verbal means) -» Undergoer does

action

In the prototypical case, the actor acts on the undergoer by either verbal or non-

verbal means with the intention that the undergoer do some action or be involved

in some process or other change. Verbs denoting states of affairs in which the actor

acts on the undergoer by non-verbal means are usually called 'causative' verbs, e.g.

make, force or cause in English, whereas if the actor uses verbal means, the verbs

denoting these states of affairs are called 'jussive' verbs, e.g. tell, order or persuade

in English (see (8.55)). The resulting theory of obligatory control, proposed origi-

nally in Foley and Van Valin (1984), is stated in (9.33).

(9.33) Theory of obligatory control

1 Causative and jussive verbs have undergoer control.

2 All other (M-)transitive verbs have actor control.

This theory applies to matrix verbs which are (M-)transitive; if the matrix verb is

(M-)intransitive, then the single argument will be the controller by default. This

semantically based theory has numerous advantages over syntactic approaches. First,

it applies without modification to all of the languages we have discussed, regardless

of their typological characteristics. That is, because it is stated in terms of macro-

roles, it applies equally to Sama and to Lakhota, to Acehnese and to Dyirbal, and to

Mandarin and to English. Second, it predicts that sentences like (9.25c) and (9.29c)

should have actor control; that is, verbs like promise are not exceptional in this the-

ory. How does it make this prediction? Verbs like promise are what Searle (1975)

calls commissives: 'Commissives . . . are those illocutionary acts whose point is to

commit the speaker . . . to some future course of action' (Searle 1975: 356). The

'future course of action' is denoted by the infinitival core, and accordingly, the

semantics of promise require that its actor be the controller. In terms of (9.33),

commissives are neither causative nor jussive and therefore should have actor con-

trol. Third, because the control facts are a function of the semantics of the matrix

verb, they also carry over into other constructions involving these verbs, as illus-

trated in (9.34).

(9.34) a. Tom promised Sam that he would wash the car.

b. Tom persuaded Sam that he should wash the car.

The pronoun he in the that-c\ause is technically free to refer to either of the NPs in

the matrix core or even to a discourse referent, but the preferred interpretations of
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

both of these sentences follows the predictions of the theory of obligatory control:

Tom is the preferred antecedent for he in (a), and Sam is the preferred antecedent

for he in (b). Fourth, because the choice of the controller is tied to the semantics of

the verb, this analysis predicts that if a verb can be used alternatively as causative or

non-causative or as jussive or non-jussive, then its control properties would change.

This seems to be the case with a number of verbs of saying.

(9.35) a. Larry asked Sally to leave.

b. Larry made a polite request to Sally that she leave.

c. Larry requested permission from Sally so that he could leave.

For many English speakers (9.35a) is ambiguous, and the two interpretations are

given in (b) and (c). Ask can be construed as either a jussive verb, as in (b), or a verb

for requesting something, as in (c); when it has a jussive interpretation, there is

undergoer control, as in (b), and when it is non-jussive, there is actor control, as in

(c), exactly as predicted. Fifth, because control choices are characterized in terms

of macroroles, rather than grammatical relations, the behavior of these verbs under

passivization is predicted. Consider the examples in (9.36).

(9.36) a. Pat was persuaded (by Kim) to go to the party. (cf. (9.25b))

b. *Sandy was promised (by Robin) to help with the party. (cf. (9.25c))

Recall that the controller is the syntactic argument in the matrix core which also

functions as a semantic argument in the linked core, and this entails that the con-

troller must be a core argument in the matrix core. With a jussive verb like tell or

persuade, the undergoer functions as privileged syntactic argument in a passive con-

struction, and since it is a core argument, it continues to function as controller and

the resulting sentence is fine, as (a) shows. As Cutrer (1987,1993) points out, how-

ever, with a non-jussive verb like promise, the actor functions as an oblique periph-

eral constituent, not a core argument, in a passive construction, and consequently

there is no core argument controller in the matrix core; the resulting sentence is

therefore ungrammatical, as (b) shows. The fact that 'subject'-controlled comple-

ments cannot be passivized is known in the literature as 'Visser's generalization',

and it follows directly from the account of passive in chapters 6 and 7 and the theory

of obligatory control in (9.33). Thus, the semantic theory of obligatory control pre-

sented here is to be preferred over alternative syntactic accounts.

(b) Linking in control constructions

The theory of obligatory control in (9.33) and the Completeness Constraint in

(9.11) play crucial roles in both phases of linking in these constructions. On the

syntactic side, we showed in sections 8.2 and 8.4.1 that the linked core in a non-

subordinate core juncture is missing a syntactic argument position, which is the

syntactic pivot of the construction. In (7.7) we presented the syntactic template
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selection principles, which are keyed to the S-transitivity of the verb. They are

repeated in (9.37).

(9.37) a. Syntactic template selection principle

The number of syntactic slots for arguments and argument-adjuncts within

the core is equal to the number of distinct specified argument positions in

the semantic representation of the core,

b. Language-specific qualifications on the principle in {a)

1 All cores in the language have a minimum syntactic valence of 1.

2 Passive constructions reduce the number of core slots by 1.

3 The occurrence of a syntactic argument in the pre-/postcore slot re-

duces the number of core slots by 1 (may override (1)).

In order to capture the fact that there is a syntactic argument slot missing in the

linked core, we must add a universally valid qualification to (9.37), namely, the

occurrence of the core as the linked core in a non-subordinate core juncture re-

duces the number of core slots by 1. The revised principles are given in (9.38).

(9.38) a. Syntactic template selection principle {revised formulation)

The number of syntactic slots for arguments and argument-adjuncts within

the core is equal to the number of distinct specified argument positions in

the semantic representation of the core.

b. Universal qualification of the principle in (a)

The occurrence of a core as the linked core in a non-subordinate core junc-

ture reduces the number of core slots by 1.

c. Language-specific qualifications of the principle in (a)

1 All cores in the language have a minimum syntactic valence of 1.

2 Passive constructions reduce the number of core slots by 1.

3 The occurrence of a syntactic argument in the pre-/postcore slot reduces

the number of core slots by 1 (may override (1)).

The statement in (b) does not specify which syntactic slot is missing, since that is a

construction-specific feature. Since the obligatory control construction follows the

overall pattern found in English, the pivot corresponds to the traditional 'subject',

i.e. the prenuclear core argument slot in the core; this is not always the case in

English, as (7.118) showed. The non-matrix core in the constructions in (9.26) will

always be 'subjectless', and this is the central fact about these constructions that the

linking system must accommodate.

We will begin with the linking in the simplest example, (9.26a); its logical struc-

ture is given in (9.39b).

(9.39) a. do' (x, [try' (x, [[do' (y, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME open' (z)]])])

b. do' (Lesliei5 [try' (Leslie^ [[do' (y4, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME open'

(door)]])])
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

An important point needs to be repeated about this logical structure before we

discuss linking. We argued in section 8.4.1 that the infinitives in these constructions

do not function as syntactic arguments of the matrix verbs; that is, the facts in (8.32)-

(8.36) show that these infinitives are not core arguments of the matrix verb the

way gerunds and for-to infinitives are. Nevertheless, the logical structure of these

infinitives is a semantic argument in the logical structure of the matrix verb, as in

(9.39a). That is, the logical structure of try is do' (x, [try' (x, w)]), and the logical struc-

ture of open is [do' (y, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME open' (z)]; the logical structure

of open fills the w variable slot in the logical structure for try. Hence the logical

structure of open is a semantic argument of try. Nevertheless, as (8.32)-(8.36) showed,

to open the door is not a syntactic argument of try in Leslie tried to open the door.

Thus, these constructions represent a mismatch between syntax and semantics;

what is an argument in the semantics is not realized as an argument in the syntax.

Returning to the issue of linking, try takes a non-subordinate core juncture be-

cause it is a psych-action verb, in terms of the Interclausal Relations Hierarchy in

figure 8.18; this follows from the meaning of psych-action: the verb codes a mental

disposition on the part of its actor to be involved in a state of affairs, and accordingly

the actor must also be a semantic argument of the embedded logical structure,

because the participant with the mental disposition must also be a participant in the

state of affairs denoted by the embedded logical structure (see figure 8.19). Thus the

actor of try must control the missing argument in the linked core, i.e. it must also

function as a semantic argument in the embedded logical structure. Hence Leslie,

the only argument in the matrix core, is the controller. The crucial syntactic feature

of non-subordinate core junctures is that the linked core lacks a syntactic argument

position, following (9.38b). The missing argument is the syntactic pivot of the linked

core, and in these constructions the pivot is the traditional 'subject'; therefore it is

the prenuclear core argument position that is missing in the linked core. Because

there is an obligatorily shared semantic argument in the construction, one of the

arguments in the embedded logical structure is not filled by lexical material but is

coindexed with the controller in the matrix logical structure. The result is the logical

structure in (9.39b), and how it links into the syntax is presented in figure 9.10.

Given the logical structure in (9.39b), the linking algorithm in (9.1) can handle this

case without modification. Even though the y argument in the embedded logical

structure is not directly linked to an expression in the syntax, it is coindexed with

Leslie, which is linked to the syntax, thereby satisfying the Completeness Constraint.

The role of the Completeness Constraint can be seen more clearly when we look

at more complex examples, such as (9.40).

(9.40) a. Chris tried to see Pat.

a', do' (Chris^ [try' (Chrisj, [see' (yb Pat)])])

b. *ChriSi tried [Pat] to see {.

b'. do' (Christ [try' (Chris*, [see' (Pat, zt)])])
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Linking in complex sentences

Undergoer
1) A

do' (Lesliê  [try' (Lesliê  [[do' (y., 0)] CAUSE [BECOME open' (door)]])])

Figure 9.10 Linking from semantics to syntax in English control construction
in (9.26a)

c. Chris tried to be seen by Pat.

c'. do' (Chrisj, [try' (Chrisj, [see' (Pat, z{)])])

d. *ChriSi tried [Pat] to be seen [by J.

d'. do' (Christ [try' (Chris^ [see' (y;, Pat)])])

In this logical structure, the single argument of try can be coindexed with either

of the arguments of see; examples (a) and (d) have the same indexing, as do (b)

and (c). For each of the possible coindexings, there is only one grammatical out-

put. What rules out the impossible Unkings? The answer is, the Completeness

Constraint. Let's go through each of the possibilities to see how this works. The

linking in (a) parallels that in figure 9.10, as Chris is the actor of try and Pat is the

undergoer of see, and so requires no further comment. In (b), the actor of try is

coindexed with the second argument of see. This means that Chris is the actor of

try and Pat is the actor of see, and when these assignments are mapped into the

syntactic structure in figure 9.10 a problem immediately arises: there is no syntactic

position in the second core for an actor to appear in, since the second core has an

active-voice verb. Hence Pat cannot be realized in the syntactic representation, and

this violates the Completeness Constraint. This is given in figure 9.11. It is impos-

sible to link an actor to the post-nuclear core argument slot, since actors may only

be linked to the syntactic pivot position in an active-voice core in English. Hence
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

Chris tried to

(2)
Actor ^.^

do' (Christ [try' (ChriSj, [see' (Pat, z4)])])

Figure 9.11 Failed linking from semantics to syntax in (9.40b)

no special constraints or principles are needed to explain the impossibility of this

potential linking.

The other two sentences involve passive voice in the second core, and here too

only one of the two possible linkings is permitted. The sentence in (9.40c) has the

same logical structure as in figure 9.11, but the second core is passive. This makes

possible a linking which does not violate the Completeness Constraint, as figure

9.12 shows. The final possible combination is the syntactic representation of figure

9.12 with the logical structure in (9.40a); this combination cannot be successfully

linked, as figure 9.13 shows. The first thing to note here is that the sentence Chris

tried to be seen is perfectly grammatical, but it is not a possible realization of the log-

ical structure in (9.40a'). Its logical structure is do' (Chris;, [try' (Chris;, [see' (0,

Zi)])]), where the actor of the embedded logical structure is unspecified. The link-

ing in figure 9.13 violates the Completeness Constraint, because the under goer Pat

cannot be realized overtly in this syntactic structure. An undergoer in English can

only be realized as a core argument, either in its default postnuclear position or as

syntactic pivot, and neither of these options is available in this structure. The only

possible realization for this logical structure is as in figure 9.10, as noted above.

The four possibilities in (9.40) have been accounted for in terms of the linking

algorithm in (9.1) and the Completeness Constraint; no special principles or con-

straints are required. In particular, it is not necessary to stipulate in the lexical entry

for try that it must share an argument with its complement logical structure. Thus,
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

CORE C L M - ^ C O R E ^ P E R I P H E R Y

NUC

PRED PP

I
V

ARG NUC

I I
NP PRED

V

Chris tried to be seen by Pat
Actor ^^ Actor

_m® t
do' (ChriSj, [try' (Chris;, [see' (Pat, Zj

Figure 9.12 Linking from semantics to syntax in (9.40c)

Chris tried to be seen

( 2 ) \ ? ? ?

Undergoer

do' (Christ [try' (Chris^ [see' (y., Pat)])])

Figure 9.13 Failed linking from semantics to syntax in (9.40d)
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

there is no need to rule out via stipulation that do' (Chris, [try' (Chris, [see' (Dana,

Pat)])]) is an impossible logical structure, since there is no possible linking between

it and any of the syntactic structures in figures 9.9-9.12 that could satisfy the

Completeness Constraint. Moreover, the same is true with respect to the more com-

plex examples in (9.26b, c) and (9.28)-(9.31); they are handled in exactly the same

way. We will not go through all of the possible combinations in detail the way we did

with (9.40); we will, however, look at sentences like (9.26c) with promise in English

and (9.29) from Sama.

With respect to sentences with promise in English, we have already noted that

promise can also take a fto-clause, as in (9.34a), and accordingly, the first question

to ask is, what is the difference at the semantic level between sentences like (9.26c)

and (9.34a)? We may make this more concrete by repeating (9.26c) and giving the

alternative version in (9.41b).

(9.41) a. Robin promised Sandy to clean the birdcage.

b. Robin promised Sandy that he would clean the birdcage.

The answer may be somewhat surprising: these two sentences have the same logical

structure but different semantic representations. A more complete logical structure

for promise is given in (9.42a), and the abbreviated representation we will use for

promise is given in (a'). The logical structure for the two sentences is given in (a"),

and the semantic representation for (9.41a) is given in (9.42b) and that for (9.41b)

in (c).

(9.42) a. [do' (wi5 [express.(a).to.(p).in.language.(y)' (wj, x)])] CAUSE

[BECOME obligated" (wb . . . ) ] , where a = second argument of

obligated'(Wi,...), (3 = x.

a', [do' (Wi, [say' (wb x)])]CAUSE[BECOME obligated' (wb . . .)]

a", [do' (wi5 [say' (w;, x)])] C AU S E [B E C O ME obligated' (wt, [do' (yb 0)]

CAUSE [BECOME [dean' (z)]]

b. <IFD£C<TNSiMSr<[do' (Robin^ [say' (Robin,, Sandy)])] CAUSE

[BECOME obligated' (Robin^ [[do' (yb 0)] CAUSE [BECOME

dean' (birdcage)]]))))

c. (nDECiTvsPASTd&o' (Robin, [say' (Robin, Sandy)])] CAUSE

[BECOME obligated' (Robin, [(TNSPA5T(STAP55L([[do' (3sgM, 0)]

CAUSE [BECOME dean' (birdcage)]])))]))))

The logical structure of promise in (a) states that the speaker (w) expresses an

obligation (a) to someone (p) to do the action denoted by the logical structure

filling the second argument of obligated' (wi?. . . ) . We will, however, simplify the

logical structure of control verbs of saying as in (a'), in order to avoid excessively

complex representations. The logical structure in (a") is the logical structure for

promise in (a') with the logical structure for x clean y filling the open variable slot in

obligated' (wi7. . . ) . The semantic representation in (b) is for the core juncture in
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE C L M - > C O R E

NUC ARG

PRED NP

V

Robin promised Sandy to clean the birdcage

Actor Undergoer

©
[do' (Robin;, [say' (Robin^ Sandy)])] CAUSE [BECOME obligated' (Robin^ [[do' {y{, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME dean' (birdcage)]])

Figure 9.14 Linking from semantics to syntax in (9.41a)

(9.41a), and the fact that it must be realized as a core juncture follows from the lack

of any clausal operators modifying the embedded logical structure, in particular the

obligatory tense operator of finite clauses. Moreover, following the theory of oblig-

atory control, one of the arguments in the embedded logical structure is not lexi-

cally filled and is coindexed with the actor of the matrix logical structure. In (c),

however, the embedded logical structure has its own tense and status operators,

indicating that it will be realized syntactically as a finite clause, i.e. as a that-clause.

Moreover, because there is no shared argument, all argument variables in the

embedded logical structure must be lexically filled (unless they are stipulated as

unspecified arguments, as in the logical structure for Chris tried to be seen above;

see section 7.2.1). In (c) the actor argument is filled by a third person singular mas-

culine pronoun. Thus, the same logical structure can be the basis of two different

semantic representations which can be realized by different juncture-nexus types

and by correspondingly different formal constructions.

The semantic representation in (9.42b) is that of (9.41a), and the linking in this

sentence is given in figure 9.14. By the theory of obligatory control in (9.33), the

actor of promise is the controller of an argument in the embedded logical structure.

Robin is the actor and Sandy the undergoer of promise, and birdcage is the under-

goer of clean, and each links as per the algorithm in (9.1), satisfying the Com-

pleteness Constraint.

The Sama example in (9.29b) exemplifies an undergoer control construction, as

logos 'persuade' is a jussive verb. As in English, the syntactic pivot of the second
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE CORE

NUC ARG ARG NUC ARG AAJ

PRED NP NP

V

Logos ku iya

Actor Undergoer

PRED NP PP

V

N-k'llo daing ma si ina'

/©
Undergoer

[do' (lsg, [say' (l AUSE [want' (3sgj, [[do' (y{, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' fy, daing)]])] PURP [BECOME have' (ina', daing)]]

Figure 9.15 Linking from semantics to syntax in Sama control construction
in (9.29b)

core is missing and is the shared semantic argument between the two cores. The

example is repeated in (9.43) along with its logical structure in (c) and the logical

structure of logos 'persuade' in (b).

(9.43) a. Logos ku iya N-k'llo daing ma si ina'.

persuade lsgERG 3sgABS ANTi-get fish OBL PNM mother

'I persuaded him to get fish for mother.'

b. [do' (x, [say' (x, y)])] CAUSE [want' (y, z)]

c. [do' (lsg, [say' (lsg, 3sg;)])] CAUSE [want' (3sgj, [[do' (yis 0)] CAUSE

[BECOMEhave' (yb daing)]])] PURP [BECOMEhave' (ina', daing)]]

Since this is a jussive verb, it is the undergoer which will be the controller, following

(9.33), and because this is a non-subordinate core juncture, one of the arguments in

the embedded logical structure is left lexically unfilled and coindexed with the con-

trolling argument in the matrix logical structure, as illustrated in (c). Because Sama

is syntactically ergative and the shared semantic argument is the actor of the em-

bedded logical structure, the second core must be in antipassive form in the syntax,

so that the shared argument is interpreted as its missing syntactic pivot. The linking

in (9.29) is illustrated in figure 9.15. Again the same problems arise as in the English

examples when different coindexings and voice possibilities in the second core are

tried, and the result is the same: there is only one possible coindexing with each

voice option in the second core which satisfies the Completeness Constraint.
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Voice? - Active Balan yabu barjgul rjuma-ngu gigan banagay-gu
.-. PSA = Undergoer I

Undergoer KSJ Actor

Theory of obligatory control

. . Actor
it~ (2)

[do' (x, [say' (x, y)])] CAUSE [do' (z, [return' (z)])]

Figure 9.16 Linking from syntax to semantics in Dyirbal control

construction in (9.44a)

We now turn to the problem of linking from syntax to semantics in these construc-

tions. It is here that the problem of obligatory control is most acute, as the correct

interpretation of the sentence depends upon the correct assignment of the con-

troller in the matrix core. Since the issue of the controller is trivial in clauses with

M-intransitive matrix verbs, we will focus our attention on clauses with M-transitive

matrix verbs like promise and persuade in English, yue 'order' in Acehnese, -Si 'tell,

order' in Lakhota, gigal 'tell' in Dyirbal, and logos 'persuade' and janjV 'promise' in

Sama. The Dyirbal example in (9.28b) is repeated below, together with its logical

structure.

(9.44) a. Ba-la-n yabu-0 ba-rjgu-l rjuma-ngu giga-n banagay-gu.

DEIC-ABS-II mother-ABS DEIC-ERG-I father-ERG tell-TNs return-PURP

'Father told mother to return.'

b. [do' (x, [say' (x, y)])] CAUSE [do' (z, [return' (z)])]

The syntax to semantic linking in (9.44a), following the algorithm in (9.2), is pre-

sented in figure 9.16; the numbers refer to the steps in (9.2). The bulk of the linking

is just as for the simple sentences discussed in chapter 7. Having determined the

voice of the verb, the NPs functioning as actor and undergoer can be identified (step

1), and after accessing the lexical entries for the verbs in the lexicon and construct-
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE C L M ^ C O R E

NUC ARG

PRED NP

V

Voice? - Active Robin promised Sandy to clean the birdcage Voice? - Active
/. PSA = Actor | (u\ | / O | .-. PSA = Actor

^-^ Actor Non-actor DC A Non-actor DC A
(3) ...-"

Actor Undergoer UndergoerActor

[2) f
[do' (w,, [say' (wi? x)])] CAUSE [BECOME obligated' (w., [[do' (y, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME clean' (z)]])]

Figure 9.17 Linking from syntax to semantics in English control

construction in (9.41a)

ing the composite logical structure for the whole sentence, the actor and undergoer

assignments for the arguments in it can be determined (step 2). The third step is to

match the actor and undergoer of gigal 'tell' in the syntax with the actor and under-

goer of its logical structure. At this point, all of the relevant steps in (9.2) have been

executed, and yet there is, crucially, an unlinked argument, the actor of banagay

'return'; the Completeness Constraint remains unsatisfied. This is where the theory

of obligatory control in (9.33) comes into play: because gigan 'tell' is a jussive verb,

its undergoer is the controller, and accordingly, the undergoer of gigan is linked to

the actor of banagay, yielding the correct interpretation of the sentence and satisfy-

ing the Completeness Constraint. The obligatory control linking is represented by

the solid black line.

The linking from syntax to semantics for (9.41a) with promise in English works

exactly the same way; it is given in figure 9.17. There is a new feature in this linking

that was absent in the previous one in Dyirbal. Because the verbs in both cores are

M-transitive, step 1 must be done for both of them, since it gives information about

the function of the core arguments in each core. Step 2 is as before, and again, at the

end of step 3, there is an unlinked argument in the semantics, in this case the actor

of clean. Because promise is neither jussive nor causative, the actor must be the con-

troller, and therefore the actor of promise is linked with the actor of clean, yielding

the correct interpretation and satisfying the Completeness Constraint.
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Linking in complex sentences

It is clear that we need to add a step to the syntax to semantics linking algorithm

to accommodate the crucial role that the theory of obligatory control plays. Before

doing that, however, we need to investigate the interaction of these control con-

structions with a different one that also involves initially unlinked arguments in the

logical structure, namely WH-questions. The relevant examples from English are

given in (9.45).

(9.45) a. Who did Chris persuade Dana to visit?

b. Who did Chris persuade to visit Leslie?

c. *Who did Chris persuade Dana to visit Leslie?

The logical structure for persuade is given in (9.46a)9 and the logical structure for

these examples is given in (b).

(9.46) a. [do' (x, [say' (x,y)])] CAUSE [want' (y,z)]

b. [do' (w, [say' (w, x)])] CAUSE [want' (x, [do' (y, [visit' (y, z)])])]

The linking from syntax to semantics in terms of (9.2) for (9.45a-c) is summarized

in (9.47).

(9.47) a. Linking in (9.45a)

1 Step 1: Voice in initial core is active, /. P S A = Actor

Voice in second core is active, .*. P S A = Actor

Therefore, Chris is actor and Dana is non-actor direct core argument

of persuade.

2 Step 2: Retrieve logical structures for verbs from lexicon and put to-

gether the logical structure in (9.46b).

(a) Assign actor to w argument and undergoer to x argument in logical

structure of persuade; assign actor to y argument and undergoer to

z argument in logical structure of visit.

3 Step 3: Link Chris with w argument of persuade and Dana with x argu-

ment of persuade. [Neither argument of visit is linked. Since this step

states that the remaining core argument should be linked with the

unlinked argument positions, the theory of control applies here.]

3' Step 5': Because persuade is a jussive verb, the undergoer will be the

controller, following (9.33). Since the controlled argument is always the

pivot of the second core, the fact that the voice of the verb in the second

core is active indicates that the pivot is the actor (step 1); hence the

undergoer of persuade is linked to the actor of visit.

4 Does not apply.

5 There is only one unlinked argument position in the semantic represen-

tation, the undergoer of visit, and therefore the WH-word is linked to

the undergoer of visit.

b. Linking in (9.45b)

1 Step 1: Voice in initial core is active, .*. P S A = Actor

Voice in second core is active, .*. P S A = Actor
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

Therefore, Chris is actor of persuade and Leslie is non-actor direct core

argument of visit.

2 Step 2: Retrieve logical structures for verbs from lexicon and put to-

gether the logical structure in (9.46b).

(a) Assign actor to w argument and undergoer to x argument in logical

structure of persuade; assign actor to y argument and undergoer to

z argument in logical structure of visit.

3 Step 3: Link Chris with w argument of persuade and Leslie with z argu-

ment of visit.

3' Step 3'\ Because persuade is a jussive verb, the undergoer will be the

controller, following (9.33). Since the controlled argument is always the

pivot of the second core, the fact that the voice of the verb in the second

core is active indicates that the pivot is the actor (step 1); hence the

undergoer of persuade is linked to the actor of visit.

4 Does not apply.

5 There is only one unlinked argument position in the semantic represen-

tation, the undergoer of persuade, and therefore the WH-word is linked

to the undergoer of persuade.

c. Linking in (9.45c)

1 Step 1: Voice in initial core is active, .*. P S A = Actor

Voice in second core is active, /. P S A = Actor

Therefore, Chris is actor and Dana a non-actor direct core argument

of persuade and Leslie is a non-actor direct core argument of visit.

2 Step 2: Retrieve logical structures for verbs from lexicon and put

together the logical structure in (9.46b).

(a) Assign actor to w argument and undergoer to x argument in logical

structure of persuade; assign actor to y argument and undergoer to

z argument in logical structure of visit.

3 Step 3: Link Chris with w argument of persuade, Dana with the x argu-

ment of persuade, and Leslie with z argument of visit.

y Step 3': Because persuade is a jussive verb, the undergoer will be the

controller, following (9.33). Since the controlled argument is always the

pivot of the second core, the fact that the voice of the verb in the second

core is active indicates that the pivot is the actor (step 1); hence the

undergoer of persuade is linked to the actor of visit.

4 Does not apply.

5 There are no unlinked argument positions in the semantic representa-

tion, and therefore the WH-word in the precore slot cannot be linked to

the semantic representation. Hence the Completeness Constraint is

violated, and (9.45c) is ungrammatical.

In the syntax to semantics linking principles summarized in (9.2), all of the linking is

done within the core before precore slot and peripheral elements are linked, and

this may be extended naturally to these core junctures by requiring that all linking
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Linking in complex sentences

within and between cores be done before precore slot and peripheral elements are

linked. This means that there is no direct interaction between the linking governed

by the theory of obligatory control and that involving elements in the precore slot,

since the linking of precore slot elements crucially involves an unlinked argument

position in the semantic representation after all of the core-internal elements have

been mapped into it. Accordingly, we may reformulate (9.2) as in (9.48), in which a

step involving obligatory control is added; it is in italics.

(9.48) Linking algorithm: syntax —> semantics (revised formulation)

1 Determine the functions of the core arguments:

a. If the construction is syntactically accusative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is

actor.

(2) If it is passive, the privileged syntactic argument is not the actor of

the predicate in the nucleus;

(a) the actor may appear as a direct core argument (language-

specific); or

(b) the actor may appear in the periphery marked by an adposition

or an oblique case (language-specific); or

(c) if there is no actor in the core or the periphery, then replace

the variable representing the highest-ranking argument in the

logical structure with '0'.

b. If the construction is syntactically ergative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is

undergoes

(2) If it is antipassive, the privileged syntactic argument is actor;

(a) the undergoer may appear as an oblique element (language-

specific);

(b) if there is no undergoer in the core or the periphery, then

replace the variable representing the lowest-ranking argument

in the logical structure with '0'.

c. Assign macrorole status to the other direct core argument, if it is not

dative or in an oblique case.

d. If the verb is intransitive, then assign the privileged syntactic argument

either macrorole or direct core argument status (language-specific).

e. If the language is head-marking and there are independent NPs in the

clause, associate each NP with a bound argument marker (language-

specific).

f. If the language lacks voice oppositions, determine the macroroles from

case marking and/or word order (language-specific).

2 Retrieve from the lexicon the logical structure of the predicate in the

nucleus of the clause and with respect to it execute step 1 from (9.1), subject

to the following proviso:
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

a. When there is more than one choice for undergoer, do not assign under-

goer to an argument in the logical structure.

b. Assign actor to an argument in the logical structure, if the verb takes

one.

c. Determine the linking of the non-macrorole core argument:

(1) if there is a state predicate in the logical structure and if the non-

macrorole core argument is marked by a locative adposition or

dative or a locative-type case, then link it with the first argument

position in the state predicate in the logical structure; or

(2) if there is a state predicate in the logical structure and if it is not

marked by a locative adposition or dative or a locative-type case,

then link it with the second argument position in the state predicate;

(3) otherwise, link the animate NP with the first argument position in

the state predicate in the logical structure.

3 Link the arguments determined in step 1 with the arguments determined in

step 2 until all core arguments are linked.

4 In non-subordinate core junctures, one of the arguments of the matrix core

must be linked to an argument position in the embedded logical structure,

following (9.33).

5 If there is a predicative adpositional adjunct, then retrieve its logical struc-

ture from the lexicon, insert the logical structure of the core as the second

argument in the logical structure and the object of the adposition in the

periphery as the first argument.

6 If there is an element in the pre- or postcore slot (language-specific),

a. assign it the remaining unlinked argument position in the semantic rep-

resentation of the sentence;

b. and if there are no unlinked argument positions in the sentence, then

treat the WH-word like a predicative preposition and follow the proce-

dure in step 5, linking the WH-word to the first argument position in the

logical structure.

The constructional template for the English control construction is given in table

9.6. Saying 'default' for Core-2 means that the template is chosen following the gen-

eral principles in (9.38); because the juncture-nexus type is core coordination,

(9.38b) applies. The template covers all of the constructions with persuade- and

promise-type verbs discussed in this section. The controller is in Core-1 and is deter-

mined by (9.33). The pivot of the construction is in Core-2, not Core-1, and it is the

highest-ranking core macrorole. The linking is specified as 'default', as it follows

(9.48) without modification. The different possible clause linkage markers were

discussed in section 8.4.2; the choice is a function of the semantics of the overall

construction, as argued in that section.

In section 6.5 we mentioned that in conjunction reduction constructions like

these the controller is always a syntactic controller (in these languages, a variable
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Table 9.6 Template for English control constructions in (9.26)

CONSTRUCTION

English control construction

SYNTAX

Juncture: Core

Nexus: Coordination

Construction type: Serial verb

[CL [CORE ARG [NUC . . . ] (ARG)] CLM [CORE [NUC . . . ] . . . ] . . . ]

Unit template(s): Core 1: Default

Core 2: Default

PSA: Core 1: Controller = semantic controller, following (9.33)

Core 2: Pivot = variable syntactic pivot

Linking: Default

MORPHOLOGY

CLM to, from or 0

SEMANTICS

Psych-action, causative/jussive; commissive, directive speech acts

PRAGMATICS

Elocutionary force: Unspecified

Focus structure: Unspecified

syntactic controller), whereas in control constructions the controller is always a

semantic controller. This follows from the different level of juncture of the con-

structions. The conjunction reduction constructions in section 9.1.1 are clausal junc-

tures, and accordingly each clause is semantically independent of the other(s) to a

considerable extent. The controller in the construction is the privileged syntactic

argument of the first clause, which is determined syntactically and may be influenced

by discourse pragmatics. It is not a function of the semantics of the verb in the first

clause. As we have seen in this section, the determination of the controller in con-

trol constructions is entirely semantically determined with reference to the meaning

of the matrix verb; hence in control constructions the controller is a semantic

controller. With the exception of purpose clauses, the logical structure of the linked

unit in a core juncture is virtually always an argument in the logical structure of the

matrix verb or predicate and is therefore dependent upon the matrix logical

structure semantically in a way that the independent logical structures in the clausal

junctures are not dependent semantically on the logical structure of the first clause.

Thus, the controllers in clausal junctures will always be syntactic controllers, while

the controllers in core junctures will always be semantic.
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

9.1.3.2 Matrix-coding constructions

Matrix-coding constructions have gone by a number of names in the history of lin-

guistics; the term 'matrix coding' is taken from Frajzynger (1995), who proposed it

as a theory-neutral label. There are two basic types of matrix-coding constructions:

what is called 'raising to subject' in the generative literature, as in (9.49a), and the

construction in (b), which was known in traditional grammar as the 'accusative-

plus-infinitive' construction,10 was originally called 'raising to object' in transforma-

tional grammar but is known in the GB literature as the 'exceptional case marking'

construction.

(9.49) a. Aisha seems to like her new computer.

a'. It seems that Aisha likes her new computer.

b. Tyrone believes Yolanda to have eaten his sandwich.

b'. Tyrone believes that Yolanda ate his sandwich.

Each of these constructions has an alternative form in which there is a finite that-

clause complement, and in both the core argument which is the privileged syntactic

argument of the finite embedded clause in the alternative construction appears as

a core argument in the matrix core, as 'subject' in (a) or 'object' in (b), hence the

names from transformational grammar.11 As with the alternating constructions in

(9.41), the two sentences in each pair have the same logical structure but different

semantic representations. This is illustrated for (9.49b, b') in (9.50), in which the

logical structure for both sentences is given in (a) and abbreviated semantic repre-

sentations for them are given in (b) and (c).

(9.50) a. believe' (Tyrone, [do' (Yolanda, [eat' (Yolanda, his sandwich)]) &

BECOME eaten' (his sandwich)])

b. <IF£>£C<TNSP/?£S(believe' (Tyrone, [<ASPPERF([do' (Yolanda,

[eat' (Yolanda, his sandwich)]) & BECOME eaten'

(hissandwich)]»])»> (=(b))

c. <IFDEC(TNSPR£S(believe' (Tyrone, [<TNS^ S T{[do' (Yolanda,

[eat' (Yolanda, his sandwich]]) & BECOME eaten'

(hissandwich)]»])»> (=(b'))

The lack of the obligatory tense operator modifying the embedded logical structure

in (b) entails that it will not be realized as a tensed clause, i.e. as a that-clause. Hence the

semantic representation in (b) is for a core juncture. In (c), on the other hand, there

is a tense operator modifying the embedded logical structure, and therefore it will be

realized as a tensed clause. There are subtle differences in meaning between the two

forms, which have been investigated in e.g. Borkin (1984) and Langacker (1995).

In the following sections, we will examine the linking in the two types of matrix-

coding constructions separately. We will refer to the construction in (9.49a) as

'matrix coding as PS A' and to the one in (9.49b) as 'matrix coding as non-PSA'.
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(a) Matrix coding as PSA

The matrix-coding as PSA construction is illustrated in (9.51) from Icelandic

(Thrainsson 1979), Kinyarwanda (Bantu; Kimenyi 1980) and Nieuean (Polynesian;

Seiter 1978); cf. also the examples from Acehnese in (6.31) and the Mandarin exam-

ples in (6.38).

(9.51) a. Harald-ur virdist haf-a far-id heim. Icelandic

Harold-MsgN o M seem.3sgp RES have-1 N F go- P S T P home

'Harold seems to have gone home.'

b. Aba-nyeshuur ba-kwii-ye gu-some ibitabo. Kinyarwanda

2-student 2-essential-A SPIN F-read 8-book

'Students must read the books.'

b'. Bi-ra-kwii-ye ko aba-nyeeshuuri ba-som-a

8- P R E s-essential-A SPCLM 2-student 2-read-A S P

ibitabo.

8-book

'It is essential that students read the books.'

c. To maeke e ekekafo ke lagomatai e tama e. Niuean

FUTPSBL ABsdoctor SBJhelp ABSchildthis

'The doctor could help this child.'

c'. To maeke ke lagomatai he ekefafo e tama e.

FUTPSBL SB J help ERG doctor ABSchildthis

'It is possible for the doctor to help this child.'

There is no Icelandic counterpart to (9.49a') involving the verb virdast 'seem' plus

a tensed complement. The counterparts to the Kinyarwanda and Niuean raising

constructions are given in (b') and (c'). The primary predicates which allow this

construction in English are seem, appear, be likely and be certain, while only virdast

'seem' allows it in Icelandic, according to Thrainsson (1979). Kimenyi (1980)

describes the verbs that occur in this construction in Kinyarwanda as 'modality

impersonal verbs', e.g. -shobok- 'be possible', -kwii- 'be essential' and -bujijw- 'be

forbidden', and factitive verbs like -babaj- 'be sad' and -taangaj- 'be fascinating'. The

matrix-coding verbs in Niuean are maeke 'be able, be possible', kamata 'begin', faakai

'emphatic negative', mahani 'be usual, customary' and teitei 'almost' (Seiter 1978).

The essential feature of the verbs in this construction is that they are either atran-

sitive, like English seem and Icelandic virdast, or they are intransitive like English

be likely and be certain. The logical structure for English seem and Icelandic virdast

is seem' ((x), y) [MRO], where the x argument is an (optional) PERCEIVER which is

realized in English by a to PP and in Icelandic by a dative NP, as illustrated by the

Icelandic example in (9.52) and its English translation.

(9.52) Harald-ur virdist mer ver-a besti dreng-ur.

Harold-MsgN o M seem.3sgpRES lsgD AT be-1NF best boy-MsgN oM

'Harold seems to me to be a nice guy'
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE CLM >CORE

ARG NUC

NP PRED

V

Aisha seems to like her new computer \zJ

Actor Undergoer

t © t
seem

7
 (0, [like' (Aisha, her new computer)])

Figure 9.18 Linking from semantics to syntax in English matrix-coding

construction in (9.49a)

The y argument is a proposition; hence it is filled by another logical structure. The

occurrence of an argument from the embedded logical structure in the core headed

by seem comes about as follows. There is a direct core argument slot in the matrix

core, but the verb has no arguments which can fill it; moreover, since this is a core

juncture, the second core is missing the prenuclear core argument position, follow-

ing (9.38b). The semantic argument that would normally function as privileged syn-

tactic argument in the second core cannot be realized in it, due to the absence of its

syntactic slot, and this would normally lead to a Completeness Constraint violation,

as we saw in, for example, figure 9.11. However, there is an open core argument

position within the clause, namely the one in the matrix core. The argument may be

linked to this position, thereby avoiding a Completeness Constraint violation. If the

second core were passive voice, then the undergoer would appear as a core argu-

ment in the matrix core. The linking from semantics to syntax in (9.49a) is given in

figure 9.18. Aisha is the actor of like but a core argument in the core headed by seem.

The syntactic structure in figure 9.18 is similar to that in the control constructions

with try in figure 9.10, but differs in terms of nexus. Try-constructions are cosub-

ordinate, as we saw in (8.30), due to the shared deontic modality operator across the

two cores. Sharing a core operator across the two cores is ruled out in principle in

this construction, however, because the matrix predicate does not have an argument

that can be modified by a deontic modal operator. Hence the nexus is coordinate.

The essential difference between the two constructions lies not in the syntactic
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structure but rather in how the linking works, which is primarily a function of the

semantic properties of the predicate in the matrix core.

Because seem and appear are atransitive and have no macrorole arguments, the

propositional argument as a whole cannot function as a direct argument of these

verbs. The situation is slightly different with the other two raising predicates, be cer-

tain and be likely, which have the logical structures certain' (x) and likely' (x) and

are M-intransitive instead of atransitive. They allow their propositional argument

to occur as undergoer of the matrix core, as in (9.53a, b).

(9.53) a. That Bill will lose the election is certain,

a'. It is certain that Bill will lose the election,

a". Bill is certain to lose the election,

b. That Jorge will reject the analysis is very likely,

b'. It is very likely that Jorge will reject the analysis,

b". Jorge is very likely to reject the analysis.

Seem and appear allow only the second two possibilities, and this difference can be

attributed to the contrast in M-transitivity between the two groups of predicates.

The linking from syntax to semantics in this construction requires no substantial

modification of the linking algorithm in (9.48). The linking for What does Aisha

seem to like? is given in figure 9.19. As before, the numbers refer to the steps in the

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

ORE CLM—>CORE

NUC

PRED

V

like? Voice? - Active

(la) .\ PS A = Actor

PrCS ARG NUC

NP NP PRED

V

What does Aisha seem to

V (Id)
MR

6) \

Actor Undergoer

seem' (0, [like' (x, y)])

Figure 9.19 Linking from syntax to semantics in English matrix-coding

construction
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

linking algorithm in (9.48). Step 1 applies in each core; since the first core is intransi-

tive, the only conclusion that can be drawn is that Aisha is a macrorole argument;

there is no evidence in the first core as to whether it is actor or undergoes In the

infinitival core the voice is active, and therefore the privileged syntactic argument

would be the actor, if there were one in the core. Step 2 is straightforward. In order

to execute step 3, the information from step 1 must be used. The core argument

Aisha cannot be linked to an argument position in the logical structure of seem, be-

cause the first argument is unspecified and the second one is filled by a propositional

logical structure. There are no core arguments in the second core to be linked to the

embedded logical structure like' (x, y), and therefore Aisha can be linked to an

argument position in the embedded logical structure; the question is, which one?

As in the control constructions discussed above, the obligatorily missing argument in

the linked core is the syntactic pivot, and since step 1 revealed that the pivot of the

second core is the actor, Aisha must be linked to the actor argument in the semantic

representation. Finally, the WH-word in the precore slot is linked to the remaining

unlinked argument position, following step 6. The result is the correct linking, with

Aisha interpreted as the actor of like and what as the undergoer.

The only modification of (9.48) that is required is to specify that in step 4, the

theory of obligatory control in (9.33) applies only to control verbs. This may be

stated as in (9.54); the modifications are in italic.

(9.54) Linking algorithm: syntax —> semantics (revised formulation)

1 Determine the functions of the core arguments:

a. If the construction is syntactically accusative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is actor.

(2) If it is passive, the privileged syntactic argument is not the actor of

the predicate in the nucleus;

(a) the actor may appear as a direct core argument (language-

specific); or

(b) the actor may appear in the periphery marked by an adposition

or an oblique case (language-specific); or

(c) if there is no actor in the core or the periphery, then replace the

variable representing the highest-ranking argument in the logi-

cal structure with '0'.

b. If the construction is syntactically ergative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is

undergoer.

(2) If it is antipassive, the privileged syntactic argument is actor;

(a) the undergoer may appear as an oblique element (language-

specific);

(b) if there is no undergoer in the core or the periphery, then re-

place the variable representing the lowest-ranking argument in

the logical structure with '0'.
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c. Assign macrorole status to the other direct core argument, if it is not

dative or in an oblique case.

d. If the verb is intransitive, then assign the privileged syntactic argument

either macrorole or direct core argument status (language-specific).

e. If the language is head-marking and there are independent NPs in the

clause, associate each NP with a bound argument marker (language-

specific).

f. If the language lacks voice oppositions, determine the macroroles from

case marking and/or word order (language-specific).

2 Retrieve from the lexicon the logical structure of the predicate in the nu-

cleus of the clause and with respect to it execute step 1 from (9.1), subject to

the following proviso:

a. When there is more than one choice for undergoer, do not assign under-

goer to an argument in the logical structure.

b. Assign actor to an argument in the logical structure, if the verb takes one.

c. Determine the linking of the non-macrorole core argument:

(1) if there is a state predicate in the logical structure and if the non-

macrorole core argument is marked by a locative adposition or da-

tive or a locative-type case, then link it with the first argument

position in the state predicate in the logical structure; or

(2) if there is a state predicate in the logical structure and if it is not

marked by a locative adposition or dative or a locative-type case,

then link it with the second argument position in the state predicate;

(3) otherwise, link the animate NP with the first argument position in

the state predicate in the logical structure.

3 Link the arguments determined in step 1 with the arguments determined in

step 2 until all core arguments are linked.

4 In non-subordinate core junctures, one of the arguments of the matrix core

must be linked to an argument position in the embedded logical structure:

a. if the matrix predicate is a control verb, this follows (9.33); otherwise,

b. if the matrix predicate is not a control verb, then link the unlinked syntac-

tic argument in the matrix core to the logical structure argument position

of the pivot of the linked core.

5 If there is a predicative adpositional adjunct, then retrieve its logical struc-

ture from the lexicon, insert the logical structure of the core as the second

argument in the logical structure and the object of the adposition in the

periphery as the first argument.

6 If there is an element in the pre- or postcore slot (language-specific),

a. assign it the remaining unlinked argument position in the semantic rep-

resentation of the sentence;

b. and if there are no unlinked argument positions in the sentence, then

treat the WH-word like a predicative preposition and follow the proce-

dure in step 5, linking the WH-word to the first argument position in the

logical structure.
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

We will return to the Icelandic example in (9.52) after we have looked at the

other matrix-coding construction.

(b) Matrix coding as non-PSA

While there has been a great deal of agreement among syntacticians over the past

three decades about the properties of the construction in (9.49a), the construction

in (9.49b), Tyrone believes Yolanda to have eaten his sandwich, has been the sub-

ject of great controversy. It was originally analyzed as a 'raising' construction in

Rosenbaum (1967), and the conventional wisdom in transformational grammar was

that the NP Yolanda originated in the embedded clause and was moved to the direct

object position in the matrix clause. Chomsky (1973) argued that there was no rule

of raising to object and that in this construction the NP Yolanda is the subject of the

embedded infinitive clause. Postal (1974) was devoted to arguing against Chomsky's

new analysis and for the existence of a raising rule and the structure in (9.55a) below.

(9.55) a. Surface structure assumed in traditional transformational analysis:

[s Tyrone [VP believed Yolanda [VP to have eaten his sandwich]]]

b. Chomsky's (1973) reanalysis:

[s Tyrone [VP believed [s Yolanda to have eaten his sandwich]]]

The structure in (b) is assumed in GB theory (Chomsky 1981b, 1986a, b) and has

been vigorously defended. The accusative case on the external argument in the

embedded clause (e.g. Tyrone believed her to have eaten his sandwich) was argued

to be due to 'exceptional case marking' by the matrix verb across a clause boundary,

hence the GB name for the construction. Other generative theories, e.g. LFG,

RelG, GPSG, and HPSG, take the structure to be as in (a), mutatis mutandum.

There is, then, considerable agreement that (a) is the correct structure. In terms

of the layered structure of the clause, it means that Yolanda is a core argument in

the core headed by believe and that this matrix-coding construction has the same

syntactic structure as control constructions with promise and persuade, which, as we

showed in sections 8.4.1-8.4.2, involves core coordination. The linking is different

in the two constructions, however.

One of the standard arguments for the (a) structure over the (b) structure

involves reflexivization. Consider the contrast in (9.56).

(9.56) a. Bobj believed that hei/*himi/*himselfi was very sick,

b. Bobj believed *hei/*himi/himselfi to be very sick.

When believe takes a finite complement, as in (a), only a nominative pronoun is per-

mitted in the privileged syntactic argument position in the embedded clause. When

the 'raising construction' occurs, as in (b), this same semantic argument can be ex-

pressed only by a reflexive, if it is coreferential with the actor of believe. In our discus-

sion of reflexivization in English in section 7.5.2, we found that the controller and

the reflexive must be cosyntactic arguments within a core, and since reflexivization
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is obligatory here, if the two NPs are coreferential, it follows that both Bob and

himself must be within the same core. We will return to the issue of reflexivization in

complex sentences in section 9.4.2 below.

Examples of this matrix-coding construction from Icelandic (Thrainsson 1979)

and Malagasy (Keenan 1976b) are given in (9.57) and (9.58).

(9.57) a. J6n-0 tel-ur I barnaskap sinum Icelandic

John-MsgNOM believe-3sgpRES in foolishness his

ad Harald-ur haf-i tek-id

CLM Harold-MsgNOM have.sBJ-3sgPREs take-PSTP

bok-in-a.

book- D E F-FsgA c c

'John believes in his foolishness that Harold has taken the book.'

b. J6n-0 tel-ur Harald-0 f barnaskap

John-MsgNOM believe-3sgPRES Harold-MsgAcc in foolishness

sinum haf-a tek-id bok-in-a.

his have-1 N F take- p s T P book- D E F-FsgA c c

'John believes in his foolishness Harold to have taken the book.'

(9.58) a. Nan-antenafa nan-asa ny zaza RasoaRabe. Malagasy

AT v-hope c L M AT v-wash D E T child Rasoa Rabe

'Rabe hoped that Rasoa washed the child.'

b. Nan-antena an-dRasoa ho nan-asa ny zaza Rabe.

AT v-hope Acc-Rasoa CLM AT v-wash DET child Rabe

'Rabe hoped Rasoa to have washed the child.'

The (a) sentences involve a finite complement and no matrix coding, whereas the

(b) forms show the construction in question. In the Icelandic examples the adver-

bial phrase i barnaskap sinum 'in his foolishness' modifies Jon telur 'John believes'

and hence is a constituent of the matrix core. The fact that the accusative NP Harald

'Harold' occurs between it and telur 'believes' shows that Harald is in fact a con-

stituent of the matrix core in (b). The change in the position of the N P in question in

the Malagasy examples is much more dramatic, given the VOS basic order in the

language. In (a), Rasoa is the actor and privileged syntactic argument in the embed-

ded clause, which is marked by the complementizer fa; it is the final constituent in

the embedded clause. In (b), on the other hand, it occurs after the matrix verb and

before the embedded clause, and in addition it is marked for accusative case. It is

clear, then, that in the (b) examples in (9.57)-(9.58) the accusative NP in the matrix

core is a semantic argument of the verb in the linked core.

As in the construction discussed in the previous section, there must be a core

argument position in the matrix core which cannot be filled by a semantic argument

from the logical structure of the matrix predicate. Since these verbs are obviously

not (M-)atransitive like seem, the explanation for this open syntactic slot must lie

elsewhere. In (9.38) we presented the principles governing the relationship between

the number of argument positions in the logical structure of the predicate and the
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

number of core argument positions in the syntactic template of the core that is

appropriate for it. In Foley and Van Valin (1984) it was noted that there is a sys-

tematic relationship between the S-transitivity of a verb when it takes NP or clausal

syntactic arguments and when it functions as a complement-taking predicate in a

core juncture; namely, its S-transitivity is reduced by 1 in complex constructions.

This follows from (9.38) and is illustrated in (9.59).

(9.59) a. Three core arguments —»two

Phil told D a n a a story / Phil told D a n a t h a t . . . [3] -^ Phil told D a n a to . . .

P ]

Kim promised Sandy a picture of Chris / Kim promised Sandy t h a t . . . [3]

-> Kim promised Sandy t o . . . [2]

b. Two core arguments —»one

Eileen remembered her purse / Eileen remembered tha t . . . [2] -^ Eileen

remembered t o . . . [1]

Beckie wants a new Porsche [2] -» Beckie wants to . . . [1]

It appears, then, that not only is the S-transitivity of the linked core reduced by 1

but that of the matrix core is as well. We must, therefore, amend (9.38) to reflect

this. The revised template selection principles are given in (9.60).

(9.60) a. Syntactic template selection principle (revised formulation)

The number of syntactic slots for arguments and argument-adjuncts within

the core is equal to the number of distinct specified argument positions

in the semantic representation of the core.

b. Universal qualification of the principle in (a)

The occurrence of a core as either the matrix or linked core in a non-

subordinate core juncture reduces the number of core slots by 1.

c. Language-specific qualifications of the principle in (a)

1 All cores in the language have a minimum syntactic valence of 1.

2 Passive constructions reduce the number of core slots by 1.

3 The occurrence of a syntactic argument in the pre-/postcore slot reduces

the number of core slots by 1 (may override (1)).

What happens with believe! If it followed the pattern in (9.59) and (9.60b), then we

should have Juan believed the story [2] —> *Juan believed to . . . [1] as the only two

patterns with this verb. But this is not the case, as we have seen. Rather, with believe

we have Juan believed the story [2] —» Juan believed Carlos to... [2]. This is also true

for the other verbs which license the construction in (9.49b), e.g. expect, consider

and find. Hence the crucial property of the verbs in this construction is that they are

exceptions to the general pattern in (9.59) and therefore to (9.60b) and have one

more syntactic argument position in the core than they should.

The actual linking in this construction is the same as that in the other matrix-

coding construction, and it is illustrated for the Icelandic example in (9.57b) in

figure 9.20; the adverbial phrase ibarnaskap sinum 'in his foolishness' is omitted. If

the linking in the second core had been passive, then the undergoer bok- 'book'
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Linking in complex sentences

SENTENCE

I

CLAUSE

CORE CORE

ARG NUC ARG NUC ARG

NP PRED NP PRED NP

V
Jon telur Harald hafa tekid bokina (5

Actor

f
Undergoer

3)t
believe' (Jon-, [[do' (Harald-, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (Harald-, bok-)

Figure 9.20 Linking from semantics to syntax in the Icelandic construction
in (9.57b)

would have appeared in the open matrix core slot, yielding the Icelandic equivalent

of 'John believes the book to have been taken by Harold', Jon telur bokina hafa

verid tekid afHaraldi.

In section 9.1.3.2 we said that the subordinate {that-cldMst) and non-subordinate

(infinitive) constructions have the same logical structure but different semantic rep-

resentations, due to the different patterns of operators in the two representations

(see (9.50)). This assumption, together with the linking pattern illustrated in figure

9.20, leads to the conclusion that the class of verbs which can occur in this matrix-

coding construction is considerably greater than previously thought. In particular,

perception verbs like see and hear can now be analyzed as occurring in this con-

struction. Consider the following Icelandic examples from Thrainsson (1979) and

their English translations.

(9.61) a. Eg sa logregl-un-a tak-a Mari-u fast-a.

lsgNOM see.PAST police-DEF-FsgAcc take-iNFMary-FsgAcc fast-FsgAcc

'I saw the police arrest Mary.'

b. Eg sa Mari-u ver-a tek-na fast-a

lsgNOMsee.PASTMary-FsgAccbe.iNFtake-PSTP.FsgACcfast-FsgAcc

af logregl-un-ni.

by police- D E F-FsgD AT

'I saw Mary being arrested by the police.'

Chomsky (1965) proposed the standard test for distinguishing between control and

matrix-coding constructions: whether the meaning changes when the infinitive is
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

passivized. It does in control constructions but not in matrix-coding constructions.

This is illustrated in (9.62).

(9.62) a. Bill persuaded the doctor to examine Sally.

a'. Bill persuaded Sally to be examined by the doctor.

b. Bill expected the doctor to examine Sally.

b'. Bill expected Sally to be examined by the doctor.

The first two sentences differ in meaning: in (a) Bill talks to the doctor with respect

to Sally, whereas in (a') Bill talks to Sally with respect to the doctor. In the two (b)

sentences, however, Bill has an expectation, namely, that the doctor will examine

Sally, and that is true of both versions. Now, if we compare the English and

Icelandic sentences in (9.61) with the sentences in (9.62), it seems clear that they

pattern with (b, b') rather than (a, a'); as Thrainsson (1979) notes, if one sees Mary

being arrested by the police, one also sees the police arresting Mary. Hence the core

junctures with perception verbs in (9.61) must have the same general linking prop-

erties as the matrix-coding constructions with believe and not those of control con-

structions with persuade. The core coordination pattern with perception verbs

correlates with a direct perception interpretation, while a clausal subordination

(f/zaf-clause) pattern correlates with an indirect perception interpretation, as has

long been noted (Kirsner and Thompson 1976; see section 8.4.2). Borkin (1984), in

her study of the semantics of matrix-coding constructions with believe, consider and

find, argues that the core coordinate pattern implies that the actor of the matrix

verbs has more direct knowledge of or more direct contact with the referent of the

matrix-coded NP than in the alternative subordinate (finite complement) pattern,

and this parallels the semantic contrast between the two constructions with percep-

tion verbs.

The close connection between the two types of matrix-coding constructions can

be seen most clearly when the matrix verb in a matrix-coding as non-P S A construc-

tion is passivized; the result is the equivalent of a matrix-coding as PS A construc-

tion, as in (9.63) from English and Icelandic (Thrainsson 1979).

(9.63) a. Yolanda was believed by Tyrone to have eaten his sandwich.

b. Bill was expected to lose the election.

c. J6n-0 er tal-inn ver-a besti

John-MsgNOM be.3sgPRES believe-psTP.MsgNOM be-iNF best

dreng-ur.

boy-MsgNOM

'John is believed to be a nice guy.'

Because the actor of the matrix verb appears in a peripheral PP, there is only one

direct core argument position in the core, and there is no semantic argument in the

logical structure of the matrix verb that can fill this position. Hence a semantic argu-

ment from the embedded logical structure occurs in the matrix privileged syntactic
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

ARG NUC

NP PRED PP

V

NUC ARG

PRED NP

Yolanda was believed by Tyrone to have eaten his sandwich / c \

Actor Actoir Undergoer

believe' (Tyrone, [do' (Yolanda, [eat' (Yolanda, his sandwich)]) & BECOME eaten' (his sandwich)])

Figure 9.21 Linking from semantics to syntax in (9.63a)

argument position, just as in a matrix-coding as PS A construction. The linking from

semantics to syntax in (9.63a) is given in figure 9.21.

Further evidence that making a rigid distinction between the two types of matrix-

coding construction is problematic comes from a reconsideration of the Icelandic

example in (9.52), repeated below in (9.64a).

(9.64) a. Harald-ur virdist mer ver-a besti dreng-ur.

Harold-MsgNOM seem.3sgPRES lsgDATbe-iNF best boy-MsgNOM

'Harold seems to me to be a nice guy.'

a'. Haraldur virdist mer l barnaskap minum vera besti drengur.

'Harold seems to me in my foolishness to be a nice guy.'

b. Mer virdist Haraldur vera besti drengur.

'Harold seems to me to be a nice guy.'

b'. Mer virdist Haraldur f barnaskap minum vera besti drengur.

'Harold seems to me in my foolishness to be a nice guy.'

The two sentences in (9.64) reflect the two possible word orders in the matrix core,

and the position of the NPs with respect to the matrix core adverbial i barnaskap

minum 'in my foolishness' shows that they are in the matrix core. In our discussion

of Icelandic in section 7.3.1.1, we noted that Icelandic, despite its rich case system

for NPs, has relatively rigid word order, and in particular that the privileged syntac-

tic argument is always the initial NP in the core. Moreover, we showed that the priv-

ileged syntactic argument selection principle for Icelandic is that the highest-ranking

direct core argument (with respect to (7.1)) is the privileged syntactic argument,

regardless of whether it is a macrorole or not. Since mer 'lsgD AT' is the only argument
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9.1 Clausal, core and nuclear junctures

of virdist 'seem' in the matrix core, it must be the highest ranking, and therefore it

must be the privileged syntactic argument, not Haraldur. Thus, (9.64b) reflects the

basic word order, and (a) is a topicalization construction with Haraldur in the pre-

core slot. The fact that mer and not Haraldur is the privileged syntactic argument

is confirmed when we combine the sentences in (9.64) with telja 'believe' to form a

matrix-coding as non-PSA construction, as in (9.65).

(9.65) a. *J6n-0 tel-ur Harald-0 virdast mer

John-MsgNOM believe-3sgPRES Harold-MsgAcc seem.iNF lsgDAT

haf-a ger-t J)etta vel.

have-INF do-PSTP this.Acc well

'John believes Harold to seem to me to have done this well.'

b. J6n-0 tel-ur mer virdast Harald-ur

John-MsgNOM believe-3sgPRES lsgDAT seem.INF Harold-MsgNOM

haf-a ger-t {)etta vel.

have-INF do-PSTP this.Acc well

'John believes [to] me Harold to seem to have done this well.' (literal)

c. Jon telur mer i barnaskap sinum virdast Haraldur hafa gert J>etta vel.

'John believes [to] me in his foolishness Harold to seem to have done this

well.' (literal)

The analysis of Icelandic grammatical relations in section 7.3.1.1 predicts that only

(9.64b) could be the basis of a matrix-coding construction, and this is correct, as the

ungrammaticality of (9.65a) and the grammaticality of (9.65b, c) show. Thus, the

unmarked form in (9.64) is the (b, b') example, in which mer 'lsgDAT' is the privileged

syntactic argument and Haraldur 'Harold-NOM' is a direct core argument in the

matrix core. But this is exactly the same pattern as in (9.57b), in which Jdn-0 'John-

NOM' is the privileged syntactic argument and Harald-0 'Harold-Ace' is a direct core

argument in the matrix core. Hence both virdast 'seem' and telja 'believe' occur as

the matrix verb in matrix-coding as non-PS A constructions. Virdast 'seem' and telja

'believe' have similar logical structures, seem' (x, y) [MRO] and believe' (x, y), and

in both the x argument becomes the privileged syntactic argument and the y argu-

ment is filled by another logical structure. When this logical structure is mapped

into a core coordinate syntactic structure, the x argument is the privileged syntactic

argument in the matrix core and the would-be privileged syntactic argument of the

embedded logical structure occupies the open core argument position in the matrix

core.

One last peculiarity of English and a handful of other languages needs to be men-

tioned before we investigate linking from syntax to semantics in these construc-

tions. The expletive pronoun it may occur in the open core argument position, if

there is no semantic argument from any of the logical structures to fill it. Hence the

argumentless logical structures in (9.66a, b) would necessitate the occurrence of it,

as would the one in (c).
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Linking in complex sentences

(9.66) a. seem'(0, [rain'])

a'. It seems to be raining.

b. believe'(0, [rain'])

b'. It is believed to be raining.

c. believe' (Ali, [rain'])

c'. Ali believes it to be raining.

The syntax to semantics linking algorithm in (9.54) applies to matrix-coding

constructions with believdtelja, expect, etc. in exactly the same way as in the ones

with seemlvirdast discussed in the previous section. This should come as no surprise,

since we have seen that the two constructions are basically the same in terms of

linking. The linking from syntax to semantics for (9.63a) is given in figure 9.22. As

before, the numbers refer to the steps in (9.54). Each core contains an M-transitive

verb, and therefore step 1 applies to both. Because the verb in the first core is pas-

sive, and because only macrorole arguments can function as pivot in English, we can

conclude that Yolanda is a macrorole argument and is not the actor of believe; the

actor of believe, Tyrone, is in the periphery marked by the preposition by. In the

second core, the verb is active, and therefore we can conclude that its privileged

syntactic argument is an actor and that his sandwich is a non-actor direct core

argument. We cannot conclude that his sandwich is a macrorole argument, because

it is possible for direct arguments after the verb to be non-macrorole arguments,

as in Bronwyn was given the book by Sheila (see section 7.2.3). Step 2 is straight-

forward, and in step 3 it is possible to link Tyrone with the actor of believe and his

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE<-PERIPH CLM CORE

ARG NUC

NP PRED PP

V

A
.*. PS A = Non-actor Yolanda was believed by Tyrone to have eaten his sandwich .•. PS A = Actoi

\Non-actor D C A (la)

Voice? - Passive

NUC ARG

PRED NP

V
Voice? - Active

I Y I
(la) Non-actor MR

0 ;>̂ :::
Actor Actor

t
believe' (x, [do' (y, [eat' (y, z)]) & BECOME eaten' (z)])

Figure 9.22 Linking from syntax to semantics in English matrix-coding

construction
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9.2 Case marking

sandwich with the undergoer of eat. There was no argument position available for

Yolanda in the logical structure of believe, and therefore step 4 comes into play. The

actor of eat is the only unlinked argument position in the logical structure, and it is

the argument that would be the pivot of eat, were it to occur as the main verb in a

simple clause. By step 4 Yolanda may be linked to the actor of eat, which yields the

correct interpretation of the sentence and satisfies the Completeness Constraint.

Note that the label 'non-actor M R' under Yolanda in figure 9.22 means, as we stated

above, that Yolanda is not the actor of believe; it does not mean that the NP cannot

be interpreted as the actor of a different verb.

The constructional templates for the English matrix-coding constructions are

given in table 9.7. There are two templates here, as the crucial feature of the second

construction is the violation of (9.60b); the first construction follows it. As in control

constructions, the syntactic pivot is in core 2, not core 1, and it is, following the hier-

archy for English, the highest ranking core macrorole. The linking is specified as

'default', since it follows (9.54) without modification. The choice of the different

clause linkage markers is a function of the semantics of the construction, as dis-

cussed in section 8.4.2. These templates would also work for the Icelandic construc-

tions we have examined, with the exception that there is no clause linkage marker in

the Icelandic matrix-coding constructions.

9.2 Case marking in complex sentences

We developed a theory of case marking for simple sentences in chapter 7, and in this

section we will address the issues that the syntax of complex sentences raises for it.

We will focus on two main topics, the questions of case marking in core junctures

and the proper domain of case assignment in section 9.2.1 and the issue of case

marking in nuclear-juncture causative constructions in section 9.2.2.

9.2.1 Core junctures and the domain of case assignment

The two types of non-subordinate core junctures we have discussed, control and

matrix-coding constructions, interact with the case-marking rules proposed in chap-

ter 7 in different ways. We will look at case marking in the matrix core first, and then

examine case marking in the linked core as part of the investigation of the domain

of case assignment.

There is no real problem with case marking in the matrix core of control con-

structions. The basic rules for accusative and ergative case assignment from chapter

7 are repeated in (9.67).

(9.67) a. Case assignment rules for accusative constructions

1 Assign nominative case to the highest-ranking macrorole argument.

2 Assign accusative case to the other macrorole argument.

3 Assign dative case to non-macrorole arguments (default).
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Table 9.7 Constructional templates for English matrix-coding

constructions

CONSTRUCTION

English matrix-coding as PS A construction

SYNTAX

Juncture: Core

Nexus: Coordination

Construction type: Serial verb

[CL [CORE A R C [NUC . . . ] (ARG)] CLM [CORE [NUC . . . ] . . . ] . . .

Unit template(s): Core 1: Default

Core 2: Default

PSA: Syntactic pivot of Core 2

Linking: Default

MORPHOLOGY

CLM to

SEMANTICS

Propositional attitude, perception, evidential

PRAGMATICS

Elocutionary force: Unspecified

Focus structure: Unspecified

CONSTRUCTION

English matrix-coding as non-P S A construction

SYNTAX

Juncture: Core

Nexus: Coordination

Construction type: Serial verb

[CL [CORE ARG [NUC • . . ] ARG] CLM [CORE [NUC .

Unit template(s): Core 1: Violates (9.60b)

Core 2: Default

PSA: Syntactic pivot of Core 2

Linking: Default

MORPHOLOGY

CLM to

SEMANTICS

Propositional attitude, perception, cognition

PRAGMATICS

Illocutionary force: Unspecified

Focus structure: Unspecified
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9.2 Case marking

b. Case assignment for ergative constructions

1 Assign absolutive case to the lowest-ranking macrorole argument.

2 Assign ergative case to the other macrorole argument.

3 Assign dative case to non-macrorole arguments (default).

English, of course, lacks the dative rule in (9.67a3). In a sentence like They per-

suaded us to go to the party, the third person plural actor is the highest-ranking

macrorole and therefore nominative, and the first person plural under goer is the

other macrorole and therefore accusative. Similarly, in the Dyirbal example in

(9.28a), bayi rjuma 'father' is the actor in the matrix core and appears in the ergative

case (baygul numarjgu), and balan yabu 'mother' is the undergoer and occurs in the

absolutive case. The interesting examples are those involving matrix coding, such as

the Icelandic example in (9.57) and its English equivalent, John believes Harold to

have taken the book. In Icelandic, Jon 'John' is nominative and Harald 'Harold' is

accusative, and the same pattern holds in English if we replace the proper nouns

with pronouns, i.e. He believes him to have taken the book. Jon and he are the actor

arguments of telja and believe, but Harald and him are the actor arguments of taka

and take. Thus the matrix core contains two actor arguments; how is their case to

be decided? The logical structure of these sentences is given in (9.68).

(9.68) believe' (x, [[do' (y, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (y, z)]])

Jon or he is the x argument, and Harald or him is the y argument. There is a very

simple solution to the problem at hand: only Jon and he are arguments of telja or

believe, while Harald and him are not, and therefore Jon and he are the highest-

ranking arguments of telja and believe and receive nominative case, following

(9.67al). Harald and him are the other macrorole arguments and therefore receive

accusative case. Note that we would have run into a serious problem if (9.67a2) had

been 'assign accusative case to the undergoer', since the accusative NPs in these

examples are not undergoers. In sentences like (9.49a), (9.51a) and (9.63b), the only

macrorole in the matrix core is a semantic argument of the predicate in the linked

core; since it is the only macrorole in the core, it counts as the highest ranking and

gets nominative case. Thus, the case assignment rules proposed in chapter 7 for sim-

ple sentences can account for case marking in the matrix cores in these examples.

In the discussion of accusative case marking in section 7.3.1.1, we stated that the

case-marking rules in (7.45) apply to direct syntactic arguments within the core or in

the pre/postcore slot, and since we were dealing only with simple sentences there,

this was the only possible domain they could apply in, since they did not apply to

NPs in PPs in the periphery. However, in core junctures there is more than one core

in a clause, and so the question arises, do the case-marking rules apply to each indi-

vidual core separately, or do they apply to all of the cores jointly within the clause?

In other words, is the domain of case assignment the core or the clause? If it is the

core, then the case assignment rules would apply in each core independently in a
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complex sentence, whereas if it is the clause, then they would apply to all of the

cores in each clause jointly but would apply independently in each clause. It turns

out that languages vary with respect to the domain of case assignment: in some it is

the clause, while in others it is the core.

Icelandic presents the clearest example of a language in which the core is the

domain of case marking. The case assignment rules for Icelandic are repeated in

(9.67). That the core is the domain of case assignment in Icelandic can be seen most

readily in sentences like (9.69).

(9.69) J6n-0 tel-ur mer (f barnaskap sinum) haf-a alltaf

John-MsgNOM believe-3sgPRES lsgDAT (in foolishness his) have-iNF always

J)6tt 6laf-ur leidinleg-ur.

think, PS TP Olaf-MsgNOM boring-MsgNOM

'John believes me (in his foolishness) to have always considered Olaf boring.'

What is crucial about this example is the occurrence of two nominative NPs, one in

each core. If the core is the domain for the application of the case-marking rules in

(9.67), then the case pattern in (9.69) is accounted for, because Jon is the highest-

ranking macrorole in the matrix core and Olafur is the highest-ranking macrorole in

the second, linked core. If the clause were the domain, then only one nominative

NP would be possible, namely the highest-ranking macrorole in the matrix core,

Jon; all other macrorole arguments would be assigned accusative case, which they

are not.

One more thing needs to be said about case marking in Icelandic. In a sentence

like (9.57b), the undergoer is the only macrorole actually occurring in the second

core, and yet it is accusative instead of nominative, unlike the single macrorole in

the linked core in (9.69). What is the difference? The answer lies in the M-transitivity

of the two verbs; taka 'take' in (9.57b) is M-transitive and therefore takes two macro-

roles, while pykja 'think, consider' is M-intransitive and takes only one. When the

case assignment rules apply to a core containing pykja, the single macrorole in it is

the only possible one and is therefore the highest ranking; hence it gets nominative

case. When they apply to a core containing taka in the active voice, which has only a

single macrorole (undergoer), due to the other macrorole occurring in the matrix

core, as in (9.57b), this is only one of the two macroroles that taka takes, and it is not

the highest ranking. Hence it should get accusative case rather than nominative.

In English, on the other hand, because the clause is the domain of case assign-

ment only the highest-ranking macrorole in the matrix core can be nominative; all

other macroroles are accusative.12 This is illustrated in (9.70).

(9.70) a. Pat believed her to have told him to ask us to help them,

b. For her to hire them would shock us.

The (b) example is particularly interesting, because it contains no nominative NP at

all. This is because the highest-ranking macrorole argument, the actor, is realized by
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9.2 Case marking

an infinitival core, for her to hire them, and cores functioning as arguments do not

carry case in English and many other languages. There are languages, however, in

which cores, even ones which are not syntactic arguments, carry case, e.g. Quechua.

This is not so surprising in cases of core subordination in Huallaga Quechua (Weber

1983), as in (9.25), but it also occurs in non-subordinate core junctures, as in (9.71),

also from Huallaga Quechua.

(9.71) a. Hwan-0 wasi-ta rika-n.

Juan- N o M house-A c c see-3sg

'Juan sees the house.'

a'. Wasi-0 rika-ka-n.

house- N o M see- PA S s-3sg

'The house is seen.'

b. Wasin-chaw ka-shan-ta maya-ra-n. Core subordination

house- L o c be- N M z.3sg-A C C perceive- PA S T-3sg

'Hej perceived that hej was in hiSj house.'

b'. Wasin-chaw ka-shan maya-ka-ra-n.

house- L o c be- N M z.3sg perceive- PA S S - pA S T-3sg

'It is known that he was at his house.'

c. Maqa-ma-y-ta muna-n. Core cosubordination

hit-lsgU-iNF-ACc want-3sg

'He wants to hit me.'

c'. *Maqwa-ma-y muna-ka:-n.

hit-lsgU-iNF want-PAss-3sg

*'To him me was wanted (by someone).'

The Huallaga Quechua passive construction is illustrated in (9.71a'). The example

in (b) is like the earlier one, and the nominalized core functions as undergoer and as

a direct core argument. Like the simple NP undergoer in (a), it can appear as the

privileged syntactic argument in a passive construction, as (b') shows. But in (c), it is

not clear that infinitive maqamayta 'to hit me' is a syntactic argument; unlike the

cores and clauses that function as syntactic arguments, e.g. wasinchaw kashanta

'that he was in his house' in (b), the infinitive does not carry a nominalization suffix.

Like its English counterpart, it fails to appear as the privileged syntactic argument

in a passive construction, as (c') shows. If it is not a core argument, why does it get

accusative case in (c)? The answer seems to be that in this variety of Quechua case is

tied primarily to the semantic role properties of a phrase. Muna- 'want', like rika-

'see' and maya- 'perceive', is M-transitive and therefore assigns two macroroles.

The logical structure for muna- is want' (x, y), and the x argument functions as actor

and the y argument as undergoer. The logical structure (simplified) for (c) is want'

(3sgj, [do' (xi5 [hit' (xi? lsg)])]), and the embedded logical structure is the undergoer

of muna- 'want'. Hence the infinitive realizing it receives accusative case, following

(9.67a2), despite the fact that it is not realized as a core argument of muna- but
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rather as the linked core in a non-subordinate core juncture. Thus Huallaga

Quechua M-transitive verbs assign two macroroles and therefore accusative case,

even if the embedded logical structure is not realized as a core argument. We have

here an interesting mismatch between semantics and morphosyntax: the accusative

case on the infinitive is a function of the fact that it is the undergoer of the matrix

verb, but the lack of a nominalization suffix and its syntactic behavior is a function

of the fact that it is not a syntactic argument of the matrix verb.

Two very interesting examples of languages which take the clause as their case-

marking domain are Newari (Tibeto-Burman, Nepal; Genetti 1986) and Enga

(Papua New Guinea; Li and Lang 1979). They are both morphologically ergative

languages, and in a core juncture the semantics of the shared semantic argument in

the linked core can affect whether the actor in the matrix core receives ergative case

or not. This is illustrated in the following examples.

(9.72) W5-5 oitobar khope-e won-a-a parsi nyat-o. Newari

3sg-ERG Sunday Bhaktapur-Loc go-PART-CLM sari buy-PAST.EviD

'On Sunday he went to Bhaktapur and bought saris.'

(9.73) a. Baa-0 Wapaka pe-ly-a-mo. Enga

3sg-A B s Wabag go- P R E s-3sg- DEC

'He is going to Wabag.'

b. Baa-((me)) mena mende nya-la pe-ly-a-mo.

3sg-((ERG)) pig DET get-INFgO-PRES-3sg-DEC

'He is going (somewhere) to get a pig.'

c. Baa-(me) mena doko pya-la pe-ly-a-mo.

3sg-(ERG)pig DEF kill-INFgO-PRES-3sg-DEC

'He is going (somewhere) to kill the pig.'

(9.74) a. Baa-((me)) akali ka-lya-nya masi-ly-a-mo.

3sg-((ERG)) man be-iNF-DEs think-pREs-3sg-DEC

'He wants to be a man.'

b. Baa-(me) mena mende nya-la-nya masi-ly-a-mo.

3sg-(ERG)pig DET get-INF-DESthink-PRES-3sg-DEC

'He wants [to get] a pig.'

c. Baa-me mena doko pya-la-nya masi-ly-a-mo.

3sg-ERGplg DEF kill-INF-DESthink-PRES-3sg-DEC

'He wants to kill the pig.'

These are all non-subordinate core junctures, except for (9.73a), which is a simple

clause. In the Enga examples, '(me)' indicates that the presence of the ergative

marker is preferred, while '((me))' indicates that it is neutral or disfavored; no

parentheses means that it is obligatory. The verb in the matrix core in the Newari

example in (9.72) and the Enga examples in (9.73) is 'go', which, being intransitive,

would take an absolutive rather than an ergative actor, as (9.73a) shows. However,
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when the verb in the second core is transitive, then the ergative case may be obliga-

tory, as in (9.72), or it may be optional but preferred, as in (9.73c). The logical struc-

tures for (9.73b, c) are given in (9.75a, b), respectively; the logical structure for 'go'

is simplified for ease of presentation.

(9.75) a. do' (3sgi? [go' (3s&, 0)]) P U R P [B E C O M E have' (xi5 mena)]

b. do' (3S&, [go' (3sgi, 0)]) PURP [[do' (xj, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME dead'

(mena)]]

The second logical structure, in (b), represents a more dynamic action with greater

effect on its second argument than the one in (a), and this is reflected in the dis-

favoring of the ergative marker in (9.73b) and the preference for it in (9.73c). The

case-marking rules in (9.67b) apply in Enga. If each core were linked completely

independently of the other, then there is no obvious way for the properties of the

second core to affect the case marking in the first core. Since there is only one

macrorole in the first core, it should be absolutive case, but in fact this is not what

these examples show. Rather, the case assignment rules take the clause as a whole as

its domain. In Newari, the occurrence of an undergoer in the linked core triggers

the assignment of ergative case to the actor in the matrix core. In Enga, on the

other hand, just how close the event denoted by the linked core is to the prototypical

transitive event with a highly efficacious actor and a strongly affected undergoer

(Hopper and Thompson 1980) plays a role in determining whether the ergative case

is appropriate or not; in order for the ergative case to be possible, there must be two

macrorole arguments in the clause, and the overall semantics of the construction

determines its appropriateness. This is also the case in the sentences in (9.74), in

which the matrix verb is masa- 'think' and the linked cores take the desiderative

suffix -nya, yielding the equivalent of a 'want' construction in English and other

languages. The ergative case on the matrix actor is strongly disfavored when the

linked core is stative but is obligatory when it is close to the transitive prototype.

Thus, languages vary with respect to the domain of case assignment: in Icelandic

the rules apply independently in each core, while in English, Enga and Newari, they

apply to all of the cores in a clause jointly.

9.2.2 Case marking in causative constructions

The case-marking rules proposed in chapter 7 apply in simple sentences. Since the

causative constructions in (9.19)-(9.22) involve either lexical derivation or a syntac-

tic nuclear juncture, the resulting construction is a simple sentence with a single

clause containing a single core, and therefore we should expect that the rules from

chapter 7 should apply to these constructions. As our discussion of the French

examples in (9.22) showed, they do work for this type of construction. However,

as these French examples also showed, there can be variation in the treatment of

causee, and this variation has been much discussed in the literature (e.g. Comrie
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1976c, 1989b, Cole 1983, Polinsky 1995). The issue is, when an additional argument,

the causer, is added to a core, how does this affect the coding of the other argu-

ments? Comrie (1976c, 1989b) showed that the most common patterns are those

shown in (9.76a), and he proposed an explanation for them in terms of the gram-

matical relations hierarchy in (b). The function of the arguments in the base forms

is given in square brackets.

(9.76) a. Changes in grammatical relations in causative constructions (most frequent

pattern)

1 Intransitive base verb: NP S U B J V —> Derived transitive verb: NP S U B J

NPDO[SUBJ]

NP I O[SUBJ] N P D O [ D O ] v

3 Ditransitive base verb :NP S U B J NP I O NP D O V—> Ditransitive + passive

agent adjunct NP S U B J NP I O [ I O ] NPD O [ D O ] PPOBL[SUBJ] V

b. Grammatical relations hierarchy

SUBJ>DOBJ>IOBJ>OBL

The first thing to note is that it is the 'subject' of the base verb, the causee, which

undergoes a change in its syntactic status; the 'direct object' of the base verb and

the 'indirect object' with ditransitives are not affected. The causer, the actor of the

causative verb or morpheme, functions as the 'subject' of the derived verb. Comrie

proposes that when the base verb is causativized and the causer argument added,

the causee takes over the highest open grammatical relation in the clause. If the

base verb is intransitive, then the causee becomes the 'direct object' of the derived

verb, as in (al). If it is transitive, then the causee becomes the 'indirect object', as in

(a2). If it is ditransitive, then the causee receives the same treatment as the actor in

a passive construction, as in (a3). We had an example from French of (al) in (3.25b)

and of (a2) in (9.22a). They are repeated in (9.77) along with an example of (a3),

from Comrie (1989b).

(9.77) a. Pierre fer-a cour-ir Marie.

make-3sgFUT run-iNF

'Pierre will make Marie run.'

b. Je fer-ai mang-erles gateaux a Jean.

lsgNOMmake-lsgFUTeat-iNF the.Mpl cakes DATJohn

'I will make John eat the cakes.'

c. Je fer-ai expedi-er une lettre au

lsgNOM make-lsgFUT send-iNF a.Fsg letter the.MsgDAT

directeur par Paul.

director by Paul

'I will make Paul send a letter to the director.'

d. Je lui fer-ai expedi-er une lettre au directeur.

lsgNOM 3sgD AT make-3sgFUT send-iNF a.Fsg letter the.MsgD AT director

'I will make him send a letter to the director.'
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Why should the pattern in (9.76a) be the most frequent pattern cross-linguisti-

cally? The answer is, this is the pattern that the semantics to syntax linking algo-

rithm in (9.1) yields. To see this, let's look at the logical structures of these

examples.

(9.78) a. [do' (Pierre, 0)] CAUSE [do' (Marie, [run' (Marie)])]

b. [do' (lsg, 0)] CAUSE [do' (Jean, [eat' (Jean, gateaux)]) & BECOME

eaten' (gateaux)]

c. [do' (lsg, 0)] CAUSE [[do' (Jean, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have'

(directeur, lettre)]]

We assume that faire 'make, cause' has one macrorole when it occurs in these con-

structions and that the complement verb has one or two, depending upon its transi-

tivity. Since there can be no more than two macroroles per core, the status of the

'extra' argument must be addressed. In the linking between (9.78a) and (9.77a),

Pierre, as the EFFECTOR oi faire, will be the actor (see section 4.1), and Marie is the

only candidate for undergoes Hence Marie will be undergoer, which yields the pat-

tern in (9.76al). The linking between (9.78b) and (9.77b) is presented in figure 9.7.

Given this logical structure, je, the EFFECTOR of faire, will be the actor, and of the

remaining two arguments, les gateaux 'the cakes' outranks Jean for undergoer on the

Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy; hence les gateaux will be undergoer and Jean a direct

core argument in the dative, following (9.67a3). We mentioned in section 9.1.2 that

there is a second possible linking of (9.78b), which is represented in figure 9.8. In it

Jean is treated as an actor, yielding three macroroles in the core. Since there can be

only two macroroles in a core, one of them must occur as a non-core element. As

before, the actor oi faire will be the privileged syntactic argument in the sentence,

and the undergoer will also occur as a core argument. The only coding possibility

for the second actor, Jean, is as a peripheral oblique as in passive constructions, and

this is the result in (9.22b), repeated below.

(9.79) Je fer-ai manger les gateaux par Jean.

lsgNOM make-lsgFUT eat-INF the.Mpl cakes by John

'I will have John eat the cakes.'

This is the same treatment that the causee gets in (9.77c). There is also a second cod-

ing possible for (9.78c), namely (9.77d). While it is impossible to have two a NP

phrases in a single French core, it is possible to have the causee realized as a dative

clitic, as in (9.77d). Turkish also has two options for realizing a logical structure like

(9.78c), one with the causee marked by the passive agent marker, and the other with

the causee and the 'indirect object' both in the dative. The following examples are

from Comrie (1989a).

(9.80) a. Di§ci-0 Hasan-a mektub-u mtidur tarafindan goster-t-ti.

dentist-NOM Hasan-D AT letter-ACC director by show-c AUS -PAST

'The dentist got the director to show the letter to Hasan.'
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b. Di§ci-0 mudur-e mektub-u Hasan-a goster-t-ti.

dentist-NOM director-D AT letter-ACC Hasan-D AT show-c AUS-PAST

'The dentist got the director to show the letter to Hasan.'

In both languages, the 'double-dative' linking would be the result of the causee and

the RECIPIENT being treated as non-macrorole direct core arguments, while the 'pas-

sive agent' linking would involve two actors, the subordinate one being treated as

an adjunct in a passive.

Another example of variable linking in a causative construction can be found in

Chichewa (Alsina 1992). The relevant examples are given in (9.81).

(9.81) a. Chatsalira a-ku-nam-its-a mwana.

1-PRES-lie-CAUS-iND l.child

'Chatsalira is making the child tell lies.'

b. Nungu i-na-phik-its-a maungu kwa kadzidzi.

9.porcupine 9-PAST-cook-CAUs-iND 6.pumpkins to la.owl

'The porcupine had the pumpkins cooked by the owl.'

c. Niingu i-na-phik-its-a kadzidzi maungu.

9.porcupine9-PAST-cook-CAUs-iND la.owl 6.pumpkins

'The porcupine made the owl cook the pumpkins.'

When an intransitive verb like -ndm- 'tell lies' is causativized as in (a), the causee

appears as the undergoer, just as in the French example. When a transitive verb like

-phik- 'cook' is causativized, there are two possible linkings. The linking in (b) is

exactly parallel to that in (9.77b) in French (see figure 9.7): the second argument of

the base verb appears as the undergoer of the derived verb, and the causee appears

in a PP marked by kwd 'to'.13 This is the unmarked linking. In the alternative linking

in (c), the causee is the undergoer of the derived verb, and the second argument of

the base verb appears as a direct core argument. The PP kwd kadzidzi 'to owl' can

be omitted from (b), but the NP maungu 'pumpkins' cannot be omitted from (c).

These two linking possibilities parallel exactly the two possibilities with verbs like

give in English (see section 7.2.2), and the omissibility of the third core argument is

also parallel, as (9.82) shows.

(9.82) a. Chris gave flowers to Dana,

a'. Chris gave flowers.

b. Chris gave Dana flowers,

b'. Chris gave Dana.

Omitting to Dana, as in (a'), does not change the basic interpretation of the sen-

tence, whereas omitting flowers as in (b'), does change the meaning of the sentence;

in (b') Dana cannot be interpreted as the RECIPIENT but must be construed as the

THEME, just like flowers in (a'). The reason for this is that the only overt cue to

whether the linking to undergoer is the unmarked one, as in (a), or the marked one,
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as in (b), is the coding of the third core argument. This is why the coding of the third

core argument plays such a prominent role in the syntax to semantics linking algo-

rithm developed in section 7.2.3. If that cue is missing, then the undergoer NP is

interpreted as if the unmarked linking had taken place; with this verb it means that

the undergoer must be interpreted as a THEME. Exactly the same is true in the

Chichewa examples in (9.81b, c); the only cue that a marked linking has occurred

is the coding of the third core argument, and if it is missing, then the undergoer is

interpreted as if the unmarked linking had taken place. This means that if maungu

'pumpkins' is omitted from (9.81c), then the sentence must be interpreted as The

porcupine had the owl cooked.' Hence the status of kwd NP is exactly analogous to

that of the to NP with a ditransitive verb in English.

These examples of variable linking of the causee have involved transitive and

ditransitive verbs to this point; it is also possible with intransitive verbs in some

languages. Two examples of this which are often discussed in the literature come

from Hungarian (Hetzron 1976) and Japanese (Shibatani 1973, Kuno 1973).

(9.83) a. Kohog-tet-tem a gyerek-et. Hungarian

cough-CAus-lsgPAST DET boy-Ace

'I made the boy cough.'

b. Kohog-tet-tem a gyerek-kel.

COUgh-CAUS-lsgPAST DET boy-INST

'I had the boy cough.'

c. Level-et fr-at-tam a gyerek-kel/*gyerek-et.

letter-Ace write-CAus-lsgPAST DET boy-iNST/boy-ACc

'I made the boy write the letter.'

(9.84) a. Taroo ga Ziroo o ik-ase-ta. Japanese

NOM ACCgO-CAUS-PAST

'Taroo made Ziroo go.'

b. Taroo ga Ziroo ni ik-ase-ta.

NOM DATgO-CAUS-PAST

'Taroo let/had Ziroo go', or 'Taroo got Ziroo to go.'

c. Taroo ga Ziroo ni/*o hon o yom-ase-ta.

NOM DAT/ACCbookACCread-CAUS-PAST

'Taroo made Ziroo read the book.'

The default linkings are represented by the (a) sentences; they follow the same

pattern as the French example in (9.77a) and the Chichewa example in (9.81a); in

languages which permit only one pattern with causativized intransitive verbs, it

is virtually always the (a) pattern which occurs, the (a) pattern corresponding to

(9.76al). In the (b) patterns, the causees are non-macrororole core arguments, and

the derived verbs are M-intransitive. In both languages this pattern is possible only

if the base verb is an activity verb, and given the discussion in section 4.2 about the

strong tendency of activity verbs to behave like intransitive verbs, even if they have
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two arguments, this variation is perhaps not so surprising. The Japanese example in

(9.84b) follows the case assignment rules in (7.45), with the non-macrorole direct

core argument receiving dative case, whereas in the Hungarian example in (9.83b)

the default is overridden and the non-macrorole direct core argument is in the

instrumental case (see chapter 7, n. 9).14 There is no alternation when the base verb

is transitive in either language; the causee must be in the instrumental case in

Hungarian, as in (9.83c), and in the dative in Japanese, as in (9.84c).

All of the examples discussed so far have been from accusative languages, but the

same patterns of linking and case assignment are found in ergative languages as

well. Examples from Jakaltek (Craig 1977), Georgian (Hewitt 1995, Harris 1981),

Sanuma (Borgman 1989) and Sama (Walton 1986) are given below.

(9.85) a. Ch-0-(y)-a' xew-oj ix naj. Jakaltek

NPST-3ABS-3ERG-cause rest-iNF CL/she ciVhe

'She makes him rest.'

b. X-in-(y)-a' mak-a' naj t-aw-et.

PST-lSgABS-3ERG-CailSehit-INFCL/he AUG-2sgERG-tO

'He made you hit me.'

(9.86) a. Ektan-ma avadmaq'op-i

nurse-ERG sick.person-NOM

da-0-0-a-c'v-in-a. Georgian

p v B-3sgU-3sgD c A - p Rv-lie.down- c A u s-3sgA

'The nurse made the sick person lie down.'

b. Geno-m mi-0-0-a-t'an-in-a

Geno-ERGPVB-3sgU-3sgDCA-PRV-take-CAUs-3sgA

Rezo-s c'igneb-i tav-is-tan.

Rezo-D AT books-NOM self-GEN-at

'GenOi got RezOj to take the books to hisy place.'

(9.87) a. Ipa hepala a wani-no

lsgGEN older.brother 3sg DEPR-ERG

pusopo-0 tiki-ma kolo. Sanuma

wife-ABS sit.off.ground-CAUS there

'My older brother makes his wife sit (in the tree) down there.'

b. Pata topo-no pole niha wale-0 koko se-ma-no ke.

old 3pl-ERGdog LOC peccary-ABs3dl kill-CAus-GOALiMM

'The old people made the dogs kill the peccary.'

(9.88) a. Pa-lahi ku na onde'di'aw. Sama

CAUs-fleelsgERG already child yesterday

'I sent the child away yesterday.'

b. Pa-inum ku iya kahawa.

CAus-drink lsgERG 3sgABS coffee

'I had him drink coffee.'
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In each pair of sentences, the base verb in (a) is intransitive and in (b) is transitive.

In all four languages the causee is the undergoer in the (a) pattern; it appears in the

absolutive case in Georgian and Sanuma, is cross-referenced by the absolutive form

in Jakaltek, and is the absolutive NP in Sama. The (b) sentences follow the un-

marked linking pattern in Jakaltek, Georgian and Sanuma but the marked pattern

in Sama. In the first three languages, the causer is in the ergative, the undergoer of

the base verb in the absolutive, and the causee is coded the same way as the third

argument of a ditransitive verb; it is the object of the postposition -et 'to' in Jakaltek,

in the dative in Georgian, and the object of the locative postposition niha in Sanuma.

This is exactly as predicted by the case assignment rules for ergative languages

proposed in section 7.3.1.2. Sama presents a marked linking analogous to (9.81c) in

Chichewa; the causee is the undergoer. This is shown by the fact that it is expressed

by the absolutive form of the third person singular pronoun with the verb in the

unmarked voice; since Sama is syntactically ergative, this means that the absolutive

NP is the undergoer. Thus, we find the same basic patterns of linking and case

marking in causative constructions across languages, regardless of whether they are

morphologically ergative or accusative or syntactically ergative or accusative.

Since the primary function of language is communication, we assume that formal

alternations of the kind illustrated in (9.77b) vs. (9.79) and in (9.81b, c), (9.83) and

(9.84) are not random and meaningless but rather serve to signal some semantic or

other meaningful contrast. The alert reader will have noticed that the translations

of the contrasting sentences in each pair are not the same, and the semantic contrast

in each case revolves around the degree of independent action, volition and control

that can be attributed to the causee. We discussed this briefly with respect to the

French examples in section 9.1.2. The contrast between (9.77b) and (9.79) revolves

around the volitionality of the causee. As noted earlier, Hyman and Zimmer (1976)

argue that in the construction in (9.77b) the causee may be interpreted as not acting

volitionally, whereas in the construction in (9.79) the causee may be interpreted as

acting volitionally. In other words, the secondary EFFECTOR, the causee, can more

easily be construed as an AGENT in (9.79) than in (9.77b), in terms of the implicature

theory of agency proposed in section 3.2.3.2. Thus, par encourages the AGENT

implicature, while a is basically neutral with respect to it. When we look at the trans-

lations of the pairs of Chichewa, Hungarian and Japanese examples, we find the

same semantic contrast: one form seems to favor a volitional interpretation of

the causee (the kwd [dative] form in Chichewa, the dative in Japanese, and the

instrumental in Hungarian), whereas an opposing form (the accusative in all three

languages) does not favor it. We argued that in these three languages the accusative

form reflects the linking of the causee to the undergoer of the derived causative

verb, and given the semantics of undergoer (see section 4.1), an undergoer-causee

should be impossible to construe as agentive. In the contrasting forms, the causee is

not an undergoer but a non-macrorole core argument, and therefore the form of the
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Linking in complex sentences

NP does not block the agent implicature; with respect to the Hungarian instrumen-

tal, it could, like the passive agent coding in French, be interpreted as favoring the

agentive implicature.

There are languages in which alternative coding of the causee does not appear to

involve any variation in the linking itself but rather in the case assigned to the non-

macrorole core argument; actor and undergoer assignments are constant across the

various forms. The languages we will look at are Bolivian Quechua (Bills, Vallejo

and Troike 1969) and Kannada (Sridhar 1976). In Bolivian Quechua, causees of

intransitive base verbs are always accusative, but the causees of transitive base

verbs may be accusative or instrumental, as shown in (9.89).

(9.89) a. Nuqa-0 warmi-ta asi-ci-ni.

lsgNOM woman-Ace laugh-CAus-lsg

'I make the woman laugh.'

b. Nuqa-0 Fan-ta rumi-ta apa-ci-ni.

lsgNOM Juan-Ace rock-Ace carry-CAus-lsg

'I make Juan carry the rock.'

c. Nuqa-0 Fan-wan rumi-ta apa-ci-ni.

lsgNOM Juan-iNST rock-Ace carry-CAus-lsg

'I had Juan carry the rock.'

The undergoer of apa-ci- 'cause to carry', rumi- 'rock', is in the accusative case in

both sentences, and therefore there is no question of there being an alternative link-

ing to undergoer in these examples. Rather, there are two possible cases that can

be assigned to the causee, a non-macrorole core argument, accusative and instru-

mental, and the choice of case affects the viability of the AGENT implicature for the

causee. Not surprisingly, accusative, the normal case for undergoers, strongly dis-

favors the AGENT implicature, whereas instrumental seems to favor it, as the

translations indicate. This parallels the situation in Hungarian. In Kannada the

variable marking on the causee involves a contrast between dative and instrumen-

tal, as illustrated in (9.90).

(9.90) a. Avanu-0 nana-ge bisket-annu tinn-is-id-anu.

3sg-NOM lSg-DATbisCUit-ACC eat-CAUS-PAST-3sgMASC

'He fed me a biscuit.'

a'. Avanu-0 nann-inda bisket-annu tinn-is-id-anu.

3sg-NOM lsg-INST bisCUit-ACC eat-CAUS-PAST-3sgMASC

'He had me eat a biscuit.'

b. Avanu-0 nana-ge tly-annu kud-is-id-anu.

3sg-NOM lsg-DATtea-Acc drink-CAUS-PAST-3sgMASc

'He made me drink tea.'

b'. Avanu-0 nann-inda tly-annu kud-is-id-anu.

3sg-NOM lsg-iNST tea-Ace drink-cAus-PAST-3sgMASc

'He had me drink tea.'
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9.2 Case marking

Table 9.8 Case alternations in causee marking in causative

constructions

Language

French

Chichewa

Hungarian

Japanese

Bolivian

Quechua

Kannada

Case: neutral

or disfavoring

AGENT

implicature

Dative

Accusative

Accusative

Accusative

Accusative

Dative

Case: favoring

AGENT

implicature

Instrumental {par)

Dative (kwd)

Instrumental

Dative

Instrumental

Instrumental

Marked

linking

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Base verb:

intransitive,

transitive

or both?

Transitive

Transitive

Intransitive

Intransitive

Transitive

Transitive

The instrumental case on the causee is compatible with the AGENT implicature, as

in Hungarian and Bolivian Quechua, whereas the dative case disfavors it. Again, the

undergoer is in the accusative case throughout, and accordingly this alternation does

not involve a marked linking to undergoer. Rather, it involves assignment of the

instrumental case instead of the default dative to the non-macrorole core argument.

The facts we have looked at regarding variable causee case marking and its inter-

pretation are summarized in table 9.8. It is not surprising that accusative shows up

consistently as the case neutral to or disfavoring the AGENT implicature, given that

it is associated normally with undergoers; nor is it surprising that instrumental

shows up consistently as the case favoring the AGENT implicature, since it is associ-

ated normally with secondary EFFECTORS that may under certain circumstances

function as actors and in some of the languages marks the adjunct actor in a passive

construction. What is perhaps surprising is that the dative case shows up in both

columns, with contrasting interpretations, depending upon which case it is in oppo-

sition to. If it is in opposition to the instrumental, it disfavors the AGENT implica-

ture, whereas if it is in opposition to the accusative, it favors the AGENT implicature.

Comrie (1989b) expresses this in terms of a case hierarchy of instrumental > dative

> accusative, where the higher-ranking case in the opposition correlates with a more

agentive interpretation of the causee and the lower-ranking case with a less or non-

agentive interpretation. This is, however, to be expected if the dative is the default

case for (non-macrorole) core arguments, as argued in chapter 7. As the default case,

it is not associated with any particular semantic content, unlike the cases normally

associated with actor, undergoer, INSTRUMENT, etc., and its particular interpreta-

tion is a function of the opposition it enters into with a case which is consistently

associated with some semantic content.
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Linking in complex sentences

The idea of the dative as a default case seems to fly in the face of the intuition

of many linguists that there is some kind of inherent meaning associated with

the dative, namely 'experiencer' (see e.g. Wierzbicka 1980b, 1988), and the RRG

approach to case marking has been explicitly criticized on this point (e.g. Haspelmath

1995b). However, such claims are difficult to maintain when all of the uses of the

dative cross-linguistically are considered. The facts in table 9.8 certainly do not

support such an interpretation of the dative, and the occurrence of multiple dative

arguments in a single clause, each with a different interpretation (often having

nothing to do with 'experiencer'), argues strongly against this idea. In the Icelandic

double-dative construction in (7.35b), dative marks both THEME and RECIPIENT, as

it does in the Georgian example in exercise 4 in chapter 7. Indeed, in Georgian the

range of semantic arguments coded in the dative in different constructions covers

virtually the entire Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy (see Van Valin 1990). In the French

example in (9.77d) and the Turkish example in (9.80b), both the RECIPIENT and the

causee are in the dative case. LaPolla (1995b) surveyed over 150 Tibeto-Burman

languages and found that dative was normally used for GOAL/RECIPIENT and for

direction of motion but rarely for EXPERIENCER. There are, of course, many exam-

ples in which dative does mark an 'experiencer'-type argument, e.g. (9.69) from

Icelandic, but the cross-linguistic data do not support an analysis in which this

particular use is taken as basic or prototypical.

9.3 Linking in complex noun phrases

The primary issue regarding linking in complex NPs concerns relative clauses, in

particular, the linking of the head noun to both the matrix clause and to the relative

clause, since it functions in both. There are two main types of relative clause, head-

external and head-internal, and each presents a different linking problem: with

head-external relatives, the problem is determining the function of the head inside

the relative clause, whereas with head-internal relatives, the problem is determin-

ing which argument or adjunct in the relative clause also functions in the matrix

clause. Within head-external relatives, the two main types are those which have a

relative pronoun, such as in English relative clauses with who or which, and those

which have no relative pronoun and a gap in the relative clause, as exemplified by

the Malagasy and Jakaltek examples in (8.70) and by English sentences like The

man (that) I saw is a spy. We will discuss how the linking works in each of the three

types. We begin with the most common type cross-linguistically, externally headed

relative clauses with no relative pronoun.

Both English and Malagasy have this type of relative clause, but Malagasy has an

extra twist: the head noun must always function as the privileged syntactic argu-

ment (pragmatic pivot) of the relative clause (see (6.26)-(6.27)) (Keenan 1976b),

while English lacks this restriction.
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9.3 Linking in complex NPs

(9.91) a. Na-hita ny vehivavy (izay) nan-asa ny zaza Rakoto.15

PRFV.ATv-seeDET woman CLM PRFv.ATv-washDET child Rakoto

'Rakoto saw the woman that washed the child.'

*'Rakoto saw the woman that the child washed.'

a'. Na-hita ny zaza (izay) nan-asa ny vehivavy Rakoto.

PRFV.ATv-seeDET child CLM PRFv.ATv-washDET woman Rakoto

'Rakoto saw the child that washed the woman.'

*'Rakoto saw the child that the woman washed.'

a". Na-hita ny zaza (izay) sas-an'ny vehivavy Rakoto.

PRFV. ATV-see DET child (CLM) wash-PASS-DET woman Rakoto

'Rakoto saw the child that was washed by the woman.'

b. Trevor talked to the woman (that) Colin introduced him to.

b'. Trevor talked to the woman *(that) introduced Colin to him.

In the first two of the Malagasy examples, the head noun, which precedes the rela-

tive clause, can only be interpreted as the privileged syntactic argument of the rela-

tive clause; since Malagasy is an accusative language and the voice of the verb is

active, it is always interpreted as the actor. In the third example it is interpreted as

the undergoer, because the voice of the verb in the relative clause is passive. The

only restriction that English has on this construction is that if the head noun is the

privileged syntactic argument of the relative clause, as in (b'), then the complemen-

tizer that is obligatory; otherwise it is optional.

The logical structure for (9.91a) is given in (9.92a), while the one for (9.91a") is

given in (9.92b).

(9.92) a. see' (Rakoto, [be' (vehivavVj. [do' (xi9 [wash' (xi? zaza)])])])

b. see' (Rakoto, [be' (zazat, [do' (vehivavy, [wash' (vehivavy, yi)])])])

Following the convention introduced in section 4.7.3, the head noun in the complex

nominal logical structure is indicated by underlining. The underlining indicates that

vehivavy 'woman' will be interpreted as the argument of -hita 'see', not the entire

logical structure, in (a); the same holds for zaza 'child' in (b). Restrictive relative

clauses are modifiers like adjectives, and in section 4.7.5 we represented adjectival

modifiers in an attributive logical structure, be' (x, [pred']) (see (4.83)). Accordingly,

we will use the same representation for restrictive relative clauses, with the logical

structure of the relative clause filling the 'pred" slot in the attributive logical struc-

ture. While this is not a control construction, we may use the same mechanism for

representing the function of the head noun within the logical structure of the rela-

tive clause; the head noun is coindexed with a lexically unfilled variable in the logi-

cal structure. In the linking from semantics to syntax, the head of the relative clause

must be the privileged syntactic argument of the relative clause in Malagasy, and

therefore if the head noun had been coindexed with a variable that would function
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Linking in complex sentences

Actor Undergoer Undergoer

see' (Rakoto, [be' (vehivavy^ [do' (xp [wash' (xi? zaza)])])])

Figure 9.23 Linking from semantics to syntax in Malagasy relative clause in

(9.91a)

as a non-actor, then passive or one of the other Malagasy voices would be necessary,

as in (9.91a") and (6.27). The linking from semantics to syntax in (9.91a) is illus-

trated in figure 9.23. The core template in the relative clause is missing a core argu-

ment position, one corresponding to the head noun, and so we must revise (9.60) to

handle this. It already refers to syntactic arguments occurring in the precore slot,

and this would account for relative clauses with relative pronouns. For other types

of externally headed relative clause, however, there is no element in the precore

slot, and therefore technically (9.60c3) does not apply to them. Since it is a universal

feature of externally headed relative clauses that the core is missing an argument

position when the head noun is a semantic argument of the verb or predicate in the

relative clause, we should add the relative clause provision to (b), rather than (c) in

(9.60). Nothing needs to be said regarding cases in which the head noun is not an

argument of the verb in the relative clause, because peripheral constituents are

always optional in the syntactic templates. The revised version is given in (9.93).
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9.3 Linking in complex NPs

(9.93) a. Syntactic template selection principle (revised formulation)

The number of syntactic slots for arguments and argument-adjuncts within

the core is equal to the number of distinct specified argument positions in

the semantic representation of the core.

b. Universal qualifications of the principle in (a)

1 The occurrence of a core as either the matrix or linked core in a non-

subordinate core juncture reduces the number of core slots by 1.

2 The occurrence of a core in an externally headed relative clause con-

struction in which the head noun is a semantic argument of the predicate

in the core reduces the number of core slots by 1.

c. Language-specific qualifications of the principle in (a)

1 All cores in the language have a minimum syntactic valence of 1.

2 Passive constructions reduce the number of core slots by 1.

3 The occurrence of a syntactic argument in the pre-/postcore slot reduces

the number of core slots by 1 (may override (1)).

The main complication which relative clauses introduce to the linking from syn-

tax to semantics is that when the relative clause is recognized, an attributive logical

structure must be introduced into the argument position occupied by the head

noun, with the head noun functioning as the first argument of it, and the logical

structure of the verb in the relative clause filling the 'pred" slot in it. Since there will

be an unlinked argument position in the semantics after all of the NPs in the clause

are linked, the head must be linked to this position, in order to satisfy the Complete-

ness Constraint. Hence it will be necessary to add a construction-specific condi-

tion to the linking specification in the constructional template for relative clauses

to deal with these additional complexities; this would be a general condition which

all constructional templates for relative clauses would have. It can be formulated as

in (9.94).

(9.94) Conditions governing linking from syntax to semantics in externally headed

relative clauses

a. Retrieve from the lexicon an attributive logical structure and substitute

the logical structure of the verb in the relative clause for the y argument.

b. If there is no pre-/postcore slot element in the relative clause, then treat

the head noun as if it were in the pre-/postcore slot for linking purposes; if

there is an element in the pre-/postcore slot in the relative clause, coindex

the head noun with it.

c. Coindex the x argument in the attributive logical structure with the argu-

ment in the relative clause logical structure linked to the head noun in (b).

The linking from syntax to semantics in (9.91a") is given in figure 9.24. Since

Malagasy has a rich voice system, the first step is to determine the voice of the verb

in the main clause; since it is active, we may conclude that the privileged syntactic

argument is the actor and that the NP immediately following the nucleus is the
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

NUC ARG

I
NP

ARG

NP

COREN^PERIPHERYN

C L M ^ C L A U S E

PREDNUCN

REF

I
V N

©
Main verb: | Relative clause verb:

Voice? - Active Nahita ny zaza (izay) sasan'ny vehivavy Rakoto Voice? - Passive

/. P S A = Actor | | | .\ P S A = Undergoer

Undergoer (9.94b) / 7 \ Actor Actor

v2/.--•**"' Actor Undergoer

>"""""\be' (x, [do' (y, [wash' (y, z)])])]) (9.94a)

Actor Undergoer

see' (v, w) Coindexing (9.94c)

Figure 9.24 Linking from syntax to semantics in Malagasy relative clause in

(9.91a")

undergoer. With respect to the relative clause, the voice is passive, which means

that the privileged syntactic argument is the undergoer and that the NP immedi-

ately following the nucleus is the actor. The head noun, ny zaza 'the child', is linked

both to the second argument position in the logical structure of the matrix verb -hita

'see' and to the second argument position in the logical structure of the relative

clause; this follows from the fact that Malagasy has a 'pivot-only' constraint on the

function of the head noun and that, as we just noted, the voice of the verb indicates
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9.3 Linking in complex NPs

that the pivot is the undergoer. The two logical structures are related only indirectly

through the common linking to the head noun. It would be a simple further step to

replace the w variable in the matrix logical structure with the attributive logical

structure after the coindexing mandated by (9.94c), yielding the logical structure in

(9.92b). The use of step 6 in the linking algorithm to relate the head noun to the

empty argument position in the relative clause logical structure is justified by the

fact that in languages with this type of relative clause construction, there is a strong

structural similarity, sometimes virtual identity, between WH-question, topicaliza-

tion/cleft and relative clause constructions. This is illustrated for Malagasy in (9.95)

and for Jakaltek in (9.96) (Craig 1977).

(9.95) a. Iza no nan-asa ny zaza? Malagasy

who PRT ATV-wash DET child

'Who washed the child?'

b. Ny zaza no sas-an'ny vehivavy.

DET child PRT wash-pASS-DET woman

'It is the child who was washed by the woman.'

(9.96) a. W-ohtaj [ix ix x-0-(y)-il naj winaj]. Jakaltek

lsgERG-know CLWomanpsT-3ABS-3ERG-seecL man

'I know the woman the man saw.'

b. Mac x-0-(y)-il naj winaj?

who PST-3ABS-3ERG-see CL man

'Whom did the man see?'

c. Ha'ix ix x-0-(y)-il naj winaj.

CLwomanpsT-3ABS-3ERG-seecL man

'It is the woman the man saw.'

With the exception of the occurrence of the particle no in WH-questions and clefts,

the structure of the three constructions in Malagasy is virtually the same. The iden-

tity is complete in the three constructions in Jakaltek. The head noun + relative

clause is in square brackets in (9.96a), so that this sequence can be compared with

the sentences in (b) and (c). In both languages, the three constructions are subject

to the same 'syntactic-pivot only' linking constraint, and accordingly, it is entirely

reasonable to use the linking step that handles clefts/topicalizations (which seem to

be the same construction in these languages) and WH-questions for handling the

head nouns of relative clauses.

The constructional template for Malagasy relative clauses is given in table 9.9.

The externally headed relative clause template was given in figure 8.38.

The logical structure of relative clauses with relative pronouns differs from those

discussed above only in that instead of the logical structure of the verb in the relat-

ive clause containing a lexically unfilled variable, the WH-word fills that position
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Table 9.9 Constructional template for Malagasy relative clause

constructions

CONSTRUCTION

Malagasy relative clause construction

SYNTAX

Juncture: NP

Nexus: Subordination

Construction type: Clausal modifier

Unit template(s): Main clause: Default

Relative clause template: External head

Relative clause: Default, [-PrCS]

PSA: Head noun = variable syntactic pivot of relative clause

Linking: Semantics —> syntax - If actor * syntactic pivot, then marked

voice

Syntax —> semantics - (9.94)

MORPHOLOGY

CLM izay (optional)

SEMANTICS

Restrictive modifier; be' (xj, [pred' ( . . . y{...)]), where y is lexically unfilled

PRAGMATICS

Elocutionary force: None (outside of potential focus domain)
Focus structure: All elements are non-focal

and is coindexed with the head. An example of this type of relative clause from

English and its logical structure are given in (9.97).

(9.97) a. I liked the cars which were destroyed yesterday.

b. like' (lsg, [be' (cars;, [yesterday' ([do' (0,0)] CAUSE [BECOME

destroyed' (which;)])])])

The linking from semantics to syntax follows the linking algorithm in (9.1), and

the relative pronoun is linked to the precore slot, just as a WH-word is in a WH-

question. The linking for (9.97a) is given in figure 9.25. The linking from syntax to

semantics parallels that for the Malagasy example, with the exception that instead

of linking the head noun directly with the logical structure of the relative clause, it

is coindexed with the WH-word in the precore slot, which is linked to the logical

structure of the relative clause. This is given in figure 9.26. The relationship between

the two main logical structures is expressed by the coindexing required by (9.94b).

In order to integrate the two logical structures, the x argument in the attributive

logical structure must be coindexed with the argument in the embedded logical

structure which is coindexed as required by (9.94b), following (9.94c). The whole
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-PERIPHERYN

CLAUSE

PrCS CORE<^PERIPHERY

NP NUC

I I
ADV

V

A,
I liked the carsj which; were destroyed yesterday^

PROR E L PRED

Actor Undergoer ^^ _^--~-—C2\ _ Undergoer

f © f ^ ^ ^ ® © f
like' (lsg, [be' (carŝ  [yesterday' ([do' (0, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME destroyed' (which;)])])])

Figure 9.25 Linking from semantics to syntax in English relative clause in
(9.97a)

attributive logical structure then fills the matrix verb logical structure argument

variable which was coindexed with the relative pronoun by (9.94b). The particular

example contains the added complication of the peripheral adverbial yesterday,

which requires retrieving its logical structure from the lexicon and integrating it

with the logical structure of the verb in the relative clause, following step 5. The

result of the linking, when all of the logical structures are integrated, is (9.97b).

Several crucial steps in the linking are supplied by the construction-specific linking

requirements in (9.94), which are stated in the constructional templates for English

relative clauses given in table 9.10 on page 599. There is obviously a great deal of

overlap between the two templates, but each type of relative clause has enough distinct

features to warrant its own template. Aside from the lack of a pivot for relativiza-

tion in English, the template for the non-relative pronoun construction is otherwise

basically the same as its Malagasy counterpart.
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

ARG NUC ARG

I I I
NP PRED NP

V CORE

(la)

Main verb:

PERIPHERYN

I " I
NUCN CLAUSE

REF PrCS CORE<-PERIPHERY

I I I
N NP NUC

I I
PROREL PRED ADV

V
Relative clause verb:

Voice? - Active I liked the cars which were destroyed yesterday Voice? - Passive

/. PSA = Actor ^ ^ A * \ \ •"• PSA = Non-actor MR

Actor Non-actor DC A '••...

(3)/ / Coindexing (9.94b) "*'**•....

Actor Undergoer Undergoes

like'(v,w) be'(x, [[do'(0,0)] CAUSE [BECOME destroyed'(z)]]) \ ^-x

yesterday' (u)

Coindexing (9.94c)

Figure 9.26 Linking from syntax to semantics in English WH-relative clause

in (9.97)

We now turn to internally headed relative clauses. They present a very different

linking problem from externally headed relatives. In this construction there is no

problem determining the function of the head within the relative clause, since it

occurs overtly in it; rather, the problem is determining which N P inside the relative

clause is the head. Examples of internally headed relative clauses from Lakhota and

Bambara (Bird 1968) are given below; the head nouns are in italics.

(9.98) a. Wichasaki [[sykaki igmueyd wicha-0-yaxtake] ki hena]

man the dog the cat some 3plU-3sgA-bite the those

wa-wicha-0-yake yelo.

3plU-3sgA-see DEC

'The man saw the cats which the dog bit.'
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9.3 Linking in complex NPs

Table 9.10 Constructional templates for English relative clause

constructions

CONSTRUCTION

English relative clause construction (without relative pronoun)

SYNTAX

Juncture: NP

Nexus: Subordination

Construction type: Clausal modifier

Unit template(s): Main clause: Default

Relative clause template: External head

Relative clause: Default, [-PrCS]

PSA: None

Linking: Syntax —> semantics - (9.94)

MORPHOLOGY

CLM that (required if head noun = P S A of subordinate clause; otherwise

optional)

SEMANTICS

Restrictive modifier; be' (xb [pred' (... y{...)]), where y is lexically unfilled

PRAGMATICS

Elocutionary force: None (outside of potential focus domain)

Focus structure: All elements are non-focal

CONSTRUCTION

English relative clause construction (with relative pronoun)

SYNTAX

Juncture: NP

Nexus: Subordination

Construction type: Clausal modifier

Unit template(s): Main clause: Default

Relative clause template: External head

Relative clause: Default, [+PrCS]

PS A: None

Linking: Syntax —> semantics - (9.94)

MORPHOLOGY

WH-relative pronouns

SEMANTICS

Rest r ic t ive modifier; be ' (x h [pred' ( . . . y t . . . ) ] ) , w h e r e y is re la t ive

p r o n o u n

PRAGMATICS

Elocutionary force: None (outside of potential focus domain)

Focus structure: All elements are non-focal
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Linking in complex sentences

b. WicliaSa ki [[s#fc# wq igmu ota wi£ha-0-yaxtake] ki he]

man the dog a cat many 3plU-3sgA-bite the that

wa-0-0-y£ke yelo.

3sgU-3sgA-see DEC

'The man saw the dog which bit many cats.'

c. Wi5ha§aki [[§yka wa igmu wa 0-0-yaxtake] ki he] wa-0-0-y£ke

man the dog a cat a 3sgU-3sgA-bite the that 3sgU-3sgA-see

yelo.

DEC

'The man saw the cat which a dog bit', or 'The man saw the dog which bit

a cat.'

(9.99) a. Ne ye so ye. Bambara

lsg PAST horse see

'I saw a horse.'

b. [Ne ye so min ye] tye ye san.

lsg PAST horse REL see man PAST buy

'The man bought the horse that I saw.'

In the Lakhota construction, the NP interpreted as the head noun is cross-

referenced on the matrix verb, indicating its status as a core argument in the matrix

core, and it is obligatorily indefinite within the relative clause, its true definiteness

status being indicated by the article + demonstrative following the verb at the end

of the relative clause. In (9.98a, b) the actor in the relative clause is singular and

the undergoer plural, and therefore the head is clear both from the form of the cross-

referencing pronominal on the matrix verb and also from the form of the demon-

strative at the end of the relative clause. If, however, both NPs in the relative clause

are singular and indefinite, as in (c), then the resulting construction is ambiguous,

since in principle either NP within the relative clause can be interpreted as the

head. In the Bambara construction in (9.99b), the relative marker min follows the

head noun within the relative clause.

The logical structures for internally-headed relative clauses are basically the

same as their counterparts for externally-headed relative clauses, i.e. [... (x, [be'

(vj, [precT ( . . . y{...)...])]...], but instead of lexically filling the first y argument

and leaving the second one either unfilled or filled by a relative pronoun, the first y

argument is left unfilled and the second one is lexically filled; the coindexing is the

same in both types of relative clauses. The logical structure for (9.99b) is given in

(9.100).

(9.100) [do' (tye, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (tye, [be' (yb [see' (lsg, sa)])])]

The lexically unfilled y argument will not be linked to a core argument position in

the matrix core, whereas both arguments of ye 'see' will be linked into the core of

the relative clause, and this clause will then be linked into the open core argument
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9.3 Linking in complex NPs

SENTENCE

Ne ye so min ye _tye ye san

(2)
Actor Undergoer

V t[do' (tye, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (tye, [be' (y., [see' (lsg,

Figure 9.27 Linking from semantics to syntax in Bambara internally headed

relative clause

slot in the matrix clause. This is illustrated in figure 9.27. The coindexing of the

matrix core argument NP node with the core argument NP node inside the relative

clause mirrors the coindexing in the logical structure.

The Lakhota examples present a more complex linking problem, because it is

a head-marking language. As we argued in chapter 7, each argument position in a

logical structure is obligatorily filled by a pronominal element and may also be

optionally filled by a full NP as well; the pronominal will link to the verb and be

realized as a bound marker, while the NP will appear in a clause-internal but core-

external position. Given the full complement of NPs in the examples in (9.98), all

of the argument positions will be doubly filled in the logical structure. In addition, it

is necessary to represent the NP operators for the head noun, since they are an

obligatory part of its coding. A partial semantic representation for (9.98a) is given

in (9.101).

(9.101) see' (3sg[wichasa], <DEF+ {DEICDIST (NUM PL [be'

[bite' (3sg[syka], (DEFu (NUM PL (^[ig

[do' (3sg[syka],
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Linking in complex sentences

SENTENCE

CORE

COREN COREN COREN

NUCN NUCN NUCN ARG ARG NUC

REF REF REF PRED

N N N PRO PRO

ARG ARG NUC

PRED

PRO PRO V

Wi£ha§aki §ykaki igmueya wi£ha-_ 0- yaxtake ki hena wa-wicha^0- yakeyelo

Actor-

see' (3sg[wichasa], [be' OplJxJ, [do' (3sg[syka], [bite' (3sg[syka], 3pli[igmui])])])])

Figure 9.28 Linking from semantics to syntax in Lakhota internally headed
relative clause

In the case of a head-marking language, leaving the first argument in the attributive

logical structure lexically unfilled means that no full NP is possible, but the pronom-

inal argument must be there, as it is coded on the verb in the matrix clause. NP

operators are represented only for the head noun; hence for it the pronominal is

designated '3' with no number specification, since that is signalled by the number

operator, whereas the other pronominals are coded as '3sg\ The definiteness opera-

tor is crucial, since, as noted above, the head noun must be coded as indefinite inter-

nally to the relative clause with its true definiteness value signaled externally. In the

semantic representation of (9.98a), the definiteness value of the NP is coded in the

NP operators which modify the attributive logical structure containing the repre-

sentation of the relative clause; for the head noun itself, its definiteness value is left

unspecified ('u'), which is formally realized by an indefinite-specific article. The

linking from semantics to syntax in (9.98a) is given in figure 9.28; the dashed lines

indicate the linking of the full NPs to their core-external positions, while the non-

dashed lines indicate the linking of the pronominal arguments to the verbs. The log-
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9.3 Linking in complex NPs

ical structure has been simplified for ease of interpretation. Again, the coindexing

on the NP nodes in the constituent projection mirrors the coindexing within the log-

ical structure. It should be noted that if there were no overt NPs in the sentence,

as in Wichdyaxtake ki hend wqwichayake, it would mean 'He saw the ones that

he/she/it bit.'

The linking from syntax to semantics for internally headed relative clauses does

not follow all of the conditions in (9.94); (a) still applies, (c) must be modified

slightly, but (b), which refers specifically to the external head, is inapplicable. It

must be replaced by a specification that the NP functioning as head inside the

relative clause should be linked to the open argument position in the matrix verb's

logical structure. The head is normally readily identifiable: in Lakhota it must be

indefinite, while in Bambara it is marked by the relativizer min. The constraints on

the linking from syntax to semantics in internally headed relative clauses are given

in (9.102).

(9.102) Conditions governing linking from syntax to semantics in internally headed

relative clauses

a. Retrieve from the lexicon an attributive logical structure and substitute

the logical structure of the verb in the relative clause for the y argument.

b. Link the NP marked as the head noun within the relative clause with the

open argument position in the logical structure of the matrix core (includ-

ing adjuncts).

c. Coindex the x argument in the attributive logical structure with the argument

in the relative clause logical structure identified as the head noun in (b).

The linking from syntax to semantics in (9.99b) is given in figure 9.29. Bambara has

no voice oppositions, and therefore the interpretation of the arguments can be

determined directly from their position in the clause in step If. Because so 'horse'

is marked by min, the relative marker, it is interpreted as the head noun and linked

to the open argument position in the matrix verbs's logical structure, following

(9.102b). The two logical structures are now indirectly connected via the double

linking of the head noun so 'horse'. If the two logical structures are integrated by

substituting the attributive logical structure for the w variable in the matrix logical

structure, the result is the logical structure in (9.100).

The constructional templates for internally headed relative clauses in Lakhota

and Bambara are given in table 9.11 on p. 605. No special syntactic template for

these internally headed relative clauses is required, because they involve an NP

dominating a clause.

The new feature which linking in relative clauses has introduced is construction-

specific constraints on the linking algorithms, specifically the syntax to semantics

algorithm. Since they are construction-specific, they need not be part of the general

algorithms and need only be stated once and referred to then by the constructional

templates for relative clauses.
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Linking in complex sentences

ARG ARG NUC

PRED

Ne ye so min ye tye ye san

Actor Undergoer Actor ^-^

\9.102b) Actor UndergoerActor

[do' (v, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (v, w)] [be' ([x, [see' (y, z)]])] (9.102a)

Coindexing (9.102c)

Figure 9.29 Linking from syntax to semantics in Bambara internally headed

relative clause

9.4 Reflexivization in complex sentences

In section 7.5 we presented a set of principles which govern reflexivization in simple

sentences, i.e. constructions with a single nucleus in a single core in a single clause.

They are repeated in (9.103).

(9.103) a. Role Hierarchy Condition on reflexivization

The reflexive pronoun must not be higher on (7.1) (as

applied to selection of privileged syntactic arguments

in the language) than its antecedent. (= (7.117))

b. Logical structure superiority (L S-superiority)

A constituent P in logical structure is L S-superior to a

constituent Q iff there is a constituent R in logical structure

such that
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9.4 Reflexivization

Table 9.11 Constructional templates for Bambara and Lakhota

internally headed relative clauses

CONSTRUCTION

Bambara relative clause construction (internally headed)

SYNTAX

Juncture: NP

Nexus: Subordination

Construction type: Clausal NP

Unit template(s): Main clause: Default

Relative clause template: None

Relative clause: Default

PSA: None

Linking: Syntax —> semantics - (9.102)

MORPHOLOGY

Head marked by min

SEMANTICS

Restr ic t ive modifier; be' (x b [pred' ( . . . V j . . . ) ] ) , w h e r e x is lexically unfilled

PRAGMATICS

Illocutionary force: None (outside of potential focus domain)

Focus structure: All elements are non-focal

CONSTRUCTION

Lakhota relative clause construction (internally headed; definite

restrictive)

SYNTAX

Juncture: NP

Nexus: Subordination

Construction type: Clausal NP

Unit template(s): Main clause: Default

Relative clause template: None

Relative clause: Default

PS A: None

Linking: Syntax —> semantics - (9.102)

MORPHOLOGY

Head must be marked indefinite-specific

Clause nominalized by determiners realizing definiteness and deictic

operators of head noun

SEMANTICS

Rest r ic t ive modifier; be ' (x}, [pred' ( . . . y t . . . ) ] ) , w h e r e x is lexically unfilled

PRAGMATICS

Illocutionary force: None (outside of potential focus domain)

Focus structure: All elements are non-focal
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Linking in complex sentences

(i.) Q is a constituent of R, and

(ii.) P and R are primary arguments of the same logical

structure.

c. Superiority Condition on reflexivization

A bound variable may not be LS-superior to its binder. (= (7.120))

d. Domain of Obligatory Reflexivization Constraint

One of two coreferring semantic co-arguments within a

simple clause must be realized as a reflexive, while one

of two coreferring syntactic arguments (which are not

semantic co-arguments) within a simple clause may be

realized as a reflexive. (= (7.129))

These constraints were intended to handle examples like those in (9.104), repeated

from (7.114).

(9.104) a. The womanj sent the book to herselfi/*her1.

b. Barbaraj saw a snake near her^herself;.

c. Pamelaj got some spaghetti sauce on her/herself;.

These constraints govern what is an acceptable antecedent (Role Hierarchy and

Superiority Conditions) and what the domain of reflexivization is (Obligatory

Reflexivization Constraint). The formulation of the latter constraint also has impli-

cations for the acceptability of potential antecedents; since it refers to coreferring

arguments within a clause, it requires that both the antecedent and the reflexive be

syntactic arguments either in the core or the precore slot. Complex sentences pre-

sent challenges to both of these issues. With respect to the first issue, nuclear junc-

tures create composite logical structures; do all of the arguments in the derived

logical structures behave like those in the logical structures of simple verbs? Matrix-

coding constructions treat semantic arguments from different verbs as syntactic co-

arguments; is reflexivization obligatory or optional in this instance? With respect

to the second, it is well known that some languages allow what is known as 'long-

distance reflexivization', as illustrated in the following Icelandic example (Thrainsson

1991).

(9.105) Jon-Oj sag-5-i a6 eg hef-6-i

John-MsgNOM say-PAST-3sg CLM lsgNOM have.SBJ-PAST-lsg

svik-id sigi.

betray-PSTPSELF

'Johnj said that I had betrayed himself;.'

The ungrammaticality of the English translation indicates that this construction is

not found in English. In the following two sections, we will address the problems

raised by nuclear junctures and non-subordinate core junctures (section 9.4.1) and

then those raised by long-distance reflexives (section 9.4.2).
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9.4 Reflexivization

9.4.1 Reflexivization in nuclear and core junctures

Nuclear junctures raise the issue of just exactly what counts as a semantic co-

argument in a derived, composite logical structure. Examples of reflexives in nuclear

junctures from French, German and Jakaltek, along with their (in some cases sim-

plified) logical structures, are given in (9.106).

(9.106) a. Marie se fer-a aid-er par Pierre. French

REFL make-3sgFUT help-iNF by

'Marie will make Pierre help her.'

a', [do' (0,0)] CAUSE [do' (Pierre, [help' (Pierre, Marie)])]

a". *Mariese fer-a aid-er a Pierre.

REFL make-3sgFUT help-iNF D AT

b. Maria lieB sich von Peter kuss-en. German

make.PASTREFLby kiss-iNF

'Maria made/let Peter kiss her.'

b'. [do' (Marian 0)] CAUSE [do' (Peter, [kiss' (Peter, SELF,)])]

b". *Maria lieB sich Peter kuss-en.

make.PASTREFL kiss-iNF

b'". Marie liefi Peter sich kiissen.

'Marie made/let Peter kiss himself.' /*'Maria made/let Peter

kiss her.'

c. X-0-w-a' maka-' hin-ba t-aw-et. Jakaltek

PAST-3ABS-lsgERG-make hit-INF lsgERG-Self AUG-2sgERG-tO

'I made you hit me.' (lit. 'I made you hit myself)

c'. [do' (1S&, 0)] CAUSE [do' (2sg, [hit' (2sg, SELF,)])]

In the Jakaltek example, the reflexive NP hin-ba 'my-self' is cross-referenced by the

third-person absolutive marker on the verb. Reflexivization is obligatory in all of

these constructions; replacing the reflexive by a non-reflexive pronoun results in an

obligatory disjoint reference interpretation, i.e. the pronoun cannot be interpreted

as referring to the actor. In the coreference reflexives in German and Jakaltek, the

antecedent and the reflexive are technically semantic arguments of distinct logical

structures. The binder is the actor of the causative verb, which has the logical struc-

ture [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [ . . . ] , while the reflexive is an argument of the comple-

ment logical structure. However, the resulting composite logical structure is exactly

like the logical structure of many causative accomplishment, achievement or activ-

ity verbs, and accordingly it does count as a single logical structure with a single set

of arguments for the purposes of the constraint in (9.103d). Supporting this is the

fact that the antecedent is in every case the actor of the core and the reflexive is the

undergoer; hence, they are semantic co-arguments also with respect to macrorole-

hood. Nuclear junctures, then, necessitate no revision of the principles in (9.103).

In both French and German, it is possible to code the causee of a base transitive

verb in one of two ways, either in the dative or as a passive agent adjunct in French,
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or either in the accusative or as a passive agent adjunct in German. In the examples

in (9.106), however, only the passive agent adjunct coding is possible. Why should

this be the case? The answer is different for the two languages, because the German

construction is a coreference reflexive, while the French one is a clitic reflexive. An

important clue to the answer for the German example comes when we look at the

alternative causee codings, as in the (b") example. It is ungrammatical, at least with

the intended meaning, and native speakers report that they can give it an odd inter-

pretation with the causee as a possible but strongly disfavored controller; in fact,

it seems to be confused with (b'") which has a very different meaning. Hence it

appears that the motivation for treating the causee as an adjunct is to eliminate it

as a possible controller of the reflexive, thereby preventing ambiguity from arising

in a potentially ambiguous construction.

The situation with the French clitic construction is somewhat different. As we

argued in section 7.5.3, se signals the suppression of the highest-ranking argument

in the logical structure, and this is represented in (9.106a'). There is, however, an-

other potential actor, Pierre, the EFFECTOR of aider. If, however, it were actor and

linked to pivot, the sentence would get the wrong interpretation, namely that Pierre

is the actor of faire. In order to ensure the correct interpretation, the actor of the

embedded verb must be treated as an adjunct. The undergoer of aider appears as

the privileged syntactic argument, and as we argued in section 7.5.3, it is interpreted

as actor and undergoer simultaneously; since Pierre is explicitly marked as the actor

of aider, the sentence can only be interpreted as Marie making Pierre help her,

which is the correct interpretation.

Core junctures do raise a number of important questions, however. As we have

seen, English does not appear to allow reflexivization across a core boundary within

a clause containing a core juncture, but other languages do, as the following exam-

ple from Icelandic (Maling 1986) illustrates.

(9.107) Harald-uri skipa-d-i mer ad rak-a sig;.

Harold-MsgNOM order-PAST-3sg lsgDAT CLM shave-iNF SELF

'Haroldi ordered me to shave himselfj.'

We will deal with the issues raised by these constructions in the next section on

long-distance reflexivization. Control constructions in English and other languages

of the type illustrated in (9.108) pose no problems for (9.103).

(9.108) a. Max persuaded himself to call Dana.

b. Sally persuaded Tom to perjure himself.

The undergoer of persuade is a semantic argument of both verbs, and therefore it is

a semantic co-argument of Max in (a) and of himself in (b). Hence both of these sen-

tences meet the condition in (9.103d). A construction which does present a problem
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for (9.103d) is reflexivization in the matrix-coding construction, as illustrated in

(9.109).

(9.109) a. Laura} believed herself^ne^ to have been elected treasurer.

b. Migueli believes himselfi/*himi to be the heir to the Spanish throne.

Because Laura and herself are arguments of different logical structures, the Role

Hierarchy Condition as formulated in (9.103a) does not apply to them, since it

refers to the arguments of a single logical structure. However, *Herself believed

Laura to have been elected treasurer is ruled out by the Superiority Condition in (b);

since herself in this sentence is an argument of the matrix logical structure and

Laura is an argument in the embedded logical structure, the reflexive is LS-superior

to its binder, which violates this condition. On the other hand, reflexivization is

obligatory in this construction, and yet the antecedent and the reflexive are not

semantic co-arguments; Laura and Miguel are semantic arguments of believe, and

the reflexive is a semantic argument of the embedded logical structure, as we dis-

cussed in section 9.1.3.2. Accordingly the problem lies with (9.103d). Replacing

'semantic co-arguments within a core' with 'syntactic co-arguments within a core',

for example, would work fine for the sentences in (9.109) and (9.108a), but it would

not work for (9.108b), since Tom and himself are in different cores, or for the sen-

tences in (9.110), in which the antecedent and the reflexive are also in different cores.

(9.110) a. Tanishaj seems to have injured herselfi/*heri.

b. Hamidj was believed to have recognized himselfi/*himi in the picture.

If we were to change the restriction to 'syntactic co-arguments within a clause',

which would cover all of these cases, we would then have no explanation for the

ungrammaticality of the English equivalent to (9.107), * Harold ordered me to shave

himself The primary difference between this sentence and the ones in (9.108b) and

(9.110) is that the antecedent and the reflexive are not semantic co-arguments in

*Harold ordered me to shave himself, while they are semantic co-arguments in

(9.108b) and (9.110). This strongly suggests that in English the domain restriction

on the reflexivization of semantic co-arguments is different from the domain restric-

tion on the reflexivization of co-referring syntactic arguments which are not seman-

tic co-arguments. Thus, the domain restrictions seem to be as in (9.111).

(9.111) Domain restrictions on obligatory reflexivization in English

a. Co-referring semantic co-arguments: can be in different cores within a

clause.

b. Co-referring syntactic co-arguments which are not semantic co-arguments:

cannot be in different cores within a clause (one may be in PrCS with co-

argument in adjacent core).

This contrast falls out from the linking algorithms for complex sentences we

have developed, in particular the syntax to semantics linking algorithm in (9.54).
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Semantic co-arguments are by definition part of the same logical structure in the

semantic representation of the sentence, and therefore it is possible to recover

their cosemantic argumenthood across core boundaries in non-subordinate core

junctures but not across clause boundaries, since clauses link independently of each

other. In matrix-coding constructions like (9.109), the controller in the matrix core

is linked to an argument position in the same logical structure as the reflexive;

hence, even if they are in different cores, the controller and the reflexive will be

linked to argument positions in the same logical structure. In control constructions

like (9.108b), in which the controller and the reflexive are in different cores, the the-

ory of control in (9.33) links the controller in the matrix core to an argument posi-

tion in the same logical structure as the reflexive. This is not the case in *Harold

ordered me to shave himself, however; Harold is a semantic argument of order and

himself'of shave. They are not semantic co-arguments and are not in the same core*

and therefore the sentence is ungrammatical. Because the obligatory sharing of a

semantic argument in non-subordinate core junctures is the basis of the semantic

co-argumenthood across a core boundary, this analysis predicts that reflexivization

across core boundaries should not be possible in core subordination, due to the lack

of any argument sharing, and this is correct, as (9.112) shows.

(9.112) a. *Danat regretted Bob's kissing herselfr

b. *Debrai wanted very much for Sam to kiss herself.

We may predict, moreover, that the clause will universally be the syntactic domain

for obligatory reflexivization of semantic co-arguments. On the other hand, there is

nothing in the linking system that would constrain the interpretation of syntactic

(co-)arguments which are not semantic co-arguments, and therefore we would pre-

dict that languages will vary quite substantially with respect to the treatment of syn-

tactic arguments of this type. This is exactly what we see in (9.107): in Icelandic

coreferring syntactic co-arguments which are not semantic co-arguments can have

a domain larger than a core, while in English they cannot. Indeed, Icelandic reflex-

ivization is not even restricted by clause boundaries in some cases, as (9.105) shows.

We must, then, reformulate the Domain of Obligatory Reflexivization Constraint

for English in (9.103d) as in (9.113).

(9.113) Obligatory Reflexivization Constraint in English

a. For semantic co-arguments, the domain of obligatory reflexivization is

the clause: one of two coreferring core arguments which are semantic

co-arguments must be realized as a reflexive.

b. For co-referring syntactic co-arguments that are not semantic co-arguments,

the domain of possible reflexivization is the core (and the precore slot):

1 if they are both direct arguments, then one of them must be realized as a

reflexive;
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9.4 Reflexivization

2 if the lower-ranking one in terms of (9.103a) is an argument-adjunct,

then it may optionally be realized as a reflexive, subject to semantic

conditions.

The condition in (a) accounts for the sentences in (9.104a), (9.108) and (9.110); the

condition in (bl) accounts for the obligatory reflexives in (9.109), while the one in

(b2) accounts for the possibility of reflexivization in (9.104b, c). The semantic condi-

tion of affectedness, proposed by Kuno and discussed in section 7.5.2, accounts for

the impossibility of the reflexive in (b) and its possibility in (c). Thus, it appears that

English does in fact have a type of long-distance reflexivization, namely reflexiviza-

tion involving semantic co-arguments across a core boundary. It does not, however,

have long-distance reflexivization involving syntactic arguments which are not

semantic co-arguments, unlike Icelandic and many other languages.

9.4.2 Long-distance reflexivization

The phenomena which fall under the heading of 'long-distance reflexivization' are

varied indeed, ranging from grammatically-controlled constructions like (9.107) to

essentially discourse uses of reflexives (cf. e.g. Zribi-Hertz 1989, Zubin, Chun and

Li 1990). As discussed in section 7.5, we will limit our discussion to argument reflex-

ives and will not discuss reflexive possessors or picture reflexives, and we will fur-

ther restrict ourselves to grammatically controlled argument reflexives, following

Pollard and Sag (1992). As with local reflexivization, the two primary issues are (1)

delimiting the domain in which reflexivization can occur and (2) determining the

constraints on possible antecedents. Ideally, there should be one set of constraints

which govern both local and long-distance reflexivization, with languages varying in

terms of which constraints are in effect in them. With respect to possible binders,

there will again be a set of very general constraints, those in (9.103a, c), and some

constraints specific to particular reflexive morphemes, such as the conditions on the

Norwegian reflexives presented in (7.128) and repeated below.

(9.114) a. Seg selv: must be bound by the highest-ranking argument in the clause

(in terms of the privileged syntactic argument selection principles for

Norwegian).

b. Ham selv: must not be bound by the highest-ranking argument in the

clause (in terms of the privileged syntactic argument selection principles

for Norwegian).

These will need to be revised as we develop the general framework for the analysis

of reflexivization, but they illustrate two very common item-specific restrictions on

reflexives: a requirement that a reflexive be bound by a 'subject', as in (a), and one

that it be bound by a 'non-subject' in (b).

Our purpose here is not to present a comprehensive overview of long-distance

reflexivization phenomena; Koster and Reuland (1991) and Dalrymple (1993) present
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Linking in complex sentences

Table 9.12 Syntactic domains for reflexivization, from Dalrymple

(1993)

Syntactic domain Definition in LFG Definition in terms ofLSC

Co-argument domain Arguments of syntactic PRED Core [-argument-adjuncts]

Minimal complete nucleus Minimal domain with a s u B J Core [+argument-adjuncts]

Minimal finite domain Minimal domain with TENSE Clause

Root S Entire sentence Sentence

such surveys. Rather, our interest is in arriving at a set of principles which constrain

linking in complex sentences. Dalrymple (1993) formulates such a set in LFG terms,

and we will adopt her approach and adapt it into our framework. She argues that

there are four possible syntactic domains for grammatically controlled reflexiviza-

tion. They are presented in table 9.12, in which the equivalents in terms of the lay-

ered structure of the clause and our linking theory are given. What is perhaps

surprising about this table is that we have already seen and discussed all of these

domains. The sentence as a reflexivization domain is illustrated in the Icelandic

example in (9.105), and the clause as a possible domain is exemplified in (9.107)-

(9.110). The contrast between 'co-argument domain' and 'minimal complete nucleus'

is illustrated in (9.104); in (a), the PP to herself is in the co-argument domain, since

it is an oblique core argument, whereas the PPs near her and on her/herself in (b)

and (c), being argument-adjuncts and not oblique core arguments, are outside the

co-argument domain but within the minimal complete nucleus. We have already seen

that these two types of PP have different properties with respect to reflexivization

in English, as it is obligatory for oblique core arguments but optional for argument-

adjuncts. Dalrymple cites the following Norwegian examples from Hellan (1988) to

illustrate this contrast.

(9.115) a. *Hun kast-et meg fra segselv.

3FsgNOM throw-PAST lsgAcc from SELF

'Shej threw me away from hersehy

b. De kast-et meg tilog fra hverandre.

3plNOM throw-PAST lsgAcc to and from each.other

'They threw me to and from each other.'

Dalrymple argues that this contrast motivates the distinction between 'co-argument

domain' and 'minimal complete nucleus'; segselv 'him/herself must be a co-argument

of its antecedent, whereas hverandre 'each other' need only be within the 'minimal

complete nucleus'. In our terms, this means that seg selv must be a co-core argument

(which in simple clauses means a semantic co-argument) of its antecedent; hence it

must be a direct or oblique core argument in the core. Hverandre, on the other
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9.4 Reflexivization

hand, can be an argument-adjunct, as in (b), and therefore it need not be a semantic

co-argument of its antecedent. Both reflexives must, however, occur within the

same core as their antecedent.

It should be noted that other factors may interact with the domain conditions to

constrain reflexivization. Three will be mentioned briefly here. First, reflexivization

across clause boundaries is often affected by the mood of the subordinate clause.

The embedded finite clause in the Icelandic example in (9.105) is in the subjunctive

mood; were it in the indicative, as in (9.116) from Thrainsson (1991), then reflexiv-

ization would be blocked.

(9.116) J6n-0i heyr-6-i ad eg hef-d-i

John-MsgNOM hear-PAST-3sg CLM lsgNOM have.SBJ-PAST-lsg

/*haf-6-i svik-id sigt.

/have.iND-PAST-lsg betray-PSTP SELF

'Johiij heard that I had betrayed himself/

The identity of the matrix verb is another important factor; long-distance reflex-

ivization seems to be preferred when the matrix predicates are verbs of saying or

believing.16 Thus, in addition to the basic domain constraints, there may be addi-

tional language-specific constraints which affect the possibility of long-distance

reflexivization.

We now turn to the question of the constraints on possible antecedents.

Dalrymple argues that there are both positive and negative conditions on the possi-

ble binders, which have to do with whether an anaphor must or must not be bound

by a 'subject' or whether one must or must not be bound by a syntactic co-argument.

There is a third reflexive in Norwegian, which illustrates the interaction of these

conditions with the domain conditions. It is seg, which, like seg selv, must be bound

by a 'subject' but which must not be bound by a co-argument of any kind; moreover,

its domain is the minimal finite domain, i.e. the clause. This is illustrated in the

following examples from Hellan (1988).

(9.117) a. Joiij snakk-et om seg selv^segj.

John talk-PAST about SELF

'Johrij talked about himself/

b. Jorij fortal-te OlajOm seg selv^j/ham self*i/j/*segi/j.

John tell-PAST Ola about SELF

'Johnj told Olaj about himselfj/herselfj.'

c. Jonj lik-te din artikkelom segj.

John like- pA S T 2sgG E N article about SELF

'John; liked your article about himself/

d. Jonj h0r-te oss snakk-e om seg^seg selvj.

John hear-PAST lsgACC talk-INF about SELF

nj heard us talk about himself/
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Linking in complex sentences

e. *Jeg lov-et Jon; a snakk-e pent om segj.

lsgNOM promise-PAST John CLM talk-INF nicely about himself

'I promised John; to talk nicely about himsehy

f. *Joni war ikkeklar over at vi had-de snakk-et

John be.PAST NOT clear about CLM lplNOM have-PAST talk-PSTP

om segi.

about SELF

*'Johnj was not clear that we had talked about himself ;.'

The sentences in (a) and (b) show that seg cannot have a co-core argument as an

antecedent, regardless of its grammatical function, while (c) shows that if it is a

non-argument, it can have a controller within the same core. The examples in (d)-(f)

illustrate long-distance reflexivization with seg; (d) and (e) involve non-subordinate

core junctures, while (e) is subordination with a tensed complement clause. Only

(d) is grammatical, as in (e) its antecedent is a 'non-subject' and in (f) its antecedent

is outside of the clause. The conditions on the antecedents for the three Norwegian

reflexives and the reciprocal hverandre 'each other' are given in (9.118).

(9.118) Conditions on possible antecedents for Norwegian anaphors

a. Seg selv: must be bound by the highest-ranking semantic co-argument in

the core in which seg selv occurs (in terms of the privileged syntactic argu-

ment selection principles for Norwegian).

b. Ham selv: its antecedent must not be the highest-ranking semantic argu-

ment in the core in which ham selv occurs (in terms of the privileged syn-

tactic argument selection principles for Norwegian).

c. Seg: its antecedent must be the highest-ranking semantic argument in the

core in which the antecedent occurs in the clause in which seg occurs (in

terms of the privileged syntactic argument selection principles for Nor-

wegian); the controller and seg cannot be co-core arguments.

d. Hverandre: its antecedent must be a syntactic co-argument within the core

in which hverandre occurs.

These conditions would be stated in the lexical entries of the anaphors, and

the different domain restrictions they refer to would be statable with respect to

the semantic representations of the sentences, where the Role Hierarchy and

LS-Superiority Conditions apply. The contrast between core arguments and

argument-adjuncts was originally proposed in section 4.4.1.1 on the basis of differ-

ences in their logical structure representations. The contrast between core and

clause is signalled by the presence or absence of the obligatory clausal operator

tense in the semantic representation, as we saw in (9.24), (9.41), and (9.50), and any

coreference relationship involving a reflexive crossing a tense operator would

be one with the sentence as its domain. The semantic representation of operators

is also important for depicting the constraint on long-distance reflexivization

in Icelandic which is tied to the mood of the subordinate clause; having the status
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9.5 WH-questions and related constructions

operator with the value 'irrealis' modifying the embedded logical structure would

represent subjunctive, while the value 'realis' would represent indicative.

9.5 Constraints on linking in W H-questions and related constructions

In our discussion of linking in WH-questions in chapter 7, we discussed how the

WH-word can be mapped into the syntactic representation in one of three ways:

into the precore slot, as in English, into the normal position for an argument or

adjunct, as in Lakhota, or into the core-internal focus position, as in Turkish. We did

not discuss any restrictions on the linking from syntax to semantics, because there

seem to be few if any of them in simple sentences. The picture is very different in

complex sentences. Chomsky (1964) first noted some restrictions in this area, but it

was Ross (1967) who first explored this aspect of syntax and laid the foundations

for all subsequent work on this topic. Ross noticed that it is not possible to form a

WH-question out of all syntactic configurations in a language. Consider the follow-

ing examples involving complex NPs.

(9.119) a. Mulder believes that Scully hid the files,

a'. What does Mulder believe that Scully hid?

b. Mulder believes the rumor that Scully hid the files.

b'. * What does Mulder believe the rumor that Scully hid?

c. Scully interviewed the witness who saw the alien spacecraft,

c'. * What did Scully interview the witness who saw?

It is grammatical in English to form a WH-question with the question word func-

tioning as the undergoer of the embedded clause, when the embedded clause is an

object complement, as in (a'). When the embedded clause is a noun phrase comple-

ment, as in (b), or a relative clause, as in (c), the result is very different, as (b') and

(c') clearly show. Ross argued that NP complements and relative clauses share a

common structural feature, namely, the subordinate clause is embedded within a

complex NP with a lexical head noun, and it is this property which blocks question

formation. It also blocks the formation of related constructions, namely topicali-

zation and relativization, as illustrated in (9.120).

(9.120) a. Those files Mulder believes Scully hid.

a'. Those files Mulder believes the rumor that Scully hid.

a". The alien spacecraft Scully interviewed the witness who saw.

b. The files which Mulder believes that Scully hid were actually in the trunk

of his car.

b'. The files which Mulder believes the rumor that Scully hid were actually

in the trunk of his car.

b". The alien spacecraft which Scully interviewed the witness who saw is

stored in an abandoned missile silo in North Dakota.

Ross suggested that embedded clauses in complex NPs are like islands, in that there

is no way for the NP to escape from the embedded clause in them, and he proposed
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NP

Figure 9.30 Complex NP Constraint (Ross 1967)

the Complex NP Constraint to account for the facts in (9.119) and (9.120). It states,

roughly, that an element cannot be moved out of a clause which is embedded

under a lexical head noun. The relevant structural configuration is represented in

figure 9.30. The constraints Ross proposed for 'extraction constructions', i.e. WH-

question formation, topicalization and relativization, came to be known as 'island

constraints' or 'Ross constraints'. Among them, the Complex NP Constraint, the

Sentential Subject Constraint (blocking extraction out of sentential subjects), the

WH-island Constraint (blocking extraction out of complements with WH-comple-

mentizers) and the Coordinate Structure Constraint (blocking extraction out of

coordinate structures) were the most important.

The constraints proposed by Ross described but did not explain the phenomena,

as they were not derived from any more general theoretical principles. The first

major attempt to unify them theoretically was Chomsky (1973 [1977]), which sub-

sumed them all under the general principle of subjacency. This principle has under-

gone a number of reformulations over the past two decades, but the basic idea is

still that movement transformations (in GB, WH-movement and NP-movement)

cannot move an element across more than one bounding node in a single move. In

English the bounding nodes are NP and S (IP).

The idea that subjacency violations like those in (9.119b', c') and (9.120a', a", b',

b") are caused by a syntactic rule moving an element across more than one bound-

ing node runs into difficulties in languages like Lakhota in which question words do

not appear in the precore slot but rather occur in the normal core-internal position

for a corresponding non-WH element, i.e. in situ. This might lead one to expect that

there would be no subjacency violations in such a language, but this is incorrect, as

the following Lakhota examples show.

(9.121) a. Wichasaki [[§yka wa igmu ki 0-0-yaxtake] ki le]

man the dog a cat the 3sgU-3sgA-bite the this

wa-0-0-y§ke yelo.

3sgU-3sgA-see DEC

'The man saw the dog which bit the cat.'

b. Wichasaki [[syka wa taku 0-0-yaxtake] ki le] wa-0-0-y£ke yelo.

man the dog a 3sgU-3sgA-bite the this 3sgU-3sgA-see DEC

'The man saw the dog which bit something.'
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9.5 W H-questions and related constructions

c. Widhasaki [[§^ka wa taku 0-0-yaxtake] ki le] wa-0-0-y£ka he?

man the dog a 3sgU-3sgA-bite the this 3sgU-3sgA-see Q

'Did the man see the dog which bit something?'

*'What did the man see the dog which bit?'

The sentence in (a) is very similar to the Lakhota relative examples in (9.98) dis-

cussed in section 9.3. In (b) the under goer of the relative clause has been replaced

by taku 'what, something (specific)', and the result is a sentence with an indefinite-

specific undergoes In (c), the crucial example, the sentence has the question particle

he and must be interpreted as a question. In section 7.6.2 it was mentioned that

simple Lakhota sentences with taku and the question particle he are ambiguous

between WH-question and yes-no question interpretations, as (7.156d) showed; it

is repeated below.

(9.122) Sykaki taku 0-0-yaxtaka he?

dog the 3sgU-3sgA-bite Q

'What did the dog bite?', or 'Did the dog bite something?'

What is striking about (9.121c) is that it is unambiguous, even though it might be

expected to be ambiguous just like (9.122). It cannot have the WH-question inter-

pretation, unlike (9.122); it can only have the yes-no question reading. Put an-

other way, taku cannot be interpreted as a question word in (9.121c); it can only be

interpreted as an indefinite-specific pronoun. This is a subjacency effect, just as in

(̂9.119c') in English; in both examples, it is impossible to form a WH-question if the

WH-word functions as (in these cases) a semantic argument in the relative clause.

Thus, it appears that the Complex NP Constraint or subjacency is operative in the

grammar of Lakhota, even though the formation of WH-questions does not involve

question words occurring in the precore slot.

This is a very important fact. Chomsky's account of subjacency crucially refers to

the movement of WH-words and other elements across certain phrase-structure

configurations; the result of this movement is a long-distance dependency between

the WH-word and a syntactic 'gap' in an embedded clause which spans these

configurations. English, which has been analyzed as having syntactic movement

rules due to the displacement of the WH-word to the precore slot from the position

in which the corresponding non-WH-word would occur, shows subjacency effects,

as demonstrated in (9.119) and (9.120). Lakhota, which presents no prima facie evi-

dence for the existence of any movement rules in its grammar, also shows sub-

jacency effects, as in (9.121c). Hence languages with 'movement' show subjacency

effects, and languages without 'movement' also show subjacency effects. We may,

therefore, conclude that 'movement', i.e. the displacement of the WH-word to the

precore slot and the creation of a long-distance dependency, is irrelevant to the

explanation of these subjacency effects. We must look for some other feature com-

mon to the grammars of both types of languages for the explanation.17
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SENTENCE

I

CLAUSE

NP NP CORE

ARG ARG NUC

PRED

V

NP

Sykaki taku 0- 0- yaxtakahe? §¥kaki taku 0- 0- yaxtakahe?

SPEECH ACT

'WHAT did the dog bite?'

SPEECH ACT

'Did THE DOG bite something?'

Figure 9.31 The actual focus domain in Lakhota questions in simple
sentences

An important clue to what this feature could be comes from the Lakhota sen-

tence in (9.122). In section 7.6.2, we argued that the two interpretations of this sen-

tence result from different construals of what the focus of the question is. That is, if

the focus of the question is on tdku, then it is interpreted as a question word, yield-

ing the meaning 'What did the dog bite?' If, on the other hand, the focus is on an-

other constituent, then tdku must be construed as an indefinite-specific pronoun,

resulting in the reading 'Did the dog bite something?' This was represented in figure

7.34, which is repeated in figure 9.31. If the question word being the focus of the

question is the crucial precondition for the WH-question interpretation, then it

follows that the reason (9.121c) is not ambiguous is that it is impossible to interpret

tdku as the focus of the question, leaving only the yes-no question reading possible.

Why should it be impossible to interpret tdku as the focus of the question? The most

plausible answer is that it is in some way related to the syntactic structure, in partic-

ular, that it is the result of tdku functioning in a definite restrictive relative clause.

In section 5.3 we introduced the notion of the potential focus domain, the part of

the sentence in which focal elements can occur; the actual focus domain, where

focal elements actually occur in a particular utterance, must be within the potential

focus domain. With respect to (9.121c), if tdku cannot be the focus of the question,

then there is no possible utterance in which it is in the actual focus domain, and from

this it follows that it must be outside the potential focus domain of the sentence.

Note that in (9.122) tdku is within the potential focus domain, as figure 9.31 shows

clearly.
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The idea that a definite restrictive relative clause is outside the potential focus

domain is one we encountered originally in section 8.5 in our discussion of focus

structure in complex sentences. In that section we introduced a general principle

governing the extent of the potential focus domain in complex sentences in (8.61),

taken from Van Valin (1993b, 1995b); it is repeated in (9.123).

(9.123) The potential focus domain in complex sentences

A subordinate clause may be within the potential focus domain if it is a direct

daughter of (a direct daughter of...) the clause node which is modified by the

illocutionary force operator.

As discussed in section 8.5, there is no limit in principle to the number of direct

daughters involved, and accordingly the specification in parentheses should be

considered to be recursive. In terms of cross-linguistic variation, there appear to be

only two possibilities: the potential focus domain is restricted to main clauses only,

in which case (9.123) is irrelevant to the language, or the potential focus domain can

extend to the deepest subordinate clause in any sentence, as long as the condition is

not violated.

Looking back at the structure of the Lakhota relative clause in figure 9.28, which

is the same structure as in (9.121), we see that the embedded clause is not a direct

daughter of the matrix clause, the clause modified by the illocutionary force opera-

tor. Hence the principle in (9.123) predicts correctly that this relative clause is out-

side the potential focus domain, and this in turn predicts correctly that tdku could

not be interpreted as a question word in this structure. We independently arrived

at this conclusion about Lakhota definite restrictive relative clauses in section 8.5

by looking at the distribution of the indefinite-non-specific articles and at the pos-

sible felicitous responses to yes-no questions (see (8.64)-(8.68)). We investigated

these phenomena in three complex constructions (the other two being object com-

plements and adverbial clauses) and concluded that the potential focus domain

in them is as in (9.124), repeated from (8.69).

(9.124) Summary of potential scope of he: potential focus domain (in italics)

a. [Hoksila etq thalo ki manupi] iyukcq he?

boys some meat the steal think Q

'Does he think some boys stole the meat?'

b. Wichdsa ki [[syka wq igmu eya wicliayaxtake] ki le] wqyqka he?

man the dog a cat some bite the this see Q

'Did the man see the dog which bit some cats?'

c. [Wi5ha§a ki wote] echuhq, tha-wicu ki mni ikicicu he?

man the eat while his-wife the water get.for Q

'While the man was eating, did his wife get him water?'

These potential focus domains follow from the principle in (9.123), as figure 8.22,

repeated in figure 9.32, shows. In (a), the embedded clause is a direct daughter
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

NP

Hoksfla ki thalo ki manii iyukca he?

CLAUSE Wichasa ki syka wa igmu ki yaxtake ki le way^ka he?

CLAUSE<^IF

(a) SENTENCE

SENTENCE

(b)

C L A U S E ^ I F

SENTENCE

Wichasa ki wote echiiha, thawicu ki mni ikicicu he?

CLAUSE >CORE

CLAUSE<^IF

I
(c) SENTENCE

Figure 9.32 The structure of Lakhota complex sentences

of the clause modified by the illocutionary force operator, and consequently, the

embedded clause is within the potential focus domain, as in (9.124a). In (b) and

(c), on the other hand, the embedded clause is not a direct daughter of the clause

modified by the illocutionary force operator, and therefore the embedded clauses

are outside the potential focus domain, as in (9.124b, c).

Our explanation for the impossibility of the WH-question interpretation of tdku

when it is in a definite restrictive relative clause makes a specific prediction about

object complements and adverbial clauses: words like tdku should be construable as

question words in object complements but not in adverbial clauses. That is, if tdku,

tuwd 'who, someone' or one of the other Lakhota words of this class were to occur

in the embedded clause in a construction like (a) in figure 9.32, the resulting sen-

tence should be ambiguous between WH-question and yes-no question readings,
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9.5 WH-questions and related constructions

just like (9.122), whereas if they were to occur in an adverbial subordinate clause

like (c), then the resulting sentence should be unambiguous and have only the

yes-no question reading. These predictions are correct, as (9.125) shows.

(9.125) a. [Tuwathaloki manii] iyiikca he?

who meat the steal think Q

'Who does he think stole the meat?', or 'Does he think someone stole the

meat?'

b. [WicMsaki taku yute] ecMha, tha-wicu ki mnf ikicicuhe?

man the eat while his-wife the water get.for Q

'While the man was eating something, did his wife get him water?'

*'What did his wife get him water, while the man was eating ?'

It is clear, then, that in order for taku, tuwa or one of the other question words/

indefinite-specific pronouns in Lakhota to be interpreted as a question word, it

must occur in the potential focus domain of the sentence. We may express this in

a preliminary fashion as the constraint on question formation in (9.126).

(9.126) Constraint on question formation {preliminary formulation)

The element questioned (the question word in a simple, direct WH-question18

or the focal NP in a simple, direct yes-no question) must function in a clause

which is within the potential focus domain of the sentence.

We saw in section 8.5 that the possible interpretation of the focus in a yes-no

question is affected by the constraint in (9.123), and therefore the restriction in

(9.126) applies to both types of questions. Thus, the principles in (9.123) and (9.126)

provide an explanation for the observed subjacency effects in Lakhota.

The crucial question now is, can this analysis be applied to languages like English,

Icelandic and Sama, in which questions words do not occur in situ but rather in the

precore slot? The first thing to note is that in languages of this type, the position of

the WH-word in the question is not relevant to explaining the subjacency effects,

because in all questions of this kind the WH-word occurs in the precore slot, re-

gardless of the grammaticality of the question. Rather, what is relevant is whether

the clause in which the question word functions semantically is in the potential focus

domain or not. Applying the principle in (9.123) to English in section 8.5, we found

that object complements are in the potential focus domain (see figure 8.20) and that

adverbial subordinate clauses are not (see figure 8.21). If we apply it to the English

relative clauses in figures 9.24 and 9.25, we see that the embedded clause is not a

direct daughter of the clause modified by the illocutionary force operator, and

therefore relative clauses in English, as in Lakhota, are outside of the potential focus

domain. Finally, if we look at the structure of the noun complement clause in figure

8.25, we see that the embedded clause is within an NP and therefore could not be a

direct daughter of the clause modified by the illocutionary force operator; accord-

ingly, it too is outside the potential focus domain. We may summarize these results
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Table 9.13 Potential focus domain in English complex sentence

constructions

Construction

Object complement

Adverbial clause

Relative clause

(restrictive)

Noun complement

Structure

represented

Figure 8.20

Figure 8.21

Figures 9.25,9.26

Figure 8.25

Direct daughter?

Yes

No

No

No

In potential

focus domain?

Yes

No

No

No

in table 9.13. Looking back at the examples in (9.119), we can see that the results in

table 9.13 together with the principle in (9.126) account for the grammaticality or

ungrammaticality of all of the sentences. Forming a question in which the WH-word

functions in an object complement, as in (9.119a') is grammatical, as predicted,

whereas forming a question in which the WH-word functions in a relative clause

or noun complement clause, as in (c') and (b'), respectively, is ungrammatical, again

as predicted. It also explains the ungrammaticality of the English translation of

the Lakhota example in (9.125b), where the WH-word functions in an adverbial

subordinate clause. A particularly striking example of the explanatory potential

of this account can be found in the contrast among the sentences in (9.127).

(9.127) a. That Fred won the race surprised Mary,

a'. It surprised Mary that Fred won the race,

b. *What did that Fred won surprise Mary?

b'. What did it surprise Mary that Fred won?

In (9.127a) there is a 'sentential subject', that Fred won the race, and forming aWH-

question out of it, as in (b), is quite ungrammatical; ruling such sentences out was

the motivation for Ross' Sentential Subject Constraint (1967). There is, however, an

alternative way to code the same lexical material, namely as in (a'), in which the em-

bedded clause appears in an extraposed position and the pronoun it fills the empty

'subject' position. The structural contrast between (a) and (b) is represented in

figure 9.33. If we now evaluate these two structures with respect to the principle in

(9.123), we see that the that-clause is not a direct daughter of the matrix clause in (a)

but is a direct daughter of the matrix clause in (a'), and accordingly, it is not in the

potential focus domain of the sentence in (a) but is in the potential focus domain of

the sentence in (a') (see Huck and Na 1990). The constraint in (9.126) therefore pre-

dicts that WH-question formation with the WH-word functioning in the that-clause

should not be possible in the structure in (a) but should be grammatical in the struc-

ture in (a'), and this is correct, as the ungrammaticality of (b) and the grammaticality

of (b') clearly show.
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CORE

ARG NUC ARG CLAUSE

That Fred won the race surprised Mary

CLAUSE

CORE \

CLAUSE-^-IF

SENTENCE

It surprised Mary that Fred won the race

CLAUSE

CLAUSE^-IF

SENTENCE

Figure 9.33 English fto-clause as 'sentential subject' and in extraposed
position

We have, thus, provided an explanation for the subjacency effects in both English

and Lakhota which does not require the existence of a long-distance dependency

between a WH-word in the precore slot and a syntactic 'gap' in an embedded clause.19

Rather, what is common to the two languages is the crucial role of the potential

focus domain in constraining question formation. This is captured in the principles

in (9.123) and (9.126), which apply equally to both languages, despite their mani-

fest syntactic differences. The principle in (9.126) can be integrated naturally into

the linking algorithms. In order to block the generation of sentences like (9.119b'),

we need to modify step 3 of the semantics to syntax algorithm as in (9.128); the

modification is in italics.

(9.128) Linking algorithm: semantics —> syntax {revised)

1 Determine the actor and undergoer assignments, following the Actor-

Undergoer Hierarchy in figure 7.1.

2 Assign specific morphosyntactic status to [-WH] arguments in logical struc-

ture (language-specific).

a. Accusative privileged syntactic argument selection: default = Actor.

b. Ergative privileged syntactic argument selection: default = Undergoer.

3 If there is a [+WH] XP in the logical structure of a clause in the potential

focus domain,

a. assign it to the normal position of a non-W H-X P with the same function

(language-specific), or
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Linking in complex sentences

b. assign it to the precore slot (language-specific), or

c. assign it to a position within the potential focus domain of the clause

(default = the unmarked focus position in its clause) (language-specific).

4 A non-WH XP may be assigned to the pre- or post-core slot, subject to

focus structure restrictions (optional; language-specific).

5 Assign the core arguments the appropriate case markers/adpositions and

assign the predicate in the nucleus the appropriate agreement marking

(language-specific).

6 For semantic arguments of logical structures other than that of the main

verb,

a. assign them to the periphery (default), or

b. assign them to the precore slot or focus position (language-specific) if

they are focal, or

c. assign them to the left-detached position if they are highly topical.

The addition of the requirement 'in the logical structure of a clause in the potential

focus domain' makes it impossible to link a WH-word to any position in the syn-

tactic representation if this condition is not met, resulting in a Completeness

Constraint violation. In order to constrain the linking from syntax to semantics, we

need to modify steps 3 and 6 in (9.54) as follows.

(9.129) Linking algorithm: syntax —> semantics (revised formulation)

1 Determine the functions of the core arguments:

a. If the construction is syntactically accusative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is

actor.

(2) If it is passive, the privileged syntactic argument is not the actor

of the predicate in the nucleus;

(a) the actor may appear as a direct core argument (language-

specific); or

(b) the actor may appear in the periphery marked by an adposition

or an oblique case (language-specific); or

(c) if there is no actor in the core or the periphery, then replace the

variable representing the highest-ranking argument in the logi-

cal structure with '0'.

b. If the construction is syntactically ergative:

(1) If it is the unmarked voice, the privileged syntactic argument is un-

dergoer.

(2) If it is antipassive, the privileged syntactic argument is actor;

(a) the undergoer may appear as an oblique element (language-

specific);

(b) if there is no undergoer in the core or the periphery, then re-

place the variable representing the lowest-ranking argument in

the logical structure with '0'.
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9.5 WH-questions and related constructions

c. Assign macrorole status to the other direct core argument, if it is not

dative or in an oblique case.

d. If the verb is intransitive, then assign the privileged syntactic argument

either macrorole or direct core argument status (language-specific).

e. If the language is head-marking and there are independent N Ps in the

clause, associate each NP with a bound argument marker (language-

specific).

f. If the language lacks voice oppositions, determine the macroroles from

case marking and/or word order (language-specific).

2 Retrieve from the lexicon the logical structure of the predicate in the

nucleus of the clause and with respect to it execute step 1 from (9.128), sub-

ject to the following proviso:

a. When there is more than one choice for undergoer, do not assign under-

goer to an argument in the logical structure.

b. Assign actor to an argument in the logical structure, if the verb takes

one.

c. Determine the linking of the non-macrorole core argument:

(1) if there is a state predicate in the logical structure and if the

non-macrorole core argument is marked by a locative adposition or

dative or a locative-type case, then link it with the first argument

position in the state predicate in the logical structure; or

(2) if there is a state predicate in the logical structure and if it is not

marked by a locative adposition or dative or a locative-type case,

then link it with the second argument position in the state predicate;

(3) otherwise, link the animate NP with the first argument position in

the state predicate in the logical structure.

3 Link the [-WH] arguments determined in step 1 with the arguments deter-

mined in step 2 until all [-WH] core arguments are linked.

4 In non-subordinate core junctures, one of the arguments of the matrix core

must be linked to an argument position in the embedded logical structure:

a. If the matrix predicate is a control verb, this follows (9.33); otherwise,

b. If the matrix predicate is not a control verb, then link it to the logical

structure argument position of the pivot of the second core.

5 If there is a predicative adpositional adjunct, then retrieve its logical struc-

ture from the lexicon, insert the logical structure of the core as the second

argument in the logical structure and the object of the adposition in the

periphery as the first argument.

6 / / there is an element in the pre- or postcore slot (language-specific), or a

WH-word in situ or in the unmarked focus position (language-specific),

a. assign it the remaining unlinked argument position in the semantic repre-

sentation of the sentence, provided that the logical structure to which it is

linked is for a clause in the potential focus domain.

b. if there are no unlinked argument positions in the sentence, then treat the

WH-word like a predicative preposition and follow the procedure in
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Linking in complex sentences

step 5, linking the WH-word to the first argument position in the logical

structure.

(1) treat the entire logical structure of the sentence as the second argu-

ment of the predicative preposition {default); or

(2) if the embedded clause is within the potential focus domain, then treat

only the logical structure of the embedded clause as the second argu-

ment of the predicative preposition (optional).

The constraint in step 6a prevents a WH-word from being linked to the semantic

representation unless the condition in (9.126) is met. In a language like English it

would leave the WH-word stranded in the precore slot, resulting in a Completeness

Constraint violation. In a language like Lakhota, on the other hand, it would block

the linking if tdku is construed as a question word, likewise resulting in a Com-

pleteness Constraint violation. But there is another option in Lakhota; tdku can

also be interpreted as an indefinite-specific pronoun, and on this interpretation the

condition in (9.126) does not apply, thereby allowing the linking of tdku to a vari-

able in the logical structure, satisfying the Completeness Constraint, and yielding

the yes-no question reading.

The reformulation of step 6b makes it possible to capture well-known constraints

on the interpretation of adjunct WH-questions, as exemplified in (9.130).

(9.130) a. When did Skinner say that Krycek would be at the missile silo?

b. When did Scully interview the witness who saw the alien spacecraft in the

silo?

The sentence in (a) is ambiguous; it can be a question about when something was

said or about when someone would be somewhere. The sentence in (b), however, is

not ambiguous; it can only be a question about when the interview took place, not

about when someone saw something. The issue here is again what can be ques-

tioned, more specifically, what can be questioned with respect to the time of its

occurrence. We would expect, then, that the potential focus domain would play a

key role in constraining the interpretation of the question, and this seems to be the

case. Example (9.130a) involves a structure which is compatible with the embedded

clause being in the potential focus domain, and accordingly it is ambiguous with re-

spect to the interpretation of the scope of when. The structure in (b), however, does

not meet the condition in (9.123), as we have seen (see table 9.13), and therefore the

embedded clause is not in the potential focus domain; hence it cannot be the focus

of the question, and when must be interpreted as modifying the matrix clause.

We have concentrated our discussion thus far on WH-question formation, but as

we showed in (9.120), topicalization and restrictive relativization are also subject to

the same constraints. In many languages these constructions are syntactically very

similar, but functionally they are not so similar in terms of the discourse function of
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9.5 WH-questions and related constructions

Table 9.14 Discourse functions of 'extracted' element in 'extraction'

constructions

Construction Function of 'extracted' element

WH-question Focus
Topicalization Focus or Topic
Relativization Topic

the WH-word in a question, the non-WH NP in the precore slot in a topicalization

construction and the head of a relative clause. This is summarized in table 9.14.

There is an obvious connection between WH-elements, which are always focal,

and focal non-WH elements in the precore slot, on the one hand, and the potential

focus domain, on the other, and this is the basis for the provisions in the linking

algorithms that we introduced in (9.128) and (9.129). Why should topicalization and

restrictive relativization also be constrained by the potential focal domain, given

that the NP in the precore slot in a topicalization construction can be topical and

that the head noun is always topical with respect to the relative clause? The essen-

tial feature that these two constructions share is that the clause in which the

displaced NP functions is always about the referent of the NP (Maling and Zaenen

1982, Kuno 1987). The central notion, then, is pragmatic aboutness; the restrictive

relative clause must be interpretable as being about its head, and the sentence frag-

ment following a topical element in the precore slot must likewise be interpretable

as being about the precore slot element. We may formulate this condition as in

(9.131); Kuno (1987) presents a similar constraint.

(9.131) Pragmatic-aboutness condition on topicalization and relativization

The sentence fragment following a topical element in the precore slot or a

restrictive relative clause must be pragmatically interpretable as being about

the precore slot element or the head noun.

Reinhart (1981) presents an analysis of pragmatic aboutness. She argues that in

order for a sentence to be about the referent of an NP, it must be possible to form an

alternative sentence (with the same essential structure) in such a way that the NP at

issue functions as the focus of a possible assertion that the sentence can be used to

make. To illustrate what she means here, let us look again at (9.120a), Those files

Mulder believes Scully hid. Reinhart's analysis requires that, in order for the sen-

tence fragment Mulder believes Scully hid to be construable as pragmatically about

the precore slot NP those files, there must be an alternative form of this sentence in

which the NP those files serves as the focus of an assertion. The sentence in (9.119a),

Mulder believes that Scully hid those files, is such a sentence; how can we show that

those files can serve as the focus of (9.119a)? As we saw in section 5.5, only the
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asserted part of an utterance can be interpreted as being negated or denied, and

accordingly, if the constituent can be negated in a conversational exchange, then it

is a possible focus. This is illustrated in (9.132).

(9.132) Speaker 1: Mulder believes that Scully hid those files.

Speaker 2: No, the keys to his car.

The fact that this is a felicitous exchange shows that those files can be negated and

therefore is a possible focus in (9.119a). We have met Reinhart's criterion for prag-

matic aboutness, and consequently we may conclude that the sentence fragment

Mulder believes Scully hid is interpretable as being about the NP those files in

(9.120a). Hence the construction in (9.120a) meets the condition in (9.131) and is

predicted to be grammatical, which it is. Her criterion makes crucial reference to

the constituent serving as the focus of a possible assertion that the sentence can be

used to make, and here is where the potential focus domain comes in: in order for a

constituent to be the focus of a possible assertion that a sentence can be used to

make, it must be in potential focus domain, as we saw in chapter 5.

Let's compare (9.120a) with (9.120a"), *The alien spacecraft Scully interviewed the

witness who saw. In order to determine whether the sentence fragment Scully inter-

viewed the witness who saw can be interpreted pragmatically as being about the NP

the alien spacecraft, we need to take an alternative form of the sentence and ascer-

tain if the alien spacecraft is a possible focus in it. The alternative sentence is

(9.119c), Scully interviewed the witness who saw the alien spacecraft, we must now

place it in the same type of context as in (9.132) to see if this NP can be negated.

(9.133) a. Speaker 1: Scully interviewed the witness who saw the alien spacecraft.

Speaker 2: *No, some lights in the sky.

b. Speaker 1: Scully interviewed the witness who saw the alien spacecraft.

Speaker 2: No, Skinner. (= 'Skinner interviewed the witness', = 'Scully

interviewed Skinner', but not = 'the witness who saw Skinner')

The results are very different from (9.132). In both interchanges it is impossible to

deny the alien spacecraft, and this means that it cannot be interpreted as the focus of

a possible assertion that (9.119c) can be used to make. If that is the case, then the

sentence fragment Scully interviewed the witness who saw cannot be interpreted

pragmatically as being about the alien spacecraft, and therefore the condition in

(9.131) is not met, and the topicalization construction in (9.120a") is predicted to be

ungrammatical, which it is.

In order for a constituent to be negatable (deniable) as in (9.132), i.e. without

repeating the whole previous utterance, it must be interpretable as the focus of the

question, and, as we have seen, this requires it to be in the potential focus domain.

Restrictive relativization and the occurrence of topical elements in the precore slot

are constrained by the condition in (9.131), which crucially builds on Reinhart's
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9.5 W H-questions and related constructions

analysis of pragmatic aboutness. In her analysis, in order for a sentence fragment or

relative clause to be about the referent of an NP, it must be possible to form an

alternative sentence (with the same essential structure) in such a way that the con-

stituent at issue functions as the focus of a possible assertion that the sentence can

be used to make. This requires the constituent to be in the potential focus domain,

as we saw in chapter 5. Thus, even if the displaced NP is a topic, the interpretation of

the construction is still constrained by the potential focus domain. If it is focal, then

the interaction with the potential focus domain is the same as for WH-questions.

Thus, all of the constructions in table 9.14 are constrained by the potential focus

domain, and therefore the provisions in the linking algorithms regarding the poten-

tial focus domain will work for them, too.

There is still one puzzle remaining regarding relative clauses. While it makes sense

to talk about the sentence asserting something about the topic NP in the precore

slot in a construction like (9.120a), for example, we cannot say the same thing about

(9.120b), in which the files is the head noun and which Mulder believes that Scully

hid is the relative clause. Restrictive relative clauses do not assert anything; as

restrictive modifiers, they are presupposed (see section 5.1). Why, then, should the

potential focus domain restrict the interpretation of constructions which are by

definition not asserted? A plausible answer lies in the connection between assertion

and predication. Cattell (1984) and Kluender (1992) argue that the constraints we

have been investigating are derived from restrictions on the formation of complex

predication structures, and it has long been recognized that the subject-predicate

opposition is fundamentally one of topic and comment, with the predicate being an

assertion about the topic (see the discussion of predicate focus in section 5.2.1). If

this is the case, then limits on what can be construed as an assertion about a topic

are also limits on what can be construed as a possible predication about a 'subject'.

Restrictive relative clauses are complex predications modifying an NP; note that

the logical structure of a head noun + relative clause is the same as that of an

attributive construction (see section 9.3). Thus the predication relationship between

The boy and is tall in The boy is tall is analogous to that between the files and which

Mulder believes that Scully hid in the files which Mulder believes that Scully hid in

(9.120b). It is uncontroversial that the predicate is tall asserts something about the

boy in The boy is tall, and there it is clear that predication and 'assertion about' are

fundamentally related notions. If this is the case, then the application of constraints

on 'assertion about' to predication follows naturally. Hence, the head noun must be

related to the relative clause in such a way that if the relative clause were an inde-

pendent sentence and the head noun a topic, the relative clause could be construed

as an assertion about that topic. And the precondition for this is that the NP serving

as the head noun must function within the relative clause in such a way that if the

relative clause were an independent assertion containing the NP, the NP would be

in the potential focus domain. Thus, despite the different functions of the displaced
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elements in these three constructions, they are all ultimately constrained by

whether the embedded clause in question can be in potential focus domain, and this

follows from (9.123).

The constraint in (9.123) represents the default distribution of the potential focus

domain in complex sentences. There are a number of other factors which interact

with it to reduce or extend the potential focus domain. In particular, lexical seman-

tic factors may also influence the potential focus domain, both in terms of prevent-

ing a position in the potential focus domain from being the actual focus domain and

of overriding the principle in (9.123) and permitting the actual focus domain to be

in structural configurations where it would otherwise be impossible. These two pos-

sibilities can be illustrated in English. The principle in (9.123) predicts that WH-

question formation etc. should be possible out of object complements, but this is not

always true. It has long been noted that while it is very easy to form a question out

of the complement of say, it is highly odd to do this out of the complements of verbs

of manner of speaking, e.g. 11 What did Fred murmur Ichortle/lisp that Mary had

bought? There is a straightforward Gricean explanation for this (Grice 1975). The

focus of an utterance is the most informationally rich part, and the selection of say,

the most semantically neutral verb of saying, together with an unmarked intonation

pattern, indicates that the primary information content of the utterance is the sub-

stance of the communication, which is syntactically expressed in the complement

clause. Hence the focus can fall in the that-clause, making question formation etc.

possible. The choice of a verb which highlights the way in which something is said

rather than what is said, such as murmur, chortle and lisp, causes the focus to shift to

the verb in the main clause, because of the maxim of relevance: the speaker's choice

of an informationally richer expression (murmur) over another, more neutral possi-

bility (say) only makes sense in terms of the Cooperative Principle if the manner of

expression is in fact highly relevant to the main point of the utterance. Hence the

focus must fall on the matrix verb, keeping the complement from being the actual

focus domain despite the fact that the structure as a whole meets the condition in

(9.123). The same thing occurs in 'extraction' out of NPs: when the main verb is not

informationally distinctive, as in Who did you read a book about ?, forming a

question out of the PP in the undergoer NP is fine; however, when the verb is infor-

mationally rich, it naturally draws the focus for the same Gricean reason as above,

precluding the possibility of the object NP being the actual focus domain, e.g. *Who

did you deface/lose/destroy a book about ? The second type of lexical semantic

effect is exemplified with complex NPs like make the claim or hold the belief. The

structure of a sentence like Fred made the claim that Mary stole the money does not

meet the condition in (9.123), because the subordinate clause is part of an NP and

is not a direct daughter of the matrix clause node, as we have seen; hence it should

be outside the potential focus domain and question formation out of it should be

impossible. However, it has long been known that question formation is in fact
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9.5 W FL-questions and related constructions

possible for at least some speakers, e.g. What did Fred make the claim that Mary

stole?, and it has usually been argued that this question is acceptable because make

the claim that X is virtually synonymous with claim that X, an expression whose

structure meets the principle in (9.123). When there is no simple object complement

paraphrase, as in e.g. * What did Fred investigate the claim that Mary stole?, then the

question is ungrammatical as predicted. Here lexical semantic factors have over-

ridden the principle in (9.123) to permit an otherwise excluded structure to fall

within the actual focus domain. Finally, discourse considerations may also affect the

interpretation of the focus domains, as Kuno (1987) has argued. For example, the

odd extraction-from-NP question above can be made rather more acceptable if it

is part of an exchange like the one in (9.134), from Kuno (1987).

(9.134) A: Right after Chairman Mao died, they started taking pictures of Com-

mittee members off the walls.

B: Who did they destroy more pictures of, Chairman Mao or Jiang Qing?

It has also been long known that these constructions are strongly affected by the

definiteness of the head noun, as the examples in (9.135) show.

(9.135) a. Who did you read a book about?

b. ?*Who did you read the book about?

c. * Who did you read the green book about?

d. * Who did you read Hakeem's book about?

The only difference among these four sentences is the definiteness and the restric-

tive modification of the head noun; the basic syntactic structure of the four is the

same. Hence whatever rules out (b)-(d) cannot be syntactic in nature. Relative

clauses in some languages can be affected by the definiteness and semantic content

of the head noun. In Danish, for example, it is possible to form a question out of a

relative clause if the main clause is relatively empty semantically and the head noun

is non-specific or generic, according to Erteschik-Shir (1973) and Erteschik-Shir

and Lappin (1979); they show that the Danish equivalent of What are there many

who like? is perfectly acceptable, whereas a sentence like What did the man see the

dog which bit? is just as bad in Danish as it is in English and Lakhota.20 These facts

show that restrictions on WH-question formation and related constructions cannot

be treated as a purely structural phenomenon but rather must be seen as involving

the interaction of syntactic structure, pragmatic functions and lexical semantics.

Indeed, the fact that the same syntactic configuration may permit WH-question for-

mation in one context or with one main verb but not allow it in a different context

or with a different main verb is strong evidence that the restrictions are not purely

syntactic in nature.

An important example of a structure which meets the condition in (9.123) but

which is nevertheless incompatible with question formation etc. is illustrated in

(9.136).
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Linking in complex sentences

(9.136) a. Scully said (that) Mulder interviewed the suspect.

b. Who did Scully say interviewed the suspect?

c. *Who did Scully say that interviewed the suspect?

d. Who did Scully say (that) Mulder interviewed?

The basic sentence, given in (a), meets the condition in (9.123), and as expected

WH-question formation is possible out of it, as in (b) and (d). The embedded clause

is in the potential focus domain. What is surprising is the ungrammaticality of (c);

the only difference between (b) and (c) is the presence of the complementizer that

in (c). The presence or absence of that has no effect on questions in which the WH-

word is related to a postverbal position; it is relevant only when the WH-word is

interpreted as the privileged syntactic argument of the clause.21 This phenomenon

is not universal, by any means. In Lakhota, for example, the presence or absence of

an overt complementizer has no effect on WH-question formation in object com-

plements (Van Valin 1993b).

If we compare (c) with (d), we find a pattern of question formation possibilities

that we have seen before, namely the pattern in Sesotho and other southern Bantu

languages illustrated in (5.10) and (7.157). In these languages, marked narrow focus

on the preverbal 'subject' is impossible, and therefore passive or some other device

must be used to ensure that a 'subject' WH-word occurs in a postverbal position.

Why does the possibility of marked narrow focus in a clause matter? As we have

seen, a WH-word is narrow focus, and, as figure 9.31 shows clearly, in a language

in which WH-words occur in situ, the position in the clause where the WH-word

occurs must be a possible position for narrow focus. In a language like English in

which the WH-word occurs in the precore slot, the corresponding requirement is

that the position the WH-word is interpreted as filling in the clause must be a possi-

ble position for narrow focus. We saw in (9.132) that the 'object' position in a that-

clause is a possible focus position; what about core-initial position? We can use the

same test as in (9.132) to find out.

(9.137) a. Speaker 1: Scully said Mulder talked to the detective.

Speaker 2: No, Skinner. (= 'Skinner said ...', = 'Scully said Skinner talked

...', = 'Mulder talked to Skinner')

b. Speaker 1: Scully said that Mulder talked to the detective.

Speaker 2: No, Skinner. (= 'Skinner said ...', = 'Mulder talked to Skinner',

but ?? = 'Scully said Skinner talked ...')

In (a), it seems relatively easy to interpret Skinner as replacing any of the three

NPs in speaker l's utterance. In (b), on the other hand, while it is easy to construe

Skinner as replacing Scully or the detective in speaker l's utterance, it is more

difficult than in (a) to interpret it as replacing Mulder. This means that it is more

difficult to interpret Mulder as the focus of speaker l's utterance in (b) than in (a),
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9.5 W H-questions and related constructions

and this correlates with the presence or absence of that. It is easiest to interpret

Mulder as the focus in (b) if that is destressed and Mulder is stressed. This seems to

parallel the fact that many native speakers find (9.136c) more acceptable if that is

destressed and pronounced [dot] rather than [daet].

It appears, then, that for reasons that are not well understood, the occurrence of

an overt complementizer blocks marked narrow focus on the preverbal privileged

syntactic argument position, and if narrow focus is not possible in a position in a

clause, then it is not possible to form a WH-question with the WH-word interpreted

as having the function associated with that position. This is not an issue of the

potential focus domain; that the embedded clause is in the potential focus domain

is shown by the grammaticality of the WH-questions in (9.136d). Thus it appears

that while unmarked narrow focus is possible in the embedded clause in (9.136d)

when a complementizer is present, marked narrow focus on the privileged syntactic

argument is not. Note that when the complementizer is absent, the privileged

syntactic argument of the embedded clause immediately follows the matrix verb, a

position which is often a focus position, as we have seen in several non-verb-final

languages, and in this form marked narrow focus on the privileged syntactic argu-

ment of the embedded clause is indeed possible, as the grammaticality of (a) shows.

If we were to try to form a topic construction with (9.136d), the result is pre-

dictably ungrammatical, *Mulder Scully said that interviewed the suspect. Because

this sentence does not pass the negation test in (9.137b), it fails to meet Reinhart's

pragmatic aboutness criterion and therefore fails to meet the condition on topic

constructions in (9.131). The issues raised above in the discussion of pragmatic

aboutness apply to (9.136c) as well, and the failure to meet Reinhart's criterion has

the same consequences. Thus, the occurrence of an overt complementizer renders

the privileged syntactic argument of the embedded clause pragmatically and syntac-

tically inert with respect to 'extraction' constructions.

We have shown in this section that the much discussed and theoretically very

important restrictions on WH-question formation and related constructions are

the result primarily of the complex interaction of syntactic structure and focus struc-

ture; they are neither purely syntactic, nor are they purely pragmatic.22 As is well

known, languages vary with respect to the restrictions placed on question forma-

tion, and the approach presented here makes it possible to identify the parameters

along which languages will vary. There are two major ones: (1) how 'deep' into the

sentence does (9.123) apply, and (2) how much can lexical semantic and other

factors override (9.123)? As mentioned in chapter 8, some languages restrict the

potential focus domain to matrix clauses only, and accordingly no extraction out

of any kind of embedded clauses is possible. We have already seen examples of

how lexical semantic and other factors can interact with (9.123) to lead to variation

in acceptability of question formation etc. within a single language and across

languages.
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Linking in complex sentences

The account presented here has important implications for the issue of language

acquisition raised in chapter 1, and we return to it in the epilog.

Further reading

For alternative semantic theories of control, see JackendorT (1972), Bach (1979),

Ruzidka (1983), Chierchia (1984), Comrie (1984b) and Sag and Pollard (1991).

Cutrer (1987) presents detailed critiques of syntactic theories of control as well

as semantic theories based primarily on thematic relations; Cutrer (1987, 1993)

extends the RRG account in Foley and Van Valin (1984) to account for cases of non-

obligatory control and arbitrary control. For alternative accounts of matrix-coding

constructions, see Chomsky (1981b, 1986a), Bresnan (1982b), Pollard and Sag

(1994), Langacker (1995) and Frajzynger (1995). See Koster and Reuland (1991)

and Dalrymple (1993) for discussion of long-distance reflexivization. See Erteschik-

Shir (1973), Erteschik-Shir and Lappin (1979), Cattell (1984), Deane (1991), Kluender

(1992) and Kuno and Takami (1993) for related analyses of island phenomena. For

purely syntactic, non-movement accounts of these phenomena, see Gazdar et al.

(1985), Kaplan and Zaenen (1989) and Pollard and Sag (1994).

Exercises

1 Diagram the linking from semantics to syntax for the German sentence in

(7.41a), the Dyirbal sentence in (6.49b), and the Yatee Zapotec sentence in (1)

below (tones are omitted from the Zapotec example). Give the constituent pro-

jection only for each sentence and logical structure for each clause. Where relevant,

indicate the application of the appropriate case assignment and agreement rules.

[section 9.1.1]

(1) W-za?a §kwideno?ole na?a b-le?ele-be? bidobio.

PAST-walkgirl and PAST-see-3sgAboy

'The girl was walking and saw the boy.'

2 Does the theory of obligatory control in (9.33) correctly predict the controller

selection in the following French sentences? Explain your answer for each example.

[section 9.1.3.1.1]

(1) Marc a promis d'y all-er.

have.3sgPRES promise, PSTP of-there go-iNF

'Marc promised to go there.'

(2) Susanne veu-t part-ir.

want-3sgp RES leave-1 N F

'Susanne wants to leave.'
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(3) Michel a persuad-e Pierre d'y all-er.

have.3sgPRES persuade-PSTP of-there go-iNF

'Michel persuaded Pierre to go there.'

(4) Caroline di-t etre fatigu-e-e.

say-3sgp R E S be. i N F tired- P S T p-3sg

'Caroline says she is tired.'

(5) Jeancroi-t etre au-dessus de la loi.

believe3sgPRES be.INF above of the.Fsg law

'Jean believes he is above the law.'

(6) Marthe pretend ne pas comprend-re l'anglais

claim.3sgpRESNEG understand-1NF the English

'Martha claims she does not understand English.'

3 How does the voice system in Toba Batak interact with the theory of obligatory

control in the following examples? The data are from Schachter (1984b). Is the

controller semantically determined, and if so, does it follow (9.33)? What kind of

pivot is there in the linked core? [section 9.1.3.1.2]

(1) a. Man-[s]uba man-[t]uhor biang si Torus.

ATv-try ATV-buy dog

'Torus is trying to buy a dog.'

b. Di-suba si Torus man-[t]uhor biang.

PASS-try ATV-buy dog

'Torus tried to buy a dog.'

(2) a. Mang-elek si Torus si Ria man-uhor biang.

ATv-persuade ATV-buy dog

'Ria is persuading Torus to buy a dog.'

b. Mang-elek si Torus si Ria di-pareso doktor.

ATv-persuade PAss-examine doctor

'Ria is persuading Torus to be examined by a doctor.'

(3) a. Di-elek si Ria si Torus man-uhor biang.

PASS-persuade ATV-buy dog

'Ria persuaded Torus to buy a dog.'

b. Di-elek si Ria si Torus di-pareso doktor.

'Ria persuaded Torus to be examined by a doctor.'

(4) a. Mar-janji si Torus (tu si Ria) man-[t]uhor biang.

iNTR-promise to ATV-buy dog

'Torus promised (Ria) to buy a dog.'
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b. Mar-janji si Torus (tu si Ria) di-pareso doktor.

iNTR-promise to PA ss-examine doctor

'Torus promised (Ria) to be examined by a doctor.'

4 Diagram the linking from syntax to semantics for the Lakhota sentence in

(9.28c), the Acehnese sentence in (9.30b), and the English sentence in (9.36a). Give

the constituent projection only for each sentence and logical structure of the sen-

tence, [section 9.1.3.1.2]

5 Diagram the linking from semantics to syntax for the Malagasy sentence in

(9.58b) and the linking from syntax to semantics for the Icelandic sentence in

(9.61b). Give the constituent projection only for each sentence and logical structure

for the sentence, [section 9.1.3.2.2]

6 Based on the data presented below, give the following information:

(a) the logical structure for each sentence in (1);

(b) the interclausal semantic relations that each predicate (eager vs. easy)

expresses;

(c) the relationship between (i) the different logical structures and

different interclausal semantic relations and (ii) the different permuta-

tions possible with each predicate (i.e. how do the different syntactic

possibilities in (2)-(5) follow from the logical structure of and inter-

clausal semantic relation expressed by each predicate?) (see section

8.4.3);

(d) the linking from semantics to syntax for each sentence in (1); give the

constituent projection only (omit the operator and focus structure pro-

jections), [section 9.1.3.2]

(1) a. Pat is eager to please,

b. Pat is easy to please.

(2) a. Pat is eager to please Chris,

b. *Pat is easy to please Chris.

(3) a. *It is eager to please Chris.

a'. *It is eager for Pat to please Chris.

b. It is easy to please Chris.

b'. It is easy for Pat to please Chris.

(4) a. *To please Chris is eager.

a'. *For Pat to please Chris is eager.

b. To please Chris is easy.

b'. For Pat to please Chris is easy.

(5) a. *Chris is eager for Pat to please,

a'. Chris is eager for Pat to please her.
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b. Chris is easy for Pat to please.

b'. *Chris is easy for Pat to please her.

7 Describe the juncture-nexus type of the construction from Ancash Quechua

(Cole 1984) in (1) and state how it differs from the constructions in (2), based on the

data below. The data in (3)-(5) are relevant to determining the type of linkage.

Describe the linking from semantics to syntax for (la'), and give a constructional

template for the construction, [section 9.1.3.2]

(1) a. Noqa-0 muna-a libru-ta lei-y-ta.

1 sg- N o M want-1 sg book-A C C read-1 N F-A C C

'I want to read the book.'

a'. Noqa-0 libru-ta muna-a lei-y-ta.

lsg-NOM book-ACC\vant-lsgread-iNF-ACC

'I want to read the book.'

b. Qalla-rqo-o-mi libru-ta lei-r.

begin-REC-lsg-EviD book-Ace read-iNF

'I began to read the book.'

b'. Libru-ta qalla-rqo-o-mi lei-r.

book-Ace begin-REC-lsg-EviD read-iNF

'I began to read the book.'

c. Noqa-0 Huaraz-chaw muna-a wayi-ta rura-y-ta.

lsg-NOM -LOC want-lsghouse-ACcmake-iNF-Acc

'I want to make a house in Huaraz.'

d. Noqa-0 qam-ta waray las sesi-m muna-q

lsgNOM 2sg-ACC tomorrow the six-EviD want-lsg —> 2sg

rika-y-niki-ta.

see-1 N F-2sgU-A c c

'I want to see you tomorrow at six.'

(2) a. Noqa-0 malisya-a Fwan-0 qellay-ta suwa-nqa-n-ta.

lsg-NOM suspect-lsg Juan-NOM money-Ace steal-NMz-3sg-Acc

'I suspect (that) Juan stole the money.'

a'. *Noqa-0 qellay-ta malisya-a Fwan-0 suwa-nqa-n-ta.

lsg-NoM money- Acc suspect-lsg Juan-NOM steal-NMz-3sg-Acc

'I suspect (that) Juan stole the money.'

b. Mama-0 muna-n wawa-n-0 aytsa-ta miku-na-n-paq.

mother- NOM want-3sg child-3sg- NOM meat-A C C eat- N M z-3sg- s B J

'Mother wants her child to eat meat.'

b'. *Mama-0 aytsa-ta muna-n wawa-n-0 miku-na-n-paq.

mother- NOM meat-A C C want-3sg child-3sg- N O M eat- N M z-3sg- s B J

'Mother wants her child to eat meat.'

(3) a. Noqa-0-m musya-a Fuan-0 Maria-ta kuya-shqa-n-ta.

lsg-NOM-EviDknow-lsg Juan-NOM Maria-ACclove-NMz-3sg-Acc

'I know that Juan loves Maria.'
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a'. Noqa-0 musya-a-mi Fuan-0 Maria-ta kuya-shqa-n-ta.

lsg-NOM know-lsg-EviD Juan-NO M Maria-Ace love-NMz-3sg-Acc

'I know that Juan loves Maria.'

a". Noqa-0 musya-a Fuan-0 Maria-ta kuya-shqa-n-ta-m.

lsg- N o M know-lsg Juan- NOM Maria-A C C love- N M z-3sg-A C C - E V I D

'I know that Juan loves Maria.'

b. *Noqa-0 musya-a Fuan-0-mi Maria-ta kuya-shqa-n-ta.

lsg-NOM know-lsg Juan-NOM-EviDMaria-ACclove-NMZ-3sg-Acc

'I know that Juan loves Maria.'

b'. *Noqa-0 musya-a Fuan-0 Maria-ta-m kuya-shqa-n-ta.

lsg-NOM know-lsg Juan-NOMMaria-Acc-EviDlove-NMz-3sg-Acc

'I know that Juan loves Maria.'

(4) a. Noqa-0 muna-a libru-ta-m lei-y-ta.

lsg-NOM want-lsgbook-ACC-EviD read-iNF-ACC

'I want to read the book.'

a'. Noqa-0 libru-ta-m muna-a lei-y-ta.

lsg-NOM book-Acc-Evm want-lsg read-iNF-Acc

'I want to read the book.'

b. Qalla-rqo-o kechwa-ta-m yachatsi-r.

begin-REc-lsg Quechua-Acc-EviD teach-iNF

'I began to teach Quechu.'

b'. Kechwa-ta-m qalla-rqo-o yachatsi-r.

Quechua-Acc-EviD begin-REc-lsg teach-iNF

'I began to teach Quechua.'

(5) a. *Noqa-0 malisya-a Fwan-0 qellay-ta-m suwa-nqa-n-ta.

lsg-NOM suspect-lsg Juan-NOM money-ACC-EviD steal-NMZ-3sg-ACC

'I suspect (that) Juan stole the money'

b. *Mama-0 muna-n wawa-n-0 aytsa-ta-m miku-na-n-paq.

mother- NOM want-3sg child-3sg- NOM meat-A c c - E V I D eat- N M z-3sg- s B J

'Mother wants her child to eat meat.'

8 Diagram the linking from semantics to syntax and from syntax to semantics in the

externally headed Korean relative clause in (la) (Yang 1994) and the internally

headed Belhare relative clause in (lb) (=(6.79e)). For the purposes of this exercise,

treat Belhare as dependent-making with verb agreement, like Croatian. Give the

constituent projection only and logical structure for each sentence, [section 9.3]

(1) a. Chelswuka kocangna-n khempwuthe-lul kochi-ess-ta.

NOM broken-REL computer-Acc fix-pAST-D EC

'Chelsoo fixed the computer that was broken.'

b. Tombhira-rja wa sei?-s-u-ha chitt-he-m.

wild.cat-ERG chicken kill-TRANS.PERF-3sgU-NMzfind-PAST-lplA

'We found the chicken that the cat had killed.'

*'We found the cat that had killed the chicken.'
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9 (Note: this last problem is only for students who have a background in GB

theory.) [section 9.5]

Sentences like those in (1) have posed a problem for GB theory, as they seem to

involve a conflict between the demands of bounding theory (subjacency), on the

one hand, and those of binding and case theory, on the other. Are sentences like this

a problem for theory presented in this chapter? Explain.

(1) a. Who does Pat seem to like?

b. What does Chris expect Kim to buy?

c. Whom does Sandy believe to have stolen the money?
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EPILOG

The goals of linguistic theory
revisited

The task in this book was to present a theory of syntax from the communication-and-

cognition perspective. As stated in section 1.4, the general skeleton of the theory is

drawn from RRG, and many parts of the theory are elaborations on basic RRG

concepts, e.g. the layered structure of the clause, semantic macroroles, potential

focus domain, pragmatic pivots, juncture and nexus. But the content of many of the

analyses integrate ideas from a variety of theories and individuals, e.g. RijkhofFs

theory of noun phrase structure from FG, the notion of constructional template

adapted from ConG, Lambrecht's theory of information structure, Pustejovsky's

theory of nominal qualia, the pragmatic analysis of pronominalization of Kuno,

Bolinger and Bickerton, and JackendofFs ideas about reflexivization, to name a few.

Of the issues raised in chapter 1, one of the most important issues, and for

some linguists, the most important issue, is language acquisition. In section 1.3.2 we

briefly mentioned work by a number of linguists, psycholinguists and psychologists

on this topic from the communication-and-cognition perspective, and in this final

section, we will look at the implications of the syntactic analyses we have presented

for theoretical questions in acquisition and child language.

The first step is to clarify the foundational issue, namely, assumptions about

the nature of the human cognitive endowment regarding language. Chomsky has

always been very clear that for him the essential features of the grammars of

human languages are part of a species-specific, genetically determined biological

organ of language; indeed, he now claims (Chomsky 1995) that the basic syntax

of all languages is the same and that all cross-linguistic variation is due to lexical

differences. This position is usually paraphrased as a claim that 'language is innate',

but this paraphrase is very misleading, for two reasons. First, Chomsky has always

maintained that innateness is not the issue; the question is not whether language is

innate, but rather how it is innate (see Chomsky 1975:13,33). That is, it is uncontro-

versial that human beings are endowed with the cognitive faculties to learn and use

language; the issue is, rather, what is the nature of this endowment? In particular,

are the cognitive mechanisms that enable humans to learn language unique to lan-

guage, or are they involved in the acquisition of other knowledge and capacities?

Thus, the central issue for Chomsky is the autonomy of the language faculty. He
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maintains that the language acquisition device (LAD) discussed in section 1.3.1 is

an autonomous mental organ which is independent of other human cognitive capac-

ities. Second, as we discussed in section 1.3.1, Chomsky is concerned with grammar,

not language in the usual sense, and even then it is restricted to what he calls 'core

grammar'.

Researchers investigating language acquisition and development from the com-

munication-and-cognition perspective do not assume that the cognitive endowment

that enables children to learn language is autonomous. Rather, they take the ques-

tion of unique cognitive structures for language learning to be an open question to

be decided by empirical research and not by theoretical flat. Hence, as we discuss

the implications for acquisition of the different aspects of the syntactic theory we

have proposed, the primary issues to be addressed are (1) what distinctions must be

learned in order to acquire the category or concept, (2) what kind of evidence is

available to the child in the input from caregivers and from the situation in which

utterances are used, and (3) to what extent is the concept or category related either

to the child's innate non-linguistic cognitive capacities or to other non-linguistic

capacities or knowledge.

If children do not bring a Chomskyan LAD to the task of acquiring a first lan-

guage, what do they bring? There are many proposals in this area, e.g. Slobin (1973,

1985), Schlesinger (1982), Bruner (1983), KarmilorT-Smith (1992) and Braine (1992,

1994). Braine (1992,1994) argues for the following preconditions to language learn-

ing (1992:80).

(1) a. A cognitive architecture for an initial learning mechanism for concepts

and relations.

b. An account of the kinds of input delivered by sensory systems to the learn-

ing mechanism.

c. 'Kantian-type framework categories', e.g. 'ontological categories' such as

object, place and event, 'predicate' which comprises concepts (including

properties) and relations, and 'argument' which refers to instances of con-

cepts or entities related by relations.

The first two points refer to general cognitive processes; it is the third point which is

most relevant to this discussion. Braine argues that there must be a system of men-

tal representation which human beings have in which notions like 'object', 'place'

and 'event' are represented and manipulated; this is sometimes called a 'language of

thought' (e.g. Fodor 1975). Despite this potentially misleading label, this represen-

tational system is not linguistic; it is, according to Braine, part of the initial cognitive

endowment and is used in cognitive processes in many domains. Of particular im-

portance is the idea that objects and their properties and objects and the relations

among them are represented in terms of predicates (properties, relations) and argu-

ments (objects). Braine (1990,1993) calls this a 'natural logic' and argues that it is a

fundamental component of human cognitive processes in many domains.
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Braine, Bruner, Slobin and others portray the initial cognitive endowment of

human beings as very rich and structured.1 Bruner (1983) emphasizes that human

infants are capable of highly focused analysis and reasoning in abstract domains

and are also strongly predisposed to goal-directed activity, including communicat-

ive social interaction with other humans. Braine (1990,1993) provides some of the

details about the 'natural logic' humans are born with and the representational

system it employs. Neither of them posits a Chomsky-type autonomous LAD, and

so the crucial question is, can a plausible account of the acquisition of syntax be

built on the foundations that Braine and others have laid? If so, then that is evi-

dence that an autonomous LAD is unnecessary.2 A detailed account of the acquisi-

tion of syntax is manifestly impossible in this short chapter; rather, we will address

the three questions given above with respect to the major topics in the previous

chapters, in order to see whether such a detailed account is at least plausible, based

on what is known in each of the areas.

The first issue is the acquisition of clause structure, specifically, the acquisition

of the layered structure of the clause. What distinctions must be learned to acquire

clause structure? As we argued in chapter 2, the universal aspects of the layered

structure are based on two oppositions: first, between predicating vs. non-predicat-

ing elements, and second, between those NPs or PPs which are semantic arguments

of the predicate vs. those which are not. The first distinction underlies the notion

of nucleus vs. other, and the second distinguishes core arguments from peripheral

adjuncts. These distinctions are coded overtly in every language, and in every theory

of acquisition the child must learn these distinctions based on input from caregivers;

even if one assumes an innate syntactic schema for clauses, the child would still have

to learn these distinctions in order to know how to map lexical items into the innate

schema. It is not necessary to posit the innate syntactic schema, however. The cen-

tral concepts of the layered structure of the clause can be constructed on the basis

of these two oppositions and the notions of predicate and argument in the 'natural

logic' discussed by Braine. He gives an explicit account of how basic clause struc-

ture could be developed on the basis of these notions. He begins by specifying the

(innate) developmental primitives he assumes (1992: 90).

(2) Developmental primitives

a. A learning mechanism that uses the 'old-rules-analyze-new-material'

principle.

b. Semantic categories such as 'argument' and 'predicate', including onto-

logical categories, for example 'object', 'place', 'action' and 'event'.

c. A tendency to classify words and phrases, not already classified, as refer-

ring to instances of the categories in (b).

The semantic categories of 'argument' and 'predicate' are derivative of the 'natural

logic' categories mentioned in (lc). Neither of the primitives in (2a) or (2b) is unique

to language. The learning process posited by Braine (1992) is summarized in (3).
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Proposition CORE

Object-Argument Predicate Object-Argument NP-Areument (NUCLEUS) NP-Argument

Object-word Object-word / Noun Verb

The dog bit the cat The dog bit the cat

Figure El Transition from analysis in terms of ontological categories to

syntactic categories, adapted from Braine (1992)

(3) Learning process

a. Child begins to parse sentences based on the semantic categories in (2b)

yielding (for English) a parse tree like the one on the left in figure El.

b. Encountering new sentences which do not fit the semantic prototypes, e.g.

The situation justified the measures, the child applies the principles in (2a)

and (2c) and assimilates such propositions to the patterns arrived at by

principle (2b).

c. Syntactic categories are generalized from semantic ones: Noun from

'object', Verb from 'predicate', Adjective from 'property', etc.

d. Result is a semantically based yet syntactic representation of clause struc-

ture, as in the right tree structure in figure El.

The syntactic structure is represented in terms of the layered structure of the clause.

The core expresses a proposition, and the arrow represents the generalizations in

(3b, c) made during development on the basis of experience. The result of the learn-

ing process as discussed by Braine is very close to the layered structure of the

clause, and it is very plausible to assume that this process, together with the master-

ing of the contrasts between predicates vs. non-predicates and arguments vs. non-

arguments, leads to the constituent projection of the layered structure of the clause

as presented in chapter 2. The language-specific features of clause structure, e.g.

precore slot, right-detached position, are readily learned on the basis of positive

evidence in the input. It should be noted that in languages without variable syn-

tactic pivots or controllers and in situ WH-words in questions, e.g. Lakhota, the

units of the layered structure of the clause will be virtually isomorphic with the

semantic notions that motivate them. This is a very common language type, if not

the most common.

The other aspect of clause structure discussed in chapter 2 is the operator pro-

jection, and the acquisition of operators, which are modifiers of the different layers

of the clause, would be tied to the acquisition of the central distinctions in clause

structure sketched above. There are striking cross-linguistic patterns in the acquisi-

tion of tense and aspect (Weist 1986), modality (Stephany 1986) and negation, e.g.

aspectual distinctions appear either before or simultaneous with tense distinctions

in child language but tense does not appear prior to aspect. Van Valin (1991a)
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presents an analysis of the acquisition of tense, aspect, modality and negation and

shows how the observed cross-linguistic patterns can be accounted for in terms of

the theory we have presented. Thus, there is a plausible account of the acquisition

of the constituent and operator projections of the layered structure of the clause,

based on the initial cognitive endowment posited by Braine and others.

The three projections of the clause in the projection grammar representations

include focus structure, and much less work has been done on the acquisition of

information structure than any of the other areas covered in the book, though there

has been work on the acquisition of pragmatics in general, e.g. Bates (1976), Ochs

and Schieffelin (1979), Karmiloff-Smith (1979), and on phenomena related to focus

structure, e.g. Greenfield (1978), Greenfield and Goldring-Zukow (1978), Clancy

(1993) and Greenfield and Dent (1995). Children readily acquire the distinctions

between topic and focus and do this on the basis of information in the input from

their interactions with caregivers.

Verbs and their arguments are the subject of chapters 3 and 4, and there has

been extensive research done on the acquisition of verbs and argument structure,

e.g. Bowerman (1974, 1982), Pinker (1989), Tomasello (1992) and Tomasello and

Merriman (1995). The crucial distinctions for the Aktionsart classes are static vs.

non-static, punctual vs. non-punctual, telic vs. non-telic and causative vs. non-

causative. An important question is, what are the kinds of cues children can use to

identify the verbs in the language that express these distinctions? In a series of

papers on the acquisition of verbs in English and Japanese (1987,1989,1990,1991a,

1992,1995), Rispoli has shown that there are many cues in the input which the child

can use to determine whether a verb is punctual or not, telic or not, etc. and assign

it to the appropriate class. Research by Bowerman, Pinker, Tomasello and many

others has shown that the verb classes discussed in chapter 3 are readily learned by

children. Turning to argument structure, it might be thought that children learn the

argument structure of verbs by simply attending to the NPs and PPs that accom-

pany verbs in the input from caretakers. While this is clearly an important source of

information, it is in many cases insufficient, due to the ability of speakers of some

languages, e.g. Japanese, to omit NPs and pronouns in the appropriate discourse

context. In the papers mentioned above, Rispoli shows how Japanese children learn

the argument structure of Japanese verbs, even in contexts in which there are very

high rates of ellipsis in the input. Rispoli's work was done in RRG, from which the

framework that we presented in chapters 3 and 4 is taken. With respect to the

nature of the arguments themselves, Braine and Hardy (1982) show that children

operate with a semantic role they call actor which is more general than AGENT and

is close to the notion of the semantic macrorole actor. It appears, then, that there is

evidence for semantic macroroles as being important in early grammar.

A major issue in acquisition studies is the nature of grammatical relations in early

child language: are they syntactic or semantic? Bowerman (1973) and Braine (1976)
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argued that they are basically semantic in nature; Braine and Hardy (1982) argued

that there are no grounds for positing a syntactic relation of subject independent

of the semantic relation of actor in the early stages of the acquisition of English, and

Matthei (1987) provides additional experimental support for this view. English

children operate for a long time on the thesis that the only relations in a transitive

clause are actor (preverbal NP) and undergoer (postverbal NP), as indicated by the

well-known failure of children to comprehend passives correctly for a considerable

period of time. Hyams (1986), on the other hand, argued that they are syntactic,

based on the fact that intransitive verbs in Italian agree with their single argument

regardless of its thematic relation, and that this proves that 'grammatical agreement

is a strictly formal process which holds between what is traditionally referred to

as "subject" and "verb"' (138). Given the discussion in chapter 6 about restricted

neutralizations, it should be clear that both sides in this debate are in a sense

correct. Bowerman, Braine and Matthei are correct in saying that children do not

use the same grammatical relations as adults, and Hyams is correct in pointing out

that the fact that Italian children treat actors and undergoers with intransitive verbs

alike is evidence that the child's grammatical relations are not purely semantic; that

is, their system is not like the one in Acehnese discussed in chapter 6. Weist (1990)

presents an analysis of early grammatical relations in Polish, showing that Polish-

speaking children, like Italian- and English-speaking children, neutralize actor and

undergoer with intransitive verbs. However, he draws the correct conclusion that

children learning English, Polish and Italian use an [S, A] pivot in their early gram-

mar, and this is neither a purely semantic system like in Acehnese, nor is it the sys-

tem used by adults in any of the three languages. It is, however, the system used in

Enga, Lakhota, Warlpiri and Zapotec, and we argued in section 6.5 that it is in fact

the most common pivot type found in human languages. It is probably no accident

that the system children construct initially is also the cross-linguistically most com-

mon one, not because it is innate or the like, but because it is the one which balances

the demands discussed in section 6.5 most efficiently. The adult grammatical rela-

tions in English, Polish and Italian involve pragmatic pivots, and this means that

children have to factor focus structure distinctions into the mix. Rispoli (1991b,

1994) has shown how children piece together the different factors that go into

constituting the privileged syntactic argument types in their language; he looks at

this issue in Turkish, Georgian, Hebrew, Kaluli, Hungarian and Italian. Thus, the

account of grammatical relations in chapter 6 is not only able to handle the diversity

of grammatical relations systems across languages but also provides an explanatory

framework for the analysis of the acquisition of grammatical relations.

The heart of the grammar is the linking algorithms governing the mapping

between semantic representation and syntactic representations. Are the linking

rules learned? Pinker (1984), for example, posits an innate set of linking rules.

Bowerman (1990) investigates this question and concludes that there is no evidence
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in her data that would support the postulation of any innate preferences in linking.

Rather, children seem to go through the same stages that children do when learning

other rules. For example, the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy specifies that with verbs

which have . . . predicate" (y, z) in their logical structure, e.g. give, show, load, etc.,

the second argument is the unmarked choice for undergoer and the first argument

is the marked choice. Some verbs which have this as part of their logical structure

do not allow the expected alternation, e.g. donate, and in other cases pairs of

verbs lexicalize the alternation, e.g. for most speakers, rob lexicalizes the LOCATIVE

as undergoer and steal the THEME. If the acquisition of these alternations follows

the same pattern as, for instance, the learning of the English plural or past tense,

then the following sequence is predicted: (1) the patterns associated with individual

verbs are learned; (2) the child discovers a generalization about the alternations,

namely the second argument (THEME) is the unmarked choice, and applies it across

the board, producing overgeneralizations akin to *goed and *mouses; and (3) the

marked assignments are learned as exceptions to the 'rule'. This is almost exactly

the sequence which Bower man (1982) reports with respect to the acquisition of

these alternations; crucially, children overwhelmingly over generalize the THEME as

the unmarked choice, not the LOCATIVE, e.g. Can I fill some salt [THEME] into the

bear? [LOCATIVE] (1982: 338), and this is in accord with the Actor-Undergoer

Hierarchy. Thus there is evidence that the lexical part of the linking (macrorole

assignment) is learned.

What about the linking between macroroles and grammatical relations? It should

be clear that this could not possibly be innate, given the construction-by-construc-

tion variation we found both within languages and across languages in chapter 6;

Van Valin (1992b) makes the same argument based on data from ergative languages

alone. Evidence that the learning of this phase is strongly influenced by the input to

the child comes from a comparison of the emergence of the passive construction in

English vs. Sesotho (Demuth 1989,1990), as discussed in chapter 5. We saw there

that the potential focus domain in Sesotho excludes preverbal elements, with the

consequence that WH-words in questions must occur postverbally. Hence, in order

for a Sesotho caregiver to ask a crying child 'Who hit you?', a passive must be used,

i.e. 'You were hit by who?', and Demuth reports that there is a much more frequent

occurrence of the passive in caretaker speech to children in Sesotho than in English.

One of the striking consequences of this is that children as young as 2.8 years are

productively using full passives with agent phrases, something which their English-

learning counterparts appear to do at a much later age, and Demuth attributes this

to its high frequency in the input. Thus, Sesotho children master the marked linking

between macroroles and grammatical relations earlier than their English counter-

parts due to differences in the input the children receive.

The acquisition of complex sentences has not received nearly as much atten-

tion as the acquisition of syntactic phenomena in simple sentences, unfortunately.
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One prediction that could be made about the acquisition of complex sentences is

the following: assuming that simpler structures are acquired before more complex

structures, and assuming further that subordinate constructions are more complex

structures than non-subordinate constructions, we may predict that the first com-

plex sentences to emerge will be non-subordinate rather than subordinate. Limber

(1973) and Bowerman (1979) assert that the first complex sentences to appear in

English-learning children's speech are 'object complements' like / wanna read book.

If 'object complements' are truly the first complex structures to appear, then this

prediction is definitely incorrect. But note that these are the very constructions that

were argued to be non-subordinate in chapter 8, contrary to the conventional ana-

lysis of them; they are, rather, examples of core cosubordination, and therefore

the prediction is correct, at least for English. Since RRG, the theory from which

the notion of core cosubordination is taken, is the only theory that treats these

constructions as not involving subordination, it is the only one that makes a cor-

rect prediction here. This suggests that the theory of clause linkage presented in

chapter 8 could be fruitfully applied to the analysis of the complex sentences in

child language.

The restrictions on WH-question formation, topicalization and relativization dis-

cussed in section 9.5 have played a very important role in discussions of innateness,

autonomy and the LAD. They are often presented as the paradigm case of the

argument from the poverty of the stimulus in (1.7) and the strongest argument for

an innate, autonomous LAD. If one considers the GB analysis of these restric-

tions as applied to languages like Lakhota, summarized in n. 17 in chapter 9, the

conclusion that the principle of subjacency must be a part of an autonomous LAD

seems inescapable; how could children acquiring Lakhota learn a constraint on

NP-movement applying at the abstract level of Logical Form, when the language

gives no overt evidence of any movement rules in the first place? However, the

analysis presented in section 9.5 has very different implications for language acqui-

sition, as argued in Van Valin (1991a, 1994). What a Lakhota child has to learn on

this account is (1) the rule that in order for a word like tdku 'what, something' to be

interpreted as a question word, it must be the focus of the question operator he, and

(2) the restriction on the potential focus domain in complex sentences in (9.123).

The combination gives all of the restrictions found in Lakhota. A child acquiring

English, on the other hand, must learn (1) that a WH-word in the precore slot can

only be properly interpreted if it functions as a semantic argument in the logical

structure of a clause in the potential focus domain, and (2) the restriction on the

potential focus domain in (9.123). This accounts for all of the basic restrictions, as

we saw in section 9.5. What kind of evidence could a child use to learn the restric-

tions on the potential focus domain?

It is commonly claimed that there is no evidence available to the child concerning

constraints on WH-question formation and related constructions, but there is in
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fact abundant evidence available to children with respect to the range of possible

interpretations of yes-no questions from their own interactions with caretakers and

peers and from observing the verbal interactions of others. We showed in section

8.5 that the focus of yes-no questions must be within the potential focus domain,

and thus these questions are subject to the same constraints as WH-questions and

related constructions. It has never been suggested that the source of a child's know-

ledge of the principles governing the interpretation of yes-no questions is anything

other than the verbal interactions in which the child is involved. The restrictions

on yes-no questions so acquired are naturally extended to other types of questions,

in particular, WH-questions. Thus the child's knowledge of restrictions on WH-

question formation has its origin in the learned restrictions on yes-no questions. Is

there any evidence that such a transfer of syntactico-pragmatic restrictions could

occur? A clear example of this extension of restrictions can be seen in Wilson and

Peters' (1988) study of a three-year-old blind child's production of WH-questions

which apparently violate extraction constraints; some of his deviant WH-questions

are given in (4).

(4) a. What are you cookin' on a hot ? [Answer: 'stove']

b. What are we gonna go at [to] Auntie and ?

c. What are we gonna look for some with Johnnie?

Wilson and Peters demonstrate that the constructions have their source in a ques-

tioning routine that the child engaged in with his primary caregiver. Examples are

given in (5).

(5) a. C A R E G I V E R : What did you eat? Eggs and . . .

C H I L D : Mbacon.

b. C A R E G I V E R : Oh, that's a . . .

C H I L D : Aleph.

C A R E G I V E R : That's a aleph.

In this routine the caregiver leaves a gap in his utterance which the child is

expected to fill in. The child mastered the routine, and then the restrictions on

question formation derived from it were incorrectly assumed to apply to 'movement'

WH-questions as well; when the child learned to make WH-questions in which

the WH-word occurs in the precore slot, he applied these restrictions to them, lead-

ing to the questions in (4). The account of these questions that Wilson and Peters

present gives evidence that children do in fact transfer the restrictions learned for

one type of question to other types.

Thus, we have sketched a plausible account of how children learning Lakhota

or English could learn the constraints on the potential focus domain that are the

basis for the restrictions on WH-question formation and related constructions. We

have addressed two of the three relevant questions, those dealing with the distinc-

tions to be learned and the kind of evidence needed. The third question concerns the
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extent to which the concepts involved are related to non-linguistic cognitive pro-

cesses. In Van Valin (1986b) it is shown how the crucial notions in this account can

be derived from Grice's (1975) pragmatic theory. The definitions of 'presupposition'

and 'assertion' (and therewith 'focus') are derived from Kempson's (1975) reformu-

lation of Grice's maxim of quantity. The Gricean foundation for these principles

is absolutely crucial. Kasher (1976) argues that Grice's principles can be derived

from general principles of rational action, and Grice himself maintained that they

apply to both linguistic and non-linguistic behavior. The point here is not about

whether Grice's principles are innate or not; rather, it is that they are not auto-

nomous linguistic principles. Hence the principles underlying the concepts intro-

duced in chapter 5, which form the basis of the account of subjacency phenomena

we have given, are ultimately grounded in Grice's general principles of rational

human behavior.3

This brief survey of issues in language acquisition has shown that the theory

of syntax presented in the book can serve as an explanatory framework for the

analysis of language acquisition and child language. Moreover, at no point did it

become necessary to invoke an autonomous LAD to account for the acquisition of

these phenomena. On the contrary, we found considerable evidence that the gram-

matical phenomena are learned on the basis of the initial cognitive endowment

posited by Braine, Slobin, Bruner and others, together with the input that the

children receive from caregivers. To the extent that this conclusion holds up in light

of future research, it stands as a powerful argument against Chomsky's theory of

an autonomous LAD and in favor of the communication-and-cognition approach

to language and language acquisition.
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NOTES

1 The goals of linguistic theory

1 As this example illustrates, the operation of normal science involves both induction and

deduction; that is, hypotheses to be tested normally arise from observations of the phe-

nomena under consideration.

2 This is not the only prediction that could be derived; it is merely being chosen as an

illustration.

3 It should be noted that there are many followers of Chomsky who do psycholinguistic

research and study child language. The point here is that it is not a necessary part of

the study of language acquisition, in Chomsky's conception of the issue.

2 Syntactic structure, I: simple clauses and noun phrases

1 These trees are not intended as accurate representations of the structures that would be

assigned by e.g. GB theory; rather they are intended to represent the relevant aspects

of structure only.

2 Strictly speaking, in recent models neither of the two syntactic levels, D-structure or

S-structure, corresponds to the actual form of the sentence. Both of these are still

abstract, although S-structure is closer to the surface form than D-structure, and the

surface structure, the actual form of the sentence, is the output of the phonology. We

return to the question of non-local dependencies involving case assignment and agree-

ment in section 7.3.1.

3 While the details of phrase-structure trees have changed over the years, it remains true

that, for Chomsky, the 'direct object' is the NP that is sister to the V and the 'subject' is

the sister to the node dominating the V node and the 'direct object', be it the VP or the

V, depending on the theory. See section 6.1.2.1 for detailed discussion.

4 The noun markers like balan and barjgul in Dyirbal express three pieces of information.

The stem, ba-, is a deictic element that expresses how far the referent is from the speaker

and whether it is visible or not; ba- signals 'visible and not far away'. The next part is

a case marker, and the final part is an indicator of the class of the noun. There are four

classes in Dyirbal: class I includes males, kangaroos, the moon, boomerangs, etc.; class

II includes females, dogs, the sun, fire, scorpions, etc. (the 'women, fire and dangerous

things' referred to in the title of Lakoff 1987); class III includes trees with edible fruit;

and class IV is the residual class. See Dixon (1972) for more discussion.
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Notes to pages 20-47

5 This characterization of these NPs as 'subject' and 'object' are meant only for expository

purposes; the nature of grammatical relations in Dyirbal will be discussed in chapter 6.

6 The representation may be abstract with respect to phonology or morphophonology,

e.g. the output could be in terms of abstract morphophonological units rather than con-

crete phonetic ones. We will not be concerned with the issue of (morpho)phonological

representation.

7 There is a weaker sense of 'universal': the concept or relation is part of the universal

inventory from which the grammars of particular languages are constituted. It is in

this sense that features in phonology are universal; they make up the universal inven-

tory from which languages draw, but some features are not found in the phonology of

every language. Universals of this type were called 'substantive universals' in Chomsky

(1965).

8 In many European linguistic theories, the term 'actant' is used for syntactic arguments

and 'circonstant' for adjuncts (cf. Abraham 1978, Kibrik 1987); 'argument' is used for

semantic arguments only.

9 Bare NP adverbials like yesterday or tomorrow, as in He arrived yesterday or She will

leave tomorrow, are obvious exceptions to this generalization.

10 Our use of the term 'direct argument' is broader than that in traditional grammar, where

it refers to NPs in the nominative and accusative cases only.

11 In Dyirbal, all NPs are case-marked, and there are no adpositions; consequently there is

no coding contrast between core and peripheral NPs. They can be clearly distinguished

on syntactic grounds, however. Direct core arguments take absolutive, ergative and

dative cases; these cases code the primary grammatical functions/relations. What dis-

tinguishes the oblique core arguments in the instrumental and (some uses of the) locat-

ive case from the peripheral NPs in the allative and ablative cases is the ability of NPs

in the instrumental and locative case (if they are part of the semantic representation

of the verb) to appear as direct core arguments in the absolutive case; this is never

possible with locative NPs which are not represented in the semantic representation

of the verb, such as allative NPs and ablative NPs. Thus it is possible to establish the

distinctions among direct core argument, oblique core argument and peripheral NP

even if all receive the same type of coding. See section 3.3.3 in Foley and Van Valin

(1984) for detailed discussion.

12 An example of this is applicative constructions in Bantu languages; see section 7.2.2.

13 The Lakhota verb wqyqke 'see' takes its subject and object markers as infixes; hence in

the glosses 'stem' refers to the part of the stem that occurs before the infixes.

14 The source of VPs in languages which have them will be discussed in chapter 5.

15 This idea has a long history; von Humboldt (1836) argued that this was the case for

Classical Aztec, and Boas (1911) made the same argument for Chinook.

16 This spelling of the language's name reflects current practice by both Mayanists and the

Mayan-speaking communities in Central America. It was formerly spelled 'Jacaltec'.

17 It might be expected that honorifics, as in Japanese, Korean and many other languages,

would be considered to be an operator. But there are good reasons to doubt that they

are; the primary one is that honorific vs. non-honorific forms involve different lexical

choices, rather than differently inflected forms of the same word. In Japanese, for
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example, the different honorific possibilities for the verb 'give', for example, involve

different lexical items, not inflected forms of the same basic verb. Even for Korean,

where there is less lexicalization of honorific distinctions, Yang (1994) argues convinc-

ingly that honorifics should not be treated as part of the operator system.

18 This type of structural representation, called a 'projection grammar', was first proposed

in Johnson (1987).

19 It should be emphasized that the term 'constituent' is not being used here in the same

sense as in 'immediate constituent'. It refers here to the main constituents of the layered

structure of the clause, the nucleus (containing the predicate), the arguments of the

predicate (NPs, PPs), the core and the periphery (PPs, adverbials).

20 For readers familiar with GB Theory, this representational system bears some re-

semblance to representations of clause structure involving a VP-internal subject and

extended functional projections. A VP containing the subject corresponds roughly to

the core (see section 6.1.2.1), and the higher functional projections correspond roughly

to the operator projection. This may be represented as follows:

TNSP

Functional

projections

SPEC T

A
TNS \

ASPP

SPEC A'

ASP VP

A
NP V

A
V N P J

Verb + arguments

Despite these similarities, there are fundamental and important differences between

the two types of syntactic representations. First, GB includes verb agreement mor-

phemes among the functional projections, whereas these are not considered to be oper-

ators in RRG. Second, NPs and the verb move from their VP-internal initial positions

up the tree to get case, check agreement, etc. in GB, whereas in RRG the elements of

the constituent projection interact with the elements of the operator projection only in

linearization. Agreement and case assignment, as we will see in chapter 7, are handled

in the linking between the semantic representation and the constituent projection; the

operator projection plays no direct role of any kind in the account of these phenomena.

Third, there is no principled motivation within G B Theory for the hierarchical arrange-

ment of functional categories; that is, there is no principled explanation for why TenseP

should be higher in the tree than AspectP. In contrast, we have seen that there is a clear

semantic explanation for the hierarchical arrangement of the operators in the operator

projection within RRG. Finally, for a purely historical point, the distinct operator
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projection in clause structure was first proposed in Johnson (1987) and thus antedates

the development of this type of clause representation in GB.

21 Originally put forth in Foley and Van Valin (1984), this claim has been supported

strongly by the results of a cross-linguistic study of morphology in Bybee (1985). Inter-

estingly, Tesniere (1939) proposed basically a similar universal order of verbal affixes.

22 This is certainly true for English and Icelandic, for example. There are instances where

a prepositionally marked argument functions like a direct core argument; such a case

would be the so-called 'prepositional objects' in Spanish.

(i) a. Ve-o a Maria. / *Veo Maria.

see-lsgPRES to Maria

'I see Maria.'

b. Ve-o la casa. / *Veo a la casa.

see-lsgPRES the.F house

'I see the house.'

When the 'direct object' is human and specific it is marked by a, the preposition meaning 'to'

which marks, among other things, 'indirect objects' with verbs of giving. Despite this super-

ficial oblique marking, animate direct objects behave exactly like non-prepositionally

marked direct objects, therefore a Maria in (a) should be considered a direct core argu-

ment, not an oblique core argument.

23 The prepositions with particle verbs in English, e.g. rely on, decide on, look at, listen to,

do not function as argument markers but rather are part of the nucleus; their 'object' is in

fact the argument of the whole complex nucleus, and it behaves like the argument of a

simple nucleus with respect to grammatical processes like passivization or topicalization.

24 These semantic functions will be discussed in detail in chapter 3.

25 These notions will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5.

26 For a different non-derivational analysis of this phenomenon, see Sadock (1991).

27 See Payne (1993) for arguments in favor of the traditional analysis of the noun as head

of the N P.

28 Saussure contrasted radically arbitrary linguistic elements like cat and tree with rela-

tively motivated elements like farmer and singer. While farm, sing and -er are them-

selves radically arbitrary, the combinations farm + -er and sing + -er are not, since their

meaning is derivable from the meanings of the constituent elements plus the V + -er rule

in English. Presented with a form *glarfer, an English-speaker could at least understand

it as meaning 'one who glarfs'. This is not possible with radically arbitrary forms like

dog and *glarf See also Lakoff (1987) for discussion of the difference between reduc-

tion and motivation.

29 See the references at the end of chapter 1 for such a presentation.

30 In these rules, ',' indicates that the elements are unordered and ' ( ) ' indicates that an

element is optional,'{ }' indicates that the element is optional in the sense that a lan-

guage need not have the category in question, * (called a 'Kleene star') signals that

there can be from zero to an unspecified number of the elements, and 7' means 'or'.

31 Branching direction is even clearer in complex sentences, where subordinate clauses

follow the matrix clause or core in English and precede it in Japanese.
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32 Dik (1978) argues for what he calls a 'language-independent preferred order of con-

stituents', which is based on the size of the constituents; it is, roughly, Clitics > Pronouns

> NPs > PPs > Cores > Clauses.

33 Some terminological clarification is in order. In ConG, the term 'construction' is used

for the abstract representation of the properties of the grammatical form, and the term

'construct' is used for the grammatical form itself. In HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994),

which shares many features with ConG, constructions in this sense are called 'signs'. We

are using the term 'construction' for the grammatical form and 'constructional tem-

plate' for the abstract representation of the properties of the form. Hence our 'construc-

tional template' is equivalent to ConG's 'construction' and HPSG's 'sign'.

34 Such processes have been formalized in Tree-Adjoining Grammars (Joshi 1985, Kroch

and Joshi 1987); these systems are formalizations for linguistic theories and not theories

in their own right.

3 Semantic representation, I: verbs and arguments

1 This could be broken down into subactions, e.g. the knife coming into contact with the

rope, Juan manipulating the knife in a sawing motion, and the knife passing through the

rope.

2 It is also true that they would not all be equally informative answers to the question

'what happened?' But we are concerned with the relationship between sentences and

states of affairs and not with conversational cooperation.

3 This is true for older speakers of the language; some younger speakers accept sentences

like (3.8b) (D. Rood, personal communication).

4 This observation goes back to the beginning of modern linguistics; see Saussure (1917

[1959]), Boas (1911), Sapir (1921,1924 [1951]).

5 Lexical decomposition is not uncontroversial; see Fodor (1970) for a critique and

Jackendoff (1990: 37-41) for a convincing rejoinder.

6 It is important to keep in mind that semantic representations, even informal ones, like

'cause to die', are not equivalent to the English sentence X caused Y to die. Rather, the

claim is that the semantic representation of kill involves causation, a change of state and

a result state.

7 Receive may be paraphrased as 'x comes to have y' and give as 'H> causes [x come to have

y\-

8 Some of these tests are taken from Dowty (1979), in which additional tests are

proposed.

9 In applying this test in a language, it is crucial to make sure that the form in question is a

true progressive, and not a form which may be called 'continuative', which indicates

that a state of affairs continues in time without any implication that there is any action

involved, unlike a true progressive. In Lakhota, for example, there is a suffix -hq which,

when combined with a verb like lowq 'sing', yields lowqhq 'be singing', which looks like

a progressive. But this suffix can equally well occur with many stative verbs, e.g. blecha

'to be shattered', giving blechahq 'it is shattered'. If one assumed that -hq is simply a

progressive morpheme, one would wrongly conclude that verbs like blecha 'be shat-

tered' are not states. The same considerations hold for the Japanese -te i- and Korean
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-ko-iss constructions, neither of which is a true progressive (Hasegawa 1992, Yang

1994). Therefore it is important to ensure that one is dealing with a form which is a true

progressive, and not one with the meaning 'state of affairs continues'.

10 There is an additional complexity with the progressive test. Some stative predicates, such

as sit, stand and lie, may occur with the progressive under certain circumstances, as in (i).

(i) a. The book is lying on the table.

b. The city lies/*is lying at the base of the mountains.

Carlson (1977) calls the statives in (i a) stage-level predicates, because they depict a situ-

ation which is not necessarily permanent. When the situation is necessarily permanent,

as in (i b), the progressive is impossible.

11 Languages vary in terms of how many verbs can undergo this alternation (see Talmy

1985,1991). In Italian and other Romance languages, for example, verbs like 'walk' and

'swim' typically cannot occur as active accomplishments. Rather, in order to say 'walk

to the park' or 'swim to the island', one must use the verb go plus a participle, yielding

'go to the park walking' or 'go to the island swimming'.

12 This term is taken from Dowty (1979), who proposes a different interpretation of the

Vendler categories and a different decomposition system from the one presented here,

although this system has many features in common with Dowty's proposal.

13 For the task of distinguishing achievements from accomplishments, the ability of a verb

to have an imperfective form can be interpreted as being equivalent to taking the pro-

gressive in test 1 in table 3.2.

14 Phrasal inceptive constructions like English start to sing or begin to rain are not punc-

tual, as it is possible to say He is starting to sing or It is beginning to rain. Hence their log-

ical structure would contain BECOME rather than IN G R.

15 There are some complications involving causality that we will not go into in detail. First,

there is a contrast among three basic types of causality: (i) Pam made Sally go [Direct

(Coercive)]; (ii) Pam had Sally go [Indirect (Non-coercive)]; and (iii) Pam let Sally go

[Permissive]. Both direct and indirect causality will be represented by 'CAUSE', and

permissive causality will be represented by 'LET' in logical structure. English verbs

like let, drop and release would have LET instead of CAUSE in their logical structure.

Virtually all the examples to be discussed involve direct or indirect causality. Second,

there is an important contrast between implicative and non-implicative causality; that

is, the difference revolves around whether the resulting state of affairs is necessarily

entailed or not. In English, lexical causatives and direct causality are implicative,

whereas permissive is not: *Pam broke the dish, but it didn't break', *Pam made Sally go,

but she did not go; Pam let Sally go, but she did not go.

Third, in some languages, e.g. Korean (Park 1993), lexical and direct causatives are

not implicative.

(i) a. Chelswu-nun mwul-ul el-li-ess-una, mwul-i an

-TOP water-A c c freeze-c A u s - p A s T-but water-N OMNEG

el-ess-ta.

freeze-PAST-DEC

'Chelswu froze the water, but the water did not freeze.'
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b. Congi-lul thay-wu-ess-una, ku congi-ka an tha-ess-ta.

paper-A c c burn-c A U S - P A S T-but the paper-N OMNEG burn-p A S T - D E C

'I burned the paper, but the paper didn't burn.'

In order to make them implicative, the verb noh 'put' must be serialized with them, and

this creates a contradiction within the sentence frame of (i).

(ii) a. *Chelswu-nun mwul-ul el-li-e-noh-ess-una, mwul-i an

-TOP water-A c c freeze-c AUS-LN K-put-p A S T-but water-N OMNEG

el-ess-ta.

freeze-PAST-DEC

'Chelswu froze the water, but the water did not freeze.'

b. *Congi-lul thay-wu-e-noh-ess-una, ku congi-ka an

paper-Ace burn-cAus-LNK-put-PAST but the paper-NOM NEG

tha-ess-ta.

burn-PAST-DEC

'I burned the paper, but the paper didn't burn.'

See Talmy (1991) for examples of similar phenomena from Tamil and Mandarin and

Talmy (1976,1988) for discussion of the different types of causation in language. We will

have nothing further to say about this contrast, as it has little impact on the syntactic

issues to be addressed in this and subsequent chapters.

16 This representation for hit is highly oversimplified; in fact, hit involves induced con-

tact in a complex causal structure, i.e. [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [INGR be-at' (y, z)]; that

is, it involves induced contact between y and z, as in The boy hit the chair with a stick

([do' (boy, 0)] CAUSE [INGRbe-at' (chair, stick)].

17 The ordering of arguments in logical structure will be discussed in the next section.

18 While 'A' is formally identical to the logical operator 'and', it is being used here as a con-

junction for joining the component logical structures referring to substates-of-affairs

that make up the macro-state-of-affairs denoted by the entire logical structure.

19 They in fact go by a variety of labels: semantic roles, case roles, semantic case roles,

thematic roles and 0-roles, to name the most common ones.

20 That is, it is simpler to say 'EXPERIENCER' now and then than 'the first argument of a

two-place state predicate of internal experience' every time.

21 This occurs in the first and second person only; it will be discussed in more detail in

section 7.3.1.3.

22 The difference in the vowels in the stems reflects morphophonemic processes in the

language; there are not two different verb stems.

4 Semantic representation, II: macroroles, the lexicon and noun phrases

1 The notion of 'semantic macroroles' was originally proposed in Van Valin (1977)

and further elaborated in Van Valin and Foley (1980) and Foley and Van Valin (1984).

A. E. Kibrik (1985,1987) argues for a different set of generalized semantic roles which

he terms 'hyperroles', 'motivated fusions of roles having their own generalized mean-

ings' (1985: 272). He proposes two: ACTOR, 'the actant designating the chief participant,
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the protagonist, of the situation' {ibid.), and FACTITIVE, 'the actant designating the

immediate, closest, most affected participant in the situation' {ibid.). These are rather

different from semantic macroroles, because they are tied to the ergative-accusative

language opposition and they include the single argument of intransitive verbs. That is,

Kibrik argues that in accusative languages like English his notion of actor is the dominant

hyperrole, covering the actor of transitive verbs and the single argument of intransitive

verbs and being in opposition to the notion of PATIENT. In ergative languages like

Dyirbal on the other hand, factitive is the dominant hyperrole, subsuming the under-

goer of transitive verbs and the single argument of intransitives and being in opposition

to AGENT. Hence his notions of actor and factitive do not map directly onto the notions

of actor and undergoer. Dowty (1991) proposed a different version of macroroles, which

he called 'proto-roles'. He argued that unlike the notions of actor and undergoer in

RRG, proto-roles are not discrete but rather gradient categories with fuzzy bound-

aries. Subsequent research has shown this idea of non-discrete generalized semantic

roles to be untenable. Jackendoff (1990) proposed an 'action tier' containing the notions

of 'agent' and 'patient' in his system of semantic representation, and they are similar in

some respects to actor and undergoer.

2 Interestingly, some speakers do get both possibilities with rob: Bill robbed the bank of

$500 vs. Bill robbed $500 from the bank. They apparently do not get both possibilities

with steal, however; *Bill stole the bank of $500 is bad for these speakers as well.

3 English is particularly rich in location-theme-type alternations; many languages do not

allow them at all, except in lexicalized pairs like rob and steal or fill and pour, e.g. I filled

the bottle with the milk vs. / poured the milk into the bottle. In some languages, e.g.

German and Indonesian, these alternations are marked by derivational morphology;

see section 7.2.2. See Foley and Van Valin (1985) for a survey of languages that allow the

English-style alternations.

4 The English translation, Spaghetti was eaten by Anna for five minutes, is ungrammatical

for some English-speakers but is only semantically odd for others. English seems to be

more tolerant of this type of passive than Italian is. There seems to be a continuum of

acceptability with the passive of activity verbs. The best examples involve generic sub-

jects and passive agents with no time interval specified, e.g. Spaghetti is eaten by Italians.

Generic NPs refer to sets rather than individuals, and they should be more acceptable

than non-specific NPs in this construction. Some languages have a different passive

form for activity verbs (Keenan 1985a), e.g. in Russian the be + past participle passive is

used withpostroit' 'build' (active accomplishment) and the reflexive passive is used with

stroif 'build' (activity).

(i) Dac-a by-l-a postro-en-a rabod-im-i.

dacha-N o M be-p A S T-Fsg build-p P p-Fsg worker-i N S T-pl

'The dacha was built by the workers.'

(ii) *Da£a byla stroena rabocimi.

(iii) Dac-a stroit-sja (raboc-im-i)

dacha-N OM build-REFL (worker-iNST-pl)

'The dacha is (being) built (by the workers).'
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5 Dummy subjects will be discussed in chapter 7.

6 The verb go has a similar logical structure, as it is an active accomplishment. In place of

run', the logical structure would have a general verb of motion together with a speci-

fication that the motion is away from the relevant reference point, usually, but not

always, the speaker, e.g. move.away.from.ref.pomt'.

7 It should be noted that many verbs of directed perception take an oblique core argu-

ment for their optional second argument in English, e.g. I'm looking vs. I'm looking at it,

and I'm listening vs. I'm listening to the radio. It is also interesting that in Latin activity

verbs of use and enjoyment behave intransitively rather than transitively and mark their

second argument with the ablative rather than the accusative case (Michaelis 1993).

These facts support the claim that transitive activity verbs are quite exceptional.

8 In Harry seems to me to be winning the race, Harry is an actor, but of the verb win in the

propositional y argument; it is therefore not a macrorole argument of seem. These 'rais-

ing' constructions will be investigated in detail in chapter 9.

9 It was mentioned in n. 2 that some speakers get Bill robbed $500 from the bank, but no

speakers get *Bill stole the bank of $500. This asymmetry can be explained in terms of

the markedness relations in the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy. Rob lexicalizes the marked

linking to undergoer, namely the first argument of have' (POSSESSOR/RECIPIENT) over

the second (POSSESSED), while steal lexicalizes the unmarked linking. The extension

of rob from the marked linking only to both marked and unmarked linkings is more

natural than the reverse extension from unmarked to marked, and this is reflected in the

change in rob but not steal.

10 Possessive have presents a number of interesting problems. It is usually analyzed as

a transitive verb, yet it behaves very differently from M-transitive state verbs, e.g. own,

believe and see, in that it does not passivize, e.g. This house was owned for many years

by the local Mafia boss vs. *This house was had for many years by the local Mafia boss.

In this respect it behaves much more like verbs such as weigh and cost, which are

S-transitive but do not passivize. These verbs express attributive logical structures, e.g.

weigh' (fish, [five pounds']) or cost' (book, [seven dollars']); note that if a shop assistant

is weighing something or looking up a price for something, one can ask 'How much is

it?' and get the felicitous response 'It's five pounds/seven dollars.' Many uses of have are

also of this type as well, e.g. Pat has great ambition vs. Pat is very ambitious. While this

deserves more investigation, it is not unreasonable to draw these parallels between basic

possessive have constructions and attributive constructions. When we look at other lan-

guages, these parallels emerge even stronger. In many Australian Aboriginal languages

(Dixon 1976), for example, basic possessive as well as attributive constructions are

expressed by a verbless construction in which the POSSESSOR or ATTRIBUTANT is the

undergoer and subject and the POSSESSED or ATTRIBUTE is a nominal or other ele-

ment in what is usually called the 'proprietive' case; the following examples are from

Mparntwe Arrernte (Wilkins 1989), in which the suffix -kerte signals the proprietive case.

(i) Lyete re Kwementyaye-kenhe mwetekaye-kerte.

now 3sgsuBJ -GEN car-PRPR

'Today he has Kwementyaye's car.'
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(ii) arlwerte-arlwerte-kerte-kwenye, arlpentye-kerte-rle

curls-curls-p R P R - N E G long-p R P R - F O C

'not the curly-haired one, the long-haired one'

On the other hand, its case-marking properties are those of a regular (M-)trans-

itive verb, and the verbs derived from it, e.g. receive, give, behave like canonically

(M-)transitive verbs. Receive is particularly significant in this regard, as the addition of

'BECOME' to the logical structure does not normally affect the argument structure of

the base verb in any way; yet receive does passivize, e.g. The letter was received by Mary.

Given these complexities, we will leave the detailed analysis of possessive have to future

research and continue to assume that it has the same basic logical structure as own and

belong to and that it is (M-)transitive.

11 Van Valin and Wilkins (1993) presents a richer decomposition for remember in English

and its equivalents in Mparntwe Arrernte.

12 The terminology used here differs somewhat from Jolly's but the distinctions are the

same. The term 'argument-adjunct' comes from Grimshaw (1990) but is not being used

in exactly the same sense. Whaley (1993) uses the term 'oblique complement' for what

we are calling argument-adjuncts.

13 See Nuyts (1994) for detailed analysis of the conditions under which one form or the

other is used.

14 In the operator projection in these figures, the two-part English aspect morphemes,

be -ing 'progressive' and have -en 'perfect' are represented only once, with the bound

part of the pair being represented. This is for ease of representation and interpretation.

15 The logical structure notation presented in chapter 3 has been used in place of the verb

notation used in the original.

16 These qualia are based on those of Pustejovsky (1991,1995), but are not identical to his

analysis.

17 ' { . . . } ' represents qualia which are not specified for the example. The LS for begin

would be B E C O M E do' (x, y), where the logical structure of the complement verb fills

the y variable slot.

18 See Pustejovsky (1991,1995) for a formal semantic account of this composition.

19 The genitive pronoun cems 'lsg' in the Georgian derived nominal is genitive due to

its being the object of the postposition mier 'by'; the genitive NP corresponding to the

o/-NP in English is c'erilis 'letter'.

20 There do not appear to be any deverbal nominals derived from causative state verbs in

English; rather, only the nominal corresponding to the state verb is possible, e.g. lithe

angering of the children by the babysitter (< The babysitter angered the children) but the

anger of the children at the babysitter.

21 Qualia will not be included in these representations, for ease of presentation.

22 There is cross-linguistic and cross-cultural variation as to the parameters of what can

count as inalienably possessed; for example, in Tongan, fishing nets are treated as

inalienably possessed (Churchward 1953), and in Cree snowshoes are considered to be

inalienably possessed (Wolfart 1973).

23 This logical structure is different from the one for Mary's tall sister in the previous
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section, and this is due to the difference between alienable possession and kin possession,

as illustrated in the contrast between (i) and (ii)-(iii).

(i) I've seen Larry's blue car, but I haven't seen the/his red one.

(ii) I've met Larry's tall sister, but I haven't met the/*his short one.

(iii) I've fixed the car's left fender, but I haven't fixed the/??its right one.

It appears that the kin possessor in (ii), like the inalienable possessor in (iii), is a pri-

mary element in the semantic representation of the NP in a way that the alienable pos-

sessor in (i) is not; hence one includes the kin and inalienable possessors but not the

alienable possessor. This is not surprising, because inalienable and kin possession are

necessary, inherent relationships, whereas alienable possession is non-essential and

adventitious.

24 This language is known by a variety of names: Maninka, Mandingo, Bamanakan, Bam-

bara, Marka, Marka-Dafin, Dyula and Wangara. We have referred to it as 'Bambara', as

this is the name which is best known in the linguistics literature.

5 Information structure

1 Hereafter, 'speaker' will be shorthand for 'speaker/writer', and includes anyone pro-

ducing a message with communicative intent; 'sentence' will include many types of

communicative utterance. Following the practice that has become the standard, we

will use 'she'/'her' for the speaker and 'he'/'him' for the addressee.

2 While there are languages, e.g. verb-initial languages such as Tagalog, where the

unmarked order is comment-topic, and comment-topic is also a marked word-order

possibility in otherwise topic-comment languages, the discussion here is valid, mutatis

mutandis, for both word orders.

3 Compare Kuno's two types of information: 'the concept applied to lexical items, on the

one hand, and the concept applied to the particular semantic relations which lexical

items enter into in the given sentence' (1972a: 272).

4 What we are interested in here is identifiability, not definiteness. The former is a uni-

versal pragmatic category related to referents, while the latter is a language-specific

grammatical category related to the linguistic representation of referents. A discussion

of this issue is beyond the scope of this chapter; see Lambrecht (1994, ch. 3) and DuBois

(1980) for extended discussion.

5 Compare the definition of focus given by Halliday (1967:204f.):

Information focus is one kind of emphasis, that whereby the speaker marks

out a part (which may be the whole) of a message block as that which he

wishes to be interpreted as informative. What is focal is 'new' information;

not in the sense that it cannot have been previously mentioned, although it is

often the case that it has not been, but in the sense that the speaker presents it

as not being recoverable from the preceding discourse . . . The focus of the

message, it is suggested, is that which is represented by the speaker as being

new, textually (and situationally) non-derivable information.

6 Note, however, that if the question is Did you put it in or on the box?, then On is a

felicitous answer. The reason for this seems to be the following. Having established
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Px or P2 NP in the immediately preceding discourse, it is possible to reply immed-

iately with just P1 or P2, with the NP understood from the immediately preceding con-

text. This makes them a type of definite zero anaphora, and therefore the responses

are really '[PP in [NP 0]]' or '[PP on [NP 0]]'. Hence these examples are not a problem for

the claim that the minimal information unit corresponds to the minimal phrasal cate-

gory in syntax. As we will see below, the focus domain may include topical or non-focal

material.

7 See Reinhart (1981) for a formal account of the notion of pragmatic 'aboutness'.

Lambrecht (1994: 193) calls the examples in (5.2b-d) 'unlinked topic constructions'.

Example (5.2c) is adapted from Matsumoto (1991). The Mandarin example in (d) is

from Li and Thompson (1976). Example (5.2a) is a 'linked topic construction', because

there is a resumptive pronoun in the clause referring to the topic NP in the left-

detached position.

8 In his most recent writings Lambrecht has begun using 'argument focus' for what he for-

merly called 'narrow focus', but as narrow focus is not limited to arguments of the verb

(e.g. includes adverbs and adjuncts), we have continued to use the term 'narrow focus'

to avoid confusion with the use of 'argument' elsewhere in this book.

9 In the construction exemplified by (5.10b), the object NP (here lijo) can appear either

in sentence-initial position or immediately following the passivized verb (before the

'by'-phrase). In spoken French the same type of cleft construction as in (5.10d) is used

for questions. The French equivalent of (5.10a) would not be ungrammatical, but it

is generally avoided and replaced by the cleft construction: C'est qui qui a prepare la

nourriture? (Knud Lambrecht, personal communication); see also Demuth (1990) and

Lambrecht (1987).

10 The notion of 'topic' as a part of the structural organization of sentences was introduced

in Chao (1955) with reference to Chinese and further developed in the approach to syn-

tax laid out in Hockett (1958), where it was applied to English and other languages. The

first proposal for simultaneous representation of constituent structure and information

structure was Hockett (1958), in which Hockett proposed overlaying box-diagram rep-

resentations of immediate-constituent structure with topic-comment distinctions.

11 Note that Sesotho is a head-marking language; hence the subject NP is not part of the

core.

12 See section 7.5.3 for a discussion of the role of the reflexive si in this construction. The

dative clitic pronoun mi 'lsg' is a kind of malefactive argument-adjunct (see section

7.3.2. for the logical structure of benefactives and other argument-adjuncts). A trans-

lation better reflecting this meaning would be 'The car broke down on me', where the

possession of the car by the speaker is an inference from the dative argument-adjunct.

13 For the purposes of this constraint, a sentence is a construction in which the sentence

node dominates a single clause node modified by a single illocutionary force operator,

thereby creating a single focus domain. The clause node may dominate other clause

nodes, either directly or indirectly. This characterization excludes sentences like Pat

called Chris, and they are still talking, in which the sentence node dominates two clause

nodes, each of which has its own illocutionary force operator and therefore its own

focus domain. (See chapter 8 for discussion of the structure of complex sentences.)
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14 Interestingly, there are some speakers of English for whom (5.3Id) is fully grammatical

on the coreference reading, and these speakers seem to require a pause after the pre-

posed PP. This suggests that these speakers interpret the PPs as being in the left-

detached position rather than in the precore slot, and this predicts that they should find

questions like (5.36c, d) perfectly grammatical, which they do. This interpretation may

be forced on them by the fact that the precore slot cannot be doubly filled with two focal

constituents that would then have to have the same intonation.

6 Grammatical relations

1 'SPEC stands for 'specifier', ' C for 'complementizer', 'CP' for 'complementizer

phrase', and 'e' represents an empty node. As can be seen from the Barriers tree, I NFL

is the head of the clause, as we discussed in section 2.4.

2 Even though the latest structures involve V-bar rather than VP for distinguishing internal

from external argument, we will use VP in the discussion to refer to the relevant node.

3 One could claim that there are multiple levels at which grammatical relations are rep-

resented and that at the abstract level the single argument with verbs like rhet is an

object in a clause without a subject but that while it is a subject in the overt structure, the

verb agrees with it as if it is still an object. This proposal, known as the 'Unaccusative

Hypothesis', was originally put forward in Perlmutter (1978) and a number of other

works; see Van Valin (1990) and Kishimoto (1996) for detailed critiques from the

perspective of R R G.

4 See Tsao (1990: 378ff.) for other examples of matrix coding in Mandarin showing the

possibility of all arguments being matrix-coded.

5 It is often assumed that word order distinguishes subject from object in Mandarin,

that is, that a NP V NP structure is unambiguously actor-verb-undergoer, yet this is

not always the case. Although the NP representing the actor of a transitive verb must

appear before the verb when it appears, it often does not appear overtly in the sentence.

This fact, plus the fact that any argument can be made the sentence-initial topic, means

it is the semantics of the referents and the total discourse context that determine the

interpretation of the arguments, not word order. See, for example, the ambiguous

sentence in (i).

(i) Zhexie xuesheng dou mei gei chengjl.

these students all not give grades

a. 'These students all did not give grades.'

b. 'These students were all not given grades.'

It is also possible in Mandarin for the NPs representing the actor and undergoer to both

be preverbal, and here also only real-world semantics and the pragmatics of the dis-

course situation disambiguate the utterance. See, for example, the following ambiguous

example, from Chao (1968: 32):

(ii) Zhegeren sheidoubu rende.

this CL man who all not know

a. 'Nobody knows this man.'

b. 'This man doesn't know anybody.'
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Word order then also cannot be used to define grammatical relations in Mandarin.

As argued in LaPolla (1995a), the main function of word order is to mark relative

topicality.

6 Dixon (1972) introduced this three-way contrast, using 'O' for 'object' of transitive

verb.

7 Barai is an example of a language which has no formal voice opposition but never-

theless neutralizes the actor-undergoer contrast with transitive verbs; see Olson (1978,

1981), Foley and Van Valin (1984: 346-51). It may well be unique in this regard.

8 See, for example, Matisoff (1976: 425-6), where the PO marker in Lahu (thd?) is char-

acterized as an 'efficacy depressant' which indicates that 'the accompanying noun is a

receiver of the action in spite of the fact that it might well be, under other circumstances,

the initiator of the action'.

9 The term 'pivot' goes back at least to Chao (1968), in which it is used for the NP shared

by both verbs in a Mandarin 'pivotal construction', e.g. (8.5d). Heath (1975) used the

term 'pivot', together with 'controller', in the analysis of 'want' constructions in exactly

the same sense they are being used here. Dixon (1979) used the term in place of 'sub-

ject' or 'topic' in his analysis of ergativity.

10 There is a controller in the Warlpiri -kurra construction, but we have not discussed

it; see Andrews (1985).

11 The antipassive marker is a nasal prefix which assimilates to the place of articulation of

the initial consonant of the verb stem; the initial consonant is dropped. Hence in this

case, because the initial consonant is /b/, the nasal becomes /m/. The assimilation may be

summarized asN+b'lli > m'lli.

12 It should be emphasized that this is but one of a range of functions that voice construc-

tions may have in these languages. It is never the case that voice constructions function

exclusively in switch-function systems; rather, it seems that this type of reference-track-

ing system appropriates the voice construction. Languages with voice constructions

need not have switch-function systems.

13 In Van Valin (1980), Van Valin and Foley (1980) and Foley and Van Valin (1984) this

was described in terms of typological contrast between reference-dominated languages

(languages with pragmatic pivots) and role-dominated languages (languages without

pragmatic pivots).

14 In the RelG literature, PSA modulation is referred to as 'promotion' and argument

modulation as 'demotion'. In Foley and Van Valin (1984, 1985), the former is labeled

'foregrounding' and the latter 'backgrounding'.

15 We stated too that there also has to be a restricted neutralization of pragmatic relations

like topic or focus. Since no languages treat topic as a grammatical relation (in the sense

we have been using the term), we have not argued against this possibility throughout

this discussion and instead have concentrated on neutralizations of semantic roles. It is

well known that in some languages, e.g. Mandarin and Japanese, topic NPs can exhibit

certain syntactic properties, e.g. control reflexivization. But it is never the case that only

topics can have such a property, as at least some core-internal arguments can also have

the property in question; hence there is no restricted neutralization involving topics,

and therefore 'topic' is not a grammatical relation.
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7 Linking syntax and semantics in simple sentences

1 Jean-Pierre Koenig (personal communication) has pointed out another kind of appar-

ent exception to the Completeness Constraint; it involves definite zero anaphora, as

in the following exchange: A: Did you know that Mary went out with Sam? B: / know.

The second argument of know in B's utterance is not overtly realized, yet it is clear

that it is that Mary went out with Sam. This is a case of a discourse referent satisfying an

argument requirement of a verb. We will discuss this and other, related phenomena in

chapter 9 in our discussion of linking in complex sentences. See also n. 6 in chapter 5.

2 An NP in a detached position must have a resumptive pronoun within the following

clause, e.g. As for Tom, Mary hadn't seen him in two weeks. The pronoun him would

occur in the logical structure of see in the semantic representation, and because Tom

binds him, it can be interpreted, thereby satisfying the Completeness Constraint.

3 Because case-marking rules in most languages refer to aspects of the linking and not

to the logical structure status of arguments (languages like Acehnese are the excep-

tional ones), the nouns in NPs filling argument positions will be represented as stems, to

which the case-marking affixes will be added as part of the linking. Hence in the logical

structure of the Icelandic examples the two NP arguments will be represented as Olaf-

and Sigg-, to which the appropriate case features are added, which will be realized as

appropriate in their phonological representations. In a situation where the forms in a

paradigm are not analyzable as 'stem + affix', as is often the case with pronouns, the

logical structure representation of the arguments will be in terms of their common lexi-

cal properties, e.g. 'lsgMASc' or '3plFEM\ This is the case in Sama, as aku 'lsgABs' and

ku 'lsgERG', despite the obvious similarity in form, are not part of a general paradigm

which is analyzable as 'stem + affix'; cf. the contrast between the second and third

person singular forms: ka'u '2sgABs' vs. nu '2sgERG', iya '3sgABs' vs. na '3sgERG'. Hence

they will be represented in terms of their common lexical properties, in this instance

'lsg', and the appropriate form of the pronoun will be determined in the same way as

the appropriate case is determined for the Icelandic NPs.

4 The speaker could not be truly inactive, since he/she is obviously present in the environ-

ment of the speech act. Hence it is treated as accessible rather than inactive; see section 5.0.

5 We will henceforth use the term 'active' for the unmarked voice in both ergative and

accusative systems; we will not be using it in the more restricted sense of the 'actor as

pivot' form in opposition to the passive voice in accusative systems only.

6 This step would be rather easier in languages like German, Sama and Indonesian, in

which the verb carries an overt marker indicating a marked linking to undergoes In

these cases, the marker indicates that the undergoer in the syntax should be linked to

the first argument in the state predicate in the logical structure.

7 Given the discussion regarding the interpretation of the accusative NP in active clauses,

one might wonder why it is legitimate to draw the strong conclusion that the ergative

NP is in fact the actor rather than the weaker conclusion that it is simply a macrorole

argument. The reason for this is that ergative case does in fact correlate with actor in

active (unmarked) voice constructions in ergative languages; the kind of variation in

interpretation mentioned above does not occur with ergative NPs. Hence this is an

appropriate conclusion to draw.
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8 As in German, the verb is in the third person singular form and will be glossed as such.

There is also agreement in case, gender and number involving the passive participle and

the predicate adjective in (a) and (b); we return to this below.

9 The idea of dative case as the default case for non-macrorole direct core arguments in

languages with morphological case systems is derived from Silverstein (1976, 1981,

1993). Dative is the default case for non-macrorole direct core arguments, and as a

default case it may be overridden with certain verbs. In German, for example, bediirfen

'need' takes a genitive object rather than a dative object, whereas in Icelandic there is a

large number of verbs which substitute genitive (with transitive verbs), e.g. vitja 'visit',

and accusative or genitive (with intransitive verbs) for dative, e.g. langa 'want, desire'

(accusative), gceta 'notice, take heed of (genitive; see Andrews 1982). In Latin

(Michaelis 1993) verbs of remembering (e.g. memini 'remember') substitute genitive

for dative, while verbs of use (e.g. utor 'use'), lack (e.g. indigeo 'need') and abundance

(e.g. abundo 'abound') replace dative by ablative and, less commonly, genitive. In the

Dyirbal example in (7.25b) the non-macrorole direct core argument receives instru-

mental rather than dative case.

10 We argued in section 4.2 that the non-referential second argument in activity predica-

tions like Pat drank milk is not an undergoer but a non-macrorole direct core argument.

In languages like German, Icelandic and Russian, the rules in (7.45) predict that the

second argument should be dative; it is, however, accusative rather than dative. Note,

however, that these verbs also have an active accomplishment use in which the second

argument would be an undergoer, hence accusative by (7.45b). We know of no lan-

guages in which the activity-active accomplishment is signaled by an accusative-dative

alternation of this kind. There are languages in which the second argument is marked by

the partitive with activity verbs and the accusative with active accomplishment verbs,

e.g. French and Finnish (Kiparsky 1995), as illustrated below. {Du in French is a con-

traction of de 'of plus le 'the.Msg'.)

(i) a. II a mang-e du pain. Activity

3sgNOM have.3sgPRES eat-PSTP PRTV bread

'He ate bread.'

b. II a mang-e le pain. Active

3sgNOM have.3sgPRES eat-psxp the.Msg bread accomplishment

'He ate the bread.'

(ii) a. Matti-0 luk-i kirjo-j-a (tunni-n) Activity

Matti-NOMSg read-3sgPAST book-pl-PRTV (hour-Ace)

'Matti read books (for an hour).'

b. Matti-0 luk-i kirja-t (tunni-ssa) Active

Matti-N o M sg read-3sgp A s T book-A c c pi (hour-i N E S) accomplishment

'Matti read the books (in an hour).'

It appears that there are two options that languages take: one is simply to case-mark

verbs which enter into the activity-active accomplishment alternation as if they are

always active accomplishments, and the other is to make a distinction between partitive

(activity) and accusative (active accomplishment).
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11 Two points need to be made about the linking diagram for (7.51b). First, the structure

with two nuclei represented here is called a 'nuclear juncture' and will be discussed in

detail in chapter 8. Second, the logical structure for takafast 'arrest' is given as if it were

a simplex verb like its English counterpart for ease of presentation; what is most rele-

vant here is the determination of actor and undergoer, and it is clear that regardless of

how the logical structure is set up, the first argument in the logical structure would be

the actor and the second argument the undergoer.

12 This hierarchy is sometimes misleadingly called an 'animacy' hierarchy or an 'agentiv-

ity' hierarchy. The first term is very confusing, as it is difficult to imagine in what sense

the referent of a first- or second-person pronoun is more animate than the referent of

a third-person human pronoun or NP. The second label derives from the fact that the

referents of highly agentive NPs are almost always animate, as we discussed in section

6.5, but this correlation does not entail that the person hierarchy is itself an agentivity

hierarchy.

13 There are a number of complexities here. First, there are five different focused pronoun

forms, and they are subject to varying restrictions. For example, only one of the forms

can be used with S arguments; all others are restricted to arguments of transitive verbs.

Second, three of them can only occur in the past tense. Third, none of them can be used

to express the experiencer of verbs of affect or internal state. See Schieffelin (1985) for

detailed discussion.

14 There are two exceptions that should be mentioned. First, according to Hale (1973),

there is one verb, wari 'seek, look for', which takes an ergative actor and a dative second

core argument; the predicted pattern for such a verb would be that in (7.63d), and there-

fore the ergative case on the actor would have to be specified in its lexical entry. Second,

in order to signal that an action did not have the intended affect or result, it is possible to

put what would otherwise be the undergoer in the dative, as in (i).

(i) a. Nyuntulu-rlu 0-npa-ju nantu-rnu ngaju-0.

2sg-ERG PAST-2sgi-lsgn spear-PAST lsg-ABs

'You speared me.'

b. Nyuntulu-rlu 0-npa-ju-rla nantu-rnu ngaju-ku.

2sg-ERG PAST-2sgI-lsgII-D AT Spear-PAST lsg-DAT

'You speared at me.'

Here too the actor appears in the ergative case, despite the dative coding of the second

argument. We may capture this by positing a special, semantically motivated linking

option in which with verbs like nantu 'spear' the second argument may be linked as a

direct core argument rather than as undergoer, in order to avoid the implication of

affectedness associated with undergoerhood but which does not affect the linking or

case marking of the actor.

15 Unlike agreement elements in English, German or French, the Warlpiri agreement

markers are more like the bound pronominals in head-marking languages like Lakhota.

All nominal and pronominal elements can be omitted, and the result is a full sentence,

e.g. purla-mi ka-rna 'I'm shouting', yi-nyi ka-rna-ngku T gave it to you.' Hence Warlpiri,

like Enga and Choctaw, is a double-marking language: it has head marking for verbal
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arguments but in addition has case on independent NPs cross-referenced by the mar-

kers on (in this language) the auxiliary.

16 Adpositions may assign case themselves, as they do in many Indo-European and other

languages. We will not discuss case assignment by adpositions.

17 This does not cover all of the uses of from in English; see Jolly (1991,1993) for discus-

sion of the other uses, many of which can be derived from this basic logical structure

pattern.

18 This does not apply with the 'dative shift' verbs like give, show and send; the outranked

z argument appears simply as a non-macrorole direct core argument, as in Robin

showed Sandy the picture.

19 We ignore the semantic representation of the adjective strong, since it is tangential to

the discussion.

20 For constructions like those in (7.85) and (7.86), since [do' (Sandy, 0) A do' (Kim, 0)] is

logically equivalent to [do' (Kim, 0) A do' (Sandy, 0)], this rule will permit either argu-

ment to be the v argument for the purposes of this rule.

21 As noted in n. 2 in chapter 4, there are some speakers who get (7.100b'); even for those

speakers, however, it is still the case that steal and rob lexicalize both linking possibili-

ties, but the marked linking with rob is equivalent to the only linking possible with steal.

See also n. 9 in chapter 4.

22 It is crucial to recognize the distinction between lexical and syntactic phenomena, on the

one hand, and lexical and syntactic rules, on the other. These are independent distinc-

tions, and we are concerned with differentiating lexical from syntactic phenomena. At

different points in the history of generative grammar, it has been argued that all gram-

matical phenomena, both lexical and syntactic, can or should be handled by the same

kind of rule. In early generative grammar, when the only descriptive devices were

phrase structure rules and transformations, all phenomena, including word formation,

were handled syntactically. In the last two decades theories have been proposed, e.g.

LFG and HPS G, which attempt to handle all lexical and as many syntactic phenomena

as possible by means of lexical rules. RelG, on the other hand, treats many processes

which other theories recognize as lexical by means of syntactic rules.

23 Native speakers seem to agree that plain passive agents cannot control a reflexive, but

they differ with respect to their judgments regarding adversative passives. In particular,

while they all agreed that some examples are grammatical, they often disagreed as

to which ones are grammatical. The ones presented here were acceptable to all of the

speakers we consulted.

24 In a logical structure with two EFFECTORS, the first one in the causal chain counts as the

highest ranking; see sections 3.2.3.2,4.1.

25 This is similar to the idea of 'multi-attachment' proposed by Perlmutter (1980) in RelG

to handle these constructions. He claims that the single reflexive affix is simultaneously

subject and direct object; in our analysis, it signals actor and undergoer simultaneously.

26 Huber (1980), cited in McKay (1985), gives examples similar to these as possible.

However, all of the German-speakers we consulted rejected them.

27 It should be noted that while this is a single clause, it is a construction containing two

nuclei; such constructions will be discussed in detail in chapter 8.
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28 Jackendoff refers to primary arguments as 'direct arguments'; since we are already

using this term in a different sense, we have chosen to use 'primary arguments' instead.

His term 'conceptual structure superiority' (cs-superiority) is the model for our term

'LS-superiority'.

29 It seems clear from the discussion in Jackendoff (1992) that he intends the cs-superiority

condition to replace the 1972 thematic hierarchy condition. His semantic representations

have each argument position embedded with respect to the next-higher one, and given

his definitions of thematic relations in terms of these positions, the thematic hierarchy

condition falls out from the cs-superiority condition. Because logical structures do not

have the same type of embedding relationships among argument positions, the two can-

not be collapsed in our framework.

30 Story aboutXis represented semantically as be' (story, [about' (X)]), because this would

be the logical structure for the attributive construction The story is about X. The differ-

ence between the two is that story is the undergoer 'subject' of the clause in the one con-

struction and the head of the NP in the other.

31 It might appear that about herself should be analyzed as an argument-adjunct PP, since

the logical structure resembles that in (7.114b). However, about" (herself) is an argument

PP, not an argument-adjunct, because it is the optional realization of the cc-variable in

the logical structure of talk. Cf. the discussion of the logical structure of verbs of saying

in section 3.2.3.1.

32 It has been argued that these verbs are not in fact causative (e.g. Bouchard 1995), but

there is strong evidence in favor of the causative analysis. First, as noted in the text, they

pass the causative paraphrase test from chapter 3. Second, as pointed out in chapter 3, in

many languages the translation equivalents of these psych-verbs are overtly causative,

i.e. they bear a causative morpheme. In chapter 3 we gave examples of the explicit

derivation of transitive psych-verbs from intransitive state psych-verbs via causativiza-

tion from Japanese, Lakhota and Barai in section 3.2.1 and from Sanuma in exercise 6.

33 Note that the ungrammatical * Himself amuses Sam would be ruled out by the Role

Hierarchy Condition. In grammatical sentences like Pictures of herself amuse Sally, the

actor is pictures of herself, with pictures as head and of herself a modifier of it, and the

reflexive is not in a syntactic argument position within the core.

34 In view of this, Kuno (1987), among others, has claimed that her in these examples is

[+REFL]. This preserves the claim that the clause is the domain of reflexivization, but it

is circular, since there is no independent evidence, other than the fact that her is bound

clause-internally, that it is [+REFL].

35 If the logical structure were [do' (shq, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (womanj, book)]

for *s/ie, gave the book to the womanh this would be ruled out by condition (b) in (5.29),

the principle governing intrasentential anaphora.

36 This highlights a difference in the linking properties of elements which occur in the

logical structure of the main verb and those of higher predicates. Semantic arguments

of the main verb may not be linked directly to the left-detached position; rather, they

are linked as pronouns to the core, reflecting the fact that when the element in the left-

detached position is not a setting modifier but rather interpretable as an semantic argu-

ment of the verb, there must be a resumptive pronoun referring to it in the core. Setting
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locative and temporal adverbials and PPs do not require resumptive elements, since

they are not arguments of the verb, semantically or syntactically, and therefore they

may be linked directly to the left-detached position.

37 It is important to recall that what Fillmore and other advocates of ConG call 'construc-

tions' we are calling 'constructional templates'; see chapter 2, n. 33. The following ter-

minological equivalences obtain:

Theory Form in language being Theoretical description of form

described

ConG construct construction

RRG construction constructional template

8 Syntactic structure, II: complex sentences and noun phrases

1 Even what GB calls 'small clauses', as in Harry considers [sc Sam a fool], contain a sub-

ject (Sam) and predicate (a fool), on a GB analysis.

2 Case marking in causative constructions will be discussed in section 9.2.2.

3 Yang (1994) reports that Choi (1929 [1989]) classified Korean complex sentences into

three types which parallel the distinctions proposed here. Bearth (1969) also proposed

a three-way distinction among linkage relations, based on the analysis of the Mande

language Toura, which is spoken in the Ivory Coast (Africa).

4 As we saw in section 4.4.2, operators receive a different semantic representation from

argument-taking predicates.

5 The question of the interpretation of the subject of the infinitive in sentences like those

in (8.30) is the problem of control, and it will be addressed in section 9.1.3.1.

6 Haspelmath (1995a) refers to the linked verb in this type of clause-linkage construction

as a 'converb'.

7 The second object N P with a verb like tell cannot readily function as subject in a passive,

e.g. HThe story was told Bill by Sam. However odd this example is, (8.36b) is quite

impossible.

8 Sentences from Japanese containing a question particle in a subordinate clause appear

superficially to be a counterexample to this, but they are not. An example is given in (i).

(i) Taroo ga dare to kekkon suru (no) ka shir-anai.

NOM who COM marry do (NMZ) Q know-NEG

'I don't know who(m) Taro is going to marry.'

The function of the particle is to indicate that the clause is an interrogative complement,

analogous to an English example like / don't know whether he has left. As in the English

indirect question complement, the subordinate clause does not constitute a question

independent of the main clause; rather, the whole sentence has the illocutionary force of

the main clause. Contrast this with examples involving clausal coordination like (8.37)

and (8.21b), in which each clause has distinct illocutionary force. The choice of a sub-

ordinate clause with or without a question particle in Japanese is analogous to the choice

of that vs. whether as a complementizer for English complement clauses.

9 'Sharing a core argument' will be characterized formally in terms of the linking between

syntactic and semantic representations in complex sentences in chapter 9. As mentioned
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in chapter 6, this is the original sense of the term 'pivot' as used in Chao (1968). We now

use the term in a broader sense, but it still subsumes the pivot in this construction.

10 This zero pronoun is not equivalent to any of the empty categories posited in GB

theory, as argued in Van Valin (1986a). However, some cases of the zero pronoun are

equivalent to the empty pronominal pro in GB, e.g. in the Mandarin examples in (5.37).

As should be clear from the analysis of linking in WH-questions presented in chapter 7,

there is nothing equivalent to NP-trace or WH-trace in this theory, and as we will see in

the discussion of control constructions in section 9.1.3.1, there is nothing equivalent to

PRO, either.

11 Some native speakers of English appear to have lost this distinction, using help uni-

formly without to.

12 Just as with the opposition between punctual and non-punctual verbs discussed in

chapter 3, the unmarked member of the opposition, in this case the [-temporal overlap]

constructions with to or from, can range in interpretation from clearly sequential to

nearly simultaneous, whereas the marked member, the [+temporal overlap] construc-

tions marked by zero, must always be interpreted as temporally overlapping.

13 7b also occurs together with for to mark subordinate cores in constructions like For

Hamid to leave now would be a mistake or The Dutch want very much for their team to

win the European Championship. Note that if the adverb very much is omitted from the

second example, the for disappears as well, i.e. The Dutch want (*for) their team to win

the European Championship. It appears that for-to is a discontinuous complementizer,

with there being complex conditions on its occurrence. While it might seem odd to talk

about a discontinuous complementizer, keep in mind that English and other languages

have grammatical elements that are discontinuous, e.g. the progressive {be + -ing) and

the perfect (have + -en), French ne +pas, ne +personne.

14 This contrast in perception verb complements provides evidence in support of the dis-

tinction made in chapter 3 between punctual (achievement) and non-punctual verbs.

There are punctual perception verbs like notice, find and glimpse, and because they are

punctual, the actor could not take in an entire action, event or process; rather, only a

short temporal segment could be observed. Accordingly, we predict that punctual per-

ception verbs would take only participles in this construction, and that is correct, e.g.

Robin noticed Kim reading/*read, Sandy found Pat talking to Sam/*talk to Sam.

15 All of Jacobsen's examples are taken from Sapir and Swadesh (1939); because of the

complex morphophonemics of the language, the words are not broken down mor-

pheme-by-morpheme as are the other examples we use. The relevant part of the word in

each example is in boldface.

16 These are clausal junctures, as there is no obligatory shared argument as in core junctures.

The missing pivot is a zero anaphor coreferential with the privileged syntactic argument

of the finite clause. Tense and illocutionary force are obligatorily shared, and therefore

the nexus is cosubordinate. Examples with overt subjects in the non-finite clause are

given in (i)-(ii).

(i) Mary having finished doing the dishes, Pat and Neil could start their next

project in the kitchen,

(ii) With Sam going to the store for beer and pretzels, the other guys could get the

surprise party ready.
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17 This brings up a point made in note 6 in chapter 3, namely, that kill is not equivalent to

cause to die. Cause to die is a core juncture, and consequently the causality is much less

direct than in a nuclear juncture causative or in a lexical causative like kill. There are

many instances in which one could be used and the other could not, as critics of lexical

decomposition like Fodor (1970) have pointed out. But this is not an argument against

lexical decomposition; rather, it is a demonstration of the validity of the iconicity princi-

ple inherent in the Interclausal Relations Hierachy. The logical structure for the English

verb cause is [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [undergo' (y, z)], where the logical structure of the

complement verb fills the z variable. Hence the logical structure for (8.56b) would be

[do' (Harry 0)] CAUSE [undergo' (Tom, [BECOME dead' (Tom)], which is clearly

different from the logical structure for Harry killed Tom, [do' (Harry 0)] CAUSE

[BECOME dead' (Tom)]. See Wierzbicka (1980a) for further discussion.

18 Dik and Hengeveld (1991) present an analysis of perception verb complements in FG

and argue that differences in the semantic representations correlate with the different

possible complement forms. They do not use decompositional semantic representations

of the kind employed herein, but their general line of analysis and argumentation paral-

lels that in Van Valin and Wilkins (1993).

19 There is an interesting apparent exception to the hierarchy found in French involving

perception verbs. Kayne (1975) gives the following minimal pair of sentences.

(i) J'ai vu Jean faire des betises.

lsg-have.lsgsee.pp do some stupidities

(ii) J'ai vu faire des betises a Jean.

1 sg-have. 1 sg see .P P do some stupidities to

'I have seen Jean do foolish things.'

The sentence in (i) is a core juncture, paralleling (8.5a) in structure, whereas (ii) is a

nuclear juncture, paralleling (8.3a) in structure. Since the main verb, voir 'see', is a per-

ception verb, this seems to be an important exception to the claim regarding the inter-

action of the semantic and syntactic sides of the Interclausal Relations Hierarchy. Kayne

notes that the two are not synonymous; he comments, 'the first... appears to involve a

stronger sense of actual visual perception of Jean than does the second' (1975: 232).

That is, (i) has a strong direct perception interpretation, and this is in line with the

predictions of the Hierarchy. Native speakers we have talked to do not have strong

intuitions about the meaning of (ii) but agree that it has a much weaker sense of direct

perception than (i). Achard (1996) shows that the construction in (i) is the unmarked

direct perception construction and that (ii) is very restricted, being subject to a number

of semantic conditions. Many combinations which are unproblematic in (i), e.g. J'ai vu

Marie cuisiner 'I saw Mary cook' are questionable in (ii), e.g. U'ai vu cuisiner Marie.

The fact that the construction in (i) is the unmarked direct perception construction

follows from the Interclausal Relations Hierarchy, but the construction in (ii) remains,

nevertheless, a problem for the Interclausal Relations Hierarchy. Moreover, German

seems to have a similar construction, as exemplified in (7.115b).

20 This test involves question-answer pairs in which the answer consists of 'No' plus a

single constituent representing a single information unit. This single constituent is the

focus in the answer and corresponds to the focus constituent in the question.
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21 The (c) response becomes felicitous if the entire clause is repeated, as in No, after she

left. In this case, the entire subordinate clause is being treated as questioned, which is

appropriate, since the clause as a whole is a constituent of the main clause and therefore

in the potential focus domain. The response in (c) becomes truly impossible as a reply to

the content of the adverbial clause if it occurs sentence initially, as in After shet arrived,

did Pat see Mary?

22 The Lakhota verbs manu 'steal', wqyqke 'see', iyukcq 'think' and ikicicu 'get for' in

(8.64)-(8.67) take their actor and undergoer markers as infixes.

23 The structure of Lakhota relative clauses will be discussed in section 8.6.2 below.

24 The reason echuhq 'while' is in the potential focus domain is that [PP CLAUSE +

echuhq] is a matrix clause peripheral constituent and therefore can be questioned, as

in a question like 'When did his wife get him water?' Its individual constituents cannot

be questioned, however, as we have seen.

25 Japanese and Korean also have internally headed relative clauses, but their occurrence

is heavily restricted. Both languages also have externally headed relative clauses, which

are the most used type. In Lakhota, by contrast, the internally headed type is the only

kind of relative clause construction in the language. See Yang (1994) for an analysis of

internally headed relative clauses in Korean within RRG.

26 The linear order of the two core operators in the matrix clause does not reflect their

scope, hence the crossing lines in the operator projection. If the sentence were Robin

was not able to indentify who had talked to Kim at the party to the police, then the linear

order would have corresponded to their scope relations.

27 This construction is used to express 'continuative' aspect; see chapter 3, n. 9. This verb is

used only with inanimate arguments such as trees or poles; there is a different verb naz\

'stand' which is used with animate arguments.

9 Linking syntax and semantics in complex sentences

1 'and" represents coordinating conjunctions which may (as in English) or may not (as in

Dyirbal) correspond to an overt lexeme; it should be distinguished from the logical

structure-internal connective 'A', which is part of semantic representations only, e.g. the

logical structure of active accomplishments.

2 There also seems to be discourse 'VP' ellipsis, as in (i).

(i) SPEAKER 1: Kim is eating an ice cream cone.

SPEAKER 2: Sandy is, too.

In this instance the Completeness Constraint would be violated, since speaker 2's utter-

ance is a different sentence from speaker l's. While a complete solution to this problem

is beyond the scope of this discussion, we can sketch an approach for dealing with it. If

there were an explicit representation of the context in which the two utterances in (i)

occurred of the kind provided by Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle

1993), then the Completeness Constraint could be modified to permit elements in the

discourse representation to satisfy it, under the appropriate circumstances.

3 We are using a simplified representation of the logical structure of hit here, since it is not

the semantic structure of hit which is important here; rather, it is the compositional

semantics of the nuclear juncture.
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4 Indications of the discourse-pragmatic status of the referring expressions in the logical

structures will only be indicated when relevant.

5 Here again since the main point is the overall pattern of the logical structure, we have

used simplified representations for his friend and several of the constituent verbs.

6 It should be noted that there are major dialects of English in which this sentence is

ungrammatical, a good example being Australian English. In this dialect, promise +

infinitive can only be used without a second argument, e.g. Robin promised to clean the

birdcage. In order to convey the meaning of (9.26c), a tensed complement clause must

be used, i.e. Robin promised Sandy that he would clean the birdcage.

1 This grammatical function, called 'OB J2' in earlier work in LFG, is the non-macrorole

direct core argument in a dative shift construction, i.e. the book in Sandy gave Kim the

book.

8 See Van Valin (1992a) for discussion of the difficulties the Dyirbal control structures

raise for certain claims in GB theory.

9 As pointed out in the discussion of persuade in section 8.4.3, this logical structure is just

an approximation of its meaning, but it does correspond to one of the ways that this

verb is expressed in some languages.

10 The Latin constructions from which the name is derived actually have quite differ-

ent properties; see Bolkestein (1979) for a comparison of the Latin accusative-plus-

infinitive construction with this English construction.

11 It should be kept in mind that 'matrix' here refers to the core to which is linked the core

containing the predicate of which the matrix-coded NP is a semantic argument; it does

not entail that this core is always the 'main' core in the sentence. It is perfectly possible

to embed a matrix-coding construction, as in Dana said that Pat believes Kim to have left

the party early. In this sentence, Pat believes Kim is the matrix core with reference to the

linked core to have left the party early in which the verb leave takes Kim as a semantic

but not a syntactic argument, and this whole construction is in a subordinate relation-

ship to the 'main' core Dana said. Pat believes Kim is thus the matrix core in the con-

struction but not the matrix core in the clause.

12 The case-marking rules in (9.67a) refer to macrorole status, and therefore would

not apply to the it in (9.66c'), AH believes it to be raining. While this might seem to be a

problem at first glance, it is not in reality, because it does not have distinct nominative-

accusative forms; therefore there is no evidence that it in fact has case at all in this con-

struction. Since it is not an argument, it cannot be replaced by a masculine or feminine

form which would show case distinctions. When it occurs and can be replaced by a case-

bearing pronoun, it is always a semantic argument of the predicate, and therefore the

rules in (9.67a) would apply to it or any other pronoun occurring in the same position.

13 Despite the translation of the sentence as 'The porcupine had the pumpkins cooked

by the owl', kwd is not the passive agent marker, which is ndi 'by'. This preposition is

used to mark RECIPIENTS with verbs of giving and directional phrases with verbs of

motion.

14 Example (9.83b) is apparently grammatical only for some Hungarian-speakers. The

three native speakers we consulted uniformly rejected this sentence as impossible. See

also Comrie (1989b: 184).
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15 The active voice is signaled by the prefix man- (perfective nan-) for most verbs; with

some stative verbs, e.g. -hita 'see', -fana 'be hot', the prefix is ma- (perfective na-). In the

case of the verb 'wash', sasa-, since the initial consonant is voiceless, it is dropped before

the prefix. The passive voice is signaled by the addition of the suffix -ana, whose final

vowel drops if there is an agent phrase following.

16 This phenomenon is known as 'logophoricity'; see Clements (1975), Hyman and

Comrie (1981), Sells (1987), Kuno (1987).

17 Readers familiar with GB theory will be aware that GB draws a very different conclu-

sion from this contrast between Lakhota and English. Since subjacency violations are

caused by movement across bounding nodes, the existence of subjacency effects in a

language is taken as evidence that the language does have syntactic movement rules,

regardless of the overt patterns. Huang (1981) argued that the movement is covert and

occurs in the mapping between S-structure and L(ogical) F(orm). This is illustrated in

the figure below; 'Move a' is the general movement rule subsuming WH-movement

and NP-movement.

D-Structure

I Overt Move a

S-Structure

^ ^ ^ ~ ^ \ ^ C o v e r t Move a

Phonetic Form Logical Form

Chomsky (1986a) argued that the primary difference between languages like English

and languages like Lakhota is that subjacency holds overtly in the syntax (i.e. in the

mapping between D-structure and S-structure) in languages like English and holds

covertly at LF in languages like Lakhota.

18 This constraint does not apply to echo questions, rhetorical questions or to metalin-

guistic questions.

19 This is important, because some of the other non-transformational accounts of subja-

cency, e.g. the GPS G account in Gazdar et al. (1985), do require the positing of a long-

distance dependency between the WH-word and a syntactic 'gap' in an embedded

clause. Such a long-distance dependency cannot be motivated for Lakhota and other

languages like it.

20 Williamson (1984) claims that Lakhota sentences like (9.121c) are grammatical if the

head noun is indefinite. However, none of the native speakers of Lakhota that the first

author has worked with accept such sentences. If there are speakers who find such sen-

tences grammatical, then those speakers, like Danish-speakers, are allowing pragmatic

factors to override syntactic ones in the determination of the potential focus domain in

these constructions.

21 In GB, the ungrammaticality of (9.136c) is not explained in terms of subjacency but

rather in terms of the empty category principle (Chomsky 1981b, 1986a).

22 In GB theory, the level of Logical Form handles a number of different phenomena,

in particular, quantifier scope, binding of pronouns and reflexives, and covert WH-

movement together with subjacency. It is striking that quantifier scope, pronomin-

alization and subjacency are all handled in terms of focus structure in this theory.
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Recognizing focus structure as part of grammar eliminates the need for positing an

abstract level like Logical Form to handle these phenomena.

Epilog

1 But see Slobin (forthcoming) for some cautionary points regarding these claims.

2 Two points need to be made here. First, the only way empirically to test the claim that

there is an autonomous LAD is to assume that grammar can be learned without one and

to try to show how this could be done; if the attempt does not succeed, then this can be

taken as an empirical argument in favor of Chomsky's position. If one assumes from the

outset that there is an autonomous LAD, then there is no possible fact that could dis-

prove its existence, because even if one could show that some aspect of grammar could

plausibly be learned, it could be argued that the reason it can be learned is that there is an

autonomous LAD. Second, the argument given in (1.7) in section 1.3.1 in favor of the

LAD is not an empirical argument and is logically invalid, for the following reason. It

crucially presupposes that there is only one account of the adult grammatical compet-

ence, but if there are multiple accounts, each with different implications for acquisition,

then the conclusion that some construct or concept must be part of the LAD simply does

not follow. We will see a clear example of this at the end of this chapter when we look at

the analysis of extraction restrictions presented in chapter 9.

3 This makes the point of the previous note. The analysis of subjacency phenomena pre-

sented in chapter 9 has radically different implications for acquisition from the GB

account, and therefore if we were to invoke (1.7) in the context of this analysis, we would

conclude that a principle like subjacency is not part of the initial endowment of the child.

Hence as long as there are competing analyses of the relevant linguistic phenomena (and

there always will be), then the conclusions reached in terms of (1.7) are meaningless. See

Van Valin (1994) for more detailed argumentation on this point.
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663,667-9,672

Kabardian 124,301
Kaluli 209,366-7,369-70,376,425,645,

666
Kannada 260,588-9
Kewa 43,51-2,305,450,475-6,521
Kinyarwanda 562
Korean 77,118,153,209,304,308,455,

510-11,638,654-6,669,672
Kutenai 288-9,373-4,376,437

Lahu271,663
Lakhota 14,23-6,27,28,30,33-5,61-3,

66-7,70-2,76, 88-90,99,102-3,108,110,
123,143,153,173,179,181-3,191,301,
311-13,330-2,338,342-3,370-1,384-6,
388,393,395-6,423-5,429,476,482,484,
488-92,495-6,499-503,506,529,542-4,
598,600-3,605,615-21,623,626,631-2,
643,645,647-8,651,654,668,672,674

Lango 295-8,305
Latin 158,295,393,658,665,673

Malagasy 221-2,261,275,277-9,281-2,292,
296,305,343,421,498-9,501-2,507,568,
590-7,674

Mandarin Chinese 58-60,62,106,108,
153,207,211-12,219,221-2,231-3,
260-3,273-5,305,333,385,442-6,456-7,
484,511-12,529-31,543-4,656,661-3,
670

Manipuri 260
Marathi 396

Martuthinera 290
Mparntwe Arrernte 25,62,80,130-3,191,

305,367,476,658-9

Newari 580-1
Niuean 562
Nootka 28,455,475-6,670
Norwegian 396,404-5,611-14
Nunggubuyu 289

Piraha 100,105,110,179
Polish 34,645
Portuguese 356,385

Qiang42,47,98,110
Quechuan languages 43,305,499, 579
Quechua, Ancash 637-8
Quechua, Bolivian 588-9
Quechua, Huallaga 211, 539,579-80

Romance languages 153,386,416,437,655
Russian 25,58,98,100,103-5,110,112,179,

181-2,263,305,308,385,393,420-2,657,
665

Sama 176,249,279-82,292-3,298-9,
327-30,332-3,338,342,386,392,399,
422-4,432,434-6,542-4,552-4,586-7,
621,663-4

Sanuma 79,136-8,305,586-7,668
Sesotho 212-13,215-16,424-5,484,632,

646,661
Slavic languages 153,386
Spanish 34,94,305,331,356,385,494,653

Tagalog 14,103,220-1,421,660
Tamil 656
Tepehua 98-9,171-2,179,181-3,186,

188-9,286-7,290-2,294,305,387-8,520,
523

Thai 77-8,118
Tibetan, Classical 260
Tibetan, Modern 80,304,308,499
Tibeto-Burman languages 272-3,590
Toba Batak 77,239-40,310-11,421-2,

439-40,515-16,635-6
Tongan 123-4,660
Toura 213-14,669
Tsova-Tush (Bats) 119-20,367,370-3,656
Turkish 44,51-2,79,169-70,237-9,295, 333,

418-19,421-2,424-7,447,460-1,469,
474,583-4,590,615,645

Tzutujil 282-4,287,289-92,300,302,342
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Ute 298-9,392 Yagua 80-1, 98,110,179,181-2

Warlpiri 80,245,263-70,273-6,278,280-1, Zapotec 289,305,634,645
292,305-6,367-9,645,663,666-7 Zuni 287,294
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SUBJECT INDEX

aboutness, pragmatic 203,627-9,633
absolutive case 20,119,123-4,263,363-70,

passim
accusative case 19,263,353-63,419,425,

582-9,664-5, passim
accusativity, syntactic 175-7,263-4,282,

305,317,326,542-3
acquisition, language 4,8,10-11,14,

640-9
logical problem of 10,675

activation 200-1,204-5,209,211,231,234,
290-1,327-8,664

actor see macroroles, semantic
Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy 146,155-8,

175-7,281-2,317,326,658, passim
adequacy, levels of

descriptive 8
explanatory 9-10,14
observational 7-8,18
pragmatic 9,14
psychological 9-10,13-14,340
typological 9,14-15,22,25,274

adjectives 28,56-8,68-9,125-6,195
adjuncts 27,31,60,159-63,192,228-9,321,

326,334-5,390-1,426-8,465-7,626,
642,668-9

adpositional phrase, layered structure of
52-3,160-3

adpositions 25-6,28-31,52-4,195,476,
passim

assignment 158,177,186,190,326,
376-84,437

nonpredicative 52-4,68,158,161,229,
324,376-83

predicative 52-4,68,159-62, 321,382-4,
464; adjunct 159,162-3,334-5,341,
349-51, 383,464; argument-adjunct
159-62,173-4,228-9,382-4,405-6,
413-14,611-13,659

adverbial clauses see subordinate clause

adverbials 27,29, 95-7,120,162-71,195,
381-2,410-11,417,442,447,465,
651

affectedness 60,145,149, 307-8, 389,
406

agentivity 118-22,152,305-9,372-3,408,
412-13,536,587-9

agreement 242,250-2,254-7,260,274-6,
296-8,300,326, 331-2,352-65,367-71,
449-50,665

long-distance 362-3
Aktionsart 91-113,116,129,644, passim

accomplishment 92-102,104-15,151-2,
171-2,409-11,413,430,529, passim

achievement 92-7,102,104-10,151-2,
171-2,409-13,430,529, passim

active accomplishment 100-2,108-12,
122-4,148-50,152,159-60,179-82,
301, 355,416,422,434,665, passim

activity 92-105,107-12,114-25,148-53,
159-60,171-2,179-82,301, 355,416,
422,434,585-6,657,665, passim

causative types 97-9,100-2,106-10,115,
172,179,181-4,402,409-11,413, 529,
607,668, passim

state 91-105,107-16,125-8,151-2,402,
passim

tests for 93-7,100-2,129,654,655
animacy 141-3,156,272,305-8,309,342,

347-8,371,385-6,666
antipassive see voice
applicatives 285,337-8,437
arbitrariness 69,653
argument from the poverty of the stimulus

10,647,675
arguments 25-8,642-3

inherent 123,149-50
semantic 25-8,37-8, 90,113-16,139-47,

462,464,468, 547,579-80,642,651
sharing 444,468,539-40,610,669
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Subject index

syntactic 26-30,37-8,147-8,150,405,
462,464,468,547,579-80,651

see also core arguments
argument-adjunct see adpositions,

predicative
argument structure see logical structure

acquisition of 644
aspect

nominal 56-8,321
verbal 40,45-51,57,76,94,171-2,364-5,

455-9,474,476,506,643-4,654-5,672,
passim

assertion, pragmatic 201-9,219,649
Autolexical Syntax 12,653

benefactive construction 162,382-4,
413-16

branching, direction of 70-1,653

case marking 17-20,158,250,326,352-73,
436-7,664

accusative pattern 263-4,352-68,575
active 257,370-3; fluid-S languages 370-3,

437; split-S languages 370-1,437
in complex sentences 533-4,575-89
domain 577-81
ergative pattern 263-4,363-70,577
global 366,370
long-distance 17-20,362-3
split systems 363-70

Categorial Grammar 11
causation 121-2,146,471,478-84,544,

655-6,671 see also Aktionsart
causative construction 108,305,391,410,

416,442-4,477,481,529,531-7,581-9,
607-8,671

causative paraphrase test 97-8,100-1,402,
668

classifier, noun 58-9,289-90,457
clause 22-51,67-8,441-2,444-8,462-9,478,

passim
layered structure of 25-51,69,76,164-71,

441-2,642; acquisition of 642-3
non-universal features of 23,35-40,70,

643
universal features of 22-9,39-40,69,70,

642
clause-linkage marker 470,476-7 {see also

complementizer)
cleft construction 208-12,418-19,462,471,

595,661
cognition 4,11-14,641-3,649

initial endowment 641-2,649

Cognitive Grammar 12-14,52,56,236,247,
561,634

communication 9,11-14,82, 86,199,231,587
communication-and-cognition perspective

11-15,28,82,428,640,649
competence, linguistic see knowledge,

linguistic
complement selection 482-3,671
complementation see subordinate clause
complementizer 444-5,460,469-77,505,

632-3,669-70 {see also clause-linkage
marker)

Completeness Constraint 325-6,351-2,525,
527,532,545,547-51,624,626,664,
passim

Complex NP Constraint 615-17
complex sentences see juncture and nexus

acquisition of 646-7
theories of 441-2,669

concreteness 21-2,651
conjunction 454,460,492,672
conjunction reduction 276-7,305,354-5,

358,361,520-2,526, 559-60 (see also
topic chain)

constituent projection see projection
grammar

construction 275-82,292-4,430-5,455,460,
521-2,669, passim

Construction Grammar 12-13,73,430-1,
441,469,640,654,669

control, obligatory 469,540-5,634,669
control construction 252-5,257-8,260,

274-8,280,305,540-60,570-1,608-10,
673

controller see privileged syntactic
argument

converb 669
Coordinate Structure Constraint 616
core 26-33,37,45-51,441-8,462,469,478,

642, passim
core arguments 26-30,32-3,38,147,390-1,

461-2,464, passim
direct 29-30,32-3,38,68,147,150,651,

653, passim
oblique 29,32-3,38,52,68,124,147,

150-1,651,653, passim
cross-reference see agreement

dative case 143,191,268,270,295,300,302,
341, 345,347,353-61,533-4,582-90,
665

dative shift see macroroles, semantic:
undergoer, variable linking
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definiteness 58,201,321,419,422,425,
500-1,600-2,631,660

dependent-marking languages
adposition structure 52-3
clause structure 23,34-5,70-1,76, 330-2
possessive NP structure 61-2,495

description 2-3,15
determiners 56,58-9,61-3,67,476,488-90,

501
direct discourse 469
directionals 42-3,45-7,49,51,455
discourse 11,14,199-201,230,234,236,

285-91,306,388-9,425,428-30,611,
626-7,672

Discourse Representation Theory 672
double-marking languages 35,254,342,

666-7

Empty Category Principle 674
equi-N P-deletion see control construction
ergative case 20,119,123-4,263,363-73,

425,580-1,664
ergativity, syntactic 175-7,246,249,282,305,

307,309,317,368,437,542-3
evidentials 42-4,46-51,76,211
exceptional case marking see matrix-coding

constructions
explanation 3-7

criteria for 5-7,10,13-14,18,182-4,243,
356

focus 200,202-17,230,234-6,252,307-8,
421-2,618-19,627-9,644,649

broad 206
narrow 206,208-11,215,218-19,407,

418-21,520; marked 209-10,221-2,
228,632-3; unmarked 209-10,632-3

predicate 206-8,210,213,215-20,224,
327-8,418-21,520,522-3,629

sentence 206-8,210-11,216,236,418-19
focus domain 205-9,212-13,484-92,661

actual 212-13,215-18,224-9,424-5,484,
486,492,618,630

potential 212-13,215-17,228,484-92,
618-26,628-33

focus position, unmarked 209,225-7,229,
307,366,419,421,425

focus-sensitive elements 487-92
focus structure 201-17,219-23,366-7,644,

674-5
influence on lexical choices 429-30
lexical influences on 630-1
projection see projection grammar

and word order 208,211-13,221,418-21,
437

Functional Grammar (Dik) 11,13-15,46-7,
52,56,236,246,640,654,671

functional sentence perspective 199
functionalism

French 12
Prague School 3,12,16,199,203,221,234
St. Petersburg school 12

Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar 11,
67,69,441,469,567,634, 674

generative grammar 3,8-11,15,667
genitive case 303-4,308,356,665
gerund 455,462-3, 538-9,547
Government and Binding Theory see

Principles and Parameters Theory
grammatical relations 140-4,151,175-6,

242-85,303,541-3,582
acquisition of 644-5
behavioral properties 250,252-62,264-70
coding properties 250-2,254-7,259-60,

266-7
configurational definitions 243-5,329,352
non-universality of 260,263,273-4,279,

309
restricted neutralization 251-3, 255,

259-60,265-6,268-9,273-5,279-81,
296,303-8,663

theories of 243-9,274-85,309
grammaticalization 280,484

heads 67-9,190
Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar 11,

13,393,401,441,469,567,634, 654,667
head-marking languages 23-5, 53-4,61-2,

253-4,330-2,370,601
adposition structure 53-4
clause structure 23-5,30,33-5,70-1,76,

173
possessive NP structure 61-2

honorifics 651-2
hyperroles 657

iconicity 480,482,671
identifiability 200-1,660
illocutionary force 41-2,46-51,58,72,76,

215,434,449-52,454,457,463-4,468,
475,485,488-2,520-2,524-5,539,661,
669-70

immediate constituent analysis 23-5,63,
243-5,541-3

imperatives 292-3,305-6
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incorporation
noun (into verb) 65-7,123,150,301
verb (into noun) 61,495

individuation 56-8,421-2
infinitives 444-8,455,459-62,470-4,482-3,

494,539,547-52,670
information 199-202,660
information unit 206,215,485,660-1,671
instrumental case 295,345-6,586,588-9,665
intonation 35-7,39,42,201-2,204-5,

208-11,215,219,225-6,228
Interclausal Relations Hierarchy 480-4,671

semantic hierarchy 478-81,508
syntactic hierarchy 477-8,480

interclausal semantic relations
aspectual 472-3,479-81,483
causative see causation, causative

construction
cognition 479-83 see also verb types
conditional 479-81
indirect discourse 479-81
jussive 479-81,544-5,553,555-7
perception direct 473-4,479-81,571,671;

indirect 474, 571; see also verb types
propositional attitude 479-83 {see also

verb types)
psych-action 479-84,547
purposive 125,383,479-81,483-4

(see also purposive constructions)
temporal: non-overlapping 472-6,479,

670; non-overlapping + interval 479;
overlapping 472-6,479,670;
simultaneous 479-81

inverse constructions 288-9,373-6,437
island constraints see relative clauses,

constraints on; topicalization,
constraints on; questions, WH-:
constraints on

juncture 442-8,455,468,476 (see also
juncture-nexus combinations)

clausal 442,447-8,463-9,476-7,492,517,
520-8,560,670

core 125,169-70,226,442,444-8,455-7,
459-63,468,474,476-7,482-3,517-18,
537-81,608-11,671

nuclear 442-8,455-9,468,476-7,484,
517-18,529-37,607-8,671

sentential 469-70
juncture-nexus combinations 454-5,507

clausal coordination 455,463-4,477,481
clausal cosubordination 455,463-5,477,

481,520-4,670

clausal subordination 455,464-7,481-3,
505-6 (see also subordinate clause)

core coordination 455,457,460-1,471,
474,477,481-2,507,559,571

core cosubordination 455,457,460-1,477,
481-4,507,647

core subordination 455,461-4,477,481,
505-6,537-9,610 (see also subordinate
clause)

nuclear coordination 458,477,481,506
nuclear cosubordination 455,457-8,477,

481,483,506
nuclear subordination 459,477,481,506

knowledge, linguistic 4,8,9-11

language, definition of 9,11
Language Acquisition Device 10-11,15,

641-2,647,649,675
language faculty, autonomy of 10,640-1,

647,649
left-detached position 36-7,60,166,169,

171,214,223,228-30,326,334,426-8,
469-70,662,664,668-9

levels of syntactic representation 17-21,25,
65,75,245,362-3,650,662

lexical categories, universality of 28
lexical content, inherent 305-8,365-7,374,

376,666
lexical decomposition 90-1,102-11,114,

116,128-9,172,654-5
lexical phenomena vs. syntactic phenomena

389-92,667
Lexical-Functional Grammar 11,13,21,

248-9,441,469,541,567,612,634,667,
673

lexicon 69,73,154-8,172-3,177-84,389,
passim

linear order (precedence) 20,27,30-2,
35-7,220,225,342,358-9,361,418-21,
663

constituents 52,56,70-3,654
operators 49, 51-2,56,59,63,71-3,653

linearization 418-21
linking in complex sentences 517-75

role of discourse pragmatics in 619-32
semantics -> syntax 525,529-36,538,

546-53,563-4,569-74,583; algorithm
518,623-4

syntax -> semantics 525-6,529,532,535,
539,554-9,564-6,574-5,609-10;
algorithm 518-20,558-9,565-6,
609-10,624-6
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linking in derived nominals 186-8
linking in simple clauses 172-8,290-1,

317-52
acquisition of 645-6
marked 328-9,343-4
role of discourse pragmatics in 285-7,

290-2,327-8,423-9
semantics -> syntax 172-8,290-1,326-39,

423-8,431,668-9; algorithm 326,423,
427-8

syntax -> semantics 338-52,428,431,585;
algorithm 340-1,347-9

logical structure 102-29,147-8,154,320,
passim

logophoricity 674

macroroles, semantic 139-47,149-58,195,
318-19,656-7, passim

actor 141-7,149-58, passim
default assignment principles 151-8,373,

passim

undergoer 141-7,149-58, passim; variable
linking 145-6,157-8,271-2,336-9,
345-6,379,383,386-9,392,584-5,
657-8,664,667

mass/count see individuation
matrix-coding constructions 28-29,561-75,

609-10
as non-PSA ('raising to object') 561,

567-73,609
as PS A ('raising to subject') 252-3,

259-60,262,274-6,278,357-8,360,
522,561-6,571-3,609,658

Meaning-text theory 12
middle constructions 416-17
modality 41-2,45-7,49,76,455,460-1,563,

643-4
mood 42,450-2,613
morphology 432,664

patterns of derivation 98-100,108-10,
181-2

vs. syntax 1-2,484
morphophonology 22,651
morphosyntax 2,34

negation 41,45-7,49,56-8,76,122,219,
303-4,308,450-2,455,523-4,643-4

neutralization, restricted see grammatical
relations

nexus 442,448-55,457,669 (see also
juncture-nexus combinations)

coordination 441,448-55,457,460,468-9,
507,563

cosubordination 454-5,457,468-9,507,
563

non-subordinate 461-2,468,478,482-3,
517,539-40,545-7,569,580,610,647

subordination 441-2,448-50,452-5,457,
461-9,505,647

nominals
deverbal 55,60,186-8,194,196
semantic representation 186-8

nominative case 19,263,327,353-62,371-2,
passim

noun phrase 53-63,67-8,16,passim
complex 492-505,508,590-605,615-16;

linking in 494,590-605
discontinuous 23-4,63-4,67
juncture-nexus types 492-7; coreN co-

subordination 494,496-7; coreN

subordination 494-5,497; NP
coordination 492-3,497; NP
cosubordination 492-4,497; NP
subordination 492-3,497-503,590-8;
nuclearN juncture 495-7

layered structure of 54-7,478,492-3;
coreN 54-60,492, coreN arguments
53-5,60,492,494,497; NP 54-9,492;
nucleusN 54-9,492; peripheryN 55-6,
493,497-8

operators 56-9,321,492-6,601-2
nouns, proper 56,59- 60
NP-initial position 56,60-2,492
nucleus 26-32,45-51,441-8,457,478,642,

passim

object
direct 19-20,139-44,151,223,242-9,253,

256-7,260,263,269,270-4,352,540-3,
561,582,650,662

indirect 242-3,271,274,352,582-3
primary 271-4
primary object languages 271-2,347,

387-8
secondary 271-3

oblique constituents
core see core argument, oblique
peripheral see adjuncts

operator projection see projection grammar
operators 40-52,67-9,72-3,171-2,523-5,

643-4, passim
clausal 45-51,165-8,455,463-4,468,539,

552
core 45-51,164-8,455,457,459-61
nuclear 45-51,164-8,171-2,455-9
sharing 449-54,455-61,464,468, 520-1
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participial construction 148-9,264,274-5,
476

participle 455,472-4,670
particle verbs 653
partitive case 303,308,665
passive see voice
performance, linguistic 9
periphery 26-32,169-71,326,334,426,

464-7,506,557-8
pivot see privileged syntactic argument
possession

alienable 190,192
inalienable 190,192,308,380-1,659
kin possession 191,308
possessive NP 60-2,189-92, 380-1,495
semantic representation 190-2

possessor 'raising' 258,260,276,304,308
postcore slot 37-8,71-2,326,334,425,428
postpositions see adpositions
pragmatics 7,8,11-14,39-40,199-214,

223-34,247,292,388-9,418-30,432,
627-30, passim

Gricean224,630,649
precore slot 27,36-9,60,71-2,212-14,223,

228-30,296,326,332-4,425-8,498,
504,507,557-8,662, passim

prepositions see adpositions
presentational construction 208,234-5,307,

429-30
presupposition (pragmatic) 200,202-4,

207-9,214,219,629,649
Principles and Parameters Theory 9,11,

18-20,21,65-9,244,318,441,468-9,
475,541,561,567,616-17,634,639,647,
649-50,652-3,662,669-70,673-5

privileged syntactic argument 176-7,281-5,
294-5,317,327,329,340,352-61,421-3,
460,590, passim

controller 274-84,317,460,540-5,547,
553-60,663; pragmatic 291-2,297-8;
semantic 274-9,292-3,297-8,305-6,
362,429,560; syntactic 274-5,294-5,
358,360-1,559-60, invariable 281,290,
294,298,305,429, variable 281-2,284,
290,297,305,341-3,355,362,559-60

pivot 275-84,294-5,317,460,507,546-7,
552-3,590,663,670; pragmatic 291-4,
327,354,358,422-3,433,520-3;
semantic 275-81,306,429; syntactic
275-85,287-8,290-4,309, 358,360-1,
invariable 281,290-3,306,423,429,
variable 281-4,290-3,305-6,341-3,
355,423

selection principles 175-8,281-2,305-6,
317,360-1,397,399-400,404-5

processing, language 4,7-8,340,437
'pro-drop' languages 34-5, 331-2,523
projection grammar 46-9,430,652-3

constituent projection 31-4,48-9,164-71,
214-15,217-18,457,459,463-4,501,
507,525,652-3

focus structure projection 214-15,217-18,
485-7

operator projection 46-9,164-71,215,
217,457-61,463-4,485,501-2,507,525
652

pronominalization
backward 225-7
intersentential 224,231-3,236
intrasentential 223-31,236,428,668

pronouns 56,59-60,192-4,201,224-33,393
proto-roles 657 {see also macroroles,

semantic)
prototype theory 280
punctual 92-6,104-6,385,670
purposive constructions 267-9,274-6,302,

433

qualia 184-6,195-6, 321,347
quantifiers 56-8,219-23
questions

indirect 505,669
WH-18-19,36,39,173-5,212,229-30,

234-5,252,322,324,326,331-3,350-1,
362-3,389,423-5,433-6,556-7,595,
615-26,670; constraints on 332,435-6,
595,615-26,647-9; in-situ 333,424-5,
615-21; core-internal focus position
333,419-20,424-5

yes-no questions 226-30,424,486-90,
617,671; constraints on 486-90,619-21,
648

raising see matrix-coding constructions
reference-dominated languages 663
reference-tracking systems 285-90,307

gender/noun class 289-90,292
obviation 288-9, 374-6
switch function 287,289-90,292,306,520,

523 {see also topic, chain)
switch reference 287-8,290,450-4,521

referent, coding of 201,204-5,225-31,235,
321,468

referential distance 231
referentiality 53-4,66,122-3,200-1,301,

419,421-2,425
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Subject index

reflexivization 279-80,293,297-8,305-6,
329-30,389-91,392-417,435-6,437,
446-7,567,604-15,667

clitic 392,407-17,437,607-8
conference 392-3,396-408,417,604-15
domain of obligatory 224-5,396,405-7,

608-12,668
domain of possible 396,405-6,608-12
lexical 392-6,417
long-distance 393,406,606,611-15,634
picture reflexives 393,402-4

Relational Grammar 11,21,243,567,662,
663,667

relative clauses 253,261-2,275,279-80,
293-4,300,329-30,478,488-93,
497-505,508,590-605,615-22,626-9

constraints on 261-2,279,293,590-5,
615-16,626-9,647

externally headed 308,498-502,590-9
headless 503-5
internally headed 304,308,499-503,590,

598-605,672
right-detached position 38-9,167,169,171
Role and Reference Grammar 12-15,21,

46-7,52,73,236,291,437,442,469,590,
640,644,647,652-3,662,672

role-dominated languages 663
rules

lexical 178-84,188,195,389,667
syntactic: immediate dominance 69-70,

72,73,75; linear precedence 70-3;
transformational 18-20,65,245,
616-17,667

satellite-framed languages 153-4
scope

negation 45-7,56,58,219,308,451-2
operators 46-52,71,171-2,455-61,491,

619,672
quantifiers 56,58,219-23,236,494
see also negation, operators, quantifiers

semantic representation
adpositions 159-62, 321,334-5
adverbs 162-71
clauses 195,322,525-6,614
nouns/noun phrases 184-94,321,393
operators 171-2,194-5,321-3,614
sentences 539,551,561,614
verbs 102-13,116-28,320

semantics 7,11-14,39-40,68,69,70, 91,110,
113,388-9,432, passim

sentence 29,38-9,72,448,469-70,612
Sentential Subject Constraint 616,622-3

serial verb construction 456-9,530-3
states of affairs 82-9,92,129
status 41-2,46-51,614-15
structural linguistics 2-3,5,15,16
structure, relational vs. non-relational 17,

242
subcategorization, syntactic 156,172-3,

177-8
subjacency 616-17,623,647-9,674-5

{see also relative clauses, constraints on;
topicalization, constraints on; questions,
WH-: constraints on)

acquisition of 647-9
subject 19,139-44,147,151,175-6,207-8,

219-23,242-70,273-4,277-80,284-5,
291,329,352,540-3,561,582,611,
613-14,650

derived intransitive 266,268-70,307
dummy 338,351-2,573-4,673
inverted 207-8,211-12,218,219,234,

418
see also privileged syntactic argument

subordinate clause see also relative clause;
nexus, subordination

adverbial clause 226-7,230,441-2,452-3,
464,466,477,481,485-93,498,508,
619-22,672

complementation 441-2,452-3,461-3,
464-8,481-3,485-6,488-91,505-6,
508,526-9,561-2,564,568-9,571,615,
619-23,625,630-3,669

switch-function see reference-tracking
systems

switch-reference see reference-tracking
systems

syntactic inventory 73-5,176-7,234,322-4,
431-2

syntactocentric perspective 8-11,16
syntax-semantics interface 139 {see also

linking in complex sentences, linking in
simple clauses)

Systemic Functional Grammar 11-12,15,76

Tagmemics 11
telicity 92-6,99-100,111-12,118,181-2,301
templates

combining 74-5,234-5,322, 324,432
constructional 73,342,423,430-6,521-2,

654,669
syntactic 73-5,173-6,234-5,322-4,

430-2,505-7, 521-2,592-3; selection
principles 173-6,324,432,546,568-9,
592-3
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Subject index

tense 40,45-51,73,165,169-70,447,450-2,
454-5,464,475,524-5,539,552,561,
614,643-4,670

text 231-3,236,469-70
that-dame 442,455,462-7,474,481-3,

485-7,494-5,505-6,527-9,539,551-2,
561,564,571,622-3,630,669

thematic relations 113-29,139-46,154,
246-9,271-2,376-7,384,397,401,656
passim

topic 199-200,203-8,214,215,222-3,
224-5,231-2,247,251-2,272,306-8,
421-2,520,627-9,644,661,663

chain 231,285-7,291-3,302,468,520,523
(see also conjunction reduction)

topic-comment 199-200,203,206,208,
221,250,629,660 (see also focus,
predicate)

topicalization 210,434,595,615-16,626-9,
633

constraints on 283,293,595,615-16,
627-9,633,647

transformational grammar 17-21,52,69,
243-5,318,467,561,567

transitivity 147-56,172-3
M(acrorole)-transitivity 150-8,355-6,

385,562,564
S(yntactic)-transitivity 150,173,324,546,

568-9
Tree-Adjoining Grammar 654

Unaccusative Hypothesis 662
undergoer see macroroles, semantic
universals 9,11,22-31, 39-40,52,59,71,72,

76,206,217-18,245,260,385-6,388-9,
399,463

universal grammar 11,14-15,22,243,651

valence 147-50,195 (see also transitivity)
verb-framed languages 153-4
verb phrase (VP) 19-20,23,217-18,244-5,

441,469,650-1,662
VP ellipsis 523-67,672

verb types
attributive/identificational 103,125-6,

156,417,591,658,668
cognition 114-15,125,156,347,376,479,

482-3
consumption 111-12,180
creation 111-12,180

desire 115,125,347,383
directed perception 114-15,124-5,153,

658
emotion 115,125,156,347
existence 114-15
internal experience 103,114-15,125,156,

347
location 115,125,127-8,153-4,376
motion 109, 111, 118,153-4,162,180,658
perception 114-15,125,153,156,347,376,

473-4,670
performance 115,118,180
possession 109,114-15,125,127-8,154,

347,376,658-9
propositional attitude 115,125,154,156,

347,479,482-3,613
repetitive action 115
saying 115-18,400-1,545,551,613, 630,

668
state or condition 114-15
use 115,124-5,153,658
see also Aktionsart

voice 143,176,282,287,294-302,309,663
active 140-3,175-6,242,251,268,328,

343,664
antipassive 143,176,268-70,277,282-4,

286-7,294-5,299-302,306,309,328-9,
394,434-5,553

argument modulation 294-5,298-9,
300-2,391-2

instrumental 261
passive 140-2,147-9,151,173-6,242,

246-9,251,253,261,264,266,268-70,
282-7,294-9,307,309,328-9,343-4,
353-5,357-60,389-91,432-3,462,522,
534-5,545,571,645-6,657-8,667

PSA modulation 294-8,299-300,302,
306, 317

wa vs. ga (Japanese) 206-11,223
want constructions see control constructions
WH-Island Constraint 616
Word Grammar 12
word order see linear order (precedence),

linearization

X-bar syntax 67-68

zero anaphora 201,231-3,285-6,289,293,
468,520-3,661,670
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